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PREFACE.

The following papers are divided into volumes according

to subject, and, within each volume, disposed in the order

of time ; the former, to facilitate reference ; the latter, to

preserve the clue of literary history. They thus form, as a

whole, an autobiographical commentary on the larger

systematic writings for which they have gradually prepared

the way. Running as they do through the changes of three

score years, they can lay no claim to logical consistency.

I can only hope that beneath the varying complexion of

their thought some intelligible moral continuity may be

traced, leading in the end to a view of life more coherent

and less defective than was presented at the beginning.

Most of the papers being strictly occasional, that is, rela-

tive to the events and ideas of their time, have interest, if

at all, as reproducing some vanished aspect of public senti-

ment or social movement. They are left, therefore, to speak

the feeling of their day, without any attempt, by soften-

ing its ignorances or removing its misjudgments, to correct

it to the standard of the present intellectual latitude. A
few very early essays have been excluded, as too pervasively

steeped in the spirit of a discarded philosophy ; but else,

papers have been marked for rejection only where the

interest was obsolete, or not desirable to revive.

This rule of excision might perhaps have been more

freely applied to the contents of the present volume ; for

of iho.personal sketches the last two may be deemed better

suited to an album of private photographs than to a portrait-

cabinet of celebrities from the recent world's patrician

chiefs ; and in the political essays scarcely is there a prob-
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lem discussed, which has not moved towards its solution on

Hnes far apart from those either conjectured or commended
by the writer. But though both these allegations are true,

neither is relevant. The interior interest of a biography has

little dependence on the scale of the exterior life, if only

there be scope for the proportions of a complete character
;

it lies mainly in the attributes of the personality,—clear

intelligence, harmonious affections, devotedness of will,—all

of which find ample tests of opportunity in the discipline

of inconspicuous life. I owe too deep a debt myself to

many a tender Memoir of goodness unrenowned to deem

any apology necessary for recording my reverence and

affection towards teachers and friends whom no one could

know without rising to his best. The political papers I had

intended to withhold as " pamphlets of ancient history ;

"

but the reading of them so carried me back to a scene and

a group of influences almost effaced from the memory of

the present generation, as to impress me with the levity and

irrationality of the now-current party judgments on the

movements of thirty-five to forty years ago. History, it is

said, revises the verdicts of contemporaries, and constitutes

an appeal-court, nearest to the Ordeal of Heaven. When
history becomes ideally perfect, it may be so ; but it must

wait to be written till successors as well as contemporaries

are gone ; for, usually, they do but reverse the prejudices

of their predecessors, and assume that the opposite wrong

must be the only right. Not till the proximate past has

retreated far, and even the echoes of party passion have

died away, is real historical impartiality attainable. Before

that date, the first essential of just political criticism is

a clear and comprehensive conception of the international

relations and tendencies of the immediate time ; in the

absence of which, no abstract principles, however specious

in their absolute form, can protect us from false estimates.

For this reason I have thought it worth while to preserve

two or three contemporary presentations of some crises, the

conditions of which are now apt to drop out of sight,
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I.

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF DR. PRIESTLEY.*

When a new planet is discovered, it requires time to

assign it its true place in the solar system. The observer

must know his own movements, or he may pronounce its

progressive course to be retrograde ; and he must trace it

through many degrees of its track, before he can lay down

its course, and estimate its speed, and measure its eccen-

tricity. In like manner a great and luminous mind cannot

have its just position in the social system allotted at once

:

the less so as the moral vision of mankind has no achro-

matic wherewith to penetrate the deep spaces of intellect.

It will be long before the first confident speculations on the

new phenomenon give place to the computations of truth

and reason. Presumption will maintain that it is but a

meteor, soon to dip below the horizon : superstition will

broadly hint that anything which swims so near the source

of light and heat endangers the world's temperature, and

will burn us up as it sweeps by ; and many are the years

on whose darkness it must shine, ere its course be traced,

and it be found to be humanity's morning and evening star.

The time necessary for the appreciation of a conspicuous

* " The Theological and Miscellaneous Works of Joseph Priestley,

LL.D., F.R.S.," in twenty-five volumes. Edited, with Notes, by

John Towill Rutt. Vol. I. Life and Correspondence.

—

Monthly Re-

pository, 1833.

VOL. I. B
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mind will vary according to the nature of its genius and the

state of society in which it is put forth ; but in proportion

as it addresses itself to the general mind, and finds access

to the general mind, will a true verdict be speedily passed.

Large masses of men are more just, more discerning, more

generous, than small ; more ashamed of all petty passions ;

less inclined to idolatry on the one hand, and to envy on

the other. Imaginative genius, which in these days speaks

to a splendid audience, standing amid an amphitheatre of

nations, receives an answer of glorious acclaim to its cry of

^^ Flaudtte I" while originality in science, in theology, and

even in political philosophy, appreciable at first only by

schools and sects of men, waits for justice till the school or

the sect becomes, in numbers and intelligence, coextensive

with society at large. Scott and Byron have received the

homage of their own times ; but such men as Priestley or

Bentham must wait the revolutions of opinion, and the

regeneration of social institutions, before the due rites of

honour are enacted over their graves.

Posterity, like Providence, rewards men according to

their deeds. To their tribunal oblivion must give up its

dead. What place will then be allotted to Dr. Priestley,

among the benefactors of mankind, we will not presume to

decide ; sure we are it will be no mean one. And, in the

mean while, it is evident that the time is approaching for a

correct and final estimate of his merits. His contemporaries,

with their indiscriminate praise or censure, have, for the

most part, retired from the scene ; and a new generation,

partly educated by his writings, and able to bear testimony

to their influence, has stepped into their place. The phy-

sical science to which, for many years, he brought his

annual tribute of discovery, has advanced another stage ;

and, apart from all rivalry and controversy, can afford to be

just to his memory, and to devote a chapter of true history

to its own historian. The philosophy of mind no longer

pays exclusive honour to the favourites whose contempt

was too strong for his living fame, and ranks among its
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greatest masters men who expound principles akin to his.

In some measure his poHtical sympathies seem to have

been bequeathed to this generation, and the chains have

been broken, for numbering whose Hnks he became an

outcast and an exile. And in theology he has had successors,

who have, in some measure, diverted from him the odium

which he was wont to bear exclusively : theology, however,

is singularly tardy in its justice, and a fame locked up in

theology is scarcely more hopeful than an estate locked up

in chancery. For a fair estimate of this extraordinary man,

the advantages afforded by the complexion of the times are

enhanced by the new biographical materials which have

been laid before us by Mr. Rutt. These materials con-

sist of Dr. Priestley's letters to his most intimate friends,

extending in an almost unbroken series through the greater

part of his life, and appended to the several sections of his

autobiography. We were disposed at first to wish that

more selection had been used, and that many letters, which

convey no new impression of the writer's character, no

indication of the spirit of his times, had been omitted ; and

that the notes, notwithstanding the amount of interesting

small talk which is crowded into them, had been occasion-

ally in a less excursive style of illustration. But in both

these particulars it is possible that the editor may have con-

sulted the public taste as well as his own vast stock of

dissenting lore. His errors (if errors they be) are those of

an affectionate and faithful memory ; and the interest

which, in the earlier portion of the biography, is weighed

down by the indiscriminate mass of correspondence, is

powerfully revived towards the close of the volume by the

letters from America. It would be difficult to find,

throughout the whole range of epistolary literature, any-

thing more touching than these letters, more pictorial than

the impression they convey of the aged philosopher in his

banishment, inspired by his faith to struggle with the

shocks of circumstance, sustaining cheerfulness and devising

B 2
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good in the midst of his solitary sorrows, and feeding still

an interior energy amid the waste of years. His seclusion

there seems like an appointed interval between two worlds,

—a central point of observation between time and eternity.

There is a quietude in his letters, which gives them the

aspect of letters from the dead; all the activity of life

appears in them as viewed in retrospect, and yet the peace

of Heaven is still but in prospect ; and they send forth

tones of indescribable melancholy, which, travelling over

one of the world's broadest oceans, seem like communings

from an unearthly state. Yet it is not that the Christian

sufferer himself desponds ; the melancholy is not in him,

but in the reader ; and it is simply our wonder that he

could uphold his spirit so nobly, which deepens the pathos

of his history. It is obvious, throughout, that his self-

possessed serenity comes from the past and the future, and

not from the present ; and there is a simplicity, a reality,

in his repeated allusions to his approaching immortality,

which makes us feel perpetually that, step by step, we are

passing with the venerable man to his grave, to meet him

on the morrow in a home whence there is no exile.

But we are anticipating. Not that we shall attempt any

chronological narrative of Dr. Priestley's life. The volume

before us itself records not so much the events as the

labours, the feelings, the habits, the discipline, the

opinions, of a life. And it brings to a close Mr.

Rutt's protracted labours, as editor of Dr. Priestley's

Theological and Miscellaneous Works. We would avail

ourselves of the opportunity to present our readers with an

analysis of Dr. Priestley's character as a theologian, a

physicien^ a metaphysician, a moralist, and a Christian.

Few problems are more difficult than to determine the

proportion between the internal and the external causes

which create great minds. When genius, oppressed with

difficulties, toils its way upwards to the light, it is not the

difficulty that creates the genius ; or every man who wrote
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in a garret might be a Johnson or a Sheridan. Still less,

when it flutters in the atmosphere of courts, is it the

warmth of throned patronage which tempts its powers into

life \ or every minion of royalty might be a Horace or a

Moliere. No mind can possess real power which does not

impress you with the conviction that, wherever planted, it

would have found for itself a greatness ; and the office of

circumstances is but to trace the track of its energies.

When the stream born among the hills tumbles its waters

into the valley, it has its first channel determined by the

mountain surface, turned aside by pinnacles of rock, and

invited by the yielding alluvial soil ; but its ceaseless chafing

loosens and rolls away the rugged masses that break its

current, and makes for it a new and a freer way. And
minds which are to fertilize the world may have the wind-

ings of their genius traced by influences from without;

but the same mighty will by which they first burst forth to

precipitate themselves on the world below, will undermine

the most frowning barriers of circumstances, and carve out

fresh courses for their power. Though Dr. Priestley would

not have been unknown to the world had he, in conformity

with an intention once entertained, been doomed to a

counting-house in Lisbon, it is not difficult to discern

several groups of events which exercised a deep and lasting

influence upon his character, and determined the relation

in which he should stand to society. The first of these is

to be found in his early religious education, which was

conducted on the old puritanical model of constraint and

rigour. There is little doubt that he is right in ascribing

to this cause the deep sense of religion which he maintained

through life. His was not one of those minds which are

necessarily devotional,—which, under all conceivable ad-

justments of circumstances, betray their affinity with

Heaven,—whose religious sympathies, instead of being

suppressed by neglect, or overborne by the tide of adverse

influence, would, like air entangled in the ocean-depths,

rise the more buoyantly to their native element. Such a
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mind was Heber's, of which you can no more think as

without piety, than you can of colour without extension.

Deprive it of this central attribute, and there remains an

impossible combination of qualities ; but Dr. Priestley's

other qualities might have existed independently of his

devotion, without any violation of the order of nature. In

the language of logicians, it was his property^ not his

essential difference. And, accordingly, we believe that,

for its full and permanent development, a systematic and

stimulant discipline was needed ; and this was abundantly

administered in the coarse excitement and Sabbatarian

severity of a Calvinistic education. His acknowledgment

of the miseries accompanying its benefits is remarkable

among the confessions of orthodoxy :

—

"The weakness of my constitution, which often led me to

think that I should not be long-lived, contributed to give my
mind a still more serious turn ; and having read many books

of experiences^ and, in consequence, believing that a new birth,

produced by the immediate agency of the Spirit of God, was

necessary to salvation, and not being able to satisfy myself

that I had experienced anything of the kind, I felt occasionally

such distress of mind as it is not in my power to describe, and

which I still look back upon with horror. Notwithstanding I

had nothing very material to reproach myself with, I often con-

cluded that God had forsaken me, and that mine was like the

case of Francis Spira, to whom, as he imagined, repentance

and salvation were denied. In that state of mind I remember

reading the account of ' the man in the iron cage,' in the

* Pilgrim's Progress,' with the greatest perturbation.

" I imagine that even these conflicts of mind were not with-

out their use, as they led me to think habitually of God and a

future state. And though my feelings were then, no doubt, too

full of terror, what remained of them was a deep reverence for

divine things, and in time a pleasing satisfaction which can

never be effaced, and, I hope, was strengthened as I have

advanced in life, and acquired more rational notions of religion.

The remembrance, however, of what I sometimes felt in that

state of ignorance and darkness, gives me a peculiar sense of

the value of rational princip'es of religion, and of which I can

give but an imperfect description to others.
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" As /;'/////, we cannot doubt, must have an advantage over

error^ we may conclude that the want of these peculiar feelings

is compensated by something of greater value, which arises to

others from always having seen things in a just and pleasing

light ; from having always considered the Supreme Being as

the kind parent of all his offspring. This, however, not having

been my case, I cannot be so good a judge of the effects of it.

At all events, we ought always to inculcate just views of things,

assuring ourselves that proper feelings and right conduct will

be the consequence of them."—pp. 12, 13.

" Though, after I saw reason to change my opinions, I found

myself incommoded by the rigour of the congregation with

which I was connected, I shall always acknowledge, with great

gratitude, that I owe much to it. The business of religion was

effectually attended to in it. We were all catechized in public

till we were grown up, servants as well as others : the minister

always expounded the Scriptures with as much regularity as he

preached ; and there was hardly a day in the week in which

there was not some meeting of one or other part of the congre-

gation. On one evening there was a meeting of the young

men for conversation and prayer. This I constantly attended,

praying extempore with others, when called upon.

" At my aunt's there was a monthly meeting of women, who
acquitted themselves in prayer as well as any of the men be-

longing to the congregation. Being at first a child in the

family, I was permitted to attend their meetings, and growing

up insensibly, heard them, after I was capable of judging. My
aunt, after the death of her husband, prayed every morning

and evening in her family, until I was about seventeen, when

that duty devolved upon me.

"The Lord's day was kept with pecuHar strictness. No
victuals were dressed on that day in any family. No member
of it was permitted to walk out for recreation, but the whole of

the day was spent at the public meeting, or at home in read-

ing, meditation, and prayer, in the family or the closet."

—

pp. 15-17.

A question of great moment is here suggested. Unitari-

anism has been tried upon two generations : has the

experiment justified Dr. Priestley's faith in the devotional

influences of truth ? Or, for illustrations of the spirituality
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which may be conjoined with heterodoxy, must we still

point to minds which, like his, have emerged from Cal-

vinism, and may be supposed to have brought their piety

thence ? With the most fervent confidence in the moral

power of truth, it may yet be doubted whether the largest

portion of Unitarian piety has not been imported from

orthodoxy; and hence many have been led to conclusions

favourable to the rigid system of religious education. The
fact may be admitted, and the inference denied. It is in

no case the rigour, the ceremonialism, that makes the

saint ; regarded by itself, its whole tendency is to produce

mental imbecility and disgust and unbelief \ and wherever

it has existed as a system,—wherever it has been made
the instructor's main reliance,—these effects, and no others,

have followed ; not a gleam of emotion, not an impulse of

holy desire, has ever come from it. But, long as it has

been the receptacle of all the soul of orthodoxy, it would

be strange if its machinery had not often been plied by

those who have made it the vehicle of their own piety, and

have sent through its dead materials that living earnestness

of mind, in love of which the young will often undergo

much that would else be tedious and revolting. Wherever

Sabbatarianism has fallen into such hands, a devotional

feeling has resulted,—not, indeed, from the system, but

from its presiding spirit. To revive the stiff regimen of

our forefathers, because it sent forth a Priestley and a

Lindsey, would be like reenacting the Mosaic law, in ex-

pectation of another "sweet singer of Israel." A ritual

system can no more create a soul, than the study of Greek

metres can make a poet. It does not, however, follow,

because sabbatical constraint fails to awaken piety, that

laxity must certainly succeed ; and we rejoice to believe

that Unitarians are beginning to perceive the error of this

retaliative logic ;—that, while they discard the enthralling

formalities which rendered their fathers more superstitious

than devout, they feel, in some degree, the solemn respon-

sibilities of a spiritual faith ;—that, while they rely as little
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as ever on mere externals of devotion, they think more of

its interior spirit, and study more earnestly the means for

its nurture.

Whilst we admit that the conflicts of mind which Dr.

Priestley describes may have occasioned a permanent

susceptibility to religious emotion, we maintain that it

was his subsequent conversion which gave that suscepti-

bility its only value. His mental sufferings were accurate

corollaries from his faith ; and his mind was too clear-

sighted, too sincere, too literal, too little imaginative,

speedily to have effected an escape from them which no-

thing but self-deception and enthusiasm could have accom-

plished. And where, we would ask, is the efificacy of

religious emotion so miserably perverted ? Neither inspir-

ing holiness, nor infusing peace, its influence on the active

powers is purely paralytic, and on the passive, torture.

There is no charm in devotional anguish, more than in any

other, which should make it a thing to be desired ; and

self-persecution without reformation,— tears wrung, not

from the conscience, but from the creed,—are only new

items in the account of human misery. It was not, then,

till the reverential feelings towards the object of faith

which those struggles implied were transplanted into a

brighter system, — not till they took their place in a

religion of duty instead of dogma,—not till they changed

their character from tormentors to motives, from abject-

ness to love,—that they brought with them any bless-

ing to the mind. Calvinism, like the magicians of

Egypt, could poison and taint the salubrious stream ; true

religion, like the prophet's rod, could alone convert the

current of blood into the waters of fertility.

The next important circumstance of his life was his

conversion ; an event which, from its permanent influence

on his external relations and his internal habits, forms the

most momentous change in his personal history ; and,

from its vast and still increasing effect on the state of

opinion in this country, marks an era in the annals of our
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national Christianity. It was brought about by the same
quaHties of mind which had sunk him in the agonizing

humihation of orthodoxy,—we mean his plain-deahng with

himself. It is not to the presumptuous, but to the humble,

not to the self-ignorant, but to the clear-minded, student

of his own nature, that the shade of Calvinism, like that

of the fabled Upas-tree, proves itself, instead of a shelter-

ing influence, a sickening and a deadly blight. Had Dr.

Priestley exercised more self-adulation and less perspicacity

in his dealings with his own mind, he might have emerged

from his gloomy terrors, into the comfortable persuasion of

his own saintship ; but the same sincerity which prevented

his confounding the operations of his own thoughts with

the agency of the Holy Spirit prevented him also from mis-

taking the prepossessions of education for the fulness of

evidence. There never was a movement of opinion more
purely characteristic than that of Dr. Priestley. It was

performed exclusively by the natural gravitation of his own
faculties, with the least possible share of impulse from

external causes. It was his " call " ; and we wish that

every call which orthodoxy records were as simply a trans-

action between God and the believer's own mind : it was

his "new creation," the brooding of God's spirit, i.e.^ his

own thought and conscience, over the chaos of a rude

creed, and bidding light to struggle through the mass, and

the elements to fall into a fairer order. That the change

was progressive, extending over sixteen years, not only

assimilates it to all that is good in God's providence, but

indicates its independent character. The opinions which

he ultimately embraced were nowhere embodied as a whole

at the commencement of his inquiries ; some of them

were not in existence, and the rest were barely accessible,

scattered through many dissimilar writers,—rather hinted

than stated ; and, if deemed worthy of mention for their

curiosity, requiring apology for their profaneness.

The collective adoption of the peculiarities constituting

modern English Unitarianism would then have been
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unnatural, and their adoption from the dictation of others*

minds impossible. Throughout the whole process of

theological change which Dr. Priestley's opinions underwent,

his transition from low Arianism to Humanitarianism,

which was the last important step, is the only one in which

the reasonings of a predecessor exerted a perceptible in-

fluence ; and this was occasioned by the writings of Dr.

Lardner, to be persuaded by whom must be a pure con-

cession to evidence. Throughout every other stage of his

conversion. Dr. Priestley was his own commentator ; his

inquiries followed the order of his ow^n doubts ; his evidence

was collected and arranged by his own assiduity ; and his

conclusions drawn by the absolutely solitary exercise of his

own intellect.

He has been accused, and by an authority which gives

weight to the accusation, of having imbibed from his age a

spirit of innovation. We apprehend that the charge

involves a material error with regard both to his character

and his times. A more stationary condition of the social

mind than that in which his opinions commenced, matured

and almost completed their progress, could not perhaps be

selected from the last two centuries of English history.

The underworkings of the earthquake had doubtless com-

menced in France ; the interior power which was to burst

through the crust of institutions, and rock the nations in

alarm, was " getting up its steam " ; but of this not the

most penetrating had a glimpse ; all was quiet on the sur-

face, not a growl was heard, not a vibration felt. Had it

even been otherwise. Dr. Priestley could have been little

affected, in the early part of his life, by the political occur-

rences of the Continent, for he was not then in a position

either to receive or to impart the influence supposed : he

was not then the admired philosopher, the conspicuous

sectary, the obnoxious subject,—but the poor, secluded,

unpopular preacher of a small market town. The relative

chronology of his opinions is curious. Not only were his

changes of mind in complete anticipation of the stimulat-
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ing period which closed the last century, but some of his

most startling sentiments were the earliest embraced ; he

had maintained the inconclusiveness of St. Paul's reason-

ing, gone all lengths with the doctrine of necessity, and

rejected his belief in divine influence, before he had been

in the ministry three years. And on the other hand, when

the time of restless theory came, and all old opinions were

loosened, and the whole creed of society, political, social,

and religious, was broken up for reconstruction, his con-

victions had been made up ; he had not to take up his

opinions amid the maddening excitement which, in the

eagerness to enthrone reason, thrust her from her seat

;

calmer moments had been devoted to the task, and in the

retrospect of his own mind he saw an epitome of the

mental revolution whose rapid transitions were hurrying

by. Hence the steady posture which he assumed amid all

the revelry of speculation which he witnessed ; hence, with

all his exultation in the new prospect which seemed to open

upon society, he appeared as a conservator, no less fre-

quently than as an assailant, of existing opinions. It

would indeed be difficult to select from the benefactors of

mankind one who was less acted upon by his age, whose

convictions were more entirely independent of sympathy ;

in the whole circle of whose opinions you can set down so

little to the prejudgments of education, to the attractions

of friendship, to the perverse love of opposition, to the

contagion of prevailing taste, or to any of the irregular

moral causes which, independently of evidence, determine

the course of human belief. We do not assert that

he was not precipitate; we do not say that he cast

away no gems of truth in clearing from the sanctuary the

dust of ages ; we do not deny that, in his passion for

simplification, he did sometimes run too rapidly through a

mystery, and propound inconsiderate explanations of

things deeper than his philosophy. But we maintain that

his sources of fallacy, whatever they were, were from

within, and not from without ; that he was no man for the
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second-hand errors of indolent or imitative intellects ; that

his faults were all those of a searching, copious, and
original mind.

We have said that Dr. Priestley's theological inquiries

followed the order of his doubts ; his conversion followed

the order of his inquiries, his publications the order of his

conversion, and his influence the order of his publications.

Hence in part has arisen among Unitarians a conventional

arrangement of their theological peculiarities, always begin-

ning with the question respecting the person of Christ, and
ending with Universal Restoration. Every complete

published defence of their tenets, and almost every

systematic course of public lectures in their chapels,

exhibits this particular sequence of faith. It was not

unnatural that the order of investigation should become,
in Dr. Priestley's mind, the order of importance : in each

succeeding inquiry he would use, in addition to its inde-

pendent evidence, the conclusion established in the

preceding ; and, at the end of the process, the first step

would seem to be more purely and directly drawn from
Scripture, and the next to be of a more inferential character.

The order of discovery, however, is seldom the best order

of proof ; nor is either the best order for popular exposi-

tion ; and we think it, on some accounts, unfortunate that

Unitarianism has disposed itself so inflexibly along the

graduated scale marked out by the steps of its modern
explorers. Whether we regard it as the negation of

orthodoxy, or contemplate it as a set of positive and
harmonious truths, this restriction is unnecessary. The
ingenious construction of the popular system, which
indissolubly cements together its several dogmas, has its

perils as well as its advantages. If any one of its tenets,

on finding entrance into the mind, introduces its com-
panions in its train, any one of them, on its departure,

opens an exit for all the rest. It matters little, then, where
you begin the assault ; the battery of your logic is circular,

and, commence the fire when you may, will sweep the
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field. Or take the more interesting view of Unitarian

Christianity, as a cluster of positive doctrines, and the

same remark holds good. With far less of the artificial

ingenuity of system than the prevalent theology, it has still

the natural harmony of truth ; and the affinities which

blend together its parts are so close, as to spread a chain of

delicate yet unbroken influence through the whole ; and

communicate the first spark of thought where you will, it

will shoot from link to link to the farthest extremity. Uni-

tarianism, we think, must discover more variety in its

resources, must avail itself of more flexibility of appeal,

must wield in turn its critical, its philosophical, its social,

its poetical, its devotional powers, before it gain its destined

ascendency over the mind of Christendom. With great

respect for the able contributions which Christian truth has

received from its departed champions, we still must regard

them as 07ily contributions ; and think that the controversy

must be again and again rewritten, and its whole form

recast, before it may begin to number its triumphs.

Though no external influences could produce that extra-

ordinary versatility which characterized Dr. Priestley, the

circumstances in his history which tended to encourage it

are not unworthy of a passing notice. During the lapse

of seven years from the termination of his college life, he

found himself in three different situations, each presenting

strong, and almost exclusive, motives to a separate class of

pursuits. First came a ministry of three years in a small

country town, affording no occasions of active duty, and no

distractions of society. Compelled to live on thirty pounds

a year, watched, suspected, and partially deserted, by a

congregation whose piety vented itself in dread of hetero-

doxy, and finding little congenial sentiment among his

neighbouring brethren, he devoted himself entirely to theo-

logical study, for which alone his library afforded him

scope. Next he was a schoolmaster at Nantwich, under

the same inability which every conscientious schoolmaster

feels, to attend to anything beyond the duties of his office
;
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and accordingly we here find him studying grammar and

language. Thence he removed to Warrington, and there

gave himself up with astonishing energy to the preparation

of lectures on the theory of language, on orator}' and the

belles lettres, on history and general policy;—a class of

topics almost entirely new to him, and for excellence in

which there was little provision in the predominant quali-

ties of his mind. Yet, what he wanted of the critic's

delicate perception he compensated by the philosopher's

comprehensive views ; and though his labours in these

departments may not be destined to live, there is in his

treatment of his subjects a breadth and philosophical

spirit, which contrast favourably with the small and super-

ficial criticism of his predecessors in the same field. In

his conception of his object he is as much their superior,

as he is inferior to the noble school of German critics,

whose genius has, in our own day, penetrated the mys-

teries, and analysed the spirit, of poetry and the arts.

Before he quitted his office of tutor, and after he had

completed the composition of his lectures, an introduction

to Dr. Price and Dr. Franklin gave the first impulse to his

scientific pursuits. Whether this event be estimated by its

effect on his fame or that upon his character, it must be

regarded as among the most important in his life. The
unparalleled ardour with which he prosecuted his newly

acquired objects, and the signal success by which it was

at once recompensed and stimulated, soon rendered it

manifest that his intellect had found its appropriate direc-

tion ; and from this time, until his career was checked by
persecution, he continued to give to the world a series of

discoveries, capable of comparison, in their variety and
productiveness, with the achievements of the most honoured
names in the records of physical science. Of the qualities

of mind which he brought to the study of Nature and her

laws, it will be our business to speak hereafter : we notice

this class of pursuits here, merely as they relate to the his-

tory of his character. Great as their influence upon him
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was, they wrought no revolution, no change, in his habits

and feehngs. All that he had been he continued to be

;

all that he had done he continued to do. Their operation

was one of pure addition. They extended his reverential

gaze on creation over a wider field ; they quickened his

marvellous activity ; they expanded his benevolence ; they

deepened his piety ; they illustrated his own principle, that

every intellectual and moral attainment sheds illumination

on every other, and that mental power multiplies itself

indefinitely : and they completed that rare combination of

qualities by which, in an age of unbelief and of arbitrary

power, science, liberty, and religion all found in him a fitting

representative.

Thus much we have said respecting the circumstances

which were most deeply concerned in determining the

career of this eminent philosopher and divine. Our readers

may wonder that we have omitted to notice the two most

remarkable events of his history,—his persecution at Bir-

mingham and his retreat to America. The truth is, that

the most romantic passages of human life are not always

the most influential : our object has been, not to furnish

an interesting narrative, but to sketch the records of a

mind ; and we think that the occurrences just mentioned,

taking place as they did, in the maturity of Dr. Priestley's

mind, were means rather of indicating and developing than

of forming his character. They will find, therefore, a more

appropriate place in the analysis which we propose to

attempt of that character in its intellectual, moral, and

religious relations.

If any one were to put forth the prospectus of a Cyclo-

paedia, proposing to write all the articles himself, he would

be set down for a genius or a madman. His admirers

would think him the wonder of the world ; his opponents

would cry out upon him as a shallow pretender. To the

discerning, the conception of such a design would disclose

the true character of his mind. To imagine the outline,

and glance even rapidly from the Alpha to the Omega of
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human attainments, implies no ordinary power; to look

over the wide continent of knowledge, and see it mapped
out in all its bearings, and trace the great skeleton truths

which form its mountain barriers, and follow the streams of

beauty that wind below their base, is the prerogative of

none but the comprehensive and far-sighted mind. But to

suppose that the same intellect which sketches the outline

can fill up the details, that he who understands the mutual

relations of the different departments of science and art

can unfold all their mysteries, betrays a miscalculation of

the voluminous contents of human knowledge, and an

ignorance of the varieties of intellectual power requisite to

embrace them all. To refer to a catalogue of Dr. Priestley's

works is like consulting a prospectus of a Cyclopaedia ; and

it is impossible to remember that they are all the produc-

tions of one individual, without the impression that his

mind was more adventurous than profound, and its vision

more telescopic than microscopic. How far this impression

is just we may attempt to ascertain. We believe it to be

the truth, but not the whole truth.

There can be no doubt that versatility was the great

characteristic of Dr. Priestley's genius. Singularly quick

of apprehension, he made all his acquisitions with facility

and rapidity ; and hence he derived a confidence in the

working-power of his own mind, and a general faith in the

sufficiency of the human faculties as instruments of know-

ledge, which led him on to achievement after achievement

in the true spirit of intellectual enterprise. This excursive-

ness of mind was encouraged by his metaphysical creed.

It has been the prevailing error of the Hartleyan school,

that they have made too light of the original differences of

mental capability, conscious, perhaps, that their philosophy

has hitherto failed to explain them : and the natural conse-

quence of incredulity respecting the existence of peculiar

genius is to give increased reliance on the efficacy of self-

discipline, to lessen the motive to a division of intellectual

labour, and make the mind a servant of all work. We are

VOL. I. c
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aware, however, that no speculative tenet is enough to

account for the mental peculiarities of the individual who
holds it ; for the adoption of the tenet is itself a mental

phenomenon, requiring to be explained, and frequently

arising from that very constitution of mind which is sup-

posed to be its effect. That Dr. Priestley thought little of

the exclusive fitness of peculiar understandings for peculiar

pursuits, is to be ascribed to the absence of any exclusive

tendency in himself; that he was disposed to try every

thing, arose from his having failed in nothing; the con-

sciousness of power must precede the belief in power ; and

the philosophy of the sentiment, Fossimf, quiposse videntur,

is incomplete till the converse is added. Qui possunt, posse

videntur.

Dr. Priestley's extraordinary versatility, then, while it

was confirmed by his intellectual philosophy, is to be

traced to his possession of original endowments, bearing an

equal relation to many departments of knowledge. In

theology, in mental and moral science, and, above all, in

experimental chemistry, his rapidity and copiousness of

association, his prompt perception of analogies, his faith in

the consistency of creation's laws, and his consequent

passion for simplicity, were all available as means of detect-

ing error, and aids in the discovery of truth. And the

excellence which these qualities enabled him to attain in

his several pursuits was of the same kind in all. In none

did they confer on him superlative merit ; in some, at

least, they led him into great faults : but in every one they

fitted him to be the able and dauntless explorer, powerful

to penetrate the terra incognita of mystery, and quick to

return enriched with the spoils of fresh thought. Year

after year he visited the temple of truth, and hung upon its

walls some new exuvise : and who can wonder that his

offerings in their abundance were more miscellaneous than

rare ; that they consisted not always of the gold and the

silver which could be for ever deposited in the sacred trea-

sury, but sometimes of the scattered arms and fragments of
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wreck which were of Httle worth but as trophies of victory ?

He was the ample collector of materials for discovery,

rather than the final discoverer himself ; a sign of approach-

ing order, rather than the producer of order himself. We
remember an amusing German play, designed as a satire

upon the philosophy of atheism, in which Adam walks

across the stage, going to be created : and, though a para-

dox, it may be said that truth, as it passed through Dr.

Priestley's mind, was going to be created : the requisite

elements were there ; the vital principle was stirring amid
them, and producing the incipient types of structures that

were yet to be; but there was much that was unfit to

undergo organization, much that could never be trans-

muted into forms of beauty, or filled with the inspiration of

life ; and there must be other processes, before the mass

emerges a graceful and a breathing frame.

The characteristic qualities of Dr. Priestley's understand-

ing led him to prosecute, with the greatest ardour, those

subjects of inquiry in which but little progress had been

made. The earlier and less exact stage of a science, which

promises a great affluence of new phenomena, and admits

of only the lower degree of generalization, and prepares the

approaches to merely empirical laws, was that to which his

powers were adapted. At a more advanced period of its

history, when the field of observation is narrowed, and the

demand for precise deduction increased, and where no

appeal to fact can be of use, unless of the most refined

and delicate kind, his faculties could have found no appro-

priate employment. In the age of Galileo he would

probably have gained a reputation for discoveries in optics

or astronomy : in our days he might have aided the pro-

gress of geology : but in his own generation the former had

passed, while the latter had not reached the point at which

alone he was able to apply an effective stimulus. It may
be doubted whether, if he were living now, he would not

find chemistry in advance of his peculiar genius ; whether

its greatest discovery, the law of definite proportions, which

c 2
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has eminently enhanced the dignity, by increasing the pre-

cision of the science, would not appear to have spoiled it

for his hand : and were a question to arise, what branch of

it would retain the greatest attractions for a mind like his,

no one could hesitate to answer, electro-chemistry, in which

there is mystery enough still to stimulate an ardour like

his, and glimpses enough of wonderful and extensive laws

to inspire the investigator with the perpetual feeling that

he is on the eve of great discoveries. Could we have been

permitted to select a period in the history of science with

whose spirit his mind was most congenial, we should have

set him down among the contemporaries or immediate

followers of Bacon ; when, to a new and intelligent system

of inquiry. Nature began to whisper her mighty secrets ;

when every penetrative mind that understood their value

rushed to her shrine and listened reverentially to the great

oracle ; when the rapidity of discovery, following close on a

dreary track of barren centuries, gratified the love both of

the wonderful and of the true ; and when the passionate

relish for fresh knowledge prevented the observance of

definite boundaries between its different regions, and

tempted the inquirer to a wide and adventurous range.

Dr. Priestley has recorded of himself, that he exercised

without difficulty the power of exclusive attention to any

object of study ; but it would be a great error to suppose

that this mental habit in him was the same with that pro-

found and steady abstraction which characterized the

intellect of Newton, and amid whose stillness he slowly

paced the upward steps to the sublimest law of the material

creation. Dr. Priestley's attention was eager rather than

patient, active rather than laborious ; suited to subjects

whose relations are various and simple, rather than few and

intricate ; inclined to traverse kindred provinces of thought

in quest of illustration, more than to remain immovable in

the construction of a proof. His mind would become

restive, if it had not scope. It was incapable of proceeding

long in the linear track of mathematical logic. The ilium-
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ination of his genius was rather diffusive than concentrated.

He could never have singled out any one phenomenon,

and planted it in an intense focus of intellectual light, till

he had fused it into its elements, and could exhibit its

minutest component in distinct separation from the rest.

The kind of accurate observation and cautious analysis and

finished induction which Dr. Bradley manifested in his

discovery of the aberration of light, and which at once de-

tected, measured, and explained, by reference to a new
cause, one of the minutest phenomena of the heavens,

must be sought in a different order of intellect from Dr.

Priestley's.

During the origin of a science, when the object is to

accumulate facts and arrange them according to their more

obvious affinities, the quality most needed by the philosopher

is the quick perception of analogies which we have ascribed

to Dr. Priestley. During its higher progress, when the

object is to include large classes of facts under some general

theory, or to measure the precise amount of causes already

discovered, the quality most needed is a searching dis-

criminative power ; a quality most rarely united with the

former, and certainly not distinguishing the philosopher of

whom we speak. Had he possessed it, few names greater

than his would have appeared in the world's roll of honour.

Because he wanted it, many of his philosophical works will

have to be rewritten. Non omnis moriehir ; but while his

opinions will live, his own exposition of them will hardly

satisfy the wants of a future age. That Dr. Hartley, at a

time when no very precise limits had been drawn between

physical and psychological science, should have entwined

together a great truth in the philosophy of mind with a

gratuitous speculation in the physiology of brain, is not

surprising : that Dr. Priestley should have perceived that

the doctrine of association was a fact, and the doctrine of

vibrations a fancy, and have disentangled them from each

other, is no more than might have been '^ .pected of his

discernment : but that he should have separated them
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merely on the ground of their different evidence, without

discovering their different provinces ; that, in his character

of psychologist, he should still have manifested a hankering

after the very theory of which he had disencumbered his

great master's philosophy ; that he should have been mis-

led by the plausible analogy which promises to explain the

phenomena of mind by the changes of matter,—indicates

a disregard of the due limits of mental science which should

have been reserved as the exclusive glory of the phrenolo-

gists. Dr. Priestley evidently thought, that, if there were

but proof of the doctrine of vibrations, it might be duly

expounded from the chair of moral philosophy ; and had

no idea that the professor who should do so would deserve

a caning for his impertinence from his brother of the

physiological school. Nor is this the only instance which

marks his deficiency of discriminative power. The true

test of this rarest of human faculties is to be found in the

researches of mental science ; its most refined exercise is

required, and its greatest triumphs are achieved, in un-

ravelling the subtle processes of reason, in penetrating the

moving throng of thoughts and feelings, and, through all

their magic changes, distinguishing the separate character

and origin of each ; and clear as a lens must that mind be,

which, in transmitting through it the white light of intellect,

can faithfully decompose it into its elemental colours. Dr.

Priestley had far too much perspicacity not to perceive that

mental analysis might be pushed much further, and, if intel-

lectual science is to rank with other sciences, must be

pushed much further, than it had been carried by the

orthodox philosophers of Scotland. But we cannot think

him happy in the specimens of analysis which he has left

;

often ingenious, they are seldom complete ; they amount

only to approximate solutions of the problem which he was

encountering ; they frequently furnish valuable hints to the

future inquirer, and set him in the right track ; but in his

eagerness to reach the object of his search. Dr. Priestley

overleaps many needful steps of the process, or breaks off
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in the midst, and deems the task accompHshed which a

more careful thinker would feel to be only commenced.

This disposition to post through a difficulty, and see

nothing in it, is especially apparent, we think, in his ac-

count of the idea of power, and in his attempt to explain

the phenomena of memory ; and throughout his works it

would be in vain to look for any thing like the analytical

ingenuity of which later writers belonging to the same

school, especially Brown and Mill, afford such elaborate,

though unsatisfactory display. His merits in the depart-

ment of mental science consist less in the success with

which he attacked its difficulties, than the skill with which

he multiplied its applications ; less in the light which he

introduced into its interior recesses, than in the range of

kindred subjects over which he spread its illumination. In

his mind morals, history, religion, appeared tinged with it,

and thence adorned with greater dignity. Instances of

this are to be found in his " History of Early Opinions,"

his sermons " On Habitual Devotion," " On Habit," " On
the Duty of not Living to Ourselves," and above all, in his

" Analogy of the Divine Dispensations "
; an essay which

may be regarded as perhaps the happiest effort of his mind,

involving precisely that brief and simple exposition of a

metaphysical principle with copiousness and magnitude of

application, to which his powers were peculiarly adapted.

There is, too, a solemnity in it, arising from the congeniality

of its train of thought with all his faculties of intellect and

soul, which is rarely perceptible in his writings. It is

philosophy kindling itself into worship.

Dr. Priestley's rank as a linguist and a critic may be in-

ferred from the qualities which we have already ascribed or

denied to him. The same fertility of association and love

of analogy which facilitated to him the acquisition of a

foreign language up to a certain point, rendered his com-

plete mastery of it almost impossible. He wanted the im-

perturbable patience, the nice eye for minute differences,

the unwearied faith in the importance of an apparent trifle,
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which are requisite to the character of the accompUshed

philologist. His knowledge of the laws of thought rendered

him a perspicuous interpreter of the theory of language

;

and, if the subject had been strongly urged upon his atten-

tion, would perhaps have made him a successful student of

philosophical etymology, would have enabled him to detect

the relations which group together in a few great families

the whole population of words in the same language, and,

having thus laid bare its primeval state, to trace the succes-

sive steps of association by which it has multiplied its re-

sources, and refined its susceptibilities with the increasing

wants and more delicate perceptions of the minds whose

instrument it has been. There was nothing, at least, to

prevent his delineation of the outline of such a history ; the

details must have partaken of the defects already noticed in

his mental analyses. Be this as it may, however, the

attempt was never made. Nothing could ever have made
him forget that language is only the vehicle of ideas, and

the study of it, therefore, only a means to an end ; and we

suspect that few who are habitually impressed with this

undeniable truth will become men of erudition. We do

not question the importance of minute criticism \ we admit

that without it the whole meaning of an author cannot be

developed, and that the lights and shades of expression

which it brings out are really lights and shades of thought,

constituting an essential element in the graces of a foreign

literature. But most readers are utilitarians ; of the amount

of meaning which they lose by an accuracy not absolutely

finished they are necessarily unconscious ; the quantity

which they gain will seem enough for their purpose ; and,

unless they possess a sensitiveness of taste seldom to be

found, and read in order to gratify their perception of the

beautiful, they will feel little inducement to brace them-

selves to the long, barren toils of the professed linguist. It

may be doubted, however, whether Dr. Priestley renounced

the needful labour upon any such deliberate calculation,

and whether he did not greatly underrate the attainments
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requisite for a philologist. At least, we cannot but think

that many of our grave professors, who can lecture an hour

upon a word, would smile at his characteristic project of

translating the whole Hebrew Scriptures himself, during

the intervals of other occupations, in three or four years.

Dr. Priestley has repeatedly recorded of himself a

remarkable deficiency of memory ; a want to be regretted

less on its own account than because, in conjunction with

another cause, it involved a mental failure of a more

serious kind,—a weakness of conception. By conception

we mean the power of bringing vividly before the thoughts,

in combination, the parts of any object or any scene which

has been presented to the senses or the mind. It is

emphatically the pictorial faculty needed by the illustrating

artist, when, having gathered from Milton or from Byron

the elements of his design, he brings them harmoniously

together, and groups his figures, and makes his perspective,

and disposes his lights ; needed by the historian, when,

having learned the catalogue of a great man's deeds, he

blends these fragments into an image of his mind ; or,

having collected the dispersed events of a period, he dis-

poses them in due relation before his view, so as to become
familiar with the spirit of the time ; needed equally by the

theologian, that he may live in thought through the sacred

days of old, and become pilgrim in heart to the Holy

Land; that he may not only know how many stamens

there are in the lilies of the field, and how many feet in

the cedar's height, but see how they grace the plains of

Jericho, or wave upon the top of Lebanon ; not only count

the steps of the temple and tell the manufacture of the

priest's robe, but gaze on the majestic pile from the Mount
of Olives, or stand in the resplendence of its golden gate,

and hear the murmur of the prayers, and watch the incense

curling to the skies ; not merely discourse on the proper-

ties of hyssop, and conjecture of what timber the cross

was made, but mingle with the weeping daughters of

Jerusalem, and raise a reverential eye towards the crucified,
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and listen to that fainting cry of filial tenderness. Now,
both in his histories and in his theology, Dr. Priestley's

deficiency of conception is much felt. In the former there

is not, as far as we remember, a single delineation of char-

acter, a scene or a cluster of incidents as a whole^ and

consequently not any picture that leaves a strong impression

upon the reader's mind : they are accounts, not of persons

but of actions, not of eras but of events : the trains of

contemporary occurrences in different localities are placed

before us like a number of parallel lines, with no attempt

to twine them together ; and each course of succes-

sive events like so many points, not melted into a con-

tinuous line. The nature of ecclesiastical history itself

offers, it is true, a great obstacle to the preservation of

unity ; it is in its very essence a dislocation ; a number of

events which form no proper class in themselves ; a part

arbitrarily cut out from the whole, comprising effects

removed from their causes, and causes left alone by their

effects ; and, independently of this difficulty, the materials

of ecclesiastical history are unpromising enough. Yet

there are portions containing elements for strong im-

pression ; there are persecutions, and councils, and cru-

sades ; there are the broad contrasts of an idolatrous

civilization and a barbarous Christianity, of the genius of

Rome and the spirit of Christ, of the religion of the East

and the philosophy of the West ; there are matchless

heroes of conscience in the Alpine fastnesses, and intrepid

reformers in the cities of Germany : and there is no reason

why the power of these passages should be abandoned to

the province of fiction. The want of picturesque effect in

Dr. Priestley's narratives involves in a great degree a loss

of moral effect ; by giving a ground-plan of a persecu-

tion, and an enumeration of all the horrors it contained,

he produces rather a disgust at the butchery than

enthusiasm at the magnanimity with which it is said to

have been met. The merit of his histories is to be sought,

not in their narrative of incidents, but in their exposition
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of opinions ; not in the facts, but in the inferences ; not

in the dehneation which shows what society was, but in the

philosophy which proves what it must have been.

That the deficiency of which we speak must diminish

the interest of his theological writings, that it must un-

favourably influence their manner, will be readily admitted

by all ; but it may not be at once obvious how it could

affect their matter, and lessen their intrinsic soundness and

truth. It is, however, evident that, cceteris paribus^ in pro-

portion as an interpreter of ancient writings can place him-

self in sympathy with his author, can plant himself by his

side and look round on his position, can even take

occupancy of his very mind, and discover how all things

are tinged by the hues of his peculiar intellect and feelings,

the chances are multiplied that the interpretation will be

correct. Indeed, it is merely as aids to this transmutation

of mind on the part of the student that the labours of the

Scripture naturalist, the traveller, and the archaeologist are

valuable. Now Dr. Priestley appears to us to have been

incapable of thus laying down his own personality : at the

foot of Sinai, among the captives of Babylon, in audience

of the minstrelsy of Israel, on the pavement of the

Temple, in the hired ^house of Paul, or with the exile in

Patmos, he is the good, plain, speculative Dr. Priestley

still. He moves like a foreigner through all the scenes

which he visits, too restless to take up his abode in them,

and grow warm beneath their suns, and find a home
among their people, and learn the spirit of their joys and

sorrows, and be ranked as one who " loveth their nation."

Accordingly, his theology is too much an Occidental

system transplanted into the East ; he sees vastly too

much philosophy, and vastly too little poetry, in the Scrip-

tures. He shows too much disposition to change their

beautiful histories into imperfect ethics ; and perhaps, by

missing the object which the writers had in view, estimates

their logic with real injustice. Whether illustrations of

these peculiarities may not be found in his extensive use
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of the Gnostic philosophy as a key to the writings of the

Apostle John, in his interpretations of the Jewish pro-

phecies, in his anticipations with respect to the mode of

transition from this life to another, and in his appreciation

of the letters of Paul, we leave to be decided in the court

of enlightened Biblical criticism. Let not our admissions

with respect to Dr. Priestley's theology be unfairly used.

A name like his is indeed in little danger from such con-

cessions. Let it be remembered that they leave unim-

peached the correctness of the processes by which he

proved and proved again the great truths which form the

definition of Unitarian Christianity; and until the time

shall come (and it will not be soon) when the absolute

unity of God, the universality and paternity of his govern-

ment, and the simple humanity of Christ, shall need no

more defence, recourse will be had to the store-house of

perspicuous proof which his works contain.

Who can draw for us truly the boundary between the

intellectual and the active part of human nature ? The
faculties into which wise men distribute the mind, like

the hemispheres into which geographers divide the earth,

though definable enough in theory, are hard to discriminate

in practice. Nothing clearer than the equator upon a

paper globe ; and in our paper metaphysics, nothing is

easier of discovery than that Chapter VL treats of one

faculty, and Chapter VIL of another ; but nature is far

from being so obligingly distinct. We remember the days

when, in our childish conceptions of crossing the line, a

piece of graduated cord belting the earth was discernible

;

and philosophy had perhaps been chargeable with a similar

puerility of expectation in its progress from the mental to

the moral regions of the mind. They blend indistinguish-

ably, and reciprocate their energies, like the waters of the

Northern and the Southern seas, whose currents flow and

whose billows roll together, irrespective of the artificial

limits of science. In the spiritual, however, as in the

material world, Nature gives notice of our approach to her
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impalpable boundaries : she has her realms of transition r

the traveller nearing the earth's other half, finds a more
copious vegetation, and warmer suns, and loftier skies, and
bluer hills ; and the explorer of the soul, passing from the

intellect to the morality of man, will find an intermediate

region, adorned with a more exuberant foliage of thought,

invested with a more glowing atmosphere of emotion. It

is in no trifling sense that the poetical faculty, the percep-

tion and the love of beauty, whether physical or moral,

may be said to lie between the thinking and the motive

departments of the mind : it cannot be identified with

either, yet it pervades both : it belongs exclusively to

neither, yet sheds an influence on both, kindling with new
tints both truth and goodness : like the constellations of

the equatorial heavens, it has its stars in both hemispheres,

and cannot be cut off from either without extinguishing

some of its essential lights.

But perhaps we are making a longer pilgrimage than

was needful from Dr. Priestley's intellectual to his moral

character ; for in fact very little lay between. With him
duty was a portion of truth, a series of inferences from
his philosophy ; clear and strong conviction, rather than

warm affection, characterized his notions of right. Never
was there a mind over which moral principle exercised a

more paramount sway ; but his was no blind and super-

stitious obedience : with him conscience could not be
moved without being convinced ; but only show him on
evidence the reasonableness of any habit or train of feel-

ings, and he would set himself to its cultivation without

further demur; he would no more have thought of not

doing what was right, than of not believing what was true.

No one can be surprised that Dr. Priestley repudiated as an
absurdity, the doctrine of an instinctive moral sense ; for

he was singularly free from those mental qualities which
lead to this belief. It is the natural creed of those whose
intellects are slow in comparison with the quickness of

their feelings, whose moral judgment possesses a speed too
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fast for their mental ej^e to trace, flashing on them with

such velocity and intensity that, like the lightning, they

seem to dart from heaven to earth, without traversing the

space between. Dr. Priestley's mind was the reverse of

this ; his emotions were never so intense as to suspend his

observing faculty ; and his intellect was rapid enough to

keep pace with them and mark their apparent course. His

sentiments of moral approbation and disapprobation

sufficiently resembled the processes of assent and dissent

to send him in quest of a common origin for both in the

association of ideas.

It is instructive to compare the corresponding parts of

such different characters as Mrs. Barbauld's and Dr.

Priestley's ; and in the essay on devotional taste by the

former, contrasted with the strictures on it by the latter, we
have a picture of the piety of the exclusively poetical,

placed side by side with that of the exclusively philoso-

phical. Every religious mind feels its religion to be the

loftiest object of its regard, to lie at the very summit of its

powers ; and in the effort to reach the infinite and eternal,

in yearning to shadow forth the idea of unlimited perfec-

tion, naturally seeks for its faith an alliance with all that

appears most interesting and glorious. Mrs. Barbauld's

passion was for the beautiful and the sublime ; and to her,

devotion was poetry, akin to the aspirations of genius : Dr.

Priestley knew nothing so noble as truth ; and to him de-

votion was philosophy gazing calmly at the only object

above itself Mrs. Barbauld saw in all creeds some ele-

ments of adoration for the heart, and dreaded lest contro-

versy should brush off the emotions they awakened : Dr.

Priestley saw in all creeds much error, and hoped that

controversy would render them more quickening, by mak-

ing them more pure. Mrs. Barbauld understood the

natural language of art, felt the deep expressiveness of

whatever is beautiful in form and sound, and would have

given to piety the majesty of architecture, and the voice of

music : Dr. Priestley thought that the eye and the ear.
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with their physical gratifications, were only in the way in

the work of realizing great general truth, and would have

worshipped with the simplicity of a spirit in space. Mrs.

Barbauld reverenced human affections, even in their illu-

sions and extravagances : she saw in them the passion for

excellence, and the propensity to believe in its reality : she

had probably observed the important fact (so conspicuous

in Doddridge), that the tempers which are most devotional

are generally the most tender in their human relations : she

could discover no specific difference between the emotions

yielded to ideal excellence on earth, and invisible perfec-

tion in heaven ; and she dared to find an analogy between

piety and love : Dr. Priestley, little given to Platonisms of

fancy, holding that all feeling should be proportioned to

the real qualities of its object, and forgetting that it cannot

overpass the gulf between the created and the Creator, and
expand itself to literal infinitude, condemned the expression

as false and profane. Perhaps each was right, except in

condemning the notions of the other. Happily, religion

has its affinities with the whole soul, and there is no

faculty incapable of worship. One mind is affected by
conceptions of immeasurable space and time, another by
ideas of life and change : one prefers the blank, great truth,

another the single and moving instance : one goes forth

and seeks the object of its adoration in fields beyond the

solar light, another brings his image home, and feels him
in the closet or in the mind : one, when standing before

the invisible, may love to look into the deep background

of infinity which lies behind created things ; another, to

gaze on the beautiful forms of reality, sketched on its dark

surface, and take them as types of what lies in the depth.

Why limit the modes of devotional conception ? Why say

to any emotions or any thoughts, " You shall not worship,"

to any desires, " You shall not pray ? " There can be no

proprieties here. Prayer is no more than the utterance,

the irrepressible utterance, of the affections which most

adorn and dignify human nature : it is the soul's act in
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laying itself consciously open at the feet of God : it is the

gush of tenderness with which the spirit pours forth its

veneration and love : it is the joy, or the agony, or the

shame of placing the mind as it is, in contact with the

great parent mind, that its sins may become clearer, its

wants more craving, that its life may be quickened, and its

sympathies refreshed. This is the end, this the temper of

piety : every thing else is but its instrument ; and that

mode of thought and expression which is truest to each

individual mind, must be that mind's best vehicle of

devotion.

But however little of apparent glow there might be in

Dr. Priestley's piety, it was, like every thing else in his

nature, sincere and true ; and it conducted him with a

moral dignity, sometimes reaching the highest kind of

greatness, through a life of no ordinary vicissitude. It is

difficult, even at this distance of time, in the quiet of one's

study, with abundant proofs that better times have set in,

nay, in immediate view of ten Irish bishops and church-

rates disappearing under the ministerial extinguisher, to read

the history of the Birmingham riots with due composure.

And yet the great sufferer himself, the pastor driven from

his flock, the author despoiled of his manuscripts, the toil

of years, the philosopher almost within hearing of the crash

of his apparatus, the philanthropist hunted for his noble

sympathy with his race, the man robbed of his social rights,

uplifts amid the violence a front of unbroken, yet not cold

magnanimity. Indeed, it is this very calmness, so instan-

taneous, so unlaboured, so utterly free from stoicism, far

more than the mere exhibition of suffering, that is most

affecting in this narrative. There is an evident simplicity and

fidelity in his delineation of his own state of mind which

inspires one with that most delightful feeling,—perfect faith

in a fellow-being. There is no excitement ; the deeps of

his nature were stirred, but they were only freshened, not

thrown into storm : there is no exaggeration, no conscious-

ness of being an object of interest, no endurance for the
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sake of setting an example, no sectarian triumph secretly

exclaiming, " See what my principles can do "
: the same

sentiments of sublime necessarian piety, the same indigna-

tion quelled in the faith that present evil is the index that

points to future good, the same compassion for those who
wronged him, neither mawkish nor haughty, which appear

in his replies to public addresses, appear also, and with

just the same prominence, in his careless and familiar

letters. It was obvious that in all times past he had been

faithful to his scheme of Christian philosophy, and deeply

imbedded in his mind and heart every principle which his

judgment had led him to advocate. And he lived to

afford a long fulfilment to his own prediction of the efficacy

of his faith. After lingering in England long enough to

follow to the grave his tried friend, Dr. Price, to see other

associates fast falling around him, to find himself shunned

by the society which represented the science of his country,

and whose records he had enriched by his discoveries, to

be wearied by ceaseless calumnies in the senate and from

the press, and feel that here was no home for himself or his

children ; on the confines of old age, he went forth to die

in the land on whose promised destinies his eye, ever

brightened by the hopes of humanity, had long been fixed
;

deeming it happier to live a stranger on the shores of

liberty, than be dependent on the tender mercy of tyrants

for a footing on his native soil. There, in one of its re-

moter recesses, on the outer margin of civilization, he, who
had made a part of the world's briskest activity, who had

led on the speed of its progress, whose mind had kept pace

with its learning, and overtaken its science, and outstripped

its freedom and its morality, gathered together his resources

of philosophy and devotion : thence he looked forth on the

vicissitudes and prospects of Europe, with melancholy but

hopeful interest, like the prophet from his mount on the

land whose glories he was not to see. But it was not

for such an energetic spirit as his to pass instantaneously

into the quietude of exile without an irrecoverable shock.

VOL. I. D
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He had not that dreamy and idle pietism which could en-

wrap itself in the mists of its own contemplations, and

believe heaven nearer in proportion as earth became less

distinct. The shifting sights and busy murmurs that

reached him from afar, reminded him of the circulation of

social toils which had plied his hand and heart. Year

after year passed on, and brought him no summons of duty

back into the stir of men : all that he did he had to devise

and execute by his own solitary energies, apart from advice

and sympathy, and with no hope but that of benefiting the

world he was soon to quit. The effort to exchange the

habits of the city for those of the cloister was astonishingly

successful. But his mind was never the same again : it is

impossible not to perceive a decline of power, a tendency

to garrulity of style and eccentricity of speculation in his

American publications. And, yet, while this slight though

perceptible shade fell upon his intellect, a softened light

seemed to spread itself over his character. His feelings,

his moral perceptions, were mellowed and ripened by years,

and assumed a tenderness and refinement not observable

before. Thanks to the genial and heavenly clime which

Christianity sheds around the soul, the aged stem burst

into blossom. And so it will always be when the mind is

pervaded by a faith as real as Priestley's. There is no law

of nature, there are no frosts of time, to shed a snow-blight

on the heart. The feelings die out when their objects

come to an end ; and if there be no future, and the aims

of life become shorter and shorter, and its treasures drop

off, and its attractions are spent, and a few links only of its

hours remain in the hand, well may there be no heart for

effort and no eye for beauty, and well may love gather

itself up to die. But open perfection to its veneration, and

immortality to its step ; tell it of one who is and will always

be the inspirer of genius, the originator of truth, the life of

emotion ; assure it that all which is loved shall live for ever,

that that which is known shall enlarge for ever, that all

which is felt shall grow intenser for ever ;—and the prox-
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imity to death will quicken instead of withering the mind
;

the eye will grow dim on the open page of knowledge ; the

hand will be found clasping in death the instruments of

human good ; the heart's last pulse will beat with some

new emotion of benignity. In Priestley's case there was

not merely a sustainment, but a positive advancement of

character in later years. The symptoms of restlessness

gradually disappear without abatement of his activity; a

quietude as of one who waits and listens comes over him
;

there are touches of sentiment and traces of tears in his

letters, and yet an obvious increase of serenity and hope

;

there is a disposition to devise and accomplish more good

for the world, and ply himself while an energy remained^

and yet no anxiety to do what was beyond his powers.

He successively followed to the grave a son and a wife

;

and the more he was left alone, the more did he learn to

love to be alone ; and in his study, surrounded by the

books which had been his companions through half a cen-

tury and over half the earth, and sitting beneath the

pictures of friends under the turf, he took his last

survey of the world which had given him so long a shelter :

like a grateful guest before his departure, he numbered up
the bright and social or the adventurous hours which had

passed during his stay; and the philosophers who had

welcomed him in his annual visits to London, the broad,

sagacious face of Franklin, the benignant intelligence of

Price, rose up before him, and the social voices of the

group of heretics round the fireside of Essex Street floated

on his ear ; and, as the full moon shone upon his table,

and glistened in his electrical machine, his eye would

dream of the dining philosophers of the Lunar Society, and
light up to greet again the doughty features of Darwin, and
the clear, calculating eye of Watt. Yet his retrospective

thoughts were but hints to suggest a train of prospective

far more interesting. The scenes which he loved were in

the past, but most of the objects that clothed them with

associations of interest were already transferred to the

D 2
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future : there they were in reserve for him, to be recovered

(to use his own favourite phrase, sHghtly tinged with the

melancholy spirit of his solitude) " under more favourable

circumstances ; " and thither, with all his attachment to the

world whose last cliffs he had reached, and whose boundary

ocean already murmured beneath, he hoped soon to emi-

grate.

There are few dispositions of which society exhibits rarer

practical traces than the love of truth. There is abundance

of profession ; but the more the profession, the less the

reality. Where the feeling is genuine, truth is the mind's

vernacular language ; and to give grave notice of an inten-

tion to utter it would be as absurd as if an advocate, on

rising, were to say to the jury, " Gentlemen, I most

solemnly assure you, that in what I am about to lay before

you I mean to speak English." In proportion as faith in

truth becomes more common, it will cease to be matter

of pretension. Were we to designate Dr. Priestley in one

word, that word would be " truth " ; it would correctly

describe the employment of his intellect, the essential

feeling of his heart, the first axiom of his morality, and

even the impression of his outward deportment. He had

none of that reckless sportiveness which makes playthings

of opinions, and, for an hour's amusement, looks in at

them, and turns them about, like the beads of a kaleido-

scope, watching what fantastical shapes they may be made
to assume. He had no sympathy with the sceptical philo-

sophy which sees nothing but error in all human specula-

tion, nothing but " sick men's dreams " in the mutations of

opinion. That there is such a thing as truth, that it is not

placed beyond the reach of the human understanding, and

that, when found, it is necessarily a pure good, were the

first principles of his faith
;
principles which he did not

promulgate in their general form, and then reject in their

applications, but carried out, boldly and without reserve,

into every topic which invited his research. So utterly

untrue is it that he had a passion for unsettling convictionsj
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and then leaving the mind in a state of fluctuation, that if

he committed any marked fault in the conduct of investi-

gation, it was this ;—that he recognized no other posture

of the understanding in reference to the subject of its

inquiry than assent and dissent ; that the intermediate state

of doubt he disowned, except as a means of transition to

one of the other two ; and overlooked the fact that, as

there may be questions in which the conflicting evidence

is accurately balanced, there may be occasions on which,

in the present condition of human knowledge, suspense is

the appropriate feeling. His tendency was much more to

dogmatize than to doubt ; a dogmatism, however, which, if

occasionally appearing after investigation, never manifested

itself before. With this limitation, his impartiality was un-

impeachable. That his inquiry must lead to the positive

discovery of truth or falsehood was certainly a species of

prejudgment ; but it could not determine him unfairly

towards either of two antagonist opinions ; it could only

preclude from the rejection of both. In his comparison of

the opposing claims of evidence, his faith in truth never

deserted him ; altogether annihilating the influence of his

previous impressions, and not even allowing them a pre-

sumption of innocence till proved to be guilty. His versa-

tility of association rendered alterations of belief easier to

him than to others : his feelings were not adhesive : they

could without violence be transferred from one class of

sentiments to another ; and accordingly, even to the period

of life when old impressions become indurated, and the

emotions tardy of change, he was continually modifying

his convictions, adopting new views with a facility truly

wonderful, quickening them with life, and carrying them

out to their remoter consequences with energy and fearless-

ness. His defence of the doctrine of phlogiston, when
discarded by all other philosophers, is the solitary instance

in his life of prejudiced tenacity of opinion ; and this was

evinced in the decline of life, when even to him the diffi-

culty must have been great of admitting a new theory, and
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applying it to the solution of facts which had been regarded

as otherwise explained, and when, moreover, his attention

had ceased to be actively directed to chemical inquiries.

Any one who is aware how much the very memory of facts

by the mind is dependent on the hypothesis which has

been employed as the principle of their arrangement, or

even as the guide to their discovery, will be disposed to

treat this error rather as interesting to the mental philo-

sopher, than as justifying the severity of the critic. The
spirit of freedom and of faith which conducted him through

his private inquiries, he carried out into his publication of

their results. Ingenuous to himself, he was equally ingenuous

to the world. He saw through the contemptible fallacies by

which worldliness and imbecility would defend the suppres-

sion of opinions ; ease, popularity, sectarian prosperity, he

held to be bawbles compared with the duty of individual

thought and speech, and sins if purchased at its expense.

Not even could he think his task to society performed

when he had stated and recommended the truths which he

seemed to have reached : he lays before the world the

whole process of his own mind ; tells his difficulties, his

failures, his false inferences, the hypotheses which misled

as well as those which aided him ; so that if his thoughts

had fallen into type as they arose, they could scarcely have

been more distinct. Hence he excelled much more in

analytical than in synthetical composition, and seldom

attempted the latter without sliding continually into the

former. And whatever may be thought of their relative

merits, regarded as methods of direct instruction, it cannot

be doubted that the successful investigator, who has the

honesty to write analytically, bequeathes in this picture of

his own intellect an invaluable guide to future inquirers in

the same field, and a most interesting study to the observer

of the human mind.

In nothing did Dr. Priestley's mental and moral freedom

more nobly manifest itself than in his well-proportiofied love

of truth. With all his diversity of pursuit, he did not think
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all truth of equal importance, or deem the diffusion of useful

knowledge an excuse for withholding the more useful. With

all his ardour of mind, he did not look at an object till he

saw nothing else, and it became his universe. He made
his estimate deliberately ; and he was not to be dazzled, or

flattered, or laughed out of it. In his laboratory, he thought

no better of chemistry than in his pulpit ; and in the

drawing-rooms of the French Academicians, no worse of

Christianity than by the firesides of his own flock. He
was never anxious to appear in either less or more than his

real character. Even at the time when his name was most

illustrious, and his associations the most close with the

atheistical philosophers of the Continent ; when he was

courted by the revolutionists of England, when, by the

persecution and desertion of all others, he was more espe-

cially thrown upon the sympathy of those men, and a noble

and fascinating sympathy it was ; when they urged him to

quit the " unfruitful fields of polemical divinity, and culti-

vate the philosophy of which he was the father," and

promised him thus an eternal fame ;—he assures them that

he esteems his theology of far greater importance to man-

kind than his science, and risks his reputation at its height,

by making it the vehicle to carry the great principles of

religion before the almost inaccessible mind of the sceptics

of France : perceiving the aflfinities and analogies which

subsisted between the different departments of human
knowledge, he did not desire to divorce them in his own
mind, and derive a separate character from each. His

philosophy is replete with faith, and his faith with philo-

sophy ; his conceptions of the Creator aid him in decipher-

ing the creation ; and every discovery in creation contributes

a new element to his ideas of the Creator. The changes of

the universe are the movements of God ; and he that con-

templates them without reference to the mind of which they

are expressive, might as well study the laws of human action

in the gestures of an automaton.

It is impossible to make human character a study with-
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out being tempted to speculate on the causes of the mar-

vellous varieties which it exhibits. That those causes are

not all external to the mind scarcely admits of a doubt ; and

so difficult is it to define, or even to conjecture, those which

are inherent in the mental constitution, that the philosophy

of individual character can hardly be said to have any

existence. Priestley was an adherent of that school by

which all the phenomena of mind, whether intellectual or

moral, were resolved into cases of the law of association

;

but why the law in question, operating on the ideas furnished

by sensation, should produce results so much more widely

divergent from each other than are the external circumstances

of mankind, is a problem very embarrassing to the resources

of this doctrine. Perhaps more might be explained by

original differences of sensibility than is commonly imagined.

Were it true that the affections are the results of pleasurable

and painful associations, that desire is simply the idea of a

pleasure, and aversion the idea of a pain, it would follow

that the vividness of the affections, the strength of the

desires and aversions, must depend on the vividness of the

primary sensation ; in other words, that the warmth of the

moral part of human nature must vary with the degree of

original sensibility.

In this explanation, however, it is evident that no reason

is involved, accounting for the relative prominence of the

several moral faculties ; it is only their absolute strength,

the amount of fervour and enthusiasm, which would be ex-

plained. Possibly, however, the theory might be carried

further, so as to provide an adequate cause for several in-

tellectual peculiarities. The sensations supposed to form

the elements of all knowledge are received either simul-

taneously or successively : when several are received simul-

taneously, as the smell, the taste, the colour, the form, &c.,

of a fruit, their association together constitutes, according

to this theory, our idea of an object ; when received succes-

sively, their association makes up the idea of an event.

Any thing, then, which should favour the associations of
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synchronous ideas, would tend to produce a knowledge of

objects, a perception of qualities ; while any thing which

should favour association in the successive order would

tend to produce a knowledge of events, of the order of

occurrences, and of the connection of cause and effect : in

other words, in the one case a perceptive mind, with a

discriminative feeling of the pleasurable and painful pro-

perties of things, a sense of the grand and the beautiful,

would be the result ; in the other, a mind attentive to the

movements and phenomena, a ratiocinative and philosophic

intellect. Now it is an acknowledged principle in the

philosophy of suggestion, that all sensations experienced

during the presence of any vivid impression become strongly

associated with it, and with each other ; and does it not

follow, that the synchronous feelings of a sensitive constitu-

tion (z>., the one which has vivid impressions) will be more

intimately blended than in a differently formed mind ? This

suggestion involves an inference which might serve to verify

or refute it ; that where nature has endowed an individual

with great original susceptibility, he will probably be distin-

guished by fondness for natural history, a relish for the

beautiful and great, and moral enthusiasm ; where there is

but a mediocrity of sensibility, a love of science, of abstract

truth, with a deficiency of taste and of fervour, is likely to

be the result.

Might not many of Dr. Priestley's characteristics be

traced, in consistency with his own philosophy, to such an

original mediocrity of sensibility ?—his want of memory, to

a deficient vividness in the associated ideas ?—his versatility

and rapidity of association, to the absence of any strong

concentrative emotion tending to arrest his thoughts at any

point in a train, and to forbid them to pass on ?—the direc-

tion of his analogical power towards philosophical invention,

rather than poetical imagination, to his want of perception

of the beautiful ?—his evenness of temper and spirits, to a

freedom from that alternate action and reaction to which

susceptible minds are liable ? Perhaps even the inability
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which he mentions to do any thing when hurried, might

admit of a similar explanation. For what is the feeling of

hurry, but a belief that an unusual exercise of vigour, a

great gathering of power, must be put in requisition, in

order to accomplish some desired object ? And one whose

uniformity of temperament gives no experience of such

occasional expansion of power has no faith in its possibility,

or its effect : and hence he despairs, when the man of

impulse becomes inspired. We throw out these brief hints

with great diffidence, for the consideration of those who
feel the defects, and would improve the resources, of the

association-philosophy : they can be of no further use, than

to suggest something better than themselves to more com-

petent thinkers. Our main object in the remarks which

have been made on Priestley has been, to revive the memory
of a great man, at a period more favourable than any since

his death to a just estimate of his character ; to furnish a

faithful delineation of his whole mind; to aid in determining

his true position among the benefactors of mankind ; and

define his claims on the veneration of his country. If we

have in any degree succeeded in these objects, it will be no

slight satisfaction to have performed some little part of the

act of posthumous justice due from this generation.



II.

THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF
THOMAS ARNOLD, D.D.^

In the preparation of these volumes Mr. Stanley had to

perform a sad and solemn task. To present to the world

the last glimpse of one who had been its benefactor, is at

all times a melancholy office. But it is a bitter grief to do

this for one whose past performance, admirable in itself,

was less great than his future promise, and on whom men
looked as yet with expectant, rather than with grateful eye.

England was not prepared to lose Arnold ; and finds it

hard to accept his final image from his biographer, in place

of much fruitful work from himself. Under the pressure

of occupations that would exhaust the energy of ordinary

men, he had not only meditated, but in part achieved, a

system of designs by which the historical, philosophical,

and Christian literature of his country would have been

permanently enriched, and the spirit of its social life sensibly

elevated. Just as he was raised into a position promising

to render his industry and enthusiasm most rapidly produc-

tive, he has vanished from our hopes ; and instead of those

priceless stores of uncommunicated wisdom, the leaves

* "The Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold, D.D., late

Head Master of Rugby School, and Regius Professor of Modern

History in the University of Oxford." By Arthur Penrhyn Stanley,

M.A., Fellow and Tutor of University College, Oxford. In two

Volumes. Fellowes. 1844.

—

Prospective Review^ February, 1845.
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casually scattered from his table are gathered together, and

presented as his last memorial. In the midst of the third

act the curtain has suddenly dropped ; and rises only to

show us the noble form, lately kindling with humane and

earnest speech, now stretched in the silence of death.

Happily, however, it is only in the case of ordinary men
that the value of a life can be measured by its quantity.

The almost infinite worth to us of such a mind as Arnold's

depends upon its quality ; and if it only remains and toils

in our midst long enough to show us the spirit and man-

ner of its work, its highest function is performed. Let the

deep game of life be played with a divine skill, and we
must not complain though the calculable stake which is

won in our behalf be only nominal. However great the loss

of Arnold's Roman History, it is as nothing to the wealth

he leaves us in this Biography. From what a good man
does there is no higher lesson to be learned than what he

is ; his workmanship interests and profits us as an ex-

pression of himself, and would become dead and indifferent

to us, if, instead of being a human creation, it were the

product of some mechanical necessity. That Arnold has

lived, and shown how much nobleness and strength may
maintain itself in an age of falsehood, negligence, and pre-

tence,—with this let us rest and be thankful.

The work before us is essentially an autobiography. The
letters, which form its chief portion, extend from the year

1 817 to 1842 : and they present so vivid and complete an

impression of the writer throughout the changes of his

career and the ripening of his character, that little occasion

remained for their editor to appear as an original biogra-

pher. He has had the rare modesty and merit to perceive

this ; and in the chapters of his own, by which we are

introduced to the several periods of the correspondence,

every thing is kept in strict subordination to the legitimate

purpose of the book : he evidently had no desire but to

make us know the subject of his Memoirs ; and the affec-

tionate singleness of his aim was itself an adequate security
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for tact and success in its accomplishment. There are

indeed traces of abstinence and self-restraint in the treat-

ment of his materials, for which we honour him. Nothing

would have been easier than to have created private heart-

burnings and sectarian animosities by the indiscreet use of

such letters as Arnold's ;—letters full of reference to every

controversy of the day, and passing the freest judgment on

most of the conspicuous actors in Church or State. Mr.

Stanley's good taste has conducted him wisely through a

very delicate task. If we were disposed to find any fault

with its execution, we should complain that he has not told

us more of the personal habits and minuter traits which so

materially help us to conceive the physiognomy of a char-

acter. The few things of this kind which he has given us

constitute most delightful elements in our image of Arnold
;

•—his sofa full of books, his boyish play, his daily walk be-

side the pony, his mountaineering rambles ; and we would

fain have known his time of rising and of rest, the distri-

bution of his hours, his method of study and composition,

his love or disregard of external order, and such other

trivial particulars as might complete the lineaments of his

familiar life. Details of this kind, always full of expressive-

ness, are especially needed in a Life, the interest of which

is that of portraiture, not of history. There is an entire

absence from this biography of all outward incident and

adventure. Even the ordinary struggles are wanting,

through which men of thought and capacity, wrestling with

poverty, or restrained by the singularities of their own
genius, finally establish themselves in a professional career.

There is not a single passage of suffering,—not a momen-
tary crisis of difficulty,—nothing like a dramatic attitude of

events, from the opening to the close. Arnold's way was

quietly opened before him from year to year, and he had
only to occupy the successive positions into which the

most commonplace external causes threw him. At no
time was it his task to choose a lot, with the world before

him j but, what is more difficult, to travel on a routine
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path, without contracting the routine spirit, to keep the

high-road of Hfe, unsoiled by its dust, unexhausted by its

heat, and pressing on to the last with all the freshness of

an explorer. He was one who could be a hero without

romance. To him " the narrow way that leadeth unto

life " was no mountain by-path of existence, but just the

personal track each faithful pilgrim may pursue (though

few, alas ! there be that find it) on the same " broad road "

by which many pass to their destruction.

It has been remarked, that a large proportion of the

men who have obtained distinction in the world, have

been the last members of a large, or, as the Irish expres-

sively term it, a long family. Among the English aristocracy

this is the natural consequence of the law of primogeniture,

and the practices connected with it, which throw the

younger sons into professions requiring, for their successful

exercise, a healthy culture of personal qualities. In the

middle class it must arise from the less anxious and

elaborate care, the freer hand usually applied by parents to

their latest than to their earliest charge. There is thus a

larger proportion of self-formation in the character, and the

natural forces of the mind, exempt from the repression of

system, display themselves, with less perhaps of the har-

mony that constitutes personal well-being, but with more
of the strength which makes them effective on society.

Arnold, the seventh child in a family early orphaned, was

no exception to this rule. From childhood his mind
seems to have been directed, rather than constrained ; and,

even during the eight years spent at Warminster and Win-

chester schools, to have indicated that eager and exclusive

interest in every thing human, which at once disqualified

him for eminence in Philology, in Science, in Metaphysics,

and constituted his greatness as an Historian, a Politician,

and a Divine. Ballad poetry, dramatic representation,

history, and geography, every thing which brought before

his conception life and its scenery, had irresistible attrac-

tions even for his boyhood. With what remarkable tact
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this sympathy enabled him to detect what was untrue to

nature in the legends of nations, is manifest from the fol-

lowing sentence, written when he was fourteen years old :

—

^' I verily believe, that half at least of the Roman history

is, if not totally false, at least scandalously exaggerated :

how far different are the modest, unaffected, and impartial

narrations of Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon."

(Vol. I. p. 5.)

His studies at Oxford tended to confirm his Realisju of

character. The neglect prevailing there of all formal

•science, with exception of the Deductive Logic, and the

ascendant influence of Aristotle among the great masters

of thought, and Thucydides among the models of history,

combined with the vehement state controversies of the

day, and the exciting progress of the Peninsular war, to

engage his enthusiasm with practical questions of society

and government, and to strengthen his inaptitude for poeti-

cal or speculative thought. In the private friendships,

indeed, which he formed in the little circle of Corpus

Christi, there was much to counteract the objective and

prosaic cast of his character ; his love especially for Keble

and Mr. (now Justice) Coleridge, brought him under the

influence of two minds, both of great richness, whose

highest qualities formed the complement to his own. The
first reverence with which an affectionate spirit looks up to

one who is strong where it is weak, and light where it is

dark, is often the birth-hour of its deep religious life : the

throbbing vital action in which the soul opens its chrysalis

of sleepy and stationary habit, and assumes its free and
winged state, amid the sunshine and the air of heaven.

So it seems to us to have been with Arnold. His under-

standing was too robust, and his moral affections too

decided, to be turned from their natural direction by any
external agency; but his college attachments mingled an

element of humility and devotion with a mental activity

else too hardy and dogmatical
; gave him the feeling of a

sphere of truth and beauty different from his own; and
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habituated his mind to that upward look of trust and
wonder, which is not indeed piety itself, but is as truly

its genuine antecedent, as the raised hat and subdued foot-

fall on entering a church are the natural prelude to the hour

of prayer and aspiration. The influence of these associates,

however, though touchingly referred to in later years, was

imperfectly acknowledged at the time ; the external form

of his opinions and the habits of his intellect seemed to be

engaged in constantly withstanding it. He was charac-

terized by a vehement, and even disputatious independence

;

he apparently adhered to his utilitarian, rather than aesthetic

estimate of the studies and attainments of the place ; in-

sensible to the beauty of the Greek drama, which was too

much a beauty of form to please a perception fond of the

depth of human colouring, and slighting refined and fas-

tidious scholarship, on the plea of preferring the study of

things to that of words. Yet he entered his college a

Jacobin, and quitted it a high Tory : he became a convert

to the rigorous discipline by which a taste for philological

niceties is formed ; he permitted his theological doubts to

be overawed and stifled by the remonstrance which Mr.

Keble addressed, not to his reason, but to his fears and his

affections ; and in other ways gave symptoms of being now,

for the first time, subdued into an apprehension of a wisdom
not his own, and led by the power of an unconscious

deference. Indeed, with some apparent dogmatism, Arnold

appears from this time to have been exceedingly susceptible

to influence from any man " rich in the combined and in-

divisible love of truth and goodness." No sooner did he

exchange the society of Corpus Christi for that of Oriel, on

his election to his fellowship, than a fresh series of changes

became apparent in his views : in the presence of Davison,

Copplestone, Whately, he felt the irresistible action of a

new intellectual climate ; and the seeds of all his charac-

teristic beliefs, productive afterwards of fruit so wholesome,

rapidly germinated and struck root. His abhorrence of

sacerdotal religion, his conception of a Christian itoKiT^ia,
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his appreciation of the origin in human nature, and dangers

in human society, of Conservation on the one hand and

Jacobinism on the other, all date from the time of his

connection with Oriel : and much of the character of his

future works is, perhaps, referable to the fact, that their

materials were mainly collected during this period, and
were results of his reading in the Oxford libraries, whilst

he was in the enjoyment of his fellowship. Even where

his subsequent opinions deviated from the standard of the

Oriel school of liberal divines, we may trace the operation

of a new influence ; his veneration for Niebuhr and Bunsen

completing the elevation of that structure of conviction of

which the ground-plan had been traced in intimacy with

Whately; and imparting an historic richness and Gothic

sanctity to a system of thought having its foundations in

philosophy. To this succession of admirations and their

powerful but healthful agency upon him, he beautifully

alludes in a letter to Mr. Justice Coleridge, apparently

justifying himself from the charge of a presumptuous mental

independence. The date is January 26th, 1840.

" Your letter interested me ver\' deeply, and I have thought

over what you say very often. Yet I believe that no man's

mind has ever been more consciously influenced by others

than mine has been in the course of my life, from the time that

I first met you at Corpus. I doubt whether you ever submitted

to another with the same complete deference as I did to you

when I was an undergraduate. So, afterwards, I looked up to

Davison with exceeding reverence,—and to Whately. Nor do

I think that Keble himself has lived on in more habitual respect

and admiration than I have, only the object of these feelings

have been very different. At this day I could sit at Bunsen's

feet and drink in wisdom with almost intense reverence. But

I cannot reverence the men that Keble reverences ; and how
does he feel to Luther and Milton.'' It gives me no pain and
no scruple whatever to differ from those whom, after the most
deliberate judgment that I can form, I cannot find to be worthy

of admiration. Nor does their number affect me, when all are

manifestly under the same influences, and no one seems to be

VOL. I. E
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a master-spirit, fitted to lead amongst men. But with wise men
in the way of their wisdom, it would give me very great pain to

differ ; I can say that truly with regard to your uncle, even

more with regard to Niebuhr
" I was brought up in a strong Tory family ; the first impres-

sions of my own mind shook my merely received impressions

to pieces, and at Winchester I was well-nigh a Jacobin. At
sixteen, when I went up to Oxford, all the influences of the

place, which I loved exceedingly, your influence above all, blew

my Jacobinism to pieces, and made me again a Tory. I used

to speak strong Toryism to the old Attic Society, and greedily

did I read Clarendon with all the sympathy of a thorough

Royalist. Then came the Peace, when Napoleon was put down,

and the Tories had it their own way. Nothing shook my
Toryism more than the strong Tory sentiments that I used to

hear at , though I liked the family exceedingly. But I heard

language at which my organ of justice stood aghast, and which,

the more I read of the Bible, seemed to me more and more
unchristian. I could not but go on inquiring, and I do feel

thankful that now for some years past I have been living, not

in scepticism, but in a very sincere faith which embraces most
unreservedly those great truths, divine and human, which the

highest authorities, divine and human, seem concurringly to

teach."—Vol. II. p. 190.

There is one instance in which this openness to persua-

sion through his affections appears to us to have impaired

the simplicity and clearness of Arnold's conscience. We
say this with absolute sorrow of a man whose memory we
love with devotion almost unreserved. We say it with

self-distrust, because conscious that, in bringing a charge

of doctrinal partiality, we may not ourselves be sufficiently

without sin to cast the first stone. Still, we cannot satisfy

ourselves that Arnold got rid of his doubts about the

Trinity by fair means : and in the advice given to him on

the subject, we see so much of the mischievous sophistry

and dishonest morality current on these matters among
divines, that we feel bound to enter our protest as we pass.

When he was about to resign his fellowship and take orders,

previous to his marriage, he found his course embarrassed
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by doubts as to the doctrine of the Trinity. With the

moral clearness and simplicity which invariably distin-

guished his natural judgments, he was willing to accept

the doubt as a voice of God, and make a reverent pause

in his career, while he listened to it, and pondered its

intimations. But he was surrounded by associates who
were incapable of appreciating such a state of mind,—
who lifted their hands in pious horror at his perplexity, and

treated it as the first coil of the old serpent lurking, as of

old, in the path of a guilty curiosity. How little sympathy,

and how much misdirection, he met with at this trying

crisis of his life, will be apparent from the following pas-

sage of a letter, addressed (evidently by Keble) to Mr.

Justice Coleridge, February 14th, 181 9 :

—

" I have not talked with Arnold lately on the distressing

thoughts which he wrote to you about, but I am fearful, from

his manner at times, that he has by no means got rid of them,

though I feel quite confident that all will be well in the end.

The subject of them is that most awful one, on which all very

inquisitive, reasoning minds are, I believe, most liable to such

temptations,— I mean the doctrine of the blessed Trinity. Do
not start, my dear Coleridge : I do not believe that Arnold has

serious scruples of the iindetstanding about it, but it is a defect

of his mind, that he cannot get rid of a certain feeling of

objections,—and particularly when, as he fancies, the bias is

so strong upon him to decide one way from interest : he

scruples doing what I advise him, which is, to put down the

objections by main force, whenever they arise in his mind,

fearful that in so doing he shall be violating his conscience for

a maintenance' sake. I am still inclined to think with you,

that the wisest thing he could do would be to take John M. (a

young pupil whom I was desirous of placing under his care)

and a curacy somewhere or other, and cure himself, not by

physic, i.e. reading and controversy, but by diet and regimen,

i.e. holy living."—Vol. I. p. 21.

The sacerdotal sophistry of this letter is so complete and

characteristic, that the subsequent career of the writer

seems to be almost prefigured in it. To quench by the

E 2
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" main force " of an idolatrous reverence the truthful

aspirations of a holy spirit, and suppress the starts of a

waking conscience by the hideous nightmare of church

power, is the grand aim of the school to which he belongs ;

and the perverseness with which he here designates the

purest sincerity as "« ^e/ec^ of Arnold's mind," counsels a

sceptical man to " take a curacy " in order to believe the

doctrines he is to teach, and calls the dishonest stifling of

thought in action " holy living," is singularly symptomatic

of the moral blindness to which superstition inevitably

tends. We are far from denying that there are cases of

embarrassed thought, in which the advice here given

would be the best, and the only cure must be sought in

active duty, not in lonely meditation. We admit the error

of treating all sorts of doubt indiscriminately as mere

affairs of the intellect, determinable by pure reasoning,

and equally possible to every condition of the character

and will. Unquestionably, the effect upon a man of what

is called " evidence " depends, in subjects of a moral

nature, not less upon the susceptibility of his conscience

and affections, than on the acuteness of his understanding

;

and any one who forbids us ever to judge others by their

belief, and requires from us an equal sympathy for all

states of mind consistent with good conduct, is deluded by

the cant of a philosophy which he himself neither does

nor can reduce to practice. There is no more full and

direct expression of a man's whole mind than the faith by

which he lives ; and by this, better than by any single

symptom, do we know one another, and keep apart in

strangeness, or draw together in love. But there is a dis-

tinction to be drawn between spiritual and simply historical

religion,—and between doubts arising from spiritual obtuse-

ness, and those which are due to want of historical light.

Religion, we conceive, like morals and physics, has fiist

truths, which are incapable of being derived from any-

thing more certain than themselves,—which the human
mind, at a particular point of its development, invariably
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recognizes, and the intuition of which is a direct result of

the activity of its highest faculties. As no one without

senses could ascertain the reality of matter, or without self-

consciousness become aware of the existence of mind, so

no one without moral perceptions and desires could learn

the being or feel the presence of a God. Believing the

knowledge of him to be in direct proportion, not to the

sharpness of the intellect, but to the purity, depth, and
earnestness of the heart, we can understand why a moral

remedy, rather than a speculative discipline, should be

prescribed for the genuine atheist, and he should be

desired to do the Will ere he deny the Agency of God.

With one who questions a first truth, you can do nothing

but improve his mental aptitude for apprehending it. But

who can affirm that the doctrine of the Trinity stands in

this predicament ? Who can say that there is any condi-

tion of the character to which it becomes self-evident ?

—

that the numerical analysis of Deity is " experimentally "

revealed through the moral dispositions ? The doctrine,

as its supporters are the most eager to aver, is wholly the

result of external testimony, and on the right reading of

that testimony depends its truth or falsehood. If it be

said that an indisposition to receive it may arise from a

mean repugnance to anything wonderful and great, and a

propensity to make everything comprehensible, that we
may have the less that is adorable, even this, which in

other cases is a misrepresentation, is in Arnold's instance

inapplicable : for Mr. Justice Coleridge expressly assures

us, that his doubts " were not low nor rationalistic in their

tendency, according to the bad sense of that term : there

was no indisposition in him to belief merely because the

article transcended his reason ; he doubted the proof

and the interpretation of the textual authority." (Vol. I.

p. 20.)

How could doubts like these, not arising from deficient

idealism and love, having confessedly no " wilful " origin,

be justly treated as wicked " temptations," and legitimately
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resisted by prayer and practice? Can a change in the

moral state settle a question of disputed interpretation ?

Will active life improve the exegetic skill ? Will a batch

of hard work enable a man to punctuate Timothy, explain

apnayfxuj and penetrate the true meaning of the Paraclete ?

Can parish duty remove obscurity from the proem of

John ? and a curacy demonstrate the Athanasian Creed ?

What can be more evident than that the advice given to

Arnold was good for stifling the doubt, bad for reaching

the truth ? It is as if Mr. Justice Coleridge were to decide

a question of law by shutting his ears (per " main force ")

against one half the pleadings, nightly remembering the

others in his prayers, refusing to consult his books of pre-

cedents, and submitting the matter to the ordeal of a brisk

walk. Unhappily, the solemn sophistry, recommended by

the entreaties of friendship, and decorated with the phrases

of academical devotion, appears to have imposed upon
Arnold. Mr. Justice Coleridge refers " t/ie co7iclusio7i of

these doubts " to a later period of his life, " when his mind
had not become weaker, nor his pursuit of truth less honest

or ardent, but when his abilities were matured, his know-

ledge greater, his judgment more sober." We know not

how to avoid the obvious inference from this statement,

that Arnold's doubts did not vanish till long after he had
assumed the clerical office ; that he was ordained in the

midst of them ; that he signed the Articles first, and be-

lieved them afterwards. This indeed is painfully evident

from the date of Mr. Keble's letter descriptive of his state

of mind; for at the time when it was written, he had
already been in holy orders for two months, having received

ordination in December, 1818. Are we not justified in

saying, that he admitted the influence of others to have an
improper suffrage in matters where his own conscience

would have been the better guide ? What sort of " holy

living " must that be, which, as advised by the saintliest of

his friends, could be entered only through an inauguration

of falsehood and pretence ? And when disingenuousness
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like this can be advised by Keble, practised by Arnold,

applauded by Mr. Justice Coleridge, and tacitly approved

by Mr. Stanley, what must we surmise as to the morality

of opinion within the Church, and what value can be

attached to the apparent testimony of its learning and
its worth to the doctrines it upholds with so proud a

dignity ?

Questionable practice is the natural source of sophistical

theory : and it is not wonderful that this one weak point in

Arnold's life should entail a corresponding unsoundness in

his notions of subscription to articles of faith. Of this act

he defended the lax construction by which alone he could

have found admission into the Church ; a construction so

lax, that his apology for it fills us with astonishment and
shame. His doctrine and example on this point, recom-

mended by his general simplicity and integrity, are likely

to be widely injurious ; and, thrown into the balance

against wavering principle, have already, we have reason to

believe, determined many a youth to an evasive conformity.

If the question could be submitted to the simple, vera-

cious perceptions of a child, whether a man may not

declare his belief in some things which he disbelieves,

there would be no fear ; the very question would be seen

to be immoral, and one on which no argument could even

be innocently heard. If it were submitted only to men of

strong sense and intellect wholly unsuborned, there would

be no fear; they would see straight through the hollow

ingenuities interposed to colour and distort the truth.

But there are weak, bewildered minds, to whom a pleasant

fallacy comes with all the force of conviction ; uneasy from

the wish to serve two masters ; too scrupulous to make a

deceitful profession, but ready to hear evidence in favour

of its honesty ; shrinking from the positive approaches of

falsehood, yet looking after it with lust of the eye ; and
these half-souls are they for whom Arnold's guidance in

this matter is dangerous. With the perverseness of those

who search the lessons of life for justification of their weak-
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ness, rather than for the ennobhng of their strength, they

will appropriate the one only dishonest comfort that can be

gathered from a good man's history ; flattering themselves

that they are wiser by his wisdom, and holier by his faith-

fulness, they will be but partners in his infirmity, and

victims of his mistake.

Arnold's practical morality on the matter of subscription

and confessions appears from the following sentences :

—

" I do not believe the damnatory clauses in the Athanasian

Creed, under any qualification given of them, except such as

substitute for them propositions of a wholly different character.

. . . . Bid I read the Athanasian Creed, and have and

would again subscribe the Article about it."—Vol. II. p. 120.

It is to be presumed that, in reading the Creed, Dr.

Arnold did not omit the " damnatory clauses." Then he

publicly pronounced a most solemn anathema of which he

did not believe a word ! He asserted a thing to be
" above all things necessary to salvation," which he did

not suppose to be necessary at all ! He warned many a

hearer, that " without doubt he should perish everlast-

ingly," apprehending all the while no danger whatsoever !

Nothing surely but the terrible paralysis of custom could

deaden a man's sense of the guilt of so great a mockery.

Were he to hurry through his task lest he should be struck

dumb in the midst, we should scarcely think it an unna-

tural superstition. Apart from all question as to the

engagements made at his ordination, it is a shocking

Jesuitry to maintain that a clergyman—instructor of the

people's conscience and messenger of their prayers—need

not assent to the promise or the curse he utters in the hour

of worship, and may innocently invite his hearers to stand

up with him before God, and take lying judgments upon
their lips.

And what is the plea put forth to blunt the edge of our

natural indignation at such laxity ?

" I have and would again subscribe the Article about it [the
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Athanasian Creed], because I do not conceive the clauses in

question to be essential parts of it I do not imagine

that the Article about the Creed was intended in the least to

refer to the clauses."—Vol. II. pp. 120, 121.

Be it so : what does this amount to but the plea, " I

never engaged to believe these falsehoods, so why should I

object to utter them ? " Is insincerity then quite allowable,

except w^here a man has contracted to avoid it ? And are

the words of holy men to be no index to their minds unless

a truthful intent has been written in the bond ? The obli-

gation to guileless veracity does not arise from ordination

promises and doctrinal subscription, and does not stop

where they happen to terminate. Take away Articles,

signature, vows altogether, and it is no less a duty than

before, for a man to say only the thing he truly means.

His added pledge is but a recognition of the antecedent

obligation, an assurance to others that he owns the justice

of their moral expectations, and has a sense of right and

fidelity concurrent with their own.

But let us even accept Arnold's mode of putting the

case, and see whether Churchmen such as he can be justi-

fied in signing the eighth Article, which is as follows :—

-

" The three Creeds, Nicene Creed, Athanasius's Creed, and

that which is commonly called the Apostles' Creed, ought

thoroughly to be received and believed ; for they may be

proved by most certain warrants of Holy Scripture."

Arnold resolves the Athanasian Creed into two parts

;

one defining the doctrine of the Trinity ; the other defining

the Divine purpose with respect to unbelievers in it : the

one therefore referring to the psychological nature, the

other to the moral character of God ; the one pronouncing

on the mysteries of his Absolute Essence, the other on

the principles of his Relative conduct and sentiments to-

w^ards men. Strangely inverting the comparative impor-

tance of these, Arnold decides that the incomprehensible

metaphysics are the essential part,—the intelligible declara-
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tions of law, the non-essential : and he argues, " I believe

the former, I do not believe the latter ; so I may say that

I believe the creed ' thoroughly.^ " And is there the least

ground, except in the convenience of half-believers, for

this dismemberment of the Creed? Not the slightest.

The " damnatory clauses " are not only inseparably inter-

woven with it, beginning, middle, and end, but logically

constitute the substantive affirmation of the whole docu-

ment, of which the statement of the " Catholic Faith " is

but a dependent and subordinate member. Perhaps, how-

ever, there may be historical reasons for Arnold's view, not

apparent from the mere structure of this formulary. Let

us hear :—

•

" I do not conceive the clauses in question were retained

deliberately by our Reformers after the propriety of retaining

or expunging them had been distinctly submitted to their minds.

They retained the Creed, I doubt not, deliberately ; to show
that they wished to keep the faith of the general Church in

matters relating to the Arian, Macedonian, Nestorian, Eutychian

and Socinian controversies ; and, as they did not scruple to

burn Arians, so neither would they be likely to be shocked by
the damnatory clauses against them ; but I do not imagine that

the Article about the Creed was intended in the least to refer

to the clauses, as if they supposed that a man might embrace
the rest of the Creed, and yet reject them. Nor do I think

that the Reformers, or the best and wisest men of the Church

since, would have objected to any man's subscription, if they

had conceived such a case ; but would have said, ' What we
mean you to embrace is the belief of the general Church, as

expressed in the three Creeds, with regard to the points, many
of them having been disputed, on which those Creeds pro-

nounce : the degree of blamableness in those who do not

embrace this belief is another matter, on which we do not

intend to speak, particularly in this Article.' I do not think

that there is anything evasive or unfair in this."—Vol. II.

p. 121.

A thoughtful man must assuredly be very hard-pressed,

before he could produce so extraordinary an argument as
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this. In the times of the Reformers, it appears, there were

two grades of certainty felt as to Christian doctrine. Some
points had been disputed, and were known to be in peril

from the variable movements of opinion : others had never

been called in question, and remained fixed in unconscious

security as the faith of Christendom. The doctrine of the

Trinity was among the former ; the perdition of heretics

and unbelievers among the latter. The Reformers were

well acquainted with Arian and Socinian perverseness,

—

and had perhaps not been without difficulties on these

matters themselves : but that misbelievers must be damned,

is a thing which they never supposed that anybody could

doubt. They burned Arians without scruple ; and made
sure that God would burn them too. Upon both these

elements of their belief, the questioned and the unques-

tioned, they have left us their mind ; what reception are

we to give it, when we bind ourselves to their formularies ?

Arnold's decision is,
—

" We must adopt their opinions :

but we may freely throw away their certainties : what they

knew to be 7?iutabie, we must not presume to change ; what

they supposed to be im?nutable, we may alter as we please."

Is it conceivable that the founders of the Reformed

Churches, while binding their followers on all debated

matters, meant to leave them free on all the questions which

no scepticism had yet dared to approach ? True, they did

not contemplate the particular case of half-belief which

now arises, and made no special provision to meet it. But

a man may abstain from taking security for either of two

reasons, because he is willing to make us a present, or

because he is assured we shall acknowledge the debt.

Arnold admits the profoundness and unconsciousness of

the Reformers' trust, and gives it as a reason for cheating

them of their obedience, and pocketing a license which

they never left. And he thinks there is " nothing evasive

or unfair in this "
!

In other passages he defends the acceptance of holy

orders by men who '' cannot yield an active belief to the
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words of every part of the Articles and Liturgy as true,"

on the ground that, without this latitude, "the Church
could by necessity receive into the ministry only men of

dull minds, or dull consciences : of dull, nay almost of

dishonest minds, if they can persuade themselves that they

actually agree in every minute particular with any great

number of human propositions ; of dull consciences, if,

exercising their minds freely, and yet believing that the

Church requires the total adhesion of the understanding,

they still, for considerations of their own convenience,

enter into the ministry in her despite." (Vol. 11. p. 173.)

The reasoning of this passage, if we understand it, pro-

ceeds thus : The Church must have men of active minds
;

only men of dull minds can sign the Articles with full

belief; therefore the Church must have men zvho sign the

Articles ivithout full belief. But these men must also have

lively consciences : if they take signature to denote full

belief, they must have dull consciences to sign without it

;

therefore they should think that signature does not denote

full belief. Unhappily, however, this a priori argument
lands us in conclusions wholly at variance with fact. The
Church has not left her intent as to the Articles and Liturgy,

and the degree of assent demanded to them, a matter of

doubtful inference. The thirty-sixth Canon orders that

"no person shall be received into the ministry,"—"except

he shall first subscribe to these three Articles following, in

such manner and sort as we have here appointed."

I. The declaration of supremacy, which it is needless to

cite.

" 2. That the Book of Common Prayer, and of ordering

of Bishops, Priests, and Deacons, coritaitieth in it nothing

contrary to the Word of God, &c.
" 3. That he alloweth the Book of Articles of Religion

agreed upon by the Archbishops, &c. ; and that he acknow-
ledgeth all and every the Articles therein contained, being

in number nine-and-thirty, besides the Ratification, to be
agreeable to the Word of God.
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" To these three Articles, whosoever will subscribe, he

shall, /t^r the avoiding of all aftibigiiities^ subscribe in this

order, and form of words, setting down both his Christian

and surname, viz. :
' I, N. N., do willingly and ex ani7)io

subscribe to these three Articles above mentioned, and to

all things that are contained in them.'

"

All argument against the necessity of ex animo subscrip-

tion being set aside by this Canon, Dr. Arnold has only

put it in the power of opponents to retort upon the Church

thus :—All clergymen must declare their full assent to the

Articles and Liturgy : in doing this, they either honestly

believe them throughout, or they do not : if they do, they

are men of " dull minds "
; if they do not, they are men of

'' dull consciences "
; therefore " the Church can receive

into its ministry only men of dull minds or dull con-

sciences." And is it not undeniable that, in fact, the

entrance into her service, smooth and easy to thoughtless

mediocrity and worldly ambition, is beset by scruples and

difficulties, chiefly for men of intellectual genius and moral

earnestness ? A Beresford and a Blomfield glide in with

complacent smiles ; an Arnold passes with reluctant starts,

and bitter conflicts, and many a pause of prayer and fear.

They carry with them the undisturbed consistency so easy

to minds without lofty aspiration, and are of no dimmer

sight or less graceful movement than before : but he has

withstood the repugnance of his noble nature, and a speck

is thenceforth fixed on his intellectual clearness, which, at

one part of his course of thought, compels him to feel his

way along the conventional path, and restrains the free step

with which elsewhere he pursues " in open vision " only

what is great and true.

For nine years after his ordination, Arnold was settled, as

private tutor, at Laleham, near Staines : mingling, with the

duties of his own house, no slight share of aid to the curate

of the parish, in the church, the workhouse, and the cottage.

The period was one of little incident, but of the deepest

moment in his internal history. It was his initiation into
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the real business of life, and showed at once the masterly

hand with which he was to rule its affairs and manage its

responsibilities. It was the commencement of his most

sacred domestic ties, and bears traces of the genial ripening

of his character beneath the warmth of new affections. It

witnessed the beginning of all his literary undertakings, and

the completion of his articles on Roman History in the

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana. It introduced him to the

knowledge of Niebuhr, whose influence was thenceforth to

constitute so large an element in his mental progress. But

the great function of this time was to establish the real seat

of Arnold's strength ; it became evident at once that he was

at home, not in the cloister, but in the city and the field :

respectable in scholarship, insensible to art, undistinguished

in philosophy, he was great in action. His sphere was not

large : but the healthy vigour which he infused into the

whole ; the moral earnestness which put pupils, household,

almost the village, under his control ; the quantity of work

of all sorts which he got through himself, and inspired

others to achieve, indicated the remarkable capacity for

govern?nent, which dictated his early longing for a states-

man's life. And, as is usual in such cases, the expansion

of the leading faculty, instead of overwhelming, reawakened

all the rest : the more he did, the more also he thought

and felt ; reflection and emotion deepening and widening

through the materials of an outward industry, which, he

sometimes feared, would stifle them. Archbishop Whately

had early pointed out the indications, in Arnold's fellow-

ship examination, of a remarkable faculty of mental growth.

We doubt whether the prediction, true as it was, would

have been conspicuously fulfilled, if he had remained within

the walls of a college. In him, intellect and affection waited

upon the conscience and the Will ; and became great and

rich and tender in the divine hardships of duty, and the

strenuous service of God. During the years spent at Lale-

ham, especially the earlier ones, there are many marks of

crude, unmellowed feeling, of conventional sentiment, of
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prosaic and utilitarian estimates of human interests. The
thoughts with which he anticipates his married lot (Vol. I.

p. 60) are after the most ordinary fashion of moralizing.

His views in the choice of a profession are according to the

approved canons of spiritual prudence ; and he takes to the

Church, not so much inspired by the high aims of a holy

calling, as from the wish for an asylum (Vol. I. p. 53) from

moral danger, \i-r\ crc^daccos^ aXX' (laKrjcrcois evcKa. Even his

sermons contain more profit-and-loss religion than consists

with the nobleness of his later Christianity ; as in p. 243,

where " the good which a man may get from acting " on
holy principle is made to depend on its " lasting for ever,"'

instead of " being over in less than a hundred years." And
finally, his style—that unerring expression of a man's whole

spiritual nature—was at this time rude and shapeless,

marked by a certain business-like simplicity and directness,

but destitute of the force given by the under-play of a living

enthusiasm beneath the dry matter of the composition.

The fuel, however, of his central being was kindled ; life,

like a glowing furnace, rose to a higher and higher intensity,

and penetrated with a glorious heat even his originally

colder and remoter faculties ; till his whole nature was
fused into one living mass, radiating force and fire through-

out the sphere of his activity.

It was not till he assumed his office as head master of

Rugby School, that all the energy and greatness of his

character were fully brought out. The fourteen years which

he spent there, were in all respects the most memorable of

his career ; showing how, amid many discouragements and
frequent loneliness in his favourite aims, he could prevail

over the heaviest tasks submitted to his hands, and the

most plausible sophistries competing for his mind. We
must dismiss with few words the whole subject of his School

management. It is admitted on all hands, that he turned to

the best account all the elements of good in the English

system of public schools, and struggled manfully and with

unexampled success against its peculiar evils. His general
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theory of his office may be stated thus :—the peculiar

character of the English gentle?fian being assumed as an

historical datum, the aim of education should be to pene-

trate and pervade this with a spirit of Christian self-regula-

tion. He was aware how great was the revolution implied

in the accomplishment of this end ; that moral heroism

must take the place of feudal independence ; devout allegi-

ance, of personal self-will ; respect for faithful work, of the

ambition for careless idleness ; manly simplicity and ear-

nestness, of gentlemanly poco-curanieis??i ; the true shame
for evil, of the false shame for good ; that contempt of

pleasure must be added to the contempt of danger and of

pain ; and courage to defy corrupt fashion and opinion, to

the hardihood which resists the aggressions of unjust

authority. With numbers of his scholars he doubtless

realized a near approximation to his aim ; with none, per-

haps, did he wholly fail ; for he strongly marked, and

rendered unmistakably felt, the evils with which he was

resolved to contend, and by which he would never be

baffled. There was no hope that he would ever connive at

anything false or wrong ; there was no fear that he would

overlook or desert any faithful will, striving with limited

powers within, or the jeers of low ridicule without. There

was established an absolute confidence in his truth and

justice : every culprit felt the shadow of his frown, every

clear conscience the assurance of his protection. His

attention was not reserved for pupils of remarkable attain-

ments and brilliant promise, who might reward his assiduity

by conferring distinction on their instructor. None were

so loved and honoured as those who persisted in laborious

effort without the power or talent to win admiration and

command success ; of such a one he said, " I could stand

before that man, hat in hand^ And if, amid the host of

the foolish and corrupt, there appeared any

" Abdiel, faithful found

Among the faithless, faithful only he ;

Among innumerable false, unmoved,

Unshaken, unseduced, unterrified "
;
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he was secure of Arnold's exulting sympathy, and, as " he

passed long way through hostile scorn," might hear in

heart his voice of blessing,

"Servant of God, well done ; well hast thou fought

The better fight, who single hast maintained

Against revolted multitudes the cause

Of truth."

The personal qualities of Arnold were eminently fitted

to give success to these high aims and noble sympathies.

Frank, brave, guileless, he mingled no moroseness with

his moral severity, no weakness with his pity, no secrecy

with his vigilance. His joyous and trustful nature had

never divested itself of the best attributes of boyhood, but

simply added to them the wisdoni and the strength of man-

hood. His elastic spirits, his vivacity of expression, his

love of the open air and all athletic sports, were no incon-

siderable qualifications for obtaining the admiration of

boys ; and, above all, he wholly lost sight of hh?ise(f, and

never gave occasion for even the perversest spirit to sus-

pect that his battle with school evils was a contest for

personal dignity or power ; in his dominance over wrong,

he was himself but serving the right. But the most vivid

individual character could not directly reach the multitude

collected in a public school. In the chapel, indeed, they

w^ere all submitted immediately to his most powerful influ-

ence, and the constancy and fervour with which he availed

himself of this means of discipline are known to all who are

familiar with his Rugby Sermons. At this moment, no

poem, no biography, actual or possible, occurs to us, which

we had rather read, than the secret spirit-history of that

chapel. The many-coloured thoughts, evanescent, it may

be, but not traceless, of those young hearts ; the dark,

obdurate will, struck by the sudden flash, then closing

sullenly again ; the light, unstable mind, fluttered with mo-

mentary shame ; the first sense of lost innocence, awaken-

ing the sorrowful images of too happy sisters, and mother

VOL. I. F
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with no reproaches on her face ; the manly pity for a

younger brother newly come, and high resolves, were it

only for his sake ; the eager outlook into life, deep in its

early flush of glory ; the opening awe, the thrilling touch,

of things invisible ; the dawning perception of the divine-

ness of Christ, and nearness of the living God ; the

tumultuous grief roused by the funeral bell, or the solemn

wonder, as if it swung in the air of eternity, and made the

dead silence speak,—all these primal stirrings of expanding

life contain the profoundest interest and beauty, both as

prophetic of a most various human growth, and as attesting

the heathful power of the soul creating it.

In connection with this part of Arnold's labours, we have

seen new reason to justify an old admiration for a religious

rite prevailing in most of the Protestant churches,—the

practice of Co?ifirmation. We have no sympathy, indeed,

with the form which it assumes in the English Church ; we
acknowledge the admixture with it of false and pernicious

moral ideas ; we object to its use, as an appendage to the

ceremony of Baptism, and its connection with the supersti-

tions represented by that word. Still, when stripped of

ritual and traditional adhesions, it represents a momentous
fact in the religious life of individuals, and helps to turn

that fact to its proper account. There is a period, extend-

ing some years beyond mere infancy, of imperfect and

inchoate responsibility, during which the unreflecting play

of instinctive feeling constitutes the moving force, and ex-

ternal restraint prescribed by others affords the regulative

principle, of all our activity : the child is delivered over for

guidance to his parents and protectors, with whom rests

the largest share of accountability for what he is, for what

he believes, for what he loves. This period passes away
;

and another comes, in which the instinctive temptations

become more dangerous, and less within reach of outward

rule and authority ; but at the same time the faculties

needed for self-guidance rapidly approach their full dimen-

sions : reflective self-consciousness deepens, manifesting
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itself under the form of mere shyness in ordinary natures,

of boastful and irreverent hcense in bad ones, of moral

thoughtfulness in minds of higher tone : the knowledge of

good and evil, and the force of the electing will, assume
new precision and strength ; and the objects both of hu-

man admiration and of religious faith become the centres

of more intent inspection and earnest wonder. The transi-

tion from one of these periods to the other is perhaps the

greatest spiritual crisis of human life ; the turn of the tide,

when we quit the haven and drift to the unstable sea, with

or without the compass for dark nights, and the eye skilled

to steer by the eternal stars. We would mark, with devout

recognition, this era of experience
;
give voice, method, and

direction to its tumultuous emotions; bring its burning

aspirations to merge in the cool ascending breath of prayer

;

distinctly present the young disciple, fast becoming one of

us, before the Master at whose feet he is to sit, and the

God whose still, small voice he is to hear. True, the step

into this full responsibihty is not instantaneous, and can

have no exact date assigned to it ; and no turn should be
given to a confirmation service, implying that personal

accountability is postpojied till its arrival. But exaggerations

of this kind are easily avoided, so as to render such a rite

truly symbolical of the fact ; and, with such provision, we
would fain, by some Christian consecration, claim for good
the young romance of life, and turn the seasonable bloom
of nature into fruitful flowers of pure faith.

With all the aids of the chapel services, Arnold could

not bring his personal influence to bear immediately upon
many of the scholars. Without some interposed medium
between himself and the multitude of boys, it was impossible

to propagate the power of his ideas and principles through-

out the school. For this end, he not only availed himself

of the cooperation of the Assistant Masters, but, bringing

the Sixth Form or Praepostors into close connection with

himself, invested them with larger powers and more direct

responsibihties of control over the younger pupils than they

F 2
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had possessed before. This system offered, doubtless, the

best chance of introducing some approach to moral govern-

ment into the wild elements of a public school ; and infused

a wholesome action of the apio-Toi into the combination

usually presented in such an institution, of turbulent

democracy, and absolute despotism. For the youths them-

selves, thus trusted by Arnold with a share of his authority,

the benefit was great. The manliness, the earnestness, the

religious convictions, which were remarked at Oxford and

Cambridge as frequent characteristics of the Rugby scholars,

were mainly acquired, it is probable, during the period of

immediate contact with himself. The general impression,

however, of the public school system, even as worked by

Arnold, which we derive from these volumes, is very painful

;

and strongly confirms the unfavourable recollections of our

own experience. We have often thought that Hobbes's

theory of society must have been suggested by his remem-

brance of the grammar-school at Malmesbury. If there is

any place in the world where every body is convinced that

he has a right to every thing, and with unlimited voracity

of claim absorbs whatever is within his reach, until he

clashes against the appetences, no less universal and no less

entitled, of his neighbours in the scramble ; where a state

of war is the state of nature, ever and anon resumed to

settle the exact sphere of every new-comer, and all deter-

mination of rights has to be fought out ; where order and

law prevail in unstable equilibrium (like the right of search

among our French allies) as disagreeable conditions of a

treaty of peace, and the only principle truly and heartily

respected is, Do, if you dare,—certainly that place is an

English public school. Speaking loosely, to live as they

like and as they can is the primary rule of children ; to live

as they ought, the primary rule for men. A crew of boys

is an aggregate of self-wills, limiting one another by mutual

interference and repulsion, A society of men is a com-

munity of consciences as well as interests, combining by

mutual reverence, cooperation, and attraction. Hence
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public opinion, in adult society, is expressive of the mini-

mum of moral principle that will be allowed ; in schools,

of the maximum of moral principle that will be endured :

and the force which, in our maturest strength, comes in aid

of conscience, in our early weakness presses, with frequent

scoff and scorn, against it. This is an unequal match for

wills imperfectly inured to hardihood. Hence Arnold's

frequent laments as to the irresistible strength of a low and

tyrannical school-opinion ; his vain attempts to encourage

any large number to struggle against the stream ;
his sorrow,

ever renewed, at watching the declension from innocence

to corruption ; and his pathetic forebodings on receiving,

at the opening of each half-year, boys now^ in their home

simplicity, but entering on a trial, always severe, and rarely

triumphant. He admits that, while minds of peculiar

strength are elevated by the ordeal, the ordinary class of

amiable, well-disposed, ?ieutral characters are usually carried

away by the evil influence of the place, and gradually sink

from promise into corruption. Can there be a plainer con-

fession of the unfitness of these schools for the vast majority

of boys ? Startled by the detection of something wrong,

he exclaimed on one occasion :

—

" If this goes on, it will end either my life at Rugby, or my

life altogether. How can I go on with my Roman History ?

There all is noble and high-minded, and here I find nothing but

the reverse."

And in a letter to Sir T. Pasley he says :

—

" Since I began this letter, I have had some of the troubles

of school-keeping ; and one of those specimens of the evil of

boy-nature, which makes me always unwilling to undergo the

responsibility of advising any man to send his son to a public

school. There has been a system of persecution carried on by

the bad against the good ; and then, when complaint was made

to me, there came fresh persecution on that very account ;
and

divers instances of boys joining in it out of pure cowardice,

both physical and moral, when, if left to themselves, they
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would have rather shunned it. And the exceedingly small

number of boys who can be relied upon for active and steady

good on these occasions, and the way in which the decent and
respectable of ordinary life (Carlyle's ' Shams ') are sure on
these occasions to swim with the stream, and take part with the

evil, make me strongly feel exemplified what the Scripture says

about the strait gate and the wide one,—a view of human
nature, which, when looking on human life in its full dress of

decencies and civilizations, we are apt, I imagine, to find it

hard to realize. But here, in the nakedness of boy-nature, one
is quite able to understand how there could not be found so

many as even ten righteous in a whole city. And how to meet
this evil I really do not know ; but to find it thus rife after I

have been [so many] years fighting against it, is so sickening,

that it is very hard not to throw up the cards in despair, and
upset the table. But then the stars of nobleness, which I see

amidst the darkness, in the case of the few good, are so cheering,

that one is inclined to stick to the ship again, and have another

good try at getting her about."—Vol. I. p. i6i.

That he was not, however, without the refreshments due

to so faithful a heart, is evident from the conclusion of the

following passage of most characteristic beauty :

—

" A great school is very trying. It never can present images of

rest and peace ; and when the spring and activity of youth is

altogether unsanctified by anything pure and elevated in its

desires, it becomes a spectacle that is as dizzying, and almost
more morally distressing, than the shouts and gambols of a set

of lunatics. It is very startling to see so much of sin combined
with so little of sorrow. In a parish, amongst the poor, what-

ever of sin exists, there is sure, also, to be enough of suffering
;

poverty, sickness, and old age are mighty tamers and chastisers.

But, with boys of the richer classes, one sees nothing but

plenty, health and youth ; and these are really awful to behold,

when one must feel that they are unblessed. On the other

hand, few things are more beautiful than when one does see

all holy thoughts and principles, not the forced growth of pain,

or infirmity, or privation ; but springing up, as by God's
immediate planting, in a sort of garden of all that is fresh and
beautiful ; full of so much hope for this world as well as for

heaven."—Vol. II. p. 137.
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Though Arnold's great work lay at Rugby, and he

achieved it in a way which was soon felt in every public

school in England, his sympathies were not collected

there ; they were interwoven with society at every fibre,

and bled with the wounds of humanity everywhere. No
danger could befall the state, but he was startled by it, and

stood up to give the warning or inspire the defence. No
idolatries could be set up within the Church, but he

exposed and confronted them with resolute Iconoclasm.

And as evils of both kinds seemed to him to arise from a

false theory of Christianity on the one hand, and a false

conception of the t€Ko<: of civilized communities on the

other, the great purpose of his life was to write a work on

Christian politics, organizing into a system, and presenting

in their unity, the opinions now scattered over his occa-

sional writing and correspondence on Theology, Social

Philosophy, Ecclesiastical Polity, Education and Govern-

ment. For want of an adequate exposition of his staminal

ideas on this subject, it is difficult even now, and was

much more so at the time of their expression, to criticize

with advantage his sentiments on the party topics of the

day ; and they often appeared like narrow prejudices, when
in fact they were deductions from a wide and generous

philosophy. As we may have occasion in a future arti

cle to notice his " Fragment on the Church," just pub-

lished at the particular desire, it is understood, of Mr.

Bunsen, we shall reserve this whole matter, - with his

connected opinions as to the terms of citizenship and the

methods of public education, for consideration hereafter.

Even his Roman History was subsidiary in his mind to the

development of his conception as to a Christian noXiTeia.

To his practical understanding no theory of the Church

could be constructed without its history ; no history of it

could be written without entering deeply into the spirit of

its early struggle with Paganism, and observing the inevi-

table action and reaction of the two religions ; nor could

any apprehension of that spirit be reached, without a
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sympathy with the recollections and traditional glories

which gave the Western Polytheism its strength, and a

consequent familiarity with the palmy days and legendary

lore of Roman faith and Roman virtue. Over this border-

land covered with the cities of the old civilization, and the

forest growth of the new, Gibbon is at present our only

guide. His sympathies were wholly given, not only to the

ancient world, but to its period of material grandeur and

corruption, when the severity of its manners and the

earnestness of its life had passed away. His whole spirit

was unsocial and irreverent ; his affections never deep in

the sorrows, his moral sense not revolted by the sins, of

the beings he presents on his magnificent stage ; his

imagination resting on the pageantry, the scenery, the

mechanism, the dress, the evolutions of national existence,

but not penetrating to its real life ; and his Epicurean cast

of character wholly disqualifying him for any appreciation

of the genius and agency of Christianity. Arnold's

enthusiasm fell pretty nearly on the same objects as

Gibbon's contempt : travelling through the heathen world

as a disciple of the porch rather than the garden, he

pitched his admiration on Republican, not on Imperial

Rome ; and passing through Christendom, not as an alien,

but as a sworn brother, he would have taught men the

meaning of a " martyr^'' and made them feel that it was

not ridiculous to lay down the life for simplicity and truth.

There are, we think, in Arnold's scheme of opinion,

many deviations from logical consistency. But there never

was a man whose system of thought was pervaded by a

more evident moral consistenc3^ His character—a living

whole—cannot be analyzed without being lost from view.

Its beauty is not of form, like a statue ; or of colour, like

a picture ; but of movement, like—what he simply was—

a

man : and the moment you arrest it to seek its essence, it

is gone. Still we may say, without much error, that at the

very fountain-head of his nature, far up as among the old

granitic rocks of a hardier world, there sprang up a clear.
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fresh, cxhaustless love of goodness ; that sometimes rushed

down in a torrent, like passion, only that, with all its

vehemence, it was never turbid ; that mingled a purity

with all the courses of his thought, and fertilized the

retreats of his affections, and wholly surrounded and

baptized the temple of his worship. The moral element

—

and that too, originally, in its bare and rugged form of the

sense of justice and hatred of wrong—was transcendent

over all else in him. It was not, as in most men, passive

and negative, content with preserving its possessor from

evil, and exercising only a protectorate ; but a right royal

powder, with divine title to the world ;
aggressive, indom-

itable, magnanimous. Christianity had something to do,

to make him rest and sit as a disciple at the feet ; to raise

him to the spiritual heights of its heaven, and subdue him

to the sweet charities of earth. But it did both. He was

an evangelized Stoic. From walking in the Porch, he

came to kneel before the Cross. No wonder that he burst

into tears, when—once in conversation—St. Paul was set,

in some one's estimate, above St. John : for he himself

passed from the likeness of one towards that of the other,

and so had sympathies with both ; and the fire of the man

of Tarsus subdued itself in him, as life advanced, more and

more into the Ephesian apostle's altar-light of saintly love.

The leading principle of his character may be traced

through his sentiments on subjects widely remote from each

other. It was his Moral Faculty, his sense of Obligatioiiy

that awakened his intense antipathy to both Benthamism

and Newmajiism,—\\^& two grand counterfeits forged at the

opposite extremes of error, of true moral responsibility and

personal duty; the one merging the conscience in self-

interest, the other in priestcraft ; the one identifying moral

and sentient good, the other separating moral and spiritual ;

both extinguishing the proper personality and individual

sacredness of man ; the one treating him as a thing to be

mechanically shaped, the other as a thing to be mysteriously

conjured with ; with infallible nostrums, labelled " motives'*
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in the one case, " sacraments " in the other, promising to

cure the sick world, but, alas ! only decoying it from the

natural sources of health, and spoiling its relish for the free

breath of heaven. In opposition to both these systems,

which sought for human conduct some external guide, one

in social utility, the other in church authority, Arnold held

fast to the internal guidance, which he maintained God had

given to all, and through which his Will was practicable

and Himself accessible to all. That this was the precise

position which he conceived himself to occupy, is evident

from the following exposition of his moral faith :

—

" To supply the place of Conscience with the apx'^i of

Fanaticism on one hand, and of Utilitarianism on the other,

—

on one side is the mere sign from Heaven, craved by those who
heeded not Heaven's first sign written within them ; on the

other, it is the idea, which, hardly hovering on the remotest

outskirts of Christianity, readily flies off to the Camp of

Materialism and Atheism ; the mere pared and plucked notion

of 'good' exhibited by the word ' useful' ; which seems to me
the idea of 'good' robbed of its nobleness,—the sediment from

which the filtered water has been assiduously separated. It

were a strange world, if there were indeed no one dpxireKToviKou

€idos but that of the ^vfKpcpov ; if koXov were only koXov, otl

^vfxcfifpov. But this is one of the peculiarities of the Englishmind
;

the Puritan and the Benthamite has an immense part of this in

common ; and thus the Christianity of the Puritan is coarse

and fanatical ;—he cannot relish what there is in it of beautiful,

or delicate, or ideal. Men get embarrassed by the common
cases of a misguided conscience ; but a compass may be out of

order as well as a conscience, and the needle may point due
south if you hold a powerful magnet in that direction. Still,

the compass, generally speaking, is a true and sure guide, and
so is the conscience ; and you can trace the deranging influence

on the latter quite as surely as on the former. Again, there is

confusion in some men's minds, who say that, if we so exalt

conscience, we make ourselves the paramount judges of all

things, and so do not live by faith and obedience. But he who
believes his conscience to be God's law, by obeying it obeys
God. It is as much obedience, as it is obedience to follow the
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dictates of God's Spirit ; and in every case of obedience to any
law or guide whatsoever, there must always be one independent

act of the mind pronouncing one determining proposition, ' I

ought to obey ' ; so that in obedience, as in every moral act, we
are and must be the paramount judges, because we must our-

selves decide on that very principle, ' that we ought to obey.'

" And as for Faith, there is again a confusion in the use of

the term. It is not Scriptural, but fanatical, to oppose faith to

reason. Faith is properly opposed to sense, and is the listening

to the dictates of the higher part of our mind, to which alone

God speaks, rather than to the lower part of us, to which the

world speaks."

The peculiarities of his theological opinion are referable,

no less distinctly than his philosophy, to the depth and
clearness of his moral sentiments. It was a necessary con-

sequence of this, that the difference between right and
wrong should present itself to him as an infinite quantity

;

that separating the two, there should seem ''a great gulf

fixed "
; that man should appear to range, from his lowest

to his highest desires, over an immense interval, and in his

extremes of temptation and aspiration to lie apart from

himself, far as demon from angel. He felt, with a profound

consciousness, the severe and internecine struggle between

these two, inevitable to the faithful mind, and understood

the whole history of that inner strife, the shame of defeat,

the thankfulness of victory. Hence his conceptions both

of the Divine Government (including the Christian economy)
and of the allotted work of life amount almost to a scheme
of Dualism. He looks up, and sees God, in himself, in his

Christ, in his Spirit, in all that is holy enough to represent

him below, engaged in " putting down moral evil." He
looks within, and sees his own soul enlisted, by an articu-

late and binding call, in the same great warfare. He looks

around, and in the constitution and arrangements of the

world he sees the well-ordered battle-field, and in the evo-

lutions of history, the marchings, and counter-marchings of

hosts, prepared for the great campaign. One to whom the

whole scene of things resolved itself into this aspect could
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not but enter, with passionate fellow-feeling, into the

character of St. Paul ; seize, with instinctive apprehension,

the great scheme of the Apostle's spiritual Christianity

;

thrust away, with indignant reason, every priest, every rite,

every idol of the fancy, that interposed between him and

the Christ in heaven, whose immediate disciple
—

" by faith,

not by sight "—he was, no less than the convert of Damas-

cus, and to whom alone his allegiance was due. In the

same spirit he objects to the mere historical Christ of the

Unitarians : instead of a being nearly two thousand years

off, he needs to feel himself the disciple of one who is living

now, and to whose heavenly spirit his own may draw nigh

in trustful devotion. In his view of Christ, there is nothing

to which, with very slight modification of language, we
should not heartily assent. He is regarded, in Arnold's

theology, less as the achiever of Redemption, than as

himself a Revelation of the Divine nature ; it was not as the

author of binding precepts, or the teacher of new truths, or

the exemplar of a good life, but as the symbol of God^s moral

perfectio?is, that he was most dear and holy to this noble

heart. Arnold's practical, and little speculative or ideal

mind, rendered this view particularly needful for him

:

God, in himself,—the Absolutely Infinite,—being to his

thought inconceivable and unapproachable, a ^fos appriros,

awfully beyond human affections, unless contemplated in

some concrete expression of his nature. The cast of

Arnold's mind gave him a deep sympathy with the human

element in the Scriptures ; the answer of his quick nature

told him, in many a prophet's strain, and many an historic

touch, that a man's hand had been there ; and his habit of

critical examination of the records of antiquity made it

impossible for him to overlook the symptoms of origin not

infallible in some of the books. Hence he wholly repu-

diates the doctrine of plenary inspiration, and even speaks

of Coleridge's "Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit," bold as

it is, as only the "beginning of the end" on this great sub-

ject. He says to Mr. Justice Coleridge :

—
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" Have you seen your uncle's ' Letters on Inspiration,' which

I believe are to be published ? They are well fitted to break

ground in the approaches to that momentous question which

involves in it so great a shock to existing notions ; the greatest,

probably, that has ever been given since the discovery of the

falsehood of the doctrine of the Pope's infallibility. Yet it

must come, and will end, in spite of the fears and clamours

of the weak and bigoted, in the higher exalting, and more sure

establishing, of Christian truth."—Vol. I. p. 358.

Nor did he, in relinquishing the literary inspiration, cling

fast, as some ineffectually pretend to do, to the personal

infallibility of the Apostles, even on matters nearly affect-

ing their own mission and the faith of the early Church :

but found it not inconsistent with his unconditional rever-

ence for St. Paul, to acknowledge that he entertained

the fallacious expectation of an approaching end of the

world.

Condemning the spurious heavenly-mindedness affected

by certain religious professors, he says :—

-

" There are some, Englishmen unhappily, but most unworthy
to be so, who affect to talk of freedom and a citizen's rights

and duties as things about which a Christian should not care.

Like all their other doctrines, this comes out of the shallowness
of their little minds, ' understanding neither what they say,

nor whereof they affirm.' True it is that St. Paul, expecti?ig

thai the world was shortly to e7td, tells a man not to care even
if he were in a state of personal slavery. That is an endurable
evil which will shortly cease, not in itself only, but in its con-

sequences. But even for the few years during which he

supposed the world would exist, he says, ' if thou mayest be
free, use it rather.'"—Vol. IL p. 413.

We can imagine, indeed, the consternation with which

dogmatical Christians, who must have a belief imposed
upon their nature, rather than educed from it, would regard

Arnold's free dealings with the authority of Scripture in

matters not spiritual. He could not shut his eyes to the

manifest traces in the book of Daniel of an origin full as

late as the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes ; and in proof of
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the mere historical character of its " pretended prophecies,"

he adduces, with apparent unconsciousness, the very same
arguments which in 17 24-1 72 7 brought upon CoUins the

proKxity of frightened Churchmen and the imputation of

secret unbehef. (Vol. II. p. 188.) Perhaps his early

study of Geology, under the guidance of Buckland, may
have combined with historical criticisms to loosen the hold

of the book of Genesis on his mind : we find him, at least,

treating the problem as to the origin of mankind from a

common stock as an open question, remaining to be

decided by physiological and ethnological research ; and
he is even ready with a theory to meet the case of a

plurality of races, and exhibit its harmony with the general

analogy of Providence in the education of the world.

(Vol. I. p. 371.)

Well may orthodox rigour stand aghast, and think.

What then becomes of our Adamic inheritance of corrup-

tion, " naturally engendered " in " every man " ? of the

fatal effects of the fall of our first parents ? of the whole

scheme for redeeming our lost race from its despair ?

Either Christianity must forego its universal character, and
be restrained to the tribe of whose progenitors the Mosaic

narrative speaks ; or its whole economy must be addressed

to the actual moral constitution of men, irrespective of

their original parentage. It is not for us to satisfy such

objections. We have little doubt that Arnold's doctrine

of human depravity was, like Coleridge's, a mere expression

of the insatiable thirst of his intense moral nature : con-

scious of a love and desire of goodness far beyond the

measure of his best attainment, feeling the interval between

the obligations he reverently owned and the life he actually

lived, he described this fact, which is human, not personal,

by saying that the Will of man is stricken with disease and
infirmity, and, without the helping spirit of God, is ill-

matched with its acknowledged duties. The entire trust

which he reposed on the oracles of Conscience and Reason
is further evident from his adoption of Locke's opinion,—
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which it is the fashion to treat as virtual Anti-superna-

turahsm,—that " the doctrine must prove the miracle, not

miracle the doctrine." On this point he says :

—

" You complain of those persons who judge of a Revelation,

not by its evidence, but by its substance. It has always

seemed to me that its substance is a most essential part of its

evidence ; and that miracles wrought in favour of what was
foolish or wicked, would only prove Manicheism. We are so

perfectly ignorant of the unseen world, that the character of

any supernatural power can only be judged of by the moral

character of the statements which it sanctions ; thus only can

we tell whether it be a revelation from God, or from the

Devil. If his father tells a child something which seems to

him monstrous, faith requires him to submit his own judgment,

because he knows his father's person, and is sure, therefore,

that his father tells it him. But we cannot thus know God,
and can only recognize his voice by the words spoken being

in agreement with our idea of his moral nature."

—

\o\. IL
p. 221.

All these free and natural movements of his mind on

questions the most momentous, are concurrent with a

manifest increase in the depth and loftiness of his religious

character ; a coincidence perfectly intelligible to those who
appreciate, as he did,

—

"
. . . . the great philosophical and Christian truth,

which seems to me the very truth of truths, that Christian unity,

and the perfection of Christ's Church, are independent of

theological articles of opinion ; consisting in a certain moral

state, and moral and religious affections, which have existed

in good Christians of all ages and all communions, along

with an infinitely varying proportion of truth and error."—
Vol. I. p. 359.

The supremacy of the moral nature in Arnold was so

absolute, as to determine all his tastes exclusively towards

objects of real and of Jiunian interest. He could never

construct a world for himself, of ideas^ of images, of things ;

he must live among persons. Metaphysics, Art, Science,
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had no attractions for him. If he praises Plato, it is the

Phado that extorts his admiration, and that chiefly for the

language. (I. 391.) He does not care for Florence, (I.

304,) and throughout his Continental journeys never

mentions even a picture or a statue. He could teach the

first six books of Euclid ! (H. 206,) and rather than have

physical science the principal thing in his son's mind, he
^' would gladly have him think that the sun went round the

earth, and that the stars were so many spangles set in the

bright blue firmament." (H. 37.) And where human
knowledge occupies the transition territory from things to

persons., viz. in Natural History, or the study of living

things., he was deterred from entering by the uprising of

imperfect moral sympathies, which could neither be laid

asleep nor satisfied : " the whole subject," he said, "of the

brute creation is to me one of such painful mystery that I

dare not approach it." (H. 348.)

We must tear ourselves away from this delightful com-

panionship with one whose image will henceforth stand in

one of the most sacred niches of our memory. His political

opinions, amply discussed in Reviews of a different

character, we cannot notice. They were in the same spirit

with all the expressions of his mind : the joint results of a

clear-sighted and unconquerable sense of justice and a pro-

found historical wisdom, that, with that moral eye fully

open, had read the lives of nations, and connected their

punishments with their sins. His occasional faults, his

vehement expression of opinion, his severe condemnation

of individuals not fairly obnoxious to personal reproach, we

feel no desire to draw forth for censure. These things may
well pass, without a word, in such a man. It is hard

enough to speak with just and wise appreciation of what is

noble and great in one to whom we look up through so im-

measurable a distance ; and one ought in truth to be like

him, to show him as he is. Statnere qui sit sapiens vel

37iaxime videtu?- esse sapientis.
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MEMOIR AND PAPERS OF DR. CHANNING.*

It is to be regretted that these volumes have not ap-

peared, till the expectation directed towards them has almost

expired by mere lapse of time. The impatient curiosity

for some immediate memorial of the great and good, on

their removal from this world, often presses hard on their

biographer, and demands from him a haste, by which, were

it conceded, literature would permanently suffer. In the

present instance, however, the author's claim for time

appears to have been inordinate. Neither in the materials

themselves, nor in his treatment of them, is there anything

to explain a five years' delay. The few facts which mark,

at long intervals, the course of Dr. Channing's uneventful

life, were too recent and patent to require research for their

collection. The manuscripts, from which copious extracts

are given, appear to have presented no arduous problems

of revision, and to have needed only the labour of the

scissors. The correspondence is of so reflective a character,

so prevailingly engaged with sentiments rather than with

persons, that the task of selection must have been unusually

free from delicate perplexities. However, here are the

volumes at length. They are the production of one who
has evidently obtained a clear perception of the image he

* " Memoir of William Ellery Channing, with Extracts from his Cor-

respondence and Manuscripts ;
" in three vols. London, J. Chapman,

1848.

—

Prospective Remei.i\ August, 1848, with Wcsimiyister Review^

Januar}', 1849.

VOL. I. G
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undertakes to present : and who has taken conscientious

and elaborate pains to render it distinct to his readers. His

success is unquestionable. Perhaps it might have been

obtained upon easier terms. A lighter and freer hand might

have adequately sketched a portrait, whose outlines in them-

selves are singularly expressive, and which preserves an

identity not to be mistaken, in however many lights you

place it. The memoir accomplishes its purpose, partly by

narrative, following the common order of time
;
partly by

analysis, resolving the life of Dr. Channing into its several

functions, and separately describing him in his domestic,

ministerial, and social capacities
;
partly by citation from

his papers, arranged not only in each of these two orders,

but sometimes according to a method altogether abstract

and impersonal, so as to exhibit his thoughts on Religion,

Human Nature, Christianity and Society. So complicated

an apparatus is thrown away in the exhibition of a character

peculiarly simple, an experience free from vicissitude, and

an intellect but little versatile. Dr. Channing's writings are,

to a singular degree, the expression, in a dogmatic or ex-

pository form, of his own nature and affections, and awaken

in every reader an autobiographical interest. The Memoir is

but the prolonged note yet lingering in our ear from the re-

ceding tones of his own voice. It is all the more sweet and

welcome for that ; only, with its special aids from memory

and love, it need not have been struck on so many instru-

ments, and thrown into such elaborated chords.

Channing's life, beginning in 1780, was almost coincident

with the independence of his country. No sooner was the

sovereignty of Great Britain shaken off, than a series of

considerable men were ordered upon the stage, as if to in-

augurate the new republic, and enrich it with the elements

of a civilization specially its own. Adams was ready to

secure it the honour of statesmanship ; Story, to create its

jurisprudence; Allston, its art; and Channing, its moral

literature. Colonial life indeed is not favourable to profes-

sional eminence and intellectual pursuits : and a society
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sufficiently advanced to supply its highest offices from its

own citizens approaches the termination of its colonial

existence. Such men ensure the era of self-government

:

and self-government again favours the appearance of such

men. The immediate period of transition, however, at

which Channing was born, though propitious to the ambi-

tion of grown men ready to occupy the field, was not favour-

able to the training of his first years. To the Revolution

he owed it, that, in his manhood, he could speak to two

nations ;—that, in his childhood, he was poorly cared for

by one. Times of political anxiety and convulsion are un-

friendly to home life. The current interests are pitched

too high for its tranquillity. The topics of table-talk are

not light enough for young and mirthful lips. Children are

in the way ; and being once fed, dressed, protected and
sent off to church or school, are otherwise ignored. A
generation whose cradle has been rocked by revolution may
work its way up to strength and self-subsistence ; but with

great suffering to the gentler and more dependent spirits.

They open best in a time of peace and evenness, when
children are the ornaments of home, the measure of duty,

the refreshment of care, the symbols of hope. Such was
the nature of William Ellery Channing : and, notwithstand-

ing the sterling worth of his parents and connections, it is

impossible not to feel that in the notions and ways prevalent

in the society of Newport, Rhode Island, he found but an

ungenial nurse. His father, a lawyer in full practice, and
barely able to do justice to the claims of his large family,

followed rather the usages of the time than the kindliness

of his nature, in keeping his children at a respectful distance.

His mother, of whom a good deal is said without leaving a

very distinct impression, seems to have been a shrewd and
lively woman, using the license of a good conscience with

something of the sharpness of a censor, and with more of

the strength to conquer troubles, than of the sweet art to

smooth and charm them. Suddenly reduced, by her hus-

G 2
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band's death in 1793, from moderate affluence to anxious

economy, she seems to have conducted her household no

longer with the light hand of power, and, with something of

irritable solicitude, to have made her boys partakers of her

cares. Her father, the same William Ellery whose signature

appears at the foot of the Declaration of Independence,

interested himself in the education of her two sons, and
became in some sort their guardian, till the completion of

their respective studies in Law and Divinity. The large

and liberal culture thus secured, in spite of the res angusta

domi, for future years, would not immediately tell upon the

pressure of the home surroundings : and it is difficult to see,

in the circumstances of William's childhood, anything which

gives account of his later characteristics. He himself

indeed was fond, in after life, of retracing the incidents of

his young days, and fancying how they moulded him. With
the gratitude of a modest memory, he attributed many a

good within him to rigorous relations, indifferent school-

masters, and sour-visaged divines. But it is a native delu-

sion of a pure mind to consider itself the creature of sur-

rounding conditions which do but let it grow, or cannot

hinder it from growing ; and we incline to a very humble

estimate of Channing's obligations to his early nurture.

Though he is said to have been "an idol from the first," this

seems to imply rather admiration of his loveliness, than

sympathy with the peculiar endowments of his nature : for

his mind evidently followed a solitary course, and was never

domesticated with the influences around it, except with the

wild sea-beach and shaded glens of the island. Of his

nature it was a law, that nothing should have power over

him, except on condition of its being beautiful and being

good : and he was thrown by birth upon a Society, of which

one half appears to have been gross and profane, the other

stiff-necked and Puritanical,—with the free heart all on one

side, and the dutiful will upon the other. Both of them

necessarily acted as repulsions to him,—the genial spirit
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without purity, and the dull habits of religion without its

ideality. He was like a poet-child doomed to live with a

Franklin, and eat the dry powder of his precepts as anti-

dote against the poisons of the world. It is no wonder

that his mind was early driven inwards upon itself ; was led

to seek in books its first taste of genuine sympathy ; and

found at last a kindling joy in the stern but noble com-

panionship of the Stoical moralists. From the many traces

of a gentle and generous boyhood, we select the following

anecdote, related by himself :

—

" I can remember an incident in my childhood which has

given a turn to my whole life and character. I found a nest of

birds in my father's field, which held four young ones. They

had no down when I first discovered them. They opened their

little mouths as if they were hungry, and I gave them some

crumbs which were in my pocket. Every day I returned to

feed them. As soon as school was done, I would run home for

some bread, and sit by the nest to see them eat, for an hour at

a time. They were now feathered, and almost ready to fly.

When I came one morning, I found them all cut up into

quarters. The grass round the nest was red with blood. Their

little limbs were raw and bloody. The mother was on a tree,

and the father on the wall, mourning for their young. I cried

myself, for I was a child. I thought too that the parents looked

on me as the author of their miseries, and this made me still

more unhappy. I wanted to undeceive them. I wanted to

sympathize with and comfort them. When I left the field,

they followed me with their eyes and with mournful reproaches.

I was too young and too sincere in my grief to make any apos-

trophes. But I can never forget my feelings. The impression

will never be worn away, nor can I ever cease to abhor every

species of inhumanity towards inferior animals."— I. yj.

In the following narrative, the mirror is held up to the

early experience of many a thoughtful mind ; and an insight

gained into the many gradations of unreality by which the

passage is treacherously smoothed from perfect veracity of

heart to utter pretence :

—

" His father, with the view of giving him a ride, took William
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in his chaise one day, as he was going to hear a famous preacher

in the neighbourhood. Impressed with the notion that he

might learn great tidings from the unseen world, he listened

attentively to the sermon. With very glowing rhetoric, the lost

state of man was described, his abandonment to evil, helpless-

ness, dependence upon sovereign grace, and the need of earnest

prayer as the condition of receiving this divine aid. In the

view of the speaker, a curse seemed to rest upon the earth, and

darkness and horror to veil the face of nature. William, for

his part, supposed that henceforth those who believed would

abandon all other things to seek this salvation, and that amuse-

ment and earthly business would no longer occupy a moment.

The service over, they went out of the church, and his father,

in answer to the remark of some person, said, with a decisive

tone,
—'Sound doctrine, sir.' 'It is all true^ then, was his

inward reflection. A heavy weight fell on his heart. He wanted

to speak to his father ; he expected his father would speak to

him in relation to this tremendous crisis of things. They got

into the chaise and rode along, but, absorbed in awful thoughts,

he could not raise his voice. Presently his father began to

whistle ! At length they reached home ; but instead of calling

the family together, and telling them of the appalling intelligence

which the preacher had given, his father took off his boots,

put his feet upon the mantelpiece, and quietly read a news-

paper. All things went on as usual. At first he was sur-

prised ; but, not being given to talking, he asked no explana-

tions. Soon, however, the question rose,
—

' Could what he had
heard be true '^. No ! his father did not believe it

;
people did

not believe it ! It was 7tot true !
* He felt that he had been

trifled with ; that the preacher had deceived him ; and from

that time he became inclined to distrust everything oratorical,

and to measure exactly the meaning of words ; he had received

a profound lesson on the worth of sincerity."— I. 32.

The peculiarity in Charming, indicated by these inci-

dents, is not that he thus felt and thought ; but that he

never parted with his faith in such impulses, or allowed

them to be laughed or worn away. Unspoiled childhood

is always humane, always truthful : but there are few who
do not learn to slight the divine guidance of nature, when
the thronged and beaten track of custom leads away.
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The scanty record of Channing's school-days (ended for

him at the age of thirteen by his father's death), leaves

throughout the same impression of an intense individuality.

All that is told of the brave, graceful, and generous boy,

leader of the mirth, until checked by the coarseness of his

schoolfellows,—of his disgust at corporal punishments,—

his sense of honour and of beauty,—his strength against

supernatural fears,—his anguish at the sight of cruelty,—

presents to us the image of a nature superior to the agencies

that pretended to educate it, and working its solitary way

to aims unthought of there. From the first indications of

his character, it became evident that the power within him

predominated over the influences without, and was destined

to exert a constant, and sometimes an injurious ascendency.

His slowness of acquisition at school, arising, as it did,

from no mental incapacity, already betrayed his inability to

quiet the reflective activity and restless ideality within him,

sufficiently to sit, with docile memory, on the steps of the

grammatic oracles. The forms of communicated knowledge

remained foreign and lifeless to him, till he caught their

connection with the moving lights and shadows of his own

heart ; and even then, they became interesting only as ma-

terials for the study of spiritual design and colouring.

After a year's preparatory study, under the care of a

clerical uncle at New London, William entered Harvard

University in 1794 ; residing, during his academical course,

with his uncle. Chief Justice Dana. His life had no more

genial period than the four years spent at college. Not

that there was anything very ennobling in the methods of

study and discipline peculiar to the place ;
for the Pro-

fessors seem to have been a set of formal officials, little able

to conciliate the pedantic decorum of the receding age with

the fervid spirit of a new time. Nor was it that the tone

of feeling among the general body of undergraduates was

by any means high : for the disorganizing principles of

French philosophism were telling with full effect on the

faith and conduct of the students. But to a pure and
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thoughtful mind, nothing can prevent the College years from

being a glorious time. The large draughts of knowledge

at the moment of most eager thirst ; the first trial of the

wings of thought out of sight of the home-nest and high

amid the mountain air; the fervid friendships springing

from a common trust in what is true and good ; the fair

perspective, changing with the ideal colours, of promised

and still promissory years ;—these give an unconscious

splendour to that time, seldom revealed but by the advent

of a paler light in our maturity The affection of class-

mates such as Story, Tuckerman, and Allston ; the re-

unions of the Shakespeare Society and the Speaking Club ;

the discussion of great questions in history and philosophy,

to which European movements seemed to give an imme-

diate practical interest,—were sufficient, independently of

the direct studies of the place, to afford an invaluable

discipline to a mind like Channing's.

The reminiscences of him furnished by his distinguished

friend, Judge Story, declare that he had little fondness for

mathematical and metaphysical studies ; and though this

is denied by the biographer, the facts adduced do not

really invalidate the statement. To put Euclid into the

pocket as companion of a vacation ramble, is the act, not

of the real, but of the dilettante geometer. It is not un-

common to find a transient and occasional relish for

geometry in persons who have a vehement propensity to

sentiment and reverie. The vague course, and unpro-

ductive excitement of their habitual meditations become

wearisome and enervating
;
yet the tendency to musing is

too strong to yield to any of the ordinary calls upon volun-

tary attention, and nothing less severe than the chain of

demonstration itself, denying all advance except from link

to link, can determine the mind to a line of deductive

thought, and exchange its passive dreams of fancy for a

momentary sense of active intellectual gain. The mathe-

matical humour is, in such case, like a sudden fit of good

resolve in a careless and irregular life, giving that feeling of
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order and power, which ahvays becomes positively delight-

ful in proportion as confusion has ceased to be positively

distressing. But good, whether intellectual or moral, which

thus arises from reaction, perishes in relapse. It is an

augury, rather of what the character is not, than of what it

is, and in the long run, will be found to leave no trace be-

hind. Of this kind, we suspect, were Channing's scientific

moods, which no more produced any permanent effect,

than the cold fit of a fever alters the burning character of

the disease. His interests were never engaged with Nature,

Time and Space, but with Man, Duty and God ; and no

problem could long fix his attention except the ancient

mysteries ever proposed anew by the affections, and re-

solved again by faith. Even the philosophy of human

nature seems to have had little attraction for him on its

analytic and theoretic side. Questions of pure psychology,

of logic, of the higher metaphysics awakened in him barely

curiosity enough to make him acquainted with their exist-

ence. In seeking some second-hand acquaintance with the

characteristic ideas of Kant, Fichte and Schelling, he was

influenced only by a certain obscure sympathy of se?iti??iefit,

which, being equally directed to them all, implied no true

apprehension of the system of each.

Within the limits of the British Empirical School, Dr.

Channing is said to have made himself familiar with Locke,

Berkeley, Hume, Reid, Hartley, Priestley, and Stewart.

Of these writers it is just conceivable that Locke, Reid and

Stewart might pass before a mind of sound capacity with

no other result than that of tranquil and inconspicuous

instruction. But that the startling paradox of Berkeley,

the cruel ease of Hume's sport with highest truth, the re-

lentless mechanism of Hartley's philosophy, should create

no agitation, and constitute no era, for a clear and earnest

mind, is just matter of astonishment. These authors

usually shake the whole fabric of the young philosopher's

world. The questions which they stir, and the element of

thought in which they move, lie so deep, that the ultimate
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bases of belief heave and tremble at their power ; nor is

it easy to conceive how stability should be restored, with-

out many a vestige of internal strife subdued. In Channing,

however, no reader would suspect more than the most

ordinary and hearsay acquaintance with the works of these

great thinkers : and you would say, that if ever he crossed

the confines of the two spheres of thought which they

divide, he must have been carried blindfold or asleep.

His understanding, in short, was essentially practical, not

scientific ; concerning itself with truth as subservient to

action; unable to dwell on the contemplation of realit)^,

from the brilliancy of its ulterior visions of perfection. The
point of departure for his whole philosophy was his own
unresolved and, as he believed, irresolvable moral con-

sciousness : the intensity of which was the determining

cause of his characteristic beliefs and experience. Only

in so far as they addressed themselves to this, do books or

events appear to have sensibly affected him. Hutcheson,

Butler, and Price echoed this personal feeling ; Ferguson

applied it to Society : and these authors powerfully influ-

enced him. But nothing is more striking than the exceed-

ingly slight trace apparent in him of all his other reading,

not only at College, but during his whole subsequent

period of study. How early and passionately this direction

of his nature declared itself is evinced by the following

outburst of enthusiasm, described by himself :

—

" The two authors who most served to guide his thoughts at

this period were Hutcheson and Ferguson. It was while read-

ing, one day, in the former, some of the various passages in

which he asserts man's capacity for disinterested affection, and

considers virtue as the sacrifice of private interests and the

bearing of private evils for the public good, or as self-devotion

to absolute universal good, that there suddenly burst upon his

mind that view of the dignity of human nature, which was ever

after to ' uphold and cherish ' him, and thenceforth to be ' the

fountain hfe of all his day, the master light of all his seeing.'

He was, at the time, walking as he read, beneath a clump of
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willows yet standinrj in the meadow a little to the north of

Judge Dana's. This was his favourite retreat for study, being

then quite undisturbed and private, and offering a most serene

and cheerful prospect across green meadows and the glistening

river to the Brooklin hills. The place and the hour were
always sacred in his memory, and he frequently referred to

them with grateful awe. It seemed to him that he then passed

through a new spiritual birth, and entered upon the day of

eternal peace and joy.

" The glory of the Divine disinterestedness, the privilege of

existing in a universe of progressive order and beauty, the possi-

bilities of spiritual destiny, the sublimity of devotedness to the

will of Infinite Love, penetrated his soul ; and he was so borne

away in rapturous visions, that, to quote his own words, as

S])oken to a friend in later years,
—

' I longed to die, and felt as if

heaven alone could give room for the exercise of such emotions
;

but when I found I must live, I cast about to do something

worthy of these great thoughts ; and my enthusiasm at that

age, being then but fifteen, turning strongly to the female sex,

I considered that they were the powers which ruled the world,

and that, if they would bestow their favour on the right cause

only, and never be diverted by caprice, all would be fitly

arranged, and triumph Avas sure. Animated with this view,

which unfolded itself with great rapidity and in many bearings,

I sat down and wrote to this lady,' laying his hand on his

wife's arm, who was listening by his side,
—

' but I never got

courage to send the letter, and have it yet.' "— I. 62.

We have the secret here, not only of his unconquerable

aversion to the Utilitarian Ethics, but of the apparent

inoperativeness of his historical and classical pursuits
;

which resulted in no scholarship or critical skill, though

sufficiently extensive to have left perceptible effects of this

kind on an understanding differently constituted. The
truth is, we imagine, that the intensity of the moral senti-

ment within him absorbed everything into itself ; made his

reflective activity wholly predominant over the apprehen-

sive ; and determined it in one invariable direction. He
meditated, where others would have learned ; and the

materials of his knowledge disappeared as fast as they
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were given, in the large generalizations of his faith. His

mind thus grew, while his attainments made no show ; and

while he missed the praise of learning, he won an affluence

of wisdom. Now and then we meet with a mind present-

ing the direct antithesis to this ; in which acquisition takes

place by external accretion rather than internal fusion
;

and immense stores of producible erudition are accumulated,

without the least progress or change in the nature of the

possessor. It is a marvellous phenomenon,—a man assidu-

ously sweating in the richest mines of knowledge, yet with

utmost success remaining poor as before ; and, with whole

histories, philosophies, archaeologies in his head, being still

as puerile in conception, as narrow in reason, as sterile in

affection, as if he had never had contact with foreign speech

and ancient wisdom. These two appearances, of a mind

growing greater without visible acquisition, and of one

remaining small under infinite accessions, are alike curious

to the thoughtful observer of mankind.

To the happy and generous College period succeeded

two years, the record of which fills us with unspeakable

sadness. He went, under the name of tutor, to reside on

the estate of Mr. Randolph, of Richmond, Virginia. He
had the charge of twelve boys, to whom he devoted the

greater part of the day. The remaining hours, left to his

own disposal, were differently used by him at different

periods of his stay. At first, under the attraction of a new

position and with his fresh confiding spirit still unchecked,

he seems to have enjoyed the society frequenting the

planter's hospitable table ; to have acknowledged the

charm of the free and genial manners characteristic of

the South ; and to have been pleasantly roused, by the

democratic politics of the place, to reconsider the Federalist

opinions he had brought from New England. The colli-

sion between his own prepossessions and the sentiments

which he heard advocated in the debates of the Virginian

legislature, gave the final form to his political convictions.

The French Revolution, in its operation on American
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society, awakened two opposite tendencies. To the citizens

of the young confederation it was flattering that their ex-

ample should be so speedily followed, and a Republic be

constituted by the most polished nation of the European

continent ; and the resemblance in the fates of the two

countries seemed to prescribe alliance between the Govern-

ments. To the descendants of the Pilgrim-fathers, how-

ever, the impudent atheism of France was peculiarly

offensive ; and so degraded by its alliance the sacred

doctrine of the Rights of Man, that they were anxious to

keep distinct the basis of their own liberties. In the North,

this religious antipathy, in the South, the political sym-

pathy, prevailed ; carrying with it in each case, a distinctive

system of opinions as to internal affairs as well as foreign

relations. Considerable inroads were made upon Chan-

ning's Federalist prejudices at this time. Without losing

his abhorrence of " French principles," he did not suffer

them to weaken his confidence in the great experiment of

self-government ; and he condemned the Alien and Sedi-

tion Laws as acts of arbitrary and unworthy fear. The
impressions, however, of delight in the society of Rich-

mond, under which this change was wrought, do not appear

to have been lasting. Kindly and grateful words indeed

drop from him still. But he saw beneath the gloss of

fashionable manners, and was often shocked by what he

found. He felt the constant presence of slavery, and was

sickened by its corruptions. He discovered the universal

prevalence of irreligion, and the consequent ascendency of

low aims and sordid ambition. He met with no response

to his own pure tastes and aspirations. He withdrew

almost wholly into his remote study, and limited himself

to the companionship of his books. These silent associates

afforded an inadequate check to the inordinate activity of

his own emotions ; and he lapsed into an ascetic enthu-

siasm : the pinch of poverty and the resolve of Stoicism

conspired to lay him low, and fasten to him the chain

of incurable infirmity. He denied himself his needful
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food : he slept upon the floor : he made the clothes already

threadbare in the summer serve amid the winter winds. In

his recoil from the careless world around him, and his

passionate aspiration after perfection, he retired further

into himself. As his body became enfeebled, and his

mind dizzy with its own intensity, study passed into medi-

tation ; meditation, into reverie ; and reverie, into the

sorrows of self-reproach. He rose into a delusion which is

peculiar to lofty minds, and presents the paradox of exces-

sive self-knowledge overbalancing itself, into self-ignorance.

Consumed by wasting fires of emotion, he charged himself

with utter apathy, and burst into tears of humiliation. He
had gazed at the burning focus of his nature, till he was

blind; and then shuddered to think how dark it looked

within. In truth, it is given to no man to estimate the

quantities of his nature : only into its qualities does God
permit him to have insight. Good and evil affections belong

to the whole family of minds, and are just objects of accu-

rate discrimination. But to gauge the temperature of spirits

is a task beyond us ; for there is no common measure to

furnish a true scale ; and the freezing-point of angels may
be a white heat to men. In a letter to a College friend,

written at this time, Channing says :

—

" I sit down to write to you, to disburden a full heart, and
cheer a heavy hour. It is spring time, and a universal languor

has seized on me. Not long ago, I was an eagle. I had built

my nest among the stars, and I soared in regions of unclouded
ether. But I fell from heaven, and the spirit which once ani-

mated me has fled. I have lost every energy of soul, and the

only relic of your friend is a sickly imagination, a fevered sensi-

bility. I cannot study. I walk and muse till I can walk no
longer."— I. 107.

And again, to the same correspondent :

—

" You told me, some time ago, that you had broken ofl" the
habit of musing. I wish I could say the same. You cannot
conceive how much of my time, especially at this season, is
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thrown away in pursuing the phantoms of a disordered imagi-

nation. Musing wears away my body and my mind. I walk

without attending to the distance. Sometimes joy gives me
wings, or else, absorbed in melancholy, I drag one foot heavily

after the other for whole hours together. I try to read, but I

only repeat words, without receiving an idea from them. Do
give me a recipe for curing this disorder."— I. 104.

It is the character of these periods of sadness, that to

those who pass through them with fidelity, their true nature

does not permanently remain hidden. When from a point

of riper wisdom Dr. Channing looked back upon this time,

he was aware of its real significance, and saw its shadow of

death turned into morning. In 1842 he wrote to a friend :

—

" Your account of Richmond was very interesting. You little

suspected how many remembrances your letter was to awaken

in me. I spent a year and a half there, and perhaps the most

eventful of my life. I lived alone, too poor to buy books,

spending my days and nights in an outbuilding, with no one

beneath my roof except during the hours of school-keeping.

There I toiled as I have never done since, for gradually my
constitution sunk under the unremitting exertion. With not a

human being to whom I could communicate my deepest

thoughts and feehngs, and shrinking from common society, I

passed through intellectual and moral conflicts, through excite-

ments of heart and mind, so absorbing as often to banish sleep

and to destroy almost wholly the power of digestion. I was

worn well nigh to a skeleton. Yet I look back on those days

and nights of loneUness and frequent gloom with thankfulness.

If I ever struggled with my whole soul for purity, truth and

goodness, it was there. There, amidst sore trials, the great

question, I trust, was settled within me, whether I would obey

the higher or lower principles of my nature,—whether I would

be the victim of passion, the world, or the free child and servant

of God. It is an interesting recollection, that this great con-

flict was going on within me, and that my mind was then re-

ceiving its impulse towards the perfect, without a thought or

suspicion of one person around me as to what I was experienc-

ing. And is not this the case continually ? The greatest work

on earth is going on near us, perhaps under our roof, and we
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know it not. In a licentious, intemperate city, one spirit at

least was preparing, in silence and loneliness, to toil not wholly

in vain, for truth and holiness,"— I, 130.

A slight personal anecdote presents the young school-

master to us in an aspect very distinct and characteristic :

—

" In after years," says his biographer, " he thought himself at

this time too strict a disciplinarian. But he may have found a

display of decision more necessary from his youth and small-

ness of size, of which an amusing illustration is given in the

following anecdote, related by himself. An old coloured woman
came into the school to complain of some of the boys who had

damaged her garden, broken her fence, and torn up her flowers,

making loud complaint, and wanting to see the master. When
he presented himself, she surveyed him for a moment, and said,

—
' You de massa ? you little ting, you can't lick 'em ; dey put

you out de window ?
' He assured her, however, that the boys

should be corrected, and that she should be satisfied for her.

loss, remarking, ' Poor mamma ! she knows of no way of dis-

cipline but the lashy— I. 96.

The humane dignity of this remark, instantly restoring

the threatened balance of authority, and diverting ridicule

into compassion, impresses us with a sense of genuine

greatness.

The experience of this period makes it evident that if

Channing was not much of a philosopher, he knew how to

resort to philosophy for the confirmation of his favourite

beliefs. He wanted to give system and consistency to his

faith in human disinterestedness : and his wish was fulfilled

in the Ethics of Hutcheson. He wanted a basis for his

implicit trust in conscience : and he found it in the sermons

of Butler. The service thus rendered him by these writers

made them his friends ever after. They did for him what

we do not think he could have effected for himself,—placed

a scheme of doctrine upon something like a scientific

ground. He could more often feel and announce a truth

in its insulation than attach it to its premisses ; he could

think \\forward to its application^ but not backward to its

principia.
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With the glow yet upon him of the ethics of disinterested-

ness, his study of Christianity, in its evidences and structure,

completely revealed to him at this time what he was made

for ; and his consecration to the ministry was no longer

doubtful. The first impressions produced upon his mind,

when it was fairly laid open before the Scriptures, are very

indicative of his predominant tendencies. The discipline

of his Calvinistic education might have been expected to

fix his attention upon the dogmatic element in the sacred

wTitings. But in the record which he sends to his friend

Shaw, it is the severe purity, the sublime humility, the

divine affectionateness, of the Christian model and precepts,

on w^hich alone he dwells, as if he stood in awe before a new

discovery : and he puts off the doctrines with the following

apology, appended in a promissory postscript :

—

*' P.S.—Aly intention was to have given you a delineation of

the peculiar doctrines of our religion. But I had not room,

and began with too little method. Should you desire it, I will

hereafter give you my ideas in order on this subject. I assure

you I was struck with the sublime precepts of Christianity,

when I began the study of the Bible. I was struck, too, with

observing how far I had deviated from them. I found that I

had not a pure, an humble, a pious, or a charitable heart. I

saw how Christian charity differed from what I used to call

benevolence. Every thing was new to me."— I. 121.

The sense of moral beauty, evidently operative here,

was, indeed, one of the cardinal directions of his nature.

He remembers how, when he was a mere child, his admira-

tion of the delicate hands of his sisters and their play-

mates, degraded by no traces of the ferrule, deepened his

resentment at the punishments inflicted upon boys. And
throughout his life, a certain fineness of spiritual tact is

discernible, enabling him to see many a good which

escaped the common eye, and sometimes perhaps depriving

his judgments of broad and massive wisdom by too subtle

a complication of emotions. If this characteristic inter-

fered with the soundness of some of his political views, it

VOL. I. H
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eminently qualified him for the profound appreciation and

reverential acceptance of Christianity. He found himself

in his congenial element ; and dedicated himself thence-

forth to the exposition of Christian obligation, in its bear-

ing on the existing condition of the world, with the

simplicity and courage peculiar to entire conviction.

He did not immediately exchange his engagement at

Richmond for the ministerial office. Shattered in consti-

tution, and anxious for riper theological knowledge, he

employed the first two years and a half of the present

century in study
;
partly at Newport

;
partly at Harvard,

where he received a minor appointment, affording him the

means and leisure for further self-improvement. In 1803,

immediately after his first preaching, he settled in Boston,

with the small and depressed congregation of the Federal

Street church ; having declined on its behalf, a simulta-

neous invitation more tempting to ambition, but less suit-

able to the weakness of his health and the humility of his

conscience. It little mattered, however, whether the

society committed to his charge was large or small : his

connection with it quickly determined it to the first rank

among the churches ; and the full burthen from which his

modesty had shrunk, was thrown upon him.

From the time of his father's early death, the resources

of the family had been painfully inadequate to the wants

of their position. In order to reinstate them in a condition

which had never been affluent, the two eldest sons agreed

that one of them should remain unmarried for ten years.

The vow was fulfilled by William. His income from the

first was liberal : and no sooner was he established as a

householder in Boston, than he brought under his roof

the whole domestic circle at Newport, and assumed all the

responsibilities of a head of the family. The act was

doubly graced by the happy ingenuity of love through

which it was achieved, and the thorough self-forgetfulness

with which it was carried out. He pleaded with his

mother, that "he had a parsonage which he could not
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occupy, and fuel which he could not burn, and that she

would save him much waste and trouble by turning them

to good use." He talked of the " necessity of punctually

paying his board to his mother, and placed his funds in

her hands, as he said, for safe keeping, withdrawing only

such trifling sums as he absolutely needed."

" He had always been strict in his habits of self-denial, in

food, dress, and every mode of expenditure ; but he was now
more simple than ever, and seemed to have become incapable

of any form of self-indulgence. He took the smallest room in

the house for his study, though he might easily have com-

manded one more light, airy, and in every way more suitable
;

and chose for his sleeping chamber an attic, which he shared

with a younger brother. The furniture of the latter might have

answered for the cell of an anchorite, and consisted of a hard

mattrass on a cot-bedstead, plain wooden chairs and table,

with matting on the floor. It was without fire, and to cold he

was through life extremely sensitive. But he never complained,

or appeared in any way to be conscious of inconvenience.

' I recollect,' says his brother, ' after one most severe night,

that in the morning he sportively thus alluded to his suffering

:

"If my bed were my country, I should be somewhat like

Buonaparte ; I have no control except over the part that I

occupy ; the instant I move, frost takes possession."' In sick-

ness only would he change for a time his apartment, and accept

a few comforts. The dress, too, that he habitually adopted,

was of most inferior quality ; and garments w^ere constantly

worn which the world would call mean, though an almost

feminine neatness preserved him from the least appearance of

personal neglect. The only luxury he would indulge himself in

was annually to lay out a small sum in increasing his scanty

library."— I. 198.

The scrupulous fidelity with which he addressed himself

to every duty incident to the relations of the home and the

church, awakens in us something of a sad and painful

admiration. A more unreserved devotedness it is difficult

to conceive : but it needs, for relief, the spring of happy

trust. His vigilance reaches a preternatural strain : his

H 2
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self-discipline, an unproductive severity : his energies:

waste themselves in repression : his feelings, in establishing

their relations of equilibrium inter se. If every thought

of the mind, every moment of the life, every word of

social converse, the temper of every neighbour, the opera-

tion of every event, is to be made the distinct object of

care and volition, we undertake a control possible only to

Omnipotence, and assume an inspection disappointed by

the first twinkling of an eye. It is hard indeed to hint at

any thing amiss in such a lofty austerity of aim : criticism

disappears in reverence. Compared with all ordinary

standards of excellence, it can receive nothing but honour.

It is only when placing it beside that highest measure,,

which was its own chosen rule, that we are inclined to ask^

whether perfect faithfulness does not admit of more bright-

ness and repose ;—whether, in demanding a style of char-

acter expressive of movement more flowing and disengaged,

we are really compromising the dignity of the moral law.

Conscientiousness, carried to an anxious stringency, pro-

ceeds upon the truth, that every soul is entrusted to itself

This truth, however, is balanced by another,-—that every

soul is under the care of God. Whoever is haunted by the

impression of the one, lives in the presumption that, if ever

the tension of his will is relaxed, all must go wrong. Who-

ever surrenders himself wholly to the other, lives in the

presumption that, unless he falsely interfere to spoil, all will

go right. The mingling influence of both can alone do

justice to the tzvo powers, human and divine, that dispose

of us, recognizing the infirmity of the one, yet remember-

ing the perfect security of the other. If the life on which

we are afloat is not so smooth and fair, that we may leave

the currents and the winds to bear us, while we he stretched

in happy contemplation ; neither is the stream so terrible

that, if once we rest upon the oar, we are caught into the

rapids, and swept away. When Dr. Channing looked back

on this period of his early ministry from a more advanced

point, he became aware that his rigour of conscience had
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been excessive. But there was a peculiarity about his self-

culture, which was too much a part of his nature ever to

disclose itself to him. It was not, as with some men, a

simple expression of obedience to a binding law : nor as

with others, a moral gymnastic, resorted to for the sake of

health ; but a kind of spiritual cesthetic, adopted under the

idea of beauty. Distaste predominates over disapproval in

his expressions of self-depreciation ; deformity strikes him

prevailingly in whatever becomes obnoxious to his ethical

criticism. He forms to himself the picture of a beautiful

soul, full of " quickening conviction," of " calm energy,"

of "overflowing sensibility,"—possessed with the spirit of

disinterestedness,—speaking with " a voice of penetrating

power," and " infusing into the whole manner an inspiring

animation." This ideal he sighs and strives to realize :

though it is obvious that the mind ought to be engaged in

the pursuit of truth rather than the attainment of convic-

tions,—in the doing of work rather than the exercise of

energy, on the things it has to say, not on the expressive-

ness of voice and manner. A conscious aim at an inspired

unconsciousness implies the same contradiction as an

intense effort to forget. In the same mood. Dr. Channing

is apt to place religion before him as a work of High Art

in the minds of men ; for the creation of which the

external conditions and appropriate realities have to be

found. The imagination has to be fired,—the soul to be

stirred : for which purpose we must look out for " some

sublime objects,"
—

" some great principles,"
—

" some truths

fitted to work penetratingly." Alas ! this advertising for

the means of enthusiasm and elevation can elicit only in-

competency and self-delusion. Not more vain are the

sciolist's schemings for perpetual motion ; which would

always answer well enough, if he could only stand by for

ever, and, in case of a dead-lift, work his own pump. The
^' oppressive " seriousness and reserve of Channing's early

ministry arose, however, not less from the limitation than

from the particular direction of his activity. His feeble
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health imposed a sad check on his great aims, and drove

him back upon his own mind as often the only sphere of

effort open to a conscience that could not rest. A nature

of high moral enthusiasm, almost denied the means of

action., has a heavy cross to bear. Channing accepted,

rather than chose, the life of Thought : and it was, we ima-

gine, a sacrifice to him : for neither the poetic, nor the

philosophic element of his nature had an ascendency in him

adequate to produce the permanent fruits of such a course.

In the best sense, his mind had a certain feminine cast ;

it was rich in sentiment ; delicate in sympathy
;
quick of

apprehension when aroused by any sufficient feeling ; diffi-

cult to bring to a fixed and definite conviction, but thence-

forward heroically faithful. It has often been remarked

how many an authoress will produce an essay, a sonnet, or

a song ; how few have ever attempted a systematic treatise,

a drama, or an opera. The same inability to hold out for

any continuous intellectual effort is manifest, not only in

the occasional character, but in the internal structure, of

Dr. Channing's productions. Of this, however, we shall

be in a better position to judge, whenever the posthumous

Fragment is published of his great work on the " Princi-

ples of Moral, Religious, and Political Science." Now, ta

us it appears certain that this special type of character

demands, for its perfection, the discipline of strenuous out-

ward effort. As men are greater in the difficult passages

of thought, women astonish us most in severe emergencies

of action. May we not in short regard it as a general law,

that an intense subjectivity requires, as a counterbalance,

an external life proportionally provocative of action ? and
that, where the two elements are not maintained at an

equipoise, weakness and disarrangement must more or less

ensue ? Thus, the profoundly internal religion of the

Puritans, which was only a healthy power in an age of

social insecurity and private heroism, may become morbid
by simple transmission to times of easier habits and softer

repose. And the retrospective musings which give some-
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thing of a mournful character to Dr. Channing's early

goodness, point to the probable greatness he might have

achieved, had not physical infirmity turned the key upon

him, and kept him prisoner within.

During an incumbency of the Federal Street church

continued through nearly forty years, interrupted only

by a year's journey in Europe in 1822-3 and occasional

absences compelled by illness, his life was uniform and

uneventful, and resolves itself mainly into a mental history,

amid the natural development of external relations : so that

portraiture under different aspects, rather than narrative, is

needed to give a just idea of his personality. Debarred

from the initiative in action, he had to wait for events

rather than to mould them, and to influence his world by

reverberating their impressions on himself. His character-

istic thought, applied now to this, and then to that passage

of human affairs, was the vehicle of his working power. It

is condensed, therefore, into his writings, which are simply

the expression of what he was : and the monotony some-

times charged upon them attests at once the unity of their

theory and the limits of their range.

The key-note to the whole of Dr. Channing's character

and convictions, is found in his sense of the inherent great-

ness of man. This feeling, of which his entire system of

belief is but the manifold development, was not in him a

mere fervour of romance, incident to the first youthful

consciousness of generous power, and liable to be quenched

by disappointment, or to grow pale and faint with age.

It was early and deliberately adopted as a fundamental

point of faith ; engaged in its defence the first efforts of his

philosophical reason ; supported itself by the authority of

his favourite authors ; and remained the immovable centre

of his reverence and trust, amid all the inroads of doubt

and sorrow. It was, in fact, his natural creed. A mind

distinguished for purity and quickness of moral apprehen-

sion, cannot but believe, at least, in the occasional realities

of the excellence and beauty it discerns ; and this will rise
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into the belief of their universalpossibility, if there be also

remarkable strength of will and habitual self-conquest. It

is difficult for genius, it is impossible for goodness, to sup-

pose others incapable of seeing its visions and outstripping

its achievements. Those vehement contrasts between

divine aspirations and low vices, which take place in men
of ideal elevation and imbecile purpose, and which burst

out, in their despair, into the doctrine of human helpless-

ness, were unknown to Channing's unimpassioned nature.

His estimate of human nature, once adopted, was

successively directed, during the remainder of his life, upon
the three grand divisions of human interest,—political,

religious, and social ; his views in relation to the first being

unfolded between 1798 and 1814; to the second between

1813 and 1822 ; to the third, between 1823 and 1842.

On each of these we must say a few words.

During the early manhood of Channing, the eyes of all

civilized nations were fixed upon France. The intense

interest and vast magnitude of the drama enacting upon
that stage supplied, for once, a topic for the world ; and
the young States of America, whose detachment from the

European family had introduced the great series of passing

events, could not be indifferent spectators of the old-world

struggle. The two parties into which the nation was

divided, were, for the time, distinguished by their opinions

on foreign rather than on domestic questions. The demo-
crats, true to their creed and their antipathies, regarded it

as a point of honour to look with suspicion upon England,

and to hope every thing for France ; and the career of the

first consul did not break the delusion which treated that

country as the sole example and asylum of European
liberty. The federalists, unable to alienate themselves

entirely from their old Enghsh attachments, and replace

them by a set of French sympathies, saw the advance of

Napoleon in its true light, except that they exaggerated its

danger to themselves. Boston was the head-quarters of

federalism ; whose ascendency, however, was not so undis-
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puted even there, as to exclude bitter and fierce contention ;

the democrats being denounced as Jacobins, the federahsts

as tools of England. Channing strongly espoused the

federahst opinions ; not, however, from the mere influence

of the political climate in which he lived, not even for the

historical and constitutional reasons operative on the

statesmen and leaders of the party to which he was attached,

but as a direct consequence of the doctrine of human na-

ture, which he applied to all affairs. It was his reverence

for individual man that lay at the root of his attachment to

free institutions. He trusted the natural forces of reason

and conscience, and thought them adequate to the work of

self-government, provided the State and the Church were

made the means, not of their repression, but of their de-

velopment. He required, therefore, from every country

pretending to superior freedom, a scrupulous respect for

the personal rights of its citizens, and a profound sense of

international justice ; and could endure no government

which did not render, in all its relations, a public homage

to the right. The disappointment of every noble hope for

France, the degradation of her aims—from self-renovation

to foreign conquest,—her astounding strides towards

continental empire, the gloomy grandeur of her military

throne, as corrupting to its admirers as it was relentless to

its foes,—vehemently agitated Channing's imagination,

and drew from him, on days of public Fast or Thanks-

giving, a number of political sermons which, with some

occasional exaggeration, appear to us rich in genuine wisdom.

The very source of the French republican liberties,

rather from struggling egotism than from mutual reverence,

was odious to Channing. A government, swept by the

storms of revolution from all moral restraints, and using

the plea of necessity or destiny to justify every lawless

aggression, was to him an object of unqualified abhorrence.

And a ruler like Napoleon, the representative of irre-

sponsible self-will, the organ of an iron fatalism, who used

his country instead of serving it, who treated men as his
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puppets, and kingdoms as his merchandise,—who had lost

all affection and veracity in the desire to turn history into a

romance of which he should be the hero, concentrated in

himself every thing from which Channing most recoiled.

Hence, the vehement anti-Gallicism which broke out in

his well-known review of Scott's " Life of Napoleon."

The opinions there avowed have often been accused of ex-

travagance. In making his estimate, he has certainly not

occupied the historian's point of view ; and, perhaps, he

imperfectly apprehended the difticulty of applying the

highest principles of duty to governments, whose function

it is to step in precisely where duty has failed, and of com-

prising within the moral code, the use of that immoral

element of force which lies behind it. But this inability to

reconcile the historical with the Christian method of judg-

ment, is not peculiar to him. He shares it with almost

every moral critic of political events. It was no less con-

spicuous in Arnold than in Channing. Both of them had

the same desire to bring all public polity before the eternal

law of right to which private life already rendered its

account ; and the main difference was, that Channing

attempted by unflinching application of the principles of

individual morality, what Arnold sought to accomplish by a

compromise between historical admiration and Christian

ethics. There is a singleness and decision of judgment in

Channing's estimate of the military career of France, which,

at least as a personal trait, is highly interesting ; showing

the presence within him of an autocratic moral sentiment,

which the rhetoric of a pretended freedom could not deceive,

or the splendid fiction of emancipated nations for a moment
dazzle. There is, moreover, a breadth of view in his

critiques, a mastery of the whole picture of the period,

which altogether separates them from the thin and poor

abstractions of the peace societies ; and, if we mistake not,

modern opinion so nearly approaches his estimate, that his

editor might have spared the apology which he makes for
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the following passage, as too " manifestly coloured by the

prejudices of the time :

"

—

" Am I asked, What there is so peculiar in our times ? I

answer, In the very heart of Europe, in the centre of the civilized

world, a new power has suddenly arisen on the ruins of old

institutions, peculiar in its character, and most ruinous in its

influence. We there see a nation, which, from its situation, its

fertility, and population, has always held a commanding rank

in Europe, suddenly casting off the form of government, the

laws, the habits, the spirit by which it was assimilated to sur-

rounding nations, and by which it gave to them the power of

restraining it, and all at once assuming a new form, and erecting

a new government, free in name and profession, but holding at

its absolute disposal the property and life of every subject, and

directing all its energies to the subjugation of foreign countries.

We see the supreme power of this nation passing in rapid suc-

cession from one hand to another. But its object never changes.

We see it dividing and corrupting by its arts, and then over-

whelming by its arms, the nations which surround it. We see

one end steadily kept in view—the creation of an irresistible

military power. For this end, we see every man, in the prime

of life, subjected to military service. We see military talent

everywhere excited, and by every means rewarded. The arts

of life, agriculture, commerce, all are of secondary value. In

short, we see a mighty nation sacrificing every blessing in the

prosecution of an unprincipled attempt at universal conquest.

" The result you well know. The surrounding nations, un-

prepared for this new conflict, and absolutely incapacitated by

their old habits and institutions to meet this new power on

equal terms, have fallen in melancholy succession ; and each,

as it has fallen, has swelled by its plunder the power and

rapacity of its conquerors. We now behold this nation trium-

phant over continental Europe. Its armies are immensely

numerous
;

yet the number is not the circumstance which

renders them most formidable. These armies have been

trained to conquest by the most perfect discipline. At their

head are generals who have risen only by military merit. They

are habituated to victory, and their enemies are habituated to

defeat.

" All this immense power is now centred in one hand, wielded
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by one mind—a mind formed in scenes of revolution and blood,

—a mind most vigorous and capacious, but whose capacity is

filled with plans of dominion and devastation. It has not room

for one thought of mercy. The personal character of Napoleon

is of itself sufficient to inspire the gloomiest forebodings. But,

in addition to his lust for power, he is almost impelled, by the

necessity of his circumstances, to carry on the bloody work of

conquest. His immense armies, the only foundation of his

empire, must be supported. Impoverished France, however,

cannot give them support. They must, therefore, live on the

spoils of other nations. But the nations which they succes-

sively spoil, and whose industry and arts they extinguished,

cannot long sustain them. Hence they must pour themselves

into new regions. Hence plunder, devastation, and new con-

quests are not merely the outrages of wanton barbarity ;
they

are essential even to the existence of this tremendous power."

—I. p. 332.

The apprehensions for the independence of his own

country, with which the course of Napoleon's ambition filled

him, were indeed founded on a miscalculation of the forces

required to grasp the sceptre of two worlds. But from

what is now known of the gigantic schemes of the French

Dictator, it cannot be doubted that he w^as rapidly com-

pleting the organization for a universal sovereignty, and

contemplating an empire of dependencies from the Neva

to the Atlantic, from Scandinavia to Sicily. And no one

who has studied the internal condition of the countries sub-

mitted to the influences of the Corsican family,—Spain,

Italy, Westphalia,—will be disposed to think Channing's

picture of the European dangers of that time any more

overcharged in its colour than overdrawn in its scale. The

anxiety which he felt to keep his country free from the

entanglement of French alliance explains itself in the follow-

ing passages :

—

" Can we then suppose that the ambitious, the keen-sighted

Napoleon overlooked us in his scheme of universal conquest .'*

But he wants nothing of us, and is content that w^e should

prosper and be at peace, because we are so distant from his
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home. Has he not already told us that we must embark in

his cause ? Has he not himself declared war for us against

England ?

Will it be said, he wants not to conquer us, but only wishes

us to be his allies? Allies of France! Is there a man who
does not shudder at the thought ? Is there one who would not

rather struggle nobly, and perish under her open enmity, than

be crushed by the embrace of her friendship,

—

Jier allia?ice /

" Will it be said that these evils are political evils, and that

it is not the province of a minister of religion to concern him-

self with temporal affairs ? Did I think, my friends, that only

political evils were to be dreaded— did I believe that the mindsy

the character, the morals, the religion of our nation would

remain untouched—did I see in French domination nothing

but the loss of your wealth, your luxuries, your splendour,

—

could I hope that it would leave unsullied your purity of faith

and manners— I would be silent. But religion and virtue, as

well as liberty and opulence, wither under the power of France,

The French Revolution was founded in infidelity, impiety and

atheism. This is the spirit of her chiefs, her most distinguished

men ; and this spirit she breathes, wherever she has influence.

It is the most unhappy effect of French domination, that it

degrades the human character to the lowest point. No manly

virtues grow under this baleful, malignant star. France begins

her conquests by corruption, by venality, by bribes ; and where

she succeeds, her deadly policy secures her from commotion

by quenching all those generous sentiments which produce

revolt under oppression. The conqueror thinks his work not

half finished until tJie mind is co7iqiiered, its energy broken, its

feeling for the public welfare subdued. Such are the effects of

subjection to France, or, what is the same thing, of alliance

with her; and when we consider how much this subjection is

desired by Napoleon, when we consider the power and the arts

which he can combine for effecting his wishes and purposes,

what reason have we to tremble I

"— I. p. 336.

With the European reaction after the year 181 1, termi-

nating in Napoleon's overthrow three years later, the

absorbing interest of political questions ceased : and, after

a strong protest against the American declaration of war

with England in 181 2, we find a new class of subjects en-
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gaging Channing's attention, and materially affecting, not

only his local relations, but his whole influence and repu-

tation. The time had come for him to define his theo-

logical ideas. The general body of Congregationalist

Churches in New England had hitherto travelled on to-

gether; all of them, probably, receding from the old

Puritan standard of doctrine : but to such various extent,

that it became more difficult every year to consider them

parts of the same company. The tendency of the diver-

gent movement had declared itself in Great Britain, where

Mr. Belsham had become distinguished as an heresiarch

:

and the leaders of the orthodox centre at Boston deter-

mined to insist upon the return of all stragglers, or else to

cut them off. The usual arts of schism were accordingly

put into operation. A periodical,—" The Panoplist,"—was

created, to give anonymous expression to all the jealousies

and suspicions which are so familiar to clerical sensitiveness,

but which it requires some courage personally to own.

The ambiguous language of the latitudinarian divines,

corresponding no doubt with the indeterminate condition

of their ideas, was treated as an hypocrisy : and to suggest

an interpretation of its real though hidden meaning, a list

was given of all the obnoxious doctrines held by the ex-

treme gauche of English Liberalism. In defence, the heretics

set up "The Christian Disciple" in 1813 : and both in its

pages, and in detached writings of the same period, we
have memorials of the gradual development of American

Unitarianism ; and especially of the form it assumed in

the mind of Channing. It was with evident reluctance

that he brought himself to take a side in controversial dis-

cussion ;—the reluctance, not of amiable weakness, desir-

ing peace on any terms ; much less, of conservative pru-

dence, softening or suppressing the utterance of real con-

viction ;—but of a peculiar intellect, not liking to be too

closely pressed for definitions on matters transcending our

measures of expression and thought. The eager demand
for precise and severe statement, the fondness for a closely
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connected system, is not more strictly a characteristic of

the schools of Calvin and of Priestley, than is the love of,

indeterminate and widely suggestive language an insepar-

able part of Channing's religion. The distinction is far

from being one merely of manner and form. It is deeply

seated in the modes of thought from which the theologies

severally proceed : and requires that we should compare

these at their foundations. In doing so, we shall set aside

all the differences of mere Scriptural interpretation ; sup-

posing it to be incontrovertible, that the psychological

tendencies of men predetermine the grand features of their

belief, and in the work of exegesis itself, leave only the

subordinate details at the disposal of historical attainment

and acquired skill.

The whole of Channing's scheme of thought took its

departure from a profound and natural Moral faith. The

sense of Obligation^ infinitely solemn and sacred, was pre-

dominant over every thing else, in his own consciousness :

its intensity secured for it a solitary dignity in his esti-

mation
;
prevented his confounding it with any other feel-

ing, or resolving it into ignoble ingredients, or assigning to

it a derivative place. That man is endowed with knowledge

of the right, and with power to realize it, was the funda-

mental axiom in his Science of human nature. Hence his

attachment to the doctrine of Free-will ; the compromise

of which he justly regarded as rendering the sentiment of

Duty illusory. A mind, entrusted with responsible power,

is at once a Cause in itself, and subject of a Higher

Cause ; so that the ethical principle completes itself in

religious truth ; and in the Conscience itself there is both

a Revelation and a Type of God. Its suggestions, by the

very authority they carry with them, declare themselves

to be his Law ; its aspirations, to be the whisper of his

spirit. Concurring with our highest nature, and present in

its action, he can be thought of only after the pattern he

thus gives. He therefore is a Free Cause, like ourselves :

he perceives the infinite difference between moral good
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and evil, and places his power at the disposal of this

perception. The distinctions which are thus objects of

the Divine Mind must be eternal and immutable ; inherent

in the nature of things : and we must have been created

in adaptation to them,—not they created in adaptation to

us. Hence pain and pleasure are attached to them as

retributory appendages, not prefixed to them as physical

sources. And finally, since the preferential power of the

Will is the original type and sole model of Causality, Mind
alone, to which this attribute is peculiar, fulfils the requi-

sites of a Cause : and it is only in the inferior sense of

force without choice, that the word can be applied to a

physical agency. The primitive and ultimate synthesis of

force with choice may undergo temporary analysis : Mind
may transmit force indefinitely through matter, ^—or so as

to constitute matter,—but the element of choice remains

at home.

Now what, in consistency with this mode of thinking,

will be the relative position of God and man ? Both will

be conceived as standing in the august presence of cer-

tain Moral possibilities, presenting a species of criterion

of their nature. God, through an eternal existence, has

made the good the sole object of his choice and love. To
us, whom he has created in the image of his own Free-will,

he has imparted power to do the same, and put us on our

trial here
;
giving us such participation in his own spiritual

perceptions as may accord with the limited conditions of

our being ; disposing around us external opportunities for

the exercise of such perceptions ; and planting within us

the voluntary force to realize their suggestions. In our

personal essence, therefore, we are, and must ever remain

independent agents,—associates or "joint-workers" with

God. He may change the field of our probation ; may
strengthen the discipline of our life ; deepen the intima-

tions of his spirit : but, under every variety of appeal,

must respect the conditions of our being, and in the in-

most circle, leave us to ourselves. Whatever revelation he
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makes of himself must deal with us as free beings, living

under natural Laws : and must be merely supplementary

to that law, enlarging our consciousness of it, and our

aspirations after conformity with it. Everything arbitrary

and magical, everything which despairs of us or insults us

as moral agents, everything which does not address itself

to us through the Reason and Conscience,—must be ex-

cluded from the relations of intercourse between God and

man.

In such a system of ideas did Channing's theology find

its base. Far different was the method of Priestley's

thought. As the one was the result of moral reflection,

the other followed the lead of material Science. It was

to be expected that the successful chemist and electrician

would carry the intellectual habits of the laboratory into

the meditations of the church. His Theism, accordingly,

is a conclusion of Inductive philosophy : a detection of

the earliest term of Causation ; a discovery of the Foun-

tain-head, whence all the streams of force flow through

the universe, and produce its collective phenomena. This

First Cause, reached by the same reasoning that discloses

other physical agencies, must be supposed a Cause in the

same sense, and must be interpreted by the same rules.

The nature of the effects declares him to be rational : by

position he is prior to all things ; as an unintelligent step

is impossible to him, and no collateral power exists to

limit him, he designs all that is produced, and produces

all that he designs. Every object and event is therefore

derivative from his intending Will ; independent agency

is impossible ; and however completely the mechanism may
be concealed, the human mind is included in the vast

system, and implicitly subject to necessary laws. Hence,

we can never stray from our appointed end : the impres-

sion that we could have chosen a different course is an

illusion : the feeling that we ought to have done so, simply

means, it is unfortunate for us that we did not : and even

this is at bottom never true ; since our decision would not

VOL. I. I
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have obtained admission into the system, had it not, in

spite of its ill looks at present, really been the best. Thus,

the distinctions of good and evil which the moral feelings

recognize, are apparent only, not ultimate : the two things

are not oppositely regarded by God, but merely oppositely

felt by us, as rendering us happy or miserable. Into this

distinction of pleasure and pain, all others affecting the

will reduce themselves. This alone remains, irresolvable,

to be the object of the Divine sentiments : and his love

of giving happiness, or Benevolence, is the single affection

which we can ascribe to him.

The relations which this scheme establishes between God
and man are wholly different from the former. The first

voluntary activity of God took place, either for the sake of

a benevolent end ; in which case, there were already objects

of choice to him, and he stood in the presence of certain

tendencies to pleasure and pain : or for no end at all ; in

which case it was not rational, but arbitrary, and itself gave

rise to the distinction and allotment of pleasure and pain.

In creating men, God set in motion an instrument of his

own, whose mechanism was complicated by the reflex action

of self-consciousness. They have no range of independent

choice : but are determined along the line they take as

inevitably as if no other ever entered their thought. Why
their minds should be made the theatre of this mock
competition is an inscrutable mystery : but among the

forces which take part in it, none is more important than a

knowledge of the consequences of action. By administer-

ing more or less of this, any given conduct may be obtained

from mankind ; and it is quite conceivable that, in order to

the realization of his purposes, God may introduce this

element progressively ; and at certain times increase it by

additional disclosures. In this view, Revelation consists in

certain fresh information given respecting the procuring

causes of happiness and misery. Whenever imparted, it is

not in remedy for any real evils, or in help amid its struggles

to any associate will : but in execution of the original
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scheme, which laid out this agency in the distance, and

computed the crisis of its introduction. No sincere proba-

tion remains for man ; and his aspirations after moral good

are but a provision, like hunger, for his sentient well-being.

The theory of Calvinism is less extreme than this in its

exclusion of any moral element from the Divine adminis-

tration. Its advocates wish to represent the Providential

scheme as at least beginfiing with a probationary experi-

ment ; by the very proposal of which, and until its failure,

the perception of duty and the capacity for it are recog-

nized in man. The original lapse, however, abruptly closed

the ethical history of our race : the first violence committed

by the conscience against itself was an act of felo de se :

and thenceforward, the dealings of heaven make no appeal

to our sentiment of right (unless to convince us of its

futility), place no reliance on our reverence for law,—but

snatch us out of peril by a method wholly z/wmoral, devised

by arbitrary goodwill.

Thus, in Channing's view, the whole system of God's

rule over our world is a Moral Probation, for the sake of

holiness : in Priestley's, of Educational Development, for

the sake of happiness : in the scheme of Calvinism, of

incipient but disastrous Law, corrected by autocratic Love,

in simple assertion of its own Sovereign glory. The three

schemes are at issue as to the place and proportion assign-

able to two contending principles,—Liberty in man, Abso-

lutism in God. In the third, the problem of human
destiny is set on the principle of human Free-will ; and

solved on that of divine Absolutism. In the second, the

monarchical principle is carried through, to the entire ex-

clusion of the other; and the problem of redemption,

being never set, is never solved : for it is, in its very con-

ception, a moral problem, and apart from the conditions

of responsibility, cannot exist at all. Hence we may see

why these two schemes wxre both regarded with uncon-

querable aversion by so earnest an advocate of the remain-

ing one as Channing. The exclusiofi of all moral conditions

I 2
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by Priestley, and the contradiction of them by the Genevan
School, were alike offensive to one who held them to be all-

pervading, and who saw, in a constant fidelity to them, the

sole ground of reverence and trust. Of the two, we do

not wonder that he looked on Calvinism with the milder

antipathy : for while it rendered some homage to a Moral

Faculty at the outset of human things, it also promised the

re-appearance of such power at their consummation : but

the necessarian scheme swept through the eternal universe,

relentlessly shutting out, everywhere and always, the least

possibility of merit or obligation. It was impossible for

one whose whole worship was paid to the Holy Spirit, to

sympathize with Priestley's submissive adoration of the

Causal God. And this fundamental antithesis,—the Porch
and the Garden of Christian theology,—necessarily affected

the whole form of their evangelic doctrine. In the monarch-

ical Theism of Priestley, all beings are imple??ients in God's

hands : the idea of ifistrumentality prevails : and Christ

becomes his Message-bearer, performing a function of trans-

mission. In the moral Theism of Channing, all spiritual

beings, of every rank, are of the same ki7id with God, and
partake of his essence in proportion to their perfection : the

idea of likeness therefore prevails ; and Christ becomes his

Image, representing his method of appeal to conscience,

and performing the function of awakener to our sleeping

perceptions of the highest good. So with respect to the

human soul : while in the one view, it is the automaton of

God, all whose movements are but definite sequences of

physical or quasi-physical law, leaving no room for Divine

Influence : in the other, it is akin to God, engaged with

interests not unworthy of his sympathy, and conscious of

affections that may well belong to the secret methods of his

help. Priestley, ranking the beings that occupied his atten-

tion by the scientific distinction of species, saw no reason

for detaching Jesus Christ from the race of mankind, and

adopted the humanitarian doctrine. Channing, assuming

a classification according to spiritual worth, could not gaze
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at the meek sublimity of Christ, and suppose him only

a man : he favoured therefore the Arian scheme. But the

angelic essence in the son of Mary was but the permanent

and intenser mingling with his mind of that Divine nature

which, in the visitings of a holy spirit, has a fainter presence

with the human soul. The relationship of minds through

goodness is a favourite topic with him, drawing from him

often a strain of high and tender thought :

—

" There is something most affecting in the thought of re-

sembling God. It is a reflection which ought to fill and almost

overwhelm our minds, that we have a nature capable of bearing

the'image of God's perfections. This single view of our nature

throws round it a lustre infinitely surpassing all the honours of

the world ; and this thought of resembling God is not a pre-

sumptuous one. The purity, the virtue, to which we are called

in the Gospel, and which men have in a measure attained, is

the same in nature with that which constitutes the glory of God.

In particular, that disinterested love, that diffusive benevolence,

to which Jesus Christ so emphatically calls us, forms the highest

glory of the Divine character. The language of John on this

subject is remarkable. ' God is love, and he that dwells in love

dwells in God.' Astonishing thought ! By Christian goodness

we are made partakers of God's nature, we shine with a ray of

his light, we share his highest perfection, we become temples

of the Divinity, God dwells in us. This grand reality is too

faintly felt by us. We do not with sufficient force conceive the

intimate relation which we may sustain to God. We do not

heartily believe that Christian virtue constitutes us his children,

by making us like him. We do not bring it home to ourselves,

that in sinning we are extinguishing a ray of Divinity within

ourselves, and that by every step in moral progress we are

ascending towards God, the Original and End of all excellence

and fehcity."— II. 11.

It is not difificult to see, in Channing's modes of thought,

why his Unitarianism presented so little that was obnoxious

to the feeling of most orthodox persons, not decidedly

Calvinistic. Though he rejected the names^ he left the

functions^ of the Trinity. In England the development of

Unitarian doctrine was different. The "Association of
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ideas " was found to account for everything that had pre-

viously been referred to Divine influence ; and the office

being superseded, the third person in the Godhead dis-

appeared from the faith. The law of cause and effect,

pushed further and further through Creation, had diffused

philosophical notions of the Deity ; had rendered incredible

and distasteful the ideas of ruin and disaster in the universe,

of which the theory of redemption is but the counterpoise

;

had reduced the great human want to that of a better

assurance of a future life : and no work being left which

was beyond the compass of a miraculously enlightened man,

the Divine nature fell away from the Christ ; and the second

person also withdrew. There remained the first, to be

adored by the Unitarian as his God. How must a religion

consisting of such a residue appear to one who retains the

whole ? It is needless to say, that " the Father " of the

creeds is the most unapproachable and awful object of

Trinitarian worship ; the infinite Creator, and Ruler inexor-

ably just, whose existence alone and without the " persons
"

who supply the complement of his perfections, w^ould

render the life of man a fearful thing. We are far from

saying that the Unitarian conception of God ever agreed

with this representation. It could not do so ; because the

same change of belief which withdrew the work of salvation

from " the Son " cancelled the damnatory terrors of " the

Father." Still, this modification in the element of faith left

is less conspicuous than the positive disappearance of the

part removed : and it is not wonderful if many an orthodox

person imagines that, were he to become Unitarian, he

would be in the condition of a man believing only in the

first person of the Trinity. Now Channing's theology gives

no opening to such mistake. He leaves the office of the

Holy Spirit undisturbed, and simply adds it on to the One
Infinite Father. He retains so profound a sense of the evil

of sin, regards it so constantly as an abuse by man of his

Free-will, and treats it so much as a defiling intrusion on a

world capable of being fair, that abundant scope remains
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for a restorative process ; he holds accordingly by the

Mediatorial agency of Christ ; assigns him, for its exercise,

a rank more than human ; and, by the doctrine that all

spirits are *' of one family," makes it of the less moment
what that particular rank may be. A churchman of the

school of Bishop Butler might reasonably say, that Channing

does not remove, but only re-distribute, the Divine offices

of the Trinity. And Channing, in his turn, ought not to

be complained of for declaring, " I have little or no interest

in Unitarians as a sect. I have hardly any thing to do with

them. I can endure no sectarian bonds. With Dr. Priest-

ley, a good and great man, who had most to do in pro-

ducing the Unitarian movement, I have less sympathy than

with many of the orthodox." And again :
" I am little of

a Unitarian,—have little sympathy with the system of

Priestley and Belsham, and stand aloof from all but those

who strive and pray for clearer light, who look for a purer and
more effectual manifestation of Christian truth."—II. 390.

In truth, the English and the American divine represent

views of religion as fundamentally opposed as any which

can arise within the limits of a common Theism. Of this

a striking practical evidence is afforded by the remark of

Coleridge,—the most scornful enemy of the Hartleian

Unitarianism :

—

" 1 feel convinced that thefew differences in opinion between

Mr. Channing and myself, not only are, but would by him be
found to be apparent, not real— the same truth seen in different

relations. Perhaps 1 have been more absorbed in the depth of

the mystery of the spiritual life ; he, more engrossed by the

loveliness of its manifestations."

—

\\. 222.

We are far from thinking either Priestley's scheme or

Channing's adequate to the demands of a theory of reli-

gion. Neither of them succeeds in reconciling with each

other the deductions separately drawn from the objective

and from the subjective point of view, and bridging over

the chasm between the Causal and the Moral God. We
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feel this more forcibly in Charming than in Priestley

:

because the latter, by the sacrifice of completeness, has

preserved a more thorough consistency, and with logical

one-sidedness, has kept out of view the phenomena that

are out of character with his structure of belief : while the

former, at the suggestion of sentiment, wanders beyond his

own field, joins in the worship of devout science ; and
appealing to external miracles, relies upon the distinction

between Nature and not-Nature for that religious truth, for

which elsewhere he seeks too exclusively in human con-

sciousness. We do not esteem these tendencies irre-

concilable in themselves : but he had omitted to bring

them into systematic harmony. Sometimes, as in a most
interesting letter to Mr. Simmons (II. 438), he appears to

make too much of the inner light of the soul : at others,

too little, as in his letters to Miss Peabody on the Parker

Controversy. But in both instances it is apparent that he

had worked out no clear and satisfactory theory as to the

objective conditions of religious truth. He visits the

hummi mind for the meditations of philosophy : nature, for

the excursions of sentiment : and it is curious to observe,

how his thought, even when expanding through the

sublimest fields of the universe, collapses by natural feeling

upon the soul of man, and settles there again with intensest

reverence :

—

" I have been reading Nichol's Architecture of the Heavens,

which you named to me, and it has filled me with adoration,

humility and hope. It reveals a stupendousness in God's works,

a silent, slow, solemn unfolding of his purposes, before which

I bow in a kindred silence. I cease to wonder that six thou-

sand years have not done more for the race, when I see so

clearly that a thousand years are but a day to the Eternal.

The connections of human life stretch before us, and are lost

in the endless ages which are needed to accomplish God's

designs. And yet I do not feel myself sinking into insignificance

under the weight of these thoughts. I am amazed by the

grandeur of the human spirit, which out of a few signs detected

by the telescope can construct the universe. My joy and
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reverence assure me that this universe is my school and ever-

lasting home.'— III. 373.

During the period which has suggested our remarks on

Channing's theology, many changes had taken place in his

private relations. The death of his brother Francis, in

1 8 10, and of his sister, Mrs. Allston, in 181 5, had deeply

affected him, and had left him, apparently the frailest of

them all, the responsible head of the family. His own
marriage, in 18 14, conferred upon him a happiness worthy

to crown the years of self-forgetful duty by which it had

been postponed. His first child was born only to pass

away: and when, in 1822, he was obliged to leave his

three children, and with Mrs. Channing seek health in

Europe, his stay at Rome was marked by the tidings of a

second bereavement ; the youngest boy having died, after

an illness too short for any warning intelligence to reach

the absent parents. The return home in 1823 begins a

new and brighter era in Dr. Channing's life. The European

journey itself presents in these volumes a strange blank :

and we scarcely know which is more mysterious ; the

absence of nearly all memorials of a year so various in its

impressions ; or, the sudden transformation it occasioned

of the anxious martyr-spirit, somewhat valetudinarian in

mind as well as body, into the free, clear, and almost joyous

servant of God, and interpreter of human things. The
year of absence, invisible in itself, declares itself in its

fruits. He throws himself, with greater courage, upon his

real feelings, and distinguishes, with greater ease, between

the genuine convictions and the conventional judgments

of his conscience. He had for years been reproaching

himself, in a way familiar to many an earnest heart, for his

" timidity on the subject of religion," in conversation ; and
for his inability to substitute for " mere calls," truly

" serious and ministerial visits." He now felt that he had
been striving after conformity with a mere professional

expectation ; that it was not possible to make more than a
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very subordinate instrument of " what is sometimes called

pastoral duty,—the personal intercourse, that is, of the

minister with his congregation ;

" that, in such " an out-

door age " as this, " the acquisition of exalting truth, and

the clear, powerful expression of it, are the minister's chief

labours, implying much solitary thought." He acquiesced

accordingly in that work of meditation, apart from the

disturbances of custom and passion, which enabled him,

from time to time, to come down with something of a

prophet's power upon a world not often reached so soon by

the voice of retired wisdom. His correspondence too,

enriched by new connections, became various and interest-

ing : and the record it contains of his most characteristic

judgments on matters too personal and transient for more
formal treatment, is perhaps the most attractive portion of

this Memoir. But, above all, his attention was more and

more turned to questions of social reform ; and he laboured

at the direct application of his own lofty Christianity, to

the correction of guilty usages and wrongful institutions.

It must be confessed that Channing's generous and

hopeful estimate of human nature had early prepossessed

him with some opinions now obnoxious to philosophical

reproach. Like many a social regenerator, he had his

dream of Co??imu?itsm : and there is a very remarkable

letter, written during his residence at Richmond, in which

he advocates anti-property doctrines with the zeal of a red

republican, and appears to contemplate some scheme for

their practical application. He was half-reasoned, half-

laughed, out of his project ; but we doubt whether he ever

lost his tendency to this way of thinking, or perceived the

fallacies which it involved. His letter is a curious example

of argument from mere sentiment,—just in its lamentation

over the present miseries and vices of society, charming in

its picture of the future by which he would replace this

condition ; but when he attempts to bridge over the chasm
separating the one from the other, failing to show the

slightest connection between his means and his end. No
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proof is even attempted, that the collective wealth of a

community could be created and distributed in any better

way than by the operation of individual desires, under the

establishment of individual rights. He simply assumes

that the institution of property is identical with the recogni-

tion of selfishness, is the grand cause of its activity, and,

by its mere disappearance, would let in the reign of universal

benevolence.

" But stop, I hear you say, you are too impetuous. How will

you lead mankind to educate their children in this way ? Ay,

there is the rub, there lies the difficulty. It is only by implant-

ing benevolence and love of science in the mind of the parent,

and rooting out his avarice and selfishness, that we can hope

to see the child educated as we wish. ' But how can this be

effected.? Do you mean to war with nature?' No ! I am

convinced that virtue and benevolence are natural to man. I

believe that selfishness and avarice have arisen from two ideas

universally inculcated in the young, and practised upon by the

old,— (i) that every individual has a distinct interest to pursue

from the interest of the community ; (2) that the body requires

more care than the miftd.

" I believe these ideas to be false ; and I believe that you

can never banish them, till you persuade mankind to cease to

act upon them ; that is, till you can persuade them (i) to

destroy all disdnctions of property (which, you are sensible,

must perpetuate this supposed disdnction of interest), and to

throw the produce of their labour into one common stock,

instead of hoarding it up in their own garners ;
and (2) to

become really conscious of the powers and the dignity of their

mind. You must convince mankind, that they themselves, and

all which they possess, are but parts of a great whole ; that

they are bound by God, their common father, to labour for the

good of this great whole ; that their wants are but few, and can

easily be supplied ; that mind, 77iind requires all their care
;

and that the dignity of their nature, and the happiness of

others, require them to improve this mind in science and virtue.

Believe me, my friend, you can never root out selfishness and

avarice, till you destroy the idea, that private interest is distinct

from the public. You must lead every man to propose to him-

self, in all his actions, the good of the whole for his object.
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He must plough and till the earth, that all may eat of the pro-

duce of his labour. Mme and thine must be discarded from

his vocabulary. He should call eveiything ours. Here would

be no robbery, for a man could steal nothing but his own. No
man would be idle where such sentiments and such examples

prevailed ; and where there was no luxury to enervate him,

every man would have leisure to cultivate the mind. We
should sleep securely, we should live long and happily, and
perhaps, like old Enoch, when the time came, be translated to

heaven."— I. p. 114.

His later sentiments on this subject, though very little

corrected by any improved acquaintance with political

economy, are less wild than these. They occasionally

betray, however, a disposition still to coquet with socialist

theories, and continually assume that the pursuit of wealth

is answerable for the amount of poverty, and that, if less

w^ere accumulated, there would be more to divide. In a

letter to Mr. Thornely, he says :

—

" Did I not look on our present state as merely a transitive

one, I should be tempted to think that, had we never known a

bank, canal, steamboat, or railroad, we should be far better off

at this moment. We have been made drunk with the spirit of

rapid accumulation, and the imagination has been maddened
with prospects of boundless wealth. England is suffering from

the same causes. What a comment on the present commercial

spirit is the condition of England ! Thousands and ten thou-

sands starving in the sight of luxury and ostentation ! Does
the earth show a sadder sight than this 1 England seems to

be teaching one great lesson, namely,—that art and science,

skill and energy, and all the forces of nature, concentrated by
selfishness for the accumulation of wealth, produce degradation

and misery ; that nothing but the spirit of Christianity, which
is in direct hostility to the present spirit of trade or accumu-
lation, can heal the woes of society. I have faith that this

great truth is to be learned, and that the present deformed
social state is not to last for ever."— III. p. 131.

Nothing can be more just than the lamentation here and
elsewhere so pathetically made over the monstrous inequali-
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ties of condition in English society ; nothing more noble

than the writer's perpetual sighing after some means of

elevating the toiling mass of men into consciousness and

enjoyment of their nobler faculties. But what help towards

such a result do we get from an invective against " the

commercial spirit ? " If we had had but half the commerce,

should we not have had double the misery ? If production

had been lessened, would enjoyment have been increased ?

If all persons, who by their skill have increased their

possessions by one half, had rather chosen by charity to

diminish them by one half, would our store have been

greater, or better distributed? These obvious questions

should, at least, have been pondered before declaiming so

freely against a people's industry as the specific cause of its

penury. It must be confessed, that Channing entertained

very loose and vague notions as to the peculiar social

condition of this country, and the agencies to which it

must be traced. Sometimes he thinks the " Established

Church" "the great scourge of the country" (III. 288),

an opinion in which he would hardly be joined by even the

members of the Anti-State-Church Association. At other

times, he ascribes the different condition of the labouring

classes in Europe and in America, to "the spirit of

aristocracy ! " and, in all his treatment of this favourite

topic, he overlooks the different relations in which the

people of the New World and the Old stand towards the

physical nature around them, and towards one another.

His offences against the doctrines of the Economists, were,

for the most part, altogether unconsciously committed ;
but

in opposition to their alms-denying precept he was a

deliberate rebel ; regarding it as the Protestant doctrine of

self-dependence run-mad, and feeling that, in a world of

so much helplessness, room must be left for a special

helpfulness, whose action cannot be systematized, and from

which a living spirit of compassion will extract the chance

of harm.
" '

It is sometimes objected to almsgiving, as I have intimated,
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that to prevent poverty is better than to reheve it ; and that

there is but one way of prevention, which is, to take from men
all expectation of relief if they become poor. They will then^

it is thought, have motives which can hardly fail to keep them
from want. But unluckily for such reasoning, there is one way
only of cutting off this expectation, and God forbid that we
should ever resort to it. That only way is, to drive all human
feeling from our breasts ; for as long as any kindness exists in

a community, so long there will be resources open to the poor,

let their poverty come how it may, and so long relief will be

expected by the improvident. I repeat it, there is but one way
of suppressing this hope of relief We must cast from us all

kind feeling. We must turn our hearts to stone. We must
bring ourselves to see, unmoved, the beggar die at our doors.

We must make up our minds sternly, inflexibly, to give nothing,

let misery assail us with ever so piercing a cry, with ever so

haggard, and worn, and famished a look ; for nothing but this

will prevent the improper dependence which is said to generate

poverty. Let sympathy survive, and it will act and be a hope
to the improvident ; and can any man seriously think that the

evils of this hope are so great, that to avoid them we should

turn ourselves into brutes, dry up the fountains of humanity
within us, part with all that is tender and generous in our

nature ? I am free to say, that the most injudicious almsgiving

is an infinitely less evil to society than this extinction of

sympathy. Better multiply beggars, than make ourselves

monsters. Kind affection is the life of a community, and the

excesses of these affections are to be chosen before a frozen

selfishness."— II. p. 76.

It was not, however, any leaning towards the feudal rela-

tions of dependence and protection, any reliance upon
eleemosynary resources for the abatement of indigence, any

hopeless acquiescence in the prediction that " the poor

shall never disappear from the earth," which brought from

Channing this plea for occasional alms. No one was more
impatient of every remnant of serf-like doctrine, more
indignant at the humiliations of poverty, more eager to see

the union of manual labour and mental culture ; and if his

demands upon the rich are sometimes large, it is not for
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charity, but for social justice. He did not think that the

contract between the employer and the employed should

lead to nothing beyond the acceptance of work and the

payment of wages : he felt that, though no more might be

written in the bond, more was implied by the very presence,

in face of one another, of human beings so similarly made,

yet so differently placed as the master and the servant ; and
that if the contrast of conditions were never to be relieved

by any community of sympathies and interests, service for

hire would become intolerable in an age of growing intelli-

gence and independence. This feeling, though obscure

and indistinct, and expressing itself too much in vague

complaints against the rich, is, perhaps, essentially correct.

It is not likely that the school, the press, the Mechanics'

Institutes, the Trades' and Political Unions, can continue

to do their work upon the habits of the industrious classes,

and that the present relation between capitalist and labourers

shall continue for ever without change,—the labourers hav-

ing no interest in the capitalist's adventure, the capitalist

none in the labourer's well-being. And if a change be

inevitable,—if the wearisome competition between the two

classes is to find its euthanasia in some method of partner-

ship, the move can only be made by the capitalist, and the

duty of inaugurating such a future must devolve on him.

In a progressive civilization, the mere fulfilment of the

bargain of the hour does not acquit any capable and edu-

cated man of his obligations
;
justice to the immediate

relation includes the use of it as means to a better.

From the earliest period of Dr. Channing's settlement in

Boston, he had interested himself in projects for improving

the condition of the poor, and raising them to self-respect.

There is scarcely a scheme of judicious benevolence now in

operation, however recent its origin, which may not be found

already sketched in his journals of 1805-10:—improved

dwellings at low rents,—public places for exercise and
recreation, — mechanics' libraries,—public bake-houses,

—

facilities for the collection of small debts,—provident
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societies,—primary schools, temperance movements. It

is true that no record is given of the reaUzation of these

designs upon any large scale at that early time. They

appear simply to have guided the hand of his private

charities. His feeble health disqualified him for the work-

ing part of a town reformer ; and the times, pre-occupied

with political excitement, were not favourable to the quiet

prosecution of such plans. But when they afterwards rose

into notice, one after another, he was prepared with a

knowledge of their merits, and the zeal for their support.

We find him often fixing his attention on practical matters

which few would suspect to be interesting to the retired

and somewhat mystic thinker, as in the following judicious

queries sent to Dr. Tuckerman, whose answer, we have no

doubt, would go to confirm Dr. Channing's own original

impression :

—

" What is the influence of the credit system on the poor

and the labouring classes ? Is it good or bad for them, that

they take up articles on trust ? I have believed that they were

much injured in this way ; that they were kept from forming

habits of providence ; that they were led to purchase luxuries,

which they would forego, vvere they obliged to earn before they

spend ; and that habits of deceit are formed. But a friend tells

me it is not so,—that the labouring classes, in order to get

credit, are obliged and induced to be honest ; that the dis-

honest are soon detected, and cease to be trusted ;—and that,

as a matter of fact, little is lost by the shopkeeper. The sub-

ject, I think, is an important one, and has wide bearings. Will

you give me the fruits of your own and others' observations ?
"

—III. 51.

As his influence extended, and the scale of his life

enlarged, his thoughts were necessarily carried beyond the

small circle of town benevolence. The whole question of

popular education was brought before him, when the noble-

minded Horace Mann turned aside from the prizes of

statesmanship, and virtually created and assumed a ministry

of public instruction for the state of Massachusetts. He
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was the personal friend of Channing, and received from

him a hearty sympathy and co-operation. We find a diffi-

culty in gathering Dr. Channing's opinions on the main

topics which this great question opens. At one time he

makes the emphatic declaration, " Religion should be pro-

fessedly and conspicuously a main end of education," (II.

130) ; at another, he hopes that a certain " Chartist project

of education (which provides for the exclusion of religion)

will be carried out," (III. 294). He argues at length (III.

66) against resort either to the state or to the rich for the

provision of schools for all
;
yet elsewhere (III. 57) advises

the working classes of England to demand from the govern-

ment a system of national education, " with an importunity

which will take no denial." We cannot reconcile these

sentiments, unless by supposing that they proceeded from

one who sometimes indulged himself with sketching the

best possible, at others was content to advise the best

practicable.

Channing did not confine his interest in educational re-

form to the case of the primary schools. He felt himself

surrounded, even in Boston, by uneducated gentlemen^—by
men whose knowledge and refinement bore no proportion

to their social station and their moral worth. He saw the

utter inadequacy of the present s(^hool system, which stops

short just where the faculties quit their puerile feebleness,

to prepare the merchant, the capitalist, and the landowner

for the enlightened discharge of their duties as citizens. It

was a favourite project with him to introduce, among per-

sons of competent fortune, the practice of appending for

their sons, at least two years of college study to the ordi-

nary school course. He sketched the plan of instruction

suited to this supplementary period, and urged the subject,

in various forms, upon the notice, both of the leading

statesmen of Massachusetts, and of the authorities of

Harvard University. In one of his papers he says :

—

" Very many parents, who are unable or indisposed to give

their children an education for a profession, arc still able to

VOL. I. K
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afford them more extensive advantages than are now found in

our schools ; and to procure these advantages is among their

first obhgations. If any class of men should be well educated,

it is the commercial. In this are found a very large proportion

of our most opulent and influential men. None do more ta

determine public measures and to give a character to the

community ; and yet how httle is now done to train up men

of business for this high responsibihty ?"

" It is believed, that after the training of our common schools

two years should, if possible, be devoted to the study of branches

which have a direct tendency to task, strengthen, and elevate

the mind. These branches are—first, natural history and

philosophy ; second, civil history ; third, moral science, includ-

ing both intellectual and moral philosophy ; fourth, politics^

including the principles of government generally, and of our

own constitution in particular
;

political economy, the true

interest of our country, &c. ; fifth, the evidences of natural and

revealed religion, and the general principles of interpreting the

scriptures.

" This course should be decidedly philosophical^ that is, it

should aim to lead the mind to the comprehension' of great

principles in every department ; at the same time, it should

have a /r«^/zVrt/ character, by teaching how all knowledge may
be applied to the formation of a virtuous character, and to the

discharge of our duties as citizens and members of families, as

related to the human race, and to God. Two years' faithful

study of the branches now enumerated, would not only store

the mind with important truth ; but would awaken new life and

energy, and probably give a new character to the life."— II.

11. 78.

Channing's faith in human nature inspired him with a

hearty attachment to Republican institutions. He regarded

direct self-government as the ultimate perfection of all rule

;

entertained no doubt that his own countrymen were capable

of doing justice to the privileges they had won ; and shared

the American feeling of amiable pity for nations still tolerat-

ing the historical child's play of monarchy. We do not

think his political creed will bear a close philosophical

criticism ; but if it wanted logical coherence as a whole, it
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was full of good sense and magnanimity of heart in its

details and applications. He held to the doctrine of

natural rights, which the metaphysics of the last century

had laid as the basis of American independence. In his

work on Slavery he expounds and justifies this doctrine
;

yet so far is he from embracing its legitimate consequence,

that every citizen, simply in virtue of his human nature,

must possess the same political privileges,—that he dis-

approves of universal suffrage, and insists on the necessity

of an educational, if not a moral test for voters. The
following passage, though presented by the biographer in

evidence of federal prejudice, shows, in our judgment, how
the fine practical feeling of Channing corrected his errors

in speculation :

—

" I have endeavoured, on all occasions, to disprove the notion

that the labouring classes are unfit depositories of political

power. I owe it, however, to truth to say, that I believe that

the elective franchise is extended too far in this country. No
man, I think, should be entrusted with this high privilege, who
has not been instructed in the principles of our government,

and in the duties of a good citizen ; and who cannot afford

evidence of respectability in regard to morals. One of the

principal objects of our public schools should be, to train the

young of all conditions for the duties of good citizens, to furnish

them with the necessary knowledge of principles for the judi-

cious use of political power. The admission of the young to

the privilege of voting should be the most solemn public act,

the grand national festival. It should be preceded by an

examination of the candidates. It should be accompanied by
the most imposing forms, fitted to impress the young and the

whole community with the great responsibility and honour-

ableness of this trust.

" None of us seem adequately to understand, that to confer

the elective franchise is to admit a man to the participation of
SOVEREIGNTY of the supreme power of the State. The levity

with which this dignity is conferred, the thoughtlessness with

which it has been extended, constitutes one of our great politi-

cal dangers. Were the proper qualifications for it required,

they would not exclude one class rather than another. The
K 2
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aim should be to exclude the unworthy of all classes. A com-

munity is bound to provide for itself the best possible govern-

ment, and this implies the obhgation to withhold political power

from those who are palpably disqualified, by gross ignorance

or by profligacy, for comprehending or consulting the general

welfare ; who cannot exercise the sovereignty without injuring

the commonwealth."— III. 257.

In the same spirit is the following admirable remark :

—

" As to our political state, we are contending and croaking as

usual. We are very unreasonable. We choose to have a

popular government, but are not willing to accept its essential

condition, namely, that it shall have the imperfections of the

people. An absolute sovereign may get in advance of his

people, but a people cannot get in advance of itself, and it must

govern according to its own character. If, instead of croaking,

we would try to improve our sovereign, we should show a little

comprehension of our situation."— III. 264.

Channing's trust in the institutions of his country is the

more to be honoured, because it was undoubtedly exposed

to many a shock, severe enough to shake the hope of a less

steadfast mind. His tastes and temperament were alto-

gether conservative. Constitutionally sensitive, and eager

for silence and repose, he might naturally have been glad

to accept any securities against popular conflict, and the

din of ceaseless agitation. To no man could the heated

passions, the coarse speech, the party rhetoric of calumny

and adulation, which constitute the friction-noise of demo-

cratic machinery, be more unwelcome. He had formed

his political faith at a time when mighty questions were

discussed in the legislature, and statesmen worthy to handle

them applied themselves to their solution ; when Washing-

ton, Jefferson and Adams were the representative names,

defining to the world the genius of the republic. He lived

to hear it debated, whether a State with an insolvent

<;xchequer might not decline to pay ?—whether the right of

petition should not be withdrawn from persons who enter-

tained objections to slavery ?—whether Mexico, being but
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a foolish State, had any business to exist and brag, so near

the chosen people of the New World, and had not better

subscribe to be half-conquered and half-annexed? The

humiliation of so degenerate a position Channing bore with

a dignity which concealed no truth, yet resigned no hope.

Sometimes, indeed, he is tempted to urge a plea of pallia-

tion for the delinquent States, which, if it could be allowed,

would constitute a fatal objection to the popular institutions

he would defend. In writing, for instance, to Mr. George

Combe, he says :

—

''
I do not wonder that Europe raises a cry of indignation

ao-ainst this country. I wish it could come to us in thunder.

My patriotism does not incHne me to cloak the sins of my

country. I wish them cured. You, however, must understand

how unjust these sweeping censures are. Not a stain rests on

the good faith of New England and New York, and of the

great majority of the States.

" Bad faith in public matters and private integrity are not

seldom found in strange union. To measure the guilt of these

people, you must suppose our countrymen placed in the same

situation. You must suppose universal suffrage introduced mto

Great Britain. Do you think that your national debt would be

safer than that of Mississippi ? I do not say this by way of

excuse, for none can be made, but only to show that, in the

most hopeless parts of our country, you meet nothing worse

than you find everywhere. Is not your national debt secure,

chiefly because the creditors hold the reins of government ?
"—

III. 272.

We will not dispute, though we by no means accept the

supposition, that a Chartist parliament would refuse to keep

faith with the public creditor ; but we submit that the

grounds of their repudiation would be of a kind to which

the non-paying American States can present nothing parallel.

In England, the defence would be, that the money had

been borrowed by governments whom the people did not

sanction, at a time when the parliamentary representation

was a farce, and then spent in wasteful wars, without the

national approval. In short, the refusal would be to pay
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other peoples' debts. This case bears no analogy to that ofa

State, already self-governed, borrowing capital for internal

improvements selected by the public will ; and, in a few

years—while, indeed, the works are yet incomplete—de-

clining to acknowledge the obligation. But if the cases

were parallel, and if universal suffrage introduced into

Europe would entail universal repudiation, what argument

could be offered for a democracy which cannot co-exist

with truth and honour in the State ?

With all his confidence in the operation of popular in-

stitutions, Channing was never indulgent to the vices and

assumptions of the majority, and most jealously watched

the privileges of free thought and free speech, which are

the best guarantees of a people's progress, yet most liable

to passionate arrest. In 1834, a journahst named Kneeland

was indicted on a charge of blasphemy, for having advo-

cated atheistical opinions, and sentenced to three months'

imprisonment. The man himself was in no respect a de-

sirable hero ; on the contrary, he had published scurrilous

and indecent matter in immediate proximity to the article

on which he was condemned, and the occasion was not one

which a clergyman, of most reverential mind and of great

reputation, would have chosen for the advocacy of an

abstract right of discussion. Channing, however, with his

usual eagerness in presence of a disagreeable duty, to do

it first, and be the first to do it, would not let the opportunity

pass, and headedwith his name an admirable petition praying

for an unconditional pardon ; among other reasons

—

" Because the freedom of speech and the press is the chief

instrument of the progress of truth and of social improvement,

and is never to be restrained by legislation, except when it in-

vades the rights of others, or instigates to specific crimes.

" Because religion needs no support from penal law, and is

grossly dishonoured by interpositions for its own defence,

which imply that it cannot be trusted to its own strength, and
to the weapons of reason and persuasion in the hands of its

friends."— 111. 104.
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The petition did not gain its immediate end. But it

gained a larger result, in rendering future prosecutions for

atheism impossible in Massachusetts.

Living in that quiet faith which rises above fear and

anger, Channing had no part or lot in the eagerness of

partisan antipathies. The incredulous wonder with which

he looked on real, hearty intolerance is strikingly evident

in the following passage from a letter to Blanco White :

—

" I have been reading, or rather am just finishing, a book
which I doubt not you have read, with great interest,—Ranke's
^ History of the Popes.' I confess I was not before fully aware

of the powerful reaction of Catholicism against Protestantism

at the close of the sixteenth century. It is plain that the civil

power was the right arm of the Church, and that she recon-

quered her lost possessions chiefly by force. But the civil

power did not act wholly, or perhaps mainly, from policy, but

very much from religious impulses, so that the religious principle

lay at the foundation of the mighty movement which rocked

all Europe. What so formidable as this principle in its perver-

sions ? Men really believed, from the throne to the cottage,

that a fellow-creature, holding what was called a heresy^ was

God's perso7tal foe; that their hatred of him was shared by the

Creator, and that to drive him into the Church, or to drive him

out of the world into hell, was the most acceptable service they

could render to Heaven. It is comforting to think that this

horrible doctrine was really held, that it was not a vd^xt.pretext oi

tyranny, that the pope and emperor yielded as hearty assent to

it as the common man. But, on the other hand, it is a fearful

thought that men are liable to such delusions ; that God's name
may be enlisted conscientiously on the side of the fiercest pas-

sions ; that tyranny, in its most terrible forms, may be grounded

on ideas of duty and religion. Are we sure that we are safe

now against illusions equally pernicious, though of a different

character ? We have certainly gained something. The funda-

mental error of Catholicism was an utter distrust of human
nature on the subject of religion. It was universally believed

that religion was to be imposed on a man from abroad, that

there was nothing in his intellect or affections to carry him to

God,—an opinion not very strange in an age of darkness ; and
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nothing more was needed for the superstructure which was
reared on it."— II. 387.

A similar union of enthusiasm and dignity marks his

course in relation to all the philanthropic movements of the

age. He could not surrender himself to the extreme views

of the Societies created for the promotion of the several

Reforms. Yet his distaste for their methods could not

damp his sympathy with their aims ; and while he silently

held aloof from their organization, he found a solitary way

of aiding their best tendencies. His name w^as not in their

local lists : but his voice was for their cause all over the

world. The wase and gentle words by w'hich he justified

his middle course on the subject of w^ar, are applicable to

every similar problem :

—

''
I know it is objected, that, if any war is allowed to be just^

all will be found so ; that no lines can be drawn between the

lawful and unlawful. So the fanatic says no line can be drawn
between innocent indulgence and luxury, between moderate
and excessive ornament, and therefore all indulgence and orna-

ment must be renounced. I do not believe in the wisdom or

virtue of escaping the labour and responsibility of moral dis-

crimination by flying to an extreme principle. Every moral

question is as open to this objection as war. Perhaps a sound

mind can make the right distinctions on war as easily as on
most of the solemn concerns of life. I cannot, however, explain

myself now."— III. 18.

Dr. Channing was brought by the earnest rebuke of a

young abolitionist, to reproach himself with procrastination

in his protest against Slavery. We will not contest the

judgment which, in the tenderness and humility of his con-

science, he was led to pronounce upon himself. But if, in

the delay of two or three years, he was influenced, not

merely by ill-health, but in part by a fastidiousness too

scrupulous, there is another lesson to be learned besides

that of censure upon him. It is one of the worst effects of

the indiscriminate invective and exaggerated language in-

dulged in by the leaders of a popular or unpopular agitation^
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that they disgust men of fine and large justice, and alienate

those who are best fitted to aid them, by infusing an ele-

ment of humility into their dogmatism, and blending a

purer wisdom with their fire. We do not however wish to

enter into disputes about the relative chronologies,—the

originalities or plagiarisms,—of a noble philanthropy.

Honour be to all who, in their season and according to their

gifts, yield themselves to work so high !

We speak on such a matter with the diffidence befitting

our remote station ; but the question oppresses us, why is

there no party in the States, even no individual writer, that has

studied with effect this enormous evil in their social condi-

tion, or obtained any such mastery over its relations, as to

help forward the prospect of its cure. The total absence

of any attempt at a statesmanlike survey of the problem,

terminating in any practical scheme of policy for its solu-

tion, is a singular proof of the blindness which may be

induced by the passions, whether of selfish interest, or of

philanthropic enthusiasm. It cannot really be, that any

sensible American expects the present relation between the

black and white races to go on for ever, or for any very

long period : yet, among all the men of high capacity and

political experience in the United States, there seems not

one of sufficient foresight and resolution, to seize the helm

of this floating danger. Is the question to be left in some

reckless fashion to settle itself? The Abolitionists, pro-

fessing not to advance beyond the abstract question of

right, really commit a practical wrong, by fixing all the

odium on the individual possessor of slaves, and demanding

from him a private manumission, impossible by law, and

not likely to be felt binding in conscience. It has always

appeared to us strange, that a body of devoted philanthro-

pists should actually make it their boast and pride, that they

will never show the way out of this evil \ they will only

denounce it, and say that men ought not to have got into

it. It would better answer to the duty they have nobly

taken in hand, did they condescend to the most patient
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removal of every difficulty in feeling, in law, in economy,

which lies in the path of their enterprise. The slaveholders

again simply display the exasperated conservatism of

threatened interest. And, with some recent exceptions, the

most eminent men on both sides, including Channing, have

deprecated " political action " on the question. We can-

not understand this. Is not property in men and women
a creation of wicked laws ? How can it be abolished, but

by a rescinding of those laws ? And who can rescind

them but the legislative chambers, now upholding their

authority ? Where, then, but in those chambers, and on
the hustings of the previous elections, ca?i the battle of

emancipation be really fought ? To aim at the extinction

of this property without the law, instead of through the law,

so far from deserving the praise of moderation and restraint,

appears to us, of all courses, the most revolutionary in its

aim, and the most disastrous in its probable results. This

general remark, as to absence of any distinct anti-slavery

policy in America, applies, it must be admitted, even to

Channing. He was critic, not lawgiver, upon this question.

But his moral position in relation to it, presents a faultless

example of dispassionate justice and courageous humanity.

We are not inclined to reckon the heroism of reformers

chiefly by their readiness to endure stripes, and to peril

life from tumultuary fury; for these things may be needlessly

incurred by their own incontinence of speech, and however

borne, prove only a fortitude irrespective of wisdom. We
rather measure our admiration by the power of self-conquest

shown,—the ability to resist tastes usually innocent, and

prejudices invariably generous, to rise above servitude even

to enthusiasm, and be just and gentle where injustice and
violence might pass for the higher virtue. This power,

inconspicuous because it has no physical expression, and
results in harmony rather than in force, Channing's course

upon the slavery question evinces in a remarkable degree.

It is a characteristic evidence of his superiority to present

impressions, that his lofty theory of human nature grew up
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while he was Hving on a plantation, served by slaves in the

house, and often having charge of the gang in the field.

Daily he could look in the African face, without disturbance

to his faith in man, as the highest expression of external

beauty ; and as he mused, of a summer evening, at the

open window of his study, the chatter of the negro village

did not jar with the theme of his hymn-like meditations.

At that early time, he gave the freest utterance to the

horror with which the system affected him : and when,
forty years after, the incipient discussions in the North
elicited from him his work on slavery, he recorded no new
convictions, but only the old feelings, powerfully revived in

1830 by a winter residence on a plantation at Santa Cruz,

and now converted into a call of duty by the changed con-

dition of the public attention. In the pulpit he declared

himself immediately after his return to Boston ; from the

press, not till 1835, when his work on Slavery was published.

Garrison and his associates were before him in the field

;

and even his biographer revives the complaints that have

been made at the delay of his testimony for three or four

years. From that hour, at least, the sternest Abolitionist

must acknowledge that he was always true, and promptly

true, to his worthiest impulses on this matter. When mobs
threatened to suppress liberty of speech, he threw himself

into the defence of the injured and insulted reformers.

When Lovejoy, editor of an Anti-slavery journal, was

murdered at Alton, he even entered into a civic contest

with the authorities of Boston for the use in public meeting,

of Faneuil Hall, to protest against tumultuary invasions of

the liberty of the Press : and having overcome resistance

by his firm appeal to the better feelings of the citizens, he

broke through his usual habits of retirement, and himself

opened the proceedings by a speech designed at once to

vindicate the assemblage, and to give dignity of tone to the

discussion. It was no cowardice, but simply the judicial

character of his mind which fixed his proper mission at a

later stage ; and his peculiar wisdom first made itself felt,
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when copious pleadings had confused the thoughts and
kindled the passions which his word could reduce to order,

and convert into media of truth. The storm around him,

of platform invective and conservative rage, was inopera-

tive upon him : he sat tranquilly in the midst, and told the

truth to both parties, in a way to secure from either side

unacknowledged conviction and avowed hostility. That he
was just to the inheritors of slave property, could allow

them a conscience, and appreciate the honest difficulties of

their case, obtained him no forgiveness for his exposure of

a gainful guilt. That he tore open the very heart of the

slave system, exposed every decorative pretence, and pro-

duced the deepest impression, not only of its inherent

iniquity, but of its fatal external operation on morals,

education, and politics, availed him nothing with the

Abolitionists, and could not save him from being denounced
as an enemy in their public journals. The course, how-
ever, which made his own community look coldly on him,
raised his reputation to its highest pitch in Europe. His
lecture on Self-culture, and other similar productions, had
long been familiar to our Mechanics' Institutions, and
endeared him to the artisan. And above all, when the

encroachment of adventurers from the States upon the

territories of Mexico began to indicate their results, and
threatened to overrun a free soil with the curse of Slavery,

he threw off, with the rapidity of indignation, that masterly

state-paper—the Letter to Henry Clay on the Annexation
of Texas; a production which, for force of exposition,

acuteness of vaticination, penetration through the guile of
party selfishness, and boldness of just expostulation, stands

pre-eminent, in our opinion, among the writings of Channing,
and alone among essays on political morals. The prophecy
it contains of the very war, which is now about to give a
military President to the United States, is so remarkable
that we must turn aside from Channing's life for a moment
to put it on record :

—

'* Henceforth, we must cease to cry, Peace. Our Eagle will
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whet, not gorge, its appetite on its first victim ; and will snuff

a more tempting quarry, more alluring blood, in every new
region which opens southward. To annex Texas is to declare

perpetual war with Mexico. That word, Mexico^ associated in

men's minds with boundless wealth, has already awakened
rapacity. Already it has been proclaimed, that the Anglo-Saxon

race is destined to the sway of this magnificent realm ; that

the rude form of society, which Spain established there, is to

yield and vanish before a higher civilization. Without this

exposure of plans of rapine and subjugation, the result, as far

as our wills can determine it, is plain. Texas is the first step

to Mexico. The moment we plant our authority on Texas, the

boundaries of those two countries will become nominal, will be

little more than lines on the sand of the sea-shore. In the

fact, that portions of the Southern and Western States are

already threatened with devastation, through the impatience

of multitudes to precipitate themselves into the Texan land of

promise, we have a pledge and earnest of the flood, which will

pour itself still further south, when Texas shall be but partially

overrun."

The whole of Dr. Channing's course, but especially in

reference to slavery, reminds us, by its balanced yet fervent

wisdom, of the following remark made by him to one of

his correspondents :

—

" You seem to be subject to an impulse which you cannot

resist. Happily, it is a good one ; but this circumstance does

not reconcile me to the want of self-direction. There is such a

thing as being slaves to our own past good impressiotis. I

think perfection lies in a presefii power over ourselves, in a

superiority to what is good, as well as evil in our past course,

in acting from a fresh present energy. Few of us attain this.

Most good men turn their benevolent objects into hobby-horses,

and ride them most furiously, or rather are hurried on by them

—passively, unresistingly. Such is the weakness of our nature.

Our tendency is to slavery. The difference is, that some are

the slaves of good, others of bad impulses. That blessed free-

dom in which we govern ourselves according to our ever

improving and daily changing perceptions of right, is an emi-

nence to which we slowly rise, I am too far from it, myself, to

reprove others who fall short of it."— III. 330.
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The last effort of his mind was to celebrate, by some
worthy commemorative thoughts, the abolition by the

British Legislature of Colonial Slavery—a national act of

which he always spoke as one of the grandest passages in

human history. He was at Lenox ; surrounded by the

friendly and cultivated family of Sedgwicks, and in a

country yielding him the full refreshment of beauty and

repose. On the ist August, he uttered from the desk of

the Village Church that memorable tribute to the repent-

ant justice of England ; and, in the glad and hopeful spirit

which seemed to be ever growing within him as the physical

energies of life declined, he closed with an invocation soon

to be answered by a counter-call :

—

" Mighty powers are at work in the world. Who can stay

them ? God's word has gone forth, and ' it cannot return to

him void.' A new comprehension of the Christian spirit, a new
reverence for humanity, a new feeling of brotherhood, and of

all men's relations to the common Father—this is among the

signs of our times. We see it ; do we not feel it? Before this,

all oppressions are to fall. Society silently pervaded by this,

is to change its aspect of universal warfare for peace. The
power of selfishness, all-grasping, and seemingly invincible, is

to yield to this diviner energy. The song of angels, ' On Earth

Peace,' will not always sound as fiction. O come, thou king-

dom of heaven, for which we daily pray! Come, friend and
Saviour of the race, who didst shed thy blood on the cross, to

reconcile man to man, and Earth to Heaven ! Come, ye pre-

dicted ages of righteousness and love, for which the faithful

have so long yearned. Come, Father Almighty, and crown
with thine omnipotence the humble strivings of thy children,

to subvert oppression and wrong, to spread light and freedom,

peace and joy, the truth and spirit of thy son, through the

whole earth."

In the letters written from this summer retreat, there is a

richness and depth of sentiment—a freedom of hand and
heart in blending without contrast the incidents of the

hour with thoughts belonging to all time,—that affect the
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reader with anticipations unspeakably grand. To Mrs.

FoUen he says :

—

"
I am sorry to learn from your letter that your solicitude

about me has continued so long. Ever since I began to im-

prove in health, I have gone on very slowly, to be sure, but

steadily, until now I am in my usual condition. Perhaps I

insensibly let down my standard of health, and after every

convalescence am satisfied with a little less vigour than I had

before. But ' I have all things and abound.' It is not neces-

sary to me 'to learn to be content.' I have been imbued

with that lesson without effort. Life presents to me, as yet,

her more cheering aspects. Is it that my condition has been

happier, or my temperament happier, or that I have resisted

evil less than most people? I have not gone through life

fighting with my lot. When evil has come, I have accepted

it at once. This looks like insensibility, and yet I am not

stone.

"What mysteries we are to ourselves ! Here am I finding

life a sweeter cup as I approach what are called its dregs, look-

ing round on this fair, glorious creation with a serener love,

and finding more to hope for in society at the very time that its

evils weigh more on my mind. Undoubtedly the independent

happiness which I find in thought and study has much to do

with my freedom from the common depression. The man who

lives in a world of his own, and who has contrived to make or

find a bright one, has struck one mine at least. But enough.

This page of egotism is not to my taste, and, what is more, I

have not gone to the root of the matter, but have touched only

on superficial influences."

—

III. 484.

And again he dwells upon his new discoveries of privi-

lege in his lot :

—

" Our natural affections become more and more beautiful to

me. I sometimes feel as if I had known nothing of human life

until lately—but so it will be for ever. We shall wake up to

the wonderful and beautiful in what we have seen with

undiscerning eyes, and find a new creation without moving a

step from our old haunts.
" I mix freely with conservatives and with the hopeful, and

am more and more inclined to extend my intercourse with men.
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Everywhere our common nature comes out. I have kept up

by books an acquaintance with all classes ; but real life is the

best book. At the end of life I see that I have lived too much

by myself. I wish you more courage, cordiality, and real union

with your race."— III. 486.

The next month (September) he was seized, during a

journey among the Green Mountains of Vermont, wdth

a feverish attack, which rapidly w^asted his slight store of

strength : and at sunset, on the 2nd October, he breathed

his last : having left, during these lingering weeks of de-

cline, no impression, by word or look, out of harmony

with the invariable gentleness and grace and sanctity of

his life.

In casting our eye backward over Channing's career, it is

easy to assign him his place in literature and life, and to

name his characteristics. It would be absurd to range him

in the first class of writers, or of men : he produced,—he

could have produced,—no great work in history, philosophy,

or art, to enter into the education of other times : what he

has written will not, perhaps, very long be read. His

influence, however, though not fitted for permanence, has

been both wide and deep ; and he must be placed as far

above the ordinary heroes of sectarian and pulpit popularity,

as he is below the noble peers of letters, who have their

irrevocable patent to represent our language. Perhaps no

one, in whom a single tendency or feeling rules over the

whole nature, can produce an enduring work : it would

seem, that while particular faculties achieve the tasks of

each passing generation, whole minds perform the work of

all time. Channing's profound moral sensibility became

the source of all his thought ; supplied his clue through

every question
;
gave a complexion to his view of nature,

history, and life ; and imparted to him that mixture of

reserve and refinement with enthusiasm and fire, which his

portrait so curiously expresses. The same feeling which

made him shrink from every thing /wmoral, rendered him
indifferent to what was z<;;^moral : and hence he had only a
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side-view into the whole reahii of art. Beauty, simply as

such, did not affect him, but must carry with it some con-

genial suggestion. Grassmere gives him a retreat, where

he may "resign himself to visions of sublime virtue
;^^

Helm Cragg bars out "the profanation of worldly passion f^

the sea "fills the soul with a consciousness of its greatness,"

or speaks " of the mercy and the rest of God." Whatever

object, grand or fair, expresses, in its lineaments, the attri-

butes of mind which constitute his ideal, awakens his

perceptive power ; all others pass before him in vain. The

emotions thus predominant in him over all others, were

also highly intense in themselves ; they possessed a self-

activity which interfered with his thorough reception from

without of ideas even of the same order. It has been said

that Channing was indebted for many of his best thoughts

to the conversation of others, and especially of his constant

companion Nathaniel Phillips, whose noble powers do in-

deed give plausibility to the assertion. But if he used the

talk of his friends, as he used his books, his travels, his

experience, and all the externals of his life, there is little

call for so disparaging a remark. From all these sources

he imported nothing ready-made into himself; they simply

served to set his mind in action ; and though the materials

were doubtless reproduced, they were treated like the

handful of airy unwrought silk held within snatch of the

ever-whirling machine,—caught up into the dance of a

thousand evolutions, and turned out with texture created

and identity destroyed. It was impossible for him to be a

learned man. He spread himself sometimes beneath the

tree of knowledge ; and, for a while, the leaves would drop

through the air of motionless attention, and rest upon the

silent grass of thought ; but the winds that swept over his

soul were so frequent and so fresh, that nothing could lie

where it fell, and the forms of fancy displaced the order of

deposition. There is a peculiarity in his composition,

which is traceable to the same cause. His writings exhibit

nothing logical, nothing architectonic in their structure.

VOL. I. L
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They are not put together in demonstration of a particular

truth, or to show the perspective of a complex system ; but

in exposition of a profound sentiment. He never thinks in

a line, but always from a centre, to which he returns

again and again, in order to radiate forth in new directions.

Thus he does not survey a subject, he does woX. prosecute I'i',

he dwells upon it. This mode of writing is not fitted to

satisfy the demands of a severe intellect, or of a large

culture ; and it is not wonderful that he has obtained little

favour from men of erudite or philosophic training; but

he falls in with the order of natural meditation, and meets

the wants of thoughtful and affectionate goodness. The
sleeplessness of his reflective power contrasted curiously

with his slowness in action. But in him many thoughts

were requisite to make up one movement of will. The
impulses from which most men are content to step forth

into conduct, were with him but the beginnings of delibera-

tion ; all the forces which could either urge or restrain,

must be brought to the bar of his circumspect conscience,

before the volition could be passed. And as his sympathies

were comprehensive, action was thus rendered difificult and

insulated ; and he could seldom throw himself completely

iiito the same course with others. But in proportion to his

carefulness beforehand, was his moderation and fidelity

afterwards ; so that, often, apparent irresolution issued in a

course of heroic and imperturbable determination.

In reading these volumes, we have been forcibly struck

with the contrast of the picture they present to that of

another biography, evidently in the author's view through-

out the preparation of his work. Blanco White and

Channing were attached friends ; and in the memoir of

each, the correspondence of the other constitutes one of

the chief ornaments. On the most momentous topics of

human thought, their opinions for many years concurred

;

yet how different the whole structure of their mental

nature ! White, of most perceptive senses, quick in

apprehension of form and colour, fond of music, and only
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prevented from being a critic in art by defect of imagina-

tion : Channing, with his h'fe so wholly inward in his

activity, that all this world of sight and sound was to him

but a note-book which registered abstractions. White,

with a most exact and facile memory, was made for a man
of erudition, and was actually, in spite of late beginnings,

a man of large and various accomplishments, master of

many languages, and of a great reach of history : Chan-

ning, with also a good deal of reading, had no acquisitions,

and could quote nothing from his stores, unless the book

that imparted them were still open upon the table. White,

of understanding naturally acute and consequential, was

also a practised dialectician, and conquered his reader, if

at all, by a subtle logic : Channing, stranger, apparently,

to Aristotle and Bacon, never thought in any form which

could win scholastic approbation, and carried away his

readers by methods which it would puzzle an Aquinas to

reduce. W^hite, dependent upon sympathy, not indifferent

to praise, was quick and tender in the formation of per-

sonal friendships, and adorned with his wit the societies

surrounding him in his best days : Channing, also, with

warm affections, was essentially self-dependent ; reserved

and without abandon in private life ; bestowing all his most

enthusiastic love on a great and beautiful image of human

nature in his heart. So far the comparison looks, though

without intention, unfavourable to Channing. But for

want of his moral enthusiasm and ideality, White, with all

his power of intellect and apprehension, missed the springs

of strength, and joy, and faith. His successive changes

of opinion were produced by a series of repulsions, rather

than attractions to new truth; and were attended by

alienations not wholly due to the prejudices of those whom
he had left. His sense of the errors he had thrown off

obscured his sense of justice and reverence for freedom :

he resisted the claims of the Catholics, and afterwards felt

the incubus of the Established Church on English society

as a matter almost of despair. His love of truth, detached

I. 2
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from any overpowering moral enthusiasm and indigenous

conviction, left him, especially in the weakness of his

last years, exposed too helplessly to the impression of any

powerful mind that might bear down upon him ; he had

no adequate resistance to offer to Strauss, Feuerbach, and

Hegel, and went into captivity. His end, reached with

patience and fidelity unbroken, but with declining hope,

and contracting love, and evanescent faith, was sad enough;

and seems doubly so, when we place beside it the growing

freedom, the hearty cheerfulness, and genuine glow of

trust with which Channing turned his face to the sinking

sun, and lay down to die. That same ideal faculty, which

is reputed to be fickle as a cloud, would appear, after

all, to give the steadiest light to life, and the surest warmth

to age.



IV.

THEODORE PARKER'S DISCOURSE OF

RELIGION.*

It is a dishonourable characteristic of the present age,

that on its most marked intellectual tendencies is impressed

a character of Fear. While its great practical agitations

exhibit a progress towards some positive and attainable

good, all its conspicuous movements of thought seem to

be mere retreats from some apprehended evil. Its new

sects are the results of certain prevalent antipathies, and

are like herds flying from a common repulsion. The open

plain of meditation, over which, in simpler times, earnest

men might range with devout and unmolested hope,

bristles all over with directions, showing which way we are

7iot to go. Turn where we may, we see warnings to

beware of some sophist's pitfall, or Devil's ditch, or Fool's

Paradise, or Atheist's desert, or inclosure of the elect,

with its ''procul este profaniP A despair of truth seizes

our timid and degenerate men. Checked and frightened

at the entrance of every path on which they venture, they

spend their strength in standing still ; or devise ingenious

proofs, that, in a world where periodicity is the only pro-

gress, retrogradation is the discreetest method of advance.

The first Tractarians were evidently men not unused to

*
«' A Discourse of Matters pertaining to Religion." By Theodore

Parker, Minister of the Second Church in Roxbury, Mass. Boston.

1842.—Prospective Review , February, 1846.
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explore the grounds and seek the Hmits of religious faith
;

and having pushed forward over this vast field till it was

trackless except by heretic feet, they were startled at their

position ; hid their faces, and refused to look into the

distance
;
grew terrified at their own lengthening shadow,

and felt as though at its further extremity it were already

dipping into some dread abyss. The recoil of Coleridge,

and more recently of the Cambridge men, from the

philosophy of Locke, is no less clearly an act of repugnance;

a shrinking from consequences which it was not expedient

to meet. And now a certain spectral monster, called

" Transcendentalism," disturbs the serenity of conven-

tional believers, and produces an excitement greatly dis-

proportioned to its alleged feeble and unsubstantial nature.

Those who report upon it declare that they plainly discern

it in many places, and can trace all its approaches ; they

pronounce it, at the same time, the most bewildered of

chimeras,—in fact, entirely destitute of eyesight : yet,

wherever it gropes its way, it produces, like the hunter in

blind-man's-buif, first an audible rustling in the childish

crowd, and then a shooting off in all practicable radii. But
it has always been the way with ghosts to do little, and to

scare much. This intellectual cowardice—connected, like

all cowardice, with an unloving and cruel temper—is a fatal

indication of a religious decline ; and a source of the imbe-

cility of the pulpit, compared with the power of the secular

press. Religion no longer thinks, soliloquizes, and is over-

heard in worship ; but stands consciously in the presence of

a host of enemies, and elaborates its defence and plans of

attack. Theologies, philosophies, arise, not now as the

simple tent which the soul would pitch, and where it would
abide, and whence look forth, under the shelter of sufficient

faith from the natural inclemencies of this universe ; but
as shot-proof fortifications, built with engineering skill, to

protect some threatened treasure, and defy some formid-

able artillery. Anxiety for a safe creed, and, from reaction,

indifference to all creed, are the two bad sentiments with
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which priestly influence has impregnated the mind of

Europe, in place of the natural desire for a true creed.

The rarity with which doctrines connected with morals

and divinity are looked at with a single eye to their truth

or falsehood, is disheartening to those who know what this

symptom implies. The fear of doubt is already a renun-

ciation of faith. With all the talk of " infidelity " in this

age, no one has more certainly a heart of unbelief than

he who cannot simply trust himself to the realities of God
;

who cannot say, " If here there be light, let us use it

gladly ; if otherwise, let us go into the dark, where Heaven

ordains : owning our helplessness, we shall feel the Invisible

Presence near us keeping his holy watch ; but pretending

that we see, we shall be left to a bleak and lonely night."

To those who are haunted with fears lest " neological

"

speculation should undermine the foundations of religion,

it must be consolatory to remember, that though mankind,

according to the testimony of divines, have always been

on the point of renouncing their belief in God, they have

never actually done so. On the appearance of every great

class of discoveries in physical science, every large exten-

sion of ancient chronology, every new school of meta-

physics, the danger has been announced as imminent : yet

the Atheism of the world, like the Millennium of the

Church, is a catastrophe which continues to be postponed.

The researches which assigned a high antiquity to the

dynasties of Egypt, and the mythologies of India, were

charged with audacity for trespassing beyond the Flood,

and even passing without notice by the gates of Eden ; as

if, in fixing the place of Menes, and finding the origin of

the Sagas, the Creator was superseded, and the world

abandoned to fatalism. The great geological periods,

descending by colossal steps down into the darkness of

the past eternity, were thought to conduct into the cham-

bers of a godless necessity. The theory which admits,

and the theory which denies, the " Necessary Connection"

between Cause and Effect, have both been accused of
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hostility to the first principles of natural theology, and
have both been employed to invalidate them. And the

attempt to evade the danger by resolving all assignable

powers into the activity of God, is condemned as mis-

chievously Pantheistic, melting away every divine element

from life in the solvent of indiscriminate mysticism. Yet,

after all these shocks, the theoretic faith of men stands

fast, and the shelter of a divine rule is felt to overarch us

still. Amid the vicissitudes of the intellect, worship

retains its stability : and the truth which, it would seem,

cannot be proved, is unaffected by an infinite series of

refutations. How evident that it has its ultimate seat, not

in the mutable judgments of the understanding, but in the

native sentiments of Conscience, and the inexhaustible

aspirations of Affection ! The supreme certainty must

needs be too true to be proved : and the highest perfection

can appear doubtful only to Sensualism and Sin.

Gladly then do we gird up our hearts to follow the bold

and noble steps of Theodore Parker over the ample pro-

vince of thought which he traverses in his Discourse on
Religion. However startling the positions to which he

conducts us, and however breathless the impetuosity with

which he hurries on, the region over which he flies is no
dream-land, but a real one, which will be laid down truly

or falsely in the minds of reflecting men ; his survey of it

is grand and comprehensive, complete in its boundaries, if

not always accurate in its contents ; and the glass of clear

and reverential faith through which he looks at all things,

presents the most familiar objects in aspects beautiful and
new. The book treats in orderly succession of every topic

interesting to the religious philosopher, and needful to be

handled in the construction of a positive faith. It opens

with a discussion of the Metaphysics of Religion, dis-

tributed over two Books ; in the first of which the psycho-

logical sources of worship are investigated and traced

through their manifestations in Fetichism, Polytheism,

Monotheism ; while in the second, the passage is made to
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the Ontological conclusions which the rehgious sentiment

demands, and, in determining the relations of God to Na-

ture and to the Soul, the questions of Miracle and Inspira-

tion are reviewed. This leads to the Historical and Critical

theology of the two succeeding Books ; the first treating of

Jesus of Nazareth personally, the source of his authority,

the essence of his religion, the attributes of his character ;

the second, of the Hebrew records by which his nation is

known to us, and the Greek, in which the impression of

himself and his disciples is handed down ; the claims of

their origin, the credibility of their contents, and the just

limits to our veneration for their statements. A concluding

Book examines the origin, organization, and distribution of

the Church ; and estimates the merits and defects of its

Romish, its Protestant, and its Philosophical parties. So

vast a mass of matter, requiring for its management a very

various skill, cannot, it may be supposed, be dealt with by

one man, and in one volume, otherwise than superficially.

Yet there is a mastery shown over every element of the

great subject, and the slight treatment of it in parts no

reader can help attributing to the plan of the work, rather

than to the incapacity of the author. From the resources

of a mind singularly exuberant by nature and laboriously

enriched by culture, a system of results is here thrown up,

and spread out in luminous exposition : and though the

processes are often imperfectly indicated by which they have

been reached, they so evidently come from the deep and

vital action of an understanding quaHfied to mature them,

that an opponent who might stigmatize the book as super-

ficial, would never venture to call the author so. There are

few men living, we suspect, who would like to have a con-

troversy with him on any one of his many heresies. The

references in his notes, though often only general, are, when

needful, sufficiently specific and various to show an extent

of reading truly astonishing in so young a writer : yet the

glow and brilliancy of his page prove that the accumulated

mass of other men's thought and learning has been but the
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fuel of his own genius. The copiousness of German erudi-

tion, systematized with a French precision, seems here to

have been absorbed by a mind having the moral massive-

ness, the hidden tenderness, the strong enthusiasm, of an

English nature. The least perfect of his achievements

appears to us to be the metaphysical : he is too ardent to

preserve self-consistency throughout the parts of a large

abstract scheme ; too impetuous for the fine analysis of

intricate and evanescent phenomena. His philosophical

training, however, gives him great advantages in his treat-

ment of concrete things and his views of human affairs :

and in nothing would he, in our opinion, more certainly

excel than in history,—whether the history of thought and

knowledge, or of society and institutions. As to the form
in which our author presents his ideas, our readers must

judge of that from the passages we may have occasion to

quote. We have small patience at any time with the criti-

cisms on style in which " Belles Lettres men " and rheto-

ricians delight : and where we speak to one another of the

solemn mysteries of life and duty and God, such things

affect us like a posture-master's discussion of Christ's sitting

attitude in the Sermon on the Mount, or some prudish

milHner's critique on the penitent wiping his feet with her

hair. Men who neither think nor feel, but only learn, pre-

tend, and imitate, may make an art out of the deepest

utterances of the human soul : but from these histrionic

beings, who would applaud the " elocution " of Isaiah, and

study the "delivery " of a "Father, forgive them !" such a

man as Theodore Parker recalls us with a joyful shame-
" Thought," said Plato, " is the soul's hidden speech "

; with

our author, and all such, we have the obverse of this, viz.

Speech, which is the soul's open Thought. He reasons, he

meditates, he loves, he scorns, he weeps, he worships, aloud-

It may be thought very improper that a man should thus pub-

lish himself^ instead of some choice, decorous excerpts, " fit

for the public eye." As, in prayer to God, it is deemed, in

these days, no sin to utter, instead of our real desires,
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something else which we should hold it decent to desire

;

so, in addressing men, it is esteemed wise, not to say, or

even to inquire, what we do think, but to put forth what it

might be as well to think. Weary of all this, and finding

nothing but a holy dulness and sickly unreality in the con-

ventional theology of the pulpit and the press, we delight

in our author's irrepressible unreserve. No doubt there

are rash judgments ; there is extravagant expression ; the

colouring of his emotions is sometimes too vivid ; the edge

of his indignation too sharp. But he believes, and there-

fore does he speak. You have his mind. These things

are true to him : and if not true in themselves, that is an

objection to their substance, not to their style ; the exces-

sive force of which, while it drives the truth the deeper,

lays the error more open to reply. It has become the

practice, in matters of theology, always to suppose that a

writer acts upon the " doctrine of reserve,"—which, by the

way, Tractarian Jesuitry might have saved itself the trouble

of recommending ;—it is thought impossible that a divine

should say simply what he means, nothing more, nothing

less. Especially if he recedes from the traditional standard

of his class, he is supposed to have "gone away backward

"

immeasurably beyond his apparent position. The heresies

he produces are concluded to be a mere sample of the store

he carries in his satchel : and every doubt he avows becomes

a multiplying factor, capable of indefinite involution, and

sure to reappear in terrible dimensions from the imagina-

tion of some accuser. We propose it as a problem to the

curious, " Why men, particularly preachers, are rarely sup-

posed to believe itiore than they profess ; continually, less ;

scarcely ever, precisely that, and nothing else ? " Is the

instinctive shrewdness of the world mistaken in this impres-

sion ? Not in the least. Secular common sense sees the

matter as it is. And if the very existence of such a rule of

interpretation does not show how habitual to the clerical

character pretence or self-sophistication has become, we

know not how to explain it. Nay, so well understood is
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the shameful fact, that it is openly alleged as a reason for

further unveracity. Experienced counsellors speak as if it

were a regular law of the human mind to believe, not just

what is told it, but something different. They advise us to

compute this deflection, and allow for it. To the young
soul, burning with guileless truth and love, they say, " Be
cautious ; do not disturb men's minds by novelties ; let

their harmless mistakes alone ; they cannot safely do with-

out them. Besides, you will be sure to be misunderstood,

and supposed to go further than you do. You will really

leave * the truest impression ' by a judicious silence, or a

mere hint that these things are not to be put upon a level

with ' essentials.' " That is to say, if we would obtain

credence, we must give forth, not truth, but a lie. Past

falsehoods are made the plea for present ones ; and such as

to-day is, will the morrow also be ; and so on to the end of

the chapter of hypocrisy; unless men arise who cannot hold

the word that is in them, and will cast this diplomacy to

the winds. And after all, it is only the false men that

can long " misunderstand " the true ; natural speech is not

hard to the upright; it can put no one out of his reckoning

but those who miss in it the " hints " they have been accus-

tomed to calculate, and their favourite "silence which speaks

for itself." Honour then to the manly simplicity of Theo-

dore Parker. Perish who may among Scribes and Phari-

sees,
—"orthodox liars for God,"

—

he at least "has delivered

his soul."

Of the noble spirit of truth that is in him, some idea

may be formed from the following sketch of the preaching

of Jesus :

—

" Yet there were men who heard the new word. Truth
never yet fell dead in the streets : it has such affinity with

the soul of man, the seed, however broadcast, will catch

somewhere, and produce its hundredfold. Some kept his

sayings and pondered them in their heart. Others heard
them gladly. Did priests and Levites stop their ears ? Pub-
licans and harlots went into the kins^dom of God before
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them. Those blessed women, whose hearts God has sown
deepest with the orient pearl of faith ; they who ministered

to him in his wants, washed his feet with tears of penitence,

and wiped them with the hairs of their head,—was it in vain

he spoke to them ? Alas for the anointed priest, the child of

Levi, the son of Aaron, men who shut up inspiration in old

books, and believed God was asleep. They stumbled in dark-

ness, and fell into the ditch. But doubtless there was many a

tear-stained face that brightened like tires new stirred as Truth

spoke out of Jesus's lips. His word swayed the multitude as

pendant vines swing in the summer wind ; as the spirit of God
moved on the waters of chaos, and said, ' Let there be light,'

and there was light. No doubt many a rude fisherman of

Gennesareth heard his words with a heart bounding and scarce

able to keep in his bosom, went home a new man, with a legion

of angels in his breast, and from that day lived a life divine

and beautiful. No doubt, on the other hand. Rabbi Kozeb

Ben Shatan, when he heard of this eloquent Nazarene, and
his Sermon on the Mount, said to his disciples in private at

Jerusalem, This new doctrine will not injure us, prudent and

educated men ; we know that men may worship as well out of

the temple as in it ; a burnt-offering is nothing ; the ritual of

no value ; the Sabbath like any other day ; the Law faulty in

many things, offensive in some, and no more from God than

other laws equally good. We know that the priesthood is a

human affair, originated and managed like other human affairs.

We may confess this to ourselves, but what is the use of telling

it ? The people wish to be deceived ; let them. The Pharisee

will conduct wisely like a Pharisee,—for he sees the eternal

fitness of things,—even if these doctrines should be proclaimed.

But this people, who know not the Law, what will become of

them ? Simon Peter, James, and John, those poor, unlettered

fishermen on the Lake of Galilee, to whom we gave a farthing

and the priestly blessing in our summer excursion, what will

become of them when told that every word of the Law did not

come straight out of the mouth of Jehovah, and the ritual is

nothing? They will go over to the Flesh and the Devil, and
be lost. It is true, that the Law and the Prophets are well

summed up in one word, Love God and man. But never let

21s sanction the saying ; it would ruin the seed of Abraham,
keep back the kingdom of God, and ' destroy our usefulness.'
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Thus went it at Jerusalem. The new word was ^ Blasphemy/
the new prophet an ' Infidel/ 'beside himself/ 'had a devil.'

But at Galilee, things took a shape somewhat different ; one
which blind guides could not foresee. The common people,

not knowing the Law, counted him a prophet come up from
the dead, and heard him gladly. Yes, thousands of men, and
women also, with hearts in their bosoms, gathered in the field

and pressed about him in the city and the desert place, forgetful

of hunger and thirst, and were fed to the full with his words, so

deep a child could understand them; James and John leave

all to follow him who had the word of eternal life ; and when
that young carpenter asks Peter, Whom sayest thou that I

am? it has been revealed to that poor, unlettered fisherman,

not by flesh and blood, but by the word of the Lord, and he
can say. Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God. The
Pharisee went his way, and preached a doctrine that he knew
was false ; the fisherman also went his way ; but which to the

Flesh and the Devil.?

" We cannot tell, no man can tell, the feelings which the

large, free doctrines of absolute Religion awakened when heard

for the first time. There must have been many a Simeon
waiting for the consolation ; many a Mary longing for the

better part ; many a soul in cabins and cottages and stately

dwellings, that caught glimpses of the same truth, as God's

light shone through some crevice which Piety made in that

wall Prejudice and Superstition had built up betwixt man and

God ; men who scarce dared to trust that revelation,— ' too

good to be true,'—such was their awe of Moses, their reverence

for the priest. To them the word of Jesus must have sounded

divine ; like the music of their home sung out in the sky, and
heard in a distant land, beguiling toil of its weariness, pain of

its sting, affliction of despair. There must have been men, sick

of forms which had lost their meaning, pained with the open

secret of sacerdotal hypocrisy, hungering and thirsting after

the truth, yet whom Error and Prejudice and Priestcraft had

blinded so that they dared not think as men, nor look on the

sun-light God shed upon the mind."— B. III. Ch. VII. p. 305.

To discuss worthily any one of the many great topics

over which this volume carries us is impossible within the

compass of a review. We shall endeavour to go at once
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to the bottom of the matter, and fix our attention on the

real point of divergence between the author and his oppo-

nents. It is useless to dispute about the proof of the

miracles, while we are at issue respecting their value when

proved ; to inquire into the inspiration of prophets and

apostles, without first determining what " inspiration

"

means ; to talk about the evidences of " Revealed " Reli-

gion, till we have agreed upon the distinction between

" Nature " and " Revelation "
; to balance the comparative

claims of the Bible on one hand, and " Reason and Con-

science " on the other, till we are sure that a book and a

mental faculty can become proper competitors, and find a

common field of rivalry. An inconsiderate reasoner is

little aware how completely figurative are all theological

formulas, implying a whole system of conceptions which

they do not name, and which may not be held in common

by himself and his opponent. It is in the suppressed tjiatter

of every religious controversy that the real disagreement

will be found : and until the moral and psychological

assumptions are drawn out, which dictate the phraseology

of belief, discussion must continue to be an aimless battle

of words.

The scheme of belief, which has given rise to Theodore

Parker's reaction, may be summed up in these words :

That Christianity is a divine message, imparted to teach us

our duty, and to present the sanctions of a future life : and

that this message is proved to be from God, by accompany-

ing miracles,—the characteristic marks of his agency. We
are so accustomed to this kind of language, that the real

contents of it escape our notice. Let us carefully draw

out the conceptions which it involves, with respect both to

the divine nature and to the human mind.

As divine agency has an appropriate mark by which we

may distinguish it, it is thus separated from other agencies,

to which we should else refer the phenomena submitted to

our examination. By the help of this mark we are enabled

to say, "This is from Heaven." Take away this mark.
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and we can no longer say, " This is from Heaven." God,

therefore, is 07ie of a plurality of causes now operative in

the universe : and is discriminated, by a characteristic of

his own, from other members of the general class of
" powers."

The characteristic in question by which his phenomena
are recognized is their miraculous nature. Without pausing

to make any exact analysis of this phrase, we may consider

it as denoting departurefrom Law. This will be admitted

to be no incorrect statement of the feature we expect in

any event claiming to be a miracle. In order, therefore, to

rescue a phenomenon from other Causes and refer it to

God, it must be exceptional and out of course in relation

to the general order of the known world.

So long as this peculiarity cannot be shown to belong to

it, the other causes retain their claim upon it, and the

attempt to refer it to the divine agency is unsuccessful.

That is to say, wherever Law is, God is not ; a?id where

God is, Law is ?iot. The boundary line thus drawn,—
where does it pass ? what lies within it,—what beyond ?

The realm of Law is coextensive with Nature, as an object

of human study. Science is but our register of phenomenal

laws ; and nothing which can ask for entry there can be

anomalous. Science, however, is excluded from no depart-

ment of the material or mental creation. From the bed of

the ocean to the clusters of the milky way, it passes with

its detective instruments of Number and of Measure, and

never without the discovery, or at least the augury, of order.

Whenever it alights on a fresh region, the first confusion

begins instantly to show signs of an incipient symmetry,

and the ranks of established law pass the confines which

had arrested them, and spread their lines over the new
realm. This, then, is a province actually conquered from

God ; as science, with its " forces," advances, His power

is dislodged in our belief, and retreats ; and every fresh

occupation effected by human knowledge is an expul-

sion executed upon the divine energy. That this is the
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sentiment really entertained by the upholders of the preva-

lent theology, is evident from the reluctance with which

they admit any unexpected extension of the dominion of

law. To find a rule of order, where they had fancied only

insulated and anomalous volitions, seems to them like a

loss of God. Who can doubt that this feeling is at the

foundation of the hostility displayed against the " Vestiges

of the Natural History of Creation ? " The author has no

doubt committed errors in detail, and availed himself of

questionable hypotheses, in order to connect the parts of

his system, and complete his generalization. But the

detection of these imperfections has been sought with an

eagerness not to be misunderstood ; and has brought relief

to the awe-struck imagination of many a reader, to whom
the spreading tracks of law, as they pushed their perspective

deeper and deeper into the wilderness of phenomena,

seemed but a highway for the exile of his God. Science

thus becomes burdened with a tremendous responsibility :

wherever it works, it is engaged in superseding Deity : it

drops, as a deadly nightshade, on a cluster of phenomena,

benumbing all that was divine ; and as the narcotic circle

widens, the awful sleep extends.

It would be unjust, however, to stop at this point in our

development of the scheme in question. Nothing can be

further from the minds of its advocates, than to snatch the

whole domain of law from the Supreme Ruler. They
bring this also under the sway, not indeed of his present,

but of his past volition ; completing their system by the

maxim, implied if not expressed, that where Law is, God
was. Order, they affirm, requires a Mi?td to set it on foot,

and carries with it the traces of antecedent Thought : no

other causes are adequate for its explanation. The theory

therefore sums itself up in this : that God, as an Agent, is

excluded from the sphere of Order during its continuance,

but is required for its commencement. " True," may the

objector say, "{/" it ever commence at all. Putting myself

back in imagination, as I doubt not you are doing, to a

VOL. I. M
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State of supposed chaos, and stripping the universe, as far

as my conception can effect it, of all the forces which you

admit to be operative now^ I may grant that, out of this

lawless confusion, law could not spontaneously arise ; and
that, if ever there were a time when Space was yet a seed-

field of 'infinite, undetermined possibilities, nothing but a

Mind could make election from such prior conditions, and

elicit this definite creation and no other. But what reason

have we for assuming the antecedence of any such state of

things ? Why am I to suppose a time when there were no

dynamic elements ? What trace has electricity or gravity

of a modern origin,—of origin at all ? If such power acts

now,—acted yesterday,—and has left its traces on structures

immeasurably old,—where is the date past which it is

irrational to run back its agency ? Your proposition there-

fore is true as an hypothesis ; but your hypothesis cannot

be legitimated as a reality."

That Order com7?iencing requires a Mind to produce it,

may therefore be acknowledged by Atheist as well as

Theist : that Order existing is beyond the reach of other

and mere " natural " causes, must be denied by both.

Indeed, the assertion is manifestly false, upon the principles

of the scheme under review, and stands in direct contra-

diction to its assumption, that where Law is, God is not.

What are those " other causes " which are incompetent to

the case? Doubtless, such physical forces as we have

before referred to,—electricity, gravity, &:c. And to what

are these powers adequate, if not to produce orderly

phenomena ? Name the sphere within which their ex-

planation is valid, since it fails wherever uniformity is

found. How do we know them as causes at all, except by

the regularity of their effects, completing a determinate

cycle of successions, and affording us fixed rules of

expectation ? What are all our books of Science but

expositions of regular and beautiful phenomena,—nay,

of all the regularity and beauty within the circle

of our knowledge,—distinctly referred to these very
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causes? They account for order; or they account for

nothing.

Everything, then, in this form of Theism, depends on

our abihty to find some proof of the recency or commence-

ment of the existing " forces of nature." Can any one

produce such proof? Dr. Crombie confesses the failure

of every attempt at metaphysical demonstration of this

point : and resorts, as a last refuge, to certain physical and

other indications impressed on the system of the world, at

variance, as he thinks, with any great antiquity in the

dynamics of the universe.^ Of what kind are these indi-

cations ? Why, the supposed resistance of an ether or of

the sun's light to the planetary revolutions,—showing that

the solar system will have an end and must have had a

beginning : and the recent origin of the human species.

The known energies of nature being inadequate to account

for the origination of these structures, a divine source is

indispensable. But what if, with our advancing knowledge,

the " energies of nature " should be found not inadequate

to the explanation, and the effects in question should enter

the dominion of law ? Are we in that case to turn Atheists ?

It would appear so, on this theory ;—a theory, in which

God is invoked only as a supplementary Cause, to eke out

the imperfections of other powers, for ever spreading their

acknowledged achievements to the prejudice and peril of

his sovereignty ; and all is staked on our i2otfi7iding a solu-

tion for this or that scientific perplexity. Religion poises

itself on a trembling apex, if this be really the footing on

which it stands, t

* Natural Theology, Vol. I. Ch. I. §§ 10, II.

t M. Comte, in his remarkable work, " Cours de Philosophie Posi-

tive," assumes this to be the real state of the relation between Science

and Religion: and accordingly decides that there is " an inevitable

antipathy between research into the real laws of phenomena and the

inquiry respecting their essential causes "
: he treats as chimerical all

attempts to remove the " radical incompatibility" between Theology

and Positive Philosophy : and, relying on the irresistible scientific

M 2
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The truth is, the Theist who takes this ground has made
a concession false in itself, and fatal to his argument.

Yielding to the tendency, invariably created by inductive

science, to confound together the notions of Law and

Cause, he has admitted physical agencies to be real powers :

and has thus put instruments into the hands of Atheism,

with which he will in vain struggle to contend : his utmost

skill can give him only a drawn battle. Once allow that

Causes are of two sorts, living Will and Dead Forces, and

the competition between them for the governance of the

universe can never be determined. How alone can we
proceed to make choice between two causes, both claiming

the parentage of a given system of effects ? Assuredly, by

seeking throughout these effects for some feature exclu-

sively belonging to one or the other of the causes in

question. And where we have to account for a limited

series of phenomena, we may hope to detect such signature

of their origin ; they will display some peculiarity in which

they differ from other assortments of phenomena, and will

so teach us something of the nature of their cause. But

where the facts are absolutely infinite in number, and com-

prise all things, this method can lead to no result : because

the phenomena observed, not being this set, or that set,

but all sets,—the sum total of what exists and what hap-

pens in the universe,—can have 7io characteristic,—no

common property which other things have not ; for those

" other things " are in your list as well as these ; and it is

only by characteristics in the effect, that you can infer the

nature of the Cause. A theology, therefore, which relin-

quishes the unity of causation, and permits Science to

dismember the idea and create a whole class of powers,

performs an act of suicide. By equating the distinction

between divine and non-divine with the difference between

natural and non-natural, it surrenders, in our opinion, the

very citadel of faith : turns the universe from a monothe-

tendency of the modern European mind, entertains confident hopes of

getting rid of the " Hypothesis of a God "
! Tome IV. 51^ Lecon.
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istic temple into a Pantheon of philosophy, and whips out

the worshipper to make way for the experimentalist.

The same system makes assumptions respecting man, to

which it is quite as difficult to give assent, as to its represen-

tation of God. Revelation, we are assured, is to be conceived

of as a message, proved by attendant miracles to be from

Heaven, and designed to teach us our duty and present the

sanctions of a future life. Our duty, then, is authenticated

by the message ; and the message by the Divine mark.

What is this but to say, that from God as known we learn

duty as ?iot known ? Nay, it is worse ; for there is no

other knowledge of God here supposed than a recognition

of his power ; and what is really implied is this,—that our

Senses may know his physical mark, when our Conscience

cannot tell his moral mark. The moral faculty is the dunce

whose dulness the senses, with their hornbook, undertake

to instruct in the laws of right and wrong. When the

lesson is learned by rote, it is enforced by the announce-

ment of future retribution ; and when carried into practice

under this influence, the specific purpose of the Revelation,

as above defined, is perfectly fulfilled. Yet it is plain that

from a nature, assumed to be insensible to the intrinsic

obligation of what is taught, nothing but external conduct,

imitative of genuine and afl"ectionate duty, can be obtained

by this preceptive appeal to self-interest. And it would

seem to follow, that Revelation accomplishes its characteris-

tic end, when it has brought us to act, from prudential hope

and fear, as though ive loved our neighbour and our God.

We are well aware that the supporters of this scheme do

not practically attribute to human nature the moral stolidity

which their theory suggests : they allow a considerable, but

imperfect, perception of right and wrong. This, however,

relieves no difficulty, and is an ineffectual compromise. The

duties taught by the Revelation either accord with the

moral perception addressed, or do not accord with it. If

they do, then nothing beyond the natural law is given us.

If they do not, then a collision arises between the require-
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ments of miracle and the dictates of nature ; and as the

physical sign of God is assumed by the theory to be better

known by us than his moral trace, and for this very reason

adopted as the instrument of instruction, we ought at once
to renounce the suggestions of Conscience, and do any
wickedness which "the wonderful work" may recommend.
Whoever shrinks from this conclusion acknowledges that

miracle cannot override Reason and Conscience ; that these

powers have a veto on all professing enactments of almighty

law; and supply a paramount natural inspiration diviner

than any that is supernatural.

We are convinced that, notwithstanding all that is said in

praise of the " miraculous evidence," it is gradually loosen-

ing its hold on the minds even of its defenders. The in-

dications of this are not to be mistaken. Attention is more
and more drawn in and concentrated upon the great strong-

hold—the resurrection of Christ—an eventwhose testimonial

character is, to say the least, very subordinate to its higher

relations. The other miracles, so far from being deemed
available as media of proof, are usually treated as the great

objects of proof. They were once the affidavit ; they are

now the brief. And only those of them are heartily referred

to, in which the credential element is lost and absorbed in

their character of majesty or mercy, which enables the

moral affections to quiet the cross-questionings of the under-

standing. Miracles in which the pure evidential ingredient

is found unmixed, lie in the most unaccountable disuse, and
appear even to excite an uncomfortable feeling. That
Jesus paid a tax by having a fish caught with a shekel in

his mouth, is not adduced to convince the doubting of his

divine authority : nor do we hear Paul's mission argued

from the miracles wrought by his apron. Why not ? These
are genuine " signs,'' empty of all value except their signifi-

cance as evidence : this however remains quite perfect in

them
; for they are surely as good proofs of superhuman

power as any other miracles. They rest on the same testi-

mony as the events most firmly believed. Yet is there any
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one who does not feel, that the testimony will scarcely bear

the strain of these events ? And who then will deny, that

it is the ?noral element of Christian history that must

authenticate the miraculous, not the miraculous that authen-

ticates the moral ?

The whole language of this scheme involves conceptions

unworthy of the present capabilities, often below the present

state, of religion among thoughtful and devout men. For

the first disciples, themselves on earth, and constantly

looking for Christ's return hither, it was only natural to

imagine two spheres of being, with the wilderness of clouds

and space between; the one, the scene of God's local

presence, where Jesus "sat at the right hand of God": the

other, this world of waiting and of exile, which had nothing

divine but as an express emanation from that upper sphere.

Filled with the fancy of a physical distance between heavenly

and human things, they fitly spoke of Messengers and

Ajubassadors of God, as we should of visitants from a

foreign potentate. To treat the miracles as Credentials

was a suitable thing, when such acts, though out of nature

upon this lower earth and among ordinary men, were re-

garded as the established ways of the upper world to which

Messiah belonged, and accepted as the overflow of his

diviner nature upon his mortal career. And there was

something in the way of positive information, startling

enough to be described as a Message from God, to those

who thought themselves apprised of the speedy Advent and

approaching end of the world. This was to them a notice

of an historic event, which would affect their whole course

of action in the meanwhile. But all this is incapable of

harmonizing with our altered state. Our outward universe,

our personal expectations, are totally different from theirs.

Their one world, storehouse of heavenly things, has burst

into ten thousand spheres, not one of which is nearer to

the awful presence than our own. We are not remote from

our Father, that he should have to setid to us
;
there is no

interval between. Nor are the universal principles of Faith
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and Duty, which constitute the essence of Christianity, so

strange to our nature, that we should treat them as a com-
munication from foreign parts. There is no going and
coming, no telegraph, or embassage, no interposition and
retreat, no divine sleeping and waking, in pure religion.

The human race is for ever at home with God ; and his In-

spiration, intensest in the soul of the Galilean, is fresh and
open for every age.

The recoil of Theodore Parker from the received system

is vehement, and, we think, excessive. But there is great

difficulty in giving an account of his scheme as a whole

:

for he is not an exact writer, scarcely a consistent thinker

;

and his convictions are rather a series of noble fragments,

waiting adjustment by maturer toil, than a compact and
finished structure. His vast reading, and his quick

sympathy with what is great and generous of every kind,

have given an eclectic character to his philosophy. His
mind refuses to let go any thing that is true and excellent

;

yet in adopting it takes insufficient pains to weave it into

the fabric of his previous thought ; so that the texture of

his faith presents a pattern not easy to reduce to symmetry.

At one time he hates evil, like a Dualist ; at another,

pities it, like a Fatalist ; now, melts away the human soul

and becomes lost in the Universal Being, like a mystic
;

and then, brings out the individual will again with force

and prominence worthy of a Stoic. Zeno and Spinoza

seem to us to co-exist in his mind ; but they have not

struck up a mutual acquaintance.

Our author argues from the religiosity of man to the

reality of God ; and concurs with Schleiermacher in regard-

ing the Sense of Dependence as the source of human faith.

The Sentiment of religion, like any other primitive want
of our nature, doubtless directs itself to an object, not

illusory, but actual; and that we "feel after" a perfect

Being is enough to prove that he exists, and that we can
"find Him." Thus is legitimated the "intuitive Idea of

God," which is said to be the idea of " a Being infinite in
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Power, Wisdom, and Goodness." Of this ''Idea" many

things are affirmed, to which, we must confess, we can

attribute no defensible meaning. It is said to be the

" logical condition of all other ideas " (p. 21) ;
and yet to

be "afterwards fundamentally and logically established by

the a priori argument " (p. 23). What media of proof can

" establish " that which is the logical condition of those

very media ? It is also said to be primitive and simple,

like the idea of "existence" (p. 22) : and it puzzles us to

think how that which is perfectly unique and simple, and

destitute of characteristics, can be " logically established."

And the account which our author gives of this Idea

does " not,'' he assures us, " defiiie the nature of God, but

does distinguish our idea of hi?n from all other ideas and

conceptions whatever." This appears to us simply self-

contradictory ; and we cannot deny that there are many

other things of the same sort. We could easily dismiss

blemishes of this kind, arising from insufficient precision,

if the looseness did not accumulate and condense itself

into a doctrinal conception very seductive, but, in our

opinion, very erroneous. The oscillation back from the

atheistical tendencies of a cold and mechanical philosophy

has generally flung the reasoner into Pantheism : and our

author has not, in our opinion, escaped the danger,—if, at

least, we must judge by the words of his theory, rather

than by the spirit of his mind. Offended at the usurpa-

tion effected by "natural powers," he has swept them all

away, and drowned them in the ocean of the One Supreme.

Shocked at the banishment of God as a living Agent

from the actual scenes and recent ages of this world, he

has recalled the Almighty Presence with such power as to

ihake an absence of all else ; and when we look round for

the objects that should be his correlatives, the beings that

should receive his regards, the theatre that was waiting for

his energy, they are gone. Perhaps we shall be asked,

" What then ? Can there be in human faith an excess of

Deity ? Is there any thing you would care to save from
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the general merging of all inferior causes ? " Yes ; we
reply, there is one thing that must not be overwhelmed,

even by an invasion of the Infinite Glory. Let all besides

perish, if you will ; but when you open the windows of

heaven upon this godless earth, and bring back the sacred

flood to swallow up each brute rebellious power, let there

be an ark of safety built (it is Heaven's own warning

word) to preserve the Human Will from annihilation : for

if this sink too, the divine irruption designed to purify,

does but turn creation into a vast Dead Sea occupied by

God. Theodore Parker has failed to perceive this. The
more effectually to contradict the system which makes the

Creative Power only One Cause among many, he has

represented it as the Solitary Cause. Our author seems

aware that he is open to this criticism : and as we should

be sorry to be confounded with the alarmists who have

raised the cry against him in his own land, we will state

more precisely the ground of our objection to his theory.

He observes :

—

" The charge of Pantheism is very vague, and is usually

urged by such as know least of its meaning. He who con-

ceives of God, as the iminaiient cause of all things, as infinitely

present, and infinitely active, with no limitations, is sure to be

called a Pantheist in these days, as he would have passed for

an Atheist two centuries ago. Some who have been called by

this easy and obnoxious name, both in ancient and in modern

times, have been philosophical defenders of the doctrine of

one God, but have given him the historical form neither of

Brahma nor Jehovah."—B. I. Ch. V. § 2, p. 94.

Now, if one who denied the Divine absenteeism from

creation and life, as they now are, or, what is equivalent,

the Divine inertness within them, were justly called a

Pantheist, we should glory in the name. We do not

believe in epochs of Creative activity, exceptional to the

general constancy of a godless repose. With the prophet

of old, we should be ashamed to think of the everlasting

Hope of men, "as a Stranger in the land, and as a Way-
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farer that turneth aside to tarry for a night."* His work

is bounded by no chronological condition, and is neither

old nor new. His dial indicates always the same hour of

eternity : its infinite shadow never moves ; flung across the

universe, it eclipses no living world, but darkens only

death and the abyss. His agency is no intermittent tide

carrying a shifting wave of glory from sphere to sphere,

from century to century, and leaving a dreary strand of

desertion between, strewed only with the wrecks of the

receding God. The legendary Creation-week, the conse-

crated date of our childish thought, has long since burst

open, as the capsule of illimitable ages, through all of

which the Productive Will has been as fresh and fertile as

at the moment when "light was." We protest against the

ascription of causality to the " laws of nature " which

Science investigates. The methods of Science can teach

us nothing but the order of phenomenal succession to

which our expectations are to adjust themselves ; and this,

in spite of all the special pleading of " acute analysis," does

7iot fulfil our idea of Causation. The mind demands a

Power beneath the surface over which sense and observa-

tion range, to evolve this serial order, to marshal the

punctual ranks of beneficent and beautiful events, to

measure the invariable cycles, and beat time to the listen-

ing seasons. We think that that Power cannot in reason

be otherwise conceived than as the Living Will of God.

So far, therefore, as outward nature is concerned, we are

far from objecting to sink all its so-called " forces," and to

regard them as so many manners of divine agency. " This

view seems " to us, not only " at first," (as our author says,)

but to the end,

"
. . . . congenial to a poetic and religious mind. If the

world be regarded as a collection of powers,— the awful

force of the storm, of the thunder, of the earthquake ;
the

huge magnificence of the ocean, in its slumber or its wrath ;
the

* Jer. xiv. 8.
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sublimity of the ever-during hills : the rocks, which resist all

but the unseen hand of time ; these might lead to the thought

that they were God. If men looked at the order, fitness,

beauty, love, everywhere apparent in nature, the impression is

confirmed. The All of things appears so beautiful to the com-
prehensive eye, that we almost think it is its own Cause and
Creator. The animals find their support and their pleasure

;

the painted leopard and the snowy swan, each living by its

own law
; the bird of passage that pursues, from zone to zone,

its unmarked path ; the summer warbler which sings out its

melodious existence in the woodbine ; the flowers that come
unasked, charming the youthful year ; the golden fruit matur-
ing in its wilderness of green ; the dew and the rainbow ; the

frost flake and the mountain snow ; the glories that wait upon
the morning, or sing the sun to his ambrosial rest ; the pomp
of the sun at noon, amid the clouds of a June day ; the awful

pomp of night, when all the stars with a serene step come out,

and tread their round, and seem to watch in blest tranquillity

about the slumbering world ; the moon waning and waxing,

walking in beauty through the night ;—daily the water is rough
with the winds ; they come or abide at no man's bidding, and
roll the yellow corn, or wake religious music at nightfall in the

pines ; these things are all so fair, so wondrous, so wrapt in

mystery, it is no marvel that men say, this is divine. Yes, the

All is God. He is the light of the morning, the beauty of the

noon, and the strength of the sun. The little grass grows by
his presence. He preserveth the cedars. The stars are

serene because he is in them. The lilies are redolent of God.
He is the One ; the All."—B. I. Ch. V. § 2, p. 89.

Our author professes to discard the view which he has

thus unfolded with so much beauty. Yet he appears to us

to adopt it entire, and to complete it by applying the very

same mode of thought to the mental world, which is here

restricted to the material. He is like many a deep thinker,

who, when sent by Spinoza into his field of speculation,

might say, " I go not " ; but afterwards went. We wish he
had definitely stated the reasons for either his supposed

repudiation, or his apparent adoption, of the doctrine. In

the absence of such guidance from him, we must explain,
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that the very ground of our own assent to the physical half

of the theory, as just presented, is also the ground of our

dissent from the other half. With our obstinate notions,

the reasons for advancing thus far absolutely forbid us to

move a step further : but, with more open temper, our

generous friend, if Philosophy compel him to go one mile,

will go with her (or, may be, tvithout her) twain. In the

present instance, what is it which induces us to put denial

on the whole system of scientific " forces " ; to insist that

God—Spirit though he is—is not hindered, by any veil of

" nature," from himself putting the beauty and the wonder

into the smallest of his works ; and to proclaim all the

laws of the unreflecting universe the action of his Mind ?

It is simply this,—the conviction that there is, and, for us,

can be, no other Causation than the intelligent and volun-

tary ; that no second sort of originating energy is at all

conceivable ; and that, in the last analysis, such phrases as

" inanimate power " involve a contradiction. We are per-

suaded that no observation of consecutive phenomena could

ever give us the notion of power ; that the conscious rising

of effort against resistance is the real source of the idea

;

and that Cause and Will mean at bottom the same thing.

The experience of Causation in ourselves is the birthplace

of all our knowledge and thought upon this matter : our

whole language on the subject has no meaning whatever,

except as it keeps close to this experience ; for nothing new

is afterwards added to it, though the benumbing influence

of time may take something from it. When the wondering

child asks what it is, or, as he will always say, who it is,

that bends the rainbow, or hangs up the moon, he dreams

of nothing else than of some living hand directed by in-

tending thought. That is an originating cause well known

to him : there is no other possible to his conception then ;

no one can pretend that his subsequent experience gives

him any closer insight into the nature of power : we
believe, therefore, that he will never be nearer the truth

than when, under the intuitive feeling, common to him and
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Herschel and Archimedes, that ' every phenomenon must

have a cause,' he attributes what he sees to an unseen and
acting mind. No later discoveries, we do submit, can show
the faintest right to correct this earhest impression. They
only stupefy the first startled sentiment, and turn aside the

questionings of reverent curiosity to make room for the

researches of practical utility. For the satisfaction of faith

we want to conceive of the Cause, for the service of life we
want to find the order, of the events around us. The latter

inquiry, in which we make continual progress, encroaches

on the former, which remains to the manhood of our race

the same mystery that brooded around its infancy. And
while Custom gradually lays devout wonder into sleep,

Science unhappily pilfers its language lying unguarded by

its side ; antecedents are labelled Causes, and laws become
powers; the knowledge of nature gets surreptitiously

baptized into the waters of faith, and goes through the

world with a Christian name, but with a Pagan spirit.

When thus arrogating the place of Religion, Science, with

its stock of " forces " behind every cluster of phenomena,

is but the atheistic Fetichism of our days ; and there is at

heart no meaner superstition than its dynamic worship.

The Indian makes gestures in his wigwam before his

*' medicine-bag," praying to the Spirits of power that rule

his world : and the philosopher,—down he goes prostrate

in the musings of his library, before his electricity and his

nebular hypotheses, and his corpuscular attractions,

—

putting his trust in powers of Matter that govern the

universe. Fetichism was wrong not in setting a background

of living Will behind the objects and appearances of nature
;

but in the multitude and isolation of its unseen Agents.

The Idolatry of Science has retained the multitude, and
taken away the living Will. The simplicity of Monotheism
cancels the pretended host, and takes the collective universe

as the symbol of the Omnipresent and the Omni-activeMind.

Now if it is the consciousness of Will in ourselves that

sets us on search for a Will that rules the world, we must
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attribute to Him whom our faith may find the very kind of

power which belongs to us ; and we must retain in us the

power we ascribe to him. But this is what Pantheism
declines to do. As soon as it has found its Source of the

world, it abdicates the very faculties that impelled it on its

holy pilgrimage. It recognizes in him, not only the per-

vading Life of nature, but the very Essence and totality of

the Soul. The believer insists on self-annihilation ; says

he has no power of his own ; is as water under the finger

of God ; is cause of nothing ; scarcely even an effect ; only

a phenomenon ; a flake of snow falling on the mighty river.

And so he dissolves himself away. Now, if this be true,

and he could only have perceived it at first, then, having

no causation within him, he would have sought and dis-

covered none without him ; and to him there would have
been no God. By knowing the truth, he would have been
plunged into the most tremendous of falsehoods ; and it is

only by assuming a falsehood that he can reach the

sublimest of truths ! Religious faith can never be of this

parricidal nature, devouring its own premisses.

And it is curious to observe the action and reaction of

this mode of thought, in its alternate influence on life and
on religion. When the theorist has got rid of his Free-will

and individuality in his sense of Deity, he has stopped, as

far as practicable, and sealed up the proper sources of his

feeling of causality; he seeks to be disposed of with a

serene fitness to the Divine Thought : his active energies

decline ; his only aim is to suffer without a murmur in

evidence of utter self-renunciation : he dreams and morti-

fies his life away. Human nature, attenuated to this state,

is no longer qualified to furnish, from its self-consciousness,

the true and noble type of God : voluntary purpose, with

the mental and moral attributes associated with it, is less

and less attributed to him : the sickliness, which descended
at first from the too overshadowing thought of him, returns

upwards and infects the conception of his Infinite nature; till

he is identified with Nature's animal life or transmigrating
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principle: the spiritual mysticism completes its revolution
;

and having lifted itself into too thin a metaphysic air,

plunges down and dies in the mire of a gross idolatry.

For these reasons among others, we esteem it of the

highest moment to protect from embarrassment the con-

sciousness in man that he is a Cause in himself ; and to

prevent the slightest loosening of the idea of Will from

the conception of God. And as the Will is that in which

Personality resides, this is the same thing as to say, that we

must hold fast to the faith of a Personal God. We strongly

object to much of Theodore Parker's language on this

subject. If, indeed, he uniformly adhered to the definition

already given, " a Being infinite in Power, Wisdom, and

Goodness," all would be well ; for it is to save these very

attributes from being frittered away, that we insist so

strenuously on retaining the analogy between man and God
in the quality of Will. Without this, as we have shown,

there is no " Power "
: without this,—the faculty which

directs itself to preconceived ends,—how can there be

" Wisdom " ? without this, by which selection is made

among undetermined possibilities, how can those ex-

clusions take place which leave the ways of Heaven
" good," and good alone ? And if Will be indispensable,

we know not how it is possible to satisfy our author's

yearning after a God wholly " Absolute " and " without

limitations." Is it possible to conceive of Will, and the

moral attributes involving it, as entirely insulated, and

acting without any extrinsic conditions ? Can there be

qucesita without any data ? We do confess that our notions

of either Mifid or Character lose their ground and vanish

in this attempt to destroy all the Divine relations. A Deity,

to be thought of first as a lonely Unity, then self-evolved

into a creation, whose material forms are the develop-

ment of his extension, whose minds of his consciousness,

appears to us to be fatally remote from any possible trust,

and love, and aspiration in our hearts. We lament, there-

fore, that our author should have committed himself to
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such positions as these : that God is " not Personal nor

Impersonal" (p. 160) ; that " our human personality gives

a false modification to all our conceptions of the infinite
"

(p. 27) ; that He is " the reality of all appearance "
(p. 164);

" the Absolute ground " of " nature " and " the soul
"

(p. 21); ''the substantiality of ??iatter'' (p. 170); ''the

spirituality of spirit'' (p. 182). If God be thus both the

essence and the phenomena of matter on the one hand,

and of mind on the other, his Being coincides with the

whole of the two hemispheres which compose our universe :

nothing is left over to be matter, or to be mind : He and
the " All of things " are identified ; and scarcely even does

the distinction remain between the " ?iatura naturans " and
the " natura naturata^ The relation of Cause and Effect

is exchanged, in the phraseology we have quoted, for that

of Substance and Quality ; and whenever this is resorted

to in order to represent the connection between God and
the world, we are on the traces of a Pantheism far from

harmless.

On the whole, the fundamental formulas of the several

theories may perhaps be justly presented thus. The preva-

lent system says : Phenomena require a Cause ; Where
Law is not, the Cause is God ; Where Law is, God is not,

but was the Cause. Pantheism says : Transient phenomena
require an Absolute ground, as quality is the predicate of

substance ; that Absolute ground is God. The scheme
which appears to us most true says : Where phenomena
are, a Cause is ; Cause implies Will ; and (within the

sphere of our observation) all beyond the range of Human
Will is Divine Will. According to the first view, God is,

to us, one Cause among many ; according to the second,

He is one and All ; according to the third, He is one of

Two.

And now that we have discharged our conscience in this

matter, let us say that our protest against Theodore
Parker's statements is occasioned more by the probable

tendencies of thought in his readers' minds, than by what
VOL. I. N
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we suppose to be his own. We do not believe that he is

at all deeply tinctured with Pantheism. Expressions drop

from him continually which are wholly incompatible with

the doctrines we have condemned. He speaks, for in-

stance, of the different orders of things " receiving each as

high a mode of divine influence as its several nature will

allow'''' (p. 174); and he, therefore, undeniably recognizes

some rerum naturam, as a condition or datiun for the

reception of divine power. Indeed, the whole spirit and

character of the book proclaim its affinities with a school

quite remote from the Spinozistic. The author has no-

where stated the principles of his ethical doctrine, or

bridged over the chasm which separates it from his theo-

logy. But the purity and depth of his conceptions of

character, his intense abhorrence of falsehood and evil, the

moral loftiness of his devotion, and the generous severity of

his rebuke, are in the strongest contradiction to the serene

complacency of a mind suspended in metaphysic elevation

above the point where truth and error, right and wrong,

diverge, and looking down from a station whence all things

appear equally divine. Hear the account he gives of

" Solid Piety," or " Love before God " :—

" Its Deity is the God of Love, within whose encircling arms

it is beautiful to be. The demands it makes are to keep the

Law he has written in the heart, to be good, to do good ; to

love man, to love God. It may use forms, prayers, dogmas,

ceremonies, priests, temples, sabbaths, festivals, and fasts, yes,

sacrifices if it will, as means, not ends ; symbols of a sentiment,

not substitutes for it. Its substance is love of God ; its form,

love of man ; its temple, a pure heart ; its sacrifice, a divine

life. The end it proposes is, to reunite the man with God, till

he thinks God's thought, which is Truth ; feels God's feeling,

which is Love ; wills God's wall, which is the eternal Right :

thus finding God in the sense wherein he is not far from any

one of us ; becoming one with him, and so partaking the divine

nature. The means to this high end are an extinction of all in

man that opposes God's law ; a perfect obedience to him as he

speaks in Reason, Conscience, Affection. It leads through
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active obedience to an absolute trust, a perfect love ; to the

complete harmony of the finite man with the infinite God, and

man's will coalesces in that of him who is All in All. Then
Faith and Knowledge are the same thing. Reason and Revela-

tion do not conflict, Desire and Duty go hand in hand, and
strew man's path with flowers. Desire has become dutiful, and
Duty desirable. The divine spirit incarnates itself in the man.
The riddle of the world is solved. Perfect love casts out fear.

Then Religion demands no particular actions, forms, or modes
of thought. The man's ploughing is holy as his prayer ; his

daily bread as the smoke of his sacrifice ; his home sacred as

his temple ; his work-day and his sabbath are alike God's day.

His priest is the holy spirit within him ; Faith and Works, his

communion of both kinds. He does not sacrifice Reason to

Religion, nor Religion to Reason. Brother and Sister, they

dwell together in Love. A life harmonious and beautiful, con-

ducted by Rectitude, filled full with Truth and enchanted by

Love to man and God,—this is the service he pays to the

Father of All. Belief does not take the place of life. Capri-

cious austerity atones for no duty left undone. He loves

Religion as a bride, for her own sake, not for what she brings.

He lies low in the hand of God. The breath of the Father is

on him.
" If joy comes to this man, he rejoices in its rosy light. His

Wealth, his Wisdom, his Power, is not for himself alone, but

for all God's children. Nothing is his which a brother needs

more than he. Like God himself, he is kind to the thankless

and unmerciful. Purity without and Piety within ; these are

his Heaven, both present and to come. Is not his flesh as holy

as his soul,—his body a temple of God t

" If trouble comes on him, which Prudence could not foresee,

nor Strength overcome, nor Wisdom escape from, he bears it

with a heart serene and full of peace. Over every gloomy

cavern, and den of despair, Hope arches her rainbow ; the

ambrosial light descends. Religion shows him, that, out of

desert rocks, black and savage, where the Vulture has her

home, where the Storm and Avalanche are born, and whence

they descend, to crush and to kill ; out of these hopeless cliffs

falls the river of life, which flows for all, and makes glad the

people of God. When the Storm and Avalanche sweep from

him all that is dearest to mortal hope, is he comfortless ? Out

N 2
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of the hard marble of Life, the deposition of a few joys and

many sorrows, of birth and death, and smiles and grief, he

hews him the beautiful statue of religious Tranquillity. It

stands ever beside him, with the smile of heavenly satisfaction

on its lip, and its trusting finger pointing to the sky."—B. I.

Ch. VII. § 3, p. 145.

The objections which we have brought against our

author's Theistical doctrine extend themselves to his views

of Inspiration. To examine them, however, within the

remaining limits of this article, is impossible. To draw a

precise line of discrimination between the Divine and the

Human mind, and pronounce, as to the range of our own

faculties, what may be included without presumption, and

what excluded without enthusiasm, is one of the most

difficult problems of religious philosophy. That Dr.

Priestley's denial of all Divine Influence, because no

miracles could be found going on in the mind, did not

settle the question, is acknowledged by a piety that is wiser

than philosophy, if not by a philosophy that would be

wiser than piety. We feel no less assured that Theodore

Parker has not settled it, by simply calling the ordinary

faculties of men by the name of God's Inspiration, and

treating the Principia of Newton as the work of an inspired

man. Were we to attempt a solution, we should commence

from the division, before stated, of all Agency into the two

categories of the Human Will, and the Divine Will : we

should endeavour to determine the circle of the former

;

and whatever lay wholly beyond it, though still within the

limits of Consciousness and of Law, we should refer to the

latter. Not every thing, however, that must be ascribed

immediately to God, can be called Inspiratio7t. He acts

out ^the Spirit, or in Nature, as well as withui the Spirit,

or in our Soul ; and we must, therefore, again exclude the

whole of the former sphere, and reserve only the characteristic

faculties of Alan. If it were maintained that there were a

plurahty of these, a further reduction might be allowed, till

the attribute alone remained which manifests itself in
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worship,—the consciousness of moral distinctions, and

reverence for moral excellence and beauty. Whatever gifts

are found in this province of the soul, which are not the

produce of human will ; which have been neither learned

nor earned ; which, without the touch of any voluntary

process, appear in mysterious spontaneity ; are strictly the

Inspiration of God. Thoughts of God, purposes of con-

straining pity, sanctities of duty, rising above the level

horizon of the mind, silent, self-evidencing, holy, clearing

themselves, like the pure stars, as they ascend, of the low

mists of doubt and fear,—these will ever be deemed true

heaven-lights kindled from the eternal fires, whatever

volumes be written to prove them only gas-lamps, distilled

from the embers of past pain and pleasure in the trans-

forming alembic of the brain. Inspiration would thus be

to the highest faculty what Instinct is to the lower ; a

guidance coming of its own accord,—which we know

cannot lead wrong, yet which we cannot prove to be right.

Happily, it needs no proof; for there is the same con-

science, latent, though not awake, in all ; sunk no doubt in

various depths of slumber, but in some ever ready to appre-

hend and recognize the truth which higher souls may find.

To such it passes, telling, as at first, its own divine tale.

To others, with whom, when they have heard it in the

word, and see?i it in the life, it does ?iot authorize itself, it

simply cannot pass at all. " Surely," it will be said, " these

are just the cases for a miracle,—and where the Resurrec-

tion would powerfully tell." Not in the least ;
—

" If they

hear not Moses and the Prophets, neither will they be

persuaded though one rose from the dead."

We differ, then, from our author in this : that he admits,

and we exclude, in treating of Inspiration, the voluntary

products to which the mind gives birth. All learning, all

Science, all work in achievement of a preconceived end,

we take to be disentitled to the name. In justification of

his question, " Is Newton less inspired than Simon Peter?"
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Theodore Parker, substituting Moses for Simon Peter,

observes :

—

'' No candid man will doubt that, humanly speaking, it was

a more difficult thing to write the Principia than the Decalogue.

Man must have a nature most sadly anomalous, if, unassisted,

he is able to accomplish all the triumphs of modern science,

and yet cannot discover the plainest and most important

principles of Religion and Morality without a miraculous

revelation."—B. II. Ch. VIII. p. 218, note.

Now that the amount of inspiration in an achievement

should be measured by the difficulty and labour spent upon

it, appears unreasonable on the principles which we have

stated. Let the product be at all of a kind to be yielded

by the successive steps of a toilsome process, and it is a

thing of voluntary fabrication ; and, by those who can so

conceive of it, will never be regarded as an inspired creation.

The disposition to extend the idea of inspiration to abstract

or scientific truth appears also in an attempt, on which we
look with strong repugnance, to render Christianity inde-

pendent of the individuahty of Christ. " If," says our

author, " Christianity be true at all, it would be just as true

if Herod or Catiline had taught it." (p. 244.) Yet the

same writer who could set down this painful paradox has

said, within thirty pages of it, "A foohsh man, as such,

cannot be inspired to reveal wisdom ; nor a wicked man to

reveal virtue ; nor an impious man to reveal religion ; unto

him that hath, more is given The greater, purer,

loftier, more complete the character, so is the inspiration."

(p. 221.) Then surely the suggested combination of a
" true Christianity " with a wicked Christ, is no less absurd

than it is revolting. If, indeed, as is usually assumed,

inspiration implied intellectual infallibility in matters of

doctrinal knowledge, and could be evidenced by displays

of miraculous power, character might be dispensed with in

a divine messenger ; and the alleged grounds of superna-

tural authority in the religion would be undisturbed, though
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its revealer were " a Herod or a Catiline." On the princi-

]>les of this system, the moral perfectness of Christ is not

an essential, but a subsidiary, support to Christianity ;—

a

delightful confirmation of his mission, but not a condition

on which we are at liberty to stake our faith in him.

*' Prove what you will against his life," might it then be

said, "his attested doctrine remains." "Prove what you

will against his doctrine," would we rather say, " his divine

life remains; and with more 'truth' in it, than in any

proposition in the Bible or out of it." No revelation of

duty is possible except through the Conscience ; and Con-

science cannot be effectually reached but by the presence

of a holier life and a higher spirit. From the spectacle of

devoted excellence and saintly beauty of mind, as from

nothing else, flashes down upon us the awful and redeeming

sense of new obligation : the thing seen in the concrete

becomes conviction in the abstract : and a religion lived

passes into a religion believed. And so we regard it as

a rule in matters of devout faith, that it is reverence for

persons ivhich gives perception of truth in ideas.

Had our author shared our full persuasion that this rule

is true, he would not have diffused his " inspiration " so

widely over the human race. Filled with the idea, that

religious and moral guidance are the most indispensable of

God's gifts, he loosely infers their universality. He is

resolved to snatch such precious blessings from all depend-

ence on special causes. He esteems the Reason, Con-

science, and religious Sentiment, with which God has

endowed us, fully adequate to their manifest end ; and has

the firmest confidence that every man, faithful to their

suggestions, may know what is true of God, love what is

good in life, and do what is right in duty. He not only

scorns the claim of any possible outward authority over

these powers, but makes light of any outward helps to

them ; and though devoutly thankful for the disclosure in

Christ of " the highest possibility of human nature," is

anxious to disclaim the kind of reliance on him which is
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usually welcome to the disciple's heart. We confess that

this sometimes gives to our author's position an air of

Stoical isolation, on which we look, at best, with more
admiration than sympathy. Moreover, the doctrine of

which it is the result is, we are persuaded, a mistake. Out-

ward sources of religion are just as needful to us as inward

faculties ; and without the beings given to our experience,

an utter barrenness would attach to the constitution given

to our souls. Reason and Conscience are not, as some-

times called, " the light^'^ but only the eye^ of faith ; which

first has vision^ when the lustre of pure and great natures is

shed on it through the atmosphere of life. Not only are

some external conditions indispensable to us ; but these

hmian experiences, and no other ; this commerce of souls ;

this wondering look, to see how greatness and wisdom

manage the problem of life. For what is called " Natural

Theology," which a man is supposed to get by studying all

sorts of things inferior to himself, and making a lonely

scientific expedition through earth and air and water, we
have but a small esteem. Well as a supplement, it is

naught as the substance, of religion. Faith comes, we are

persuaded, through the moral elements of our nature, by

the presence of spiritual causes above us, not by the

observation of material effects beneath us. Hence all

great religions have been historical : the thorough inter-

weaving of all the roots of Christianity with the history of

the world on which it has sprung, is at once a source of its

power and an assurance of its divineness ; and the attempt

to give it an abstract character, to loosen its connection

with the individuality of Christ, and disengage from it a

metaphysical indestructibility called " Absolute Religion,"

is a mistake, in our opinion, not only of its particular

genius, but of the universal springs of human Faith.

In fact, we can find no rest in any view of Revelation

short of that which pervades the fourth Gospel, and which

is everywhere implicated in the folds of the Logos-doctrine

;

that it is an appearance^ to beings who have something of a
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divine spirit within the?n, of a yet divi?ier without thein^

leading them to the Divinest of all, that embraces them both.

No doubt, this conception, while it adheres to the necessity

of an historical mediator, generalizes the idea of Inspira-

tion ; renders it impossible to affirm, that God has never

touched any human heart out of the circle of the Hebrew

nation ; and leaves to Jesus simply a transcendent preemi-

nence,—the very preeminence claimed for him, that he "had

the Spirit without measure " that we can gauge. That this

was the doctrine of the Christian Fathers, who did not

deny a portion of the divine Logos to the wise and good

among the Heathens, is known to every reader of the

ancient Apologies,* and ought to protect it in the eyes of

those who want an authority for their truth more than truth

for their authority. And is it not childish to insist on

putting out all other lights, in order to make sure that the

Christ may shine ? Is his glory so doubtful and obscure,

that it is discernible only in the dark, and that the faint

fires of God, eternal in the human soul, must be damped
down, ere we can see the bright and morning star ? If the

elevation of Jesus is real, it is not changed by filling up the

approaches to him with ranks of glorious minds and groups

of holy lives, fitted, by the glow of the same spirit and

fraternity of the same class, to own him as the Perfecter of

their faith, and look up to him in his Kingly height as the

crown of their pyramid of souls. That the "authority" of

Christ should require his cold isolation from men, so that,

in his particular characteristics as our guide, he should be

extrinsic to our race, is perfectly inconceivable to us. Why,

God himself has no "authority" over us, but in virtue of

attributes which he has made common to our nature with

his own, and in w^hich we are separated from him in degree

* See Justin Mart. Apol. II. cap. 13. oLk aWirpid io-rt to Tl\d-

rcovos biSdyafXTa tov Xpiarov, dXA.' oiiK tart irdurr] i/xota, uamp oithl

ra ray aWuv, Irw'iKuu <r(, Koi iroir]Twi', Kat (Tvyypa<P((ou' tKUffTos yap

Tts airo ixfpovs tov (TirfpfiariKov Qt'iou X^yov rh cu'y^ei'ij cpiay koXws

icpdey^aro.
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and not in kind. And where, after all, is the ultimate
" authority " of our religion to be found ? Who will show
us the real seat of the " primitive Christianity " of which

all disciples are in quest ? Shall we take the first four cen-

turies, and interpret the concurrent tones of their voices

into the certain oracle of God ? Not so, you say ; for the

writers of that period were full of the errors prevailing

around them ; and they themselves refer us to an anterior

generation, as imparting legitimacy to the doctrines which

they teach. Shall we go, then, to that earlier generation, and
abide by the words of the Apostolic age ? Scarcely this

either, you will say ; for the marks are too plain that there

is no unerring certainty here : the Apostles themselves were

not without their diiferences ; and even their unanimity

could mistake, for they confessedly taught the near approach

of the end of the world. They, too, still refer us upward,

and take every thing from Christ. To Christ, then, let us

go. Wherein resides the " authority " in him which we are

to accept as "final"? Shall we say,—in his reported words

wherever found;—his statements are conclusive, and exempt

from doubt ? Impossible ! Who can affirm that he had,

and that he uttered, no ideas imbibed from his age, and
obsolete when that age was gone ; that he grew up to man-
hood in the Galilean province without a sentiment, an ex-

pectation, native to place and time ; or that he disrobed

himself of his whole natural mind from the instant of his

baptism ; that he did not discern evil spirits in the poor

patients that came to him, and so misinterpret his own
miracles ; that he raised no hopes in others of sitting on

twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel ; of

drinking with him of the fruit of the vine at his table in

his kingdom ; and of his own return to fulfil all these things

" within that generation " ? Will any one plainly say, with

these things before him, that Jesus was infallible, and that

in his spoken language we have a standard of doctrinal

truth ? And if error was possible, who will give us an

external test by which we may know the region of its ab-
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sence and of its presence ? for, without this, to talk of his

words being " a rule of faith " is a delusion or a pretence.

But why this Heathenish craving for an " oracle," turning

the Galilean hills into a Delphi, Jesus into a Pythoness,

and degrading the Gospels into Sibylline books ? Did

Christ ask for this blind, implicit trust ? Did he wish his

disciples to believe his word, because it was true,—or the

truth, because it was his word ? Nay, did not he also refer

us to something higher, and hint at an authority needful to

authorize his own ? Thither, then, we must retreat, if in-

deed we would find " Primitive Christianity." Behind all

the co77imunicated beliefs of Jesus lie his felt beliefs, with

the question, " What made them his ? " Whence his holy

trust in them ? for in his soul, also, they had a justifying

origin. He thought them, he loved them, he worshipped

in them, he struggled under them, before he published

them : by what mark did he know them to be divine ? Does

any one really suppose that he would refuse to believe

them, unless his senses could have a physical demonstration,

unless the Infinite Spirit would talk audibly with him in

the vernacular tongue, and give him His word for them,

and show off some proof-miracles to satisfy his doubts ?

And if it were found out that there was no breach of the

Eternal Silence, no phantasms floating between the uplifted

eye of the Nazarene and the quiet stars, would you say that

it was all over with our faith, and its divine original clean

gone ? Surely not. It will not be questioned that the In-

spiration of Jesus was within the soul : by the powers that

dwelt there, he knew the thoughts to be divine and holy as

they dropped on his meditations ; and the authorizing point

of all his treasures of heavenly truth and grace dwelt in his

Reason, Conscience, and Faith. Here, then, is the foun-

tain of all, the primitive seat of inspiration, the true religion

of Christ,—that which he felt and followed, not that which

he spake and led. And those are the most genuine disciples,

who stand with him at the same spring ; who are ready for

the same trust ; and can disengage themselves from tradi-
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tion, pretence, and fear, at the bidding of the same source

of Inspiration.

The critical opinions of Theodore Parker on the origin

and contents of the Hebrew and Christian records, we do
not propose to discuss. Indeed, they are so cursorily pre-

sented in his book, that to examine the grounds of them
would be to travel far beyond the materials before us. His
judgment against the historical evidence for the miracles is

open to question. But if there is any one who, for that

judgment, chooses to denounce him as " no Christian "

;

who conceives that a literary verdict, referring the Gospels

to the second century instead of the first, outlaws a man
from " the kingdom of God "

; who can read this book, and
suppose in his heart that here is a man whom Jesus would
have driven from the company of disciples ; we can only

wish that the accuser's title to the name were as obvious as

the accused's. Alas for this poor wrangling ! To hear the

boastful anger of our stout believers, one would suppose

that to take up our faith on too easy terms, and to be drawn
into discipleship less by logic than by love, were the very

Sin against the Holy Ghost ! Jesus thought it might not

be too much to expect of his enemies^ that, being eyewit-

nesses, they might " believe his works "
; but of his friends

it was the mark, that they would " believe hiinP But now-

a-days who are our " patent Christians," ever busy with in-

dictments against all counterfeits ? Why, men who think

it supremely ridiculous to accept any thing or being as

divine, unless visible certificates of character be written on

earth, air, and water, and Heaven will pawn the laws of

nature as personal securities.

We part with Theodore Parker in hope to meet again.

He has, we are persuaded, a task, severe perhaps, but

assuredly noble, to achieve in this world. The work we
have reviewed is the confession, at the threshold of a high

career, of a great reforming soul, that has thus cleared

itself of hindrance, and girded up itself for a faithful future.

The slowness of success awaiting those w^ho stand apart
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from the multitude will not dismay him. He knows the

ways of Providence too well :

—

" Institutions arise as they are needed, and fall when their

work is done. Of these thing's nothing is fixed. Corporeal

despotism is getting ended ; will the spiritual tyranny last for

ever ? A will above our puny strength marshals the race of

men, using our freedom, virtue, folly, as instruments to one vast

end,—the harmonious development of man. We see the art of

God in the web of the spider, and the cell of a bee, but have

not skill to discern it in the march of man. We repine at the

slowness of the future in coming, or the swiftness of the past

in fleeing away ; we sigh for the fabled Millennium to advance,

or pray Time to restore the Age of Gold. It avails nothing.

We cannot hurry God, nor retard Him. Old schools and new
schools seem as men that stand on the shore of some Atlantic

bay, and shout, to frighten back the tide, or urge it on. What
boots their cry ? Gently the sea swells under the moon, and, in

the hour of God's appointment, the tranquil tide rolls in, to

inlet and river, to lave the rocks, to bear on its bosom the ship

of the merchant, the weeds of the sea. We complain, as our

fathers : let us rather rejoice, for questions less weighty than

these have in other ages been settled only with the point of the

sword and the thunder of cannon.

If the opinions advanced in this discourse be correct, then

Religion is above all institutions, and can never fail : they

shall perish, but Religion endure : they shall wax old as a

garment : they shall be changed, and the places that knew
them shall know them no more for ever ; but Religion is ever

the same, and its years shall have no end."—p. 484.





LESSING'S THEOLOGY AND TIMES.*

From long-standing recollections, we cannot but feel a

certain fascination hang around the name of Lessing. Our

earliest impressions of German literature were from him.

We well remember hearing the eccentric William Taylor of

Norwich read a scene or two from " Nathan the Wise," with

the peculiar pomp of elocution and artifice of rhythm, which,

though most akin to his paradoxes of thought, could assume

dignity and sweetness when penetrated by his humaner feel-

ing. Nor shall we ever forget the wonder and delight, the

awful sense of intellectual space, brought to us by the grand

essay on the " Education of Human Kind." No one, pro-

bably, could fall upon it in the eager season of inquiry and

conviction, without being haunted for years by the shadows

of great thought it flings around him, and returning again

and again to its pregnant sentences, lest something of their

terse significance should still be lost. And so little is this

estimate of lis fulness an illusion, that we doubt whether

any one, recurring to it after a considerable interval of self-

culture, ever failed to find what had escaped him before,

and to interpret anew what he had seemed to read with

open eye. Yet Lessing was no mystagogue, working up

* " Gotthold Ephraim Lessing als Theologe." Dargestellt von

Carl Schwarz, ausserord. Professor der Theologie an der Universitat

Halle. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Theologie im iSten Jahr-

hundert. Halle : C. E. M. Pfeffer. 1854. — Prospective Review,

Augtist, 1854.
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indeterminate thoughts into enigmatical oracles ; but a man

of sharply-discriminating vision, and faculty of expression

peculiarly clear and firm.

An interest, in fact, attaches to Lessing quite indepen-

dent of any accidents of personal obligation to him ; and

the monograph of Professor Schwarz does well to single

out his figure from the groups around him, and place it in

front of the last century's theologic history. Not that we

find in him either of the two chief sources of intellectual

repute and influence ;—intensity of genius to mould his

age into likeness of himself; or sequacious sympathy with

its spirit to make him its favourite interpreter. In every

department of human culture his superior may be found

without searching beyond the limits of his own times

;

Ernesti in erudition, Semler and Michaelis in theology,

Jacobi in philosophy. Herder in history, Winckelman at

least in external knowledge of art. He attained the highest

eminence in no one of these directions. Still less did he

represent the characteristic tendencies and dominant pre-

judices of contemporary society : every party was afraid of

him, and not one would own him. Theologians were terri-

fied by his free-thinking ; the Free-thinkers said he had too

much theology. That he allowed a free " enthusiasm " to

the workings of genius, was an offence to the classical

pedants in art : that he showed no mercy to mere ground-

less admirations and tinted sentiment, made him a severe

presence in the eyes of incipient romanticism. A Pro-

testant who could set " tradition " above " Scripture "
; a

Rationalist, who could vindicate the doctrines of a Trinity

and of endless punishment ; a German Liberal, who could

distrust the " enlightened " court of Frederick the Great,

and disdain the one-sided freedom to gibe and disbelieve

;

a Theist, who believed God immanent and the universe

something else than His machine ; an Optimist, who ques-

tioned neither the reality nor the possible eternity of sin
;

so curiously crossed, in almost every direction, the lines of

current opinion, as to perplex pre-occupied judgments, and
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appear for the moment a marvel of moral and dialectic

paradox. The greatness of Lessing consists rather in this,

that he neither led nor followed, but stood alone ; with

inherent strength to repel from him the false pressures of

his time
;
yet not through the mere negative resistance of

good taste, but with the positive and polemic force of dis-

tinct conviction. In him two different ages, and many
opposite tendencies of thought, seem to us to find their

point of equilibrium. He marks the transfer from France

to Germany of the intellectual sceptre of Europe. He took

something from the naturalism of the English Deists
;
yet

brought nature and miracle to meet in a higher sphere.

From the experience-philosophy he derived a taste for the

real and concrete
;

yet pushed forward with strong faith

into the ideal and transcendent. He inaugurated the

modern methods of biblical criticism ; appreciated and

named the superstition of " Bibliolatry ;
" applied to Reve-

lation the idea of perpetual development ; and so dealt

with history that it never again can dispense with a philo-

sophy. Impelled by his nature to struggle for neglected

elements of truth, he was acutely sensitive to all narrow-

ness and confusion in the prevalent modes of thought

;

and setting himself to war with their exclusiveness, de-

manded for the future the needful complement to the

wisdom of the past. It is frequently remarked that the

characteristics of each generation are produced by reaction

from the errors and defects of its predecessor. To Les-

sing's quick critical feeling the reaction was immediate and

required no time : and hence he exhibits in the germ most

of the marking features of the next age, and comes into

comparison at various points with the leading scholars,

philosophers, and theologians of a century beyond his

own.

The extraordinary freshness and vigour of Lessing's writ-

ings to the present hour are apt to make one forget that he

was the contemporary of men whom no one reads except

from historical curiosity,—of Reimarus and the Wolfian

VOL. I. o
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metaphysicians ; of Nicolai and his coterie of Hterary cox-

combs ; of Zolhkoffer and the vapid latitudinarians in

rehgion. Flung upon a cold and barren era (1729-1781),

his youth had no generous spiritual nurture. Kant had

not yet written, or Schleiermacher preached, or Niebuhr

lectured, or Goethe sung. An arid learning, which toiled

among the remains without reproducing the life of anti-

quity ; a formal logic and ontology which divided and

subdivided the universe, and labelled it (heart and all)

like an anatomical museum ; canons of taste extracted by

Gallic analysis from Grecian genius ; a Christianity afraid

of every nobler inspiration, and used as the mask of

orthodox intolerance or liberal conceit ; these were the

influences surrounding the early years of Lessing. In re-

ligion, all the nerve of the old Lutheranism was gone.

Constructed for aggression on formalism, rather than for

resistance to philosophy, it had no sooner ceased to conquer

than it began to recede. Even Melancthon, when he had

gained breathing time for thought, had been unable to re-

main faithful to it ; and when, for near a century, succes-

sive inroads had been made upon it, first by Calixtus and

his school, next by the Pietists, and then by the metaphy-

sics of Wolf, its tone became depressed and its adherents

few. Even among the parochial clergy, its representatives

were probably in a minority, composed of the least active-

minded of their class ; and they could not but be conscious

that their severe dogmatism had become an unwelcome

presence, like a guest that had lingered beyond his time.

They raised, therefore, no such voice as had been heard in

the days of Calovius and Meissner ; but, soured and

saddened, bore their testimony with anxious and repulsive

rigour. Hope is perhaps a necessary sweetener of human

temper ; certain it is, that a sect conscious of decline grows

snappish and ungenial ; its compassionate affection turns to

gall, and its piety becomes an indictment against the world.

So was it with the Wittenberg orthodoxy about the middle

of the last century ; and whatever revival it has since had
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is due rather to the faults and excesses of its rivals than to

the discovery of new merits in itself.

Of these rivals the most inimical and most formidable

was the thorough-going Deism which had sapped the foun-

dations of the whole system of Western Christianity, as

then constructed. The writings of Bolingbroke and Vol-

taire, of Toland and Collins, had been imported into

Germany, and widely diffused by translations, or worse

—

by effective extracts introducing ineffective replies. The
Acta Eruditorum, the History of Religious Parties by

Baumgarten, and Mosheim's account of the Enemies of

the Christian Religion, scattered the seeds of these opinions

first within the enclosures of the Universities, and then in

the well-prepared field of city society. The Parisian tone

of thought pervaded all the great centres of intellectual

activity ; affecting to be alone worthy of men of parts and

knowledge, and dismissing all else as a low provincialism.

The advance had not yet been made into the bold atheism

of the later revolutionary period. But the residual Natural

Religion recognized after Christianity had been dissipated,

was not of an inspiring kind. The conception of the

universe, which it worked up into a Theology, was supplied

entirely from the physical sciences and the most elementary

doctrine of mechanical force ; and its God was primarily

found, not as a living Spirit, not as an eternal Holy One,

but as a prior Causality. Nor did its doctrine of a Future

Life pretend to be a moving reality : adorned by the

rhetoric of Cicero, and entertained as an hypothesis by

Tacitus, the idea was too classical to be discarded ; but its

tenure was a small balance of metaphysic probability ; and

its possible disappointment could give the satisfied wise

man no serious concern.

Between these extremes, and claiming to have the merits

of both with the defects of neither, existed a party of

" Rational Christians," who insisted on the concurrence of

Reason and Faith, and smoothed away all difficulties on

either side. The harmony between the two they unfortu-

O 2
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nately established, not by any profound appreciation of

the great problems of faith, but by ignoring them ; not by

descending below the contrarieties of " nature " and
" grace," but by failing to reach them. They adhered to

the Bible, dear to orthodoxy, because it contained little

else than the religion professed by Deism. The apparatus

of reconciliation consisted accordingly, first of a mild and

good-natured philosophy to smile away the awful shades of

sin, and " make things pleasant " in this world, and reduce

man's moral alienation to natural distance ; and next, of

an obliging Scriptural criticism that will put the most

charitable construction upon everything ; that will not hear

of a contradiction, but compel discrepancies to shake hands;

that makes the easy explain the difficult, whether compre-

hending it or not ; that posts the supernatural in reserve,

to be used only in case the natural can hold out no

more ; that conjures the Devil and his Temptations into

the phantasmagoria of a trance, and resolves the exorcism

of demons into the cure of fits ; that can harmonize John
and Matthew, Paul and James ; and should anything still

remain which is distasteful to good sense, can explain it as

a condescending accom??iodation on the part of Christ and

his apostles to the superstitions of their time. The men
who took this view produced vapid books on " The princi-

pal truths of Religion," and on " The faith of Christians ;

"

or defences of Revelation, like Leland's in our own
country, so manifestly weak and twaddling, that if the

reader was not sceptical at the beginning he could scarcely

fail to be so at the end. These men, Spalding, Nosselt,

Jerusalem, were not equal to the scientific emergencies of

Christian controversy. Respectable in their personal

character and sincere in their convictions, they not

unworthily represented Christianity on its practical side

;

but had no insight into anything beyond the ethical level

of rehgion, no feeling for historical criticism, nor any con-

sistent logic for the proof of a Divine authority. They

conceded too much to both the other sides to operate
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with effect on either. Their very apologies for Christianity

were infected by the philosophy of Deism; while their

harmonistic ingenuities assumed the orthodox conception

of the Bible. Leaving undisturbed the principle of a

documentary revelation, yet accepting the condition that

it must comprise only the self-consistent and intelligibly

true, they burthened the religion with all the imperfections

of its first literature ; and after all put nothing into it

beyond what is found in any tolerable treatise on Natural

Theology. The result was inevitable ; that they coerced

and modernized the letter^ stripping it of local colouring

and soaking away its historical concreteness ; without

gaining, after all this sacrifice, anything but completer

blindness to its distinctive spirit.

It is not wonderful that, under such ecclesiastical condi-

tions, a mind so impatient as Lessing's of either narrow

dogmatism or washy compromise, should feel no attraction

to the Church and no early interest in theological studies.

An almost wilful freedom distinguished him from the first

;

during his academical career interfering, as his father com-

plained, with any persistetit direction of his studies ; in

the succeeding years rendering any restraints of even a

lay office irksome to him, and making it difficult to suit him

with a profession ; and so confirmed into a habit in his

maturity, that, when late in life he contracted a marriage,

terminated in two years by the death of his wife, his

friends,—and Professor Schwartz adopts their judgment,

—

considered such surrender of his independence an

"amiable inconsequence." At Leipzig University no

theological auditorium, not even Gellert's, had any charm

for him ; and he sent word home that he found himself

wanting in every quality, of thought and elocution, that

-could fit him for the pulpit. Ernesti's lectures on Greek

history and Roman archaeology, and Kastner's exercises in

disputation, which he attended with great zeal, seem to

have enchained him most. Theophrastus, Plautus and

Terence were his favourite authors : and dramatic literature
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and representations were at once his serious study and his

chief amusement. This entire devotion to the Belles

Lettres and the fine arts continued, with little exception^

till his forty-first year, when (in 1770) he exchanged his

office of dramaturgist to the Hamburg Theatre (which he

had held for three years) for that of librarian at Wolfen-

biittel. For a short time, indeed, while resident at Breslau

in the capacity of private secretary, he had occupied him-

self, ten years before, both with Spinoza's philosophy and

with ecclesiastical history, and had projected a treatise on

the Christian persecutions and martyrs. But, with this

slight interlude, his life had been engaged wholly in

aesthetic criticism and production : and he reached the

grand period of his polemical activity, a mere accomplished

layman, not only without the special training of a church-

man by profession, but unfurnished with the outfit of even

the amateur theologian. This fact, so offensive to the
" Professorthum " of Germany, it is important to remem-

ber, if we are to appreciate either the animus of the

controversies which occupied his later years or the merits

of the criticism and dialectic which he brought into

them.

Meanwhile, through indirect influence on his tastes and
judgment, his literary years contributed in no doubtful

degree to the colouring of his theological. His dramatic

perception, his artistic study of character, his experiments

in combining different types of personality, for effects of

moral harmony or contrast, could not fail to cultivate his

eye for the lights and shadows of humanity, and quicken

his discernment of what is weak and partial in any given

expression and development of life. The links which con-

catenate any speculative system of ideas he might or

might not have acquired the skill to scrutinize : but let

that system take possession of a person and use him as its

organ, and the dramatist can pronounce upon it in this

living form : he instantly feels the want of proportion, is

affected painfully or ludicrously by the twist, and can tell
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where and why it is that the balance fails. If he have

also the faculty of embracing and analyzing a logical as

well as an individualized whole, he can work his way up

from the defects of the personal incarnation to the flaw or

omission in the speculative construction. A blemish in

the representative character will serve as index to a weak-

ness in the theory. It is to this mode of judgment that

Lessing's polemical writings largely owe their vivacity,

their severity, their truth. He had studied the men in

whom the several tendencies of his time were realized.

He well knew how the oil of sanctity and the gall of

bitterness mingled in the composition of the old Lutheran

clergyman. He had estimated the persiflage and

" Lucianism " of the French sceptic, and thought it but

an egotistic love of truth that could retire upon so easy a

victory and care for nothing more. He had amused him-

self with the insipid incapacity of the " new-fashioned theo-

logians " of the liberal school ; he saw how helplessly they

were tossed on the troubled sea of opinion, with neither

any helm of guiding philosophy, nor any breeze of impel-

ling faith : and refused to heed them till they could either

speculate or prophesy. When his mind was directed on

questions of belief, these personal appreciations were

transmuted into doctrinal estimates : but in their abstract

form the traces of their living origin remained :
and not-

withstanding the scholastic guise of the theologic critic,

the play of the features betrays the satirist, and the garb

of serious drama appears beneath.

Moreover, the personal relations into which his literar>'

career introduced him, had an important influence on his

sympathies and opinions. In particular, a visit to Berlin

immediately after his University course,—a visit prolonged

into a stay of five or six years,—determined both the work

and the society of the next period, and constituted the

most intimate friendship of his life. Nicolai, the Berlin

publisher and author, ambitious of being the Maecenas of

Germany, used to gather around him a society of both
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young aspirants and men of established repute in the world

of letters. His house, his company, his opinions, were

copies from the salons of Paris ; and became a sort of

propagandist institution for free-thinking ideas, and a court

of universal critical inquisition. To the student fresh

from college, and fermenting with unsettled admirations

and eager hopes, the friendly reception, the literary stir,

the copiousness of new books, the circulation of intellec-

tual gossip, the encounter with reputed arbiters of taste, at

the bibliopolist's house, could not fail to be highly attrac-

tive : and here it was that Lessing formed the first projects

that engaged his genius. In conjunction with Nicolai and

others, he commenced, in 1757, the " Bibliothek der

schonen Wissenschaften," and he wrote a considerable

proportion of the celebrated " Letters on Literature,"

which commenced their series two years later. If his

participation in these enterprises gradually became less

zealous and productive, it was because nearer acquaintance

did not strengthen his sympathy with the Berlin circle.

Though he continued to correspond with Nicolai on

aesthetic matters, and to be welcome at his house, he soon

found that he must expect there no interest in any deep or

earnest conviction, no tolerance even of anything that

could not be measured by the rod and chain of a few self-

appointed world-surveyors. The bookseller and his asso-

ciates contracted more and more the habits and suscepti-

bilities of a clique, committed to rigid little formulas of

admiration, jealous of younger and more various life, and,

in the name of freedom, exercising a monstrous intellectual

tyranny. Throwing up their entrenched camp of liberalism

on the sands of Berlin, and thinking it the very navel of

the world, they defied all enemies, refused all alliance, and
shot every wanderer beyond the lines. Every new pheno-

menon that appeared in their neighbourhood and avoided

their enclosure, was pronounced insignificant, and visited

with their contempt ; Goethe's early poetry, the philoso-

phies of Kant and Fichte, the historical conceptions of
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Herder. A position at once so offensive and so isolated

naturally tempted revenge : and as the affluence of time

produced school after school of fresh thought and feeling,

each in turn had its fling at the " Nicolaites ; " whom,

accordingly, the protests of Jacobi and Lavater, the wit of

Goethe and Schiller, the satiric painting of the Schlegels and

Novalis, have set on an unenviable eminence as the stock-

figures representing empty-headed arrogance and intoler-

ant conceit. To no one could this spirit be more uncon-

genial than to Lessing ; whose open-mindedness, whose

delight in watching the ever-moving waters of thought,

were of the most genuine kind ; and in whom the

constant outlook for more truth and prophetic faith that it

would come, reach an almost pathetic depth. He, there-

fore, not only withheld from this coterie the workings of

his mind on religion and philosophy, but made public

disclaimer of all participation in the " Allgemeine

deutsche Bibliothek," the organ of their critical tribunal.

The Review survived the discredit of this repudiation :

but it fell more and more into garrulity and literary hack-

work, and had ceased to act on human affairs some time

before it ceased to exist.

There was one life-long friendship, however, as we have

said, formed at the house of Nicolai. It was there that, in

1754, when both were at the age of twenty-five, Lessing and

Moses Mendelssohn first met, and discovered how much

there was in each which the other needed, trusted, and

loved. Lessing's stronger, clearer nature, necessarily deter-

mined the relation to be one of intellectual dependence and

trust on the part of his gentle and reverential friend. Until

they met, no one seems to have discovered Mendelssohn's

depth of sentiment and gifts of graceful thought. It was

Lessing, whose appreciation and hopeful prophecies first

awakened in him sufficient self-reliance to yield to his in-

spirations, and try what response there might be for him in

the hearts of men. Hence the tone of noble gratitude

that mingled with his affection for Lessing ; and the jealous
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—even too susceptible—tenderness with which, as survivor,

he guarded the reputation of his friend. Few would have

predicted so close an amity between such contrasted men.

Mendelssohn, imbued with an Oriental veneration, a medi-

tative glow, a moral wisdom intent on ameliorating life, a

peaceful spirit shrinking from the jar of words : Lessing,

quickened with Western inquisitiveness, sanguine of intel-

lectual enterprise, admitting neither love nor good till he

sees that its root is in the true ; inspirited by debate and

doubtful else of the triumph of the right :—showed by their

mutual affection, how much deeper is the unity of the

human heart than the contrarieties of temperament and
culture. As if tinctured still with the influence of a warmer

land, Mendelssohn's mind seemed wrapped in a Southern

evening's summer haze, and musing till the stars came out

and the sounds of day were gone. Lessing, true son of

Northern latitudes, was rather the restless sea-king, despising

the sluggish fields when he could ride upon the seething

deep, ever ready to breathe the arctic winds, to struggle

with the defiances of nature, and be proud of a region in

which lassitude would die. But the same heaven embraces

every zone ; and one sacred sense of light and love over-

arched and united these two men. How deeply the firmer

nature was touched by the gentler is testified by Lessing's

last piece ; for Mendelssohn is the prototype of Nathan the

Wise.

With the removal to Wolfenbiittel, in 1770, commenced
the closing and only theological stage of Lessing's life.

Scarcely had he settled there before he discovered in the

library an unknown treatise on the Eucharist, composed in

the nth century, in which a doctrine of the real presence,

essentially the same as Luther's, was defended as the true

teaching of the Church, The treatise, being by no less a

person than Berengar, of Tours, and in refutation of the

great Anselm of Canterbury, was a real ecclesiastical

treasure, and was naturally acceptable to the German
clergy, as an important addition to their Vindiciae
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Lutherianae. The publication of it by Lessing brought him

a degree of orthodox favour which amused without deceiv-

ing him.

A further discovery was at hand, which was destined to

reverse his ecclesiastical repute. This same year, he was

shown, in the family of Reimarus, at Hamburg, an anony-

mous manuscript, containing portions of a deistical treatise

on the chief points of Christian evidences. He took a

copy of the manuscript, and sent it confidentially to

Mendelssohn. From the first he was desirous of publishing

it, not that it expressed his own views, but because it would

excite a discussion which could not fail to be salutary, and

leave something clearer than before. But it was not till

1774 that he brought out the first portion, on the "Tolera-

tion of Deists." It fell quite flat, however, and the stir

which the editor anticipated did not arise till, in 1777, he

published the five next fragments on " The clerical outcry

against Reason ; " " The impossibility of a Revelation, in

which all men can have well-grounded faith
;
" " The

passage of the Israehtes through the Red Sea ;
" "The Old

Testament books not written to reveal a religion ; " and

"The accounts of the Resurrection." The storm excited

by the appearance of these was raised to the highest pitch

by the issue, next year, of the concluding piece, on " The
objects of Jesus and the disciples." Thus was completed

the celebrated series of " Wolfenbiittel Fragments," so

called from the library in which the manuscript was said to

have been found. They were accompanied by introductions

and comments from Lessing, sometimes corrective, some-

times apologetic, whence chiefly must be gathered any judg-

ment respecting his own theological sentiments. He was

plunged, by his editorial relation to the Fragmentist, into a

boundless turmoil of controversy. Old Semler, scared into

reaction by the effects of his own critical liberalism, attacked

the fragments with more vehemence than dignity, and

ridiculed the ground on which the editor vindicated their

publication, viz., a zeal for Christianity and desire to call

into the field some charnpion equal to the exigencies of
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this new challenge. This plea was especially satirized in an

appendix contributed, as Semler affirmed, by an eminent

statesman, in which is described the trial before the " Lord

Mayor " of an incendiary for setting somebody's house on

fire. The defendant acknowledges the act, but submits

that he thought the house was fire-proof, and had only

meant to test the tenant's presence of mind, and give the

Insurance Companies an opportunity of displaying their

efficiency. The Lord Mayor orders the man off" to Bedlam.

"And everybody knows"—so ends the parable—"that

there he remains to this day." The bitterness of Semler,

his arrogance and pedantry, were not rendered more toler-

able by any real mastery of the argument. He set aside

all difficulties in the evangelical history by drawing a dis-

tinction, which he left quite undefined, between a local and
accidental Christianity, and the universal and essential, and
referring all blemishes and errors of the gospels to the

former ; and avoided compromising the full inspiration of

the Christian founders, by the unworthy subterfuge of his

"accommodation doctrine." In the desire to wipe off first

his account with opponents of inferior name,—Walch,

Schumann, Ooze,—Lessing missed his opportunity of reply

to Semler ; against whose treatise he projected an elaborate

work,—the advance, as he said, no longer of skirmishing

light troops, but of his main army ; and was cut off by

death ere it could be achieved.

Whence now, and what, were these renowned " Frag-

ments ? " Notwithstanding the mystery in which their

origin was long enveloped, and the doubts recently revived

by Illgen (in his Zeitschrift fiir historische Theologie, 1839),

a combination of evidence which seems superfluously

strong, fixes the authorship on Hermann Samuel Reimarus,

Professor of oriental languages in Hamburg, and son-in-

law to the distinguished Johann Albert Fabricius.* He
* The general concurrence on this literary question renders it need-

less to weave together for our readers the various threads of proof.

How curious and firm a tissue they make may be seen in Prof.

Schwarz's note to p. 99.
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died in the spring of 1768 ; and it was at the house of his

son that, in 1770, Lessing first saw the manuscript, probably

through the instrumentahty of his daughter, Elise Reimarus.

This manuscript, which an internal date refers to the year

1 744, was only a fragment from the first draft of a treatise,

repeatedly rewritten and enlarged in subsequent years, and

not completed before the year 1767. Of the entire treatise,

in two considerable volumes, entitled "Apology for the

rational worshippers of God," one manuscript copy exists

in the Hamburg City-library ; and another in the Gottingen

University-library ; both having been presented by Rei-

marus the son just before his death in 1814. They contain,

word for word, the fragments published by Lessing. The
work professes to have been written, not for the world, but

simply with a view to settle and clear the author's own con-

victions : and it bears the unmistakable impress of serious

and conscientious inquiry. Reimarus, as Prof. Schwarz

remarks, was essentially the Strauss of his day ;—that is, as

Strauss resolved Christianity into Hegelianism, so did Rei-

marus resolve it into the Wolfian philosophy ; the historical

element being dissipated, in the recent case, in the interests

of Pantheism ; in the elder one, in the interests of Deism.

The critical methods employed for explaining the history

away are different in the two cases. Both indeed begin

with the same negative process ; alleging discrepancies and

incoherences which prove the narrative untrustworthy : but

in accounting for the recital as it stands, the two critics

have recourse to different types of hypothesis : Reimarus

dealing with the record as false history ; Strauss as no

history at all : the one leaving its date and authorship little

disturbed, and ascribing what he deems untrue in it to error

and unveracity in the writers ; the other, permitting to the

materials so long a time ere they were committed to writing,

that the personality of Jesus had been transformed in the

interval into an ideal of the Messiah. These constructive

hypotheses, in which probabilities are quite overworked,

constitute the weakness of both writers ; as indeed of every
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attempt to fill the void which a destructive criticism creates :

and it is far easier for an opponent to batter down the con-

jectural history which they erect, than to repair the breaches

in the real one which they assail. Thus nothing can be

more arbitrary than the assumption of the fragment on the

Resurrection, that the story put by the Pharisees into the

mouth of the Roman guard, about the disciples' theft of

their Master's body,—hit the precise truth of the matter

;

and refutations addressing themselves to this point gain a

cheap success : but the variations in the different narratives

remain as unrelieved as when exhibited by Reimarus : the

ingenuities of reconciling interpreters tending only to bring

criticism into contempt, resulting as they do in what Lessing

called "the harmony of wax-noses," which may be squeezed

into any shape. And again, when Reimarus, in the last

fragment, maintains that, after the death of Christ, his

disciples set about the construction of quite a new doctrine

respecting his person, and were driven by necessity to make

up the theory of a suffering and glorified Messiah, coming

again to judge the world, and that, having struck out this

idea, they devised a history to suit it ; it is easy to show

how little way such an hypothesis will go, in explaining the

difference between the conceptions of Matthew and the

system of Paul : but the alleged fact of the co-presence in

the New Testament of two Christianities, and the evidence

that, by some means, one of these did develop itself into

the other, are surely placed beyond the reach of doubt.

This distinction, between the critical facts of discrepancy,

and the inference drawn from it by the Fragmentist,

Lessing himself marked from the first. The variations in

the accounts of the same transactions, as reported in

different gospels, prove, he says, no fraudulent misrepre-

sentation by eye-witnesses, but only that we are not really

in presence of the eye-witnesses, and suffer from the inevit-

able imperfections of later historical sources. And this

thought, working upon the phenomena of agreement and

difference in the first three gospels, led him to maintain the
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very doctrine, which Eichhorn's elaboration afterwards

rendered celebrated, of a prior or original gospel,—also

identified by him with the gospel according to the Hebrews,

whose contents furnished the common base of our

canonical synoptics. In like manner, the traces in Scripture

of two different Christianities, a Judaic and a human, he

freed from the suspicion of artifice and sudden accommoda-

tion to necessity ; and treated as the natural expansion,

distributed over a generation or a century, of a faith at first

compressed and narrowed by historical conditions, and

reaching its plenitude only as the season of its experience

advanced. And not in reference to these points alone, but

generally, Lessing refused to surrender Christianity, on proof

of error in its first teachers, uncertainty in its reported

miracles, contradictions in its early literature, misapplication

of Messianic prophecies. All these he regards as but the

external accidents, the transitory media, of the religion,

constituting, it may be, its support in one age and its weak-

ness in another : they do not belong to its inner essence, in

which alone the real evidence of spiritual truth is found :

and he who detects anything amiss with them may even

render a service by driving men from sham-proofs, that really

persuade no one, to true ones that lie at the heart of things.

Religious doctrine cannot be deduced from mere historical

facts without a fiera/Sao-is eis aXko yivos vitiating the whole

process. Facts indeed may become the proper ground of

moral and spiritual faith : but then they must be facts

which come over again and again, and betray an element

that is permanent and eternal ; which form part of the

experience and consciousness of humanity ; and ally them-

selves with the Divine by not losing their presence in the

world. But imrepeated facts, which limit themselves to a

moment, which are the incidents of a single personality,

and are left behind quite insulated in the past, show,

—

were it only by your not expecting them again,—that they

are detached from the persistent and essential life of the

universe and humanity. They are but once and away ; and
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least of all therefore can testify of the untransitory and
ever-living. The real can teach us only so far as it has an

ideal kernel, redeeming it from the character of a solitary

phenomenon. Among the various expositions and applica-

tions of this favourite theme of Lessing's, we select the

following sentences from his Axiomata."^

1. "The Bible evidently contains more than belongs to

Religion.

2. That in this " more " the Bible is still infallible, is

mere hypothesis.

3. The letter is not the spirit, and the Bible is not the

Religion.

4. The objections therefore against the letter and against

the Bible, are not on that account objections against the

spirit and against the Religion.

5. Moreover there was a religion ere there was a Bible.

6. Christianity was in being before Evangelists and
Apostles had written. Some time elapsed before the first

of them wrote, and a very considerable time before the

whole canon was constituted.

7. However much therefore may depend on these writ-

ings, it is impossible that the whole truth of the Christian

religion can rest upon them.

8. If there was a period during which, diffused as the

Christian religion already was, and many as were the souls

filled already with its power, still not a letter had yet been

written of the records which have come down to us, then it

must be also possible for all the writings of Evangelists and
Apostles to perish, yet the religion taught by them still to

subsist.

9. The religion is not true, because Evangelists and
Apostles taught it ; but they taught it, because it is true.

10. Its interior truth must furnish the interpretation of

the writings it has handed down ; and no writings handed
down can give it interior truth, if it has none."

In his controversy with Ooze, he illustrates this distinc-

* See his collected works, vol. x. p. 10 ; or Schwarz, p. 147.
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tion between the essence and the historical form of Chris-

tianity, by a parable to the following effect. A wise king

of a great realm, built a palace of immense size and very

peculiar architecture. About this structure, there came

from the very first a foolish strife to be carried on, espe-

cially among reputed connoisseurs, people, that is, who had

least looked into the interior. This strife was not about

the palace itself, but about various old ground-plans of it,

and drawings of the same very difficult to make out. Once,

when the watchmen cried out " Fire," these connoisseurs,

instead of running to help, snatched up their plans, and

instead of putting out the fire on the spot, kept standing

with their plans in hand, making a hubbub all the while,

and squabbling about whether this was the spot on fire,

and that the place to put it out. Happily, the safety of

the palace did not depend on these busy wranglers, for it

was not on fire at all ; the watchmen had been frightened

by the Northern lights, and mistaken them for fire (p. 157).

It is impossible to convey by a clearer image Lessing's

feeling that a Christianity once incorporated in the very

substance of history and civilization, seated deep in human
sentiment and thought, and developed into literature, law,

and life, subsists independently of critical questions, and is

with us, not as the contingent vapour that a wind may rise

to blow away, but as the cloud that has dropped its rain

and mingled with the roots of things.

It will have been observed how near, in his denial of a

regulative function to the Bible, Lessing approached to the

Catholic position, that it is the Church that authenticates

the Scripture, not Scripture the Church. Nor did he rest

with a mere negative verdict on this point, as against the

Protestant misuse of Scripture. When pressed to say where

then the doctrinal appeal in last resort was to be found, he

at once replied. The oldest tradition,—the regula fidei of

the first four centuries,—is the " Rock on which the Church

was built." Nothing however could be further from his

thought, than to constitute the creed of any period a rule

VOL. I. P
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absolute for the present and all time. His thesis is to be

understood partly as historical, declaring that, in point of

fact, it was customary with the Fathers to settle dogmatic

questions by appeal to apostohc Tradition ; and partly as

simply p?'eferentialj to the effect that, if we would grasp the

essence of Christian faith, tradition is a better aid than

Scripture ;—the condensed formula, in which the pre-

dominant feeling of the Church at a particular time has

expressed itself, than a miscellaneous collection of writings,

various, occasional, individual, venerable as a literature, but

inapplicable as norm and definition. A short portion of

the Christian's collective worship—a prayer, a hymn, a rite,

especially a concentrated Confession of Faith into which

the devout consciousness of thousands has converged,

—

will, at all events, be an expression of religion, not of

history ; and you are less likely to miss there the kernel of

the faith than in a search for it through the diffuse and

complex and often accidental memorials that make up the

New Testament collection. In vindicating the principle

of " tradition," Lessing meant to assert the rights of the

current consciousness of a living Church against the fixed

letter of ever so sacred an antiquity : and if he proved his

case by reference to the selected instance of the first cen-

turies, it was only because there the competing rules could

be brought into directest comparison, and at the very time

when Scripture contained least that was out of date, it had

still been subordinated to the other icava>v rfjs aXrjOeias- And
by narrowing the ground of his argument to that period,

he could free the discussion from the needless intrusion of

dogmatic alarms ; since, for the security of an orthodox

creed, the regula^dei is at least not less eligible than the

Scriptures. Doubtless there is something of dialectic man-

agement in his treatment of this subject ; and propositions

occur which we must regard as laid down yvuvaariKmsj rather

than doyfiariKas. He Carried further than we can quite

approve the habit of strictly choosing his own polemic

ground, and so limiting himself to it as to establish one
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thing only at a time, without heeding any collateral mis-

understandings which the process might create or leave.

YWs first positions are thus sometimes only relatively sound,

as against his opponents : and when he has excluded the

utterly false, he can advance, by another passage of com-

parative logic, to something truer than his own previous

truth. To those who compare his defence of the early

creeds as a regula fidei with other traces of his theology,

this play with his exuberant strength,—^which postpones the

best till he has secured the better,—will be evident enough.

To suppose that he really meant to bind all ages by the

rule of one, or to check indefinite living development by

making an oracle of the past, is to ascribe a Papist abso-

lutism to the most Protestant of Protestants.

The Protestant use of Scripture as an authoritative oracle

implies the notion that the first age was the exclusive seat

of revealing inspiration ; that with it the Divineness passed

away, and the world became again " common or unclean."

To remove the Scriptures from such regulative use is to

call this notion in question, and implies a different concep-

tion of Revelation, and of the relation between the Divine

and the Human Spirit. Accordingly, we find Lessing ex-

pounding a theory of God's dealings with the world, which,

while it destroys the exceptional and final character of the

biblical dispensations, leaves to them their sacred place

and function, as the media of approach between God and

man. He conceives of Revelation, not as a thing flung

down upon history once for all and all at once and left

there,—not as ready-made and finished truth, valid equally

for all the universe ; but as an incessant process^ running

through the whole existence of mankind. By the happiest

of analogical definitions, he calls it the Divine Education of

the htiman race. It is a training-school, whose work is ever

going on, with elementary books, from the mere alphabet

of thought to the approaches of highest wisdom. All cul-

ture is in its very nature progressive : its outward apparatus

and means rising per saltum through successive steps that

p 2
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may be numbered,—book after book, class after class ; its

inner growth, among the faculties themselves, being on the

other hand continuous and unmarked from hour to hour.

In the great school of human kind, three separate stages,

each with appropriate furniture of instruction, are needful

to complete the outward work ; with which the inner de-

velopment, ever flowing and with different course in

different souls, can only roughly correspond. The Hebrew
dispensation represents the first stage, and the Old Testa-

ment is its class-book. In what now does the excellence

of such a book consist ? Not surely in its exhausting the

subject of which it treats ;—not in its anticipating on its

first page the teachings of its last ;—not in its dictating all

that is to be learned, and furnishing no problems, no exer-

cises of discipline, on which the scholar's mind may work

:

but in adaptation to the incipient stage of culture ; in

gradual advance, as the pupil becomes ready for more ; in

leaving deducibles that may be independently won ; and in

not closing the way towards the step beyond. It is there-

fore a vain objection of the Fragmentist (in his fourth piece,

entitled "The Old Testament books not written to reveal

a religion "), that the Hebrew Scriptures are silent on the

doctrine of a future life : in the infancy of mankind, the

idea of eternity is beyond their grasp, and the moral law

must declare itself in more immediate sanctions. It is vain

again to complain that so impure a Monotheism is found in

the older writings. Truth given is never possessed like

truth achieved ; and when the simply patriarchal and

national Jehovah had been sublimed from the merely

greatest to the absolutely Only God, the hard-earned dis-

covery was infinitely more precious than any dictated

dogma. Even the apparent interruption of the course of

training by the Babylonish exile and its suspension of the

national life, was but a wholesome change of discipline.

By intercourse with a foreign people of larger culture, the

Hebrews apprehended the idea of immortality at last, and

then found to their joy that their own books were not with-
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out hints and surmises of it which they had never seen

before. They returned better than they went. Soon the

point was reached when they began to extract more from

their text-book than it would fairly yield,—sure sign that it

had done its work and that their mind was ready for an

advance. Then was inaugurated the second stage, and

Christianity took up the boyhood of the race, and put the

New Testament into their hand as the succeeding manual.

No other book has so exercised and improved the human
mind ; and if of these benefits it has been a necessary con-

dition, that men have taken it for their all-in-all of know^-

ledge, this is only what must always be thought at the time

of whatever system of instruction spreads to the mind's

horizon. The one grand advance made by this Divine

hand-book, is in its positive and practical disclosure of the

immortality of the soul : but the less ennobling doctrines

of the Trinity, Original Sin, and Atonement, still come so

near to the essence of important truths, that he who thinks

himself above them must beware lest, in his conceit, he lose

in himself or snatch from his weaker brother conceptions

of real moment and not easy to invest with other forms.

" Ah ! scholar of more forward capacity, you that, having

reached the last leaf of your class-book, burn and stamp

with joy, take heed how you let your weaker fellow-scholar

observe what you divine or begin already to discern." Still,

the lagging pupil will in the end follow the more advanced
;

will see light in front, and will have made his own, by pro-

cess of living thought, the truths which at first he had

learned by rote. For^ the transformation of revealed truths

into truths of reason is the very aim and croivning success of

the whole scheme of Divine discipline. As the master goes

before his pupils in their reckonings, and tells them the

answer which their computation ought to bring ; so the

great Educator of humanity does but fore-announce the

results which the combinations of thought \\\\\ ultimately

evolve.

Education however, whether of infancy or boyhood, is
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still but a means to an ulterior end ; and it were a distrust

of God to doubt that the ripe manhood of humanity will

yet be reached. As His law was first apprehended by its

immediate retributions, and next became solemn with

eternal sanctions, so does there yet remain a third stage, in

which it will be deemed holy on its own account, and the

good will be served simply because of its goodness. The

time must come of a new and eternal gospel, when the

class-books of an earlier period will be left behind. Is this

hurtful to the dignity of the New Testament ? Does not,

on the contrary, the Testament itself give promise of such

a kingdom of heaven ? Have not all enthusiastic sects

proclaimed it ? Their error was not in the promise, but

in the date. They went too fast, and wanted the world's

maturity ere its childhood was half gone. And this is ever

the character of fanaticism : it cannot wait for the future,

but would urge the step of God's Providence to its own

hot haste. The Divine wisdom moves by a serener but a

surer law, and knows that in a moral sphere the straightest

line is not always the shortest. Ere all is ripe, each in-

dividual must have passed through the course, whereby the

race has attained to its maturity ; and, as for this end a

single life so often does not suffice, what forbids his return

again and again to this world, to achieve fresh steps on his

spiritual way ?

In this theory, as in his vindication of tradition, Lessing

makes, at one point, a curious approach to the Catholic

doctrine. Revelation, as a Divine economy, is not a sacred

literature, but a living msfitutioit. Only, his object in thus

changing the Protestant representation, is to set in action

a principle subversive alike of Catholic fixity and Lutheran

orthodoxy,—the principle of a progressive revelation, each

part of which is to be successively outstripped, and which

gains its end by superseding itself, and handing over its

truths to the custody and operation of Reason. The super-

natural is not called in question by Lessing : but it is

reduced to a subordinate position, and made the mere
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occasion of a natural development, which it is permitted

somewhat to accelerate. Even this it does not always

accomplish ; for the Hebrews after all were anticipated by

the Chaldeans in the knowledge of a future life, and were

taught the highest truths they ever reached by exile among

Pagans ! Lessing not improbably introduced this very

instance to intimate how little stress he would lay on any

speciality claimed for the Jewish people ;
to raise other

positive religions of the world into a position comparable

with that of the Scripture dispensation ; and to leave the

way open for applying to them the same principles which

he had carried through the selected cases of the Hebrew

and the Christian faiths. At least, we think, with Professor

Schwarz, that in substituting the idea of Perfectibility for

that of Perfection, as an attribute of Revelation, in starving

out particular and exclusive inspiration by giving it little or

nothing to do, and in making everything culminate in

natural evolution of faculty, Lessing would fain supersede

all exceptional supernaturalism, draw the whole world into

the circle of Divine discipline, and merge into one concep-

tion the antithesis of "grace " and " nature.'

On Lessing's views of Historical religion some further

light might perhaps be thrown, did our limits permit us to

investigate the question as to the precise form of his

Natural Theology. It is well known that on this matter

there arose, after his death, a controversy which to this

hour has been brought to no determinate result. It in-

volves in its web so many delicate and complicated threads

of metaphysical and personal criticism, that we can only

refer to the external facts, and state what appears the most

reasonable verdict upon them. During his life-time, Les-

sing had passed for a disciple, in the main, of the Leib-

nizian philosophy. In 1770 he had been led to the study

of Leibniz by Dutens' collected edition of his works ;
and

frcm that time, he not only invariably spoke of the great

Hanoverian with admiration, but vindicated from the

charge of insincere accommodation his conservatism on
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the doctrine of eternal punishments, and betrayed the

influence of the Monadology and Theodicee in many
parts of his own scheme of thought ;—in his idea of

Creation, of endless development of individual self-deter-

mining beings, of the pre-existence and transmigration of

souls. He had also entered into the Leibnizian polemic

against the Arians and Socinians, and formed to himself a

Trinity on principles closely resembling those of Locke's

opponent. His mind was too spontaneously active to

allow indeed of anything like a sequacious discipleship ; and

the metaphysical impulse was too little decided in him to

produce any organized expression of his philosophical

creed. But his friend Mendelssohn, who concerned him-

self much with speculative systems, never doubted that he

was a Theist, an Individualist, and an Optimist of the

same complexion with Leibniz. It was therefore not

without surprise that, after his death, his friends heard, on

first-hand authority, of a conversation held shortly before,

in which he had avowed himself a follower of Spinoza

!

The reporter was no other than Jacobi,—the philosopher

of Faith,—who had visited him in Wolfenbiittel, and con-

versed with him at length on the 6th and 7th July, 1780.

What passed between them is reported at length ; and

among other expressions of Lessing's are such as these

;

that " if he were to call himself after any master, he knew
no other than Spinoza whom he could name ;

" that the

ordinary Theists were " not entitled to treat Spinoza like

a dead dog ;
" that " Jacobi had better make friends with

Spinoza," for, " depend upon it, his was the only philo-

sophy." The account of this interview aggrieved the

affectionate Mendelssohn ; who could not bear that any one

should even seem to know a thought of Lessing's uncon-

fessed to him ; and who regarded the ascription to him of

Spinozistic tendencies as an imputation on his religious

character. So agitated indeed was the too-sensitive friend,

that the preparation of his appeal " To Lessing's friends,"

shattered him to death. The zeal, thus fatal to himself,
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was unhappily not less over-wrought for the interests of

truth, and the service of his friend. It led him to call in

question the fidelity of Jacobi's report, and to deal with

the whole affair as an unworthy calumny. Not only how-

ever 7nay the conversation very well have taken place ; but,

to say nothing of the witness's unimpeachable veracity, it

is in the highest degree characteristic of the interlocutors
;

and contrasts the Platonic enthusiasm of Jacobi with the

Aristotelian precision of Lessing in a way that fancy could

not imitate. The conversation then being genuine, what

did Lessing mean ? Prof. Schwarz thinks that he was

amusing himself with Jacobi, and " trotting him out ;

"

and that in what he said he followed the clue of a satiric

pleasure in touching the sensitive chords of a mind with
" one idea," and listening to the rich music which they

made. To some extent it may be so ; but we find in

Lessing too real an earnestness, an intellect too intently

strung, to ascribe so much to a mere relaxed and diplo-

matic play of thought. We should rather seek an expla-

nation in his characteristic propensity to struggle, as we
have said, for neglected elements of truth ; a propensity

which would lead him, neither from temper nor from art, but

from the instinct of intellectual justice, to balance Jacobi's

judgment of Spinozism by a recognition of its rights.

This is the more conceivable, when we remember the

peculiarity of Jacobi's point of view. He contended that

every profound and consecutive thinker, who once took the

metaphysic clue in hand must reach Spinozism, which was

the only self-consistent philosophy. At the same time he

maintained that Spinozism was Atheism : and concluding

from these two positions that there was no way to Theism

through speculative thought, he substituted, as ground of

Religion, the direct intuition of Faith for the mediating

processes of philosophy. Nothing could be more alien to

the genius of Lessing than a principle like this. His

unresting, scrutinizing mind, ever pushing to the light and

sure that it could be reached, had no relish for ^rj-/ truths;
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and, while ever using them, would not like to be reminded

of so unpleasant a necessity. Tell him that, in seeking to

interpret the universe, he had no choice, but between a

blind leap of Faith and the subtle tracks of open vision

that wind through every height and depth, and he will take

the latter, though with peril of losing himself in infinite

wanderings. This, we suspect, is the true key to his conver-

sation with Jacobi. Allowing for this source of deflexion,

on that occasion, from his usual line of thought, and

judging by the broad evidence of his whole theologic

writings, we find in few of his philosophic countrymen

such faint traces of sympathy with Spinoza : and, draw

where we will the distinction between Pantheism and

Theism, Lessing will be found a genuine Theist, with no

firmer belief than in a self-conscious, living, willing, and

understanding God ; whose existence is distinct from the

universe, pervading and transcending it, and whose deter-

mining agency does not exclude the play of free-will indi-

vidual beings.

That in this notice we have said so little of Prof.

Schwarz's book, is due to its merits and not to its insigni-

ficance. Its success is so complete in awakening an

interest in its hero, that the reader or the reviewer is carried

away to its subject, and forgets itself. We must not how-

ever conclude without bearing witness, that the volume is

not only thorough in the treatment of its materials, and

admirable in their distribution.; but vigorous and acute in

its criticisms, fresh in style and manner, and the evident

product of a genuine knowledge of the times. It leads

us to expect with eagerness the larger history of which it

is the announced forerunner.



VI.

PERSONAL INFLUENCES ON PRESENT

THEOLOGY.

"Theology," says Mr. Macaulay, in his mischievous

way, " is not a progressive science." It may, however, be

retrogressive ; and it is sure to repay flippant neglect by
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Taylor Coleridge. Edited by the Rev. Derwent Coleridge, M.A.
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the ordinary Visitations in the years 1843, 1845, 1846." By Juhus
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Introduction, explanatory of his position in the Church with reference

to the Parties which divide it. Cambridge : Macmillan and Co.
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Series of Sermons by Frederick Denison Maurice, M.A., Chaplain of

Lincoln's Inn. Cambridge : Macmillan and Co. 1854.

*• St. Paul and Modern Thought : Remarks on the Views advanced

in Professor Jowett's Commentary on St. Paul." By J.
Llewelyn

Davies, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Incumbent
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" Passages selected from the Writings of Thomas Carlyle." With a
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lending its empty space to mean delusions. To its great

problems so7ne answer will always be attempted : and there

is much to choose between the solutions, however imper-

fect, found by reverential wisdom, and the degrading

falsehoods tendered in reply by the indifferent and super-

ficial. Even in their failures, there is a vast difference

between the explorings of the seeing and the blind. We
deny, however, that Christian theology can assume any

aspect of failure, except to those who use a false measure

of success. It is not in the nature of religion, of poetry, of

art, to exhibit the kind of progress that belongs to physical

science. They differ from it in seeking, not \.h.Q phenomena
of the universe, but its essence,—not its laws of change, but

its eternal meanings,—not outward nature, in short, except

as expressive of the inner thought of God : and being thus

intent upon the enduring spirit and very ground of things,

they cannot grow by numerical accretion of facts and
exacter registration of successions. They are the product,

not of the patient sense and comparing intelligence which

are always at hand, but of a deeper and finer insight,

changing with the atmosphere of the affections and will.

Instead of looking, therefore, for perpetual advance of

discovery in theology, we should naturally expect an

ebb and flow of light, answering to the moral con-

dition of men's minds : and may be content if the divine

truth, lost in the dulness of a material age, clears

itself into fresh forms with the returning breath of a

better time.

With hope thus moderate, in no confidence that the

millennium is due at present, but certainly in no despair of

larger visions than today's, we propose to glance at the

newer characteristics of English theology ; to trace their

origin and deviation from the data of the antecedent

generation ; and to indicate any common point towards

which their several lines of direction may seem to con-

verge. Few thoughtful men, who have lived through the
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greater part of the present century, can fail to be more or

1 ess aware of a vast change in the rehgious ideas and spirit

of the time,—a change surely to a higher mood of faith,

and even of doubt. A rapid survey of its social conditions,

and of its chief authors, living and departed, may help us

to appreciate its magnitude and tendency.

Prior to the peace of 181 5, the disposable activity of the

English mind was bespoken for the most part by the excite-

ment of European politics. What religious movement
there was arose out of the contagion of " French princi-

ples," or the recoil from them ; and was so subservient to

the antagonism of parties in the state as to acquire no
independent or scientific character. The disaffection of

Ireland, and its threatened invasion by Napoleon, gave an
anti-catholic direction to the zeal of the day, and enabled

the " Clapham sect," favoured by the prejudices of the

king and the influence of Mr. Percival, to attain a position

disproportioned to its merits. After the close of the war,

the numbers and social importance of this party continued

to increase. There were large arrears of domestic politics

to be dealt with ; and the prominence held by the Catholic

question for twelve or fourteen years made a watchword of

the " Bible-cry," placed the " Evangelicals " in the van of

the " Protestant interest," and Irish zealots in the van of

the Evangelicals. This temporary leadership was not

favourable to their permanent power. A fatal taint of

political agitation infected the system ; and once committed

to the keeping of Hibernian rhetoric, it was spoiled for the

quiet depths of the EngHsh mind.

One by one the elements of the political struggle suc-

ceeding to the war were discharged. The disabilities were

swept away ; the House of Commons was reconstituted
;

the municipalities were reformed; slavery was abolished.

These great enterprises of action and resistance being over,

and the strain of conflict withdrawn, attention was free

for more reflective interests, and an inner movement began
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to replace the outward. The several religious parties,

disengaged from their civic campaign, were sent home to

their spiritual husbandry, and throw^n upon their intrinsic

resources of genius and character. The time, ever so

critical for church and doctrine, had come at last,—the

time of searching thought and quiet work. Other charity

than would serve upon the hustings,—a deeper gospel

than was known at apocalyptic tea-tables,—a piety stimu-

lant of no platform, cheers, became indispensable in

evidence and expression of the Christian life. Especially

at the centres of intellectual light,—the Universities, where

the speculative faculties are trained,—were the reigning

systems sure to be tried by the severest tests. Who could

abide the day of reckoning ? What party, formed amid

the tastes and admirations of the previous age, could prove

itself equal to the larger problems of a new time ? Dis-

charged from the work of middle-class agitation, and

scrutinized by academic eyes, what had Evangelicism^ to

show ? Its men of genius ?—if it has higher names than

Wilberforce and Martyn, we never heard them. Its litera-

ture?—its favourites were Hannah More and Robert

Montgomery. Its divinity?—it attained the altitude of

Scott, Romaine, and Sumner. Its art ?—the accomplish-

ments of a modern day-school go beyond it. With faint

appreciation of scholarship, and entire dislike of philosophy,

it seemed studiously to repel the approaches of intellectual

men ; and accordingly had been illustrated by the devotion

of no great mind. Its preachers, imperceptive of the

English standards of good taste and reverence, could

hardly be distinguished from Dissenters. Its creed, an

endless chain of inflexible links, could only revolve in the

same technical groove, and could apply itself to no resist-

ance that lay out of its meridian. The cold-blooded

rapture with which the most dismal pictures were drawn of

this redeemed world, and a divine economy sketched which

tortures every moral affection, plainly showed that the
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scheme was no longer realized, and had passed from an

inner life to an outward opinion. The ecclesiastical doc-

trine of the party was moreover purely Erastian, and left no

intelligible barrier to separate the Anglican Church from

the crowd of Nonconformists at home, and the unepiscopal

Protestants abroad. These features had been little noticed

while the merits which balanced them were still fresh
;

while the race of idle and worldly clergymen was disap-

pearing before the new earnestness ; while great philan-

thropic enterprises were led by the followers of Simeon
;

while the fact remained conspicuous, that there was a

Christianity to be recovered for the land, and that these

men had stepped forth to do it. But in the third decade

of this century their " first works " had grown familiar

;

their weaknesses had become fixed ; their type of character

had cleared itself of its accidents and taken shape. It

caught the fastidious eye of Oxford ; and ere long, beneath

that fine perception all the blemishes were brought out. A
series of criticisms began, at first cautious and respectful

;

but gradually assuming a wider range and an intenser

spirit, they assailed the Evangelical party with every wea-

pon of antipathy which could be drawn from the armoury

of imagination or logic, Scripture or history. The weari-

ness and distaste felt at Oxford towards the Church-

Calvinists supplied the first impulse to the Tractarian

movement ; and it was chiefly with a view to displace them

that a new theology was advanced. As its lines were filled

in, and it acquired consistency and depth, a positive

inspiration of genuine faith supervened and left all party

passions behind. The great agent in this work was John
Henry Newman ; without an estimate of whose genius and
influence only two-thirds of the theological history of

contemporary England could be written. In him and the

Oxford ecclesiastical reaction we have our first source of

the modern development ; not exactly first in time, or

perhaps even in importance, but most conspicuous
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and best-defined, and therefore most tempting to begin

with.

The sister University became the officina of no " Tracts ;

"

and so no one talks of a " Cambridge Theology." There

is such a thing, nevertheless ;—at least there is a theology,

perfectly distinct and characteristic of the age, formed by

Cambridge men, and born with the impress of Cambridge

studies, though not elaborated on the spot. Coleridge

taught at Highgate ; but he poetized and learned at Jesus

College half a century before : and the men through

whom chiefly his Platonic gospel has passed into the heart

of our generation, Julius Hare and Frederick Maurice,

acknowledged the same abjia mater.''' To those who are

familiar with the writings of these eminent teachers, it will

not appear fanciful if we trace the origin of the school to

intellectual revolt against their academic text-books, Locke

and Paley. Empirical psychology and utilitarian ethics

are the permanent objects of Coleridge's hostility ; and

their removal is with him the prior condition of any

morality or religion at all. It was reserved for Professors

Sedgwick and Whewell, at a later time, to dethrone upon

the spot the two established potentates in philosophy.

But the murmurs against them had long been gathering.

Their school had not stood still, and in its advance had

become encumbered with able but inconvenient allies
;

betraying, in Bentham and James Mill, the tendencies

full-blown which it had been often reproached with secret-

ing. Long before the Genius of the place, starting at the

shadow of its own philosophy, recoiled and took shelter

with an elder faith, the sensitive and religious mind of

Coleridge had not only found refuge there for himself, but

opened an asylum for other wanderers, and lighted up a

chain of posts to show the way. The movement, com-

menced in reaction from inadequate metaphysics, never

rested till it found the legitimate repose of a satisfying

theology. In naming the accomplished Chaplain of

* F. D. Maurice, however, belongs also to Oxford.
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Lincoln's Inn as the most distinguished representative of

this type of religious thought, we do not overlook the

marked individuality which assigns to him a place of his

own. But this very freedom and freshness in the disciple

will be found characteristic, as of Plato's so of Cole-

ridge's disciples. Mr. Maurice may well protest against

the absurd classification which, under the common desig-

nation of " Broad Church," ranks him in the same series

with Whately, Baden Powell, and Rowland Williams,

—

men whose first principles and whole method are the most

precise contradictories of his own, however congenial with

him they may be in resistance to unchristian narrowness

and unworthy fears. But he has always affectionately

claimed his affinity with the author of the Aids to Rejection

and cannot be displeased if we seek him, with Julius Hare,

in the parlour of the Highgate sage. In the philosophical

reaction proceeding thence to penetrate the whole sub-

stance of Christianity, w^e find the second element in the

modern development.

It would be a curious problem of literary geography to

trace the stream of French intellectual influence which has

passed through Edinburgh, to effect its infiltration into the

English mind. Certain it is that the action of continental

culture on North Britain has been more immediate and

conspicuous than on South ; and in return, the writings of

the " Scottish school " have met with a recognition in

Paris and Geneva which they never obtained in England.

The genius of the country inclines, on one side, to the

Gallican type of Reformed theology ; on the other, to the

material sciences in which Paris, on the whole, has borne

the palm. Playfair, Leslie, and Dugald Stewart, in their

mathematical and physical expositions, have the peculiar

impress of French neatness and precision. David Hume,
scarcely English in his style, was still less so in the easy play

of his logic, and the careless completeness of his Pyrrhonism.

And the answers which his own countrymen gave to him
were precisely such as the metaphysical orthodoxy of the

VOL. I. Q
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Faculte des Lettres approved and reproduced. Again and

again may be noticed a certain sympathetic or concurrent

change in the speculative temperature of Edinburgh and

Paris. During the depression of France after the Restora-

tion, the reaction against the opinions and tastes of her

revolutionary period was everywhere strong in Europe : and

met in Edinburgh with no check from any fascinating

system or powerful mind. The phrenology of Gall, the

criticism of Jeffrey, the rhetoric of Brown, could not

assuage the deeper thirst now beginning to be felt. Some-

thing else was needed than a new form of the discarded

materialism, and freethinking, and sensationalism of the

last age. In truth, Scottish logic and metaphysics had run

dry, and by resort to them was no baptism of regeneration

to be found. While many still wandered there in hope,

there came out of the desert a Scottish vates^ who had

descried an unexhausted spring, and led the way to it by

strange paths. Thomas Carlyle gave the first clear expres-

sion to the struggling heart of a desolate yet aspiring time,

making a clean breast of many stifled unbeliefs and noble

hatreds ; and if unable to find any certain Saviour for the

present, at least preparing some love and reverence to sit,

^' clothed and in right mind," for the Divine welcome,

whenever it might come. Is the reader surprised that we

keep a niche for the author of Hero- Worship in our gallery

of theologiafis ? Be it so. The officials of St. Stephen's

were also surprised at the proposal to put Cromwell's effigy

among the statues of the kings. We will only say, that

whoever doubts the vast influence of Carlyle's writings on

the inmost faith of our generation, or supposes that

influence to be wholly disorganizing, misininterprets, in

our opinion, the symptoms of the time, and is blinded by

current phraseology to essential facts. With this convic-

tion, we must treat the literary reaction represented by him

as the third element, completing the modern development.

To these three movements, distinguished by the names

of Newman, Coleridge, and Carlyle, must be mainly
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ascribed the altered spirit, in regard to religion, pervading

the young intellect of England, In proceeding to notice

them one by one, we must be content with a slight glance

at their most salient features. And we must wholly pass

by many secondary, though far from unimportant, streams

of separate influence which have swelled the confluence of

change. The operation of Arnold's life,—of Whately's

writings,—of Channing,—of the younger Newman,—of

Theodore Parker,—of Emerson,—on the temper and
belief of the age, has in each case been considerable.

But we limit ourselves to the prophetce viajores. Moreover,

it is only on the fresh poivers cutting into original

directions, and making roadways of thought where

before was the forest or the flood, that we propose to

dwell. Whilst these have been working their way, of

course the old tendencies have not quitted the field, or

lost their hold. The elder orthodoxies, the elder scep-

ticisms, of established type, are still alive ; and now and
then, during the last thirty years, have put forth

starthng re-assertions of their vitality. In Comte the

physical, in Strauss the historical, negation of theology

may be said not only to re-appear, but to culminate.

And each of these, again, has its group of related pheno-

mena : the Logic of Mill, the hypothesis of the Vestiges

(and, we would add, the greater part of the replies), the

Psychology of Herbert Spencer, and the propaganda of

Secularism, tracing the course of the Positivist tendency;

while the freer hand which scriptural criticism everywhere

displays, its more open feeling for the hu?nan element in

the gospel,—qualities which, most conspicuous abroad, are

yet familiar to us in Bunsen, Stanley, and Jowett,—indicate

a direction from which the Leben Jesu has rendered it im-

possible to recede. These, however, are but the newest

steps on beaten tracks of thought. Since the age of Bacon
(nay, for that matter, from the days of Socrates), we have

known that to seek only natural law, was the way to find,

only natural law ; and since the time of Semler, there is no

Q 2
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excuse for surprise if the critique of Scripture persists in

demanding some modification of our faith. To lay down
the true bridge from inductive science to the hving God,

—

to settle the relation between the human and the divine

factors in the process and monuments of revelation,—these

are not new difficulties ; nor is it an original device to fall

into despair at them, and declare that the problems can be

worked only on their finite side. Comte and Strauss,

therefore, we disregard, at present, as mere co?ifi?iua?ice-

phenomena^—rather clenching the past than opening the

future. They do but modify the equilibrium of given

conditions : and our purpose is to describe the dynamic

elements which have introduced unexpected movement.

The marvellous results of the High-Church reaction

have nearly effaced the remembrance of its local and per-

sonal beginnings. It was busy at Oxford long before the

first " Tracts " appeared ; under an aspect, however,

which gave little promise of the Newman-ia (to borrow

a witticism of Whately's) afterwards developed. Some
thirteen years before the " Tracts " were advertised, two

undergraduates had an epistolary controversy together on

the subject of baptismal-regeneration ; and the corre-

spondent who took the evangelical side was John Henry

Newman. The doctrine, therefore, was in vogue ere its

appointed advocate was converted. In truth. Dr. Charles

Lloyd, who filled the chair of Divinity (Regius) from 1822,

and the see of Oxford from 1827 till his death in 1829,

was, throughout this period, obnoxious to the Evangelicals

as the avowed representative of an opposite school, to

which also Hawkins, Pusey, and Keble belonged. But

the " Catholic " tendency of this group of friends was

marked by other symptoms than the later Tractarian. Dr.

Newman has remarked, that " the same philosophical ele-

ments " will " lead one mind to the Church of Rome

;

another to what, for want of a better word, may be called

Germanism.'' "^ He is pleased to add, that the determina-

* " Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine," p. 71.
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tion towards the Tiber or the Rhine will depend on the

person's " sensibility or insensibility to sin." Perhaps,

also, a little on his knowledge or ignorance of the German
language and literature ; without some access to which,

" Germanism " would seem to be impossible, and there-

fore, in the given case, Romanism inevitable. The Frce-

Neivmanites at Oxford were not unfurnished with modern,

in addition to ancient, scholarship ; and, accordingly, were

known to look with hope and favour on the aims of a

scientific theology, and to be quite above the conventional

disparagement of German research to which a blind coward-

ice resorts. Indeed, Dr. Pusey's first publication, dedicated

to Bishop Lloyd, was a defence * of the " Theology of

Germany " against the strictures of Mr. Rose in his

Cambridge University Sermons. This little book, which,

we believe, has long been suppressed, bears curious witness

to the deflection of the Oxford movement from its original

path. The author explains the extravagances of Ration-

alism by the absurd " stiffness " and intolerable " ortho-

doxism " which preceded and provoked them : he welcomes

the aid of Kant and Schelling in transition to a higher

faith : he treats the dangerous crisis as over, and the

healthy renovation of theology as in progress. Nor are his

particular judgments of men and books less remarkable

than the general course of his argument. Of Lessing he

speaks (p. 51) with warm affection, as "probably i7iore

Christian^' despite his scepticism, than his orthodox oppo-

nent Goze; and (p. 156) as, "perhaps rightly, preferring

Pantheism to the then existing systems." He recognizes

(p. 177) De Wette's "really Christian faith," obscured

though it might be by adherence to the philosophy of

Fries. Schleiermacher receives (p. 115) the highest praise.

Bretschneider is justified (p. 154) for attempting, in the

Probabilia^ to bring the Johannine question to an issue.

* "An Historical Inquiry into the probable Causes of the Ration-

alist Character lately predominant in the Theology of Germany." By
E. B. Pusey, M. A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 1828.
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And it is strange to hear (p. 80) from the nominal father

of " Puseyism," that the ^''gratia ministerialist''—the

efficacy of the sacraments and offices, though administered

by evil men,—is " an absurd and pernicious fiction." That

a book abounding in such estimates should be laid by this

particular author at the feet of an Oxford bishop and

Regius Professor ; and that the successors to that divinity

chair should be first Dr. Burton and then Dr. Hampden,
are clear indications of a theological tendency, present and
powerful in the early years of the anti-evangelical move-

ment, but superseded and discharged at a later stage.

In 1829, Bishop Lloyd made his mortal exit. Super-

fluous German and defective " sensibility to sin " having

thus withdrawn to other scenes, there was room for " the

same philosophical elements," with proper " sensibility
'*

and no German, to enter from the other side, and, slipping

to the front, lead on whither that happy set of graces tends.

For a while it seemed doubtful which of the two paths the

Oxford High Church was to take—Germanism or Ro-

manism—theological advance or ecclesiastical retrogression :

and the events of that year curiously show how little either

section of the party understood its own instincts and could

take its proper attitude. It was the memorable year of

Catholic emancipation and Sir Robert Peel's rejection at

Oxford. At that election we find Dr. Pusey among the

strenuous supporters, Dr. Newman among the vehement

opponents, of the minister and his Relief-bill : the former

reputed to be " one of the most liberal members of the

University," the latter in close " union with the most

violent bigots " of " the No-popery party ;
" "* the future

Anglican in the camp of the Liberals—the future Romanist

in that of the Orangemen ! Yet Newman had already

betrayed the tendencies which ere long possessed him
entirely, and become separated by them from his former

associates of the same school. Not only had his private

opinions opened out, from 1823-6, into something like

* Life of Blanco White, vol. iii. p. 131.
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" full-blown Popery," "^ but he had evinced on their behalf

that unrivalled power of personal influence which few

sensitive minds can resist, and which carries with it a rest-

less passion for its own exercise. He was, indeed, foiled

in his first conflict with the Evangelical party, and in his

first attempt to dictate a policy to his own ; but his was

not a power which depended on external success ; it was a

spiritual ascendency, yielding like the air to local strokes of

force, but remaining circumambient and elastic still. The
minute-book of the Oxford Auxiliary Bible Society pro-

bably records the earliest public evidence of his alienation

from his undergraduate faith. Already remarkable for the

force and fervour of his preaching, and not yet an object

of theological suspicion, he had been appointed third secre-

tary to the society in 1826, on the suggestion of Dr.

Symons (present Warden of Wadham College), and with

the approval of Dr. M 'Bride (now Principal of Magdalen

Hall), and other distinguished supporters of the Low
Church. No sooner had he accepted the office than an

anonymous circular appeared on the breakfast-table of

sundry clergymen of the place, lamenting that the society

was in the hands of the low party ; urging the importance

of effecting a change, and pointing out a rule which con-

ferred a vote on every clerical subscription of half-a-guinea.

It was soon whispered that this paper was not unknown to

the new secretary ; though one at least of his near friends

felt secure in denying his connection with it, and was pro-

portionately disturbed to find it really his production.

The design, thus commenced in secret, soon threw off all

disguise. The draft of the annual report, drawn up in the

usual unctuous style by the first secretary, Mr. Hill (Vice-

Principal of St. Edmund's Hall), came before the com-

mittee for discussion. The new secretary moved some two

hundred and fifty amendments, which would have struck

out all the Scripture adaptations and " gracious " jargon

from the document, and turned it into such English as he
* See F. W. Newman's "Phases of Faith," p. 11.
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might use. He lost his amendments,—his office,—and all

further confidence from the Evangelical party.

The loss, however, of his tutorship in Oriel, involving as

it did a breach with Dr. Hawkins (the Provost), was more

significant in relation to the subsequent course of Angli-

canism. In conjunction with two out of three co-tutors

(the elder Froude and Mr. [afterwards Archdeacon] Robert

Isaac Wilberforce), he had requested that the Oriel men
might be distributed into four separate sets ; and that of

these, one might be assigned to each tutor as his pastoral

charge. The request was refused by the Provost, on the

reasonable ground that, by the proposed arrangement, the

students would fall, in each case, under the exclusive power

of one man's mind, instead of experiencing, as was intended,

the influence of the whole tutorial body. The disap-

pointed petitioner resigned ; and from that moment the

preacher at St. Mary's, checked in his operations within

his college, laid himself out for religious action beyond

its walls, and raised his Church and Littlemore into

a power of the first order in the history of English

religion.

The death of Dr. Lloyd removed his chief external check

at a time when his internal resources for influence were

fast maturing. The Divinity chair and the episcopal office

were no longer united ; and scientific theology lost the

shelter of the mitre. The subtle intellect and resolute will

of John Henry Newman were left without a rival : not in-

disposed to crush as dangerous the explorations of German

criticism, which probably suggested nothing but scepticisms

to his outside gaze ; and impelled to organize, out of the

safer materials of patristic and ecclesiastical literature, where

he was at home, a scheme of doctrine with clear passages

between the parts, with commodious stowing-place for

every doubt, and foundations buried out of sight. We
presume it must be ascribed to the influence of his friend,

that Dr. Pusey never followed up the direction on which

he had so well entered in his " Inquiry " concerning
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Rationalism; and that a few years later (in 1836) he was

ready, in his turn, to employ against Dr. Hampden the

ver}' same unworthy weapons which he had wrested from

the hand of Mr. Rose. When he had succumbed, all

ambiguity as to the course of the movement ceased. The

assault on Evangelicism from the side of free learning was

silent ; the guns spiked, the batteries abandoned. All was

to be done from the entrenched positions of Past Authority,

and the communications surrendered with the open road of

Future Truth. Though some cautious years had still to

pass ere the full bearings of the new system were displayed,

the absence of divided command accelerated its develop-

ment, and simplify its history. The preacher of St. Mary's

was undisputed choregiis : and the analysis of his personal

theology preserves the essence of the whole reaction.

Whence arises that strange mixture of admiration and of

distrust, of which most readers and hearers of John Henry

Newman are conscious ? Often as he carries us away by

his close dialectic, his wonderful readings of the human

heart, his tender or indignant fervour, there remains a

small dark speck of misgiving which we can never wipe

out. The secret perhaps lies in this,—that his own faith

is an escape from an alternative scepticism, which receives

the veto not of his reason, but of his will. He has, after

all, the critical, not the prophetic mind. He wants i?7ime-

diateiuss of religious vision. Instead of finding his eye

clearer and his foot firmer the deeper he sinks towards the

ultimate ground of trust, he hints that the light is precarious,

and that your step may chance on the water or the rock in

that abysmal realm. The tendency of the purest religious

insight is ever to quit superficial and derivative beliefs, and

seek the primitive roots where the finite draws life from the

Infinite. The awfulness of that position, the direct con-

tact of the human spirit with the Divine, the loneliness of

communion when all media of church and usage are re-

moved, do not appal the piety of noblest mood. With

Dr. Newman the order is reversed. He loves to work in
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the upper strata of the minds with which he deals, detecting

their inconsistencies, balancing their wants, satisfying them
with the mere coherence and relative sufficiency of their

belief, but encouraging them to shrink from the last ques-

tionings. With himself, indeed, he sometimes goes deeper,

and descends towards the bases of all devout belief ; but

evidently with less of assurance as his steps pass down.

The ground feels to him less and less solid as he penetrates

from the deposits of recent experience into the inner labo-

ratory of the world ; and it is only when he stands upon

the crust, and takes it as it is, that he loses the fear lest it

rest upon the flood. His certainties are on the surface,

and his insecurities below. With men of opposite character,

often reputed to be sceptical, doubt is at the top, and is but

as the swaying of water that is calm below, and sleeps in its

entire mass within its granite cradle. He seems to say

within himself, " There is no bottom to these things that I

can find ; we must therefore /z// one there ; and only mind
that it be sufficient to hold them in, supposing it to be

real." He deals, in short, with the first truths of religion

as hypotheses^ not known or knowable in themselves, but

recommended by the sufficient account they give of the

facts, and the practical fitness of belief in them to our

nature. He denies the existence for our mind of anything

dwirodeTov, and treats even our highest persuasions as a pro-

visional discipline, wholesome for us to retain, whether they

be harmless errors or eternal truths. Nor is this radical

scepticism merely implied at second-hand : it receives direct

and repeated statement as a philosophical principle. In

his History of the Arians,"* the author explains the distinc-

tion drawn by the Fathers between deoXoyia and olKovofila,

between absolute and relative truth in regard to God. An
" economy," we are told, is a representation not correspond-

ing with the real nature of things, but reduced into adapta-

tion to our faculties, and substituted for the truth in con-

descension to our incapacity. It is not simply the broken

* Pages 43, 44.
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view which alone ive can seize of transcendent reaHties,

given for apprehension but not yet apprehended ; it is a

"pious fraud,"—a benevolent cheat,— directly put upon us

by the Creator himself, to stand as the moral equivalent of

a missing verity. Now, what does the author include under

this class of representative illusions ? Does he, like the

Fathers, confine the application to the doctrine of the

Incarnation and historical manifestation of God in Christ,

as opposed to his inner and Absolute Essence ? Far from

it. He reduces to the same head the revelation to us of

7Jioral laws ; and the suggestion, by sensible phenomena,

of an external material world ; and the aspect of destgfi and
purpose which the cosmical order assumes in the eyes of

" the multitude." Are these things, then,—these porphyry

pillars on which our very life is raised,—nothing but appear-

ance,—" shadows," " beguiling the imaginations of most

men with a harmless but unfounded belief " ? So does our

author regard them : and in his idealism saves nothing

whatever, so far as we can find, from the realm of phantasy.

Alike in the world of sense and in the temple of the spirit

" man walketh in a vain show." In this way the very

antithesis from which he starts disappears : he gives such

an extension to the system of econoiny as to swallow up the

theology altogether, and to present God to us as never and

nowhere doing anything but " simulating " on our behalf.

Not only are we kept at a distance from all realities ; but

the representations amid which our minds are imprisoned

are, or may be, false representations ;—false in the same

way and degree as the assertion that the Mosaic dispensa-

tion was unchangeable, though all the while it was destined

to be abolished. Alas ! have we here no key to our author's

fondness for an esoteric and exoteric presentation of doc-

trine ?—for a mystical as well as a literal exegesis ?—for a

discipli7ia arcani ?—for doubling the aspect and expression

of all that is offered as truth ? If the universe and God
set the example of being scenical, what shall hinder religion

from becoming histrionic ?
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The hypothetical nature of even the most fundamental

propositions in theology,—theirdependence on assumptions

which not our vision but our blindness compels us to make,

—is strongly asserted in the following paragraph of the four-

teenth University Sermon ; on the Theory of developments

in religious doctrine :

—

" It is true that God is without beginning, if eternity may
worthily be considered to imply succession ; in every place, if

He who is a Spirit can have relations with space. It is right

to speak of His Being and Attributes, {/"He be not rather

super-essential ; it is true to say that He is wise or powerful, if

we may consider Him as other than the most simple Unity.

He is truly Three, if He is truly One ; He is truly One, if the

idea of Him falls under earthly number. He has a triple Per-

sonality in the sense in which the Infinite can be understood

to have Personality at all. If we know anything of Him.,

—

if

we may speak of Him in any way, if we may emerge from

Atheism or Pantheism into religious faith,

—

if we would have

any saving hope, any life of truth and holiness within us,—this

only do we know, with this only confession we must begin and
end our worship,—that the Father is the One God, the Son
the One God, and the Holy Ghost the One God ; and that the

Father is not the Son, the Son not the Holy Ghost, and the

Holy Ghost not the Father."— (p. 353.)

To a faith thus contingent on certain prior assumptions

there could be no valid objection, if the assumptions them-

selves are regarded as unconditionally sure. But the fatal

thing is this, that every one of them is regarded by the

author as an " economy "—as referable not to our know-

ledge but to our nescience—as rather a irpioTov "^ivhos than

a genuine " first truth." Reason would as soon suspect as

trust them ;—nay, it is reason that traces them to their seat

in our feebleness and incapacity, and enables us to put the

case of their being false. If, in a fit of caprice, you choose

to throw them all away and substitute their opposites, no
one can show rational cause against you, or dispute the

philosophical adequacy of your new hypothesis. Both
doctrines, atheism and theism, our author more than once
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intimates, are theories that will hold water. " It is indeed,"

he says, "a great question whether atheism is not as philo-

sophically consistent with the phenomena of the physical

world, taken by themselves, as the doctrine of a creative

and governing Power."* In preferring the religious inter-

pretation of the universe, we seize an hypothesis at a ven-

ture, impelled by the presumptions of a good heart.

On every account we object to this statement of the

ultimate grounds of religion. The author concedes far too

much to the atheistic doctrine ; and by treating it as an
hypothesis puts it to a wrong test : for the question is, not

whether its premisses, if true^ will cover the phenomena

;

but whether its premisses {e.g. its notions of Force, Causa-

tion, Law) are true., or, on the contrary, confused and self-

contradictory. He establishes a false variance between the

rational and the moral faculties of the soul, and in con-

sequence between philosophical and religious evidence ; so

that we are made to lose a truth by the one and then

recover it by the other. Speculative Reason sends us to

the Gazette, but Practical Reason steps in with copious

assets and discharges every claim. We dislike to be made
the sport of these experiments between imaginary rivals :

we object to being drowned in the sea of speculation, just

that the Humane Society of practical principles may rub us

into life again. The intellectual and the moral functions

of our nature have one and the same inspiration,—gain

their vision by one and the same light ; and it is only by a

trick of artificial abstraction that faith can be said to suffer

ruin from the one and receive rescue by the other. The
postulates of morals stand, in their own right, as first

principles in philosophy. But the essential fault of our

author's foundation lies in his Idealism. That the existence

and perfection of God,—that the conflict of moral law
with lower nature,—should be no more certain than the

reality of an outward world, we may contentedly allow,

" University Sermons, chiefly on the Theory of Religious Belief,"

p. 186.
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provided that outward world be left to us as an immediate

object, positively given to our knowledge by a veracious

faculty. This, however, is precisely what Dr. Newman
refuses to us. He treats the notion of a material universe

as an " unfounded belief," neutral at best as to truth or

falsehood. Our moral faith, our religious faith, he sets on

the same footing with our natural realism ; and then slips

that realism away as a harmless beguilement, " simulating "

yet masking the inaccessible fact.* The logical consequence

is evident—is probably meant to be evident ; for sceptical

desolation is found to be the best preparative for the shelter

of an authoritative church.

The relation of faith to reason is traced by Dr. Newman
with a fineness and general truth of discrimination that

remind us of Butler, f He rejects the rationalist concep-

tions of faith, as either the purely intellectual act of be-

lieving on testimonial and other secondary evidence, or the

purely moral act of carrying out by the will what has been

accepted by the understanding. The former confounds it

with opinion ; the latter with obedience. He does not

narrow the term to the Lutheran dimensions, to denote a

reliant affection towards a person, and imply a grace

peculiar to the Christian and Jewish dispensations. It is a

moral act of reason, believing, at the instigation of reverence

and love, something which goes beyond the severe require-

ments of the evidence. In matters of pure science, where

we have to do with mere nature, the mind simply follows

the vestiges of proof. But in concerns of man and God
we necessarily carry into every process of judgment ante-

cedent presumptions which colour our whole thought, and
interpret for us the external signs given to direct us. To
a cold intellect these presumptions will be wanting ; and it

will construe the spiritual as if it were physical. To a bad

* " Avians of the Fourth Century," pp. 44, 45. " University Ser-

mons," p. 350.

+ See especially "University Sermons," ix. x. xi. "Essay on
Development," ch. vi. § 2.
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heart they will be dark suspicions ; and it will believe its

own shadow. To an affectionate, faithful, humble mind

they will be clear trusts ; and it will " think no evil," and
*' hope all things." It is in this yielding of the reason to

the better suggestion—this casting of one's lot with the

higher possibility, that faith consists. Obedience to con-

science partakes therefore of the nature of faith ; * and

imphes, wherever found, a seed of grace and an offer of

salvation. The great heathen world is thus brought within

the compass of a divine probation ; and faithful men, true

to their gifts and guidance, are scattered through all lands

and ages. It is characteristic of the judgments of faith,

that they are immediate and intuitive, detached and un-

systematic ; whilst those of wisdom are mediate and re-

flective—the explicit and connected contents of implicit

acts of trust. Wisdom is therefore the end of that Chris-

tian culture of which faith is the beginning,! the eTnsTrjfirj

of morals, as opposed to mere dyT]di)s do^a. It springs from

the exercise of Reason on the data of Faith. The same

Reason, exercised on the data of Sense and Perception,

constitutes the scientific intellect ; whose scrutiny, thus

working in alio gejiere, can never alight upon moral dis-

coveries, or replace what has been let slip through non-

acceptance of the presumptions of Conscience. Here lies

the great mistake of Protestants, who begin with inquiry,

expecting to end with faith
—" grapes from thorns, and figs

from thistles." Catholics, on the other hand, begin with

faith, and develop it by inquiry
; % reverently taking the

divine instincts, and drawing out their hidden oracles into

the symmetry of a holy philosophy. In this view the very

materials of religious knowledge are present only to the

tact of a pure heart ; and our author is quite self-consistent

when he affirms, in language curiously coinciding with his

brother's, that the moral sense— the "spiritual discernment"

•—is the legitimate judge of religious truth ; the intellect

* "University Sermons," ii. p. 19 et seqq. t Ibid. xiii. p. 288.

+ " Loss and Gain," p. 103.
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having only to prepare the case and watch it with negative

and corrective function."*

In its broad features ; its Hnking of moral with religious

reverence ; its separation of conscience from understand-

ing ; its distinction between implicit and explicit truth,

—

this theory of faith contrasts favourably both with the

evangelical no-theory and the rationalist wrong theory.

Did the author never quit its systematic statement, or, in

quitting it for concrete application, never transgress its

terms, we should thank him for removing old errors with-

out remonstrance for introducing new. When, however,

we turn from his disquisitions to his tales, and observe the

use to which he puts his doctrine in practical life, we start

back in dismay, and ask ourselves whether what we had so

much approved in thought can issue in what we must

utterly disapprove in action ? In the sermons we seem to

understand the statements, and with full heart assent to

them, that "faith must venture so7iiething
;''''

that in order

to finish by knowing, you must commence by trusting

;

that self-surrender in the dark to conscience clears up into

open-eyed wisdom. Nor should we seriously object to the

exhortation, " Believe first, and co7ivictio)i will follow," so

long as we may construe the " belief" to mean simple

reliance on instinctive impressions of the good and true,

and the " conviction," a reflective apprehension of their

ground ; and may therefore read the lesson thus :
" You

must do the right before you can know it." First, however,

an uneasy wonder stops us when we are told that in early

times men became Christians, not because they believed,

but in order to believe ;t and that the characteristic doc-

trines of the Gospel were not offered to them till after they

had bound themselves to the Church by baptism. Next,

the real meaning of these ill-favoured general statements

becomes shamefully apparent in a particular instance in

Loss and Gain, where the hero, a puzzled Protestant,

* " University Sermons," iii. pp. 40, 44, 45.

t " Arians," p. 78. "Loss and Gain," p. 343.
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unsatisfied with English church-parties, but an entire

stranger to the Romanist system and worship, is passion-

ately urged by a recently " perverted " friend to take his

hat and walk straight away into confession and adoption.

He does not at the moment yield to the advice ; but a

little later he follows it, without any great advance in his

mental preparation, and before ever witnessing a service in

a Catholic church. Thus is the word ''faith " degraded

to the sense of "trying the experiment of an unknown

religion, and obeying it at hazard ; " and has no further

reference to conscience, which stands quite neutral towards

a church not yet appreciated. There is still, however, a

lower step to be taken. Dr. Newman does not attempt to

disguise the shock given to the moral feeling and taste of

newcomers by many things inseparable from Romanism.

How does he counsel them to deal with their distress ?

To respect it as a sacred sign ? to follow their own highest

perception at all risks ? No ; but to suppress and smother

it ; to consider that they must not expect to get through

without dirt, and to hope that things will look cleaner

when the eye has become used to them. And this, proh

pudor I he also calls " faith
;
" having at last turned it

right round, and brought it to mean the contradiction of

conscience,—the placid swallowing of what is offensive to

the moral sense. In short, he makes it convertible with

mere " taki?ig on trust,'' without regard to the felt quality

of the thing taken. Whether you yield to what commands,

or to what scandalizes, your natural reverence, you equally

satisfy the conditions of our author's ''faith:' The word

thus becomes an engine that will work either in advance

or in reverse : whether you believe your conscience or

disbelieve, it keeps you on the pious track.

The practice of professing a creed " in order to believe"

has long been a favourite with the casuistry of Oxford.

Arnold, troubled with doubts about the doctrine of the

Trinity, was recommended by his friend Keble to take a

parish, and avow the doctrine several times per week, and

VOL. I. R
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multiply the meshes of his entanglement with it. Every

Oxford tutor, we believe, could quote instances in which

scepticism of greater extent has been met w^ith similar

advice. Without discussing the pleas advanced in defence

of such counsels, we will test their character by an imagi-

nary case, exhibiting the conditions in the simplest form.

In a religious and highly accomplished family, connected

on all hands with the church, an erring son, let us suppose,

becomes enamoured of the " doctrine of circumstances ;

"

and passing through the mere fatalistic stage, settles into

resolute and open-eyed atheism. No nobleness of char-

acter or confusion of thought beguiles him (as happier

natures are beguiled) into the illusion that moral distinctions

remain when divine realities are gone : and his life exhibits

no violent inconsistency with a creed which disclaims

responsibility. Among his numerous clerical connections,

one, we will suppose, is captivated with the new formula,

that men are to become members of the church not

" because they believe, but in order to believe :
" and,

acting on this rule, addresses him to the following effect

:

" You say you disbelieve the existence of a God ; but you

are in no condition to judge, for you have never tried the

hypothesis of theism. Your first step must be to grant it

for experiment's sake, to act as if there were a God, and

become a ^?/flj"/-Christian. Join the church ; diligently

profess the creeds ; take the sacrament ; be constant m.

your prayers ; expostulate with the heresies of others ; and

in due time belief will follow.^^ It is easier, perhaps, to

conceive such counsels offered than to imagine them

accepted. For completeness' sake, however, let us suppose

their influence for the moment to prevail. A sudden trans-

formation is visible. The atheist looks up his prayer-book,

and is seen twice a day at church : he audibly says, " I

believe in one God, the Father Almighty, &c. ; " he bows

to the east at the name of the Lord Jesus Christ ; he hears

the warning from the altar to " search his own conscience"

";/(?/ after the manner of dissemblers ivith God,'^ and
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answers it by boldly partaking at " the holy table." He
plays the Pharisee towards pure and pious friends, needing

his rebuke for their " neological " tendencies. His ficti-

tious zeal at last outstrips the pace of his spiritual counsel-

lor ; to whom he points out certain worldly-minded friends

as requiring to be brought to a " sense of their condition."

The clergyman declining so delicate an office, the spell of

his influence is broken ; his hopeful novice throws up

with disgust " the hypothesis of a God," relapses into the

atheism which had really never left him for an hour : and
^' Richard is himself again."

That we have not misconceived the natural issue of this

sort of experiment, critics of human nature will perhaps

allow. That the experiment itself is a legitimate offspring

of the parent maxim, the logical reader will hardly question.

But between logic and life, it will be said, bridges are

scarce ; and, in practice, these extreme cases never find

the means to cross. Those who speak thus can have had

little access to the inner history of the present age. When
the time comes for its sincerest biographies to appear, the

truth will often prove " stranger than our fiction."

The theory of Christianity which Dr. Newman's writings

present deserved better at his hands than to be given as

an hypothesis and an " economy." Stript of perverse

adjuncts, and checked at its points of deflection, it assumes

the aspect of a religious philosophy, combining, with an

unusual sense of proportion, the chief truths of Christian

morals and faith. In its results it concurs, of course, with

the Catholic doctrines ; but it brings them out in fresh con-

nections and with reference all round to the rival teachings,

from the midst of which the expositor himself has emerged

into them. The briefest notice of the main features must

content us.

The human soul cannot lose its essentially moral con-

stitution. Free and responsible still in the heathen not-

withstanding the fall, and in the Christian though brought

under grace, it has never sunk below the capacity, and

R 2
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never rises above the obligation, of obedience. The sense

of duty is intrinsically the highest authority,—the ultimate

ground of all ecclesiastical pretensions. The "objective

authority" of the church, which is peculiar to revealed

religion, would have nothing to rest upon, were it not for

the prior " subjective authority " of conscience, which

belongs to natural religion. The dispensations of God are

not, therefore, restricted to the Hebrew course of history :

they are universal as the human conscience, and every man

has his trust of light and grace. Even special revelation

must be regarded as probably given at different times to all

nations ; no tribe being without traditions of supernatural

events. The distinction in favour of the Jewish race is

simply that with it alone have the facts been preserved by-

authentic records and media. And as the inspiration of

God is not restricted by limits of place, so neither does it

die out with time. He speaks to us still, and enables us

to add to our store ; not, indeed, by taking any new point of

departure, but by developing and applying the divine data,

—

by resolving the vision and concrete thought of the Son of

God into the component ideas and living truths which it

yields to holy reflection.

In its very nature religious truth is ^^^-evidencing,

—

evolved from the mind rather than deposited on it : and

the care of the teacher or the church must be directed less

to any intellectual elaboration of proof than to prepare the

temper and posture of the receiving soul, and waken into

consciousness the elementary experiences of reverence and

faith. Christianity itself is self-evidencing, and by its

inherent power makes way where no books of evidences

could carry it. Indeed, all its doctrines are really given,

and have actually been found, in natural religion. Only

they came to wise and good heathens on the vague autho-

rity of a divine principle^ instead of a divine agent. The

one grand gift of the Gospel to the human mind is that, by

the Incarnation, it has determined the pcrsojiality of God,

and His relations of character and affection towards man.
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This, and not what is called the "doctrine of the Cross," is

the speciality and living kernel of the Gospel.

Christianity, however, is not adequately described as a

revelation of truth ; or even as a saving transaction : rather

is it (inclusively, indeed, of these) a divine Institute in

perpetuity for helping man to " cleanse himself from sin."

His fallen nature, though not ruined or bereft of its free-

will, is in a state of moral infirmity, requiring supernatural

aids ; and these the Christian economy provides. First,

the Son of God became incarnate, " 7ion amitte?ido quod
erat, sed siimendo quod ?w?t erat,''^ reconciling infinitude

with personality, and purifying the nature he adopted and
through whose experiences he passed. Next, the sacri-

ficial merits of this act are distributed by a perpetual re-

incarnation in the Eucharist, and, with modifications, by
the other sacraments, as vehicles of grace. But again, the

spiritual purification which is thus freely given to faith for

J)ast evil does not close the contingencies of the future.

Only in proportion as the grace of faith leads to works and

love, is it effectual for the time to come : so that the retro-

spect on Redemption does not close the prospect of Retri-

bution, and within the Gospel there is still a Law. Baptism,

which washes out all prior sin, cannot be repeated : and
subsequent transgressions must be cleansed away either by

the penances and absolution of the church, or by the ex-

piations of purgatory. Throughout his doctrine our author

provides a responsible place for the human will, and con-

structs a true " moral theology." His antithesis between

grace and nature shows itself, not by opposing faith to

morality, but by importing into morals an interior contrast

between the tastes of the natural and of the religious con-

science ; the latter going beyond the mere human recti-

tudes, and producing ascetic virtues,—regarding life as

penitential and expiatory, if not endowed with positive and
blessed promise to self-sacrifice.

On the mere Roman appendages to this scheme,—the

Invocation of saints, the Mariolatry, the Apostolic Succes-
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sion, &c.—we mean to say nothing. They are chiefly

remarkable for having raised up in their defence the ob-

noxious but highly important " doctrine of development."

In the absence of any plausible support from Scripture, it

became necessary, if they were to be retained at all, to

widen the source of doctrine, and give an interpreting and

determining power to the church. In order to reconcile

Protestants to this, it was maintained that for them too,

not less than for the Catholics, the letter of the Bible was

insufficient, unless read by the reflected light of later eccle-

siastical decisions. Neither the doctrine of the Trinity,,

nor the usage of Infant Baptism, could be gathered from

the sacred writings alone. Such questions as those re-

specting an intermediate state and the remission of post-

baptismal sins are raised, but not solved, by the Gospels.

Nor can Scripture determine its own canon, or its own
inspiration. To set it up as a self-sufficing objective autho-

rity, is to apply it to a purpose for which it is not intended

or adapted. On the other hand, traces abound upon its

page that it has been composed on the principle of develop-

ment, that is, with a view to an ulterior determination of

many things which it leaves indeterminate. The statement

of the Logos-doctrine in the proem of St. John's Gospel is

but the germ in which the true doctrine of Christ's higher

nature lies : and till successive heresies had started the

questions dormant within it, and given occasion for a

verdict on them, the right solution could not disengage

itself from the possible wrong ones. The prophecies

quoted from the Jewish Scriptures in the Christian seem

inapplicable, till we are furnished with the double meaning

or non-natural sense ; and to bring this fully out required

the experience of a later time, when the necessary tendency

of literal and historical interpretation to Arian rationalism

had been made evident in the exegetical school of Antioch,

and the connection of the mystical method with orthodoxy

and piety had displayed itself in the catechetical school of

Alexandria. From all these symptoms it is gathered, that
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the Christian system, not excepting its primary principles,

is only implicitly given in the canonical books ;
that the

seed of truth, once consigned to human souls as its re-

ceptacle, more and more clearly evinced its nature and

discriminated its species by the growths into which it

opened ; that the tact of the church in recognizmg the

genuine characters, and in rejecting the spurious or mixed,

became finer with continued exercise, and the aid of prior

definitions ; that instead of testing the later by the earlier,

we are to interpret the earlier by the later, and import the

explicit doctrines of the fourth and fifth centuries into the

rudimentary expressions of the first. Protestants must

either denude their creed to its mere embryo, or let it

assume the proportions of full-blown Roman Catholicism.

The state of this controversy is curious. The assump-

tion on both sides is, that either the Bible or the Church is

impregnable, and achieves all our protection from error for

us : the only question is, ivhich of the two it is. To put

this to the test, each party tries to discredit the favourite

refuge of the other. Dr. Newman does not scruple to

discharge a volley into the intrenchment of Scripture, in

order to show the Protestants that it may be made too hot

to hold them, and "compel them to come in" to his

stronghold. They reply by a hot fire at his church-bastions,

to con\'ince him that they may be knocked about his head.

Is it surprising if both are pretty well riddled ;
if neither

is found to be designed for the purpose to which it has

been applied ; and if a change of the whole ground should

be the clearly indicated result ? By no documentary pro-

cess, no construction of title-deeds, be they canonical or

ecclesiastical, of the first century or the fourth, can you draw

forth the oracular system which you seek. Rail ofi" what

plot of history you will, the human, with all its liabilities,

will be there. Wander where you will on its unenclosed

spaces, the divine, with its eternal teaching, will not be

absent. For discriminating the true from the false, the

accidental from the essential, in morals and religion, whether
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drawn from the special Christian data, or from the entire

life of humanity, something more is needed than to trace

an arbitrary line round a select group of books, or a

favoured series of centuries. '' Objective authority " in

religion there doubtless is ; but vested in a Person who is

eternal, and not therefore a fixture of chronology; speaking

to us through all the media of His life in humanity, and

not therefore separable from the " subjective authority " of

conscience, or discoverable without it; and though uniquely

manifested in the "Word made flesh," yet owned by us

even there only through the same Word in hearts already

tinctured with the Christian consciousness.

Looking back on the whole influence of Dr. Newman's
personality and writings, we see in it a great preponderance

of good. Bishop Thirlwall has justly acknowledged that

the Oxford movement has given rise to more valuable

writings in theology than had appeared for a long time

previous to it. And though it arrested the pursuit of

critical theology for a while, the postponement was amply

compensated by a newly-awakened attention to the whole

history of Christianity, and a far more searching look into

the moral and spiritual conditions and effects of faith in

the human soul. The prosecution of the critical theology

will be resumed with larger, humbler, yet freer spirit, now
that some deeper root has been found for Christian

obedience and belief than an authority wholly external and
contingent on a literary tenure. A sense of the universality

and perpetuity of Divine grace,—of the sanctity of common
duties and self-denials,—of the grandeur and power of

historical communion and church-life,—of the true place

of beauty and art in worship,—has deeply penetrated into

the newer religion of England ;—chiefly, it is true, among
the classes within reach of academical modes of thought

and feeling, but through them affecting the administration

of parishes and manors out of number. For the re-union

of religious and moral ends,—for the reconciliation of

human admirations with holy reverence,—for the consecra-
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tion of the near and temporal,—many a heart owes a debt

of unspeakable gratitude to the literature of the Oxford

school. The one grand sin which we must set off against

these merits, is a certain want of unconditional and ultimate

trust in their own principles. Their system has too often

the appearance of being constructed on purpose as a refuge

from doubts they dare not face. Their intellectual men

have been fond of playing with fire, and flinging about

brilliant scepticisms, eating into the very heart of life, for

the chance of inducing flight into their protecting fold. It

is hard for a proselyte of terror to become a child of trust

:

and the brand of fear deforms the forehead of this party.

" To obey," they say, " is easier than to believe : so we will

begin from the conscience, that we may end with assurance."

Good : but see that you obey out of the belief you have,

instead of with a view to a belief which you have ?iot.

Conscience has a right to you through and through, and

must be served without terms : and vainly do you mount

her sacred steps on knees of painful penance, if the thought

of your heart be to escape from the outer exposures and

threatening skies of doubt, into the shelter of a ready

temple and the sympathy of a mighty throng. The deepest

form of scepticism is seen in the mind which is in haste to

believe ; which resolves, by some violent spring, to make

an end of darkness, whether the light attained be God's or

not; which is not content to follow precisely and only

where He shows, and cannot rest upon the trustful word,

'' My soul, \\2i\ patiently for Him." Something of this un-

faith lurks in the spirit of the new Catholic party. They

recognize the ambassadorial credentials of Conscience, and

show you on its casket of secrets the very signet of the

King of kings :—on opening the despatch-box, you find

they have stuffed in all the creeds. The self-deception

involved in this is not always unmixed with artifice. All

such policy is a half-conscious attempt to suborn God's

Spirit on behalf of our own desires and prejudices, and

against the doubts and scruples which may be truly His.
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Transferring ourselves now from Oxford to Cambridge,

we acknowledge at the outset that the place has much less

to do with the party in the case of the philosophical move-

ment led by Coleridge, than in that of the ecclesiastical

represented by Newman. Yet it was before the University

of Cambridge that Julius Hare* first produced the fruits of

his meditations at the feet of the poet-philosopher : and it

was in Trinity College chapel that he preached the sermons

which mark most clearly his theological position.! The
Highgate sage had gone to his rest at the very beginning of

the Oxford movement (in 1834), and left his disciples to

deal with the phenomenon according to their own lights.

Mr. Hare had visited the Eternal City, and witnessed there

some things which indisposed him to trifle with the honest

heart of Protestantism. "I saw the Pope," he used to

say, " apparently kneeling in prayer for mankind : but the

legs which kneeled were artificial ; he was in his chair.

Was not that sight enough to counteract all the sesthetical

impressions of the worship, if they had been a hundred

times stronger than they were ?"| He saw at once the part

that he should take; and in his first sermon, preached

before the clergy of the diocese of Chichester, he vindi-

cated, from the words, " Lo, I am with you always, even

unto the end of the world," the living presence of the

invisible Word in His own Person against the sacerdotal

delegation claimed, and virtually substituted, by the Trac-

tarians. Profoundly Lutheran in his conception of " faith,'^

and jealous of all interposed media between the Church

and her Divine Head, he resisted at the outset the dangers

of an official theocracy with an absent God. The offence

* Sermon on "the Children of Light," preached before the Uni-

versity in 1828.

t Sermon on "the Law of Self-sacrifice," 1829; and Sermon on
*' the Sin against the Holy Ghost," in 1832.

+ See Introduction, page xxvi. (understood to be by Mr. Maurice)

to the " Visitation Charges of the Archdeacon of Lewes," in the years

1843, 1845, 1S46 ; a charming sketch of Hare's character and position,

as rich and wise as it is affectionate.
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given to some hearers by this sermon made him hesitate

for a time to accept the office of Archdeacon of Lewes. But

in overruHng his objections, Bishop Otter rightly interpreted

the character of his mind ; of which the recent sermon

was only a partial expression ; and which, though impulsive

and unsystematic, had too many open and susceptible

sides, too rich a culture and too real a spiritual depth, to

restrict its sympathies to any exclusive party.

In fact, the polemic attitude for the moment assumed

towards the Anglicans by no means expressed the charac-

teristic of his school. A much deeper and earlier antipathy

had called it into existence, and shaped it into form.

Coleridge, as all his readers are aware, was in early life a

preacher among the Unitarians. Though never having a

permanent pastoral charge among them, he was once on

the point of settling as a minister at Shrewsbury : and, in

withdrawing, he assures the congregation that, while he

prefers a freer mode of life, "active zeal for Unitarian

Christianity, not indolence or indifference, has been the

motive of my declining a local and stated settlement as a

preacher of it.""^ His early poems, and the name of his

eldest son, attest the fervour with which he embraced the

philosophy of Priestley and Hartley, as well as the " Psilan-

thropism " of the sect. By the side of the French atheism

of the day, these opinions wore a conservative aspect

towards Christianity; in the presence of the political

" Church-and-King " sentiment, they seemed generous to

liberty; in the total oblivion of deeper speculation, and

the absolute dominance of physical method, they satisfied

the demand for compactness of theory. But only the

dearth of other waters, and the parching of that desert

time, could detain him at this spring. His natural thirst

was ever feeling its way to more congenial fountains. His

speculative creed had never penetrated the unconscious

essence of the man, but lay as a texture about him, without

* Letter, dated Shrewsbury, Jan. 19, 1798, to Mr. Isaac Wood,

High Street, Shrewsbury. Christian Reformer iox 1834, p. 840.
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growing into the fibres of his heart. In 1796, he records,

in a private letter, his experience under sore affliction :

" My philosophical refinements and metaphysical theories

lay by me in the hour of anguish as toys by the bedside of

Zi child deadly sick."* Never, in short, was the genius of

2i man more out of its element. An infirm will, a dreamy
ideality, a preternatural subtlety of thought, and intense

religious susceptibility, were thrown among a people emi-

nently practical and prosaic, impatient of romance, indif-

ferent to intellectual refinements, strict in their moral

expectations, scrupulous of the veracities but afraid of the

fervours of devotion. The strength and the weakness of

each party were vehemently antipathetic to those of the

other : and their inevitable divergence once begun, the

alienation became rapidly complete. Coleridge was a born

Platonist, who could not permanently rest content, with

Locke, to seek all knowledge in phenomena, or, with Paley,

all good in happiness : and on the first opening of his cage

of experience, he darted out, and took to his metaphysic

wing.

It was Kant who first lifted the bar and set him free

;

and who, with Schelling, inspired him to seize that border

territory between psychology and theology, which had long

been declared a dream-land. If anywhere the relationship

can be really witnessed between the human spirit and the

divine, it must be on the awful confines of the two ; and
by taking stand on the ground of our highest consciousness,

we may perhaps be able to pass to and fro across the line,

and find the breadth of any common margin there may be,

and note where, on the one hand, it sinks into pure Nature,

and on the other, rises into the infinite God. Here, then,

he worked in both directions,—upwards and downwards,

—till the two tracks met : with results which, so far as

our present object is concerned, may be briefly indi-

cated.

* Letter to Mr. Benjamin Flower, Editor of tlie Cambridge Ititelli-

gencer. Monthly Keponto}'y for 1834, p. 654.
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Dr. Newman has himself drawn attention to a remarkable

concurrence between his own conceptions and Coleridge's,

respecting the sources and limits of natural religion in the

human mind.* They agree in seeking the germ of devout

belief in the experiences of conscience ; in recognizing the

essentially religious character of morality ; in making faith

the prior condition of spiritual knowledge, and vindicating

the maxim, Credo, ut intelligain. Newman, however, repre-

sents the moral feeling more as a blind instinctive datum

to be accepted ; Coleridge, more as cognitive power, look-

ing on reality with open eye. And further, with Newman
there is no other original spring of divine knowledge ; while

Coleridge allows us an intellectual as well as a moral organ

for the apprehension of God. Beyond and above the

Understa?idi?2g, which generalizes from the data of percep-

tion, gathers laws from phenomena, frames rules from

experience, traces logical consequence and adapts means to

ends, he enthrones the Reason, which seizes a different

order of truths—viz. the necessary and universal,—in them-

selves inconceivable, in their absence contradictory ; and

in a different 7vay—viz. intuitively and immediately, not

mediately or through a process. The former
(
Verstafid)

has the field of Nature (that which is born,—the originated

and transient) for its object, and belongs to our tiaturalpart

as its seat ; and is therefore not peculiar to us, but shared

by other animal races,—whose so-called "instinct" is not

specifically distinguishable from adaptive intelligence. The
latter ( Vermmft) has the realm of Spirit (the j-zz/fr-natural,

to which the predicates of time and space are inapplicable)

for its object, and for its seat in us our spirit or supernatural

part. Had we, in combination with our sentient capacity,

only understanding, though in ever so eminent a degree,

we should remain mere living things,—with an honourable

place in the records of natural history, but leaving the

registers of morals and religion still blank and clasped.

The Reason by which a higher life becomes possible divari-

* ** University Sermons," ii. p. 24, note.
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cates into two functions,—the cognitive and the active
;

the former giving the roots of all our Ontological thinking,

—the ideas of Cause, of Unity, of Infinitude, &c. ; the

latter furnishing the postulates of all Moral action,—the

ideas of Freedom, of Personality, of Obligation. Both the

speculative and the practical reason have a voice in our

primary religious faith. But the former, alone and by

itself, would give us merely an ontological " 6>;z^," a Spino-

zistic Absolute,—the residuary God of the a-priori demon-

strations : necessitating, no doubt, a self-subsistent Infinite

of which atheism can render no account, but leaving us

unassured how far predicates of character may be trans-

ferred to its mysterious subject. Hence the chief application

of speculative reason in theology must always be critical

rather than creative ; to slay in single combat each successive

foe that may arise ; but not to proclaim for whom it is

that the champion stands, and for ever keeps the field. On
the other hand, the practical reason or conscience reveals

to us the Holy God, who is the proper and positive object

of our faith ; who is doubtless more or less clearly appre-

hended in proportion to the purity of our discerning and

reflecting faculty, but who lurks suspected or half-perceived

in the darkest hearts ;—if not otherwise, at least in their

fears and compunctions : for " remorse is the implicit

creed of the guilty."

The will, as empowered to carry out the ideas of Reason

in the realm of sense,—to make Spirit of avail in Nature,

—is by its very function super-nsLtural, and cannot be

entangled as a constituent in the very system which it is to

influence from above. Only the divinely-free can achieve

that passage. A footman will run your errand across the

town ; but it needs a winged Iris or a sandalled Hermes to

bear the messages of gods to men. It is precisely in the

freedom of the zvill that a person is distinguished from a

thing, and becomes a possible subject of moral law. And
so is it in the recognition of a good other than the sentient,

of an authority transcending all personal preference, of a
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right over us and our whole cargo of " happiness," actual

and potential, that the sense of Duty and the conditions of

morality begin. Hence Edwards and the necessarians,

Priestley and the materialists, Paley and the Epicureans,

depict a universe from which all moral qualities and beings,

divine or human, are excluded : and whether reasoning

down from God as absolute Sovereig?i, or up from man as

simply sentient^ miss whatever is august and holy in its life.

From the distinction drawn between nature and spirit,

it follows that there cannot be such a thing as " 7iaiural

religion." All religion must be spiritual^ springing as it

does exclusively within the supernatural element of us.

Nay, more ; all religion must be revealed, if by that word

we mean, " directly given by Divine co??i?Jiunicationj'^ as

opposed to mediate discovery of our own. For what and

whence are those primary ideas of conscience which con-

stitute or presuppose our deepest, though not our fullest,

faith ? Are they of our own making ?—of our own finding ?

Have we anything to do with their genesis ? Do they not

report to us of the necessary and eternal ? And are they

not the presence with us of that Eternal, whereof assuredly

nothing temporal and finite can report ? Is there not pro-

found truth as well as piety in the couplet

:

" None but Thy wisdom knows Thy might :

None but Thy Word can speak Thy name !

"

The reason ifi us is not personal to us, but only the mani-

festation in our consciousness of the infinite reason, pre-

senting us with its supernatural realities, and intrusting to

our will their divine rights over our world. It is thus the

common ground of the divine and the human, the essential

base of their communion, the Logos which is at once the

objective truth and the subjective knowledge of God.

These results have thus far been reached psychologically,

by beginning with the data of the human soul and tracing

their indications upward. But, to meet it, Coleridge also

descends, by an ontological track, from the Absolute One
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to his expression in the finite,—Platonic Logos or Son of

God ; to whom we are to refer at once the physical cosmos,

the divine process in history, and the intimations of rea-

son and conscience. Through this mediator, found alike

at the foot of our speculative dialectic and at the summit
of our moral analytic, do God and man meet and sustain

living relations.

But St. John identifies this Logos with the historical

Christ ; in whom, therefore, the Infinite reaches not only

finite, but concrete and personal manifestation. It is the

glory and joy of our humanity that he took it into himself;

and conquering sin in it, purified it, and gave it a seed of

higher life. Through uttermost self-sacrifice, he reconciled

its deepest sorrows with complete perfection ; redeemed it

and drew it to God ; and made manifest in time the

eternal facts of his infinite love,—his personal union with

our nature,—and the law of self-sacrifice as the deliverance

of his universe.

If we rightly understand the theologians of this school,

they do not intend, when they speak of the divine assump-

tion of our nature, to limit their reference to the individual

life of Jesus of Nazareth. The Son is united not with this

or that particular man only, but with humanity itself as a

type ; and constitutes, as he ever has constituted, the

ground and life of all its good. The blending of the two

natures is not a biographical but an " eternal " fact, belong-

ing to the essence of their relation. The particular incar-

nation of the evangelical history " reveals and realizes " the

universal truth ; to which all its exceptional and marking

features,—miraculous birth, agony and crucifixion, resurrec-

tion and ascension,—stand related as symbols to the

reality,—as passing phenomena that tell the tale of an

eternity. They are, indeed, more than this; because they

are not,—as symbols may be,—mere signs or instruments

of suggestion; but are homogeneous with the thing signi-

fied, and integrated with it as its highest momenta.

Following out this interpretation of the redemptive ope-
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ration of the Son, we may conceive of it in two ways :

as in reality always going on, although unrecognized ; and

as at length revealed in a plenary Incarnation, so as to be

henceforth turned out from the unconscious to the con-

scious state. This last change is in itself a spiritual revolu-

tion of the highest order,—like the burst of a universe only

felt, and by inches, before, on the eye touched by the

finger of Christ. By ceasing to be latent,—by being given

to our faith,—the redeeming agency is at once raised to a

higher power. Now that we know who it is that pleads

and strives with our evil nature, we can freely go to meet

him, and he may act from within our will as well as from

without. His life-giving energy is quite another thing,

—

since not a thi?ig at all, but a person,—not even a " better

self," but a Divine other-than-self; and confers upon the

soul a " new birth'' From the life of nature, conscious of

only Self disturbed by an impersonal law, we emerge into

the life of the spirit, set free by faith, and admitted to

personal communion of trust and love. The transition

into the " new birth " is the chief element in the redemptive

act of the Son. The continuous power of holier Hfe in the

heart thus regenerate is the sign and function of the Holy

Spirit. Both these,—the crisis of change and its spiritual

sequel,—are indeed full of mystery on their objective or

Divine side. But from the subjective or human side it is

easy to perceive how the consciousness of a Divine Person

blended with the humanity of each of us, and the source in

it of whatever is higher than we, may be really a new seed

of life within us, giving us a holy living Object in place

of a repulsive ethical abstraction, and awakening all the

powerful affections that ever seek a Personal Centre of

repose.

From the whole complexion of this scheme it will be

gathered that the Original Sin countervailed by redemption

is not birth-sm (which would be natural disease, not moral

evil) ; and that the redemption is not an extinction of punish-

ment, but a deliverance from sin. It is not that God is

VOL. I. S
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paid off, but that man emerges " a new creature." The
" evil ground " there is in the human will,—the downward

gravitation of self,—the need of a Diviner to draw us to

any good by the sacrifice of self,—are simple facts accessible

to every man's self-knowledge. And we are well aware that,

co-existing with our free agency, they are not our malady but

our fault. Coleridge and his school everywhere denounce

the Calvinistic doctrines of hereditary depravity and of

penal satisfaction, as turning man from a person into a

thing, and denying to God all moral attributes. The
primary conditions of any true theory of redemption are,

that the whole operation takes place on humanity ; and

that it both finds and leaves man a free agent. Neither of

these conditions is complied with by any form of the Cal-

vinistic scheme.

Some of the peculiarities of Coleridge most familiar to

theologians,—his tetrads and pentads, his doctrine of

Church and State, his denial of the documentary inspira-

tion of the whole Bible,—we pass by ; not from any slight-

ing estimate of their importance as parts of an organic

whole, but in order to insulate the one character,—of

religious Realism^—which is the inner essence of the

system itself, and the living seed of its development in the

school of Mr. Maurice. It is chiefly from inapprehension

of this character, and from the inveterate training of the

English mind in the opposite habit of thought, that so

many readers complain of obscurity in the writings of the

Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn. We do not deny that his

meaning is at times difficult to reach ; for it is apt to be

delayed too long by his scrupulous candour of concession,

his modest shrinking from self-assertion, his preference of

the sympathetic to the distinctive attitude. But we venture

with some confidence to assert, that for consistency and

completeness of thought, and precision in the use of

language, it would be difficult to find his superior among
living theologians. It is the old question,—what do you

mean by a clear or distinct thought ? Do you mean a
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mental i?nage or representation of something, like your

conception of a perceptible object or of a finite portion of

space or time ? Then certainly you will not cease to com-

plain of Mr. Maurice's indistinctness ; for he speaks and

thinks of Spirit, and Righteousness, and God, as realities

without mental picture and yet closely known ; and he

treats the notions of Infinitude and Eternity as something

else than " negative ideas,"—the finite and the temporal

with all the meaning emptied out. If, however, by " clear-

ness of idea" you mean, not ^'' the idea of a limit,^^ but "«

limit to the idea,^'—if your conditions are satisfied, provided

thought does not run into thought, but each keeps its own
place and function with exactitude,—then you might as

reasonably charge indistinctness on Mr. Mill or Archbishop

Whately as on Mr. Maurice. Many parts of his doctrine

we are unable to follow with assent ; but we see no excuse

for the absurd distortions of his peculiar Christianity, with

which the party-organs of Church and Sect have long

abounded. Critics who have read any one of his practical

or historical essays, with some feeling of its clear and life-

like charm, ought surely to know that if his theology seems

difficult to them, it cannot be from his want of practised

thought and literary skill, and must arise from their not

having at present found his latitude.

Coleridge, commencing in reaction from a scheme of

materialistic necessity, gave great prominence to his asser-

tion of free-agency. Not till he had effectually set

humanity on its feet again, did he proceed to identify the

intimations of its moral reason with the indwelling life of

the Divine Word. Mr. Maurice is caught up by this last

thought, and has become its organ to the present age ; and

so intensely does it possess him, that we fear his losing

sight too much of the prior truth from which the start was

made, and reducing man into a mere prize, to be contended

for between the Satan and the God within him. Pushing the

claims of a diabolical being far into the evil phenomena of

our nature, and those of a Divine Being over the whole of

s 2
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the good, he thins away the space for the free human
personality till it becomes at times quite evanescent. This

is a danger ever incident to the wish of humility, that

nothing should be claimed for self,—that all should be

referred to God. But it must be restrained from reaching

its ultimate limit ; or else the ground of morals sinks again

away, and, in pantheistic guise, universal necessity absolves

us all once more. We say, " in pantheistic guise ;
" for, be it

observed, the two personalities—the Human and the Divine

—must ever appear and disappear together : they are the two

terms of a relation which wholly vanishes on the merging

of either ; and though, with safety to both, there is room
for considerable variety in the theory of their respective

functions, yet should an eye of reverential caution be kept

(especially in our day) on the limits of the problem where

the foci fall into each other. If, however, Mr. Maurice

has too nearly approached this danger, it is under the

inspiration of a truth than which there is no greater. The
assumption of humanity by the Eternal Word may be con-

strued from above downwards, so as to illustrate the

character and agency of God ; or from below upwards, so

as to throw light on the spiritual experiences of man. In

the former view, it gives to our trust and worship One
whose chosen life is in our spirits, who moulds us into

unities not our own,—of family, of nation, of church,

—

who is not wearied by our perverseness, but, still pressing

His righteousness upon us, is ever redeeming what else

were lost. In the latter view, a singular sanctity is im-

parted to the inner facts of our own existence and the

invisible springs of the world's history. All that we in-

adequately call our ideals^ the gleaming lights of good that

visit us, the hopes that lift again our fallen wills, the beauty

which Art cannot represent, the holiness which life does

not realize, the love which cannot die with death,—what

are they ? Not our higher, but a higher than we—the

living Guide Himself, pleading with us and asking for our

trust. The actual and concrete, on the other hand, which
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falls SO immeasurably short of these fair types,—the false

fact that lies ashamed beneath the true Vision,—that is our

poor self; in which is nothing but failure, disappointment,

and negation. One simple and only thing is asked from

us : to cease trusting this delusive self and go freely into

the Hand that waits for us,—to exchange the tension of

volition for the quiet of unreserved surrender,—to pass

from the chafing mood of " works " to the still heart of

" faith." The great original sin of our nature is, that we

reverse this order,—that we rely on ourselves and are afraid

of God, and accordingly seek, by some act of ours, to buy

him off and be rid of his terrors and persuade him to let

us alone. Whether men endeavour to propitiate him by

relinquishing something that they have, or to serve him by

something that they do, they mistake their position, and

measure themselves off against him as if they had pro-

prietary rights which they could abandon in his favour, or

some availing righteousness which could satisfy his moral

perception. They aim at acting upon him : and he is

wanting to act on them ; and will persist till they drop

their gifts, and know their failures, and freely come to him

as they are, to be moulded by his thought. It was to bring

about this removal of distrust towards God, to reveal the

law of self-abnegation as Divine and supreme, that the

Word became flesh, and passed through its grievous inci-

dents, and entered into sympathetic pity for its sins and

fears. The most alienated feeling, once apprehending this

manifestation of Divine adoption, could hold out no more.

Such an Incarnation, bringing to a focus the perpetual

truth of the " God with us," is not a humiliation of the

divine nature so much as the glory and joy of the human,

and discloses to us not a fallen world but a redeemed, with

whose resistance the " Spirit of holiness " will not for ever

have to strive. It harmonizes with " the belief that man

is not an animal carrying about a soul, but a spiritual being

with an animal nature, who, when he has sunk lowest

into that nature, has still thoughts and recollections of a
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home to which he belongs, and from which he has

wandered." *

The same mode of thought by which the individual life

is thus turned into a sanctuary exhibits human society as

in its essence a theocracy ; and wins for the experiences

and polity of the Hebrew race, as particular embodiments

of a universal method, a meaning which Lessing's hints

ought long ago to have elicited. Not that we mean to

press at all closely the analogy between the doctrine of the

" Prophets and Kings of the Old Testament," and the

" Thoughts on the Education of the Human Race." They
are alike in this : that they pull down the fences which had

detached the Hebrew life from the great territory of human
history, and find a universal function for even what is most

exceptional in it. In their mode of procedure, however,

they differ : Lessing seeking in the career of the Jewish

people the rudiments of an unfolding idea ; Maurice, the

witness to etertial truths,—the manifestation by time-

samples of infinite realities and unchanging relations.

And this difference touches a characteristic of the modern

divine, which more than any other makes him a perplexity

to his contemporary critics. So strong in most English-

men is the " natural man," as habitually to assume, till they

discover whither the maxim leads, that " all we know is

phenomena ;" or rather they turn all they know into

phenomena, and contemplate nothing " under the form

of eternity." Even their theology is no exception. They
dramatize it ; drawing it out into an econo?ny or plot, with

different scenes, and progressive action, and crises of terror

and of rescue, and a grand catastrophe to wind up the

whole. Now the elements and incidents of this plan Mr.

Maurice takes out of series, and redistributes in synchro-

nous (or rather in timeless) relations. States of hwnaftity

which we are apt to represent as successive, and to string

together as passages of an historical process, he treats as

always co-existent in all men,—as abiding attributes or

* " Hare's Charges," Introduction, p. xxi.
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affections of their being. " Original sin," for instance, is

n"ot, in his view, a /^-/^r condition giving way to '' recon-

cihation " as ^posterior; but both exist together in all men.

And so too Divine states, which we are commonly taught

to dispose chronologically, cease with him to be separate.

Christ the Saviour is usually believed to have first come at

the " advent," and to be identical in date with Jesus of

Nazareth. But, in Mr. Maurice's view, there never was a

time when our race was not equally the abode of his " real

presence." "Man, according to his original constitution,

was related to Christ;"* who was in the heathen world

while they were bowing to gods of wood and stone, and tn

Saul while yet the persecutor. The conversion on Damas-

cus' road, and the whole historical gospel, did but reveal a

Divine person that had never been absent from our

humanity. There was not—first, a lost Heathendom ;
and

then, to replace it, a redeemed Christendom :
but always,

and throughout both. One who was and is redeeming ;
and

many, alas, in each, who resist this recall of them from

their outer darkness. This abolition of time-conditions,

and redisposal of the same facts as essential and permanent

realities, gives the true key to our author's most difficult

writings. The transmutation it effects in the doctrine of

" eternal punishment" is but one example of its marvellous

power of rejuvenescence applied to a theology grown

decrepit in routine.

The great strength of this school lies, we think, in its

faithful interpretation of what is at once deepest and

highest in the religious consciousness of men ;
and its

recognition, in this consciousness, of a living Divine

person, instead of mere abstractions without authority,

or the dreams of unreliable imagination. And we may

well be grateful for a scheme which establishes a uniform

constitution of our nature and our world, in steady relation

to supernatural realities, broken by no revolutionary jerks

or local exemptions ; and which, therefore, opens a wel-

* "The Doctrine of Sacrifice." Dedicatory Letter, p. 21.
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come to a scientific ethic, and metaphysic, and history.

Nor is its strength merely that of fair promise and earnest

appeal. So long as it advances on the ground of religious

philosophy, it appears to us to make its footing good : and

the first questionable step is, perhaps, at the point where it

enters history^ and hands itself over from Plato to St. John.

The identification of the eternal Logos with the historical

Christ is at present left to rest upon external authority

alone,—and that too the authority of a single evangelist.

A thoughtful learner in this school might be brought by

some Alexandrine Coleridge into a faith like Philo's in the

Divine Word, and set within the spiritual forecourt of this

gospel. He might next, on testimonial grounds, be led to

receive the whole evangelical series of external facts from

Bethlehem to the Mount of Ascension. And yet these two

termini of his belief might remain in painful discontinuity :

and we do not see that the links of relation have hitherto

been adequately supplied. If the whole stress is to be laid

on the doctrine of the fourth gospel, the question becomes
an anxious one, how far the evangelist's thought has taken

its complexion from the Master's discourses,—how far in-

fused it into them. For surely, without re-opening the

discussion of authorship at all, the complete equalization

of tone in this gospel between the discourses and the narra-

tive, rendering it often impossible to mark the boundary

between them, is a fact of the utmost moment,—in itself

accounted for in either way : and if the discourses are as

unlike those in the other gospels as they are like the per-

sonal composition of St. John, the hypothesis most assuring

to us respecting their historical character is at an undeniable

disadvantage. Shifted from the authentication of Christ

himself to that of even " the beloved disciple," the Incar-

nation of the Logos in Jesus (in the sense required by the

theory) would rest on too doubtful a support : for who
could say whether we had to do with the revelation itself,

or only with the mould of thought into which the disciple

threw it ?
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That this difficulty has not been more felt by the Cole-

ridge divines is due, we believe, to the pre-occupation of

their minds with intense convictions, thirsting for that

which assimilates with them or gains a glory from them.

Broad providential lights on history, genial hopes of a less

selfish human world, they open to us by their wisdom and

their life. And there are parts of Scripture, the Pauline

Epistles eminently, and the Prophets in no slight degree,

where a darkness readily breaks away at the approach of

their characteristic thoughts. Mr. Maurice's Ufiity of the

New Testament abounds with happy combinations possible

only to a fine spiritual tact. But exegesis has work to do
in which other gifts are of more avail than moral perception

and religious insight : and then it is that these writers, like

their favourite catechetical school of Alexandria, appear to

us signally to fail. Who does not smile at Mr. Maurice's

explanation of the first chapter of Genesis ? And where,

in addition, critical judgment and dexterity are required,

the result is still worse,—as in his treatment of the genea-

logies of Jesus. No deficiency in the furniture of scholar-

ship causes this phenomenon. It is simply that biblical

and historical criticism never succeeds, except in striking

out partial lights, when it engages minds deeply tinctured

with any metaphysical or spiritual enthusiasm. The eye,

accustomed to the eternal realities, loses the quick and

flitting glance that best seizes the expression of nature and

the phenomena of time.

After all, the real force of this school is independent of

scientific imperfections. They are believing men—afraid of

no reality, despairing of no good, and resolute to test their

faith by putting it straightway into life. They set to work

to realize the kingdom of God in Soho Square and other

nameable localities ; and in their step towards this end

there is as free, confiding, joyful movement, as if with their

eyes they expected to see the great salvation. There is

more of the future, we suspect, contained in their gospel

than in any talking theology whose cry is heard in our streets.
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Hence we feel ourselves to be falling back a step, when
we turn from the preacher of Lincoln's Inn to the prophet

of Chelsea. The influence of the latter, vastly the more
intense and widespread, appears to us to have reached its

natural limit, and taken up the portion of believers allotted

to it. As a revolutionary or pentecostal power on the

sentiments of Englishmen, it is perhaps nearly spent ; and,

like the romantic school of Germany, will descend from the

high level of a faith to the tranquil honours of literature.

So long as Mr. Carlyle spoke with any hope to the inward
reverence of men, and in giving voice to their spiritual

discontents made them feel that they were emerging from
mean scepticisms into nobler inspirations, he was a deliverer

to captives out of number. But the early voice of hope
has become fainter and fainter, first passing into an infinite

pathos, and then lost in humorous mocking or immeasur-
able scorn : and men cannot be permanently held by their

antipathies and distrusts, and cease to look for any thing

from a rebellion that never ends in peace. He gets us well

enough out of Egypt and all its filthy idolatries ; but, alas !

his Red Sea will not divide, and the promised land is far as

ever, and the question presses, whether " we are to die in

the wilderness ? " For a just estimate of Mr. Carlyle as an
historian and man of letters the time is not yet come. But
his specific action on the religion of the age (of which alone

we speak) already belongs in a great measure to the past,

and is little likely to offer new elements for appreciation.

It is difficult now to transfer ourselves back into the age,

not yet faded however from living memory, when Boileau

and Kames were great canonists in the world of letters, and
criticism occupied the mortal form of Dr. Blair. Of what
stuff the young souls of that age could be made we cannot

imagine, if they really found nutriment in solemn trifles

about the unities and proprieties,—the choice of diction,

—

the length of sentences,—the nature of tropes,—and the

rhetorical temperature required for interjection and apos-

trophes. Mr. Carlyle, among other contemporaries, certainly
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rose with indignant hunger from such a table of the gods,

symmetrically spread with polished covers and nothing

under them. In mere analysis of the machinery of ex-

pression or even thought, in rules for the manufacture of

literary effects, he could find no response to the enthusiasm

kindled in him by his favourite authors. The true ambrosia

of the inner life was turned into dry ash by the legislators

of belles lettres : and he was courageous enough to ask for

the missing and immortal element. The same external

direction had been taken by philosophy, and produced the

same consciousness of a miserable void. The searching

scepticism of Hume showed the dreary results to which the

mere analysis of " experience " compendiously led. And
the devices of utilitarian cuisine for putting pleasure into the

pot and drawing virtue out betrayed the loss of the very

idea of morals. The very things which this desiccating

rationalism flung off, were to Mr. Carlyle just the essence

and whole worth of the universe : and to show that beauty,

truth, and goodness, could not thus be got rid of, while

impostors were hired to bear their name ; that religion is

not hope and fear, or duty prudence, or art a skill to please
;

that behind the sensible there lies a spiritual, and beneath

all relative phenomena an absolute reality,—was evidently,

if not his early vow, at least his first inspiration. Surely it

was an authentic appointment to a noble work : and on

looking back over his quarter-century, no one can deny that

it has been manfully achieved.

By what providence Mr. Carlyle learned the German

language, in days when the study of it was rare, we cannot

tell. But through it he evidently was enabled to "find his

soul ;
" and gained confidence to proclaim the faith which

was stirring from its sleep within, and at once woke up at

the sight of its reflected image without. That revolt against

rationalism which Dr. Newman apparently used, and directed

for preconceived ends and in the service of an " economy,"

presents itself in Mr. Carlyle with all its veracious freshness.

The same positions that approve themselves to the Oxford
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Catholic as suitable hypotheses, and to the Highgate

philosopher as rational axioms, are seized by the living

intuition of the Scottish seer ;—that wonder and reverence

are the condition of insight and the source of strength ;

—

that faith is prior to knowledge, and deeper too ;—that

empirical science can but play on the surface of unfathom-

able mysteries ;—that in the order of reality the ideal and
invisible is the world's true adamant, and the laws of ma-
terial appearance only its alluvial growths. In the inmost

thought of men there is a thirst to which the springs of

nature are a mere mirage, and which presses on to the

waters of eternity. Extinguish this thirst by stupefaction

of custom,—reduce thought to work without wonder,—and
several delusions, both doleful and ridiculous, will speedily

obtain high commissions in human affairs. The true marvel

of Origination being lost, a " cause-and-effect philosophy "

will esteem every thing solved when it has shown how each

nine-pin in the universe knocks down the next. The
spiritual germ and essence of humanity being forgot or

denied, " a doctrine of circumstances " will discuss the

prospect of furnishing to order any required supply of poets,

philosophers, or able administrators,—like so many varieties

of farm-stock. The idea of a God-given freedom being

dismissed with the phantoms of " the dark ages," a calculus

of " motives " will be invented for finding the roots of every

human problem, and raising any given sentient man to

any required moral power. The genuine ground of all

communion with the Infinite having sunk away within us,

all sorts of logical proofs, and logical disproofs, will quarrel

together about primitive certainties that shroud themselves

from both. In all these complaints, the substantive con-

currence of our author with Mr. Coleridge is conspicuous.

And though, in his Life of Sterlings the humour has seized

him to ridicule the " windy harangues " and dizzying meta-

physics of the Highgate soirees, there was a time when he
had no little faith in the same methods as well as large

agreement in the same results. In his earlier essays, he too
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expounds the distinction between " Understanding " and
*' Reason," and sets up the latter as the organ for appre-

hending the ideal essence, which is the true real of things.

He speaks with reverential appreciation of Kant's doctrine,

both metaphysical and moral ; and with hope as well as

admiration of the several aesthetic theories developed from

similar beginnings. In short, he manifestly put an early

trust in the philosophical method to which Coleridge re-

mained faithful to the last. And not less manifestly did he

soon break away from this path in despair ; and with

characteristic vehemence thenceforth inveigh against the

propensity to seek it as an illusion of disease. In 1827, he

defended the Kritik der rei?ten Vertiunft against ignorant

objectors, as reputed by competent judges to be " distinctly

the greatest intellectual achievement of the century in which

it came to light ;
" and dwelt with approval on the rule that,

in quest of the highest truth, we must look withi?t, and

thence work outward with the torch we have lit. Yet in

1 83 1 he broached, in his Characteristics, his celebrated

doctrine of " Unconsciousness :

" which teaches that all

self-knowledge is a curse, and introspection a disease ; that

the true health of a man is to have a soul without being

aware of it,—to be disposed of by impulses which he never

criticizes,—to fling out the products of creative genius with-

out looking at them. In a word, the reflective thought on

which, in the former year, he had relied for the purest

wisdom, had in the latter become the sin and despair of

humanity. What can have befallen in the interval ? Had
the author meanwhile tried the metaphysic springs, and

after due patience found them, not simply " saints wells,"

with no healing in them, but poison-fountains, that made

the sickly soul yet sicklier ? We do not believe it : for

there is nowhere any trace that the first clue of entrance

into the German philosophy had been followed up ; and on

the other hand, every indication that Mr. Carlyle's denuncia-

tion of metaphysics is the mere judgment of an intuitive

genius on methods of reflection, which, however helpful to
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slower and more formal minds, it is not given him to take.

Had he been able to retain and pursue his first hope,—had

he taken the severe path of philosophical discipline, and
surrendered himself to its promise of deliverance,—we
hardly think that we should ever have heard that passionate

cry of despair, which proclaims the distinctive glory of man
to be his irremediable woe, and asserts that, in finding him-

self, he for ever falls from heaven. The preacher of this

doctrine had already started problems within himself, to

which no answer (as his own word declares) could be found

but by faithful questioning within : and it is a serious thing

to go thus far, and yet not abide long enough to hear the

reply. But instead of this, he flings away the very problems

with a shriek, as the fruit by which paradise is lost ; repents

of all knowledge of good and evil ; claps a bandage round

the open eyes of morals, religion, art ; and sees no salvation

but in spiritual suicide, by plunging into the currents of

instinctive nature that sweep us we know not whither. This

tragic paradox has, indeed, a generous source, and is even

thrown up by a certain wild tumultuous piety. It springs

from a deep sense of the hatefulness'of self-worship, and

the barrenness of mere self-formation. It is a stormy

prayer for escape from these ; only with face turned, alas !

in the wrong direction

—

back towards the west, with its

fading visions of Atlantic islands of Unconsciousness,

instead oi forwards to the east, where already the heavens

are pale with a light, instead of a darkness, not our

own.

Though this despair of the highest objective truth could

not fail, in the long-run, to produce pathetic and tempestuous

results, yet for a while the mere deliverance from the nega-

tions of the empirical schools sufficed for a gospel : and the

new sense of divine mystery and meaning, behind all that

met the common eye, was little else in effect than a revela-

tion. A certain consecration fell on what had been quite

secular before : and with this peculiarity, that its influence

spread as an underground beneath the foundations of ob-
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jects and pursuits previously disconnected, and became a

common conductor of fresh reverence into them all. Litera-

ture, art, politics, natural knowledge, seemed to sit less

apart from religion. Heave off the utilitarian incubus from

above, and secret affinities begin to be felt at the roots of

their life. When it is no longer " the sole aim " of poetry
" to please," of science to " get fruit " for the storehouses of

comfort, of government " to protect body and goods,"

of sculpture and painting to minister to luxury,—they

obtain ideal ends, which in essence melt and merge to-

gether ; and all of them—beauty, truth, and righteousness

—

culminate in the reality of God. Whatever the theologians

may say, the age owes a debt of rare gratitude to the man
who, above all others, has awakened this new sense within

its soul, has touched with a strange devoutness many a class

which book and surplice had ceased to awe ; has taken the

impertinent self-will out of the movements of pencil, pen,

and chisel ; and made even Mechanics' Institutions ashamed
of their incipient millennium of " useful knowledge." The
influence of Mr. Carlyle's writings, and especially of his

Sartor Resartus^ has been primarily exerted on classes of

men most exposed to temptations of egotism and petulance,

and least subjected to any thing above them,—academics,

artists, litterateurs, " strong-minded " women, " debating "

youths, Scotchmen of the phrenological grade, and Irish-

men of the Young-Ireland school. In the altered mood
of mind which has been induced in these various groups

within the last five-and-twenty years we acknowledge a

conspicuous good ; and could even hear, with more of

sadness than of condemnation, the passionate words that

once burst from the lips of a believer :
" Carlyle is my

religion !

"

The unity^ however, which our prophet's mystic sense

discerns among our human " arts and sciences " is too

great : and we must reclaim from him a distinction which

not even the fusing power of his genius can do more than

blur and conceal. Not in the hu??ia?i afid moral world
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only, but quite si??itlarly t?i the physical, does he see the

expression of the Infinite and Divine. Both are ahke

symbols of the one spiritual essence, which is hid from the

blind, and revealed to the wise, in all. He does not, like

Coleridge, separate nature and spirit into two realms, quite

differently related to him who is the source of both,—the

one his moulded fabric, the other his free image,—but

treats them indiscriminately as the vehicles of his manifes-

tation, and phenomena through which the Divine force

pours. This is not, indeed, done by sinking humanity into

a mere object of natural history ; rather by raising the

objects of natural history up to the spiritual level, adding

significance to them, instead of taking it from us. But

still, man is not permitted to remain quite stii generis : he

is simply the highest of the countless emblems woven into

the universal " garment of God." The texture is one and

homogeneous throughout :—in one sense all natural, as a

determinate product in time ; in another, all supernatural,

as mysteriously issuing from eternity. The same compre-

hensive formula,—the appearance of the Infinite in the

finite,—serves everywhere, and equally describes the " lily

of the field " and the Redeemer who interpreted its

meaning.

Did we want to turn human life into a mere school of

Art, there might be nothing very fatal in the looseness of

this doctrine. An impartial conception of some Divine

idea in everything may clear away the film of sense, and

open to view the life of much that else were dead. To
rend away the veil is the grand condition for enabling the

eye to see : whoever does this, may talk as he pleases of

the realities behind ; they will vindicate themselves. Yet

even for truth of representation, and infinitely more for

faithfulness of character and action, a distinctive reverence

for man as 7?iore thaft nattiral, as the abode of God in a

sense quite false of clouds and stars, as intrusted with him-

self that he may surrender to a higher,—is indispensable.

For want of this, Mr. Carlyle loses all ground of difference
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between the natural and the right,—the out-come of ten-

dency and the free creations of conscience. He is tempted

into excessive admiration of mere reaHzing strength, irre-

spective of any higher test of spiritual worth. Whatever

can get upon its feet, and persist in standing on this world,

is vindicated in his eyes, and exhibited as a sample of the

" eternal laws :
" while that which has nothing to show for

itself except that it ought to be,—righteousness that knocks in

vain at the door of visible " fact,"—meets with no sympathy

from him, and is even jeered at for its foolish patience in

still sitting on the step with unremitting prayer. True, he

does not admit the rights of possession till after a pretty

long term, and knows how to treat the " shams " and up-

starts of to-day, the " flunkey " powers that usurp more

venerable place, with withering scorn :—still, however, for

a reason which would equally condemn an aspiration

transcending human conditions, viz., because they are at

variance with the laws of the actual, and are sure to be

disowned by the baffling solidity of nature. Against the

fickle multitude of momentary facts and popular sem-

blances, he sides with the conservative aristocracy of

natural laws ; but recognizes no divine monarchy with

prerogatives over both. The kingdom of heaven and the

kingdom of nature being identical, neither transcending the.

other, but being related only as inner meaning and outward

expression, no margin is left for an ideal other than the

long-run of the actual,—for an " oughf^ beyond the ^^ can,''^

—for a will of God surpassing finite conditions. Hence
Mr. Carlyle's habit of resolving all ethical evil into " insin-

cerity " and " unveracity,"—surely a most inadequate for-

mula for the expression of even commonplace moral

judgments. Extend these terms ever so much,—use them

to denote unconscious as well as conscious self-variance,

—

nay, include in them also defiance of ?iature and outward

possibility,—still, what far-fetched circuits must be taken

before you can bring under such a definition the sins of

envy, covetousness, resentment, and prudent licentiousness !

VOL. I. T
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The root of this delusive conception of human goodness

lies in the pantheistic assumption, that to fly in the face of

natural forces is to withstand the highest that there is ; and

its fruit, when fully ripe, cannot fail to be an indifference

to many a natural sin,—a lowering of the ideal standard of

conscience, and a derision of baffled yet trusting righteous-

ness. Every reader of Mr. Carlyle can remember painful

instances of entire abdication of all moral judgment on

atrocious actions and abandoned men,—a Mirabeau and a

September massacre : nay, even ridicule of the whole

distinction of moral and immoral applied to actions, as

" the blockhead's distinction ;
" and many a hint that the

difference lies only in the customarmess {inores) of one

practice as compared with another. Did it never occur to

him to ask whether it is the human usages that make the

moral sense, or not rather the moral sense that makes the

human usages ?

Yet this questionable doctrine, often provoked into

expression by some senseless prudery or ungenial rigour, is

very far from representing the author's real and deepest

mind. Flashes of purer light meet you not rarely,

especially in his earlier writings. Who can forget how, in

the hour of uttermost desolation, amid the wildest storm

of unbelief, the sheet anchor of the unhappy Teufels-

drockh was the " infinite natui-e of Duty
;

'''' and in this

form never, in his utmost extremity, did the Divine presence

desert him ? And are we not told, in many changing tones,

that in obedience and reverence alone can any true freedom

be found ? that we are to recognize God in the higher life

within us, as opposed to the pleasure-life ? that we can find

him only by self-renunciation ? In these ingenious days,

when no one proposition is so rude as to contradict any

other, some disciple of the " many-sided " poet, or some

proficient in the " dialectic process," may be able to

harmonize such sentiments with the assertion that ''''man

can?iot but obey whatever he ought to obey'' At present we

do not pretend to have reached the "higher unity" in
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which appeals to our freedom coalesce with the assertion

of universal necessity.

To pull up the fence between " nature " and " spirit

"

within us is to throw the Understanding and the Character

into the same field. We are therefore prepared for the

celebrated paradox, that intellect and goodness always go

together ; so that, of mental insight and moral soundness,

either may be taken as the measure of the other. If by

^'intellect" and "insight" is meant exclusively what Cole-

ridge calls " reason,^'' this statement not only ceases to be a

paradox, but becomes almost a truism : for it is the chief

function of this power to make us conscious of moral truth

and obligation ; and the consciousness fades when faith-

lessly neglected. But if these terms refer to what Coleridge

calls " imderstafidiiig^'—if the possession of this endowment

constitutes a claim upon them,—then the doctrine is con-

spicuously false : for the " adaptive intelligence," being an

cuiimal faculty, is entirely separable from moral conditions
;

actually exists without them in many tribes of creatures
;

and in man simply rises to a quickness of generalization

and a skill in the use of means which imply nothing re-

specting the wise estimate or the faithful pursuit of ends.

Low passions and selfish impulses are quite capable of

enlisting on their behalf all the resources of this mental

gift ; their partnership with which gives us the idea of a

Satanic nature. Mr. Carlyle, we believe, means to say, that

this sort of "understanding" he will not acknowledge as

intellect; it is a mere "beaver "or "fox" faculty, not to

be noticed among the distinctions of man. Not till you

have got beyond mechanical ingenuity and lawyer adroit-

ness do you enter on the proper hiunan territory ; within

which, capacity and character go together. This interpre-

tation, throwing us upon Coleridge's upper region, reduces

the maxim to an intelligible truth. But will Mr. Carlyle

consent to take it with all its fair consequences ? Will he,

without flinching, read the truth both ways,—inferring either

term of this constant ratio i^' intellectual and ''moral'')

T 2
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from the magnitude of the other ? We know that, where

he discovers (as in Mirabeau) great force of 7nind, he is

ready to plead this in bar of all objections against character^

and to insist that, in spite of appearances, such brightness

of eye must carry with it soundness of conscience. But will

he turn the problem round, and abide by it still ? When
he finds, deep hid in the retreats of private life, a goodness

eminent and even saintly, a moral clearness and force great

in their way as Mirabeau's keen-sightedness, will he accept

the sign in evidence of mighty intellect ? Will he say that,

notwithstanding the meek and homely look, high genius

must assuredly be there ? We fear not : at least, we re-

member no instance in which the inference is set with its

face this way ; whilst it is familiar to all his readers as an

excuse for admiration startling to the moral sense. In

truth, this maxim, more perhaps than any other indication,

expresses the pagan character of our author's mind ; his

alienation from the distinctively Christian type of reverence

rather for the inner sanctities of self-renunciation than for

the outward energies of self-assertion. His " hero-worships
"

certainly present us with a list far from concurrent with the

" beatitudes : " nor can we fancy that he would listen with

much more patience than a Lucian or a Pliny to blessings

on the meek and merciful, the pure in heart, the ever-thirsty

after righteousness. For him too, as for so many gifted

and ungifted men, the force which will not be stopped by

any restraint on its way to great achievement,—the genius

which claims to be its own law, and will confess nothing

diviner than itself,—have an irresistible fascination. His

eye, overlooking the landscape of humanity, always runs up

to the brilliant peaks of poiver : not, indeed, without a

glance of love and pity into many a retreat of quiet good-

ness that lies safe beneath their shelter; but should the

sudden lightning, or the seasonal melting of the world's ice-

barriers, bring down a ruin on that green and feeble life, his

voice, after one faint cry of pathos, joins in with the thunder

and shouts with the triumph of the avalanche. Ever watch-
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?ng the strife of the great forces of the universe, he, no

doubt, sides on the whole against the Titans with the gods :

but if the Titans make a happy fling, and send home a

mountain or two to the very beard of Zeus, he gets de-

Hghted with the game on any terms and cries, " Bravo !

"

The Sartor Resartus finds the manifestation of God in

the entire life of the universe ; in visible nature ; in indi-

vidual man, and especially his higher mind ; in the march

and process of history ; and in the organic development of

humanity as a whole. The author's tendency, however,

has increasingly been to retreat from all other media of

Divine expression upon his favourite centre,—the genius

and energy of heroic me?i. So much has he gathered-in his

lights of interpretation upon this focus, as to incur the

charge of setting up the personality of individuals as the

single determining agency in the affairs of the world, and

forgetting the larger half of the truth, that all persons, taken

one by one, are but elements of a great social organism, to

whose laws of providential growth they must be held subor-

dinate. History cannot be resolved into a mere series of

biographies : nor can the individual be justly estimated in

his insulation, and tried by the mere inner law of his own
particular nature. It would be a melancholy outlook for

the world, if its courses were simply contingent on the

genius and life of a few great men, without any security

from a general law behind that tney should appear at the

right time and place, and with the aptitudes for the needful

work. And, on the other hand, were the life of nations to

be expended in nothing else than the production of its half-

dozen heroes ; were this splendid but scanty blossoming

the great and only real thing it does, there would seem 10

be a wasteful disproportion between the mighty forest that

falls for lumber and the sparse fruit that would lie upon

your open hand. There is need, therefore, of some more

manifest relation between individual greatness and the col-

lective life of humanity ; and to save us from egoism, from

fatalism, from arbitrary and capricious morals, we must learn
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to recognize a divine method of development in both,

—

pri77iaril}\ in race and nation, and with authority over the

secondary functions of personal genius.

That Mr. Carlyle's "hero-worship" requires to be balanced

by a supplementary doctrine of society and collective

humanity, he would himself perhaps be disposed to allow.

But what is this supplement to be ? Is it merely to teach

that the individual is to hold himself at the disposal of the

whole 1 to correct his conscience by the general tradition or

the permanent voice of humanity ; to sink his egoism, to

temper it by immersion in the universal element, and be-

come the organ of the progress of the species ? Far be it

from us to deny that there may be men susceptible of inspi-

ration from such a faith,—capable of dying for such ab-

stractions as a " law of development," of being torn limb

from limb out of regard for " the whole." Still less would

we disparage by one word a heroism all the nobler for the

faint whispers that suffice to waken it into life. Yet w^e

cannot help feeling that in these impersonal ideas,—of

" collective society," " law of the whole," " destination of

mankind," &c.—there is a want of natural authority over

the conscience, and, missing the conscience, over the per-

sonal impulses of individual men. In the mere notions of

"whole and part," of "organism and member," of "average

rule and particular case," there resides no moj-al element,

no rights over the will: and if ever they seem to carry such

functions, it is only because a deeper feeling lurks behind

and lends them the insignia of a prerogative not their own.

In a world of mere "general laws," it would ever remain a

melancholy thing to see living heroes and saints struck down

at the altar of "historical tendency" by some shadowy

dagger of necessity. Love, enthusiasm, devotion, need

some concrete and living object ; if not to command their

allegiance, at least to turn it from sorrow into joy. And
you have but to translate your " progress of the species

"

into " Kingdom of Heaven," and the problem is solved.

The ever -living God stands in Person between the "in-
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dividual " and the "whole,"—by his communion mediating

between them,—stirring in the conscience of the one, and

constituting the tides of advancing good in the other,—and

so engaging both in one spiritual life. Surrendering im-

mediately to him, instead of to the ultimate ratios of the

world, faithful men fling themselves into Omnipotent sym-

pathy, and find deliverance and repose. They have a trust

that relieves them of every care ; and can leave themselves

to be applied to the great account and problem of the world

by One who is in the midst, and from the first, and at the

end, at once. Through him, therefore, as the common
term of all righteousness, must the collective humanity win

its due rights and reverence from each. The private con-

science ceases to be private, the public claim to be merely

public, when both are to us the instant pleadings of his

living authority. In obeying them, we yield neither to a

mixed multitude of our own kind, whose average voice is

no better than our own, nor even to our mere higher self

;

but to the august Revealer of whatever is pure and just and

true. In enforcing its traditions and inheritance of right,

the Nation or Society of men is not proudly riding on its

own arbitrary will, but recognizing the trust committed to it,

and serving as the organism of eternal rectitude.

It is for want of this deliverance from Self at the upper

end, that Mr. Carlyle, resolute to break the ignoble bondage

on any terms, proposes escape at the lower end ; and,

preaching up the glories of " Unconsciousness," sighs for

relapse into the life of blind impulsive tendency. With

him, we confess the curse ; we groan beneath its misery ;

but we see from it a double path,—backward into Nature,

forward into God,—and cannot for an instant doubt that

the Self-consciousness which is the beginning of Reason is

never to recede, but to rise and free itself in the transfiguration

of Faith. Deny and bar out this hope, and who can wonder

if the sharpest remedies for man's selfish security are wel-

comed with a wild joy ; if any convulsion that shall strip off

the green crust of artificial culture and lay bare the primi-
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tive rock beneath us, appears as a needful return of the

fermenting chaos ? How else are the elementary forces of

instinctive nature to re-assert their rights and begin again

from their unthinking freshness ? In some such feeling as

this we find, perhaps, the source, in Mr. Carlyle, of that

terrible glee that seems to flame up at the spectacle of

revolutionary storms, and to dart with mocking gleams of

devilry and tender streaks of humanity over a background

of " divine despair." Indeed we could not wish for a better

illustration of the two paths of escape from Self,—back into

Nature, forward into God,—than the contrast of Carlyle and

Maurice in the whole colouring and climate of their spirit

:

the sad, i)athetic, scornful humour of the one, capricious

with laughter, tears, and anger, and expressive of manful

pity and endurance, alike removed from fear and hope ; and
the buoyant, serene, trustful temper of the other, genial

even in its indignation, and penetrated with the joy of an

Infinite Love.

The three schools of doctrine at which we have thus

rapidly glanced occupy the most distant points in the

English religion of the present age ; or, at least, in the new
fields of tendency which it has opened. It may seem a vain

quest to look for any thing common to the whole. Yet

when they are interpreted by their inner spirit, rather than

by their outward relations, one thought will be found secreted

at the heart of all—the perennial Indwelling of God in

Man and in the Universe. This is the distinct gain that

has been won by the spiritual consciousness of the time
;

and that already enriches fiction and poetry, art and social

morals, not less than direct theology. In the preceding

criticisms we have said enough to show that we are not in-

different to the mode and form of doctrine in which this

thought is embodied. But however threatening the mists

from which it has to clear itself, it is the dawn of a truth,

—

a blush upon the East,—wakening up trustful hearts to

thanksgiving and hope. We know well the anger and
antipathy of all the elder parties towards every phase of the
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new sentiment. We are accustomed to their absurd and

heartless attemj)t to divide all men between the two poles

of their logical dilemma,—either absolute Atheism, or else

^' our " orthodoxy. But these are only symptoms that the

new wine cannot go into the old bottles. They do but

betray the inevitable blindness of party-life,—the increasing

self-seeking, the loss of genial humility, the conceit of

finished wisdom, which mark the decadence of all sects.

Precisely in the middle of this pretended alternative of

necessity,—far from " Atheism " on the one hand, and from

most " orthodoxies " on the other,—stand at this moment
the vast majority of the most earnest, devout, philosophic

Christians of our time; men with trust in a Living Righteous-

ness, which no creed of one age can adequately define for

the fresh experiences given to the spirit of another. I'o

them, and not to the noisy devotees and Pharisees of party,

do we look for the faith of the future.





VII.

SCHLEIERMACHER'S LIFE AND TIMES.*

It is not unusual with our German cousins to dignify

Biography with the dilatoriness of History. They think it

decorous to let nothing be said of an eminent man, more

authentic than a funeral panegyric or a Fackehug ode, till

his generation sleeps around him, and his hand-writmg

becomes an orthographical curiosity. Returning from his

grave, they lock up his desk, and put by the key till his

grandchildren are grown up : and then at length, when his

books have become classics and his personality a shadow,

memorials are opened which define the human figure and

give it the movement and the flush of life. Our English

sympathies are more impatient at first,—perhaps less sus-

ceptible to posthumous appeal. We like to spend our love

and honour at near view ;-to hang up our portraits while

the colours are yet fresh, and the costume not out of date.

Arnold's Life was in our hands within two years of his

death; Blanco White's, within four; Channing's, within

six But for Niebuhr's correspondence his countrymen

had to wait some twenty years ; Stein's has only recently

* -Aus Schleiermacher's Leben. In Briefen." Berlin, 1858.-

'* Sketches of Schleiermacher's Life, from his Correspondence. 8vo.

2 \o\s.—National Fevircu, April, 1859.
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appeared : and here, after a quarter-century, the interior is

thrown open to us of a hfe which, more perhaps than any
other since the Reformation, has given its tincture to the

future of Christianity. The delay, however, we must con-

fess, is no disadvantage to the foreign reader, to whom time

has placed Schleiermacher in nearer rather than in remoter

relations, and rendered the scene and period of his activity

more familiar than before. Names, places, and events,

—

opinions, books, and questions,—which had no meaning
for our fathers, have emerged into the light for us. By dint

of much labour and the reiterated assurances of Mrs. Austin

and Mr. Carlyle, every Englishman is enabled, when Ger-
many is mentioned, to think of something else than King
Frederick's cocked-hat, or Queen Charlotte's snuff, or

Prince Hohenlohe's miracles : he has discovered for some
time that the language can really be pronounced and even
sung : he has caught glimpses of a spiritual life behind
Hessian troopers and Bavarian beer ; and enters not quite

as a stranger the circle to which these volumes introduce

him, from Moses Mendelssohn and Kant to Arndt and
Twesten. The book is essentially autobiographical in its

effect. There are scarcely any letters but Schleiermacher's

own and those of a few almost domestic friends. But as

he was in contact with all that was highest in the life of

his time, we have sketches,—often slight indeed, but taken

on the spot,—of the chief poets, critics, and philosophers

of the most brilliant German age. Whoever cares for the

literary feuds which transferred the sceptre from Nicolai to

the Schlegels, till it rested in Goethe's royal hands ;—or for

the surprises of speculation whereby the universe, at the

bidding of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, several times dis-

appeared or changed its dress ;— or for the patriotic

struggles which worked through the night of Napoleonic
despotism, cheered by the songs of Arndt and ready with
the arms of Scharnhorst ; will here find words out of the
very heart of all this life, and stand in the midst of its

laughter and its grief. And it is through no dim or incom-
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petent eye that he looks at it all : in assuming Schleier-

macher's vision, he has the benefit of no ordinary medium

;

—of a discernment keen and wide,—a judgment consider-

ate and calm,—a feeling lofty and tender.

The greatness of Schleiermacher as a theologian arises

less from any specific force of genius than from the compass

and balance of his mind. His intellectual appetite was

omnivorous : and he early complains of his too impartial

susceptibility towards all liberal pursuits. One only stipu-

lation does his feeling require. They must not be merely

technical and formal, but touched with some living interest

human or divine. The natural sciences, as opening glimpses

into the method of the universe
;
philology, as putting the

very fibres and circulation of human thought under the

microscope;—history, as manifesting the moral organism

of the world ;—philosophy, as the struggle of finite mind
with problems of the infinite ;—divinity, as the systematical

record and interpretation of the religious consciousness in

man ;—all attracted him with equal and constant power,

and drew from him specimens of masterly criticism, if not

of original research. His Greek scholarship was not his

strongest point : but one who is called by Immanuel Bekker
" Platonis Restitutor," and whose work upon this field is

defended by Boeckh against all impugners, cannot stand

far below the highest rank of contemporary Grecians. He
emphatically disclaimed all pretensions to philosophical

speculation : yet no one can study his Survey of Ethics

without admiration, both of its acuteness in detail and of

the commanding vastness of its view over the whole. In

biblical criticism, in church history, in interpretation of

doctrine, he has since been surpassed :—but it is by his

own pupils, under the impulse of his spirit and in the de-

velopment of his method : nor is it too much to say that

his Program of Theological Studies, and his still more re-

markable Glaubens-Lehre, have permanently altered the

whole configuration of scientific discipline for the Protes-

tant divine. It is less, however, the completeness of his
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intellectual accomplishments than the interfusion through

it all of a paramount religious feeling, that determined the

form of his theology, by giving it an inner centre, whence it

worked creatively outwards in all directions and compelled

the whole matter of thought and knowledge to feel the pul-

sations of a common heart. The two extremes of the

previous period,—its mechanical orthodoxy and its deistical

rationalism,—marvellously disappear in him :—not that he

destroys them by refutation :—not that he patches up an

eclectic peace between them :—but their withered fruits

seem to drop upon a fresh soil in him, and produce a

living growth entirely new, where old truths carry a young

sap and reputed negations break into bloom. Looking on

the religious consciousness of mankind as the mirror in

which Divine truth is reflected, and on the spiritual ex-

perience of Christendom in particular as its perfect and

final revelation, he regards it as the function of theology to

apprehend and interpret the essential Christian feeling, to

clear it of its accidental admixtures, and exhibit it in its

originality and catholicity. The sense of sin, the thirst for

redemption, the recognition of Christ as uniting and recon-

ciling the human and the Divine, constitute the charac-

teristics, and supply the test, of a true disciple's faith : and

every thing beyond this,—all conceptions and doctrines

which have hung round this central consciousness as its

pictorial or dogmatic dress,—must be regarded as open to

criticism and change. By the use of this criterion he ob-

tained room for the free action of historical and biblical

criticism, and remained tranquil at his point of refuge,

whatever altered aspect might be given to external facts or

church opinions. Not only were such ecclesiastical articles

of belief as the doctrines of the Trinity, the vicarious satis-

faction of Christ and his personal pre-existence, relegated to

the list of " open questions
;
" but the New Testament

writings themselves, as mixed products of the new grace

and the old nature, are resolved into their permanent and

their accidental elements ; the former most richly found in
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the spiritual Christ of the Johannine gospel ; the latter

comprising whatever is Judaic and Messianic, with many
of the special narratives, as of the birth, the ascension, and
some of the intervening miracles of Christ. He thus with-

drew the Christian faith to a shelter of inward reverence,

out of the shifting currents of philosophical or historical

opinion : and remained at peace in it, while others were

drifting they knew not whither, or vainly protesting that

there was no tide at all. In this course he was singularly

faithful to a true and noble instinct. He profoundly felt

that the Christian view of life and type of piety had their

own intrinsic vindications, and were contingent on no un-

determined authority. To render the consciousness of

them clear was to reach their eternal root. They had
become variously entangled with metaphysical, scientific,

and antiquarian judgments, which had no plea of exemption

from revision, and were fast betraying their transiency. He
was far above the stupid impiety of intellectual fear on
God's behalf. Let philosophy, let criticism, move freely on
their way, and all that they find be welcome. That con-

sciousness of God which it is not theirs to reach can look

forth on any world they may spread around it, and give it

the tincture of Christian consecration. Such was Schleier-

macher's point of view, — surely devout and wise and
generous, ^^^e are far from saying that Christian theology

can be permanently sequestered, as it is in his scheme, from
the problems either of speculative thought or of historical

research. Having an all-comprehensive sympathy, it will

inevitably reinvest itself with both. But there are times,

—

and such is the age yet unexpired,—when, in order to

snatch it from fermenting storms and leave them to sweep
on their purifying way, it is kindly recalled to the sheltered

oratory of the inward life.

It is not our intetition, however, to attempt any report

or critique of Schleiermacher's system. Our concern is

not with his treatises as exhibiting his doctrine, but with

his private letters as revealing the man. The few words
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we have said respecting his characteristics are prefixed only

as the portrait of his person is prefixed to the volumes

before us ; that the reader may not be without some image

of the form into which the growing features set, and may
feel upon him the clear mild eye that looks so ready for

the tear either of pity or of prayer.

Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermacher, born at Breslau

in 1768, was second child and oldest son of a poor army-

chaplain in Silesia, belonging not to the Lutheran but to

the Reformed (or Calvinistic) communion. Some pleasant

womanly letters of his mother's to her brother. Pastor

Stubenrauch of Halle, show the interior of a frugal pious

home, and of a lively, somewhat unmanageable nursery ; in

which a weakly, anxious, fretful girl,—the good Charlotte to

be so loved and cared for by-and-by,—and the tiny Fritz,

getting all his accomplishments, speaking, reading, thinking,

before the time,—and the lout Carl, penetrable only by the

rod,—got through the hours together as they could. Of
the father, absent on his itinerant duties for months at a

time, we hear little for a while : the most conspicuous effect

of his existence being a brief fluster through the house on

his return, of vigorous sewing and washing and gossiping

up the long arrears of home and field experience. The
burden of the education fell upon the mother ; whose chief

joy, it is evident, is in Fritz's quick mind and susceptible

heart. In fact, he is rather too good and clever : for two

whole years at Breslau school, he gets nothing but first-rate

tickets, with the exception of one " pretty well :
" and in so

small a boy all this popularity begins to tell unfavourably

upon his morals : he grows somewhat proud and uppish,

and disappoints occasionally the mother's dream of a little

Samuel. Fear not, gentle mother : the grace thou prayest

for him shall flow upon him through thyself,—now through

thy reverent ways and loving words, and then through thy

silent image when thou canst speak with him no more.

In addition to the check at home, his incipient conceit was

soon pulled down by experience of a higher school. On
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removal of the family to Pless, on the borders of Gahcia,

he had two years' disciphne under a pupil of Ernesti's, and

found his faculties tasked and his emulation awakened by

contact with real scholarship. But he w\as snatched from

this advantage by another shifting of the domestic camp,

—

this time into a rural district, where no disciple of Ernesti

had penetrated. For a year the boy of fourteen got what

he could out of his father's spare time ; and something,

probably much more considerable, from the home store of

books, which far exceeded, we regret to say, the resources

of the army-chaplain's pay, and burdened him with debts

for the rest of his life. It was necessary, however, to put

an end to this paedagogic interregnum : the parents,

anxious above all things to screen their children from the

approaches of an unbelieving world, pay an exploratory

visit to the Moravian brotherhood at Bertelsdorf at the

time of their annual meeting ; and being delighted with

the spectacle of a purity and piety so rare, they leave all

three children behind them to be entered in the schools at

Niesky. In that pleasant Lusatian country, the young

Fritz was to spend two of the most fruitful years of his

life ; insatiably drinking from the fountains of ancient

literature and history ; locked in closest friendship with his

companion Albertini, afterwards Episcopus of the fraternity;

imbibing health from the pure air of the hills and rambles

over red-brown fallows or swelling harvest-fields ; trans-

ported into marvellous deeps by the musical worship of the

brotherhood in the great festivals of the Christian year

;

yet withal, conscious from the first of a certain incipient

shadow which was to darken into sad eclipse ere his soul

could be left in a heaven clear and bright.

Though the vow of the United Brethren binds them

only to mutual love and a common life of apostolic sim-

plicity,—though it professedly recognizes as the basis of

union nothing but the universal Christian faith,—the inter-

pretation practically put upon this Catholic pretension may

be conjectured from the entire satisfaction it afforded to

VOL. I. U
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the " Reformed " army-chaplain and his wife. In fact he

found them no otherwise distinguished in beUef from the

communion famihar to him, than by the intense sincerity

and thoroughness with which they reahzed and Hved upon

their doctrines. The utterness of human corruption and

natural certainty of endless perdition,—the absolute cleans-

ing of the curse away by the satisfying blood of God the

Son,—the need of supernatural conversion in order to

appropriate this redemption by faith,—the demand of vivid

evidence in the consciousness^ by a series of passionate

experiences and novel affections, that this grace has passed

upon the believer \ all these conceptions are presented in

their hymns, their worship, their daily speech, with an un-

shrinking baldness which excludes compromise or escape.

Minds too calm to catch the contagious flame, too clear to

fancy it, too veracious to pretend it, must remain sorrow-

fully apart, long reproaching their insensibility, ere they

venture to suspect the delusion. Upon the young Schleier-

macher, susceptible as he was of religious impression, the

strain was too great. Already when a child of eleven years,

he had pondered with anxious puzzle what he heard about

endless punishments and the mode of rescue from them.

At thirteen he laments to his mother that he has yet no

consciousness of Christ's love and grace ; which she attri-

butes to his aiming so conscientiously at his own improve-

ment ! During the week's preliminary visit to Bertelsdorf,

he suffered great solicitude from the same cause ; never

questioning the depravity of his nature, but in no way

assured of the supernatural grace of which he heard so

much. His self-distrust, however, made him only the more

eager to enter so holy a community, where surely, if any-

where, the dew would fall upon his heart. For a while the

new life seems to have been so helpful to him as to suspend

any morbid action that had begun. His letters to his

sister, who had been received into community at Gnadenfrei

simultaneously with himself at Niesky, are very religious

without apparent constraint or sadness : and it is only
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towards the end of his school-days that his father has to

answer his renewed self-accusations of unregenerate cold-

ness towards the Saviour. The fiery trial had but smoul-

dered ; and was to burst out in all its fierceness at the next

stage of his career. At the age of seventeen he and

Albertini (Pylades and Orestes as they were called) were

entered as students at the Seminary of Barby near Magde-

burg—the University of the Herrnhiiter : and in spite of

voracious reading, rather indeed in consequence of a mental

activity beyond the resources of the institution, — the

religious spectre returned in more definite shape. His

uncle Stubenrauch's residence at Halle seems to call up

visionary possibilities of a real University course, whose

object shall be not faith but sight, and which may help him

through his doubts and scruples. He complains to his

father that he has no chance where he is of becoming a

thorough theologian ; that in the exegetical class-room the

students hear nothing of the objections to the received

system, and have no means of comparing the modes of

thought which notoriously divide Christendom ; and that

this unworthy exclusiveness disturbs his trust. It is plain

he was not exigent : a modest amount of sympathy would

have answered his present need. But the army-chaplain

knew nothing better than his usual dogmatic drill; and

sharply bid him " beware of the tree of knowledge," keep

clear of vain objectors, be assured that the Bible was an

inexhaustible cyclopaedia, and remember that faith was the

Godhead's royal due. The cup could hold no more : and

the bitterness of the youth's heart overflowed at last in a

confession full of sweetness and reverence, but clear, digni-

fied, and firm. In the course of it (in a letter of 21st Jan.

1787) he says :

" I confessed to you in my last letter my dissatisfaction with

the limited scope of my position here : I pointed out the

facilities it gave to religious doubts, which in our times are so

apt to arise among young people ; and I thought in this way

to prepare you for the intelligence that such had become my
U 2
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case. But I failed to do so. You conceived that your reply-

had set me at rest : and I held my peace in a way I cannot

justify for six whole months, because I could not find it in my
heart to undeceive you. Faith, you say, is the Godhead's

royal due. Oh, best of fathers, if you believe that without this

faith there can be no blessedness, not at least salvation in the

other life, and no peace in this,— if such indeed is your belief,

oh ! implore God to give it me : for as it is, I have lost it. I

cannot believe that he who called himself only the Son of

Man, was the true, eternal God. I cannot believe that his

death was a vicarious atonement ; because he never expressly

said so himself ; and because I cannot believe it to have been

necessary : for it is impossible that God, who has evidently

created men not for perfection but for the pursuit of it, should

will their eternal punishment for not attaining it. Oh, best of

fathers, the deep and penetrating suffering with which I write

this letter will not allow me to recite in detail the history of my
soul in regard to my opinions and all the strong grounds I have

for them : but I entreat you urgently, regard them not as

transient thoughts without deep root. For nearly a year has

their hold on me been what it is : and it is not without long

tension of reflection that I have adopted them, I 'pray you

keep not back from me your strongest counter-reasons : but,

let me honestly confess, I do not expect that you will convince

me at present, for I feel my position fixed." (Vol. i. p. 45.)

He proceeds to discuss his altered future ; begging in any

case for two years, under direction of his uncle at Halle

;

expressing a willingness to prepare himself for any profes-

sion, including that of a schoolmaster, that may be assigned

to him ; but avowing his strong preference for the continued

study of theology, w^ere it not perhaps too much to expect

his father's aid in giving another heterodox teacher to his

natiye land.

What might have been the reception of this communica-

tion had it fallen into the good mother's hands, can only be

conjectured. Doubtless, she believed the creeds at least as

devoutly as her husband, and had no glimmering of any

new lights. But orthodoxy is human and precarious ; love,

divine and persistent : and when they try an issue together,
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there is no end to the gracious ingenuities which sHp through

every damnatory plea and win a gentle verdict. She had

been, however, now these three years where, it may be

hoped, heavenly things cast no troubled shadows, and the

Holy Spirit blows up no storms. Left to his own wisdom

in this emergency, the army-chaplain rushes at his heretical

son with reproaches for sending an affliction into heaven

and disturbing the mother's everlasting peace -.—there can

be no doubt of it, since even the stepmother (for the father

has now another wife) has had a crying-fit about his heresies.

" O you fool of a son ! "—begins the paternal letter,

—

" who has bewitched you that you obey not the truth ?

Jesus Christ was set before your face, and now you crucify

him." And in the same style of cruel insult, paragraph

after paragraph proceeds. The youth is upbraided with the

religious solicitudes his tender conscience had so often felt,

and told that they came from the same corruption of heart

which has now leavened the whole lump of him with unbe-

lief. Let him begone into the vain world whose honours he

covets, and see whether he can live upon its husks. He
talks about his " reasons " being " strong :

" Pshaw ! it is

his pride and self-will that are strong indeed : his objections

are what a child could overthrow. To this puerile task,

accordingly, the army-chaplain condescendingly addresses

himself with success not brilliant, we should think, in his

own eyes, and altogether ineffectual upon his son. A sadder

effusion of helpless orthodoxy and irritated affection (for

affection, of the " Reformed " type, there still is), it would

be difficult to find than this letter. There is acid in it for

every open wound : and that Fritz could ever recover from

the anguish it inflicted and persevere in his filial reverence,

shows what balm there was in his genial nature. The
advent of better days was materially aided by Uncle Stuben-

rauch ; who now proves himself a wise and sympathizing

counsellor, manifestly moved towards the youth, yet in-

fluential with the father, and able, by his residence at Halle,

to facilitate the next step, and offer in his house a poor
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scholar's chamber for the Moravian exile. To Halle,

accordingly, the young heretic goes;—sojjiewhat precipitately

at last : for having confided to his religious guides at Barby

the tattered condition of his belief, he finds that their

brotherly love cannot hold out beyond Easter,—that he must

spend the intervening weeks in spiritual quarantine, and

then be finally removed beyond their borders as a poisoned
" vessel."

And so, repelled by all who had cherished him, cast out

w4th the mark of Cain upon him, he turns his face towards

a city of strangers, and quits the scenes where chiefly his

nature had struck root. Eighteen years afterwards (April

1805) he revisited the spot to which he had bid this deso-

late adieu. It was at the very date of his expulsion,—the

Easter Festival of Immortality, which he had been deemed
unworthy to share. The first sight of the familiar place

and ways opened every spring of tenderness again, and the

bitterness seemed all forgot : for his heart was a kindly

and mellow soil ; and the melancholy rain of the darkest

experience sank gently in, only to become the sap of some
green life. His account of this visit occurs in a letter of

birth-day remembrance to a lady-friend who had spent the

day at the bed-side of one of her children drooping towards

death :

" I was not aware, dear friend, that your birth-day fell on

Easter Tuesday : but my thoughts were particularly full of you
on my solitary way. For, do you know, I have been spending

my Easter with the Brotherhood at Barby : a fine and holy

time of it I have had, days full of notable memories and de-

lightful present experience. Barby was formerly the seat of the

Seminary or University of the Brotherhood, whence I took my
leave of them and came hither to Halle, now eighteen years

ago. At present Barby is the seat of the Brotherhood's Institute,

previously in Lusatia, for the higher education of boys, to which
I was committed by my father two-and-twenty years ago, and
where, under guidance of a genuine inward impulse, I entered

into membership myself. So that Barby most vividly recalled

to me at once the beginning and the end of my Herrnhiitist
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career. The old Rector too of the Institute, from whom I first

learned Greek and Hebrew, and who distinguished me, as long

as I was under him, by quite a father's love, I found still living,

an old man of seventy-seven years, bright and active, and most

heartily glad to see me again. Then there were the glorious

services on Good Friday,—a public reading of the history of

the Saviour's Passion, with pauses of fine expressive Church

music and a few verses from hymns, and no discourse, but only

just at the end, and at the very death-hour of Christ, a powerful

prayer proceeding altogether on the great idea of the atone-

ment. On the Saturday is the Love-feast at the sepulchre of

Christ : and at sunrise on Easter morning the festival of the

Resurrection in the churchyard. In truth, dear Charlotte,

nowhere through the whole Christendom of our time is there

any public worship more worthily expressing genuine Christian

piety, and more sure to kindle it, than this of the Herrnhiiter.

And whilst lost in deeps of heavenly faith and love, I could not

help profoundly feeling how far inferior is our service, in which

the wretched sermon is every thing ; and this, under paltry

restraints of form and subserviency to every turn of the times,

and so rarely animated by the real living spirit. It will now
soon devolve upon me to institute here {i.e., at Halle] a public

worship, which is to serve as an incitement and model to many
new generations of religious teachers distributing themselves

far and wide. But how unhappily limited am I in my means I

and how deeply do I deplore it, that I cannot bring home hither

the best and finest elements of the Moravian worship ! There

was another delightful privilege I might have had, if I had

ventured to ask it. They would not have refused me participa-

tion of the Lord's Supper with the brotherhood : but I was un-

willing to request what is not strictly consistent with rule. It

is the only place where there is a real celebration of the Lord's

Supper. By Easter Monday I was already on my road back

and half way home, and my old Rector escorted me a long way

out of town. Next morning as I walked briskly in splendid

weather, with my knapsack-porter always lagging and panting

behind, memories of the days past shaped themselves into the

fairest pictures within me, with the most affectionate yearnings

after you all, my precious friends. It was as if, in my forsaken

condition in the world, cut off from those who constitute the

truest Christian communion in visible existence, a consolation

came to me from the scattered invisible Church to which I
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belong, from the spirit we have in common, from our piety, our

love. Do you not feel, Charlotte, how specially I dedicated

the day to you,—you, the purest, the holiest of us all? " (Vol,

ii. p. 21.)

From the midst of his ripest honours, indeed, he never

ceased to turn a grateful eye upon these secluded years, " in

which his thought and life achieved, at the cost of banish-

ment, their freedom from the bondage of the letter." His

sister remained in residence among the Herrnhiiter for nearly

thirty years after his departure : and during a visit to her in

Lusatia, he writes :

" I am truly happy here with a dearly loved sister, in a

glorious country, amid the wonder-moving impressions of an

earlier stage of life. There is no place so favourable as this to

lively reminiscence of my whole spiritual course, from the first

higher awakening to the point at which I now stand. Here it

was that my first consciousness arose of the relation of man ta

a higher world : on a small scale, it is true
;
just as spirits, they

say, often make their apparition as children and dwarfs ; spirits,

however, they are, and for the essence of the thing it is all one.

Here was the first unfolding in me of the mystic sentiment

which so belongs to my nature, and which has upheld and saved

me amid all the storms of scepticism. At that time it appeared

in the germ : now it has attained its form ; and I may say that

I end with becoming a Herrnhiiter again, only of a higher

order. You can imagine the ' lively life ' in my own thoughts

that I am having here." (Vol. i. p. 308.)

Such was the life-long return which his heart made to the

place that had excommunicated him :—in fair compliance,

we should say, with the injunction,—"Bless them that

persecute you." With very meagre outfit, with shirts too

easily counted, and broadcloth consciously threadbare, he

arrives at Halle, and takes his place among larger and

bolder men at the desks of the theological auditoria. His

father, who had so dreaded for him the worldly influences of

the place, prudently makes the best of what is not to be

helped ; urges him to lose no time in mastering the English

and French languages, that he may be recommendable " to
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some distinguished family ;
" and particularly counsels him

to stick close to a certain young nobleman (of perfectly

uncongenial habits) then at college, and in doing so to be-

ware of pride, andpay him the homage due to his rank. Such

advice Fritz parries with much modest self-respect, steadily

excusing himself from applying artificial force to the natural

affinities. Of that desirable young nobleman we hear one

thing more ;—that he refused to nominate Fritz to a

schoolmastership in Breslau, on the ground that he was not

half big enough ! So ended the paternal hopes in that

quarter.

In fact, the college period once over (of which scarce any

memorials remain), the family problem,—what was to be

done with Fritz,—became rather serious. The " English

and French languages " were ready : but the " distinguished

family " did not appear above the horizon. There were

pickings of work for poor and finished scholars at Halle

:

but these all went to the Lutherans, and Fritz meant to

hold by the " Reformed." He was inwardly ripe for his

examination at the threshold of the Church : but was out-

wardly short of the indispensable mileage to Berlin, and of

clothes becoming so solemn an occasion and so dignified a

presence as that of Examiner, Hofprediger, Consistorialrath

Sack. This last measure, however, is successfully brought

to pass in May 1790, after a year's residence as guest with

Uncle Stubenrauch, now removed to Drossen (near Frank-

fort on the Oder) : with the further result too of the real

discovery, through Sack's patronage, of a " distinguished

family " that will accept him as tutor. No less a person

than Count Dohna commits his children to the care of the

young licentiate ; who accordingly disappears for a while

from the accustomed regions, and turns up in the dismal

trans-Pomeranian Prussia, on the Dohna estates of Schlo-

bitten and Finkenstein, and occasionally in the streets of

Konigsberg, anxious to find the house of an old gentleman

named Immanuel Kant. In spite of intellectual solitude,

of scanty book-supply, and purse uncomfortably light, he
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spent there three not unfruitful years. The affectionate,

pious, domestic Hfe of a refined and noble house gave

him many new experiences ; and, falling in also with his

first preaching, it was far better, he confesses, for heart and

character than the dry learning and cold theology and criti-

cal indifference of Berlin. There it was, as he thought,

that the pale student mind in him became first suffused

with the colouring of some Art-feeling and the glow of

self-opening affections. He took thither all his negative

rectitudes,—his abhorrence of the false, the vulgar, the

incomplete : he brought thence his more genial heart for

the true, the pure, the beautiful. Especially did he owe

this to the eldest daughter of the family,—a pupil so blend-

ing intellectual aptitudes with graces natural and moral as

to open to him a new conception of feminine excellence.

What debt Frederike, in her turn, owed to him was never

known : for in ten years the mutual account passed with

the poor child into eternity, and the record of only the

tutor's gratitude remains. Her brothers, however, grew up

with warm attachment to him ; never lost an opportunity in

after years of carrying him off from his work for a week's

visit to the family domain ; and brought a clatter of smart

officers about his lodgings whenever their military duties

took them to Berlin. The relation of the tutor to the

elders had not been without an occasional cloud, and in

fact ended in a kind of storm. Hints are dropped, that

the Countess was capable of blundering, in the children's

lessons, over a Latin word,—to the amusement probably of

the saucy boys ; and that the tutor, when invoked, and

obhged to compromise either mamma's Latinity or his

own, had felt constrained to uphold the authority of the

grammars in current use. His quiet judgment and self-

respect, in always requiring trust where he was to have

responsibility, secured the permanent regard of both the

parents : though some hasty words of the Count, when

unable to carry what the tutor disapproved, threw Schleier-

macher on the world again. In breaking up to depart, he
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is astonished to find how many there are in the country all

round that seem to love him : and as he trundled in the

Postwagen out of those dreary Baltic levels, he left on them

a light of kindly humanities which they never lost.

Meanwhile, an extraordinary change had been long ob-

servable in the tone of the army-chaplain's correspondence.

It is no longer in the style of the Commination service. It

is no longer scorched with fanatic fires, or blotted with

bitter tears. It drops into speedy silence about Fritz's

heresies, and sustains a wonderful cheerfulness under the

prospect of his perdition. It begins to show, by other

evidences than unpaid booksellers' bills, that there is a

literary side to him. He wants his son's opinion about all

sorts of books ; especially about the new Kritik aller Offen-

bariing, which he half-attributes to Kant ; and would like

to hear something of it direct from Konigsberg. It is evi-

dent that the Critical Philosophy is in high favour with

him; and we soon find him expressing surprise at the

bigotry which can shrink from the Religion within the

Limits of Reason, or cast an unkindly look on the " good

old moral philosopher, whose excellent spirit is conspicuous

in all his works." In criticizing Fritz's sermons, sent to him

for the purpose, he holds up Blair as a perfect model. He

recommends the careful study of Lessing's Education of the

Human Race, of Gibbon's Decline a?id Fall, of Hemsterhuis,

and Lord Bacon. And all this from the man who the other

day insisted that the Bible was an inexhaustible cyclopaedia,

beyond which it was fatal to go ! who denounced poor

Fritz's latitudinarian curiosity as the expression of hopeless

corruption, and scourged his " strong reasons " out upon

the world with all the scorpions of the "evangelical " voca-

bulary ! What can have come to him ? Has he silently

repented,—gone to school again with his son ;—and in his

latter days opened into sympathy with the young man^s

heresies ? Alas ! the explanation is less honourable to his

conscience and his heart : and we quote with shame the

following astounding confession :
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" I could wish, my dear son, that you would read and ponder

Lessing's Education of the Human Race : you would gain from

it luminous ideas of various matters much in dispute of late.

And I will further suggest for your consideration whether my
own course presents an example worthy of your imitation. For

at least twelve years of my preaching, I was an actual un-

believer. I was at that time completely convinced that Jesus

in his discourses had accommodated himself to the conceptions

and even the prejudices of the Jews. But this opinion led me
to the conclusion that I must z>z /i7ce vianner bear myself dis-

creetly towards the popular doctrine. I have never been able

to feel myself at liberty to attack the article of the Godhead
and Atonement of Jesus, because I was aware from Church
history and my own experience of other men that, from the

earliest period of Christianity, this doctrine had brought con-

solation and amendment to millions of men ; and I adopted the

habit of even using it, wherever the subject allowed, in its

application to morality and the love of God and man, although

I was not myself convinced of its truth. I could wish that,

even though you should be unable to satisfy yourself of the

legitimacy of this procedure, you would at least abstain from

ever publicly attacking that doctrine." (Vol. i. p. 89

)

Not less illustrative are the following words on Fritz's

sermons :

" Far be it from my wish to recommend Blair to you on his

declamatory side ; which, as even Mr. Sack [the translator]

points out, is so very marked in the fifth sermon of the first

volume. But this very instance shows us, on the one hand,

that where conviction fails, declamation must take its place ;

and on the other, what great precaution he took not to infringe

the established rule of doctrine. And this appears to me to be
every Christian preacher's duty ; in cases where he cannot

believe in the objective truth of the type of doctrine accepted

by him^ nevertheless to hold himself bound to lay before his

hearers what is subjective truth to them, as consistently as he
can with reason. Scripture, and the end in view—their comfort,

their progress in good, and their hope for the future." (Vol. i.

p. 118.)

Of his misery in reading these guilty words Fritz is silent

:
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what could he do, poor youth, but hold his peace, and give

them no response ? The light they threw on all that he

had undergone was something dreadful. So the very doubts

for which he had been bruised and cast out had all the

while no terrors for the old man at all,—were even in his

eyes signs of deeper insight, and a reflection of his own
experience ; not past experience only, but evidently present

too ! While the college years continued the father still

wore,—to his son as to his soldiers,—the mask of ortho-

doxy : but now that the student had passed into the

preacher, and by safe initiation had become " one of us,"

he was evidently deemed fit " to know good and evil," and

the chaplain's secret was revealed. The profound moral

insensibility with which the confession is made seems to us

more revolting than the hypocrisy itself. If it at all ex-

presses the state of mind which, by ecclesiastical standard,

may coexist with personal and professional repute, it sug-

gests a spiritual hollowness beneath the modern church,

which, in spite of solemn pretensions and fair look, must

make it the instrument of universal demoralization. How
much young Schleiermacher's own heart was burdened with

this apprehension may be seen from the following account

of a clerical assembly :

" On Wednesday was the Synodical Meeting of this diocese
;

and the Provost had the kindness to invite me to it ; and it

cost me nearly the whole day. The affair left on me nothing

but melancholy impressions. Oh, dear friend, what it is to be

so thrown among five-and-thirty clergymen ! Not that I was

ashamed of being one myself : but with all my heart did I

yearningly muse upon the time, no longer, I trust, so far distant,

when that sort of thing will be unproducible. I shall not live

to see it : but could I only contribute a little to bring it about !

Of the openly disreputable men among them I will say nothing
;

and would even concede that some of that stamp must be ex-

pected among such a number, especially as long as the clerical

income stands at a thousand dollars. But the universal degra-

dation, the utter impenetrability towards every thing higher,

the complete low-mindedness, rising no further than what the
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senses can appreciate ! Observe, I was undoubtedly the only-

person whose heart breathed out a sigh : for I went about

sounding and trying so hard, that had another been there, I

should surely have found him," (Vol. i. p. 320.)

With all its uncongenialities, however, the Christian

preacher's office drew him with irresistible attraction.

During the uncertain year which followed his departure

from the Dohnas, he had temptations offered him to

take up the schoolmaster's life ; and was actually engaged

as an assistant in the Friedrich-Werder Gymnasium at

Berlin. But in the spring of 1794 he accepted an invita-

tion as colleague to a retiring clergyman at Landsberg

;

wept a few " literary tears " on leaving the capital ; became

the fashion as preacher in his new position ; devoted him-

self diligently to the instruction of the young in his parish

;

and began to earn the reputation which in 1796 brought

him back to Berlin to occupy the pulpit of the Charite, and

take his place among the rising celebrities of the capital.

That crown to his hopes the father did not live to see.

The old man, long harassed by the cares of his second

family, and finding his " feathers all plucked," finally

drooped, and lay down to die ere Fritz had been six months

at Landsberg. The correspondence between them became

increasingly affectionate to the end : all the old man's

better tastes and feelings seem to revive in the expanding

life of his son; and we cannot help at last parting with

him in peace, and being almost carried away by his

children's scarce qualified expressions of reverence and

love. Sister Charlotte thenceforth succeeds to the paternal

correspondence : but the loss of all the letters up to the

autumn of 1797 transports us at once to a later stage. She

is in her pious retirement at Gnadenfrei, full of such good

affections and good works, full also of such morbid suffer-

ings of body and mind, as are incident to a life with less in

it of nature than of grace. He is in the social and literary

stir of Berlin ; already perhaps doing something to qualify

the heathenism and scepticism of its intellectual tone
;
yet
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not without some traceable reaction of it on himself. Could

we consult that good sister, she would say that Fritz's

Christian baptism was never more nearly worn off than

during the last few years of the century : her quick religious

instinct evidently took alarm at the pictures he drew of his

pursuits, his associates, his whole entourage : and after

every allowance for her narrowness of view, we cannot but

recognize a certain truth in her pure and simple perception.

His mind, exposed to new and stimulating influences, was

indeed rather enlarging its range than changing its centre :

but when suddenly introduced to the world of art by the

Schlegels and Tieck, and in his first deep captivity to Plato,

and appealed to, at the opening of his poetic sense, by such

a power as Goethe's, it is not wonderful if for a while his

development was unequal, and needed other and deeper

experiences to restore the balance. Precisely when his

sentiment was receiving this richer colouring, he stood in

presence of another influence likely in his case to become

extreme. When men of pure, sensitive, and dependent

nature are thrown out of a recluse life into the society of

cultivated women, they are apt to be carried away by the

surprise of a new and precious sympathy. They know not

where to stop ; and the more they are innocent of passion,

the less have they of natural notice when the just limit of

intimacy is reached. The tact which regulates these delicate

relations cannot be extemporized by the clearest reason or

the deepest sentiments : it is a complex product of natural

feeling and of social experience : and so subtle is the play

and so complete the fusion of their elements, that a counter-

feit or a substitute is impossible. Schleiermacher brought

into his first Berlin period no practised knowledge of men,

a view of life purely ideal, a contempt for every thing con-

ventional, and the kind of innocence which is ready to dis-

pense with all but the inner securities of virtue. He was

out of his element in the heavy, unsympathizing, inappre-

hensive society of his own sex : he had not robustness

enough for their noise, or sanguine pulse enough to compete
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with their animal spirits, or join in the rough hunt of their

passion or ambition. In the companionship of cultivated

women he found his inward life understood, the language

of his susceptibilities interpreted ; whilst the masculine

force of his nature was not overlooked from its spiritual

quality ; but the calm magnitude of his intellect, and the

even courage and persistency of his will, rewarded him with

that trust and allegiance which first completes the conscious-

ness of manhood. The intimacies into which he was thus

led were closer than the rule of usage would allow. As the

first and most conspicuous of them was with a Jezvess, it

ran counter to every local prejudice, German and evangelical.

The second had the additional element of being not only

with a married lady, but with a lady not happily married :

and Schleiermacher appears in the false position of doctrinally

denouncing all such " merely external ties " as intrinsically

null and void, and personally preoccupying the post of

intending husband, should the law enable, and her choice

determine her to exchange a formally for a really wedded

life. The troubles incidental to this relation with Eleonore

G. induced him to go into voluntary exile to Stolpe, where

he resided as court-preacher for two years prior to his

acceptance in 1804 of a Theological Chair and the Uni-

versity pulpit at Halle. During their separation, he honour-

ably refused to make any secret about their correspondence

:

she found embarrassment from the arrival of his letters at

home ; and after long wavering, determined to break off all

intercourse with him, and acquiesce in her lot. Here is

the letter in which he reports the catastrophe to his Jewish

friend, Henriette Herz :

" It is all over, dear Jette, she has given me up ! She has

done as you thought, and as I was not prepared to expect after

all her expressions to me which had come since- It is well

that I have written her the enclosed letter (which please send
her) in my first and calmer mood. It is different with me now.
Last night, when quite undressed and ready to get into bed, I

stood for two hours with my arms resting on the table : it came
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over me in all its gall and bitterness. And she, poor thing, will

yet have to hear what it is to me. She feels already that it is

costing her her life, and she will die before long. I can wish

outright that she may be the first to die : for, did she survive

me, one of her repentances would come over her again. But

she will have to make haste : for strain and sorrow will soon

turn to poison in my case too. As yet I have thought little of

myself : but a cold shudder seizes me when the thought comes.

What is to become of me here ? the ground is on fire under my
feet. Then too I have a horror of the bachelor life,—no love,

—no duty,—a mockery of God and men. I must betake myself

to domestic life, must do my part in constituting a family and
educating children. Here there is nothing of the sort for me,

I sigh for Berlin : there I should find more advantages for even

the wretched calling of the scholar,—yes, wretched enough it

seems to me, if the root of love is not there, and the beloved of

one's heart does not flit among the books and papers. If she

does not shun you,—if she puts herself in your way,—dear

Jette, as you love me, be aftectionate and gentle to her, take

her to your heart, let her breathe out there her deep sufferings,

and let her not feel for having made your friend unutterably

miserable. Yes, dear Jette, when we meet and stand together

on the rocks by the sea, you will have at your side a poor

fellow who, but for you and a dear soul or two besides, would

find all this upper air as desolate as that deep below. I can no

more, dear friend ; I break in pieces with sighs and tears. And
alas, it is only morning ! Still be my comfort and stay ; stand

by me as long as you can, come what may. Would that you

might be something to her too, who will be a thousandfold

more unhappy than I." (Vol. i. p. 381.)

Of his correspondence with Eleonore G. the editor has

withheld a great deal. In the portion given we find nothing

which in any way reconciles us to this kind of questionable

and dangerous relation : and the theory and usages of

married life which render it possible remain, even under

Schleiermacher's pure and skilful management, conspicuously

unsound and morally deteriorating. Say what he will, his

nature does not move freely in these letters : they w^ant

determinate character : they speak neither a frank, gossipy,

VOL. I. X
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sympathizing friendship ; nor manly, healthful, joyous love.

Their tenderness makes you nervous and anxious ; their

tone is not respectful ; their thought is not firm. In fact,

we could not have listened with much satisfaction to our

Court-preacher in those Stolpe days ; and should decidedly

have objected to call him in as spiritual counsellor in some

of the most momentous problems of human life. The
coterie into which he had been thrown at Berlin seems to

have had an unpleasant habit of criticizing the married life

of all their neighbours, and hitting what blots could be

found or fancied. He dwells, with an emphasis quite false

for English society, and, we should hope, for German too,

on the rarity of a happy marriage. He lets his imagination

try the experiment of unions that might have been ; says,

that if Henriette Herz had been at liberty for him, it would

have made a decided matrimonial success ; and avows that

he often longs to mend the misadjustments of the world by

exchange of wives and husbands among three or four pairs.

It could not fail to appear like a practical comment on this

indulgence of fancy, when, in their own immediate circle,

Madame Veit, without divorce or legal separation, was with-

drawn from her home by Friedrich Schlegel ; and the

distrust was sure to be deepened when his objectionable

novel Lucmde was defended, under the influence of a

generous illusion, in a special publication of Schleier-

macher's.* It is not surprising that a clergyman of doubtful

orthodoxy found enemies to misconstrue so questionable a

defiance of established moral guarantees ; that his influential

patron Sack remonstrated, and early advised him to with-

draw from Berlin till he could recover himself and return

into a different circle in a different mood ; and that he had

again and again to pacify the solicitudes of the good sister

Charlotte, who plainly bore no good-will to those very

superior Jewesses of the Thiergarten, trembled for the

balance of Fritz's sensitive nature on such a tight-rope of

social relations, and breathlessly wished him on terra firma

* " Vertraute Briefe liber Schlegel's Lucinde."
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again. That he may speak for himself, we subjoin a few of
the words by which he sought to reassure her

:

" You are afraid of my tender and intimate relations with
persons of the other sex. I grant that in this you are quite
right : there is something dangerous in it ; and seen from a
distance, where there is nothing to qualify the general impres-
sion, the danger looks greater than on the spot. To watch
over myself in this matter is my continual care : I call myself
to account about its most trivial particular: and so long as I do
this, there is no need, I think, for me to break off any relation
which on other grounds is of essential importance to me, which
conduces to my culture, and is the source of various good. Thus
in regard to B., I know that a very good influence has been
exerted upon her, due just to the highly confidential friendship
prevailing between us, which led her to open her heart unre-
servedly about every circumstance and every sentiment ;—

I

refer to the iiiivard influence, without taking at all into the
account that opportunity was thus afforded me of being also
outwardly serviceable to her in cases of difficulty, where other-
wise she would often perhaps have taken a wrong step. Hen-
riette Herz's life is certainly quite different, calm and quiet, and
with no such fear of shipwreck as in B.'s case ; and I cannot
therefore be of any such service in this instance. Her tone of
feeling and character is also m.uch firmer, so that she can be
self-dependent and does not stand in need of me. Still in
another respect I form an essential element in her existence :

her views, her tone of sentiment, her insight, I can variously
supplement, as she also does with mine. Nothing of the nature
of passion can ever come between us; if put to the most
decisive proof, on that point we stand quite beyond its reach.
Set it not down to self-deception that I speak so confidently on
this : I have qualified myself to do so by long experience and
careful observation

; and I believe, if you saw us together but
for an hour, you would have the same conviction. I shall always
always attach myself more closely to women than to men : it

lies very deep in my nature, dear Lotte ; for there is so much
in my tone of feeling that men seldom understand. Unless,
therefore, I am to dispense with true friendship,—which surely
you will be far from requiring,— I cannot help remaining in this
otherwise dangerous position ;—a position, however, which,

X 2
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occupied with this understanding, ceases to be really so dan-

gerous." (Vol. i. p. 212.)

That Schleiermacher's personal self-reliance, in all these

critical relations, was entirely justified, there cannot be a

moment's doubt. If censure is due to him, it is for con-

sulting too exclusively his own strength and his own needs,

for some sentimental relaxation of moral judgment in

dealing with aberrations exemplified in a friend, and for

tampering with ideal safeguards of human intercourse which

nothing can replace.

In 1797 there was a select literary club in Berlin, called

the Wednesday Society, where papers were read, and critical

estimates made of new authors and new works. Here it

was that Schleiermacher first met Friedrich Schlegel, and

was filled with admiration at his originality, his wit, his im-

pulsive openness, and the energy which had enabled him,

at five-and-twenty, to amass an incredible store of know-

ledge. A friendship sprang up between the two men : they

speedily resolved to live together : and here is a pleasant

account, written to sister Charlotte, of the first days of the

experiment,—perhaps the best portrait ever drawn of the

younger Schlegel

:

" It makes a glorious change in my existence to have Schlegel

in the house. What a novelty for me, that by just opening the

door I have a rational soul to talk with, that I have a ' good

morning ' to give and take the moment I wake, that I have

some one opposite me at table, and some one to share, while it

is on me, the good-humour I get into of an evening ! Schlegel

is usually up in the morning an hour before me, because my
eyes cannot bear candle-light then, and I therefore contrive

my night so as to have my sleep out not before half-past eight.

He lies in bed, however, and reads ; and it is the clink of his

coffee-cup that usually wakes me. Then he can open as he lies

the door that divides my sleeping closet from his room ; and

so we begin our morning chat. When I have had my break-

fast, we work for some hours without taking any notice of one

another : but in general we make a little break in the forenoon

to eat an apple—having a common stock of the choicest sorts ;
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talking over usually the subjects of our study. Then for the

second batch of work till dinner at half-past ^one. I get my

dinner, you know, from the Charitd : Schlegel has his fetched

from a restaurant. Whichever comes first we consume together
;

then the other ;
followed by a few glasses of wine

;
so that we

spend something like anhour over our dinner. Of the afternoon

no such definite account can be given. I must confess, alas,

that usually I am the first to run off and the last to come home.

Not that the half-day is wholly given up to social enjoyments :

several times I attend lectures,—and also give some,—of course

privatissime, only to a good friend or two ;
and it is only after

this that I go where my fancy takes me. Coming home between

ten and eleven in the evening, I find Schlegel still up, but appar-

ently only waiting to bid me good night and be soon off to

bed. That is my time, however, for setting to ;
and I generally

go on working till near two o'clock : and between that and half-

past eight one can get plenty of sleep. Our friends have been

pleased to call this chumming of ours our marriage :
they all

agree that 1 must be the lady ; and toss the matter about m

aU sorts of jest and earnest. A few times since Schlegel's

arrival I have stayed the whole evening at home, and we have

taken a snug tea together from seven to ten, and fairly talked

ourselves out over it. But I dare say you will want to know

what I think of the man himself now that we are thrown together

in this closest kind of acquaintance. I really do not know how

much I have already told you about him : and so here goes for

a bit of a sketch of him once for all. Intellectually he is so

out-and-out my superior, that on this point I can speak of him

only with great reverence. With what rapidity and depth he

seizes the spirit of every science, every system, every author,

with what high impartiality of criticism he assigns its place to

each, in what a noble organic system all his attainments stand,

redeeming his labours from chance-work and giving them the

sequence of a great plan,-with what perseverance he follows

up every thing which he has once begun,- -all this I have for

the first time learned fully to appreciate in the short interval

since the opportunity has been given me of seeing, as it were,

his ideas arise and grow. But doubtless you will be more

curious about his tone of feeling and disposition than his intel-

lect and genius. It is extremely childlike,—that is certainly

the chief feature ; open and joyous, fresh in all his expressions,

a deadly enemy of all fuss and forms, vehement in his wishes
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and inclinations, generally full of goodwill, but, as children are
apt to be, a little suspicious and prone to antipathies of various
kinds. His character at present is not so fixed, or his opinions
of men and things so definite, but that he would be easy to

guide by any one to whom he had once given his confidence.

What I must say, however, I miss in him is the tender feeling

and fine sense for the winning trifles of life, and the delicate

expression of refined sentiment, through which small things

often reveal the whole temperament of the soul. Just as he
prefers books of large print, he likes men too of features great
and strong. The merely tender and beautiful does not enchain
him much, because from the analogy of his own disposition he
is too apt to think every thing weak which does not look fiery

and strong. However little this peculiar want in him abates
my love for him, it makes it impossible for me to reveal to him
and render intelligible not a few sides of my nature. He will

be always on a larger scale than I : but I shall get to apprehend
and know him more completely than he will me. His outer
man is more striking than handsome. A figure not exactly

graceful or well filled-in, but yet strong-built and vigorous, a
very characteristic head, a pale face, very dark hair cut short
round the head without powder or curling,—a dress of no
great elegance, but smart and gentlemanlike ; there you have
the outer presentment of my better half for the time being."
(Vol. i. p. 176.)

The friendship thus enthusiastically commenced was not
destined to be a life-long affair. The little speck of uncon-
geniality already visible in the foregoing sketch slowly

spread and deepened, till it ate into the heart of the rela-

tion, and brought it into a consumptive state. Schlegel

was wayward and exacting, and grew jealous of the hours
spent with Henriette Herz. His reckless, dashing ways
raised scandals which severely taxed the forbearance of his

friend
; first, the lamentable Veit affair ; then, notorious

insolvency, not without evasions which " in any other man
would certainly have been dishonesties," but, we suppose,
were something more ornamental in him ; till at last inti-

macy with him incurred the misgivings of all one's friends,

and could be maintained only by way of chivalrous fidelity.
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Nor was he always considerate of the frugal income of the

preacher of the Charite. After he had qu.tted Berhn, he

would pop in for a day or two as guest at the old quarters ;

remam fo weeks ; and with his many wants and spo.led

va^s consume the whole bag of dollars wh.ch had been

netting heavy for sister Charlotte. But perhaps the crown-

L vexation was the discovery that "his perseverance

wfs altogether an illusion. It was he who first projected

the tranLation of Plato, which in the end Schleiermacher

executed alone. It was to have been a jomt affair
;

the

agreement with Frommann the publisher was made in

Schlegel's name: the work was divided between them;

but Schlegel's part is not forthcoming : he proves fertile

chiefly in original critical discoveries,-such as that the

Symposium is not genuine I and after procrastination ade-

quate to exhaust the patience of a German bookselkr (and

what more can we say ?), the task is intrusted to Schleier-

macher single-handed, just four years from the first start

With this dissolution of partnership Schlegel for the most

part disappears; his faults to the last too fne™"^'^

excused by his friend ;
who declares that, though repelled

by a nature so passionate on the side of sense, he cannot

help loving him more than he ever could love either Goethe

or Schelling, with all their vast intellectual power.

It was during his Schlegel period at Berlin, that he pre-

pared, anonymously, his celebrated Discourses on Rehs'on,

and his Monolo^,es. To those who know these remarkable

works, it is highly interesting to trace in these letters the

history of their growth ;
the devices for preserving the in-

cognito ; the anxieties about their emergence from the

censor's office; and the first reception by the w-orld But

as the interest turns on the significance of P"'"^"l" P/^'

sa^res -the tendency of an argument or the tone of a

perc^ktion,-we cannot avail ourselves of it-'hout fuljr

notice of his works than consists with the exhibition of his

life Both books were received with the vehement feeUng

which marks a conscious crisis of tendency. Ihey pre-
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sented a religious rallying-point for the rising characteristics

of the time,—characteristics which already found expression

in the literary mysticism of Hardenberg, the absolute

idealism of Schelling, the faith-philosophy of Jacobi, and

the Romanticism of Tieck. The worn-out dogmatic sys-

tems and uncritical scripturalism of orthodox churches had

not, indeed, been able to make effectual resistance to the

encroachments of metaphysicians like Kant and scholars

like Michaelis and Eichhorn : but they still preserved a

venerable look, and represented an absent sanctity, so long

as there was nothing but French Deism or a Konigsberg

moralism or a Fichtean egoism to take their place. Till

some positive direction could be impressed upon theology^

things remained provisionally as they were ;—with little

belief and less comfort in the present, but nevertheless

waiting for a " consolation " yet to come. The Discourses-

seemed to bring the advent near. They were deeply tinc-

ured with a genuine piety,—the evidently ascendant feeling

m a mind philosophically free and logically acute. Yet

they pledged themselves to no traditional orthodoxy : they

exposed the jejuneness of a self-reliant morality : they de-

nounced the insufficiency of the so-called " Natural Reli-

gion : " they insisted on the consciousness of absolute

dependence as fundamental and indestructible in our

nature, and on the need of a positive religion in response

to it ; and they rested the claim of Christianity on the

effectual answer it has given to the infinite yearnings of the

human mind, and the realization of spiritual fraternity it

has afforded. It may be allowed that, in his reaction from

a hard, external, Jewish Theism on the one hand, and a

forensic drama of historical salvation on the other, Schleier-

macher's appeal to the mystic sense of Divine Immanence
in the world incurred some danger of melting away the

personality of both God and man : and his celebrated judg-

ment against the doctrine of a personal immortality unam-
biguously indicates this tendency. But we must remember,

in estimating him, to what a condition the notion of " Per-
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sonality" had been reduced by both philosophers and

divines, and ask ourselves whether, in the exercises of

reverence and love, it was a thing to be got rid of as a

limitation, or to be cherished as a glory. On the whole,

few, we believe, will now deny that, in claiming an inde-

pendent ground of religion, in delivering it from its con-

tingent existence as a derivative inference of science, or a

necessary sanction of morals, or a critical conclusion from

testimony, Schleiermacher lifted it into a higher region, and

restored to it its own. His later and more scientific writ-

ings,— especially his GlaubensIehre,—^'^^\oy^'^\^ modified,

defined, and completed his theory ; and exhibit his genius

in its ultimate depth and balance. But the Discourses were

fit for the service of the hour. They had the brilliancy,

originality, and breadth needful for intense impression.

They were accordingly the signal for a new era in theology ;

and the impulse they commenced is still fresh and growing.

Some years after, he noticed, not without pain, the m-

fluence which his Monologues had exercised on the academic

youth of the time ; and in his chair at Halle found himself

indebted to them for a somewhat inconvenient reputation.

Whether a temporary contact with Fichte,—j^st removed

from his professorship and living privately in Berlm,—

-

affected his mode of thought, we cannot say: but certain it is,

that the tone of ethical pride and stoic self-assertion pervad-

ing this little book is much more in the spirit of the current

philosophy than of his own religion. He sometimes says

that he has "fits of genuine Christianity," when he is

conscious of being but a plant in the great soil of

humanity, depending for spiritual life on the infinite

elements. The Monologues must have been written in

some interval between the fits ; and when his maturer

mind had settled deep in the Divine " sense of depen-

dence," they might well appear to him out of date. One

friendship, however, they procured for him which opened a

new chapter in his life. They had powerfully fascinated a

young clergyman of the island of Riigen, Ehrenfried von
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Willich, and prepared him, on occasion of a casual meeting

at Prenzlow in 1801, to rush at once into the most cordial

relations with Schleiermacher. Willich, shortly afterwards

appointed to a church in Stralsund, was an intelligent,

honest, hearty friend. But, as usual with Schleiermacher,

the intimacy passes on beyond its original object to settle

with stronger attachment on the lady members of the same

circle. Two orphan sisters of good family were Willich's

neighbours in Riigen : the elder, Charlotte von Kathen,

whose beauty and goodness have been celebrated by Arndt,

was married and living on her inherited estate ; and under

her roof dwelt, or often stayed, the younger, Henriette von

Miihlenfels, a simple, sprightly, affectionate girl of fourteen.

There it was that Willich made her his own, and installed

her at Stralsund as Predigerinn at the unecclesiastical age

of sixteen. Willich's friends were Schleiermacher's friends :

and during the Stolpe exile, the shadow that settled for him

on Berlin was relieved and balanced by this Northern Light

upon Riigen. In the correspondence with these two sisters

are found some of the choicest things in the volumes : his

tone towards the elder being grave and almost reverential

;

towards the younger, in response to her fresh childlike

confidence, at once bright and fatherly. The year (1804)

of Willich's marriage was also that of Schleiermacher's

removal to Halle ; and the interchange of ideas and

sympathies under conditions of life new to both gives a

special warmth and vivacity to the letters of that period.

It was in reference to the waning life of one of Charlotte

von Kathen's children that the following words, comparing

the two bitterest forms of bereavement, were written from

Halle to one of her friends :

" A painful incident has much engaged me here of late. A
young man from Berlin, much liked by me there, arrives here

with his wife and all his children on a visit to her foster-parents

and the companions of her girlhood ;—for it was here she was
brought up and he got to know and love her ; and whilst here,

she dies. In him sorrow wears an aspect truly noble and
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sacred ; and for want of any better word of comfort, I could

only say that to see him thus made me wish I might be spared

such loss as his till I had such strength. Surely it is sadder

for husband to lose the wife of his heart than for mother a

child. A child is but an offshoot of the plant living entire :

but the wife !—the very crown of all, the innermost heart,

whence the life is put forth of all that gives bloom and shade

and fruit ! With her all is gone, and what remains can be

nothing but memory, a mere shadow-life. Yet daily and

anxiously do I wish that our friend may yet be spared the deep

sorrow which has so long seemed to impend. How much has

she suffered, poor soul, since her letter, which gave hope that

the darling child would recover ! and I still cannot give up the

hope that appeared so sure. The first call to render back a

child to earth and heaven,—to drop into the grave the vatici-

nations of the holiest love ;—it must indeed be a deep and

rending sorrow." (Vol. ii. p. 27.)

But the correspondence soon begins to bear trace of

other than private griefs. At the beginning of 1806

Schleiermacher, who has never yet had due investiture as

University Preacher, finds his church suddenly turned over

to commissariat officers, and stuffed full of corn and

magazine stores : and it is only by threatening to accept a

parish at Bremen that he stirs up the government to find

him a place for the Academic public worship. In truth,

Prussian statesmen had other work on hand than the fitting

up of even College-pulpits. The storm, long darkening in

the West, was fast approaching : the arrogant dictation of

Napoleon, after dragging the Berlin government into fruit-

less humiliation and dishonour, had at last become intoler-

able : and even the vacillating and reluctant king was

constrained to consent to war. It fell suddenly on a

country neither morally nor materially prepared ; corrupted

by French influence, divided in counsels, insensible to its

danger, and blinded with military conceit. Some months

before the outbreak Schleiermacher endeavoured to prepare

his Riigen friends for the impending crisis : writing to

Charlotte von Kathen in June, he says :
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" In what heart am I amid this warlike disquiet ? Ah, dear

friend, I often think of you all with real anxiety and of your

beautiful land. There has been ever-changing occasion to do

so for several months. I have no longer any fear of a war

between our two kings (Sweden and Prussia) : but there is

ground for serious apprehension that the French now evacu-

ating South Germany may turn against Sweden. In that case,

dear friend, should your king resolve on a serious defence, be

of good heart, and sacrifice all to gain all ; and all that you

keep set down as gain. Make up your mind that individual

escape, individual self-maintenance, is not to be thought of ;

that the life of us all is rooted in German freedom and nation-

ality
; and that that is the stake. You would not choose,

—

would you ?—to be spared any personal danger or suffering,

with a certainty of seeing our generation to come given up to

a baser slavery, and compelled by every device to receive

inoculation from the low sentiment of a people corrupt to the

core. Believe me, there awaits us, sooner or later, a general

conflict, whose stake will be—our Religion, our character, our

intellectual culture, no less than our external liberty and

property ;—a conflict which must be encountered,—which is

beyond the resources of kings and their hired troops,—which

nations must fight out along with their kings,—which will unite

people and princes in a nobler way than has been known for

centuries ;—and in which each of us,—aye, every soul,—must

share as the common cause requires I breathe the

thundery air, and wish that the storm would be quick and bring

the crash : for as to its blowing over, the time, I am convinced,

is past for that." (Vol. ii. p. 63.)

It is remarkable that in these noble words we have,—

•

with one exception,—the first notice in Schleiermacher's

letters of political affairs. The execution of Louis XVI.

had drawn from him in 1793 a characteristic expression of

opinion : but, were that one exception removed, the reader

could never know that the dates beneath his eye were those

of the greatest events and intensest social fermentation of

modern history. So much,—may we not say ?—for living

in a country where the citizens' politics are for the most

part do?ie for them ; and for corresponding chiefly with its
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ladies, for whom the State and such historical personalities

remain uninteresting abstractions. Once roused, however,

by the near crisis, Schleiermacher is equal to all demands

:

"
I exult " he says, September i 5th, " in the inevitable war

ao-ainst the tyrants, and am well pleased at the courageous

bearing which is general among troops and people here. We

have a considerable corps in the neighbourhood. The kmg too

is expected ; and then, it is hoped, a movement forward is to

be made to engage the French, as soon as they turn up. I

have often felt impelled to publish something political, could I

but have found time for it. I often let fall things of the kmd

from the pulpit ; not at all in the style, however, that I hear

from other preachers." (Vol. ii. p. 67.)

Within three weeks of the date of this letter, war was

declared : within a month of it, the hopes it expressed

were utterly crushed, and the tide of disaster rolled up to

the very desk where it was written. On the loth October

fell the head of the national party. Prince Louis Ferdmand,

at the battle of Saalfeld :—on the 14th, the strength of the

Prussian monarchy was swept away at Auerstadt and Jena :

-and next evening it was known at Halle that their town

would be the next victim, unless the reserve could turn the

French advance. The autobiography of Professor Steffens

has already made us familiar with the incidents of the

French occupancy of the town : here are some of the

experiences of his friend and fellow-sufferer :

« The plundering was detestable enough, but still not so

bad as one is apt to suppose that sort of thing Immediately

after the batde, several hussars, through the heedlessness of

the people Uving on the ground floor, forced their way into the

house and up to our story. Steffens and Gass were there at

the time. All three of us had to give up our watches,-Gass

his silver money too (Steffens had come to the end of his) :

there were only a few dollars of mine for them in the place
;

but they took all my shirts but five, and all the silver spoons

but two. At the fight itself we had a narrow escape. Steffens

came in the morning (of the i6th October), and bade us go

with him to his house, if we had a mind to see an engagement.
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And there we had a very good view of the attack on the bridge.

But when I observed that the Prussian cannon were dis-

mounted, and that the position would be lost, I persuaded

Steffens to come on to us, because his house would be too much
exposed. We made as much haste as possible ; but before

Hannah and I had reached our street, there was firing in the

town behind us, and Steffens, with his child in his arms, got

almost into the midst of the throng of retreating Prussians and
advancing French. During the following days, I had a dread-

ful nuisance of quartering to endure ; and so had the hostesses

of our lodgings,—poor girls, with a couple of old aunts, and
nothing in their purse : so that I was in 'fear of the soldiers'

brutahty, and we spent a night all together in most inconve-

nient style in Konopack's rooms. After this some officers and
soldiers of the guard came into the house ; and, for two nights,

I was myself obliged, from want of further space below, to

accommodate in my large room a secretary and two employes

at head-quarters. The officers quartered below frightened the

lodging-house keepers with the most dreadful reports of sack-

ing and firing the town, and gave us quite a tragi-comic night.

But a storm, almost as bad, had actually burst upon us already

the evening before, viz., the decree for the dispersion of the

students. Let me, for the moment, look at this only on the

economic side, in order to give you an idea of our position.

If peace is made soon, it is highly improbable that Halle will

continue Prussian. If it becomes Saxon, the University may
be extinguished ; or, if it even remains, my remaining will be

out of the question, because they are so rigidly Lutheran in

Saxony. If it falls to the lot of a French prince, I should on

no account choose to remain ; but as long as there is yet a

corner of Prussian territory, I would withdraw to it." (Vol. ii.

p. 69.)

The " Hannah " mentioned in this passage was his half-

sister, afterwards the w^ife of Arndt. He had brought her to

live with him at Halle, and she shared with him the tedious

months that followed. The University suspended, the

salaries not paid, the government incapable, the capital in

the hands of the enemy, the official classes cringing and

the whole country prostrate, what could a poor professor

do, but use his enforced leisure in keeping up his own
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spirit and his friends' against ignoble acquiescence or

despair ? And this assuredly he did. In spite of physical

weakness, induced by want of sufficient fire, food and wine,

and in face of spies and traitors, he preached high-hearted

political sermons, shirking nothing, and bating no breath

that should flow strong from the Christian and the patriot.

In close sequence on his own privations, came anxieties

about his northern friends. In November, the French

occupied Hamburg. They meant to sweep on to Dantzig,

and Stralsund lay between. Schleiermacher had counselled

Willich to send his wife and child (a second was near) to

Riigen in case of approaching siege. But, to provide also

for the case of her not choosing to leave her husband, he

had written cheerily to her, reporting the brave bearing and

escapes of Steffens' wife and child, and assuring her that

her motherhood would conciliate the soldiers' respect for

her and hers. Stralsund was besieged in February ; and

on the 13th March his Henriette wrote thus to Schleier-

macher :

" Dear, dear Schleier ! my beloved friend, my father ! O my

God, my God ! how am I to tell it you and you to hear it ?

Schleier, I am no longer the happy Jette, whose sacred bless-

ings were your heart's delight. My dear Schleier, prepare to

hear the uttermost of bitterness : the happy Jette is now a poor,

afflicted, lone-weeping Jette. O my Schleier,—let it come out

and be over,—the dreadful word ;—my Ehrenfried, my fondly,

deeply loved Ehrenfried,—is with me no more :—he lives in

another world ! O Schleier, can you take it in ? can you con-

ceive that I have lived through it? I cannot understand it

j^yself,— this calmness with which I have borne it, and shall

bear it. How I long to open to you my whole heart ! Yes,

indeed, Schleier, you have cause enough to weep for me, but

you may calm yourself again ; God is with me in his strength
;

I do not faint or despair ; I still live wholly in the feeling of

his love and mi7ie ; he is ever in my heart ;
I love him with

the entire capacity of my soul's power and yearning. O
Schleier, in the midst of my sorrow there are yet blessed mo-

ments, when I vividly feel what a love ours was, and that
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surely this love is eternal, and it is impossible God can destroy

it, for God himself is love. Schleier, 1 bear this life whilst

nature will ; for I have still work to do for the children,—his

and mine : but, O God, with what longing, what foreshadowings

of unutterable blessedness, do I gaze across into that world

where he lives ! What joy for me to die ! Schleier,—shall I

not find him again? O my God ! I implore you, Schleier, by

all that is dear to you and sacred, give me, if you can, the cer-

tain assurance of finding and knowing him again. Tell me
your inmost faith on this, dear Schleier ; oh, if it fails, I am
undone. It is for this that I live, for this that I submissively

and quietly endure,—this is the one only outlook that sheds a

li^ht on my dark life,— to find him again, to live for him again,

to bless him again. O God, it cannot be ;— it cannot be de-

stroyed, it is but interrupted. I can never be happy again

without him. O Schleier, speak to my poor heart. Tell me
what you believe. O if he too should be longing and trying to

keep the remembrance of me, perhaps often hovering round me
unseen ! O how my poor heart is tossed hither and thither

with surmises of hope and doubt ! Yet no ! the doubts are

little more than passing thoughts : this I feel as eternal conso-

lation that does not pass, our love was the divine reality, death

cannot annihilate it. O mySchleier, how I long for you ! You

will be my comfort and stay : I feel such an inward trust in

you ; I shall tell you every, thing that has come to me in this

sad time. O Schleier, how you too will mourn over your dear

faithful friend ! Oh ! how could I be so happy? with what

delight, when I was beside him, did I look forward to the mo-

ther's joy again ! now I shall have many a tear to shed over

the little one's cradle. My Ehrenfried was ill only eight days

of nervous fever : I was always hopeful ; I thought it could

not be : I nursed him with tenderest love, and he was ever so

o-entle and kind and affectionate. But oh, at last, for some

davs, the fever was so high, that he was no longer himself

:

bitter remembrance, yet not unmixed with sweetness ! how in

his delirium his love for me was ever breaking through ! after

the illness had quite obscured his reason, he still called me
by sweet names. The last word which he said to me was \\ hen

I asked him, ' You don't know your Jette still ?
'

' Yes, Jette,

my sweet bride 1
' O Schleier, what meaning and what truth

—

his bride ! that I am ! and I will make myself worthy to be
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wholly united with him again,—to be wholly his own. Do you
know when it is that I feel the grasp of the sorrow too bitterly?

It is when I think,—*in that future the old things will go for

nothing ; whoever is worthiest of him will be nearest to him
;

and oh ! many of those who love him are worthier than I :' and
when I think * his soul is resolved back,—quite melted away
in the great All,—the old is quite gone by, it will never come to

recognition' again,' O Schleier, this I cannot bear : O speak to

me, dear, dear ! Farewell, Schleier, I have so much to say to

you, yet now perhaps it will be some time first. However, you
will know from this how it is with me. I suffer much ; but
inward calm and outward composure never quite give way.
Your Jette." (Vol. ii. p. 82.)

Did ever stricken soul more purely speak ?—truly a cry
^^ de profundis .^ " What a tone to break out of the noise

of war ! to think that siege can be set to such holy music !

In such utterances of infinite sorrow and aspiration,—even

in the instinctive shudder with which doubts are tried and

dashed away,—there is an irresistible persuasiveness that

no ingenuities of evidence or speculation can approach.

The native affinities of human goodness,—the capacious

thirst of human love,—are laid bare, and show the true

measure of the life to which they belong. But how in

such a moment, when every word may have so terrible a

reality, shall Schleiermacher deal with these passionate

questionings ; and from a distance, upon the dumb paper,

without the modulating voice, soothe that poor spirit, that

wants the one and dreads " the All " ? Some only of his-

words can we find space to give :

" My poor dear child, could I but press thee in thy tears to-

my heart ! I too have hot bitter tears to shed ; and we would

mingle them. Oh ! to see so precious a happiness broken !

You know how my heart clung to it. Yet you set me such a

beautiful example. Your sorrow is so pure and holy : it has

nothing which your father could wish otherwise. Let us count

this sorrow among the highest treasures of our life, and love it

as we do our departed, and with quiet sadness conform our-

selves to the eternal and holy disposal of God. But you come
VOL. I. Y
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to me and tell me I am to dissipate your doubts. It is only,

however, the images of fancy in her hour of travail that you

want me to confirm. Dear Jette, what can I say ? Certainty

is not given us as to what lies beyond this life. Mistake me
not ; certainty, I mean, for the imagination, which insists on

seeing every thing in definite forms : but else is it supremely

certain, and nothing would be certain if this were not, that there

is no death, no extinction for the spirit. True it is, that in the

personal life the spirit does not find its essence, but only makes

its apparition,—to be renewed, we know not how : all here is

beyond our knowledge ; we can only imagine. But in your

sacrc'l sorrow let your loving pious fancy shape its visions

free]) , and forbid it not. For pious fancy it is, I know, and

can nev^er wish any thing which would be at variance with the

eternal disposal of God : and so all that it paints will be true,

if yoi' only quietly let it be as it will. And so I can give you

assurance that your love will for ever have what it desires.

You surely cannot now wish that Ehrenfried,—O God, the dear

name, how it comes to me, now that I write it !—you surely

cannot wish that he should return into this life ; because it

woulci be contrary to the eternal plan, which every one prefers

to any single and separate wish. For this present life your love

covets, no more than to bear him about in your heart, to keep

his memory, his image, indelibly with you, as a most living and
holy presence ; and to let him live again in yourself, and anew
in your sweet children,—that suffices you. For the future, you
do not at present know what possibly or rightly would suffice

you ; because you know not the disposals there. But when
once there, you will know them, and will then feel no more
desire than now of any thing that would be at variance with

them, and be just as sure of full and blessed content.

When your imagination brings before you the idea of a

meltiii -away into the great All, let it not, dear child, lay on
you ai > touch of bitter sorrow. Do but think of it as a merg-
ing nil into death but into life, and that the highest life. It is

indeed that after which we all strive in this life, only that we
never M.-ach it,—viz. to live simply in the divine whole to which
we be Vi^^ and to put away from us the pretension to set up
for ourselves, as if we could be our own. If he now is living

in Go', and you love him eternally in God as you loved and
knew I ;-od in him, can you think of any thing sublimer and
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more glorious ? Is not this the highest end of love, in com-

parison with which every thing which clings only to the personal

life and arises thence, is nothing ? But when you call up be-

fore your thought new investitures of being, corresponding with

those of the present life, and dream that while others are near

your beloved, you may be far,—in this there is nothing, dear

daughter ; it is a mere spectre ; and you must shun it. Love is

assuredly the power that draws minds together,—the great

eternal law of their nature. Is there, then, any one that loves

him more than you ? or any other that he loves more than he

does you ? Do you not belong to one another as segments of

one life ? Oh ! as sure as my holy joy in your union is one of

the dearest feelings of my heart, so it is with you, and to eternity

nothing can ever come between you." (Vol. ii. p. 84.)

Whether Henriette's problem,—the problem of which

thought and sorrow never tire,—was laid to rest for her by

these careful words, remains untold. Scarcely were they in

her hands before her heart was recalled to this world, yet

not without the tincture of another, by the birth of her

fatherless boy. Her artless, fresh, confiding letters are

soon resumed ; and they so lay open her whole nature at

the feet of Schleiermacher, that we are hardly surprised to

find his half-paternal sentiment towards her gradually

changing into a tenderer affection. After the lapse of

about a year and a half, he makes a summer journey to

Riigen ; and she engages herself to become his wife. He
was just double her age :—-on their marriage, in March,

1809, she was twenty-one and he was forty :—but her sad

experience had brought a peculiar moral maturity : and the

difference between them was perhaps no unfit balance to

his great susceptibility and dependence on the side of the

affections. An earlier, more equal, less protective relation,

might have been less happy for his stability and force of

character. The letters between them during the nine

months prior to their marriage are too numerous for the

general purpose of these volumes, and might advantageously

have been thinned by the editor : especially as they were

written at a time of deepest political anxiety ; and the

Y 2
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reader looks for allusions to public affairs with an eager-

ness which makes him impatient of lovers' diffuseness and

iteration.

Of Schleiermacher's enumerated contingencies for Halle,

the place experienced the worst. It was included within

the new kingdom of Westphalia under Jerome Bonaparte.

A form of prayer for the king and queen was issued and

enjoined on the clergy for weekly use in the churches.

Schleiermacher declined to compromise his nationality by

obedience, and quitted Halle for Berlin. As soon as the

insecure and miserable peace of the autumn of 1807 was

concluded, the project began to be entertained of consti-

tuting a University in Berlin. This was one of the mea-

sures devised by the heads of the patriotic party for rallying

the national spirit and keeping alive the forces of German
genius till an hour of opportunity should set them free : on

this very account the king hesitated, and sycophants of the

French party dissuaded. But Napoleon could not forbid

a step which his own tyranny, in cancelling Halle and

carving out Westphalia, had necessitated : and the enlight-

ened counsels of William von Humboldt prevailed. Had
the project fallen through, Schleiermacher, to whom it

assigned professorial duties from the first, would have gone,

on his marriage, to settle at Frankfort.

The University was born in a time of sorrow ; and could

expect no festive years at first. From 1809 to 1813; the

deepest political darkness brooded over Germany; and

every Prussian conspicuous enough to be noticed by the

jealousy of the French oppressor had to choose between

open servility and tacit conspiracy. Schleiermacher was so

well known to be in closest connection and sympathy with

the band of men who had resolved on recovering a national

life, that he had already, at an early period of the French

occupancy, been marked and reprimanded for disaffection.

In December, 1808, he writes :

" I was intending to say plenty more to you : but what do

you think intervenes ? A carriage drives up : a French officer
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steps out, comes up here, and desires me to accompany him to

Marshal Davoust. Two other gentlemen besides were seated

in the carriage : and all that it came to was this ; Davoust

addressed us, saying that we were marked as hot-headed dis-

turbers, and so forth . To me the whole thing was very droll :

I was obliged to play the part of interpreter for the others, and

went through the character with all gravity. The others were

people wholly unknown to me, in no way friends of mine.

Lucky folks now-a-days are the quite unknown : and I owe my
special honour to some stupid report about my preaching."

(Vol. ii. p. 178.)

He continued, however, with quiet constancy, using both

chair and pulpit in preparing for a \vorthier time ; and

without deluding himself with any hopes of speedy political

regeneration: in September, 181 1, he writes to Charlotte

von Kathen in Sweden :

" A dismal picture certainly does your whole condition pre-

sent. Were it of any use to you, I would describe to you the

aspect of things in many districts of our State, especially in

Prussia,—a hundred times worse than with you. There is

nothing for it but to give up all thought of outward well-being,

and make up our mind that before improvement can begin on

that side, we must go through the most frightful upturnings and

desolations : and we must be content to provide for their effec-

tual power and success when they come, by giving right direc-

tion to the mind of our people. To this I address myself by

every means at my command : how long I may be able to do

it, God knows." (Vol. ii. p. 259.)

It was not till the spring of 181 3, when the remnant of

the last French army was struggling home from Russia, that

the smothered fires of national hope broke out again, and

the German powers were reunited in a common effort to

relieve Europe of the scourge it had endured so long. In

May, a French army having advanced on its way to Berlin

as far as the road between Wittemberg and Torgau, the

city, which the king intended to defend, was deemed un-

safe ; and Schleiermacher sent his wife and children (he

had now a daughter of his own, in addition to the step-
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children) into Silesia to be out of the way. His letters to

Henriette give a lively picture of the state of the city during

the latter part of May and the greater part of June ; at first

in hourly expectation of the enemy's appearance ; then in

anxiety from uncertain rumours of great engagements ; and

finally, in half disappointment that even the successes of

Billow should have turned the tide another way. In a

letter of May 1 5th he says :

"According to reports current to-day, an engagement is to

be expected to-day or to-morrow between Biilow and the

French that have crossed the Elbe, which will probably decide

the approaching fate of Berlin. But do not be anxious about

me, my love. The arrangements for defence will not have

attained such forwardness as to enable us to do any thing here ;

and therefore the militia levies will probably only be called out

in order to withdraw from the city. In such case that is what

I shall do, and shall come to you quite easily. Only think, this

morning I had just set to regularly at a sermon, when this re-

port, which Twesten brought me, obliged me to jump up»

Going into the city, I heard that the militia levies were to move
but £71 masse to the Templar's Hill in the morning at half-past

four. Imagine my horror at finding that I had not yet got any

ammunition, and it was Sunday. No notice, however, had yet

been received at our sectional office. So I run quickly to the

head office, and find there is not a word of truth in the rumoured

order. But I will take warning and to-morrow supply myself

with the needful, that I may not be put to shame before my
comrades." (Vol. ii. p. 276.)

On the next day but one he writes :

" To-day I have done up the house, paid off" the people

though keeping them still here, bought powder-flask and can-

teen, got Roder's green bag mended and packed, and my money
changed for gold. My most important papers, your letters and
Henriette Herz's packets, I have given to Pischon to keep. The
linen and your books are in the cellar. This haste, my love,

has been occasioned by unfavourable accounts which were
spread this morning early. Biilow, it was said, was under great

pressure from superior force, and was in rapid retreat. Tran-
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quillizing reports from him have now come in this evening.

There is nothing to fear, he beheves, for Berhn : and he in-

tends, on receiving reinforcements, to move in advance again

and take the offensive. The excitable populace, by help of this

report, has got over all difficulties, and it has grown in their

hands almost into a victory." (Vol. ii. p. 277.)

During all this time of excitement Schleiermacher con-

tinued,—and he alone,—to give his University lectures, as

well as to preach. The danger to the city passed away.

The wife, who, after all, had been nearer the actual seat of

war, obtained a pass from Scharnhorst and returned : and

the correspondence ceased. Of the great events of the

autumn and winter,—the battle of Leipzig, the crossing of

the Rhine by the allies and the advance into France, there

is unfortunately no notice. Indeed, the only grudge we

have against Henriette is, that she spoiled Schleiermacher's

letter-writing. He is no sooner married than an epistolary

dumbness seizes him : and it is only when a journey sepa-

rates him from Henriette that the post-office ever hears of

him again. Nor can we say that even then any thing like

the old faculty reappears : the light play of thought and

the variegated colours of feeling are gone ; and, except in

one or two disquisitional letters, the preponderance of

household prose becomes great. The period from the

peace to his death, on the 12th February, 1834, was by far

the most important for his influence on the world, the time

of his greatest academic activity, of his most scientific pro-

ductions, of his highest ecclesiastical repute. But precisely

of this period these volumes contain only the most meagre

memorials, and give us nothing to say. It is well known

that the establishment of Hegel and the rising influence of

his school threw Schleiermacher painfully into the shade ;

and the strife of academic factions in Berlin somewhat

embittered his latter days. Traces of this are to be found

in the latter part of our second volume ; and a certain shade

of depression steals over us as we read, as if the light were

beginning to burn dim and could no longer conquer the
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chill and sadness of the space around. When Arndt took

the half-sister Nanni to wife in 1817, the good Charlotte

exchanged Gnadenfrei for Berlin, and succeeded to her

place. She died before her brother, in 1831: and of his

departure it was left for Henriette to tell the tale ;—how

worthily of her and of him the following words will show :

they were written as a memorial for her children :

" For twelve days your dear father had suffered from much
hoarseness and cough, though looking, in spite of great pale-

ness, bright and clear. Uneasy as we were, and much as we
begged him to take more care of himself, he put aside all such

suggestions with the assurance that he felt perfectly well, that

this affection was quite superficial and was of no radical con-

sequence.

Thursday the 6th was the last evening spent in the quiet

cheerfulness of the family circle. During Friday night the

illness set in with a fearful attack of pains throughout the body
(he had had, without mentioning it, a transient one like it the

night before), so that your dear father declared he could not

say where the pains were, but only that every fibre of him was
torn with pain. His look was that of a dying man, and he very

distinctly expressed his anticipation of death. I had at once

sent for the physician, who found the case very critical, but

succeeded in subduing this state after a few hours, so that he
lay still and without pain in bed.

On Sunday a consultation was held of four physicians. On
that day the inflammation rapidly became extreme in a few

hours. He was bled twice within the day : the physicians still

gave hope, but in a way which hardly left on the bystanders

any doubt how matters really stood. I never left his bed. The
children and friends who were within call in the adjacent room
executed all commissions : for personal attendance on him I

was sufficient ; and I was enjoined to preserve the utmost
quiet. I kept the injunction so conscientiously as to give no
opening for a single precious word.

He often assured me he did not suffer so much as might
appear. During the whole illness he was in a mood of clear

gentle quietude, of exact compliance with every direction, with-

out a sound of complaint or dissatisfaction,—kindly and patient?

though serious and abstracted.
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Early on Monday the physician found his pulse and features

those of a dying man.

I here set down from memory the few precious words which

I have been able to retain. Once he called me to his bedside

and said :
* I suppose I am, properly speaking, in a condition

oscillating between consciousness and unconsciousness (referring

to his having taken opium, and in consequence dozing a good

deal) ; but inwardly I experience the divinest moments ; I

cannot help thinking the deepest speculative thoughts, and

these with me are completely one with the inmost religious

feelings.' Once he raised his hand, saying with great solemnity,
—

' Here I light a flame of sacrifice.' Another time,— ' To the

children I bequeath the saying of St. John," Love one another.''

'

Again, another time,
—

' The good children, what a God's-bless-

ing they are to us !
' Again,—' I charge you, greet all my

friends, and tell them how deeply I have loved them.' 'How
I am enjoying the precious days of our silver wedding,—Hild-

chen's wedding,— I am quite going over it all here beforehand.
* I should have been so glad to remain with you and the chil-

dren.' And when I gave expression to my hope,
—

' Delude

thyself not, dear love ' (with the highest fervour), ' there is still

much that is hard to understand.' He also desired to see the

children
;
yet on my begging him to avoid every thing agitat-

ing, he relinquished the wish, and was satisfied that each should

come just once into the room to bring something. Several

times he asked who was in the next room : and when I men-
tioned the names of the dear friends and said, 'They are with the

children joining in silent prayer,' it seemed to give him pleasure.

On the last morning his suffering visibly increased. He com-

plained of violent burning within, and the first and last sound

of complaint broke from him, ' O Lord, my suffering is great.'

The unmistakeable features of death set in, the eye was un-

steady, the death-struggle was there. He then put the two first

fingers on the left eye, as he did when in deep reflection, and
began to speak :

' I have never clung to the dead letter, and we have Jesus

Christ's reconciling death, his body and his blood. But 1 have

always believed, and I now still believe, that the Lord Jesus

gave the Last Supper in water and wine.'*

* Wine had been expressly forbidden him. And among the Jews,

as among the ancients universally, wine, it is well known, was never

used unmixed with water.
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During this he had raised himself up, his features began to

kindle, his voice was clear and strong. He asked with a priestly-

solemnity, * Are ye all one with me in this faith, that the Lord
Jesus blessed the water also in the wine ?'—to which we replied

with a loud ' Yes.' ' Thus let us take the Lord's Supper,—you
the wine, and I the water,' said he very solemnly ;

' but about
G.' (the sacristan) ' we must not mind. Quick ! quick ! let no
one scruple about the form.' When what was needful had
been fetched,—we meanwhile waiting with him in solemn
silence,—he began, in prelude to the act of celebration, to utter

some words of prayer, with features transfigured and eyes in

which amarvellous brilliancy was reflected on us,—the glow,

indeed, of a glorified love as he gazed at us. Then he gave the

bread first to me, next to each one else that was there, and
lastly he took it himself, uttering aloud in every instance the

institutive words, ' Take and eat,' &c. : so loud, indeed, did he
speak as to be clearly heard by all the children, who knelt

listening at the door of the next room.
In the same way he handed the wine, uttering the institutive

words at length ; and finally took the water, after again re-

peating the words to himself as well. Then, ' By these words
of Scripture I abide ; they are the foundation of my faith.*

When he had uttered the blessing, his eyes turned once more
in full affection upon me ; then, ' In this love and communion
we are one and remain one.' He laid himself back upon the

pillow. The transfigured look rested on him still. In a few

minutes he said : 'Now can I too no longer abide here :' and
then, * Lay me in another position.' We laid him on his side.

He drew a few breaths, and life was gone. Meanwhile all

the children had come in and knelt round the bed. His eye
gradually closed. How inadequate now is even memory to the

reality of that tremendous moment !" (Vol. ii. p. 482.)



VIII.

COMTE'S LIFE AND PHILOSOPHY.*

From the day of a man's death seven years must elapse

so this Catechism informs us, before he can be " incor-

porated in the Siipreine Being ; " i.e. registered among the

worthies of humanity, and honoured with a commemorative

bust. We neither belong to the new priesthood, nor are

within six years of the date that must decide the question

of Comte's apotheosis. Leaving so great a verdict to the

council of the future, we avail ourselves of the labours of

his translator and the recent close of his career to notice a

few characteristics of his genius and system. Neither the

puerilities of his later writings, nor the self-exaggeration

pervading them all, cancel his claim to recognition as the

most powerful and constructive thinker of the modern

scientific school, and as a half-pious believer in the dreary

visions of a philosophy held by many, though avowed by

few. The difficulties over which his influence has triumphed

attest his intellectual force. In his survey of particular

sciences, not excepting his own (the mathematics), he has

incurred the reproach of serious errors and misconceptions.

Even among savants, his temper and personal pretensions

are as unique as are Ewald's among critics and theologians.

His style is an oppressive miracle of tediousness, benumbing

the vivacity of the cleverest translator, and taxing the

* "The Catechism of Positive Religion." Translated from the

French of Auguste Comte, by Richard Congreve. London : Chap-

man, 1858.

—

National Reviau, 1858.
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patience of the most practised student. His chief reputed

merit—the creation of Sociology—he proclaims with the

airs of a yiayos, instead of committing it to the test of time

and thought ; and men like Mr. Mill, who had accepted his

baptism, and been initiated into his gospel, excuse them-

selves from his apocalypse. And no sooner do "Secularists"

indulge their gratitude for his abolition of theologies and

hierarchies, than he publishes himself Supreme Pontiff of

humanity, and sets up a theocracy without a God. Yet, in

spite of every weakness and offence, he has found his way

to the thought of the present age. A few vigorous minds

he has moulded to an extent unknown, perhaps, even to

themselves ; and many more owe no slight obligation to

the pregnant hints everywhere scattered through his first

great work. His main attempt—viz. to destroy the anti-

thesis between the physical and the moral sciences, and

draw them out in one continuous series, by ranging man
and his life among natural objects—has established itself

as a characteristic of our time, and exhibits more signs of

vigour than the older forms of anthropological and social

doctrine. If the most marked intellectual tendency of the

age be to advance the lines of every science into a domain

hitherto distinct — to press physical conceptions into

chemistry, chemical into physiology, physiological into

morals and politics, and by the energy of inductive law to

shoulder metaphysics and theology over the brink of the

world altogether—it is largely due to the action, direct and

indirect, of the Philosophie Positive.

The doctrines of Comte can scarcely be appreciated with-

out some reference to his personal career. On this point,

indeed, he himself lays no little stress ; and he has accord-

ingly supplied, in a series of prefaces, an autobiographical

sketch of his mental history. It appears that during his

earliest years he was exposed to two singularly inharmo-

nious influences, whose struggle must have affected his

whole development. His family belonged to the Catholic

and Monarchical party in the South of France ; to con-
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ciliate which the first Napoleon had surrendered to ecclesi-

astical regime the young revolutionary schools, in which, at

the same time, the exact sciences constituted the prepon-

derant discipline, and the political sentiments of the crisis

still remained. No amalgamation could well take place

between elements so discordant. From the first, the theo-

logical influence seems to have found no entry into our

author's nature ; and his whole problem was to bring hi

political and social ideas into some systematic relation to

his mathematical and physical knowledge. In this respect

his genius and character bear the true Napoleonic type

;

and as the exiled Emperor at St. Helena shows himself

still the officer of artillery, and regards the world from the

engineering point of view, so Comte betrays the same

tendency to push dynamics into the conquest of history

and mankind, and coerce the universe of life and persons

into the formulas applicable to things. The French ten-

dency to large and neat generalization, so tempting to the

love of order, so dangerous to the paramount feeling of

truth, does not appear to have been checked in him by any

considerable devotion to the litercB hiwianiores. No trace

appears of the scholarly habits of mind, and that peculiar

balance of faculty, to which philological and moral studies

seem to be indispensable. Though his view over history

is wide, and supplies him with many original reflections,

yet the tact of sympathetic criticism is nowhere found, and
the dominance of the natural philosopher's rules of thought

is always conspicuous. His mathematical training was

completed in the Polytechnic School ; and during its pro-

gress he seems to have fallen under the influence of St.

Simon, and caught the inspiration of his socialistic dreams.

This influence he himself declares to have been " disas-

trous ;" inasmuch as it suspended his purely philosophcal

activity, in favour of schemes of direct political experi-

ment. But the disciples of this singular enthusiast have
always reproached Comte with intellectual plagiarism from
their master ; and certainly the historical generalizations of
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Comte continually remind us of the principles and methods

of the earlier school. After long dissatisfaction with the

disorderly condition of all political and social speculation,

and an eager desire to carry the exactitude of physical

science up into the phenomena of life and humanity, he

at last realized his hope in 1822, at the age of twenty-four,

by the discovery of his great law as to the three successive

phases of human evolution. This law is as follows : that,

both in the individual and in the history of mankind,

thought, in dealing with its problems, passes of neces-

sity through (i) a theological stage; (2) a metaphysi-

cal ; before reaching (thirdly, and finally) the positive :

resorting, in the earliest instance, to the idea of living and

personal agents as the motive-power of nature ; then pro-

ceeding to substitute abstract entities, such as force,

substance, &c. ; and only at last content to relinquish

every thing except the study and classification of pheno-

mena in their relations of time and place. In 1825-6, he

sketched in some minor essays the mode of applying this

law to the re-organization of the body politic ; and in the

latter year commenced an oral exposition of his discovery

in its entire range of application. His course was unhappily

interrupted by a profond orage cerebral, in other words, a

temporary attack of mental disorder ; for their mismanage-

ment of which he fiercely attacks his physicians and the

usages of their profession. His recovery enabled him to

complete his lectures in 1829. This viva-voce exposition

forms the basis of his great work Cours de Philosophie

Positive, the publication of which extended over twelve

years, from 1 830-1 842. It consists of six very thick

volumes, divided into sixty lepns ; during the course of

which he reviews, by the light of his law, the efisemble of

human knowledge, beginning with the purely quantitative

sciences, as the most simple ; and having taken the inor-

ganic studies in the order of retreat from this primitive

base, advancing to the province of physiology. The laws

won in that field he carries up into anthropology ; and by
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adding on the effects of combining men in associated

numbers, he seeks to establish a special and crowning
science of Sociology, It is on his ability to accomplish this

final object that he stakes the whole credit of his method •

and whatever is prior to this he regards as the mere vesti-

bule to his great structure. The better to secure a trial of
his claims upon this issue, he has made his sociological

system the subject of a separate work, Systeme de Politique

Positive ; in which the natural sciences are entirely left

behind, and his law is appHed exclusively to the relations

of human nature and history. The second title of his

work, Traite de Sociologies being borrowed from his essay
of 1824, resumes, in 1851, the thread of his early career.

In the mean while a complete revolution had taken
place both in his inner character and in his external
relations ; cutting his life into two dissimilar periods, the
identity of which in the same person his original 'disciples

must find it difficult to realize. The severe mathematician,
the rigorous philosophic censor, the scornful materialist, is

now converted into the " High Priest of the Religion of
Humanity," the chief of the " Occidental Republic," the
type of the " Regeneration of the Affections," sending
missionary despatches to Russian emperors and Turkish
viziers, and surrendered apparently to the visionary enthu-
siasms of a St. Simon or a Robert Owen. He speaks of
himself as the founder of a new, final, and universal
worship. He claims an annual subsidy from his disciples,

in support of his sacerdotal character, and addresses to all

the Western lands the yearly circular which demands the
tax. He repudiates our chronological era and the
Roman calendar; makes 1788 his zero of human history,

which begins for him with the French Revolution
; gives us

thirteen months in the year, and a day over for commemo-
rating all the dead; and dates his productions in a way
horrifying to Quakers, and questionable even to Hero-wor-
shippers

; finishing one preface on the 23rd Aristotle, year
63, another on 12th Dante, a third on the 25th Charle-
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magne ; writing to the Emperor Nicholas on 1 9th Bichat,

and to Reschid Pacha on the 7 th Homer, &c. Whence

this extraordinary change in a man trained under the austere

discipHne of the exact sciences ? Skilful observers of human

character might perhaps notice in his first great work symp-

toms of great personal peculiarity, but certainly nothing

which could prepare them for his later exhibitions. An
overbearing dogmatism and astounding self-appreciation

appear in all his expositions ; and the personal preface in

which he takes leave of the last volume of his Philosophic^

besides betraying frequent soreness and bickerings towards

the Academic and the savants of the day, querulously turns

upon the authorities of the Polytechnic School for not

appointing him to one of the higher professorships, and

almost dares them to dismiss him from the subordinate post

he held there. His contemptuous estimate of the reputa-

tions of the hour and the intellectual spirit of his time

would have more effect but for the manifest admixture of

disappointed feeling ; for threnodies on the " decline of

science " are heard with impatience when deriving their in-

spiration from personal grievances. There may have been

grounds for the complaints of persecution so frequently

insinuated against Arago ; but there is enough in Comte's

teaching and influence, notwithstanding his incontestable

genius, to explain some indisposition on the part of the

directors of public education to trust him with distinguished

functions, without supposing malignant cabals against him,

prompted by jealousy, and working by mean intrigue.

Having publicly proclaimed his real or supposed injuries,

and challenged dismissal, he was almost unavoidably taken

at his word ; and in 1 843-4 underwent what he terms his

" polytechnic spoliation," followed by seven years of perse-

cution from the " pedantocracy " of Paris. It was during

this interval that the agency presented itself which created

his " second career." He had been thrown back entirely

on private life : he had just completed his " immense

elaboration," and his six volumes were before the world

;
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and he had attained, in some involuntary way, another

kind of freedom, not specifically defined, but termed

jin ' irreproachable moral freedom,"— a phrase which,

interpreted by its connections, evidently means a dis-

solution of the marriage-tie. Disengaged in so many
senses, he is no way claimed by the past, but open to new
impulses ; and just at this opportune crisis, by a destiny

which might be called providential, were it not that " theo-

logical ideas are cerebral infirmities," he fell in with " an

incomparable angel," similarly separated from matrimonial

obligations, Mme. Clotilde de Vaux. Drawn to sympathy

at first by " the sad conformity of their domestic destinies,"

they soon find that each nature is constituted to give what

the other wants ; she knowing nothing of Positivism, and
he nothing of love, and neither being unwilling to learn the

lesson of the other. Comte attributes the previous sleep of

his gentler feelings, first to his early withdrawal from the

domestic circle into a scholastic seclusion ; and next, to a

marriage which he had contracted on purpose to repair his

deficient affections, and which, thus taken as a prescription,

very naturally failed to produce any new symptoms. It

was not too late, however, at the age of forty-five, for the
*' better human sentiments " to be awakened in him : their

energy, indeed, was all the greater for their previous excep-

tional repression ; and when appealed to by a type of femi-

nine nature unequalled in the past and present, and unsur-

passable in the future, they effected in him a moral resur-

rection, became the source of new positivist inspirations,

and completed the conditions of his great mission,—to re-

organize entirely the whole of human existence on the

principle of giving ascendency to the heart over the under-

standing. Of this lady, though he speaks of her in all his

prefaces as an object of interest to the whole world, we
know nothing except that she was unhappy, and converted

Comte from philosophical vigour to puerile sentimentality.

She had begun, it seems, a fiction
(
Willehnine) intended to

correct the mischievous influence of the doctrines of Mme.
VOL. I. z
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Dudevant; and her admirer makes it a topic of special

praise, both of her and of himself, that notwithstanding

their own unfavourable experience, they always inculcated

the sacredness of marriage, and resisted the laxity of

domestic morals too prevalent in France. When, however,

he tells us that the heroine of the unfinished tale was to

" have passed successively through the chief actual aberra^

tions," preserved through all by natural purity and elevation,

so as to end at last in domestic felicity, it is difficult to

recognize the superiority in moral conception to the novels

of George Sand ; nor can we wonder that the authoress's

family were unwilling, after her death, to give effect to her

wish that the Ms. should be left in Comte's hands. A
single year was the term of that " incomparable objective

union " which was to alter his whole future career : her

early death then restored him to his solitude, and left him,

as he says, to the fainter though more assiduous exercise of

" subjective adoration." Had any remnant of religious

belief still clung to him, this event would have swept it

away :
" Were it possible," he says, " for my reason ever to

go back to that theological condition which is adapted only

to the infancy of humanity, this catastrophe would suffice

to make me reject with indignation the providential optimism

which affects to console our miseries by enjoining on us a

stupid admiration of the most frightful disorders. Ever-

innocent victim as thou art, scarcely knowing life but by its

deepest griefs, thou art laid low at the very moment when

at length a worthy personal happiness commenced, closely

connected with a human social mission ! And I too, though

less pure,—did I deserve, after so many unjust sufferings,

to have thus frustrated the long-delayed felicity reserved for

a lonely existence constantly devoted, from its opening, to

the fundamental service of humanity ? Does not, moreover,

this twofold private calamity constitute a public loss in a

way to exclude all idea of compensation ? " With this

sentiment he seems to have completely imbued her own

mind, little as it seems to breathe the feminine tenderness
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which he ascribes to her ; for she died repeating again and

again the strong-minded protest that she did not deserve so

to suffer and be cut off.

The philosopher's heart, however, once softened, scarcely

knows how to make enough of its newly-discovered sus-

ceptibilities. Not only did the image of his mother,

whom he acknowledges to have inadequately loved during

her hfetime,—terminated fourteen years before,—now
appear to him in a more affecting light ; but his servant-

maid, — " the incomparable Sophie," endowed, as he

observes, with the fortunate inability to read, which the

more strongly brings out her rectitude and penetration,

—

becomes a model of womanly perfection, and completes

his triad of guardian angels. He celebrates them all as

concerned in the tardy realization of his emotional life,

and washes it to be understood that their inspiration is

silently present in the whole execution of his great mission.

But Madame Clotilde is still the dominant influence ; and

the terms in which the influence is described are most

extraordinary, exhibiting the extravagance of passion

without its poetry, and reduced to a mere affair of

quantity, and uttering its devotion in tones that seem rather

to mock at other religion than to breathe their own.

What Dante has done for Beatrice, Comte will more

effectually accomplish for his " holy Clotilde
;
" whose

name, associated with his own, is to go down and be

preserved in the most distant and imperishable memories

of a grateful humanity. And it is highly characteristic,

that her title to this eternal distinction is always her influence

upon hi77i^ and therefore her instrumentality in the devel-

opment of Positivism : his system, his discoveries, his

genius, constitute the grand permanent essence ; as con-

nected with his public life an importance belongs to his

private life, and this importance is shared by her who so

powerfully moved him. The impression throughout is

simply this :
" When the Himalayas fall in love and make

sonnets of thunder, the most distant hamlets of the plain

z 2
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will ask, ' Who is it ? '

" It was through her angelic

agency that he has become a really double organ for human
nature, the representative at once of its intellect and of its

soul ; and without her he would never have been able, in

his own person, to append to the career of an Aristotle

that of a St. Paul ! He certainly awards to the " new

Beatrice " titles which have no parallel in the immortal

verse that celebrates the elder one ; for she is at once his

^^ subjective viother,^^ the source of his second and regener-

ated life, and his " objective daughter,'^ the docile pupil of

his first and intellectual life. Nor do merely human analogies

and relations suffice to express and satisfy his feeling. This

lady is to be recognized, not by him alone in his three

daily prayers, but by all truly regenerate people, as " the

best personification of the Supreme Being." Candour,

however, requires us to acknowledge that, in claiming this

highest distinction, he is by no means exclusive in his

affection ; for within a few pages he says, that to the

positivists every worthy woman habitually furnishes the

best representation of the true Grand-Etre, and that the

affective sex is, in his system, set up as the moral Provi-

dence of the human race. In his annual circular of 1853,

addressed to the tributaries who furnish his subsidy, he

explains how it is that he spends so much more of his

moderate income in house-rent than in maintenance : he

admits that his lodgings, strictly speaking, exceed his actual

material wants, but urges that they were the "scene of his

moral regeneration under the angelic impulse which com-

manded his second life
;
" and considering the decisive

blessings which the West has already received from this

source, he would charge with ingratitude all those who,

sharing the public and private benefits of the new religion,

would let him be torn from the scene of their origin.

These holy walls, with the adored image for ever imprinted

on them, are a daily help in developing an intimate worship

of the best personation of the Supreme Being ; and have

proved so " during all those years, already not a few, in
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which her glorious objective eternity has taken the place

(alas, too soon) of her sad objective existence." There,

under this resistless patronage, such a harmony establishes

itself between his private and his public life, that the

advances of each may soon extend to the other ; so as

to make him feel the true theory of their unity long

before putting it into expression. Thus the same environ-

ment which witnessed his first regeneration will soon find

itself consecrated by many decisive celebrations of the

chief social sacraments. " I have just completed," he says,

" the principal part of my religious structure, and the

decisive little work in which the subjective participation of

my holy eternal companion is already unanimously recog-

nized. How else shall I be able to achieve, with equal

advantage, the remainder of the principal elaboration, and

even the less important works that will follow ? I have

already reached the age when I must scrupulously admin-

ister my time and my means of executing, with full cerebral

vigour, all that I promised at the end of my fundamental

work. It is for this reason that I shall always repudiate

the stupid material economy which would deprive me of

a powerful spiritual assistance." The fantastic forms under

which, here and elsewhere, the author's egotism and self-

exaggeration present themselves ; the elaborate minuteness

with which for the benefit of the " West " and the "Future"

he pubHshes his sickliest feelings ; the pomp with which

he claims " eternal veneration " as well as temporal main-

tenance for his " noble services,"—might induce a suspicion

that he is playing a part, and practising on the simplicity of

his disciples. Nor is it easy, in estimating minds of this

peculiar constitution, to draw the psychological, or even

the moral, distinction between self-flattery and artful misuse

of the confidence of others. But Comte's dogmatic self-

assertion, whether it speaks in maudlin softness or with

hieratic grandeur, we believe to be perfectly sincere ; the

homage which a nature barren of every superhuman

reverence, and paying only a provisional respect to the past
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phases of mankind, necessarily turns in upon itself. Of
Divine and permanent in the universe he admits nothing

\

and of its progressive phenomena he himself is the

newest and ripest,—the blossom shaped at length from

the rising sap, and tinted by the growing light of history.

There was a grand fate concerned, he intimates, in his

encounter with Madame Clotilde; the re-birth of his

heart was indispensable ; and " the ensemble of human
destinies commissioned an incomparable angel to deliver

to him the general result of the gradual perfectionating

of our moral nature." He evidently looks on the whole

past as a mere prelude to his own labours, and having

no significance except as ushering them in ; all its products,

like the nodding sheaves in Joseph's dream, are to stand

round upon the field and bow to him. If any thing lingers

on the world that is too stiff-necked and refractory for this,

it will simply have to disappear ; and the only force that

remains to older modes of thought is just sufficient for the

process of mutual annihilation, that Positivism may enter

upon the cleared field without a blow. For example,

throughout the area prepared by the Roman empire, two

incompatible forms of monotheism, Islam and Catholicism,

have for upwards of a millennium aspired to universality :

at last they are exhausted ; for five centuries the Crescent

has renounced its pretensions to the West, and the Cross

surrenders to its "eternal antagonist" the very locality

which it first consecrated. The ancient territory of the

civilized world is nearly equally divided between the two
;

they have no longer any energy that is productive and con-

quering, but only enough to neutralize and extinguish each

other in favour of the Positive Philosophy. For this hour

the philosophy, through its antecedents, has been all the

while preparing itself. Remounting by the steps of a noble

filiation, Comte claims Hume as his chief forerunner in

philosophy, with Kant as an accessory, whose fundamental

conception waited for true development in Positivism. In

relation to political doctrine, he was preceded by Condorcety
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in conjunction with De Maistre, whose principles first be-

came fruitful in the positive school, and are nowhere else

appreciated. Add to these Bichat and Gall as his prede-

cessors in scientific physiology, and you have the six recent

names that connect him with the three systematic fathers of

the true modern philosophy. Bacon, Descartes, and Leibniz.

Higher still, he finds himself again in the middle ages,

under the cowl of Thomas Aquinas, the cloak of Roger

Bacon, and the wreath of Dante ; and thus directly reaches

his true precursor, the prince of genuine thinkers, the

incomparable Aristotle. Though the world was not ready

till now for the final retreat of monotheism before the

positive philosophy, all capable thinkers instinctively felt

their relative merits, however imperfectly they expressed

their feeling. Tacitus and Trajan, it is now admitted,

were right in pronouncing " inimical to the human race " a

religion which consigned perfection to a celestial isolation,

disowned the dignity of labour by deducing it from a divine

curse, and made woman the source of all evil. Those

eminent men did but anticipate the ultimate judgment of

matured humanity. They could not be aware of the pro-

visional benefits of which, during the infancy of a new
civilization, this faith was to be the medium ; and they pro-

nounced what the ripened reason of our age at length con-

firms. And when the Christian priesthood and influence

had finally become effete and retrograde, it was reserved for

M. Comte, by fully satisfying the intellect and sentiments

of these last days, to assume the Pontificate of Humanity,

and vindicate the ancient instinctive antipathy of philosophy

to Christian or other theology. It is worthy of remark,

however, that while, in his survey of old times, his sym-

pathies resort to the judgment of philosophic emperors and

historians against a faith of the common and even the

servile class, it is his cue, in dealing with the present day,

to invert this order of preference, to speak slightingly of

the educated and ruling orders of society, and to pay court

to the proletary class, especially the women among them,
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and above all, if they have the "fortunate inability to read."

Among these alone, he says, can be found the openness to

real truth, and the reverent docility necessary to true dis-

cipleship ; the freedom from pre-occupation by either retro-

grade or anarchical ideas ; and more particularly, the mind

unspoiled by pretended private judgment on political and

other matters quite beyond them. Already has the prole-

tary class suffered in this way from the exercise of universal

suffrage ; and only in women, through their happy exemp-

tion from political rights and interests, has the requisite

submissiveness of spirit been preserved. To them, there-

fore, he primarily appeals ; not without a consciousness

that he has some resistance to expect from their feeling in

favour of certain doctrines on which he throws contempt,

in particular the doctrine of a future life. But this repug-

nance, he assures them, is quite a mistake ; and if they will

only reflect that he makes the77i the true personification of

the Grand-Etre, and through their influence on the affec-

tions of men gives them a subjective immortality in the

minds of others, they will be convinced that his system is

far from being dry and cold, and will be ashamed to regret

the loss of a mere egoistic futurity. Does not positivism

lay down the law of "eternal widowhood" {i.e. forbid

second marriages) ? How, then, can it be said not to pro-

vide an honourable homage to feminine affection ? In all

this bidding for support from particular classes, there is

surely something little worthy of either a philosophy or a

faith. And when we connect with it the assertion, in the

fifth volume of his first great work, that probably up to that

time he was himself his only disciple, it can scarcely fail to

appear like the expression of morbid disappointment. The
more and more eccentric displays of pretension which

characterize his later volumes, are painful to all who appre-

ciate his earlier genius. But they are too curious as

psychological studies, and too vitally connected with the

distinctive type of his doctrine, to be left out of sight.

Indeed, he so constantly insists on the inseparable connec-
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lion of his subjective experience with his pubHc action on

the world, that it is impossible, by his own rule, to charac-

terize his system without tracing the manifestations of his

idiosyncrasy.

The episodical treatise in which are found the most

peculiar exhibitions of his later mood, is the Catechisi7ie

Positiviste, announced, as translated by Mr. Congreve, at

the head of this article. It was published towards the end

of 1852, and forms a kind of excursus from the second

volume of his Politique. It is in the form of dialogue, between

himself, as sacerdotal instructor, and an " angelic inter-

locutrix," who is no other than Madame Clotilde. The
conversations unfold the mysteries of the positivist " reli-

gion ; " the attributes of the " incomparable goddess " of

humanity ; the " institution of guardian angels ;
" the three

daily prayers ; the organization of the priesthood, and the

whole ritual and calendar of this new anti-faith. The date

of publication was purposely fixed near the commencement
of Louis Napoleon's dictatorship. That crisis, the author

intimates, had imposed a salutary silence on all babblers

{i.e. had extinguished journalism, poHtical association, and

discussion); and he avails himself of the sudden stillness to

obtain a hearing, and to " direct especially the feminine and

the proletary thought to his fundamental revolution." His

previous scientific expositions address to the popular mind

too antipathic a treatment to win the indispensable success;

and to meet the conditions of active propagation, he turns

outward the moral and effective side of his doctrine, asking

leave to use only two pairs of strictly scientific terms, which

he cannot do without, viz. ^^ statical and dynamical,^ ^^objec-

tive and subjective.^'' Here, then, if anywhere, we may

expect to find the results on which he dwells with greatest

pride ; and if we must seek in his larger works the logical

root and evolution of his system, here is the depository of

its choicest fruits. Yet, strange to say, the book is incon-

ceivably absurd ; and it is only in the literature of Mor-

monism that any thing more childish and dismal can be
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found. Mr. Congreve's affectionate reverence for his master

is undoubted ; and the aim of this translation is certainly

to glorify, not humiliate, the new hierophant. People have

always differed about monuments ; and Madame Tussaud

is known to believe that the saints and heroes look best in

waxwork and their own old clothes.

Since the publication of the books of Exodus and Levit-

icus, no more elaborate system of " religion " has appeared

than M. Comte's. It has its culftis, private and public ; its

organization of dogma ; its discipline, penetrating to the

whole of life ; its altars, its temples, its symbolism, its

prescribed gestures and times ; its ratios and length of the

different parts and sorts of prayer ; its rules for opening or

shutting the eyes ; its ecclesiastical courts and rules of

canonization ; its orders of priesthood and scale of bene-

fices ; its adjustment of the temporal to the spiritual power

;

its novitiate and consecration ; its nine sacraments ; its

angels, its last judgment, its paradise : in short, all imagin-

able requisites of a religion,—except a God. Were it not

for this omission, we should feel an interest in examining a

structure so curious and careful. But in presence of this

blank, any serious estimate of the scheme would be as idle

as for the geographer to discuss the climate and flora of his

dreams, or the architect to measure the spires of the frost-

work and criticize the castles in the clouds.

It may well be asked, what possible principle of co-

herence, what inner meaning at all, there can be in a

system professing atheism, yet propagating a "religion."

With the answer to this natural inquiry we shall be con-

tent, and then proceed to a less repulsive side of our

author's doctrine. His originality is sometimes too great

for his conservatism ; and he wants now and then some

equivalent for what he has been ruthlessly cancelling.

Having superseded " monotheism," he finds it necessary to

invent a " new Supreme Being ;" and such Being he has

accordingly provided, and ordered to be represented in

statuary by " a woman of thirty with a child in her arms."
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This Grand-Eire is " the aggregate of co-operative beings

endowed with nervous systems of three centres ;
"* the

sum-total of the civiHzed or progressive part of our race,

whether past, present, or future ; the picked clay of

humanity, that falls kindly into an idealizing mould. The
greater portion of mankind's apioroi having become histori-

cal, and each generation adding its quota to the noble dead,

"the Supreme Being is not yet fully formed," but receives

•"new component parts" so long as our planet remains

habitable by men. " In the composition of the Great

Being the dead occupy the first place, then those who are

yet to be born. The two together are far more numerous

than the living, most of whom too are only its servants,

-without the power at present of becoming its organs. There

are but few men, and still fewer women, who admit of being

satisfactorily judged in this respect before the completion of

their objective career "
(p. 89). After death, however,—so

it is said with shocking burlesque,—there comes to each

the judgment, that is, the verdict of his fellow-citizens

whether he is worthy to be contributed to the Grand-Etre ;

and should he be voted into so sublime a place, his pre-

sence thenceforward in the recognized ideal of humanity

constitutes his " future life,"—his " subjective immortality."

ix: We need not proceed further. What the worship of

saints would be, if the King of Saints were dead,—nay,

what the sceptic Euhemerus actually supposed the Hellenic

mythology to be,—such deification of mortals in default of

an Immortal is the avowed religion of positivism. The
minutest prescriptions are given for conducting the whole

process, both mental and ritual. At your altar in the

morning, for instance, you are to adore your mother,

—

probably (if you are adult) " become subjective " to you,

and requiring to be brought before your secret vision. To
help the effort and express the inwardness of the object,

* " Reflexions synthetiques, au point de vue positiviste, sur la Philo-

sophie, la Morale et la Religion ; court Apergu de la Religion positive,

&c., systematisee ou fondee par Auguste Comte," p. 65.
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you must shut your eyes. This done, you first set up the

place on which the figure is to enter ; next, fix her intended

attitude ; thirdly, choose her dress ; and then, at length,

permit herself to glide into view ; taking care to idealize by

subtraction only, not by addition. In due order, the prayer

to her ensues ; consisting for the first half of the hour in

" commemoration " of her goodness ; then, for the rest, in

" effusion " of the feelings thus awakened. The evening

prayer is to be said in bed, and to be only half as long

;

and the midday devotion may limit itself to recitals of a

quarter of an hour. The wife and the daughter (or, for a

woman, the husband and son) are to be conjoined as

guardian angels with the mother, and to have their turn of

homage. The public worship only applies the same prin-

ciple to a wider circle of relations, running through and

celebrating all the great social ties, the several stages of

human progress, the natural classes of the body-politic;

and forming an ecclesiastical calendar, with special services

all through the year. The temples are all to face towards

the metropolis of humanity,—Paris, of course ; but mean-

while the positivists will not object to use the churches and

cathedrals as they are, and occupy them as they fall into

disuse. Even the Madonnas may pass well enough, with

altered name, for the Goddess of Humanity. But instead

of the cross (or of the crescent) must be substituted, as

sign of the faith, the curve described by the hand in

touching the three chief cerebral organs. There are no

elements too incongruous to blend in this strange " re-

ligion." The dissecting-room, the high altar, the lover's

bower, all subscribe their proportion to its ceremonial and

sentiment ; not without an ever-recurring preponderance of

the last, significantly expressed in the saying, that " soon

the knee of man will never bend except to woman. "''^

It is dreary enough, yet pathetic too, to stand by and see

the great materialist elaborately mimic the Catholic Church,

which had surrounded his youth with its forms without

* ** Politique Positive," vol. i, p. 259.
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holding his manhood by its faith. The meaning was gone,

but the picture remained, and looked in at every deeper

and gentler hour with a lingering charm. The sacrament

of early life was disenchanted
;
yet he could not withdraw

his eye. He forgot that the wine of the Real Presence

was poured out, and adored the empty cup. His plagiarisms

from Catholicism are not confined to the details of external

ritual. He owns, and tries to imitate, the vast moral power

it exercises through its biographical traditions, its gallery of

martyrs and saints ; and to embody this education by ideals

is one of the chief ambitions of his system. He missed the

deeper truth, that these lesser pieties depend upon a greater
;

that the human reverences constitute a true hierarchy, which

falls into confusion when the Supreme term is gone ; that

though lower men may give veneration to a higher, he is

higher no more if in his heart he accepts it ; and that only

when the whole heart of humanity is habitually drawn

upward in trust of a Living Perfection, can we safely appor-

tion homage to one another. Once or twice, indeed, the

suspicion seems to cross him that, if indeed we stand at

the head of living natures, the conditions of any collective

humility must fail, and that it would be better for aspiration

could we retain the sense of " our inferiority to angelic

beings." But there will ever " appear above us " (so he

answers his own misgiving) "a type of Real Perfection,

below which we must still remain, though it invites our

persevering efforts to continual approximation." May we

not ask. Where, then, do you find this " type of Real Per-

fection above us ? " Is it indeed Real to you ? Or is it

Ideal,—and that in the poor sense of being merely imagi-

nary ? If we stand at the summit of the hierarchy, the

space "above us" is a blank, and has neither "type" nor

attraction any whither. The angels and God being re-

moved, no concrete personal living " perfection " exists

beyond our humanity, and what you substitute is an abstrac-

tion feigned by our forecasting fancy—not an actual Bei?ig

other than ourselves, but a potential state of certain future
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selves. Is not this poor ghost, which counterfeits the

" Real " object of faith and trust, an involuntary testimony

to the indispensable energy of that religious aspiration for

which Comte's universe is empty of all provision ?

From this desolate side of positivism we gladly turn to

estimate some of its distinctive features as a theory of

human knowledge and a classification of the sciences. Its

leading positions are these :

Theology and Metaphysics are two successive stages of

nescience unavoidable as preludes to all Science.

We can know nothing but phenomena, their co-existences

and successions ; and the test of our knowledge is prevision.

By " phenomena " must be understood objects of per-

ception^ to the exclusion of psychological change reputed to

be self-known.

The idea of Causality, efficient or final, is an illusion

which should be expelled from philosophy.

The sciences logically arrange themselves in a certain

series, according to the growing complexity of their phe-

nomena ; and their historical agrees with their logical

order.

.. The first and the last of these positions involve historical

assertions, as to the actual procedure of the human mind,

of the most sweeping kind. To test them satisfactorily

would require a survey of the whole march of civilization,

and a critique upon its springs of movement possible only

to the regular historian of knowledge. It is easy enough,

over so wide a field, to gather and group examples in con-

firmation or in disproof ; but the evidence of a general law

depends on the balance of the whole, and can only be esti-

mated on the large scale. We shall not attempt, therefore,

to explain the grounds of our prevailing dissent from

Comte's historical rules, or the corrections which might

perhaps save whatever truth they have. We address our-

selves in preference to the three intermediate positions,

which are the real key to the whole system.

A question, however, arises in limine as to the name
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of this "philosophy." Why call it '' Positive V From

what is it discriminated by this epithet ? The terms with

which it stands in contrast, and which mark what it would

exclude and replace, are " theological^^ and ^^ 7neiaphysical''

But neither of these is its proper correlate, or would ever

occur to the mind in connection with it. Each of them

might be thrown into various antitheses: "theological"

might be opposed to anthropologic, to atheistic, to natural-

istic, &c. ; " metaphysical," to physical, to historical, to

logical, &c. ; but cannot, in virtue of its own meaning or

definition, be made a contrary to "positive." The only

opposition into which this word can be thrown is expressed

by the term " negative ; " and what Comte really means to

intimate by this phrase is, that there is nothifig at all in

either theology or metaphysics, and that his procedure is

distinguished from them both by having all the reality to

itself. He is quite at liberty to think so, and to make good

the boast, if he can ; but to embody it in his nomenclature,

and adopt it as the base of his classification, is in the

highest degree unphilosophical, an offence at once against

logical precision and moral propriety. To arrogate merit

under the guise of a scientific division is quite inadmissible,

except in the code of quack-advertisements and ecclesiastical

polemics. It is as if we were to divide human studies into

politics, poetry, and se7ise ; or to classify men as merchants,

farmers, djid fools. If we take away the colouring of self-

praise involved in the word " positive," the attribute which

we require to mark is simply this,

—

the limitation of research

to pheno??ienaj in their orders of resemblance, co-existence, and

succession ; an idea which the word positive has no tendency

whatever to convey. Fhejiomenological, as opposed to

ontological, indicate the character which Comte requires to

express ; and had he stated it thus, we should have recog-

nized an old and well-established antithesis, and perceived

that the theology and metaphysics which he separates into

two states are essentially one ; conjointly, indeed, opposed

to his exclusiveness, but only on principles common to
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them both. The recognition of reality behind appearance,

oi causation as well as manifestation, is that which they

assume and Comte denies. The nature of the controversy

is disguised, and its issue taken for granted, by the substi-

tution of a threefold for a twofold classification, and the

appropriation to the final form of a laudatory predicate

instead of a neutral definition.

Beyond the petitio principii involved in this choice of a

word, nothing whatever is advanced to show that pheno-

mena and their laws are the only accessible objects of

human thought. The principle is diligently reiterated

without end ; but its evidence is never adduced, and the

difficulties attending its admission are nowhere appreciated.

The axiom being laid down that phenomena are all in all

(and further, as we shall see, that perception is the sole

medium of intelligence), it is clear that there can be no

knowledge but physical ; and it is only stating this proposi-

tion from the other side, to say that all theological and

metaphysical conceptions which go beyond phenomena

are invalid ; they must be negative, if only the other be

positive. Tried by the tests of physical knowledge, onto-

logical cannot but fail ; its genus being wholly different, and

its criteria not the same. It is the perpetual boast of Comte

that positive science giwts prevision, a triumph never won

by its rivals. True, but not very conclusive; for /revision,

—the perception of what is to turn up hereafter,—is an

apprehension of phenomena, and naturally must arise from

the study of phenomena, and not from reflection on reali-

ties other thaji pheno77iena. So far forth as theology and

metaphysics have presumed to obtrude themselves into any

science of observation, and usurp its proper work, so far

have they mistaken their province, and deserved the re-

proach of failure. Nothing that they can teach respecting

the causation and meaning of things will enable us to

determine beforehand the particular course of cosmical or

human events, or in the least dispense with the necessity

of inductive research. It is one thing to have true faith
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and insight respecting the infinite source of all possibilities,

and quite another to be familiar with the order of concrete

actualities. But this rule reads both ways ; and if there be

no right of road in one direction, neither is there in the

other ; and Comte can no more disturb the theologian's

truth than the theologian can interfere with his. If pre-

vision is impossible, if we cannot operate forward from the

absolute to the relative, conversely we cannot operate

backward from the relative to the absolute ', and the posi-

tivist should as little pretend to deny upwards as the theo-

logian to affirm downwards. As no theist professes that

God is a phenomenon, the failure of phenomenological

research to meet him contradicts no one's faith ; and the

boast of one investigator that he found no God at the end

of his telescope, and of another that the cerebral dissecting

knife comes across no human soul, misconceived altogether,

though quite in the spirit of Comte, the fundamental con-

ditions of the problem. "Ovra are known, not as the corol-

laries, but as the postulates, of phenomena ; and if not

recognized at the beginning, will never be found at the end.

The two orders of apprehension, though each is the com-

plement of the other, have no common measure ; and

endless contradiction arises from confounding their func-

tions and methods.

Above all is it absurd to test the validity of theological

and metaphysical conceptions by their power of movement

and " progress " ? Why, the very sameness with which

they are taunted,—their patience from age to age,—is pre-

cisely the sole conceivable evidence they could offer that

they are what they profess to be, the representation in us

of the constancies of the universe. And nothing could

more effectually discredit them, as the steady shadows of

eternal entity, than a history of growth and change. If

they indeed be, as they pretend, the background of cogni-

tion answering to the abiding realities which hold all

phenomena, it is their business and function to keep still.

Their vindication lies in their permanence. They are the

VOL. I. A A
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conservative elements of all knowledge ; the base and con-

dition of movement, but not the moving thing ; the vital

atmosphere that sustains it, but not its beating wing. Do
you complain that the ideas of Causality, of Soul, of God,

of Substance, never get on, but are essentially what they

always were ? Instead of damaging them, you give the

highest possible testimony to their veracity and authority.

Did they sweep forward, as you desire, they would belie

their word, and be detected as belonging to the tide of

physical change, not to the infinite deep below. If on

account of this stationary character any one denies to

these ideas the name of knowledge ; if this word, as

implying distinction and plurality, be refused to the self-

identical and simple,—we shall not object, provided it be

understood that they are, if not knowledge, the conditions

of knowledge ; if not the object seen, the light by which

we see ; that reliance on them is indispensable to reading

the universe as it is, and that the enlarging field of pheno-

mena and law finds them still equal to their all-comprehen-

sive function, though needing revision in their special form

and application.

And to what, after all, amount the alleged " unprogres-

siveness " and " barrenness " of all conceptions except of

phenomena and their laws ? If by this be meant that we
spin no theological cotton, and lay down no metaphysical

telegraphs, that our breakfast-table displays our electro-plate,

but not our creed,—the remark is true, but trivial enough.

If it asserts that men's private temper, and family adminis-

tration, and political aims and social sympathies, are un-

affected by their religious and philosophical convictions
;

that those convictions have ceased to influence what the

poet writes, the historian tells, the artist paints, what the

schoolmaster teaches, what the merchant does with his

wealth, what the patriot and the statesman endeavour to

achieve by law,—the statement is as false as it is startling.

Much as we are in the habit of hearing about the old " ages

of faith," when nobody doubted and everybody obeyed,
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they never put in an appearance in real history, but shrink

away hke a golden age from the illumination of direct evi-

dence, and retire into an elder darkness. Beyond the

select enclosure of the Church order, there have always

been hardy and defiant spirits, or thoughtless and indifferent,

or subtle and refined, that have yielded their inner life but

little to theological authority ; and wherever opportunity

of expression has been given, as in the earliest poetry of

France and Italy, this fact has unambiguously displayed

itself. There seems no reason to suppose that theological

and philosophical ideas ever had more power in the world

than they have at this moment ; though their scattered and

unorganized condition precludes them from embodied and

hierarchical manifestation of authority. M. Comte has no

appreciation of the freedom and variety of movement which

the human mind in its modern development demands.

With the French tendency to idolize the " unity of power,"

and to see in distributed and individual forces nothing but

" anarchy^^'' he treats the insurrection against Catholicism as

a dissolution of faith ; and considers all the private and

personal substitutes for the theocratic regime of the Church

as merely provisional disguises of irretrievable decay. Nor

does it occur to him that it is illogical to demand from the

theological and abstract convictions of men the same direct

and visible application to the business of the passing hour

of which their technical knowledge is susceptible. In our

practical work we have to deal with phenomena and modify

them ; and here the instruments of our power can only be

found in right apprehension of the laws of phenomena.

Theology and metaphysics do not profess to teach us these
;

but to go behind them, and enable us to think truly of

their ground and source : supposing this promise realized,

it can evidently give us no new arts, no rules by which

either to predict or to command any particular succession

of external facts. But the influence upon our tone of

sentiment and affection, upon the interpretation we put on

life and nature, on the admirations we feel and the ideal we
A A 2
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follow, is profound and powerful, although indefinite. It is

always difficult, indeed, to fetch out this power into actual

life, and give it concrete application ; to bridge over the

interval between our faith respecting real being and our

manipulation with transient phenomena ; to incorporate a

spiritual religion into a working church : and of this con-

fessed difficulty Comte avails himself to persuade us that

the "positive sciences " contain the only practical order of

human ideas. But the same argument would equally dis-

credit all our ideas of beauty, harmony, and sublimity
;

whose expression is, in like manner and from like causes,

difficult to create into palpable forms, and when so created,

is equally inoperative in the prediction and command of

phenomena. If the merchant does not keep his books by

his theology, neither does the artist bake his bread by his

aesthetics ; and in either case the reproach of inefficiency is

equally idle.

But Comte not only restricts the intellect to phenomena

;

he restricts the word " phenomena " to the changes percep-

tible by sense. They must be exter?tal to us, presented to

material observation, in order to become " facts " at all.

Successions offeeling, idea, and will, known to us by con-

sciousness, are to be thrown out of the account, and furnish

nothing upon which intelligence can work. Psychology,

accordingly, resting as it does upon self-observation, is a

mere illusion ; and logic and ethics, so far as they build on

it as their foundation, are altogether baseless. This repu-

diation of all reflective knowledge is due chiefly to Comte's

acceptance of phrenology,—a system which has always

taken an infatuated pleasure in knocking out its own brains,

by denying ab initio the validity of that self-knowledge on

which all its own evidence directly or indirectly depends.

The arguments on which Comte relies in his criticism on

the psychologists are the stock objections of Gall and

Spurzheim and Combe, viz., that the mind observing and
the mind observed being the same, the alleged fact must be

gone and out of reach before it is looked at ; that a mental
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State is not a whole fact, but only a part or function of a

fact, being as much a mere outcoming of some cerebral

state as the feeling of indigestion is the sensational side of

deranged action in the stomach ; and that psychologists

have never found any thing out, or reaped any scientific

fruit. The inadequacy of this argument has been felt and

acknowledged by J. S. Mill, whose superior knowledge of

psychological literature, and disciplined habits of reflection,

enabled him to appreciate far better than the French scien-

tist the real value of this class of pursuits.

It is necessary to protest in li}7iine against the representa-

tion which Comte gives of the " psychological method."

He places it in false contrast w^ith a mode of procedure

against which it has nothing at all to object, and which its

votaries have, in fact, been the chief agents in advancing.

Availing himself of De Blainville's remark, that the pheno-

mena of every living being may be regarded either statically,

i.e., with reference to the conditions essential to their occur-

rence, or dynamically, i.e., with reference to the products in

which they embody themselves, he lays it down that the

mental functions must be studied under one of these two

aspects : we must either engage ourselves with the orga?is

requisite for their manifestation, in w^hich case our work is

purely physiological ; or we must attend to the construction

and course of scientific theories, and compare and analyze

the ways of thinking by which the human mind has actually

won its knowledge and achieved its progress,—and in this

case our task resolves itself into a critique on the intellectual

history of mankind. To these two processes he opposes

the psychological, which, he says, pretends to discover the

fundamental laws of the human mind by contemplating it

in itself, i.e., wholly apartfrom either causes or effects. The
rivalry thus set up on behalf of the physiologists (to take

their case first) every scientific psychologist will entirely

disown. He does not in the least object to the most

searching investigation of the organic conditions under

which the several orders of mental phenomena arise : he
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only maintains that, besides the relations in which they

stand to their bodily antecedents, they also have certain re-

lations inter se ; that, as felt by us, they are variously like

and unlike, so as to be susceptible of classification, and pre-

sent themselves in determinable sequence so as to be

reducible to laws. To effect these classifications, and ascer-

tain these laws, is certainly the primary aim of the psycholo-

gist. He thinks it possible to attain it by comparative self-

knowledge ; and even were it proved that the whole series

of phenomena were loose among themselves, produced not

one out of another, but each separately from its own prior

organic condition, he still deems it a legitimate and useful

service to bring into order these derivative uniformities ; for

there is no reason why in this particular instance the general

rule should fail, that order among the effects is a clue to

corresponding order in the cause. But in assuming this as

his centre of work, the psychologist passes no slight on the

physiologist's investigations into the nervous and cerebral

conditions of sensation, thought, and emotion. He is well

aware that the light of discovered order radiates forward as

well as backward, and that if uniformities of succession or

co-existence can be detected in the physical conditions, they

will become exponents of similar relations among the mental

facts. He simply leaves this indirect method of classifica-

tion to the physiologist, and himself resorts to the direct

;

willingly availing himself of every help supplied by re-

searches into the vital organism, and giving no countenance

to the narrow-minded assumption that the selection of one

order of relations for special attention is a disparagement

of another. It is not to the discoveries, but to the fictions

of phrenologists, that intellectual philosophy objects ; nor

can any one familiar with the writings of Descartes and

Locke, of Spinoza and Berkeley, of Reid, Mill, and

Hamilton, deny its habitual eagerness to use to the utmost

the results placed at its disposal by the zeal of the anatomist.

The antagonism, therefore, supposed by Comte is all his own.

It is equally so when he accuses psychologists of sub-
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stituting se(f-examt?tatton for study of the realized products

of human thought,—such as scientific hypotheses, the history

of civihzation, and development of ideas. Not a book of

modern psychology can be found, not a dialogue of Plato,

not a treatise of Aristotle, in which the logical laws of human
reason are not continually illustrated, if not directly deduced,

by reference to the organism and method of the sciences,

and the recorded procedures of human thought. The value

of these historical materials for determining the principles

of cognition is not more appreciated by Comte than by the

objects of his criticism ; the only difference is, that while

they consult individual consciousness, in addition to the

recorded development of the race, and for their power to

read and interpret the monuments of intellectual history

profess themselves indebted to sympathetic self-reflection,

he denies that we can know ourselves, yet insists that we de-

cipher the world. His position, therefore, is simply destruc-

tive ; and we have not the invidious office of depreciating

his proposed methods, which are of admitted value, but

only of defending the philosophical competency of our own.

"The chief consideration proving clearly that the mind's

practical self-contemplation is a pure illusion," is the follow-

ing. Whatever the mind knows, is its object of knowledge
;

every object of knowledge is other than the knoiving subject,

therefore what the mind knows can never be itself. " By
an invincible necessity, the human mind can immediately

observe all phenomena except its own." "The thinking

individual cannot divide himself in two ; let one reason,

while the other looks at the reasoning. The organ observed

and the organ observing being in this case the same, how

is it possible that observation should have place ?
"

This argument curiously reverses a celebrated maxim of

James Mill,—and, indeed, of Hobbes,—to the effect that

to have a feeling, and to kfiozv that you have it, are identical.

Comte tells us that to have a feeling, and to know that you

have it, are iticofnpatible. e.g., I fall into a frozen pond ; I

know the water and the ice, but I cannot possibly know
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that I am cold. Or, I go a sea-voyage under bilious con-

ditions ; I observe the swaying water and the lurching ship
;

but " an invincible necessity " conceals from me the fact

that I am sick. Of the two things given in the act of per-

ception, viz., the percipient consciousness and the perceived

object, it has usually been supposed possible to doubt the

second, but not the first ; the very doubt itself bringing, as

another state of the conscious self, its own refutation. And
accordingly, though we have numerous forms of idealism

which construe all outward phenomena into mere ap-

pearances within the mind, we have hitherto had no strictly

corresponding materialism, cancelling from our knowledge

all mental states on the ground of their being ours, and
claiming certainty for the outer world precisely because it is

foreign to us. This, however, is the strange position taken

up by Comte. The argument by which he supports it is a

mere appeal to the mystery which belongs to all cognition^

whether of external or internal facts. How is it possible,

he asks, that we should know our own state, since we must

cease our mental activity in order to observe it ? In other

words, reflection upon our inner experience must follow

upon that experience itself, and be separated from it by a

certain interval of time. Be it so ; why is this more incon-

ceivable than the perception of an outward fact which

stands off from me by a certain interval of space ? If our

intelligence can bridge the chasm of local separation, what

hinders it from uniting the termini of succession ? What
is memory, if the present self can never know any thing

about the past self? Its distinction is, that it reports to us,

not simply outward things in themselves, but outward things

(or inward) as they affect us ; so that—it has even been

contended—there is properly no memory but of our own
former states. If now its reports are goodfor 7iothing, there

is an end of the matter, and human acquaintance with the

past is an illusion. But if they be accepted as valid, the

knowledge which they supply is either itrimediate or 7?iediate.

Is it immediate ? Then are we immediately cognitive of
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our own past states, in spite of Comte's maxim. Is it

viediate ? Then do we, as noiv remembering, know some-

thing past, as having then perceived it ; the truth in my
present remembrance is just what there was in my former

perception ; and without immediate cognition of my own

state at the percipient moment, no mediate knowledge of it

could be given by memory. In fact, the act of perception

is necessarily and equally an act of self-consciousness,

objective no more than subjective ; and to claim for it

authority for phenomena without, is in itself to concede to

it like authority for phenomena within ; nothing being an

outward phenomenon at all except what appears on the

double field of thought and thifigs, and is known as being

and Sisfelt.

And if we be incapable of knowing our own experiences

and thoughts, we cannot perform on them any act of com-

parison, separation, or combination. Yet what is human

language but the crystallized form of countless discrimina-

tions and analogies, so clearly felt, and frequently referred

to, as to demand the means of permanent expression ?

Comte refers us to scientific theories and logical processes

as the only possible means of reaching logical laws. But

how could these intellectual methods speak to us intelli-

gibly at all, were it not for the parallel movement of our

own thought, carried into the study as interpreter and test ?

To beings not self-conscious, or not able to rely on their

reflective insight into their own ways of intellectual action,

the record of other men's reasonings could awaken no re-

sponsive intelligence ; only through our sympathetic self-

knowledge do they find us out and teach us any thing. All

grammar, all philology, all scientific language, are in fact

psychological deposits ; not less certainly testifying to the

perpetual action of self-reflection, as one factor of human
knowledge, than the geological strata bear witness to the

operation through ages past of the very elements that work

upon our homesteads and on the beach at our garden-gate

to-day. Comte's advice is excellent, if addressed to those
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who can open their vision upon their own nature and in-

telligence
; but has no sense or application for the sort of

blind chimera or one-eyed Cyclops that he imagines, with

pictures of the universe glazed upon the surface, and never

taken home to any known self within. No doubt our self-

knowledge is dependent to an incalculable extent on the

living in a human world, and standing before the face of

other meft : the manifestations of their nature, whether by
natural language of the moment or by the historical record

of past processes of thought, are conditions necessary to

the development of our reflective faculties ; and if we were
to insist on insulating the self-consciousness from all these

data, that it might spin a science out of its own viscera, we
should but impose upon an empty power a self-consuming

task. But, on the other hand, our ability to decipher the

expression of other minds depends, in its turn, on converse

with our own ; and to bid us study the fruits of their re-

search and meditation, while despairing of all acquaintance

with our own, is to place a banquet before the sleeping or

the dead. It is impossible to make either of the reciprocal

conditions prior to the other; their efficacy lies in the

balance and alternation of action and reaction ; and so

close is the inter-dependence of psychological and objective

knowledge of human nature, that a theory which despises

either excludes both.

The objection, however, which Comte is most zealous in

urging against the psychologists is, that their method has

never been crowned with any success, great or small, and
that their labour has been absolutely barren. Even if this

statement be tried by the test present to the author's own
mind, viz., the amount of direct discovery respecting the

processes of the mind, it is a monstrous exaggeration. The
logical doctrine of Aristotle, the modern theory of vision,

the ascertainment of laws of association and abstraction,

Butler's exposition of the moral constitution of man,

—

deserve to be ranked among positive achievements of a

high order, and are recognized as such by the vast majority
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of competent judges on these points. If perfect unanimity

is not attained even on these doctrines, neither is it secured

at present in regard to any of the corresponding parts of

biological science ; and the only advantage which the posi-

tivist has over his predecessors in intellectual philosophy is

in his liberal promises for the future ; his disparagement of

the past not being justified, so far as yet appears, by the

detection of a single law of our mental or moral nature.

These reproaches of backwardness should at least be re-

served till they can be uttered from a point of real advance.

Perhaps, too, the test by which the fruitfulness or sterility

of a pursuit is estimated by Comte may not be altogether

admissible. His demand obviously is for some new field

of " prevision " special to psychology : the demand is dis-

appointed, because intrinsically unreasonable. From objec-

tive studies we expect objective results ; from subjective

studies it is natural to look for subjective results : not so

much for a fresh sphere brought into k7iozvledge, as for a

more refined knowing power, for quickened faculties self-

protected from beguiling errors, for intellectual implements

of more ethereal temper and disciplined skill. That this

appropriate effect of reflective studies has been their habitual

attendant, is undeniable ; every period of intense specula-

tive activity being the precursor of the next advance of even

physical science, and educating the faculties up to the point

when the discovery of new laws becomes possible ; setting

the previous gains of human research in due order and re-

lation, and preparing language and method for new service.

Alternately acting and studying its action, the mind, whether

by systole or diastole, sustains the pulsation of its living

thought ; and to demand the one operation without the

other, is not less absurd than to complain that the heart

does not always propel without resilience. Nor is it only

in the successive periods of human culture that this need

of reflective studies is observable. No fact is more con-

spicuous in individual biography and the comparative

experiences of education, than the systematic superiority,
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in pliancy and balance of faculty, of men not strange to

metaphysical and moral studies, over those who never quit

the circle of mathematical relations and physical laws.

Were the methods of intellectual and moral philosophy

altogether illusory, it is inconceivable that a certain habitua-

tion to them should be an indispensable gymnastic for the

mind, and a needful check to the narrowing tendency of

the "positive sciences," when exclusively pursued.*

Closely connected with Comte's contempt for the psy-

chologists is his disrespect for certain ideas and beliefs

whose only guarantee is in our self-consciousness. Thus

* In spite of Comte's contempt for psychology, he is one of the most

resolute of psychologists himself ; and freely appeals, when convenient,

to that very self-consciousness which at other times he declares to be

quite blank and dumb. Thus we find him announcing that the
*' phenomena of life" are ''^ known by vnmediate consciousness''''

(" Phil. Pos.," vol. ii. p. 648, vol. iii. p. 8) ; an assertion standing in

accurate contradiction to the doctrine on which we have been com-
menting. Nay, so completely does he forget his denial of any possible

self-knowledge, as to affirm, when required for his purpose, that " maji

atfirst knows nothing but himself,''''—so as to apply his self-knowledge

as a universal formula for the interpretation of nature. But how could

man erect his self-consciousness into a rule for explaining all pheno-

mena, if no inward fact were cognizable by him at all ? Perhaps, how-

ever, it is only since monotheism came in, that psychology has become

impossible and absurd ; for, while denying it to modern metaphysicians,

Comte is full of admiration of its use among the ancient augurs. He
claims for polytheism the honour of instituting the first careful observa-

tion of nature ; laments that we have to put up with our poor meteoro-

logical registers in place of the far superior weather-tables of the

Etruscan soothsayers ; and affirms that, with a view to the inter-

pretation of dreams, the intellectual and moral phenomena were made
the subject of the most delicate observations, pursued day by day with a

perseverance not to be again expected till the positive philosophy has

reached its final development (" Phil. Pos.," vol. v. p. 135). It is to

be presumed that, as dreams are altogether inward facts, this mar-

vellous store of scientific observation accumulated in their service, and

throwing light on the intellectual and moral life, could be no other

than psychological capital. How is it that it may be invested in Divi-

nation, but must be inaccessible to Science, at least until Positivism

finds a profitable use for it ?
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he treats as an illusion our idea of Causatioji ; requiring us

to dispense with it altogether, not merely in its theological

form of Win, but no less in its scientific equivalent of

Force. " Every proposition," he says, " which is not ulti-

mately reducible to the simple enunciation of a fact, parti-

cular or general, must be destitute of all real and intelligible

meaning." Again :
" Forces, in mechanics, are only 7?wve-

me?tts, produced or tending to be produced ; but although

this is happily pretty well understood now-a-days, yet an

essential reform is still required, if not in the conception, at

least in the habitual language, in order to cancel altogether

the old metaphysical notion of force, and present more

accurately than hitherto the true point of view." And he

shows the same jealousy of any properly dynamical notions

when complaining afterwards of Bichat's speculation re-

specting "vital forces^' and proposing to return to the

true path by substituting the word "properties" for

" forces "
! His definition of the word " Law,'' as an

" invariable relation of succession or resemblance among

phenomena," together with his severe restriction of the

human mind to the investigation of " Laws," demands of

us an entire disuse of all belief or even idea of Causality.

Now if he had been content with saying that causes lie

beyond the field of observation, and that scientific induc-

tion, even in its highest generalizations, can never carry us

further than the order of co-existence and sequence among

phenomena, he would have stated only an important truth,

—the one great truth on whose clear apprehension depends

the whole difference between ancient and modern investiga-

tion of nature. All knowledge which finds its test and

triumph in accurate prevision, or, more generally, in the

determination of absent facts by means of present data,

does require exclusively an attentive study of the relations

of events in time and place. Though we were endowed

with no other power than the ability to register, compare,

and analyze series, without any suspicion of a purpose, or

wonder about origination, we should want nothing (except,
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indeed, an indispensable moral incentive) to complete the

conditions of scientific discovery. It stands to reason,

indeed, that, in order to foresee, we need only to know the

sequences to which events, beginning from the present, are

limited ; and that, in order to fill in the absent half of a

cluster of phenomena by suggestion from what is at hand,

we have but to learn the groupings in which they uniformly

occur. And the rule, thus rational in its principle, is con-

firmed by the actual history of natural knowledge. No
scrutiny, it is true, ever succeeds in laying hold of a new

force, and fixing it in its distinction before our view : all

that can be done is to detect some unsuspected effects, which

are but a fresh disposition or succession of phenomena ;

and behind that veil no astuteness can carry us. We are apt

to be deceived on this point by the habitual employment,

in scientific treatises, of names for reputed forces of different

kinds,—chemical, electric, magnetic, vital, &c. We naturally

suppose that the votary of each department of research has

something to tell us of the force prevailing there, and of

the characters which distinguish it from its dynamic neigh-

bours. On closer inspection, however, we shall find that of

the force itself, apart from what it does, he has nothing special

to say : he defines it by the appearances it puts forth ; he

separates it from other forces by stating the dissimilar effects

which they severally exhibit ; nor has he any other means

of referring to the ranks of dwafieis than by marshalling the

perceptible phenomena under their appropriate heads. The

name " magnetism " stands for the viewless cause of all those

movements in certain metals (iron, cobalt, nickel) which

occur in the vicinity of particular ferruginous ores, or of iron

brought into similar conditions : the movements may be

induced under considerable variety of prior conditions,

through which it would be impossible for us to trace any

identity of originating power ; and the assumption of unity

rests entirely on the termination of all these conditions in

one result, viz., the polar disposition or deflection of the

needle. It is the specialty of the phenomenon that is
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honoured with the hypothesis of a special force. Heat^

again, is the name of an equally unknown cause of certain

'phenomena,—such as a given animal sensation, and the

expansion of bodies, and their change from solid to liquid

and liquid into gaseous,—which are entered under this

category for no other reason than that they cling together,

and though not alike in themselves or appreciable through

the same sense, arise under the same physical conditions.

The concurrence of these effects having tied them into a

group, the rise of any one of them becomes a sign of the

possibility of the rest, or of the presence of the supposed

cause : but of that cause, per se, as apart from its effects,

—

of its unity, except in their concurrence ; of its difference

from magnetism, except in the unlikeness and separation of

the effects,—we have assuredly no cognizance. Thus much,

then, must be freely granted to Comte,—that all investiga-

tion into naturalforces is delusive, unless understood to be

mere phenomenological research^ prosecuted under the dis-

guise of dynamical language ; and that its only real result

must be to ascertain the analogies and the order of per-

ceptible facts. If this be true, we must materially alter our

ordinary conceptions of the operations of nature. We
must no longer attribute any reality or efficient existence to

gravitation, electricity, cohesion, &:c. ; but, treating them as

mere fictions of thought subservient to classification, must

resolve the universe, under the eye of science^ into a legion of

phenomena, irregular to begin with, but susceptible of being

regimented and disciplined by due attention to their like-

ness and affinities. If our language is to be regulated ex-

clusively by the resources of the natural sciences, and
nothing to be admitted into it but what they can undertake

to guarantee, nothing short of a clean sweep of every dynam-
ical form of phrase can satisfy the obligations of truth.

And yet this is manifestly impossible ; and has been found

so by Comte himself.

How are we to reduce this apparent inconsistency ? In-

ductive science gives us no access to causes behind pheno-
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mena
;
yet we cannot expound it without speaking of them,

and assuming them. Is fiction, then, the indispensable

vehicle of truth ? And must a false postulate underlie the

whole fabric of our knowledge ? So would it assuredly be,

if every idea were to be discarded as invalid for which in-

ductive science declines to be responsible. But when we

have confessed that, by the way of perception, and in the

study of laws, causation cannot be reached, it by no means

follows that the idea is to be expelled the service of the

human mind. The question arises, whether, as it evades

us at the e7id of science, it may not, perhaps, be found at

the begi?tning : the spectacle-case may well be empty, if the

glasses are already on the nose, helping us all the while to

see the very emptiness itself If the idea of causality be a

metaphysical datum, it is no wonder that we miss it as a

physical quaesitum ; nor is it difficult to understand why it

presents no variety to our mind, however various be the

phenomena behind which it is planted, or the corresponding

changes of name it may assume. By an irresistible law of

thought, all pheno77iena present themselves to us as the expres-

sio?i ofpoiver, and refer us to a causal ground whence they

issue. This dynamic source we neither see, nor hear, nor

feel ; it is given in thought,—supplied by the spontaneous

activity of the mind itself as the correlative prefix to the

phenomenon observed. By the general acknowledgment

of philosophers, this idea is so strictly " a necessary idea "

as to be entirely irremovable from the conception of any

change ; to cut the tie between them, and think of pheno-

mena as Jtot effects, is impossible, in fact, even to the very

writers who propose it in theory.

What value, then, are we to put upon this belief ? Either

we must take it as a natural revelation, or reject it as a

natural lie ; in the case of an original datum of thought

contradictory to no other, a third course is impossible. If

we are to rely on the veracity of our constitution as thinking

beings, we must accept the subjective postulate as giving a

valid rule for objective nature. If we are to suppose our
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intellectual constitution mendacious, and deem causation a

mental fiction, no reason will remain for trusting our per-

ceptive constitution any more ; and our observation of facts

and quest of laws will perish by the contagion of uncertainty.

It is impossible, except by arbitrary caprice, to save the one

part of our cognitive nature while sacrificing the other, and

vain to pretend that the depositions of the first are in any

sense opposed to those of the other. That the " power

"

given to us in thought is apprehensible by no perception,

avails as little to disprove its reality as the i)iaudible7iess of

light to convict the eye of false reports. Yet this is the

only argument by which Comte justifies his contempt for

causes. We freely surrender to him all search by scientific

methods after a plurality of forces distinguishable in them-

selves : but he confounds this illusory aim with the recog-

nition, on the authority of a law of thought, of ufiiversal

causation^ inserted by the mind, without any change of type,

behind all sets of phenomena in turn. Start up what may
to arrest our attention, one and the same homogeneous idea

of power occurs to us ; and whether it receives the name of

chemical, or physical, or vital, the dynamical background

of the conception remains unvaried, and the momentary

representation alone is exposed to change. The trustworthi-

ness of this belief has the same guarantee as the self-evident

predicates of space and time : it is the indispensable con-

dition of our thinking of phenomena at all ; they are just

as absolutely unpresentable to the mind apart from causality,

as motion without duration and extension. Indeed, it is-

remarkable how these two great data, Space and Time,,

rescue us from the scepticism of the materialist school.

They stand as eternal barriers to forbid our final exit from

the natural faiths of reason ; or as a bridge that spans the

gulf between metaphysical and physical apprehension, and

has a bearing upon each ; so that, destroy which you will,

the whole roadway of human knowledge falls, and neither

of the interdependent realms remains accessible or habitable

at all. Will you take your stand on the entities of Reason

VOL. I. B B
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alone ? Then, as Comte truly says, your knowledge will

never advance a step
;
you will find no law, and win no

prevision. Will you try the other side, and say that Per-

ception of phenomena is the only source of knowledge ?

Then you must throw away from your belief both space

and time, which, as eternal, are not phenomena, and as

infinite, you cannot have perceived ; and with them must

perish all that they contain, so that your solid realism goes

off into absolute Nihilism. Will you attempt a compromise,

and let natural faith have its way unquestioned respecting

these two necessary receptacles of phenomena ? Then the

postulates of thought, by no means stopping there, are not

only good for these, but good for more ; and causality slips

in by the plea that makes room for Law.

Final causation, not less than efficient, our author

imagines to be contradicted and disproved by "positive"

knowledge ; and he is fond of turning aside from his expo-

sition to mark the points where science appears to exclude

the notion of providential design. Thus astronomical dis-

covery, in his opinion, completely overthrows the doctrine

of Divine purpose in the arrangements of the solar system :

1. Because design, whenever alleged, is conceived of as re-

lative to 7na7i^ whose nature gives the only measure we have

of good and evil ; and though he might plausibly be sup-

posed the object of Divine care so long as his station was

assumed to be central, the idea must vanish with the dis-

closure of the earth's dependent and planetary position.

2. Because it is demonstrated that the order and stability

of the solar system, and the fitness of its several bodies for

the residence of living beings, are necessary consequences

of purely mechanical laws. 3. Because in many respects

the system might be greatly improved, and by no means

deserves the admiration wasted on it.* This last argument

* " With persons unused to the study of the celestial bodies, though
very likely well informed on other parts of natural philosophy,

astronomy has still the repute of being a science eminently religious
;

as if the famous words, 'The heavens declare the glory of God,' had
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we may leave to those who feel themselves able to pro-

nounce on the relative merits of possible universes, as

compared with one another and with the actual. The
belief in design is by no means pledged to the doctrine of

optimism. The readiness with which every theist admits

the existence of evil, the frequency with which he speaks of

imperfections in life and nature, and his habitual reference

to a future and ideal world, show that his faith can co-exist,

without prejudice, with the conception of more " advan-

tageous conditions " of being than he witnesses where he is.

For ourselves, we confess Comte's censorship over the

universe affects us very much in the same way as many
religious writers' patronage of it. They undertake to show

how much better, he how much worse, it is than it might

have been. If this sort of argument is open to the one, it

cannot be closed against the other ; and we may leave

them to settle it between them as best they may. Whether

the stomach is made on the best principles ; whether the

sea is not a little too salt ; whether the isthmus of Panama
is not to be regretted ; whether the ice may not be rather

overdone about the poles ; whether, if M. Lesseps had

been consulted, the shortcomings of the Red Sea might

not have been avoided ; whether the two sides of the moon
are fairly treated ; whether Jupiter is all right without a

ring, or Venus would be improved by diminution of light

and levity,—are matters for those who know every thing

and a good deal more. Such questions are as a flood let

loose, and spreading without use and without bound, cover-

ing the landmarks of all fruit-bearing truth and turning

thought into a desolating waste. Mend the world as you

will, there must always remain ideal standards, measured

by which it will be liable to criticism as before. The body

lost nothing of their truth." In a note Comte adds, " Now-a-days, to

minds familiarized betimes with the true astronomical philosophy, the

heavens declare no other glory than that of Hipparchus, Kepler, New-
ton, and all those who have contributed to the ascertainment of their

laws."—" Philosophic Positive," vol. ii. p. 36.

B B 2
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of man, for instance, is variously frail, and can scarcely

stand, without fracture, a ten-feet fall ; but give him cast-

iron ribs, and a railway accident will contrive to crush him
;

and the more you harden him, the greater the forces into

which he will venture. In short, the critique of nature in

detail is quite beyond us ; and whether we find there little

providences or monstrous blemishes, we are alike in danger

of seeing only the reflection of our own egotism. Praising

or censuring the arrangements of the world, we equally set

up certain ideal ends of our own imagining, which we
assume that it was or ought to serve ; by the test of these

we try nature, and, according as her structure realizes or

falls short of them, we pronounce it perfect or imperfect.

Comte and the divines are therefore both within the same

school of teleological criticism ; both speak of a good or a

bad way of realizing a presupposed conception ; both are

equally far from confining themselves to the study of actual

phenomena and effects, uncompared with others that might

have been. Forming as we do part of the scheme of nature,

limited as our power of conception is to the resources of

the universe that bounds the horizon of our minds, we

cannot pretend to be judges of the skill or clumsiness of

the world's laws ; and the moment we pass beyond the

simple admiring perception of order and relation, and begin

to imagine how much better or worse matters would have

stood under other conditions, we entangle ourselves in a

thicket of ever-growing problems, from which extrication is

impossible. The faith in Divine purpose will persevere

through all ; but the critique of that purpose in special

instances is variable and insecure, and was properly ex-

cluded by Bacon from the business of science.

Thus the particular thought from which the creation of

the world has been supposed to spring, viz., to be the moral

centre of the universe, and the scene of a drama fixing the

gaze of all higher beings, does really, as Comte's first argu-

ment remarks, lose its hold of probability by the Copernican

discovery. The plurality of worlds, be they inhabited or
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uninhabited, is fatally at variance with the scheme of moral

symmetry that makes man the hero of all time and nature.

But to discredit this particular idea is one thing ; to dis-

prove the presence of design altogether is another. The
tendency of the Copernican discovery is quite in the

opposite direction, to give enlargement, instead of curtail-

ment and extinction, to the significance and purpose of the

world. The old theory of the divines proving too small to

suit the magnificence of the facts ; its chief object, man,

finding himself in presence of a scene so unexpectedly

august,

—

7vhich is the more natural inference, that therefore

this scene must have a greater cause than we had conceived,

or that it can have no7ie at all 1 And so perhaps it will

ever be. In one instance after another ad injinitum, it will

be found that the idea we had planted at the heart of a

thing is too small, and is transcended by the scale of the

reality. To make this the excuse for substituting a smaller

or a blank, is perversely to justify a logical retrogression by

a scientific advance, and to say that, the more glorious the

creation, the less thought must it contain. No less a

paradox than this is Comte's reasoning that, because a

particular idea of the Divine intention gives way. Final

Causation in general is exploded.

The only considerable argument in the passage on which

we are remarking is the second,—that the physical forces

and arrangements being known, to which the order and

stability of the solar system is due, the phenomena are ex-

haustively explained without any intervention of purpose at

all. Now what is the nature, and wherein lies the plausi-

bility, of this reasoning ? It is simply a playing-off of

physical causation against moral, or, as it is called, ^?ial

causation ; the forces of matter are adequate to produce all

the movements and all the equilibrium, and so no force of

mind is wanted. But have we not just learned from Comte

that we know nothing of any forces of matter, nothing of

2iny production of one phenomenon from any other, or from

causation at all ? that our investigations and discoveries are
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absolutely debarred from passing beyond the grouping and

succession of phenomena ? Then what does he mean by

here finding in physical causes a substitute and equivalent

for the volitional action which he excludes ? They cannot

shut out and supersede that action, unless they are com-

petent to do the same thing ; if they claim to stand in its

place, they must undertake to discharge the required office

instead of it. Either, therefore, gravitation must be equal

to the task hitherto given to the Divine Will, z>., must be a

real efficient force, and not a mere generalized phenomenon ;

or else it cannot make good its rival pretensions, or enter at

all upon the field which is at present occupied by final

causes simply on the merit of this qualification. In other

words, our author may take his choice of two positions : he

may limit the possible achievements of our minds to the

ascertainment of laws, and say that causal problems are

inaccessible ; or, admitting causal problems, he may pro-

nounce one solution true and another false, declaring, e.g.^ in

favour of physical forces as against spiritual agency. But

he cannot do both^ and slip about from the one to the other

at will ; he cannot fight a particular causal hypothesis with

a mere law of phenomena which is not causal, and say in

the same breath that we can know nothing of this matter,

and also that we know the matter to be not so-and-so, but

otherwise than that. Cause against cause, law against law ;

but no cross-fire is possible ; and, slam the heavy gate of

gravitation as you may in the face of Living Agency, still if

its bars are only ranges of co-existence and succession, and

its chevaux-de-frise only bristling clusters of phenomena,

causation will slip through and round and over, and feel no

obstruction to be there.

As to the choice which Comte practically makes between

the two positions just described, there can be no doubt.

He assuredly thinks of nature, not simply as the theatre of

phenomena, but as the residence of forces. In what sense

can he affirm that periodicity of planetary perturbation, and
the consequent equilibrium of the solar system and its
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orbitary movements, are necessary consequences of gravita-

tion^ if he does not conceive of gravitation as a cause ?

From the two great conditions of every Newtonian solution,

viz., projectile impulse and centripetal tendency, eject the

idea o(force, and what remains ? The entire conception is

simply made up of this, and has no sort of faintest existence

without it. It is useless to give it notice to quit, and pre-

tend that it is gone, when you have put a new name upon

the door. We must not call it " attraction," lest there

should seem to be a power within : we are to speak of it as

" gravitation," because that is only " weight," which is

nothing but a " fact ;" as if it were not a fact that held a

power, a true dynamic affair, which no imagination can

chop up into incoherent successions. Nor is the evasion

more successful when we try the phrase " tendency of bodies

to mutual approach^ The approach itself may be called a

phenomenon ; but the " tendency " is no phenomenon,

and cannot be attributed by us to the bodies without re-

garding them as the residence of force. And what are we
to say to \h.Q projectile impulse in the case of the planets?

Is that also a phenomenon ? Who witnessed and reported

it ? Is it not evident that this whole scheme of physical

astronomy is a resolution of observed facts into dynamic

equivalents, and that the hypothesis posits for its calcula-

tions, not phenomena, but proper forces ? Its logic is this :

if an impulse of certain intensity were given, and if such

and such a mutual attraction were constantly present, then

the sort of motions which we observe in the bodies of our

system ivould follow. So, however, they also would if

willed by an Omnipotent Intelligence. Both doctrines are

so far hypothetical ; both hypotheses are dynamic ; both

are an adequate provision for the facts ; so that on this

ground neither can exclude the other. There is, however,

this difference : we know that the doctrine of composition

of forces is an artificial device, by which, in innumerable

cases, we treat as if plural a spring of motion which, like

our own volition to a given muscular action, is really simple

;
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the quasi-plurality being a contrivance for bringing the

phenomenon under dominion of the calculus, and finding

its equivalent. If it be maintained that the phenomenon
is really co77iposite^ antagonist muscles and numerous levers

being set in motion, we reply, that the complexity is at all

events in the mode of execution^ not in the principle of origi-

nation, which, being our own conscious volition, we know
has none of those parts, but goes straight at the resultant.

It appears, therefore, that the composite doctrine betrays

its fictitious character where the volitional origination is

an indisputable fact ; and that, even allowing it in such

case to represent reality, it is a mere executive reality,

wielded as an instrumental medium by the immediate
power of Will behind. In the same manner, the hypothe-

tical composition of the Newtonian forces does nothing to

exclude the primary causation of a Divine Mind.

In this connection it is curious to notice, in so acute a

mind as our author's, the logical inconsequence produced
by incompatible antipathies. He commits the inconsistency,

—which would be extraordinary were it not ordinary with

his class,—of excluding all Will from the universe because

there is nothing but Necessity, yet insisting on Necessity as

an attribute of all Will. It is evident that whichever of

these two positions is established destroys the other
;
yet it

is scarcely possible for the atheist to avoid holding both.
^' Look at this whole frame of things," he says, " how can
it proceed from a mind,—a supernatural will ? Is it not all

subject to regular laws, and do we not actually obtain pre-

vision of its phenomena ? If it were the product of mind,

its order would be variable and free." Of mind, therefore,

it is a mark, that its phenomena are unsusceptible of pre-

vision
; of volition it is characteristic to be free ; and the

absence of these attributes negatives the presence of volun-

tary agency. Here, then, the atheistic argument itself not
only concedes liberty to will as possible, but reasons from
it as the one essential. Yet no sooner do these writers

begin to treat of the only will which we directly know, viz..
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our own, than they contend for the contradictory of all this
;

affirming that the will has no freedom whatever ; that it

follows determinate and ascertainable laws; that its products

are not variable or irreducible to rules of prevision ; and

that if we cannot yet foresee them, the fault is not in the

indeterminateness of the facts, but in the imperfect con-

quests of our knowledge. From this it would seem that

necessity and determinateness of sequence, being not less

predicable of will than of other orders of facts, may as well

be a sign of it as of any thing else, and cannot at all be

taken to disprove it. Either, then, the will is free, or else

theism is unharmed ; and the attack on either of these pro-

positions saves the other. The fact is, the atheistic reason-

ing is an involuntary testimony to the inextinguishable faith

in the freedom of the will,—a testimony the more impres-

sive because unconsciously given by a hostile witness.

When the problem practically comes before him, how to get

rid of supernatural volition from the universe, he can find

but one mode, viz., to get rid of every trace oi freedom, and

enthrone everywhere natural necessity. In this he follows a

perfectly correct logical instinct ; he tries the issue upon

the antithesis of two notions that are truly contradictory.

But if they are mutually exclusive in the universe, so are

they in man ; and it is the secret consciousness of this that

suggests and sustains the whole argument. When, after this

radical acknowledgment, Comte condescends to the asser-

tion that any man who fancies himself free, may undeceive

himself by standing on his head for a few minutes, and

trying what becomes of his clearest thoughts and strongest

resolves, we cannot fail to see how much deeper is his in-

voluntary wisdom than his superficial polemic. As well

might you urge it as a disproof of free-will, that you cannot

put the moon in your pocket, or contrive to live five hundred

years, or write an epic in your sleep. Be the limitations of

our power prescribed by nature, or self-imposed, or a

mixture of the two, no one ever denied or questioned

them ; no one ever contended for a freedom in man un-
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fettered by organic conditions. To do so would be to

pronounce him omnipotent and absolute. In truth, free

causality is so far from requiring the absence of all limiting

conditions, that it cannot be conceived of except as in their

presence. Its activity is in its very essence preferential^—
the adoption of this to the exclusion of that ; and to empty

out all data, to cancel the finite terms, is to destroy the

problem and preclude the power. All mental action is

intrinsically relative^ and when predicated as absolute be-

comes entirely inconceivable. It is therefore mere trifling

to argue against free-will by pointing out the dependence of

moral phenomena on organic conditions. These conditions

are the very data of the whole problem ; they may exist in

every variety of number and intensity ; by increasing which

the range left open to determination may be continually

narrowed, till, in the extreme case, it wholly disappears, the

quaesitum is among the data, and the problem is self-resolved.

The real question is, whether this extreme case is universal.

But we must release our readers from an unconscionable

detention. We should, however, have been unfaithful

interpreters of our author, if we had not made them feel a

little of the tedium he inflicts. Our interest in him being

chiefly from the moral side, we have addressed ourselves

exclusively to the dogmatic groundwork of his system, and

especially to the assumptions by which he discredits

psychological science, appends ethics to biology, and dis-

misses religion into limbo. It is in this, his Prima Philoso-

phia, that we find it necessary to contest every step. When,

advancing from this abstract ground, he begins to construct

his hierarchy of the sciences, we acknowledge for the first

time the true style of a master-hand. Two things only pro-

voke remark in this part of his work : (i) The principle of

arrangement by which he gives order to the sciences, ad-

vancing from the more universal properties to the more

special, is by no means original ; and in the hands of Dr.

Arnott had already, in 1827, been employed to raise in out-

line precisely the symmetrical pyramid of knowledge which
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Comte contemplates with so much pride. Our author's

additional rule, that with this logical order the historical

growth of the sciences agrees, will not, in our opinion, bear

examination. (2) This linear arrangement of the sciences,

all around the same axis, appears to us absolutely untrue,

both to their inner logic and their outward history. We
deny that the knowledge of human nature and life waits for

an antecedent biology, chemistry, physics, and astronomy,

or uses their conclusions, when obtained, as its presupposi-

tions. We maintain the essential independence of its

evidence and method, and the possibility, nay even necessity,

of its beginning at the same moment, and advancing pari

passu, with our apprehension of the outward world. We
assert that the sciences dispose themselves round two great

axes of thought, parallel and not unrelated, yet distinct ;

—

the natural sciences held together by the one, the moral by

the other. In practice our author himself proceeds as if it

were so ; and in his review of political and social doctrine,

leaves his physiology and chemistry entirely behind. His

notices of both groups of sciences, taken separately,

abound with original criticisms and striking generalizations

;

but it is especially in the sphere of physical knowledge that

his habits of thought render him an instructive and sugges-

tive guide.

As for his celebrated threefold law, we will only point to

the distorting effect it has had on his great historical survey.

In obedience to its cruel exactions, the natural organism of

European civilization has been torn to pieces. As the third,

or positive stage, had accomplished its advent in the author's

own person, it was necessary to find the metaphysical period

just before ; and so the whole life of the Reformed Chris-

tianity, in embryo and in manifest existence, is stripped of

its garb of faith, and turned out to view as a naked meta-

physical phenomenon. But metaphysics, again, have to be

ushered in by theology ; and of the three stages of theology

Monotheism is the last,—necessarily following on Poly-

theism, as that, again, on Fetichism. There is nothing for
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it, therefore, but to let the mediaeval Catholic Christianity

stand as the world's first monotheism, and to treat it as the

legitimate offspring and necessary development of the Greek

and Roman polytheism. This accordingly Comte actually

does. Protestantism he illegitimates and outlaws from reli-

gion altogether ; and the genuine Christianity he fathers

upon the faith of Homer and the Scipios ! Once or twice,

indeed, it seems to cross him that there was such a people

as the Hebrews, and that they were not the polytheists they

ought to have been. He sees the fact, but pushes it out of

his way with the remark, that the Jewish monotheism was

" premature "
! The Jews were always a disobliging people:

what business had they to be up so early in the morning,

disturbing the house ever so long before M. Comte's bell

rang to prayers ?

It is unfortunate that Comte, like many men at once

capable and vain, rests his chief pretensions on precisely

what is weakest, least original, and most misleading, in his

modes of thought : whilst he drops unconsciously, and

leaves unmarked, his strongest and most fertile reflections.

The consequence necessarily is, that his first reputation,

conferred by disciples in answer to his own demand, will

have to shift its ground ; that a prior polemic must prepare

the way for ultimate appreciation ; and that before he can

be wisely heard, the louder half of him must be forgot.
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Biblical and Historical Theology.

Born, Aug. 15, 1797; Died, May 28, 1869.

Of the books which fill a scholar's hbrary by far the

greater number carry their whole interest and value in

themselves, as if they were the products of a thinking

machine, and can be used without once suggesting any

image of the author. But among the choicest are those

which, in delivering their thought, afford glimpses also of

the writer's personality, and seem rather to speak and look

their meaning than merely put it on record. Where this is

the case, the reader craves some nearer insight into the

mind which is making him its confidant ; and the text on

the page doubles its significance if there be but a portrait

in the frontispiece.

On the " Christian Aspects of Faith and Duty " the

stamp of individuality is less deep than on the writings of

F. D. Maurice, and less peculiar than on those of Thomas
Carlyle. Yet the volume leaves on every susceptible reader

the ineffaceable impression of a most winning presence,

persuasive alike by purity of thought, sweetness of affection,

and tenderness of reverence ; and impels him to ask what

manner of life, what cast of character it could be, which
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yielded a wisdom so complete and so endearing. So far

as a slight record of personal incidents can render the

picture more distinct, the following sketch may supply some

sort of answer.

Mr. Tayler began, as well as ended, his life in London.

At the date of his birth, his father, the Rev. James Tayler,

was minister of St. Thomas's Chapel, in the Borough, and

was living in Church Row, Newington Butts. His mother

was a member of the honoured family of Venning. From

his father's mother, a lady of the name of Hugon, he

inherited an interest in the Huguenot traditions. He was

five years old when in 1802 his father became one of the

ministers of the High Pavement Chapel, Nottingham, and,

in addition to his pastoral charge, undertook the care of

pupils in the house. It was in the schoolroom at home

that he laid the foundation of that accurate grammatical

knowledge and delicate appreciation of idiom which per-

mitted his scholarship to become so fine, and rendered his

Latin style scarcely less graceful than his English ; for he

went direct from Nottingham to Manchester New College,

York, in 181 4, and during the two years which he spent

there not only attracted the strong personal affection of

both his tutors and his companions, but by his classical

attainments and literary taste fixed the especial attention of

the Rev. John Kenrick ; awakening the confident hope of

future excellence, and beginning that congenial intercourse

between the distinguished instructor and the admiring

pupil which at its close the elder survives (1869) to mourn.

In 1 81 6 he entered Glasgow College, where he acquired,

under the influence of Professors Mylne and Jardine, that

tincture of philosophic thought which ever after penetrated

and organized his historical and literary judgments ; and

whence he returned, with his B.A. degree, qualified to

assume at York the duties of Assistant or Suffragan

Classical Tutor, during Mr. Kenrick's absence on the

Continent in 1819-20. He has often said that the intel-

lectual discipline of that year, the necessity it imposed upon
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him, not only of enlarging his knowledge, but of inverting

the direction of his mental activity, in order to give out

instead of taking in, beneficially affected his whole subse-

quent culture and career, and rendered so congenial to him

the functions of a teacher, that he never afterwards was

content to be without them.

His ministerial life began in 1820, when, on April 20th

(Good Friday), he was ordained to the pastorate of the

congregation then assembling in Mosley Street, now in

Upper Brook Street, Manchester. Of the group of friends

that took part in that impressive service, the Revs. James
Tayler, W. Shepherd, C. Wellbeloved, J. G. Robberds,

J. J. Tayler, and, on behalf of the congregation, G. W.
Wood, Esq., not one remains ; nor probably any member
of that quarterly meeting of ministers, which was purposely

convened for the same day. But the writer of this notice

well remembers a letter, received by a school-fellow of

his from his mother, describing the scene in the chapel,

and especially the demeanour and address of the young
minister. He was spoken of with an enthusiasm which

augured the writer's future friendship for him. He was

said to have " every personal perfection, except voiced It

is curious to note thus early that his characteristic modesty

and openness of mind, his irrepressible divination oijuture

truth, provoked criticism from some of the more stereo-

typed believers, who look on pastoral ordination as a kind

of conjugal engagement, in which the amount of the settle-

ments can never be disturbed. " I do declare," he said,

*' my firm belief, so Jar as I have hitherto inquired, that

Jesus Christ was expressly commissioned by God to reform

and instruct the world," &c. A reviewer in the " Monthly

Repository " of that day (1822, p. 501), "cannot seethe

necessity of his qualifying in this manner his declaration of

belief," and " thinks that he has been too much alarmed at

the idea of giving a co?iJessio?i oj Jaith ; " and is " appre-

hensive that some among a mixed audience might under-

stand such a qualification respecting the truth of the Gospel
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to imply that it was a matter of considerable doubt and

uncertainty." Here is the germ already of two tendencies

which during the last half century have often checked each

other ; and which his insight, his patience, his comprehen-

sive sympathy, have done wonders to conciliate.

His thirty-three years of ministerial labour in Manchester

had their chief importance in the quiet extension and

deepening quality of his influence over two generations of

citizens, chiefly belonging to the more cultivated and

energetic class. Even in a city whose special industry and

whose great names naturally give pre-eminence among

intellectual pursuits to the physical sciences, it was soon

found that his proper place, in the direction of its literary

and educational institutions, was scarcely in the second

rank. In an early year of his residence he delivered, in the

theatre of the Philosophical Institution, lectures on English

literature, which brought out not only his ample read-

ing, but the largeness of his comparative criticism, and

his versatile susceptibility to beauty of thought, ex-

pression, and character. In his private classes, consist-

ing chiefly of young people past the school age, he

exercised perhaps his happiest influence. His quick affec-

tions were readily drawn towards pupils whose minds were

eager with the first thirst for truth and sense of excellence;

and their response to his own pure admirations, their escape

under his guidance from the glare of false tastes to the

simplicity of nature, rewarded at once his benevolence and

his faith. His affection for the young impressed a marked

character upon his whole ministry. No pastor was ever

more diligent, more systematic, or more original, in his plans

for instructing the " catechumens " of his flock ; and the

fact that these plans led up to the production of that most

charming of ecclesiastical histories, the " Retrospect of

Religious Life in England," attests the high point of culture

which he enabled his congregation to reach. His attach-

ment to liberty of teaching was not allied to any negligence

in teaching ; noi did his indignation at all ecclesiastical
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narrowness and tyranny mislead him into an approval of

mere self-will and anarchy in religious affairs. Not onl)-

would he have preserved, as founded in permanent wants

of human nature, the ancient order of training in each

Christian society,—the baptismal dedication, the catechetical

instruction, the confirmation to mark the assumption of full

responsibility ; but he was favourable to a general associa-

tion of the separate worshipping societies of each com-
munion, conducted on a representative system, and with its

common affairs administered by a board. A scheme for

such an organization he laid before the Lancashire and
Cheshire Provincial Meeting in June, 1837 ; but the dis-

trust of any thing that bore the semblance of ecclesiastical

rule was too strong to allow of serious attention to the

proposal.

The even course of his period in Manchester was inter-

sected by a few of the great crises of life. After five years

of lonely work he married, in January, 1825, a daughter of

the late Timothy Smith, Esq., of Birmingham, and opened
a home, the genial but simple hospitalities of which are

among the bright memories of many a surviving friend.

Twice in the course of thirty-seven years of married life

was the rare serenity of that home interrupted by the stroke

of sorrow. A daughter, born in 1838, and welcomed with

the tender surprise which embraces a late and scarce hoped-

for child, was taken away again in 1839. There remained,

old enough to share the sadness of this loss, a brother and
sister, who had grown up side by side, each receptive of the

culture and graces which were their common inheritance
;

and who, as their minds opened with years, became more
and more knit together by refined tastes as well as natural

love. The son passed with distinction through every stage

of his academic and legal studies. He had commenced
with unusual success his practice at the bar, when disease

of the heart snatched him away, and silenced the brilliant

prophecies by which his college friends justified the parents'

hopes and the sister's pride. This was in December, 1854:

VOL. I. c c
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and those who remember Mr. J. H. Tayler, his clear and

vivid nature, his manly purity and honour, his quick humour,

his discriminating judgment, and who think what a darkness

follows the extinction of a light thus unique within the

house, will not wonder if to his father the joy and spring of

life were never quite the same again. The next separation,

eight years later, which was to reunite the mother and the

son, and to complete the mutual dependence of the daughter

and the father, was more gently prepared, and though

bringing its pathetic train of tender memories, was free from

the shock of surprise.

No one could have much intercourse with Mr. Tayler

without observing that he was not only at home in the Ger-

man learning and literature, but fond of German life ; and

habitually praised its simplicity of habit, its genial tone of

sentiment, its facilities for real interchange of thought. This

taste dates, it is probable, from the year 1834; in the

autumn of which he was compelled, by ill-health and great

depression of spirits, to seek repose and change of scene

upon the Continent. Accompanied by Mrs. Tayler and

his son and daughter, he spent a year, chiefly at Gottingen

and at Bonn, attending the lectures of eminent professors,

and in private intercourse commencing some personal and

literary friendships,—especially with Brandis and Bleek,

—

which he never lost an opportunity of refreshing in his

frequent summer visits to Germany. As late as September,

1867, he writes:—"We had a shock in passing through

Bonn. We called, as usual, at the house of our old and

venerated friend, Professor Brandis, and found from the

servant that he had been dead four weeks. We afterwards

saw his niece, who still lives in the house, and learned from

her the particulars ; it was a gradual decay. Since then I

have seen in the papers that Professor Mittermeier, an

enlightened and benevolent Catholic jurist, and Rothe,

whose works are familiar to you,—both of whom I had
known some years ago at Heidelberg, where they were the

ornaments of the University,—are gone to their final rest.
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Faraday, too, I learn, is no more. Such events do not, in-

deed, sadden the aspect of life, hut they make it look grave

and serious ; and they warn a man like myself, who has

already completed his seventieth year, to gather up and finish

what he has yet on hand, and enter on nothing new, on

nothing at least which is not a natural development of what

he has already begun. The familiar words of Horace again

and again come into my mind :

' Vitce summa brevis spem nos vetat inclioare longam.'"

During the visit to Heidelberg to which he here alludes,

in the vacation of 1856, he had much friendly intercourse

with Baron Bunsen ; and when he returned to the spot last

autumn, he was fresh from Madame Bunsen's Memoir of

her husband, and, in writing out his impressions from the

volumes, says :
—

" He was a truly good and noble-minded

man. I came from her work with a higher estimate than I

had before of the qualities of his heart, of his moral and

religious excellences ; but with, I think, a somewhat lower

opinion of what he had done, both as a man of action and

a man of learning." " He had about him, if I may so ex-

press it, a ' fatalis quaedam facilitas,' which enabled him to

get through an amazing amount of learned work amidst the

cares and distractions of public life, but at the same time

affected the quality of the product. However, take him all

in all, Bunsen's is a delightful character to look back upon;

so much purity, simplicity, and affectionateness, such single-

ness of aim, such rectitude of purpose, in a position so much
exposed to worldly snares, and with such constant tempta-

tion to tread in crooked paths."

Not the least memorable of the interviews which he

enjoyed last autumn with old friends and correspondents

took place at the house of Professor Welcker, who had
lived to complete his great work on Mythology, but, a
few weeks after, sank to his rest. The conversation

naturally turned upon the subject of the Professor's

researches,—the origin of human faith in Divine things,

c c 2
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and the comparative authority of its several forms : and
he summed up the conclusions to which his life-long

studies had brought him in words to this effect :
—

" I have

made up my mind that the essence of pure religion

is embodied in Christianity ; and that the essence of

Christianity is Moral harmony with God through Love of

himself and of humanity." Mr. Tayler was deeply moved
to receive, from the already failing voice of one of the

profoundest scholars and thinkers of Europe, a verdict

so precisely expressing his own inmost conviction ; and
quoted it as an encouragement to those who, resting

in the same faith, are reproached on the one hand with

saying too much, and on the other with saying too

little.

There was a rare charm about Mr. Tayler's letters ; but

they were especially delightful when written under the

influence of foreign scenery and life. His love of nature

was too keen to be exacting ; the simplest elements of

beauty—such skies, and seas, and beech-woods, and culti-

vated fields, as may be seen on the level shores of Kiel—as

well as the grander solitudes of the Bernese or Appenzel

Alps, spoke to him with soothing and elevating power ; and

his descriptions of them were often landscape vignettes that

rendered to the life both the scene and the feeling of the

observer. And in like manner his sympathy with men was

too wide to be fastidious ; and, with all his personal refine-

ment of character and demeanour, he threw himself with

evident enjoyment into conversation with people of every

class in the countries which he visited ; and, as he readily

won their confidence, he gained an insight into their life

and manners which rendered his report of them at once

humane and picturesque. No one was ever less spoiled by

his books for intercourse with men. As if his affections

had been in prison, he escaped from his study with a spring

of benevolent exhilaration, and often said that no sooner

had he put his foot on the deck of the steamer to cross the

Chnnnel, than he left all cares behind, and looked forward
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to the scenes for which he was bound with all the en-

thusiasm of an unworn spirit. The interests which selected

his vacation retreats on the Continent, or which his active

mind found there, were very various. At Kiel, in 1857, he

enjoyed the friendship of Madame Hensler, sister-in-law

and biographer of Niebuhr. In the next year he attended

the Tercentenary festival at the University of Jena, and

brought away a painful impression of the unintellectual and

petrified life of the country clergy whom the occasion col-

lected, in contrast with the culture and activity of mind in

the University which sent them forth. At Liebenstein, in

Thiiringen, he found himself, in 1862, amid the very echoes

of Luther's history, and visited every spot consecrated by

traditions of the Reformer. Once only, in 1864, did he

cross the Alps, not, however, to proceed further than

Verona and Venice ; the Tyrol and the Italian Lakes being

the main objects of his tour. An interest which he had

always felt in the Remonstrant Church of Holland drew

him to that country in 1867, and opened for him friendly

relations, which he greatly prized, with Professors Kuenen

and Scholten, at Leyden ; Dr. Albert Reville, at Rotter-

dam ; and Professors Moll and Tidemann, at Amsterdam.

From the last of these, the Principal of the College of the

Remonstrants, he learned that the religious development of

that body presented an historical parallel even more exact

than he had suspected with the course of the English

Presbyterians since the Revolution. The occasion of his

last journey, to greet the Unitarian Church of Transylvania,

is fresh in the recollection of all who either heard or read

his recent interesting narrative of his visit.

To return, however, from his foreign to his English life :

within a year of his resuming duty at Manchester, after the

twelvemonth in Germany, the Mosley Street Chapel (in

1836) was sold, and the site immediately given up for the

erection of the warehouses now occupying it. The large

schoolroom, just then built in Lower Mosley Street, was for

three years used by the unhoused congregation as their place
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of worship; till in 1839 the new chapel in Upper Brook

Street, of which Sir Charles Barry was the architect, was

opened. The fears at first entertained about the acoustic

qualities of the building were overcome by judicious altera-

tions ; and after the difficulties incident to removal had

worked themselves off, the congregation rapidly increased,

and in the latter years of his connection with it rewarded

the minister's devotion, not less by the harmony and the

spiritual character of its members than by their numbers.

These were, indeed, he was accustomed to say, the happiest

years of his ministerial life ; and they might have run on

without change, had not the choice been forced upon him

between the Pastorate and the Professorship, which, since

1840, he had held in union. But in 1853 Manchester New^

College was removed to London ; and as he had always

wished to see that step taken, he did not shrink from the

responsibility of presiding over its execution. Accepting

the office of Principal, in addition to the Chair of Ecclesi-

astical History, and of Doctrinal and Practical Theology, he

resigned the congregational charge which he had held for a

third of a century, and gave himself up to the studious pur-

suits and academic duties w^hich experience had rendered

ever more congenial to him. Not that he had the least in-

tention of withdrawing into a life of learned seclusion, or of

declining any public service compatible with his primary re-

sponsibilities. His Lancashire conscience, in which Church

and School were inseparably connected, was not content

with the too prevalent usages of the London Sunday : and,

with the support of a small group of like-minded friends, he

established the Sunday Schools out of which, by successive

enlargements, the present Portland British Schools arose ;

and personally worked in them, not only as an adminis-

trator, but as a regular teacher. His very last public act,

when already the traces of threatening illness were but too

visible, was to address to the parents of the scholars, at

their evening party on the 23rd April, the words of kindly

Christian wisdom which always fell with gracious influence
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from his lips. After the sad event which vacated the pulpit

of Little Portland Street Chapel in 1858, Mr. layl^r became

senior minister of the congregation ; but, two years later, a

serious illness—prelude to that which has now taken him to

his rest—warned him to abate the strain upon his energies,

and he withdrew from stated ministerial duty, though

always ready to preach when he could serve a friend or a

good cause.

In his " Christian Aspects of Faith and Duty " Mr.

Tayler has rendered superfluous all attempt to describe the

characteristics of his sermons. A flow of thought so rich

and rare and delicate, a vehicle of language so pure and

graceful and well-compacted, a tone of feeling so deep

in its quietude, would seem perhaps to suit the Academic

Chapel rather than the Nonconformist meeting-house. And

this impression would be confirmed, it may be, by the

gentle voice, audible only through a clear elocution, and

by the unimpassioned though affectionate manner of the

preacher. But scarcely any one, except under the unhealthy

craving for strong excitement, could ever listen to him with-

out being led to some humbling self-knowledge or some

purer aspiration, or without feeling the spaces of his mind

enlarged and the atmosphere of his affections sweetened by

contact with a spirit higher than his own. And there were

times when, under the influence of awakening public

events, the preacher gave such free wing to his indignation

at wrong and his faith in the Eternal Righteousness, as to

carry his hearers off their feet by his lofty and humane

enthusiasm. The two Revolutions in France, in 1830 and

1848, were thus treated by him on the instant in the purest

spirit of historical appreciation and in a noble strain of

moral eloquence.* From those two sermons, and from the

scorn and disgust with which he habitually spoke of the

present regime in France, it is plain how much he was mis-

* " The Retrihutory Providence of God, illustrated in the Case of

Nations and Individuals." 1830. " Apprehensions and Hopes, ex-

cited by the Recent Revolution in France." 1848,
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understood by observers who looked no deeper than his

benevolence, and who assumed from his readiness to

believe in the right that he had no sternness for imposture

and wrong. His charity found its only limit in his purity.

Of his work as Theological Professor his pupils will

hereafter most fitly speak. But if the writer of this notice

must, for completeness' sake, venture to anticipate them,

he will say that Mr. Tayler has been the English Schleier-

macher. How much that implies ; what a vast and well-

organized conception of the Theological sciences in them-

selves and in their relations ; what a living sense of religion

animating them all, and redeeming them from erudite dry-

ness ; what patient scholarship ; what acute critical discern-

ment ; what grasp of the essence and free handling of the

forms of Christian life ; what elevation above both pre-

judice and fear,—will be understood by all who are familiar

with the greatest German divine since the Reformation.

Differences of course there are between the two teachers

thus compared ; but they are not all in favour of the more

renowned. If Mr. Tayler's dialectical and speculative skill

was less marked than Schleiermacher's, his critical judg-

ment was less fanciful, and his historical feeling both

sounder in itself and directed by more thorough archaeo-

logical and literary knowledge. But, however far we may

carry these discriminations, the bases of thought and

character in the two minds are essentially the same ; and

within the comparatively small range to which the con-

ditions of English society restrict Mr. Tayler's influence,

his life will be traced by just such effects as Schleier-

macher's in Germany ; a recovery of theology and Church

history from the contempt into which they were fast sink-

ing ; a returning reverence for the characteristics of

Christian civilization ; a gentle separation of the religion of

Christ from the traditions of Christendom ; and a recogni-

tion of the Divine communion with the human soul in the

religious history of our race.

Not long ago Mr. Tayler remarked in conversation that
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the most considerable changes in his judgments had taken

place within the last ten or fifteen years ; and that, in his

opinion, men who used their minds would not find them

become stationary with age. He was, certainly, an example

of mental growth unarrested by bodily decline. Never

was there a nature more visibly evergreen on one side,

deciduous on the other. Year by year, if you gazed on

him only with the outer eye, you might say, from the

slackening step and drooping form, that his cycle was

nearly run. But if you looked deeper and conversed with

his spiritual being, you would feel around you a morning

light rather than the shadows of a setting life. He pub-

lished nothing, and he spoke nothing, more admirable than

his latest utterances ; his volume on the " Fourth Gospel,"

his pamphlets on " A Catholic Christian Church the Want
of our Time," and on " Christianity—What it is and What
it has Done," and his speech at the Crystal Palace Whitsun

meeting two years ago. The hand that held the pen might

tremble ; but wait till the words are on the printed page

;

and you find that a consummate literary master has dis-

posed them there. When he stood up for public speech,

the great halls of assembly might seem at first to baffle his

voice ; but wait till he comes to the burden on his heart

;

and if he does not win a way for it to yours, and kindle

you with his prophetic fire, and at times remind you of one

who "spake as having authority and not as the scribes," it

is hard to say to what pleadings of nature and sweetness of

culture you can be susceptible. In all the purest elements

of power he was richer to the last. As the days shortened

and the shadows lengthened, there was for him no winter

of the soul ; not a frozen feeling, not a chill breath of

temper, not a withered leaf of thought, not a suspended

growth of any living grace. So progressive was his inward

life that, to his latest years, he was still looking into fresh

problems, and taking new attitudes of thought. He seemed
to need only Tiftie^ and he would grasp yet younger dis-

coveries, and penetrate them, as he ever did, with the
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ancient pieties. And now Time is given him without stint;

only, alas ! by the divine adoption of death ; so that for us

he wins no more the purified faith of the future.

There was a rare blending in Mr, Tayler of the historical

intellect with the prophet's soul. His religion was present

atid intuitive^—a consciousness abiding and intense ; an

inward walk with Heaven ; an ideal light upon the earth ;

a Revelation of the Spirit, which would speak even in

silence and loneliness. He loved the meditations of the

Christian mystics. He found the ultimate truth in the

teachings of George Fox and Barclay ; and owned with

them the Living God in a living humanity. Weak natures,

on finding this divineness in the Present, are overpowered

by it, and lose all interest in the Past. Blind natures, that

cannot find it, transfer all interest to the Past, and rely

upon it to bequeath them a religion else impossible. But

Mr. Tayler, with mind possessed by the Divine light and

life of to-day, simply bore it with him into all the ages to

show the way, and shine upon the hidden beauties, and

wake up the inner meanings, of the story of humanity.

The same pity, the same honour, the same indignation

which he brought to the sorrows, the endurance, and the

wrongs of the passing hour, went with him into the drama

of other times, and gave him friendships and aversions

through a hundred generations of the dead, and turned his

memory into a portrait-gallery of saintly and heroic men.

His sympathy, unlike Gibbon's, was not with the pageantry

that marches across the page, but with the personal ex-

periences that hide themselves from view, and are betrayed

only in a poet's allusion or a monumental phrase. The
costume of the past, well as he knew it, fell away before his

eye, and disclosed to him the sensitive form of an undying

humanity. History was to him, in short, but the " appara-

tus criticiis " for settling the true text and reaching the true

interpretation of the Divine life in our world. Hence his

mind, quick as it was in compassion for the nearest sorrow,

was none the less cosmopolitan and historical, at home in
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any place or time where civilized man was moving 011 the

stage. The easy dignity with which he assumed illustrious

foreign friendships and found himself admitted to the
'* congress of the wise ; " the calm distance from which he

looked on every party-strife at home, appreciating its prin-

ciples, stranger to its passions ; the serenity with which he

emerged from momentous crises of thought and found him-

self in a new latitude of belief ; all arose from the elevation

of his point of view, and from his never quitting the Divine

centre of repose, to lose himself in any current of transitory

tendency.

And this communion with God, this clinging to the

Infinite Perfection, gives the secret, as of his quietude, so

of his simplicity. With all his learning, no one could be

less bookish and pedantic, or have the fresh springs of his

nature less choked with dead remains of the Past. With a

mind elaborately rich, built up by patient discipline to a

rare strength and symmetry, he had the tender conscience,

the quick and sweet affections, of youth at the first sacra-

ment. If you could forget the refinement of his language

and be insensible to the finish of his thought, you might

take him for the apostolic missionary, whose soul went forth

utterly and only to the poor, the child, the stricken ; in-

stead of the accomplished scholar, whose word crossed the

seas on either hand, and reached the eye of men who read

nothing but the best. None could look at him and say

that the power of Christianity is spent ; or that, where it yet

lives, it is at the expense of the large mind and the deep

poetic heart, and cannot blend the philosophic and the

saintly spirit.

James Martineau.
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JOHN KENRICK,
Born, Feb. 4, 1788; Died, May 7, 1877.

When the Committees were about to be formed for

revising the Translation of the Scriptures, and the most

eminent available names were brought together for selec-

tion, the Dean of Westminster learned with surprise that a

scholar whose repute had been familiar to him in his

College days, and whom he had placed in the same line

with Blomfield and Thirlwall, still lived to serve the

interests of learning and religion. Seven years have since

elapsed ; and it is only now that we are called upon to

add the name of John Kenrick to the honour-list of the

past, and to sum up in memory his claims on our gratitude

and veneration. For the Theological Review, which opened

with one of his most interesting papers, and was often

enriched by the contributions of his pen, it cannot be in-

appropriate to say a few words on his career and character.

But it is the misfortune of the nonagenarian Professor that

he leaves no worthy witness of his early labours and his

growing power : and in the present instance the notice of

his life devolves on one whose only tide to speak of it is

the accident of survivorship and perseverance of affection

;

who left his classes fifty years ago, and carried from them a

standard of philological accuracy, of historical justice, of

literary taste, which has directed his aspirations ever since.
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If Mr. Kenrick was never engaged in the stated duties

of the Christian ministry, it was not for want of early dedi-

cation to them or of hereditary encouragement to assume

them. Like his father, Rev. Timothy Kenrick, he was set

apart, while yet a boy, for the Nonconformist pastorate
;

and the office was endeared to his family on both sides by

examples, running back into the previous century, of

'' worthy and useful ministers whose names are yet precious

in our churches." Nor in himself was there any failure of

response to these influences. He had no leanings to con-

formity, no indifference to theology, no slight appreciation

of the work of liberal Dissent ; and the earnestness with

which, from time to time, he took up problems of Biblical

criticism, and applied his acute powers of combination to

their solution, shews that it was circumstance only that

prevented him from being a great divine. But his studies

early set in the direction which was to become his path of

eminence ; and the natural deflecting influences were, one

after another, turned aside. In 1793, the loss of his

mother, when he was five years old, withdrew the religious

pressure which most avails the growing boy and freshens

his secret vows. In 1794, he came indeed into the charge

of a new mother :
* but that is a different thing. Mean-

while, and for six years after, he was surrendered to the

drill of a smart grammar-school, beginning with tears and

ending with distinction ; conquering paradigms and syntax,

and well-helped to the sense of what he read, but morally

repelled by the master's passionate and suspicious temper.

On the opening of the Exeter Theological Academy under

his father in 1799, he was enrolled among its students,

though still a child, and seemed thus to be prematurely

committed as a cadet of the Divinity school. Hebrew he

did add to his hst of attainments ; and through the friendly

help of Mr. Barham, then fresh from studies abroad, he

* Elizabeth Belsham, born, Dec. 7, 1743 ; died, Jan. 10, 1819. She

had lived with her brother Thomas at Daventry from 178 1-9, and at

Hackney from 1791-4.
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gained considerable knowledge of German. But in 1804,

his father, during a visit to Wrexham, was seized with

apoplexy in the fields, and died in an instant. The
Academy was broken up ; and the orphaned boy of sixteen

was placed in 1805 under the care of Rev. John Kentish,

of Birmingham, who for two years directed his reading and
dealt with him as his son. Into this interval was com-
pressed all his special preparation for the Christian minis-

try. He read portions of the Greek and Hebrew Scrip-

tures, with suitable critical aids ; studied prescribed theses

in theology, and made abstracts of the authors consulted
;

and exercised himself in the writing of essays and schemes
of sermons. The influence of his accomplished and con-

scientious guide was eminently favourable to habits of

accuracy, thoroughness, and fairness of mind. But he
naturally outgrew the resources of a private library and a

busy pastor ; and, on the advice of Dr. Lant Carpenter,

became a Williams exhibitioner in 1807, and sought a

wider field in Glasgow College.

The Scotch Universities, having, in fact, to do the work
of gymnasia, are not eminent as schools of philology, and
would hardly offer a tempting place of study to one whose
main object was high classical attainment. But where, as

m Mr. Kenrick's case, the grammatical grounding is

already thorough and secure and the range of reading con-

siderable, it is no disadvantage that the work of memory
and acquisition should rest for awhile, and allow the reflec-

tive powers, which the Glasgow methods successfully de-

velop, to overtake and reduce the stored material. If he
learned little else in the private Greek class of Professor

Young, he always attributed to it his first insight into the

origin of inflexions from significant aflixes and into the

logical grounds of syntactical rules. He brought with him
the habit of exactitude, and carried away with him that of

philosophical analysis
; and was thus prepared to become

one of the first interpreters of the German methods of treat-

ing grammar and annotating classical texts.
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The fruits indeed of his three sessions at Glasgow afford

remarkable evidence of intellectual and moral strength of

purpose. To one who abhorred metaphysics and had no

aptitude for mathematics, pure or applied, nothing could

seem less full of promise than a Trivium of Logic, Ethics,

and Physics, each claiming its year, and all essential to the

Academical Degree. These names, it is true, were made to

cover a good deal more than is included in their definition
;

and the essays which were publicly read and criticized in

the first class, the comparative reviews of philosophical

theories which largely engaged the second, and the conde-

scending resort to experimental methods which relieved the

third, gave them a literary, historical, and scientific interest

beyond the circle of technical proficients. With such

energy did Mr. Kenrick apply himself to the work of every

year, that, besides being first prizeman in his class, he bore

away the Gold Medal for an essay on the English Constitu-

tion during the Tudor Period, and the Silver Medal for an

essay on the Aberration of Light. When in 1810 he took

his M.A. degree and departed, he left behind him in the

memory of his friends, and especially of Professor Mylne,

an image of purity, modesty, and strength, which was never

lost in the retreating crowd, but followed with an eye of

prophetic pride. The Professor himself, writing to Dr.

Lant Carpenter, May 10, 1810, speaks thus of his late

pupil :
" John Kenrick has, ever since he appeared amongst

us, stood in a place to which no rival approached. His

mind, from the very first outset, seemed to be already

matured in its powers, and possessed of an extent of know-

ledge to which few inquirers at any time of life have been

able to reach. He thought and examined and composed

like a practical and experienced scholar and inquirer."

A College in which all the Professors were bound by the

Westminster Confession of Faith would seem unlikely to

play very happily the part of Alma Mater to a resolute

young Unitarian. But in the previous century the broad

theology of Leechman and the ethics of Hutcheson had
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relaxed the severe Calvinism of Glasgow, had given a liberal

tone to a large intellectual minority both within and with-

out the University. Hence the young English student

suffered no ostracism, either social or academical, for his

heresy. At the same time he had the sympathy of like-

minded companions,—James Yates, John Wood, Benjamin

Heywood, Henry Turner, Henry Crompton,—all of them

studious and orderly, and looking up to him as their

senior and their model. So well did he stand with the

orthodox candidates of the Divinity Class, that, in order to

enrol him in their self-improvement society, they stretched

their rules and made him an honorary member : and for

them it was that he wrote the Sermon preached in 181

7

at the Oldbury Double Lecture, and published with the

title, " The Love of Truth a Branch of the Duty of Benev-

olence."

During the long Scotch vacation his frugal resources did

not permit his return home ; and he spent it, year by year,

partly at the friendly house of Dr. Woodrow, of Steven-

ston, partly in pedestrian excursions through the Western

Highlands. Born in a country rich indeed and not abso-

lutely level, but of low undulating lines, he had now the

compensation of that glorious surprise with which real

mountains, when first seen, fix the eye and fill the mind.

Few perhaps of his pupils or later friends, on whom the

singular balance of his mind left a feeling of excessive

calm, would suspect in him the glow of enthusiasm with

which, only six years ago, he remembers a winter view of

Arran from the Aryshire fields. " I was driven," he says,

" in the mail-cart from Irvine, where I had slept, to the

manse at Stevenston, in a December morning, and saw

the sun rise on the snowy top of Goatfell, in Arran. The
impression made upon me by the sight is vivid, even at the

distance of more than sixty years." " I have since seen the

Jungfrau with the rising sun upon it, and the evening-glow

on Mont Blanc ; but neither sight has given me such

pleasure as the sunrise on Arran." That stately and lovely

VOL. I. D D
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mountain, so attractive to the artist and the geologist, would

seem to have some wayward humour for scholars. A few

years ago, it caught Dr. AMlliam Smith in a rock-trap above

Glen Rosa, and detained him all night on an impassable

ledge. And in 1809, it tempted Mr. Kenrick down one of

its inclines at a run which he could not arrest, and set a

granite boulder in the way, which he was compelled to clear

by a leap, at the cost of plunging headforemost on the

ground. He was saved by alighting in a deep bush of

heather. Of another expedition, to Oban and Mull, he

speaks with delighted recollection in a letter written three

years ago to the writer of this notice, who was then living

near the foot of Glen Croe, on the line of his route in 1808.

He had walked with his companion by Loch Lomond and

Loch Long, and returned alone by Loch Awe, paying in

the interval a fortnight's visit to one of the Lairds of Mull.

The rough hospitality of the place, the dliapidated naked-

ness of the house, its lonely and desolate position, the

appearance of the lady every morning (her good manners

and education notwithstanding) with bare feet, had evidently

touched him with humorous surprise. An excursion to

Fingal's Cave, in Staffa, had spoken to a deeper feeling,

and given him one of those rare experiences in which ex-

pectation does not flatten the reality : and as he followed

the sunlight diluting itself in the depths of the cave, and

stepped from ridge to ridge amid the lessening murmur of

the waves, and found all that was contained but hid in

the first view of that wonderful arch, he " could under-

stand," he says, " the feeling which prompted the French

mineralogist Faujas de Saint Fond to fall down on his knees

at the entrance."

During his last session at Glasgow, Mr. Kenrick had

been asked to undertake a Junior Tutorship in Manchester

New College, York; the classical department being reserved

for him, while the mathematical and philosophical was

assigned to Rev. William Turner, Jun. By the advice of

Mr. Kentish and Mr. Belsham (whom he naturally con-
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suited as his stepmother's brother), he closed with the pro-

posal, without however intending that it should withhold

him from the active ministry for more than a few years.

After spending in his native city that richest of all vacations

which lies between the University and the World, he went

his way to York : in the autumn evening of his arrival, the

minster, first seen low-lying in the distance, then looming

large with the gradual approach, looked at him as if charged

with the secret of his future, and fixed his questioning eye

on those solemn towers beneath the shadow of which he

has now fallen asleep. " I can never forget," he says, " the

feeling which then came over me, and which recurs vividly

whenever I happen to see them from the same point." It

was not entirely without reason that his heart sank within

him at the prospect of his new responsibilities. With his

high standard of teaching, the classical department gave

work enough : but he found himself charged also w^ith

Ancient and Modern History. He was not much older

than several of his pupils, and looked younger : and the

prestige of his brilliant Glasgow career, though giving him

authority with the studious, was unavailing with refractory

folly. The arrangements of the College were not favour-

able to effective discipline or unanxious study. After

several years of struggle with discouragements, Mr.

Kenrick was at last released from the obligation of resi-

dence within the College, now left to the administration of

Mr. and Mrs. Turner, and was allowed a year's absence in

Germany to enlarge and mature the materials of his work.

The duties of his office were meanwhile entrusted to his

accomplished pupil and friend, John James Tayler, then

fresh from his graduation at Glasgow.

The German year which followed, from July 1819, was

full of various interest. But, omitting such parts of the

story as might have been true of any travelling scholar, we
must restrict ourselves to a few characteristic features that

may add a touch to our personal portraiture. On the first

scene of Mr. Kenrick's foreign experience a tragic shadow

D D 2
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fell. During a stay of some weeks at Homburg, to gain

practice in the language before the term of study came,

his companion, John Wellbeloved, a youth of the highest

promise, was struck down with fever and died. It would

not have been surprising if, under such a terrible collapse

of his responsible cares, grief and loneliness had broken up

his plans and sent him home. But the steadfastness of his

nature prevailed ; and he fixed himself for the winter

semester at Gottingen, for the following summer semester

at Berlin. Availing himself of the magnificent library at

the former, he made it his chief object, with the aid of

Heeren's references, to write a Course of Modern History

Lectures, which should free him from unsatisfactory text-

books and render his instructions systematic and compact.

This object accomplished, he addressed himself at Berlin

chiefly to classical work under the great philologists

;

Tacitus, with Wolf ; Demosthenes, with Boeckh ; and the

practice of Latin composition and conversation, with

Rector Zumpt. With the last the conversation cannot

have been all in Latin ; for we well remember a remark of

Zumpt's on Mr. Kenrick's German,—that it differed from a

native's in one thing only, that it was too pure,—correct

literary speech without a trace of local colouring. No great

scholar left upon him so great an impression as Boeckh
;

whose masterly insight into the public and private life of

Ancient Athens, the sources and distribution of its revenues,

the forms of its courts and assemblies, the construction and

usages of its theatres, the system of its music, the techni-

calities of its commerce, and the prices of its goods, together

with a singular ease and neatness in elucidating special

obscurities of text, filled him with admiration, and made it

usual with him to call the editor of Pindar, the " Prince of

critics."

In the assiduous pursuit of his historical and classical

studies, he did not miss the opportunity of hearing the

most eminent lecturers on subjects less peculiarly his own.

He had pleasant memories to produce of Eichhorn's vast
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erudition and dry rationalism, and fondness for English

students and clay-pipes ; of Blumenbach's lectures revised

well up to date, with nothing stereotyped except their droll

anecdotes ; of the difficulty of addressing his wife as Frau

Obermedicinalrdthin at the hospitable gatherings of her

drawing-room ; of the negligent teaching and jealous

temper of Wolf ; of the fluent subtleties of Schleiermacher,

which only a metaphysical enthusiast could rush to hear at

six in the morning. Though Hegel had already, for more

than a year, succeeded to Fichte's chair, his influence had

not yet seriously affected the ascendency of Schleiermacher
;

whose preaching drew greater crowds, Mr. Kenrick used to

say, than in England could be drawn together by any such

quiet presentation of liberal thought and refined feeling.

Something was due, no doubt, to his open protest against

the reactionary tendencies of the Court and the shameless

breach of its promise to set up representative institutions.

It was a time of great political excitement. In the previous

year Kotzebue had fallen at Mannheim under the dagger

of Carl Ludwig Sand. The heroism of the young assassin,

and the lofty fanaticism with which he awaited the execu-

tioner's sword, had awakened a profound compassion for

his fate. Yielding to this impulse, Professor de Wette had

written a letter of condolence to Sand's mother, crediting

the act with a patriotic and self-sacrificing motive, and so

far allowing it to be a fine sign of the times, but declaring

it nevertheless to be immoral, and laying down the prin-

ciple that " Evil is not to be overcome by evil, but only by

the good : no Right can be established by wrong, artifice,

or violence, and the good end does not sanctify the un-

righteous means." For writing this letter De Wette was

deposed from his chair. Schleiermacher, his friend, re-

garded this act as not only a personal wrong, but an

indignity to the University ; and, at the very time of Mr.

Kenrick's intercourse with him, he convened a meeting of

De Wette's friends, to secure him an income under his de-

privation, Buttmann undertaking the collection of the fund,
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and Reimer acting as its treasurer.* Whilst keeping clear,

as a foreign guest, of the political ferment of the hour, Mr.

Kenrick made no secret of his sympathy with these men.

Though he accepted attentions from some of the Court

circle to whom he was recommended, there was a limit

which his liberalism was averse to pass ; and, being em-

barrassed by a letter of introduction to the Duke of

Cumberland, of which he was bound to make use, he

adroitly waited to present it till the newspapers announced

that the Duke had quitted Berlin.

Rich in the fruits of his year's industry and opportunities,

he set out on his homew^ard way early in July, 1820.

Arranging a circuitous route to include as much as possible,

he passed by Saxony, Bohemia and Bavaria, into the Tyrol

and Switzerland, forgetting neither person nor place that

had any special interest for the scholar. Homeric sympathy

gives him the password to Thiersch in Munich, whose

gentlemanly manners remind him of Oxford. Honour for

his favourite Quinctilian takes him to the Convent Library

at St. Gall, where in the fifteenth century the MS. of the

Institutes was found. Interest in methods of education

draws him to Fellenburg at Hofwyl and Pestalozzi at Yver-

dun, with somewhat disappointing results. And so, gather-

ing on the road a store of exact and well-compared

impressions, he returns to the scene of his labours, with its

difficulties left behind, and its harvest yet to reap. His

marriage in the following year to Laetitia, eldest daughter of

Rev. Charles Wellbeloved, completed his re-settlement at

York, and opened that delightful home which, under

different roofs, has for fifty-six years been unchanging in

grace and brightness, and of which the visitors'-book, had

there been such a thing, would have contained a rare list of

memorable names. The death of Mrs. Wellbeloved in the

following year rendered his accession to the family circle a

seasonable source of strength. Sharing their sorrow, he in-

* See a letter of Schleiermacher's to Liicke, dated June 20, 1820.

" AusSchleiermacher's Leben, in Briefen," B. iv. pp. 263, 264.
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fused into it his own calmness ; and gave it clear form in

his funeral sermon, "The Blessings of Children on a

virtuous Mother." To his excellent father-in-law, constitu-

tionally variable in health and spirits, and now bereft of his

chief light, he became more and more the essential moral

support. Bound to him not by affection only, but by
affinity of pursuits and agreement in tastes and principles,

he could be his counsellor without a word of advice, and
act for him by simply acting with him ; and so sustain his

strength by removing its misgivings and leaving it free and
unembarrassed. In no relation did the singular tact which
Mr. Kenrick possessed operate more beneficently than in

his deferential friendship for his venerable colleague, whose
labours it certainly lightened, whose powers it probably pro-

longed, and whose decline it cheered and tranquillized.

The even life of study and teaching in which he was now
established was henceforth undisturbed, so far as we are

aware, by any question of possible removal, except in the

year 1825, when a last attempt was made to claim him for

the active ministry. Mr. Belsham, burdened with increas-

ing infirmities, needed the assistance of a colleague qualified

to become his successor in the pulpit of Essex Street

Chapel, London ; and it was understood to be his strong

desire that the appointment should be made acceptable to

Mr. Kenrick. His great attainments and intellectual

authority would doubtless have added fresh lustre to the

traditional dignity of that position. But, in spite of the

clearest and pleasantest enunciation, his voice had not the

strength, or his temperament the physical energy, requisite

for effective preaching : and he was probably unwilling to

lay aside the fruits of historical and classical research, or to

leave them immature, in order to take up theological and

ecclesiastical studies which had hitherto occupied with him

only a secondary place. Happily for his College, he was

not tempted by the opportunity of change.

Of the mode in which for thirty years (1810-1840) the

duties of the Classical department were performed at York,
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each full Divinity Student had a five years' sample. Yet in

bearing his testimony he may well distrust its worth : for,

while he was pupil, he had not earned the competency to

judge ; and, since that time, no new experience perhaps

has furnished him with points of comparison. With

nothing but the German class-rooms to set beside our

College recollections, we can only say that, in Mr. Kenrick's

treatment of every subject, there seemed to be one constant

characteristic,—a comprehensive grasp of its whole outline,

wuth accurate scrutiny of its separate contents. Nothing

fragmentary, nothing discursive, nothing speculative, broke

the proportions or disturbed the steady march of his pre-

arranged advance. His prolegomena to every classical text

furnished a compendium of its literary history, and repro-

duced the conditions of ancient life, civic, legal, domestic,

personal, under which it arose. The reading of it in class

was marked by a similar completeness : nothing was

allowed to slip by without coming into the full focus of

elucidation : grammatical construction, textual criticism,

archaeology, dialect, geography, dates, graces or defects of

style, all were brought into distinct view
;
yet without in-

ducing any tedious slowness in the progress, or killing out

the spirit of the piece. The books which it was the greatest

treat to read with him were such as abounded in allusions

to places, persons or events outside the page,—the speeches

of Demosthenes, the histories of Herodotus and Thucy-

dides, above all, perhaps, the letters of Cicero : the ease

with which all light flowed in that was needful, and all was

kept out that was superfluous, evinced the skill of a master.

The same finely balanced judgment was apparent in his

treatment of translation and his choice of language. His
literary taste inclined neither to the romantic, like the

German, nor to the rhetorical, like the French, but rested

in the manly English simplicity. Above all he disliked the

sort of prudish finery by which underbred men of sentiment

sometimes make themselves ridiculous. A student of this

type, coming upon a passage of Tacitus in which some
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German tribe is said to have worn " bracas,'' stopped at

that word, and, on being asked, " Well, Mr. B., what does

bracas mean ? " replied with a blush, " A species of habili-

ment for covering the lower part of the body ;

" and was

relieved of his delicacy by Mr. Kenrick's comment,
" Humph, Mr. B., commonly called breeches^ Yet, with

all his love of plainness, in its proper place, he rose without

effort to the poetical level of a Chorus of Sophocles or an

Ode of Pindar, and, though still insisting on exactitude,

would bear nothing that wronged the lyrical feeling of the

passage. If there was any defective side to his Greek and

Latin scholarship, it was in relation to the philosophical

literature. Plato (except the Apology and the Phaedon)

and Aristotle were hardly noticed, so far as we know, and

the speculative treatises of Cicero rarely read. This

omission was wiser than the course which we have known

to be followed by another Professor who also had a distaste

for metaphysics, viz., that of reading the philosophers in

order to turn them into ridicule. To inspire his pupils with

zeal for their studies, the teacher does well to take up only

such authors as kindle his own liveliest interest and draw

out his richest resources.

In the present abundance of sensible elementary books

for the teaching of Greek and Latin, it ought not to be for-

gotten that Mr. Kenrick was in the front rank of the

pioneers of improvement. His translation of Zumpt's

Latin Grammar (1823) appeared within four years of

Valentine Blomfield's edition of Matthiae, and was quickly

followed by his Exercises on Latin Syntax and Introduc-

tion to Greek Prose Composition, as well as by his abridged

Grammars for the use of Schools. Nor can any of his

pupils,—least of all those who in public schools had learned

to trip in sense or nonsense verses,—ever forget the insight

given them into idiomatic construction and the movement

of style by the practice he gave them in writing Greek and

Latin prose. Scholars have a quick scent for scholarship
;

and these publications so far made him known, that when
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the rapid growth of Matthige's Greek Grammar in succes-

sive German editions rendered it necessary to reconstruct

the Enghsh translation on a larger scale, the Bishop of

London, who had not leisure for the task, had recourse to

him as best qualified to undertake it. The fifth edition,

accordingly, in which the new matter was incorporated,

came out under his editorial care. To those who remem-

ber its appearance in 1832, the title-page carries an invisible

trait of character which deserves a record. The printer

had set up the editor's name as the " Rev. John Kenrick,

M.A.," and sent the proof in that form both to Fulham

and to York. From the former it was returned with the
^'' RevT erased : and from the Right Reverend 2i letter was

addressed to the editor, explaining the impossibility of con-

ceding the sacred prefix to a person not in Holy Orders.

Dr. Blomfield the Grecian could look up to the Scholar
;

but Dr. Blomfield the Bishop must look down on the Non-

conformist.

The whole method of Mr. Kenrick in the conduct of his

department was marked by a paramount devotion to the

requirements of his students, and a disinterested suppres-

sion of all erudition superfluous for them. Keeping pace

himself with the newest learning, and familiar with all the

debateable ground opened by modern philological and

historical criticism, he was never diverted from the sober

task of positive teaching to young men who had to learn,

or tempted to use his class in subservience to his private

studies, by pouring into it his unfinished reading or dis-

playing to it half a controversy. His Lectures on Ancient

and on Modern History were models of selection, com-

pression and proportion. They assumed the hearer to be

a genuine historical student, whose wants would be met

by faithful and lucid narrative, and well-weighed judgments

on public events and characters ; and, though full of the

outline and movement inseparable from distinct concep-

tions, never deviated into the biographical, or stood still

long enough to become the picturesque. They told the
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story of nations, as it happens, in the concrete play of

incident and balance of passions ; massing together persons

and actions so far as they formed parties and were at dis-

posal of a common cause, but never led, by any dazzling

generalization, to weave the true events into a false

drama of the past. Further than Guizot his admiration

could not go with the French school ; and even to him

he preferred the political wisdom and judicial caution of

Hallam.

In books of civil history, there are usually chapters de-

voted to the progress of science and literature. However

valuable in themselves, they disagreeably interrupt the

thread of the narrative ; while, from their very constitution

as an intrusive segment, they have no internal vital con-

tinuity. To avoid these disturbing patches of book-

criticism, Mr. Kenrick reserved their materials, and con-

structed from them a separate course. Under the old title

of " Belles Lettres," he gave, in these lectures, a compre-

hensive history of literature and the fine arts in Europe

from the Homeric period to the French Revolution. So

far as he treated the same subjects, and so long as he was

upon the same period, his course resembled and antici-

pated, in its spirit as in its method, Hallam's " Literature

of Europe in the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth

Centuries." But it did not embrace any survey of writers

on science : and it ranged over thirty centuries instead of

three. In this long journey there are of course vast

barrens, over which the critic, who has always his wings,

may be permitted to fly : and even in the well-watered

lands he need not follow every stream. Certain it is, how-

ever, that under the lecturer's guidance, not a fountain of

true genius was left unvisited, and few untasted ; for,

besides his terse descriptive sketches of great writers, he

gave characteristic extracts and translations which fixed the

features vividly in the hearer's mind. The lectures were a

marvel of condensation ; and the vigour which, never-

theless breathed through them, was doubtless due to the
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author's personal familiarity with so large a proportion of

the literature which he reviewed.

Though Mr. Kenrick's lectures were not published, the

critical essays and historical works by which he is known
as an author, grew naturally out of the studies connected

with his Chair. It was impossible to take Grecian history

out of its cradle and tell the incidents of its youth without

inquiry into its parentage and the sources of its speech ;

and more than fifty years ago he had not only accurately

defined the conception of a Myth, but applied it in detail

to the prehistoric period of Greece and Rome, within

limits of good sense often transgressed by Miiller and

Niebuhr, yet now recognized as just. Several early Reviews

of these writers shew that, while he appreciated their

genius, his judgment could withstand the enthusiasm of the

one, and his courage question the " divination " of the

other. And his subsequent " Essay on Primeval History "

(1846) is a carefully reasoned statement of the principles of

criticism applicable to the earliest traditions of nations. In

like manner it was impossible to read Herodotus in class

without checking him by all that could be learned on the

banks of the Nile, the coasts of Tyre, and by the rivers of

Mesopotamia. Hence, he closely followed the labours of

the Egyptologists from Young to Lepsius, and interpreted

the results both in his "Egypt of Herodotus " (1841), and

in his "Ancient Egypt under the Pharaohs" (1850),—both

of them masterly manuals of whatever is known on their

subject, and containing models of sagacious criticism on

points that are doubtful. As the last quarter of a century

has already added something to our knowledge of ancient

Egypt, and the sources of further light are not yet ex-

hausted, it is possible that the history, so admirably secured

up to the author's date, may have to be re-written. With

his volume on " Phoenicia " (1855), we think it is otherwise.

Here there seems less room to hope for any discovery of

fresh materials : and of those which are in our hands, no

more exhaustive treatment, no more discriminating criti-
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cism, no more constructive use can be expected, than are

combined in this thorough and highly-finished work.

Throughout his historical and philological writings may

be observed a certain severe caution, a suspicious reception

of brilliant ingenuities, which might easily be mistaken for

mere old-fashioned conservatism. It was, however, the

temper of a man, not who was unwilling to see as much

as others could shew him, but who already saw more;

who remained unconvinced by the clever advocate, because

he was the competent judge. More than any one we have

ever met in life, he surrendered himself unconditionally to

objective evidence ; would accept anything, where this was

cogent : nothing, where it failed. Idle excuses for not pro-

ducing it where it was needed, he could not endure ; and

still less, any tampering with it, or dressing of it up into

imposing but empty forms. The honest genius of Young

was more congenial to him than the semi-charlatanism of

Champollion : and no sooner was the mythical theory, which

he was one of the first to apply to stories accounting for

names and customs and buildings, overstrained by the

physical mythologists on the one hand and Strauss' Leben

Jesu on the other, than he intellectually resented the

attempt to make a true principle responsible for a false con-

sequence. With a high appreciation of the cost of know-

ledge, he distrusted all proposals to seize it by intuition, or

to construct it out of inadequate materials held together by

ideal cement. Hence it was that he turned a sceptical side

towards ''^ the higher criticism^'' which, in determining the

age and genuineness of writings, appeals to the " cBsthetic

sensed' instead of to "the definite tests of history, chronology,

and language;" and said that " to make a feeling so difficult

of analysis, so various in individuals, and so variable in the

same individual, so dependent on association and idiosyn-

crasy, a test of criticism, is worse than to take the foot of

the Chancellor for the time being, as the standard of Long

Measure.""* This distrust, however, was perfectly disin-

" The Poetical Element of Roman History."

—

Prospective Review,

Vol. II. p. 334. 1846.
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terested, felt alike towards those who thus built up history,

and towards those who pulled it down. The point of his

criticism pricked all bubbles impartially, and cleared away

every thing but the natural sunshine and the wholesome air.

In his estimate of evidence it must not be supposed that

he overlooked or depreciated the internal marks of feeling

and character, in the right reading of which literary criticism

must always be largely concerned. His quick rejection of

forced and artificial combinations arose from a subtle sense

of what is natural in thought ; and some of his firmest

judgments,

—

e.g.^ on the Homeric question and on the

Protevangelion,—were derived, in no slight degree, from

delicate traces of psychological and moral unity in the

writings submitted to his scrutiny. But then, ere he would

trust his own " gesthetic feeling," he required that it should

produce and define its grounds, so as to present itself with

adequate justification before other minds. And the terms

he exacted from himself he deemed obligatory upon every

scholar : and if any man in the cloak of the schools assumed

the air of a prophet or " diviner," he promptly and profanely

asked him for a " sign."

It remains only to say a few words of Mr. Kenrick as a

theologian. For two reasons, they cannot give any adequate

representation of his matured thought on divine things.

The materials are too scanty : and they are separated by

long intervals of time, and are not to be quoted together,

as if his mind had been stationary through fifty years.

That in that time his exegetical judgments and his whole

attitude towards the Scriptures changed to an extent which

he himself did not measure as it went on, was evidenced

by one of his later experiences. Being urged to bring out a

new edition of his father's " Exposition of the Historical

Writings of the New Testament," he addressed himself

with undoubting faith to the task of revision. He did not

propose to touch the characteristics of the book, and make

it a reflection of his own mind instead of his father's ; but

merely to remove whatever had been manifestly outgrown,

and bring text and comment into such harmony as the
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author himself would desire with the present state of know-
ledge. At the very outset he was met by the uncritical

excision of the introductory chapters of Matthew and Luke,

—an excision to which no cons'cientious scholar could con-

cede even the negative sanction of silence. In the reflec-

tions on the Pentecostal descent of the Spirit, he found the

gift of tongues treated as the miraculous power, instan-

taneously conferred, of speaking and understanding several

foreign languages,—an interpretation which he himself had
unanswerably confuted. In the notes on the proem of John,
the preference is given to the mode of explanation which
he regarded as least tenable. On this point perhaps his

scruple might have been removed by the consideration that

he had nothing certain to substitute for the construction

which he deemed inadmissible. For we remember his

saying, with the playful seriousness which made his presence

so winning, that, on entering the better world, his first

question would be for the Apostle John, and his first word
to him, "Dear Apostle, what ^/^ you mean by your Proem?"
In almost every section, however, of the " Exposition," he
encountered matter which he was equally unwilling to alter

and to leave unaltered ; and in the end he thought it best

to abandon the republication, and let his father's volumes
repose on their well-merited repute of usefulness to two
generations.

The fact that this experience took Mr. Kenrick com-
p.letely by surprise, shews, as we have said, that he had
gradually, but considerably, shifted his theological position.

In him, both the large change, and the imperfect conscious-

ness of it, were perfectly natural. He began life in the

school of the elder,—the pre-Channing,—English Uni-

tarianism, and apparently rested contentedly on its charac-

teristic postulates and propositions ;—its natural theology of

the scientific type, in which God results as First Cause from

the inadequacy of Second Causes, and a Future Life re-

mains a dark precarious possibility ; its Christian Revelation,

as the disclosure, by a miraculously accredited messenger,
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of supplementary truth not otherwise accessible. Other

theory of the world and of the Divine relation to Man than

this doctrine involves, we see no reason to suppose that Mr.

Kenrick ever deliberately adopted. His aversion to specula-

tive systems indisposed him for beginning again from the

beginning : nor did he feel drawn towards the pretensions

of the a-priori schools of thought by the mystical phraseology

of Schleiermacher and the indistinct propositions of Bunsen.

Rather than commit himself to these hazy tracks, he pre-

ferred "stare super antiquas vias." His Christianity there-

fore appeared to remain, in its essence, a Religion of

Authority, depending for its weight on its credentials of

miracle. Discipleship, in this view, consists in believing

what the gospel says and doing what it bids, because its

messengers held a commission to teach and to command;

the New Testament writings containing the record of their

message. These lines of thought, which we still meet in

later productions, are most distinct perhaps in his Sermon

of 1813, "The Necessity of Revelation to teach the Doc-

trine of a Future Life," and in that of 1836, " The Authority

of Jesus as a divinely-inspired Teacher, sufficient for the

Evidence and the Efficacy of Christianity." And the

vehemence with which Theodore Parker assailed this theory

of Authority was the decisive reason, with Mr. Kenrick,

for ranking him among the opponents of Christianity

;

though he naturally dwelt, with more offended feeling, on

the disparaging terms applied to the person of Jesus. There

is no doubt then that, when challenged to take sides, he

would have ranged himself still with the ranks of accredited

religion, known to be true not by its contents but by its

attested source.

Yet his critical acumen, directed upon the Scriptures,

led him to inevitable concessions which, though inconsider-

able when taken one by one, insensibly perforated and
" honey-combed " the whole ground of that older theory.

While repelling "Strauss's attack upon the evidences of

revelation," he admits the co-existence of myth and history.
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and the need of discrimination to separate them.* While

vindicating the historical fidelity of the synoptical Gospels,

he establishes m them a scale of true and less true, not

excluding the false and contradictory, and gives the highest

credit to an evangelist who cannot be claimed as an eye-

witness of what he relates.! He contends earnestly for the

genuineness of the prophecies attributed to Christ respect-

ing the approaching end of the world and his own coming

on the clouds to judge mankind
;

yet relinquishes their

truths and admits that they were spoken under illusion. |

He resolves the inspiration on the day of Pentecost into

eager, fluent, even inarticulate speech, the utterance of

intense emotion ; and the gift of tongues at Corinth into

the outpouring of religious feeling in the Christian assembly,

by foreigfiers in their own language ; on both occasions

reducing to a human phenomenon a x^P^^V'^ which certainly

is represented as Divine.§ Whether history coloured by

tradition and mixed with myths. Apostles whose access of

enthusiasm is construed into a descent of the Spirit, and a

Prophet subject to mistaken visions of his own functions

and the world's future, leave standing ground for a dicta-

torial and oracular revelation, to be taken on trust for its

credentials, appears to us more than doubtful. But if this

is not the kind of Revelation which our nature needs, if

the prior conditions of religious apprehension and spiritual

conviction are already given in the constitution of our mind,

and only require, for their awakening into explicit truth, the

objective appeal of a life and soul given to God in free and
filial sacrifice,—then do we carry, in our conscience, reason,

and affections, a verifying power, which supersedes dicta-

tion and renders the fallibilities of an inspired soul in-

nocuous. We have little doubt that, with Mr. Kenrick, as

* Prospective Review, Vol. VI. p. 75.

t " Biblical Essays. On the Gospel of Mark."

X Theological Review, Vol. II. p. 253.

§ Prospective Reviezv, Vol. VIII. p. 303. "Biblical Essays. The
Gift of Tongues."

VOL. I. E E
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with many of his contemporaries, an ever-deepening rever-

ence for the inward spirit and personal attributes of Christ

silently substituted itself for the subjection of intellect and

will to his dicta : and rendered it possible, so long as that

divine image remained clear, to admit without a shock

some inaccurate reports of his words and some erroneous

conceptions in his mind. But for this change, rendering

his discipleship less an obedience to Christ than a co)timunion

with him, he could never have yielded so much to critical

evidence with so calm a faith. Into what a flutter of

" abhorrence " is Mr. Belsham thrown by an account

(evidently from the Gottingen student himself of 1 8 19) of

the lectures of a rationalist class-room : "I love the critical,

I abhor the theological works of the German writers. I

am astonished that the absurd hypothesis of anti-super-

naturalism should have prevailed to such a degree. Is it

possible that those who hold such opinions should be

serious ? Must they not certainly know, that to deny the

miracles of Christ is to deny his divine mission, which is

itself a miracle; and that, in fact, it is downright in-

fidelity ? " * Could any one whose religion was held fast

by the screw of this logic have maintained " sweet counsel "

and unconstrained affection with the ever-moving mind of

John James Tayler ? Could he have so felt the power of

quite a different school of thought, as to pronounce the

concluding treatise in " Essays and Reviews," " the Novum
Organum of Biblical Interpretation ? " t—a treatise the

effect of which is to clear the spiritual aspects of Scripture

from all dependence on disputable " evidences ;

" and

which speaks in this wise :
" The life of Christ, regarded quite

naturally as of one ' who was in all points tempted like as we

are, yet without sin,' is also the life and centre of Christian

teaching. There is no higher aim which the preacher can

propose to himself than to awaken what may be termed the

feeling of the presence of God and the mind of Christ in

* "Williams's Memoirs of Thomas Belsham," p. 703.

t Theological Review, Vol. I. p. 49.
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Scripture ; not to collect evidences about dates and books,

or to familiarize metaphysical distinctions ; but to make the

heart and conscience of his hearers bear him witness that

the lessons which are contained in Scripture,—lessons of

justice and truth,—lessons of mercy and peace,—of the

need of man and the goodness of God to him,—are indeed

not human but divine.""*^ Without attributing to Mr. Ken-

rick any conscious removal from his early theological posi

tion, we yet beHeve that his judgment had led him to con-

clusions, and the currents of life floated him into a climate

of feeling, congenial only with a philosophy other than he

had imbibed ; and that, whether or not it found a place in

his understanding, it had some secret harmony with the

largeness of his later sympathy and the serenity of his faith.

Never were great and various gifts held more modestly or

used more disinterestedly than Mr. Kenrick's. Of his title

to take his part in the foremost discussions of European

learning he could not be ignorant ; and the firmness of his

judgments shews that his intellect was unembarrassed by

enfeebling self-distrust. But this firmness, far from being a

self-assertion, arose in fact from self-forgetfulness ; the

security which he felt came from his free surrender of per-

sonal prejudice and will to the truth of things as it traced

itself before him. He was so far above the level of either

vanity or dogmatism, that cynicism itself could not think

of them in his presence. And how readily he placed his

vast knowledge and wise counsels at the disposal of others,

is privately known to many a struggling student and man of

letters, and publicly attested by the admirable condition of

the Museum at York in its department of Antiquities. So

quickly indeed, in his very manner, did his kindly nature

come to the front and seize what was of interest to you,

that you would hardly suspect the treasures of thought that

lay behind, were it not for the fine sense and delicate light

with which the commonest topics were touched, and the

* Essays and Revie^vs : Jowett on the Interpretation of Scripture,

p. 430-
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deliberate yet easy finish of his most colloquial speech.

Precisely because he was absolutely simple and natural, he

could never lay aside the ways of the scholar, and with his

refined courtesy be mistaken for a mere man of the world :

his very passages of wit were too far from nonsense, and

too terse in form, to flow from less practised faculties : they

were more like the well-aimed flash of some dramatic

dialogue, than the random stroke of social repartee. Be-

yond the inner circle of his friends, he left so much the

impression of dignity, if not of reserve, that this lighter

play of his nature may seem hardly credible. But in truth

he was susceptible through life of the most friendly alterna-

tions of gravity and laughter : on the first touch of sunshine

the grey depths of his vast sense and knowledge leapt up

and sparkled. Professor Mylne's account of him at College

might be summed up in the proverbial expression, " an old

head on young shoulders ;
" and this expression curiously

gives his physical as well as his moral portraiture. Look at

him in his lecture-chair, at the age of thirty, and cut off

from view all below his face, and in the massive brow, the

steady eyes, the full deliberate lips and measured frugality

of words, you would take him for a veteran scholar who had

taught so long as to have outgrown the use of books. Look

at him at the age of sixty as he passes in the street, noticing

him, however, only from behind, and in the springy step,

the falling shoulders, the straight unburdened figure, you

might suppose him a youth on some brisk errand. Within,

as well as without, there was a blending in him of the

young with the mature, of boyish humour and sensitive

purity with intellectual strength and moral dignity. This

delightful union endeared him all the more to his intimate

friends, because inconspicuous to others : it was a kind of

precious secret reserved for them. If you were a stranger,

you were indeed still secure of the pleasantest courtesy from

him, till you showed yourself a fool or something worse.

If that happened, you felt, you knew not whence, a sudden

shock, as if you had sailed full speed upon a sunken reef.
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Without positive rebuke, he had a negative way of cut-

ting short folly, and shaming wrong, which had the effect

of summary and unanswerable justice. But this adminis-

tration of the cold bath to what he disapproved, though

often best for quenching the ill, was not so much a pur-

posed treatment of it as a mere arrest of his natural sym-

pathy, and falling back into reserve. With all his patience

and geniality, there can be no doubt that a little sense and

a good deal of character were essential to call forth his

confidence and affection.

That such a man as we have described should be faith-

ful to his convictions, and cheerfully accept the scale of

duty which might be compatible with them, is so much a

matter of course, that we will not dishonour him by sug-

gesting how much greater a place he might have filled in

the world had that place been determined by his powers

alone without his conscience. He was above ambition,

incapable of pretence, eager to see things as they are, and

assured that, through the darkness that sometimes enfolds

them, the only guide is the unswerving love of truth ; and,

accepting life for service, not for sway, he never measured

his sphere to see whether it was small or great, but deemed
it enough to bear his witness where he stood, and help, as

he might, the companions of his way. He has lived long

enough to gather in something of their gratitude and love.

And now—to use his own last words—" comes at length

the happy change," through which he " knows even as he

is known."
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XI.

INTERNATIONAL DUTIES AND THE
PRESENT CRISIS.*

The story is told of Plato, that when exasperated by the

delinquency of a slave, he said, " I shall not chastise you

now, for I am angry." Whether the boy was flogged next

day, without any anger at all, the gossip of philosophy does

not report. But if he was, it must have been a dreary

business, ugly alike for whipper and whipped ;—a material

striping of cold flesh, unredeemed by any flush of higher

meaning, and reduced from justice into surgery. If any-

thing worthy is to come of moral indignation, you must

take it at its heat ; and to suppress all action upon it till

sentiment is gone, dissipated into scepticisms or grown stale

with self-interest, is simply to miss the responsible moment,

and attempt by dead pressure what a living percussion was

given to achieve. It is a poor wisdom that cannot regulate

an impulse liable to tempestuous excess, except by waiting

till it has blown over, and must forego its use in fear of its

* "Correspondence Relative to the Affairs of Hungary, 1847-1849."

Presented to Both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty.

August 15, 1850.

•'Eastern Papers." Parts I. to XHI. inclusive. Presented to the

Houseof Commons by Command of Her Majesty. 1854, 1855.

" The Progress and Present Position of Russia in the East." An

Historical Summary. Fourth Edition. Continued dovi^n to the Present

Time. London. 1854.

"The Letter of John Bright, Esq., M.P., on the War." Verified

and Illustrated by Extracts from the Parliamentary Documents, &c.

London, 1854.
" The War with Russia : its Origin and Cause." A Reply to the

Letter ofJ. Bright, Esq., M. P. By John Alfred Langford. London, 1855.

National Review, ]\x\y, 1855.
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abuse. The hour of its presence is the hour for its just

control ; and to hinder it from wrong by denying all its

rights is an evasion of the very essence of obligation.

At the beginning of last year, the English nation was in a

mood of reasonable indignation at the arrogance and
hypocrisy of the Russian Autocrat. But we were repre-

sented by a Platonic Administration, who thought we had
better sleep upon it and cool down,—who shrank from the

responsibility of vigorously wielding the public rebuke, and
hoped to find us disposed to compromise on the morrow,

and conscious of the inconveniences and cost of anger.

The languid and half-hearted tone of Ministers was felt to

imply something else than the honest reluctance of men
generously just to believe in the necessity of coercion : it

was the manifest expression of indistinctness of view and in-

decision of will, and was uneasily suspected to indicate a

state of mind out of sympathy with the demands of the

nation. There was the less excuse for this, because the

popular feeling, though beyond example universal, ran into

no excess, and required no repression, but was so measured

and reasonable that no statesman had need to be ashamed

of forthwith shaping it into action. Never, we suppose,

was a great war entered upon with less of blind passion in

the public mind ; and when Mr, Gladstone dissuades his

countrymen from the brutal vengeance that thirsts for mere

bloodshed and humiliation, his counsels grossly wrong the

temper of every party in the nation. The want of frankness

and manifest resolve in the Government has produced re-

sults less palpable, indeed, than the fruits of executive mis-

management, but scarcely less deplorable. It has incurred

a moral waste of the fresh and higher spirit of the country.

It has lost the flood-tide of an unparalleled unanimity. It

has allowed time for scruples and sophistries to arise, and

perplex the first instinct of right. It has reanimated the

jealousies and ambitions of party. It has encouraged every

lower propensity to speak out, and push its plea,—of inter-

national indifferentism, of Muscovite omnipotence, of
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Turkish infidelity. The nation—who can deny it ?

—

breathes a less pure and noble air than inspired it a year

ago ; and with its material preparations vastly more com-

plete, its moral faith in itself, in its public men, in the drift

of its enterprise, in the future of Europe, is bewildered and

depressed. The first judgment of the English people on

the Russian question, pronounced when Sir Hamilton

Seymour's papers were published, was prompt and decisive,

—not only sweeping away party and class distinctions, but

suppressing even the most crotchety and croaking voices,

and recalling an experience lost for generations past,—what

it is for a country to feel, throughout, the pulsation of a

common thought. The commercial spirit forgot its sensi-

tive interests and compromising tastes, and yielded to the

claims of right ; and even the pledged professors of non-

resistance were staggered by the attitude of the public mind,

to which their stereotyped descriptions of insatiate rage and

martial madness had evidently no application, which was

indeed so little Satanic that the Peace Tracts read like utter

unrealities, and which even indicated an aim and temper

higher than mere philanthropy was entitled to rebuke.

That first feeling was essentially an instinct of justice, with

nothing in it vindictive, aggressive, or revolutionary. But,

like all popular impulses, it was only a feeling ; it needed

interpretation and direction ; it was a verdict on the past, a

discovery of startling truth in the present, and did not

clearly see its path across the future. The statesmen who
were bound to help it into a determinate track left it at

large, or referred it to direction-posts that pointed no-

whither. Objectors, seeing it in a maze, took courage to

ask, what exactly it would be at, and how far precisely it

was prepared to go ;—questions which it was conscious of a

total inability to answer. Nor to a distracted public, at

a loss to justify its own enthusiasm, were there wanting

grounds of natural misgiving. It was a fine thing to be
clinking glasses with France ; but there was an uneasy

element too in that alliance. It was perhaps necessary to
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find out what Austria would do ; but then how to be civil

at Vienna without an unkindly cut to Pesth and Warsaw !

It was all right not to let the " sick man " be frightened into

convulsions by hinting extreme unction and displaying

testamentary parchments at his bedside ; but the Turk was

not a protege to reward much hope and pride. Did not

Exeter Hall denounce him ? And were not the prophecies

dead against him ? Thus have time and delay frittered

away the first feeling, and permitted the entrance of self-

distrust and perplexity. Nevertheless, the popular senti-

ment, however puzzled to explain itself, is • still, we think,

essentially sound, and yields up, on proper interrogation,

the true principles both of rectitude and of policy, by which

to appreciate the present crisis.

We take for granted that there is such a thing as right

and wrong in the relations and conduct of states ; that they

are amenable to the same moral law that has authority over

the life of individuals ; and that, in its obligation, this law

is not a flexible affair, of human convention, but a perma-

nent ordinance of nature and of God. With any one who
deliberately denies these positions it would be idle to dis-

cuss international questions on ethical grounds. He either

thinks that there ought to be no " nations " at all, but only

scattered parcels of homogeneous men ; or that, if we must
recognize them in fact, we have nothing to do with them in

duty, except to let them alone and take no notice of them.

In the one case, he deals with the world in a cosmopolitan

way, as the cage of a particular species in natural history,

or as an examination-room of separate souls on trial for

heaven or hell ; in the other, he estimates it selfishly, and
has no other patriotism than to secure its gains while

declining its struggles. Few reasoners, it is probable,

would openly profess to hold by these assumptions in our

day
;
yet they lurk unconsciously in almost every political

argument. They are favoured by the habits of mind
characteristic of commerce ;—by the religious sentiment,

while its broad outline is empty of special colouring ;—by
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the absence of historic taste and culture from the middle-

class intelligence of England. Hence the utter want of

any coherent principles of political judgment,—the help-

lessness of mind in regard to foreign affairs, invariably

evinced in the popular and Parliamentary debates, especi-

ally, we regret to say, among the modern liberals. The
ablest men, drawn into that field, seem to wander without a

clue ; they enunciate no principle, expound no policy ; they

mix up in one tissue calculations of cost and threnodies of

humanity, quarters of corn and Mahommedan polygamy
;

they plead the necessity of a safe isolation on grounds of

universal love ; and expend their strength in excursive

criticisms on the past which afford no guidance for the

future. Mr. Bright repudiates Vattel, and will hear nothing

of international law ; but of the " far higher morality " to

which he affects to carry the appeal he gives no illustration,

unless it be in his vindication of the course of Russian

diplomacy and the innocence of the Menschikoff note ; or

in his habit of Parliamentary personality, which unfortu-

nately gives to his public virtue too much the aspect of

antipathy to public men. Mr. Cobden protests against

being regarded as an advocate of non-resistance ; but will

pledge himself to nothing else //// the Russians appear at

Portsmouth ; and will then bargain for a post in the

hospital rather than the forts, lest he should really shoot

somebody. Nay, even the class of professed statesmen, as

Lord Aberdeen and the Duke of Newcastle, allow them-

selves to speak of " going to war in order to obtain a peace
^^

—an expression which, like all cant phrases, surely misses

the moral pith of the whole question, and indicates a mind
not clearly seeing its own way. Not Peace, but Right, is

the proper aim of war ; not the negative boon of order

without conflict, but the positive establishment of a just

equilibrium of relations. Peace, no doubt, attends on
justice ; but cannot be its end, because freely sacrificed on
its behalf. Amid these indications of unsettled thought in

public men, we do not hesitate to say that, crude and often
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inadmissible as may be the dicta of international law, they

at least attempt a problem of whose conditions their critics

scarce conceive, and draw the first tentative lines of a real

morality of nations.

It is a curious fact, that in the organized doctrines of

our times, we have no provision for justifying the affections,

and establishing the duties of the citizen. No church, no

creed, recognizes political ethics ; and they are left to

struggle into haphazard existence through the irresistible

pressure of usage. Religious persons are shy of politics ;

remain in a state of uneasy relation to them ; consider

patriotism as decidedly heathenish ; and are usually with-

drawn, by the force of personal piety, into quite another

sphere. Hence no reverential feeling touches the civic

relations : they are abandoned to the secular spirit to work

out ; and fall under the influence of the extreme individual-

ism which threatens modern society with anarchy. No
doubt, the cause of this is to be found in the turn given to

European thought in the sixteenth century. The antithesis

set up by the Reformers between Law and Gospel removed

from the State whatever was sacred, and from the Church

whatever w^as human ; and giving the soul to the latter, left

only " body and goods " for the former : and so produced

materialism in politics as a counterpart to spiritualism in

religion. In reaction from a theocracy which domineered

over all civil life, arose a faith that grew too enthusiastic to

touch it. Moreover, by insisting on the need of personal

faith, and making every thing hinge on the separate relation

which men, taken one by one, sustained to God, Protestant-

ism reduced the world to an atomic constitution ;—with

nothing between the universal Humanity collectively re-

deemed by Christ, and the particular individuals succes-

sively appropriating (or failing to appropriate) his sacrifice.

Heaven had its controversy with two forms of being, and

recognized no other ; with the whole race, condemned in

the type, and ransomed in the type ; and with each single

soul in its own probationary hour. Thus, before the eye of
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reality mankind lie resolved at once into their ultimate

components : the life of the world is but the aggregate of

private lives : intermediate groupings, by language, by class,

by lineage, by native land, are accidents of no account

:

and any study or pursuit that makes much of these things

is a carnal affair, fascinating only to the " Old Adam." It

is easy to see that, in this mode of thought, historical

relations have no recognition, and nations no moral

existence ; and to speak of them as objects of affection or

grounds of obligation betrays the illusion of the unre-

generate mind.

This is the origin of the low modern doctrine of politics;

not perhaps improved by the substitution of faith in free-

trade for the zeal of free religion. The practical exemplifi-

cation of its tendency was already copiously afforded in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. We are accustomed

to regard the Puritans as the founders of our modern

liberties : nor do we err in this
;
yet we have reason to

thank God that their success was not greater, and that the

true English instinct barred their further way. They cared

little for their country, except as a theatre for their faith :

that they belonged to it was one of the accidents of nature

which they despised, and was indifferent to the ordinances

of grace which they revered. It was only in their secular

offices and relations that they had attachment to their

fatherland: in their spiritual hfe,—which alone was real,

—

they transcended all local ties. Cromwell, the Huntingdon

brewer, was an Englishman : but Cromwell, the saint, was

one of the Lord's people. Coligny, the Admiral, was citizen

of France : but Coligny, the Huguenot, aimed, on behalf of

his sect, at an imperium in imperio^ with which no national

government could coexist; and demanded for them separate

fortresses, and guarantees, and institutions, which would

have destroyed all Gallican unity, and virtually established

two federated nations encamped upon the same soil. The
sympathies of the Protestants were with each other all over

the world, and not with the land of their birth and the
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institutions of their inheritance. PoHtically, they had their

strife at home, their friendships abroad. Their corre-

spondence, their preachers, their hterature, were European.

They prayed passionately for their " brethren," tamely for

their country,—whose history they cared not to study

;

whose ornamental arts they despised; whose poetry was too

warm with the blood of generous life for them ; whose

cathedrals they stripped and whitewashed ; whose lordly

timbers they cut ; and whose whole past they would have

cleansed away as a mass of Babylonish horrors. Their

aim, in short, was not patriotic, but cosmopolitan ; not so

much to guard the honour and unity of England, as to

gather the whole world into an Evangelical Alliance. Had
they fully triumphed in their aim, and shorn the flowing

locks which history had grown so richly and so long, this

earth would have presented a dismal and an ugly spectacle.

As it is, they balanced their many services by bequeathing

to us a poor and narrow doctrine of politics, which empties

out from them every noble colouring of moral desire, and

reduces government to an organization of police ; which

makes the state exist for the mere claims of individuals, with-

out reciprocal devotion of the individual to the ennoblement

of the commonwealth ; and which totally detaches all religious

sentiment, all historical knowledge and enthusiasm, from the

criticism and estimate of public affairs, and tries them, regard-

less of the special genius and duty of a people, by the stand-

ards of a material selfishness or an abstract philanthropy.

We object altogether to the habit, formed on theological

suggestion, of deducing concrete political doctrine from

general principles of human nature and assumed rights of

individual men. Of universal morals and religion these,

doubtless, are the proper ground : nor can any political

theory be permitted to contradict the affirmations of human

conscience and faith ; it must construct itself within these

comprehensive conditions. But if we deal with the in-

habited world,—or any portion of it,—as all made up of

individuals ; if we study it in tables of population and
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Statistics of trade, and conclude that, while these show no

convulsion, all things continue essentially the same ; if we
pretend that one man naturally weighs as much as another,

and so herd them together in electoral penfolds ; if we look

at each country as an area computed to feed so many people

and raise so much produce, and suppose that this being

given, the human affairs will settle themselves ; we shall

miss the chief phenomena which we have to account for in

the past, and apply for the future. The proximate factors

of each commonwealth are not in its single citizens, but in

its natural and therefore permanent classes of men ; each

determined, by distinct occupation and opportunity, to a

peculiar aspect of character, and a special direction of taste

and desire. The land, the mill, the sea, the shop, the

Court, the Church, the management of capital, the exercise

of personal skill, are so many schools of habit and senti-

ment, that will persist, while persons and families pass

away, and make themselves felt as the true moral con-

stituents of an abiding State. Each of these apprehends

and brings to light some phase of human life more or less

latent to the rest, and elicits aptitudes else unsuspected :

and though they are all, when separately taken, eccentric in

relation to the balance-point of perfect wisdom and ex-

cellence, yet collectively they are so grouped round it as to

indicate whereabouts it lies. Under condition of not

domineering over the others, or contravening any moral

law, each has a right to assert its place, and even to regard

it with some pride as a providential trust, held as an

element of the country's good : nor is there a surer test of

political health than the free manifestation, without in-

solence and without shame, of its own character and con-

science, by every natural and durable class.

Similarly, only more decisively, the organism of the

world's life is made up, not of individuals, but of natio7is

;

all amenable, it is true, to one Divine Law of Right ; but

with insight into it from different sides, and strongly dis-

criminated by features morally neutral. Moreover, their

VOL. I. F F
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vitality, their interest for history, their contribution to the

civiHzation of the world, evidently spring not from what
they have in common with all mankind, but from what is

special to themselves. What fire would have touched the

genius of the Greek if he had felt himself undistinguished

from the barbarian ? What actually did become of him,

though petted by Roman patronage and rewarded with

Roman gold, when he tried his wits again at Alexandria,

amid the motley congeries of peoples pretending to be one?
The flame, once of so ethereal a clearness, all turned to

mere illuminated smoke. Talk as we may of human
brotherhood, affection is not and cannot be universal, but

always fixes on the specific : and whoever attempts to work
the problems of society from the abstract end, inverts the

order of Providence, and leaves to the last the only forces

with which he can make a beginning. The distinctive

genius of nations is no accident : the plurality of languages

is no curse : even antagonism of tendency implies no
failure, but only the negative resistance, which tests and

elicits the forces of higher life. Who would exchange the

running waters of a local literature, descending and spark-

ling from the native uplands of any gifted tribe, for tasteless

draughts from the tank of a universal language ? A people's

history and character are determined, not by its science^

which is universal, and would be everywhere at home, but

by its poetry, its arts, its admirations, its humour, which a

degree of latitude or a few centuries of time may render

foreign : and an epic or a song, short as its living duration

must be, may have a human power greater than the Porisms

or the Principia. The endowments and opportunities of

each civilized people, then, whether natural or inherited,

constitute at once a trust for the world and a right for itself

:

they are entitled to exist, so long as they respect the limits

of the moral law ; being there on the same terms with the

genius of the artist or the inspiration of the poet in private

life. And identified, as they always must be, with the

whole national ideal of what is best, intermingled with the
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affections and conscience of the people, there is not only an

instinct, but an obligation, to vindicate and uphold them as

a Divine deposit which it were faithless to betray.

This principle is frequently conceded, with the stipulation

that the claim shall not be pushed beyond the limits of

" self-defence." But what is a nation's ''''selfV—where are

we to look for that personal essence, under change of which

she would no longer be the same ? Not surely in her

coasts and fields ; for they were geographically there before

she had a name among human things. Not in her build-

ings and their stores ; for these she has created and can re-

create. Not in the sinews of her peasants or the lives of

her children of to-day ; for they are but for one generation,

the transient representatives of her longevity ; but rather

in the physiognomy of her arts and literature, the spirit of

her laws, the pride of her traditions, the honourable aims

she has borne through her noblest time, and whose standard

she has never surrendered. These constitute the proper

type of a nation's historical identity ; and whoever touches

these by assault or weakens them by insult, as truly hurts

her to the quick and challenges her " self-defence " as if he

sent an armada to her shores. To every nature it is given

to vindicate its own essence ; and the impulse which starts

into defensive attitude at impalpable and moral aggression

is more truly reasonable and noble than the materialistic

scruple which stands still till a blow is delivered on f/ie

body.

In claiming a rights we acknowledge a personality. Nor
is it a mere fiction of jurists that deals with States SiS persons.

Cod and reality deal with them as such, endowing them

with the attributes and visiting them with the liabilities of

moral agents. And they themselves accept and acknow-

ledge this character of continuous responsibility in the

forms and organism of their life ; covering over the sem-

blance of interruption, and giving perpetuity of aspect and
will by the device of hereditary sovereignty ; handing down
obligations with good faith from age to age ; making bind-

F F 2
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ing engagements, asserting indefeasible rights, appealing to

a common consciousness, without regard to the lapse of

time or the change of all the actual men. That retribution

for public wrong strides by centuries, and stepping over

the guilty generation crushes often the individually-inno-

cent successors, implies a collective accountability quite

distinct from the cycle of private duty,—a law of too de-

liberate beat for biographic measurement, but whose solemn

pulsations are felt through history. Certain it is that the

Moral Governor of the world does treat a nation as if it

were a person :—calling it to account as identical when not

a creature in it remains the same, and crowning it with

recompense when the heroes that earned it have made way

for degenerate heirs. Is this moral personality a fiction^

then ? Does God act upon a quasi ? If so, who shall tell

us what is real ?

We reject, then, the doctrine of mere individualism, as

the source of confusion in political thought, and of a mis-

chievous indifferentism, sometimes selfish and sometimes

immorally humane. We hold to the principle that, jurally,

States are invested with a proper personality, and that they

have, accordingly, real duties to discharge and trusts to

protect, which must be defined by the same considerations

that are valid for the conscience of individuals. We have

shown how the right of j-^^-defence assumes, on this

ground, a far higher character than that of mere animal

instinct. But it is further evident that there is absolutely

no plea for j-^^-defence which has not equal, and it may
well be far intenser validity, in the case of injury to others.

The title under which you protect yourself is not that of

bodily fear, but that of moral equity, which regards the

particular incidence of the hurt, on this or that spot, as a

non-essential ; and in giving you a right on your own behalf,

imposes also the duty of protecting others. Indeed, what

more shameful rule can a casuist lay down than this, that

an injury may be resisted if directed against yourself, but

must be let alone if it fall upon your neighbour ? as if your
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own sacred person were the turning-point between good

and evil, and it were no law that the strong should help the

weak, but only that the strong may help themselves !

Everything that redeems the act of defence from mere

animal anger, and gives it nobleness and elevation, exists

in proportion as the occasion is disinterested :—as there is

indignation at wrong, without personal affront; pitiful

affection, clear of vindictive passion ; the demand for

justice instead of assertion of one's self. The one advan-

tage, and the only one, which the selfish case has over the

disinterested, is not one of moral right, but of natural

possibility. You are better master over your resources on

your own account than in remoter instances ;—you can

estimate them more perfectly and direct them more surely ;

and as the obligation to succour can, on the one hand,

never go beyond the measure of power, and on the other

becomes more stringent with closeness of sympathy, the

boundary-line of just interposition, like every demarcation

of duty, is often difficult to draw. Not more so, however, in

the case of states than in that of individuals : the perplexi-

ties of the problem and the principles for its solution are of

the very same 7noral type, and differ only in the greater com-

plication of the public conditions and the vaster scale of the

results. But this only deepens responsibility instead of

dissolving it. There is a curse on selfishness in states as in

individuals ; and selfishness it is for them to withdraw from

the ferment of humanity and care for nothing but security

and gain. Neither man nor nation can worthily live upon

self-culture, or even continue it with freshness and success,

where no generous sympathies and sacrifices break the

narrow shell. And what is to call a people out of itself,

and move it with higher interests than the bickerings of

statesmen and the price of stocks, if it refuse its place in

the council-chamber of the world ? What common action

can it have, what magnanimity can it exercise, what historic

efforts can it make, without share in foreign matters, where

right and wrong contest the empire of mankind ? National
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character withers and wastes where it is driven in upon

itself, and external sympathies find no active expression.

A sickly fretfulness supervenes ; criticism amputates action

as it grows ; benevolence loses its good sense ; literature

oversteps the modesty of nature ; morbid credulities and

incredulities thicken ; and in the absence of great passions

the most is made of little ones, and selfishness becomes an

institution and takes possession of a " dismal science " of

its own.

These principles, dimly felt, if not clearly seen, lurk in

the general English approbation of the present war ; and

if they be true, the popular judgment is essentially sound.

If England and France, Russia and Turkey, belong to a

family of states having the mutual dependence of a common
organism, then each is bound to respect the life of the

others ; and it would be degrading and shameful to stand

by and see a fatal blow struck at the weakest by the

hugest. So far, there is a valid claim to defend another on

the ground of injured right. If, again, the execution of

the Russian design would have touched England in the

essence of her life, and hurt her historical and political

position, she would betray her personal trust by remaining

passive. And, so far, she is sustained by the right and

bound by the duty of self-defence.

That a fatal blow was impending over Constantinople^

and that Menschikoffs mission was intended to find a

colourable pretext for the assault, we shall take no great

pains to prove. It is mere trifling with the evidence to dis-

cuss the particular terms of the concession about the Holy

Places, of the Menschikoff ultimatum, of the Vienna Note,

and to fling the controversy into the labyrinth of diplomatic

interpretation, while losing sight of the broad features of

historic fact and political experience, by which alone the

value and significance of Russian words and deeds can be

appreciated. Even, indeed, on this narrow forensic ground,

the case of the Western Powers seems to us to be com-

plete, more so than their own statesmen have chosen to
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avow. France, no doubt, had advanced some untenable

claims on behalf of the Latin Christians in respect of the

Sacra of Jerusalem ; and it was long the artifice of

Nicholas, disgracefully repeated by his English advocates,

to take advantage of this error, and represent the dispute

as referring entirely to the affair of the Holy Places. That

controversy, however, it is well known, was entirely set

at rest. The Paris Government had declined to be re-

sponsible for the proceedings of M. de Lavalette, and

had recalled him; and on the 6th of May, 1853, the fir-

mans which adjusted and closed the question were ac-

cepted as satisfactory by the ambassadors of both France

and Russia. That night the various disputants could

breathe freely again and sleep sound. But next day Prince

Menschikoff reappears with a fresh demand,—reserved in

the background till it was found that of the prior one no

quarrel could be made,—the celebrated demand of a re-

cognized protectorate over eleven millions of Christian

subjects of the Porte. Lest the monstrous nature of this

claim,—virtually to divide with the Sultan the sovereignty

of Turkey,—should not secure a breach, it was presented

with peremptory insolence, and an answer required within

four days. This tone, indeed, the ambassador had assumed

all along ; bringing with him a military suite, boasting that he

came direct from reviewing an army in Bessarabia ready to

march, and a fleet of twenty-seven ships in Sebastopol

ready to sail : nor was it any secret that stores for 150,000

men were accumulated at Odessa, that Russian officers

were swarming in the Archipelago and Montenegro, and

that Admiral Korniloff, with his fleet, was gone to Athens,

" to see the antiquities." The claim of Russia to exercise

a civil protectorate over the Greek Christians in Turkey is

put forth as an " ancient right," based upon the treaty of

Kainarji, which closed the disastrous war with the Empress

Catherine in 1774. The treaty bears no such construction

in any school of interpretation except the Chancery of St.

Petersburg; and it is to be regretted that Lord John Russell
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ever allowed himself to speak of this "exceptional pro-

tection " as " no doubt prescribed by duty and sanctioned

by treaty" (Despatch, Feb. 9, 1853) ;—and still more, that

he should recently have justified and repeated the state-

ment, without furnishing any evidence of its truth. The
limits of the Russian right are defined in the following

articles of the treaty in question :

—

"Art. 7.—The Sublime Porte promises to protect the Christian

religion and the churches belonging to it ; and it also permits

the ministers of the Imperial Court of Russia to make, on all

occasions, representations, as well in respect to the new church

at Constantinople (which is spoken of in Article 14) as of those

which belong to it, promising to take them into consideration,

as coming from a person in the confidence of a neighbouring

and sincerely friendly power."

"Art. 8.— It will be permitted to the subjects of the Russian

Empire to visit the city of Jerusalem and the Holy Places ; and
there shall not be exacted from them, neither at Jerusalem nor

elsewhere, any karacz, contributions, duty (droit), or other im-

position."

"Art. 14.—After the example of the other Powers, it is per-

mitted to the High Court of Russia, besides the chapel erected

in the house of the Embassy, to construct, in a quarter of Galata

named Beg Oglou, a public church of the Greek religion, which
shall always be under the protection of the ministers of that

Empire, and held free from all interruption and annoyance."

On these articles, the author of the " Progress of Russia

in the East " makes the following just comments :

—

" Here there is a distinct promise, on the part of the Sultan,

that he will protect the Christian religion and the Christian

churches in Turkey ; and any failure to fulfil that promise
would form a just ground of complaint and reclamation on the

part of Russia. In that sense, therefore, but in no other,

Russia has a right to watch over the protection, by the Porte,

of the Christian religion, and the churches belonging to it.

But the Emperor Nicholas claims a great deal more. He
seems to have founded upon the 14th Article, which has refer-

-ence only to the establishment of a single church of the Greek
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rite, in the suburb of Galata, under the protection of the

Russian minister, a claim to extend that protection to every

subject of the Porte who conforms to that rite. The permission

to estabhsh that church in Galata is expressly founded upon

the example of other powers, which had, besides the private

chapels in their embassies, churches where the service was
conducted according to their respective religious rites, under

the protection of their ministers. There was a necessity for

this : all the embassies are entitled, by conventions and special

agreements, to afford protection to persons of various classes

not considered subjects of the Sultan. These individuals and
families, in most cases either natives of other countries or

descendants of persons from different parts of Europe, who had
settled at Constantinople under foreign protection, are con-

sidered and treated as foreigners, even though they may have

been born in Turkey ; and, as foreigners, are subject to the

jurisdiction of the embassy and consulate under whose pro-

tection they reside. Disputes between them are settled, not

by the Turkish tribunals, but in the court of the consul, who is

armed for this purpose with judicial authority. It was neces-

sary that those persons should have churches in which they

could assemble for religious service according to their respec-

tive rites ; and those churches, as well as the clergy who offici-

ated, and the worship conducted in them, were placed under

the special protection of the different embassies, for the pur-

pose of guarding them from the intrusion of lawless persons of

a different faith, and the interruption or disturbance of the

worship there conducted.
" The diplomatic relations of Russia with the Porte in 1774,

the date of the treaty of Kainarji, were comparatively recent

;

and it was by that treaty that she first obtained permission to

erect a church for the Greek rite—such as other powers had

been permitted to erect for other rites—and to place it and the

worship conducted in it under the protection of the Russian

minister. This was not an unreasonable demand ; for, although

there were many churches of the Greek rite in Constantinople

and its suburbs, they belonged to the original Eastern church,

which continues to acknowledge the supreme authority, in

spiritual and ecclesiastical matters, of the Patriarch and Synod
of Constantinople, and which regards as schismatic the Russian-

Greek Church, of which the Czar Peter I. assumed for himself
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and his successors the patriarchate and control. But, upon a
concession so unimportant, and which merely placed Russia
on the same footing as the other powers had long been, to found
a pretension to extend a similar protection to eleven or twelve
millions of the Sultan's subjects, is to attempt a most formid-
able usurpation."—p. 1 56.

In fact, Russia demanded, under cover of this treaty, a
power totally different, both in extent and kind, from any-

thing contemplated in its articles : in extent, because
stretched to include the civil rights as well as the spiritual

privileges of the Christians, and straining these privileges,

for all ordinary Greek subjects of the Ottoman empire, up
to the exceptional standards of favour accorded to the

chapels of foreign embassies or stations ; in kind, because
no longer mediate and negative, through the Porte's initia-

tive or through expostulation at its failure, but immediate
and positive, by direct relation between the " orthodox " in

Turkey and the Czar, and by the definitions of international

engagement instead of the sovereign legislation of the Porte.

To tear away the mask and set aside the Russian pretence

of asking nothing new, the Sultan issued edicts expressly

confirming all the rights and privileges of his Christian sub-

jects, and renew^ing every existing promise of protection

;

but because he would neither concede the initiative to

Russia, nor pledge himself to govern 11,000,000 of his

subjects by the rule of the most favoured foreign nation^

negotiation was exchanged for war. And what was the

ground or occasion for these formidable demands from St.

Petersburg ? Russia had no right to ask for new guarantees

in support of even the old promise, without producing

proofs that the promise as it stood was untrustworthy. Yet

no specific instance of its violation or failure is alleged

:

and the vague form of Count Nesselrode's complaints,

—

speaking only in general terms of " numerous arbitrary acts

of the Ottoman government," "^—sufficiently betrays that

no distincter allegations could be safely made.

Manifesto of June 26th, 1853.
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The Muscovite proposals, then, even if sincerely intended

as a basis of negotiation, were utterly inadmissible, and in

themselves constituted an aggression. But they were never

meant for acceptance ; they were a mere imposture, sent in

advance of an invasion. The seizure of the unhappy Princi-

palities was already provided for : and even if Prince Men-

schikoff had been less rash and boastful, we could scarcely

have been deceived about the real designs of his Imperial

master. While his note was still under consideration, the

bridge by which the Russians were to cross the Pruth was

in the contractor's yard : and the concentration of troops

and stores admitted of but one interpretation. There can

be no doubt that at St. Petersburg the hour, so long hoped

for, was supposed to have struck : and the actors all stood

ready to play out the catastrophe of the historic drama.

Yet with deplorable, though happily demonstrable, men-

dacity, the Emperor charges his own seizure of the Princi-

palities on the provocation given by the Western Powers in

ordering their fleets to " the waters of Constantinople !

"

the facts being, that the order to the fleets went from

London on ist of June, 1853, while the intention to seize

the Principalities was announced at St. Petersburg the day

before ; and that while the naval force was sent only to the

neutral waters of Besika Bay, two hundred miles from Con-

stantinople,—an anchorage as free to them as the Piraeus,

—

the battalions of Russia invaded a dependency of Turkey,

in direct violation of specific treaties, as well as of the

general law of nations, and without any formal declaration

of war. Let any one compare the manifesto of Count

Nesselrode (July 2, 1853), its studied moderation, its tor-

tuous excuses, its unmistakable insincerity, with Lord

Clarendon's vigorous exposure of its mis-statements and

hypocrisy (July 16, 1853), and he will be inclined to look

for the true key of Russian policy any^vhere rather than in

the words that expound it and the sentiments it aff'ects to

express.

The theatrical character of the Russian Government,
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covering low arts beneath airs of magnanimity, and giving

decency to the greediness of ambition by long "graces

before meat," is apparent enough from the style of its

political papers and court conversations. But if more palp-

able proof be wanted, it abounds in the history of the empire

for the last hundred years. During that time the depreda-

tions of Russia have appropriated an area equal to all that

yet remains unabsorbed of Europe, from Cape North to

Crete, and from Constantinople to Connamara : and far

from this plunder having especially favoured the East, every

great capital of Europe finds the Czar a nearer neighbour

by at least five hundred miles. Yet at this political banquet

every dainty dish has been approached, and even every

mouthful swallowed, with profuse disclaimer of any hungry

appetite ; the luscious Persian fruits have been tasted only

out of compliment : and the rich southern wines been tossed

off merely to pledge " the word of a gentleman." The
histrionic genius, we know, is apt to run in families ; and if

the family be autocratic, may become immortal in an empire,

"refining as it runs." The stage-effects and attitudes by

which we have been duped so long, and shall be duped

again, are assuredly no new craft to the Romanoffs. All

through, we observe the same charming offers of prompt

sympathy to frightened neighbours or suffering malcon-

tents, followed by permanent protectorate, and ending

in annexation. We find the same readiness with the most

frank assurances and satisfactory explanations ; the same

lifted eyebrows and start of astonished innocence at the

slightest imputation ; the same willingness to disown any

proceedings and sacrifice any number of agents, provided

the work of intrigue goes on, and smoke enough is raised

to blind suspicious eyes : and perhaps the only thing in

which decided proficiency has been made in the last genera-

tion or two, is on the religious side ;—the air of special

relation to heaven, of that peculiar and amphibious kind

which reconciles piety and presumption, which kneels that

it may dominate, and both giving and inviting worship
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oscillates between the mortal and the God. The language

in which the late Emperor, both to Sir Hamilton Seymour,

and more recently in public manifestoes, disclaimed all

territorial ambition, and half-complained of his empire as

too large, is the very same by which he practised on the

credulity of Persia in 1828. He told her that he did not

want land, but 7nust have a well-marked boundary for the two

countries, and so would set the Araxes to flow between

them ; and having thus got the provinces of Erivan and

Nakhchivan on the left side of the river, where it wasford-
able^ he refused to deliver up the provinces of Talish and

Moghan on the right (or Persian) bank, where alone the

water ivas deep enough to give a serviceable boundary at all."^

In fact, the established prelude to every usurpation is some

profession of moderate counsels, the offer of some " Greek

present," or the request for peaceful intercourse. In the

interests of the Caspian commerce, the Russians modestly

asked leave of Persia, in 1771, to open a "counting-

house " near Astrabad. Permission being given, they began

to build a fortress, commanding the harbour, with eighteen

guns

:

" Whereof Aga-Mahmed (the Khan) being informed, resolved

to give them a check. He came to look at the fortress, admired

the building, praised the activity of the Russians, and invited

himself to dine with his attendants on board the frigate of

Voinovitch. After having merrily spent the day, and testified

great friendship for the Russians, the Khan engaged them in

return to come and take a dinner at one of his country-seats

among the mountains. Thither they repaired the succeeding

day ; but they had no sooner entered his house, than Aga-

Mahmed caused them to be put in irons, at the same time

threatening Voinovitch to have his head cut off, and serve all

his officers in the same manner, unless the fortress was imme-

diately razed to the ground."
" Voinovitch, who plainly saw that all resistance would be

fruitless, signed an order, which was carried to the commandant
of the fort. The cannons were re-shipped, and the wall broken

* " Russia in the East," p. 81.
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down. This done, Aga-Mahmed ordered the Russian officers

into his presence ; and not satisfied with loading them with

scornful and injurious language, he delivered several of them
over to his slaves, who, after inflicting on them every sort of

indignity, were commanded to drive them and their companions

with scourges to their ships.*

This Muscovite interpretation of commerce appears to

have undergone no change, for the quarantine establish-

ments permitted by treaty near the Danube mouth, have

been converted, it seems, into military posts ; while to force

the corn trade from the Principalities to Odessa, the river

has been permitted to lose some seven feet of depth. The
frailty of treaties is unhappily proverbial, but there is a

peculiarity about the Russian disregard of them which is

morally significant. Other governments usually respect their

engagements fora while, and the temptations which eventually

lead them to slip the noose commonly arise from new events

and combinations, giving some unintended tightness to the

terms. But Russia seems justly chargeable with negotiating

without even a momentary purpose of keeping her word.

The very fortress of Anapa, just evacuated this very month,

she was bound by the Treaty of Bucharest, in 1812, to sur-

render at once ; but she preferred to retain it, and did so.

The treaty of Goolistan in 18 14, by which she obtained

her Trans-Caucasian possessions, was signed by the Persian

plenipotentiary, to save the delay of reference to St. Peters-

burg, on the express condition that the province of Talish

should be restored by a special act, which the Russian

plenipotentiary promised to obtain. The promise, though

pressed upon the Imperial Court by the British as well as

the Persian minister, was not denied, but was never fulfilled.

In 1827, Russia was simultaneously a party in two treaties;

that of London, by which she engaged with France and

England to interpose in the Greek revolt (which she had

first excited and then had wanted single-handed to put

down), and re-establish peace at any cost ; and that of Aker-

* " Russia in the East," p. 27.
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man, by which she bound herself to Turkey not to interpose

in the Greek affair at all. Against such instances the

favourite reply of real indifFerentism and affected humility,

—that we have no right to cast the first stone,—is of no

avail. The argument, at best, is trumpery enough, that

guilty once ourselves, we must give the world and the devil

carte blanche for ever after. But, much as we have nationally

to answer for, we must emphatically deny that there is any

real analogy between the general course of English policy

and the mendacious rapacity of Russia.

What the " protectorate " exercised by such a power over

the subjects of a neighbouring state is likely to turn out, it

is not difficult to conjecture ; nor are examples wanting to

convert the conjecture into an inference from experience.

Russia has been a very protecting power, with sensitive and

capacious wings, and fond of visiting any nest where there

are eggs to hatch. The great object of her solicitude,—so

she habitually phrases it,—is the " indepeiidence " of neigh-

bouring people ; and her method is, first to proclaim this

independence ; to emancipate them, that is, from a present

allegiance which has its sensible burdens ; and then, if their

inexperience wants a little guidance, to step in and supply

it in place of the superseded rule. In 1739, she established,

by the Treaty of Belgrade, the "independence" of the

Circassian Kabardas ; though the Christian inhabitants were

so insensible to her good offices, that they actually renounced

their religion and embraced Mohammedanism in order to

take refuge beneath the shield of Turkey. In 1774, the

unhappy provinces were incorporated with Russia, by the

Treaty of Kainarji. The same treaty which brought this

business to completion, began upon the Crimea, and pro-

moted it to its " independence "
; rescinded, that is, the tie

that bound its khans to their suzerain at Constantinople.

To wait till the next war and treaty for the succeeding step

was now too tedious for Muscovite impatience. Yet the

Tartar inhabitants were harmless and compliant, and afforded

no pretext for interference. But a troublesome pirate or
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marauder having established himself on the Eastern side of

the Straits of Yenikale, the Russian general, under pretence

of protecting the neighbourhood from depredation, marched

an army,—not to Taman, where the freebooter was,—but

into the Crimea ; distributed his troops through the penin-

sula, and annexed it to Russia : and when a show of in-

dignant resistance was made to this abuse of the confidence

natural to a time of peace, thirty thousand of the inhabi-

tants were seized and massacred in cold blood ! This is

the title which France and England, with their allies, are

now disputing with the heir of Catharine around the waters

of Sebastopol.

The whole course of Russian history, then, for the last

hundred years, invalidates every profession of moderation

and good faith which may issue from the Chancery of St.

Petersburg, and reveals a persistent and aggressive ambition

which it is impossible to mistake. The established signs

of its immediate approach to the Bosphorus became con-

spicuous in 1853 ; and if there be such a thing as inter-

national morals at all, it was the duty of the Western States

to bar the intended injury, and bid the Muscovite stand off.

The obligation, implied in the whole system of modern

political relations, becomes express by the treaty of July,

1 84 1, which mutually engages the Great Powers to co-

operate in preserving the repose and consolidating the

strength of the Ottoman empire. Unless it can be shown

that a performance of the duty had become impossible,

any argument for its evasion would be equally valid on be-

half of any act of convenient desertion and pleasant perfidy.

Whether prevention had become impossible or not, events

will show better than discussion. But this at least was

clear, that it was possible now or never ; that whatever diffi-

culties beset the enterprise of repulse, tenfold discourage-

ment would attend an enterprise of rescue ; and that to wait

till the fleet of Sebastopol was at the Golden Horn, beneath

the eyes of the Russian army on the southern slopes of the

Balkan, would be to let the future of Europe go by default.
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For who can fail to see that the issue is of this magnitude,

and that Russia, mistress of the Hellespont, sweeps at once

with her influence, and ultimately with her dominion, the

whole Old World from Japan to the Atlantic? The
sequence of events, terminating in this issue, or in its moral

equivalent, appears to us so simple and necessary as to

remove the usual precariousness of political vaticination.

An empire, won in Greek interests and by pretensions to a

pontifical rule over Eastern Christendom, would first give

Otho his passports back to Bavaria ; and would assemble its

pilgrims at the Holy Places by way of the Archipelago and
the Levant. The first moment of Pansclavonic triumph

hands over to the conqueror the Dalmatian coast and the

Sclavic populations of Austria. The empire of Vienna

thus disintegrated, losing its most reliable military material,

and being totally destitute of any moral cohesion, falls-in

piecemeal, and the more surely because scarcely one of its

races would have reason to regret the change. The feeble

kingdom of Naples would be glad of an irresistible patron;

nor is Western Catholicism anywhere,—in Spain, in Tus-

cany, in Bavaria,—in a condition to present a front of

political resistance to the inverted crusade advancing from

the East. There are malcontents enough in Italy, and con-

flicting passions of democrats and priests, to keep the

elements fermenting till the effervescence leaves them flat

and dead. But Germany,—Mr. Cobden's "educated"

nation,—is there no barrier there ? Alas ! we believe and

hope every thing good of Germany except political union

and power. Her courts are already wholly, and her people

half, corrupted by Russian alliances and admirations r

poised in vigilance between Paris and St. Petersburg, she

considers her nationality still pledged to look suspiciously

at the West, and bound by good fellowship to accept the

compliments of the East. A direct invasion, indeed,

would at once rouse and unite her people, and repeat the

patriotic sacrifices of the war of liberation. But this is not

the method of the Czars. The schemes of Napoleon I.

VOL. I. G G
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were personal, and could not wait ;—a lifetime was the

limit of their chance :—the policy of Russia is traditional

and slow, advancing not like passion, but like destiny

;

pressing, like a circumambient atmosphere, into every open

opportunity, and oozing into every leaky will. Against so

insinuating a power there are not, we fear, in Germany, the

requisite elements of resistance,—mutual trust, definite

aims, and moral solidity. A huge Macedonian autocracy,

disposing of the resources of an empire, deals to immense

advantage with a group of small or secondary states, jealous

of each other, and peopled by a race of susceptible senti-

ment and rich culture, but sunk, for want of a common
faith and a common experience, into intellectual distraction

and practical feebleness. Nothing, therefore, beyond an

occasion for patience and circumspection is opposed by

central Europe to the Muscovite advance, and France and

England present the first formidable and positive barrier.

Who can say that, offered the7i^ it is not offered too late ?

Nor, meanwhile, is it supposable that these countries could

remain to that hour what they are now. There are plenty

of combustible elements in France, whose outbursts might

call-in the great Russian fire-engine to quench it with con-

servative floods. And as for England, two inevitable

changes would have altered her whole relation to the world.

With the fall of Turkey, Persia, already trembling between

Russian pensions and patriotic shame, wholly disappears

;

and India, penetrated by the intrigues, and bordered by the

reputed omnipotence of Russia, would need no invasion to

become untenable, but with the sudden sweep of Oriental

revolution, would go over to the strongest. And in the

presence of a power uniting with its fleets the Mediter-

ranean and the Baltic, with freedom to retreat into the

Euxine or scour the Atlantic ; with the rocks of the yEgean

turned into Cronstadts, and the harbours of Asia Minor into

Portsmouths ; the naval supremacy of England, and there-

fore the security of her commerce, the protection of her

dependencies, the spread of her colonization, would be
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hopelessly compromised. Thus to surrender her proper

life, and let the national genius entrusted to her perish by

her apathy, what else would it be than historical suicide ?

It is customary with easy-minded politicians to set aside

all apprehensions of Russian aggrandizement with the re-

mark that, "An empire of so vast a bulk must fall to pieces."

Will you then stand by and see it built up, on the con-

tingency of its hereafter tumbling down ? Astounding

argument! On what does such an empire rise? Upon
annihilated nations. And what brings it to the ground ?

The agonies and heavings of subjugated populations, too

wretched for its framework to hold. Who cares to calculate

the chances of life for a colossal despotism, once at large to

stride over the world ? To those who tremble for its next

step, and over whom the barbaric foot already hangs, is it

consolatory to say, " Take comfort, for the giant by and by

will trip and perhaps die ? " It is not the co?itinuance only

of denationalizing tyrannies, but the process of their for-

mation, and the throes of their dissolution, that make them

the wasting curse of the world. The doctrine of ultimate

ratios,—of the goal which limits a tendency at last,—has no

just practical application to human things, and is but a

logical instrument of theoretical construction. Life is all

tra7isitio7i : men are not at the end, but ever on the road,

toiling, panting, hoping, striving ; and between the pauses

of historic law of which you coldly speak, generations have

slipped through and the work of centuries been undone.

But we have no faith in the received maxim, that monster

empires are impossible. That under certain conditions

they may exist, Macedonia and Rome sufficiently prove

;

and in a world whose societies have lost their forces of

moral unity, it is not to be hastily assumed that a high and

susceptible civilization is in itself a source of strength. It

is a serious problem whether, in the absence of common
sentiments of reverence, and the consequent ascendency of

restless and divergent individualities, it is possible to create

on a large scale the mutual sympathy and trust, and the

G G 2
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sense of concurrent interest, without which resolution and

self-sacrifice cannot be concentrated and sustained. There

are elements combined in a semi-barbaric empire like

Russia, frightfully favourable to military domination ;

—

hordes of human beings at the disposal of a single will ; a

command of the material arts of more advanced com-

munities, without their moral hesitations ; a population

susceptible of fanatical excitement, possessed with the idea

of a national destiny, and identifying their political allegi-

ance with their religious worship ; and the prestige of a

rapidly growing and consolidating power, standing before

governments shaken by revolution, and peoples distracted

with intellectual anarchy. He must be a bold prophet who
can weigh the elements of the European system, and com-

pute their possible combinations and antagonisms, without

profound anxiety.

The grounds on which we have justified the present

struggle, sufficiently define our conception of its object.

That object plainly is to take from Russia the power of

further aggrandizement, and the disposition to further

menace. To keep this one end steadily in view ; to rest in

nothing short of it ; to be tempted into nothing beyond it,

appears to us the true duty of this country. By their

tendency to secure this result soon and effectually, all pro-

posed methods of procedure ought to be tried. The resort

to war is ever a fearful responsibility, and it ceases to be

defensible where its moral idea and aim are not kept

distinct and clear, and visibly made the rule of its opera-

tions. The statesman who proclaims hostilities for one

cause, and then thinks that, while his hand is in, he may as

well do a little business for another, brings suspicion on his

motives, and takes away all solemnity from his act. For

this reason it is impossible to give prominence in the

present war to the English sympathy with oppressed

nationalities, and to treat their restoration as its object. And
he who would demand attention to them has but one course

of argument open to him ; he must show that to attempt
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their restoration, offers the best chance of making Russia

harmless. Only in this character, as instruments of a policy,

can they fairly come before us for a hearing now. Did we

make them principals in the quarrel from the first, we

should be justly exposed to the reproach of insincerity,

negotiating in one sense and fighting in another. The
Western Powers are accused, naturally enough, of com-

promising their better sympathies by advances to Austria,

of paying in precious character for her alliance, and after all

barely obtaining her neutralization. With the feeling that

inspires this objection we are completely in accordance

;

nor could any good hope breathe freely in England till the

Vienna delusion was broken up, and the key was turned

upon the empty conference-chamber. But if the friendship

of Austria has been too patiently sought, it would have

been an equal error and a greater wrong to use the breach

with Nicholas as a mere occasion for breaking up her

empire ; to make her the chief object of hostilities due to

the delinquencies of another. Yet this is precisely what we

should have done, if we had begun by pronouncing the

words, " Hungary, Poland, Italy." Their terrible power

{glorious also, when the just hour strikes) must act primarily

to convulse the empire of Francis Joseph, with whom we

were at peace ; and only secondarily that of the Czar,

against whom we went to arms. Even if Austria were

justly suspected of prowling about the skirts of the Russian

design, and by connivance preparing a claim to some share

in the contingent booty, she was not in a position to be

made principal enemy : her evil propensities showed them-

selves at the remotest corner of this country's Turkish

interests and engagements, and were but incipient and

tentative auxiliaries of the main offender. Of selfish

hesitancy in her calculations we cannot acquit her : yet it

does not follow, except in the logic of passion, that no

opportunity should have been allowed her to withdraw from

her hovering position, and take sides with the police instead

of the thieves. If by detaching a half-inclined accomplice
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you can baffle a scheme of depredation, or favourably alter

the balance of its chances, it is surely lawful to do so, pro-

vided it be by no unworthy means, but by indicating the

path of more legitimate interest and less doubtful honour.

In casting about then for means of carrying on the contest

to which they were committed, the Western Powers would

not have been justified in appealing, in the first instance, to

the nationalities ; and were not precluded from the attempt

to determine Austria to their side, and form a complete

European combination. The experiment was worth trying.

Its success would have compelled the recoil of Russia. Its

failure would remove the mask from the character of the

German powers, and would open to England and France,

in the second act of the conflict, lines of policy which were

not legitimate in the first. To call up the oppressed races

at the outset, not in aid of any spontaneous and localized

effort by some one of them, but all at once, by foreign

stimulus and in a foreign cause,—what would it have

implied ? Universal war, from the Rhine to the Araxes,

from Finland to Sicily; limited by no definite and para-

mount idea, but with a dozen supreme objects in different

parts, until all objects were lost in the uncontrollable chaos

of passions ; a war in which the regitiie of the coup d'etat

would have been little likely to join ; which, in the most

favourable case, would have arrayed against the West every

constituted government, and the whole military power of

central, southern, and eastern Europe, with no allies but

provisional juntas and undisciplined populations. We have

no dynastic, no aristocratic predilections, but we approve

the shrinking hand that would not hurl a torch to kindle

such a fiame.

Our sacrifices, however, to the Austrian experiment are

now at an end. Vienna has had her opportunity, and,

declining it, leaves us free to adapt our future policy to the

exigencies of the war. Her withdrawal increases the

physical difficulties, but simplifies the moral complication

of the problem. The allies must adopt a different tone to
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Austria. Her armies oppress and demoralize the Princi-

palities : let her be desired to evacuate them : let a reason-

able and popular government be constituted there under

European guarantee, and the appearance there of a Russian

regiment be declared an act of war. Russia owes to the

world and a just God restitution for the crimes that are her

only title-deeds to Warsaw. Let no scruple towards the

partners in that guilt any longer deter us from becoming

the instruments of retribution, and testing the fidelity of the

Czar's Polish subjects. There is no need to put forth any

promise or programme of a restored kingdom, and so give

Berlin and Vienna the plea for war. Invasion of Russian

Poland is an indisputable belligerent right ; and if the in-

vasion succeeded, the kingdom would appear of itself. Of
the strategical possibilities we cannot pretend to judge ; but

every moral and political consideration makes us hope that

they are encouraging. Even the dynasties must sometimes

suspect how much better it would be if the Poles—dis-

turbers of so many other countries—were made conservators

of their own. On this road it is,—by the banks of the Nie-

men, at the foot of the Bukowina hills,—that we should

make reparation to Hungary for our guilty neglect in 1849.

The wind that once sets in from the sea north of the Car-

pathians, cannot fail to sweep over to the south. Unhappy
Hungary ! Who can now doubt the fatal loss of opportunity

by England in the spring of 1849, through the yet clinging

curse of the non-intervention doctrine? For how much of

the present entanglement of Europe must Lord Palmerston

himself feel that these few cold words of his are answer-

able !

"Viscount Palmerston to Mr. Buchanan.,

{Extract.) "Foreign Office, May 17, 1849.

" Much as Her Majesty's Government regret this interference

of Russia, the causes which have led to it, and the effects which

it may produce, they nevertheless Jiave not considered the occa-
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sion to be one which at present calls for any formal expression

of the opinions of Great Britaiti oji the matterT*

When the appropriator of Poland heard that Great

Britain had no opinion to express about the invasion and

poHtical extinction of Hungary, he might well suppose that

the West had ceased to care about the East,—that Bucharest

was as open to him as Hermanstadt,—and that constitu-

tional England, which suffered him to hunt from city to city

the Parliament of Pesth, would let him do as he liked with

the Divan of Constantinople. May the minister who
deceived Nicholas by apathetic words undeceive Alexander

by resolute action ! But, however certain it may be that

Poland and Hungary, once reconstituted, would present the

most reliable barrier to the advances of Russia on the West,

their reorganization is a work of immense difficulty, not to

be effected in a tumultuary and boundless storm. Such

results can attain no solidity unless aimed at and accom-

plished one by one, and secured by the concentration upon

each, as its turn comes, of every available resource of

political sagacity and military power. We know it is said,

that in this way you enable the Absolutists also to take the

rising nations in detail, and put them down by an itinerant

crusade. But their power to help each other is much
impaired, now that Russia is pre-engaged at home, and

would rather want to borrow armies than be at liberty

to lend. And the necessity of peace is so extreme

for Austria, so great for every German Court, that their

general sympathy with Russia is paralyzed by more

pressing fears.

Meanwhile, there is an earlier problem, which, notwith-

standing the recent check, is emerging, we trust, by military

settlement, into the stage for political solution. What is

to be done with the Crimea? To restore it to Russia

would be an absurd forfeiture of securities won at so great

* " Correspondence Relative to the Affairs of Hungary, 1847-1849."

Blue Book, Aug. 15, 1850, p. 137. No. 179.
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a cost. France or England could not hold it without excit-

ing dangerous jealousies. Turkey would hardly be able to

protect it. There are difficulties in every arrangement

;

but we can think of no insuperable objection to giving it

to Sardinia. Her shipping to the neighbouring ports of

the province of Kherson is already, we believe, highest on

the returns of tonnage. The Genoese would be at home
again on the southern shore, and find the traces left by

their forefathers. The military and naval power of Sardinia

is fully equal to the easy defence of the Peninsula, yet

would occasion no alarm to Constantinople. The Italian

race has aptitudes for naturalization in the East which are

not found in North Europeans. And if a new nucleus of

organizing life is needed there, as a centre to counterbalance

possible decay, what source could more hopefully supply it

than a young, energetic, second-rate Power, whose develop-

ment into a State of the first rank would certainly be for

the interests of the world ?

It is, however, a cheap exercise of imagination to revise

''the map of Europe." Amid the uncertainties of war, no

proposal can be more than a hint ; even in the re-settlement

of peace, no adjustment in the East can be regarded, we

fear, as more than provisional. The political problem pre-

sented by that region of multifarious races, dissimilar

languages, and hostile faiths, is the most perplexing, perhaps,

that the world has ever seen. Well might statesmen be

tempted to abandon it in despair, and persuade themselves

that they thus leave it to a Higher Power, were it not just

the one thing certain and clear amid the darkness, that this

pious excuse delivers it into the hands of a Loiver Power.

For if we do not undertake the solution, assuredly Russia

will. The distant issue is beyond our vaticination, and no

part of our proper aim. But from day to day a preventive

responsibility rests with us. And in various ways, by the

repulse of arrogance and the protection of injured weakness,

by teaching differing faiths to co-exist, and prejudiced races
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to obey the same law, by the example of invariable honour
in commerce and equity in political intervention, it may be
given to us to save the finest region of Europe from the

grasp of military despotism, and develop in it the aptitudes

for a just civil rule.



XII.

FOREIGN POLICY FOR 1856.*

The "happy new year" prayed for to-day by millions of

affectionate voices,—may God copiously send it into private

homes, where so much remains sheltered from the world's

storms ! In public affairs it is more than can be expected ;

and to exchange such a wish in the family of States would

imply a levity and delusion secure of disappointment. At

the opening of 1856 Europe knows that the holiday-mood

must be short, and the welcome to the fresh time graver

* " General Treaty of Congress, signed at Vienna, June 9, 1815 ; with

the three Annexes thereto, relating to the Kingdom of Poland and the

Republic of Cracow." Presented to the House of Commons by Her

Majesty's command, in pursuance of their Address of the 8th February,

1847.

''Correspondence between Viscount Castlereagh (late Marquis of

Londonderry) and the Emperor Alexander of Russia, respecting the

Kingdom of Poand. " Vienna, October, November, 1814. Presented

to the House of Commons, February, 1847.

"Papers Relative to the Suppression, by the Governments of

Austria, Prussia, and Russia, of the Free State of Cracow, and to the

Annexation of that State to the Austrian Empire." Presented to both

Houses of Parliament, February, 1847.

" Correspondence respecting the Relations between Greece and

Turkey." Presented to both Houses of Parliament, 1854.

"Eastern Papers." Part XIV. "Negotiation at Vienna." Pre-

sented to both Houses of Parliament, 1855.

"Geschichte des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts seit den Wiener Ver-

tragen. Von. G. G. Gervinus. Erster Band. Leipzig, 1855.

"The Polish Question, from the German Point of View." By a

German Statesman. Translated from the German. London, Ridgway

1855.—A ational Kevie-v^ January, 1S56.
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than its wont. Stern duties await it ; sharp sufferings

impend over the months ; unforeseen compHcations cannot

fail to arise ; and never was there a time when clear, com-

manding purpose was more needful in our statesmen,—pur-

pose flexible enough to take up the exigencies of the hour,

but unbending in its general direction. Dearth of the chief

necessaries of life, a falling scale of wages, a rising rate of

discount, the European spread of speculative finance, the

need of loans by everybody at once, growls from Washing-

ton, insolence from Naples, snares from Vienna, plots at

Athens, the permanent ban of the Pope on one ally, and

the periodic shots of assassins at another,—are omens serious

enough to make wise men anxious, and to fill the irresolute

with dismay. None of these things move us, hov/ever, in

comparison with one all-pervading doubt, which adds a

darkness to them all : have we public men to lead us with

honour through?—men who see their way, and mean to

hold it ; who, having shaped the nation's best instincts into

well-defined conviction, will prevent popular fickleness by

constancy in themselves ; men in whose hands the character

of England and the menaced interests of Europe are really

safe ? This miserable doubt has settled with a fixed depres-

sion on the spirit of the country. Banished for a moment
by happy words at Romsey, it is brought back by sinister

overtures to Knowsley ; forgotten in the excitement of the

morning's telegraph, it returns at night with some " four-

point " rumour from Vienna or Berlin. Nor does this pain-

ful feeling merely express a personal estimate of this or that

cabinet-minister or political leader ; though it would find

perhaps excuse enough in the shifting parts of last year's

drama at St. Stephen's. The distrust is chronic, and has a

deeper seat. It is impossible to follow men who cease to

lead, and put faith in those who have no faith themselves
;

and it has become the habit and accomplishment of public

men to substitute the feeling of the country for their own
;

to dispense with positive convictions, and calculate instead

the pressures of the hour ; to determine the right by merely
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assuming the inevitable. It was the fatal merit of Sir

Robert Peel to leave this type of political morality as a

heritage to his successors. Thrice compelled to surrender

to the force of national opinion, and frankly accepting it as

a decree of nature, he acquired a matchless tact in yielding

;

he consecrated the virtue of legislative acquiescence ; he

identified statesmanship with the art of discriminating

between ripe and unripe social wants. The admiration felt

for his later career has raised this narrow and imperfect con-

ception into the Englishman's very ideal of political wisdom
;

giving it a prominence far greater, it is probable, than it had

in his own mind. No doubt it is of the utmost moment to

read aright the indications of matured opinion, to avoid

protracted resistance to an irreversible national will, and

pronounce the verdict when the hearing has fairly closed.

The institutions of a country are thus kept in permanent

harmony with its life, and escape the danger incurred either

by their own inertia or by the pedantry of doctri?iaire

politicians. Yet, after all, this is but the negative side of

government. We cannot consent to reduce it thus to a

mere registering-machine for jotting down the wishes of the

hour, and forming the diary of a people's humours. Let

the popular sentiment act freely on the statesman ; but if

he does not powerfully react on the popular sentiment, and

mould the very opinion which he obeys, he is unworthy to

occupy his higher point of view :

" Celsa sedet /Eolus arce

Sceptra tenens, mollitque animos, et temperat iras."

But, according to our modern doctrine, the political ^olus
is but paid clerk to the national anemometer ; his cave of

the winds, a snug office in Downing Street ; and his busi-

ness, to supply paper for the wriggling lines of the outside

breeze, and keep the pencils pointed that are broken by

jerks of storm. The opinions prevalent in a free country

are surely not to be treated as a destifiy, on which the

minister has but to wait ; they are, to an extent little sus-
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pected, an undetermined power that waits for him. True, a

host of other causes is ever impressing a certain direction

on the mind of a people ; but among them all there is

no influence more steadily intense than the earnest ex-

pression, by trusted leaders, of a clear political creed and

noble public aims. To abdicate this function, to leave it

in the state to which the last five-and-twenty years have re-

duced it, amounts to a confession of unfaithfulness or

incapacity. A few weeks ago a candidate for the suffrages

of an Irish constituency, in responding to public curiosity

as to his political principles, replied, " Just what you please,

gentlemen." * Perhaps he intended to parody the pliant

policy which he emulated only too well.

If in relation to home questions there is some plea for

the helpless sequaciousness of our statesmen, they cannot

be excused from the duty of directly forming and frankly

leading the public sentiment on foreigfi affairs. Here, for

the most part, they have it all their own way. Their coun-

cils are unembarrassed by any predetermination in the

national will ; and if their hands are weak, it is not

from excess, but from defect in the "pressure from

without." It is Lord Palmerston's own remark, that " one

of the chief difficulties in foreign affairs which are felt in

this country is due to the circumstance of the great bulk of

the people having cared, generally, little about them." And
if it be so, who is to blame ? Are the English people, by

some fatality of nature, incurious of the world's affairs ? or

doomed, by insular position, to a blind selfishness ? or so

pleasantly asleep on their own liberties, that no cries of

wrong or alarm of advancing tyrannies can wake them ?

* " You will naturally feel anxious to know what particular line of

politics I shall advocate, in the event of your choosing me for your re-

presentative. My answer is plain,— iVhatever you please. Although a

Catholic in religion, yet I am not bound by the Church ; and you have

only to direct me how I will \_sic] act, and I shall endeavour to

advocate your interests."

—

Address of Mr. C. Fitzgerald Higgins to

the Constituency of Armagh

.
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Such reproaches may be pardoned when flung at us from

Kossuth's embittered and scornful spirit ; but an English

minister should know that opportunity has never been

given us in vain to acknowledge our international obliga-

tions and venture something for truth and justice in other

lands. Queen Elizabeth had no occasion to complain that

her people knew nothing of the Netherlands, and were

without opinions about Spain. Cromwell found in a

vigorous policy abroad his best support amid dangers at

home. Islands and stations in every sea,—not won by

colonization only, but the award of treaty or the prize of

war,—Gibraltar, Jamaica, Malta,—attest the habitual partici-

pation of this country in all great European movements.

How, indeed, is it possible that a people with possessions

in every habitable latitude of both hemispheres, with kindred

and commerce in every civilized land, with the exiles of

every continental convulsion living on their shores,—should

be indifferent to " foreign affairs ? " We feel precisely as

much interest about them as our rulers choose to invite ;

—

intense in crises of conflict like the present, when sacrifices

are needed and publicity is inevitable ; relaxing in peaceful

times, when controversies are removed from the battle-

ground to the diplomatic desk, and the guardians of the

" public service," freed from immediate dependence on the

national spirit, relapse into mystery and silence. A sus-

tained interest in foreign affairs requires a sustained know-

ledge : and this it has never been the habit or inclination

of statesmen to keep up in parliament or the country. The
fitful temper of the public mind has faithfully responded to

their alternations of confidence and reserve ; and as soon

as they feel it their duty to hold us wide-awake to the

course of external politics as it proceeds, instead of coming

down upon us three or four times in a century for a sudden

verdict on all the arrears, we are convinced that the last

" difficulty " to be felt will be that of general apathy. As
it is, our English habit of government indemnifies itself for

yieldingness in home affairs by uncommunicative indepen-
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dence in foreign policy. Imperial confidences, secret cor-

respondence, Olmiitz meetings, take place ; the most

important reports stream in from our ambassadors or

consuls-general, mutual engagements distinctly affecting the

future of Europe are covertly taken by foreign states ;—and

unless some stray whisper reaches the sensitive ear of stock-

brokers and " own correspondents," the facts first come to

light a year or two after they have passed from diplomacy

into history. We are far from attributing this to any official

selfishness or treachery ; far from wishing to see a parlia-

mentary usurpation of the executive. We have less fear of

un-English compromise, and of failure in political vigilance

from the statesmen of any party, than from the middle-class

multitude of the House of Commons ; and believe that no

instrument of government is so good as a reasonable trust

reposed by parliament in the advisers it has given to the

crown. But this trust, to be reasonable and free from

caprice, must be intelligent. The management of inter-

national relations must cease to be an occult art. The
minister must actively contribute from the materials in his

custody to the formation of a sound public opinion, and

the maintenance of a lively national interest in foreign

affairs. Let his rule be to tell all that he fairly may, instead

of only what he absolutely must. Let him rely for support,

not on his ability to outwit bewildered country-gentlemen,

and alight upon his feet however rudely tossed in the York-

shire blanket of a peace-debate, but on the clear judgment

of a country prepared and instructed by himself, and the

open-eyed assent of a parliament not wholly left to the

" light of nature " for its notions of the boundaries, races,

religions, the recent history, alliances, and treaties, of all

states beyond a vacation-trip. Had it been an established

usage for the Secretary of Foreign Affairs to take leave of

every session of parliament with a survey of external re-

lations, we believe that, at the outbreak of the present war,

the government would have seen its own way more clearly,

have had a better understanding with the country, and been
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spared the distrusts and desertions which have so much
paralyzed its action.

The second year of the war is over ; and with it ought

to pass away the mere tentative conduct of it, which is per-

missible, even inevitable, in its first stage. The time has

come when it must cease to be a mere military struggle, and

must be taken possession of and directed by a comprehen-

sive /d7//ri'. And that policy ought to be a 7iew ofte, com-

puted, not on the necessities of 181 5, but on the living

conditions of our own generation, and the manifest require-

ments of the opening time. It is vain to urge that the

status quo ante, or the four points, because once accepted

as SM^cient preventives of war, ought to content us as its

issue. Such pedantic ethics not only disregard the lessons

of historical experience, but would secure to us all the

curses of conflict without a hope or a compensation. The
dissension of states is, in its very essence, their transition

from one state of equilibrium to another; it attests the

worn-out condition of the old adjustment ; it is the tem-

pestuous prayer of nations for a better;—and to advise

relapse into the proved instability, and bar the search after

any truer centre of repose, is to insure disturbance in per-

petuity ; it is to open the furrows of the present only to

fling in dragons' teeth for the future. What is the use of

the last forty years' experience, if it has not proved to us

that the Treaty of Vienna secures no balance, but a mon-

strouso verweight to the rudest, least scrupulous, steadiest,

and most grasping power in Europe ? What lesson have

we learned from the chancery of St. Petersburg, if we still

trust to its Cretan veracity, and look only to a revision of

its moral guarantees ? What are we the better for the 6,000

guns and captured stores of Sebastopol, if we yet imagine

that the Mediterranean is safe, and that no Byzantine

empire can retrace its steps to Rome ? Unless France and

England are weak enough to believe " in the paramount

destinies of Russia," it is their duty to address themselves

to the whole problem of her overweening power, and direct

VOL. I. H H
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the war towards its preconceived solution. This involves

no abandonment of the original definite objects of the con-

test, no attempt at a universal re-settlement of Europe;

but only a final clearance of illusions, a firmer grasp of the

real conditions, and a resolute seizure of the most efficient

resources.

It may be admitted that Lord Aberdeen was unjustly

blamed for seeking in the first instance the alliance of

Prussia and Austria. In resisting an aggression on the

public law of Europe, all the great Powers have the same

ostensible interest ; and the partners to its establishment

are the natural partners for its defence. There cannot be

a doubt about the general rule, that a contumacious

member of the family of states should be brought to reason

by the joint action of all the rest. And however reason-

able the suspicion may be, that the appeal for co-operation

will, in certain instances, be made in vain, the duty remains

of at least presenting the opportunity, and throwing the

responsibility of refusal on the evasive states. It would

have been an unpardonable error to force Vienna into

union with St. Petersburg by presuming her unwillingness

to take a better course, and overlooking her intense interest

in the preservation of the general peace. Nor is it justi-

fiable to break away at once from the existing bases and

combinations on which the European equipoise has de-

pended, till by every fair experiment their inadequacy has

been proved. It was necessary to try whether the engage-

ments and habits of common understanding, established at

the commencement of the peace, would still avail for its

protection against new dangers. The time and forbearance

spent in working out the answer have not been lost. The
demonstration is complete. No one henceforth will expect

from Austria any thing but the most direct self-preservation
;

she believes in Mr. Cobden's creed, and simply minds her

own business,—reduces her military establishments, and
lets the world's right and wrong find their " natural level,"

without bias from her to their " free competition." In the
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political exigencies of the new time, in the problem now
opening on half the globe, the German governments dis-

claim all interest. They have no objection to have it

settled for them ; but the particular turn of the solution is

a matter of indifference. To them it would be equally

agreeable to see the Czar abated to a style of less oppres-

sive patronage, or France pale and harmless from loss of

blood, and England's civil freedom overmatched by the

model despotism of the world. We know, then, precisely

what the chance of their alliance is worth. Against a commofz

danger to the system of which they are parts, it is nothing

at all ; and, to render it available, the scene must be laid

nearer home. The first effect of their neutrality was to

keep the war at a distance ; the second should be to bring

it to their frontier-posts.

In fact, the political combinations of 181 5 were estab-

lished with one view ; those which we now want must take

their form from another. Then it was the France of the

Revolution, of the Consulate, of the Empire, against which

precautions or penalties were taken ; no7V it is the Russia

of 1853 from whose encroachments protection is sought.

It would be strange if the barrier thrown up to face the

West were equally efficient to shield us on the East. The
alliances natural then among fellow-sufferers in the general

danger and comrades in the same field, have become in

many ways unnatural now, under the changes of the

interval and the exigencies of the hour. Besides the one

great difference that France and Russia have changed

places, and the protector of 181 2 appears as the aggressor

of 1853, the events of 1848 have altered the affinities of

Europe, and awakened in the Western nations sympathies

and antipathies which statesmen cannot permanently

neglect. The fact cannot be disputed, that, beyond the

ranks of professional politicians. Englishmen of all parties

look with aversion on every form of Austrian alliance, and

feel it an infinite relief to be delivered from the chance of

so questionable a partnership. So strong and general is

II H 2
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this shrinking, that we are convinced the spirit of the

country would not long support any enterprise into which

the double-eagle imported its black omen. Geographical

position and political antecedents, however, imposed the

necessity of overtures now happily declined. Austria, on

her eastern outposts, has the option of a plain duty or a

public crime ; she must either accept the office of guarding

Europe against Muscovite encroachment, or become ac-

complice in the guilt. She has chosen the latter course,

and is entitled to no further consideration. We are not

insensible to the strength of her temptation and the mani-

fold difficulties of her position. But if they mitigate the

sentence on her unfaithfulness, it is only by enhancing the

sense of her incapacity. She cannot do the duty of a

frontier state. She is next neighbour to the world's great

danger ; and can only wheedle and coax it to keep still.

She wants her army for her subjects, and has only intrigues

and professions for her rivals and allies. Living in the

memory of mankind chiefly by the reformations she has

quenched and the kingdoms she has ruined, and represent-

ing to the imagination of to-day little else than a sleeping

mass of bigotry, bankruptcy, and insurrection, she can bring

us only the infection of distrust and hopelessness ; and, of

all the larger states, has the most certainly precarious and

diminishing stake in that future of Europe for which we are

called to provide.

We have, then, done, and overdone, our duty to the old

Castlereagh combination, and are fairly free of Hapsburg

trammels. In looking out for new alliances, it is to be

hoped that legard will be had to the natural genius of our

people and the manifest calling of the western and northern

nations. It is in vain that statesmen of the old school

deprecate a " war of principles
;
" and, relying on material

interests and moral indifference, group the most hetero-

geneous states together in the same political bond. In

such arrangements, as there is nothing spontaneous, there is

nothing self-sustaining, nothing durable. They differ from
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a true adjustment as a railway-board from a family ;
the one

united for an outward business, the other in the inner life.

The sense of a common peril, or the indignation at a

common wrong, may, no doubt, band together for a time

the most incongruous elements ;— it only needs that they

be human. Of this kind is our connection with the Turks
;

founded on the accident of their station at the propylceum

of the civilized world, and morally confirmed by just anger

at the treatment they have received, it is nevertheless un-

supported by the slightest social affinity, and could exist

only in the presence of a threatening alternative. In the

higher antipathies that inspire our resistance to Muscovite

advance Constantinople has no share. We avail ourselves

of its people's instinct of self-preservation for ends that look

far beyond their probable term of existence in Europe. Of

this kind, we trust, is not our connection with Sardinia.

Recommended, no doubt, by a joint interest in the freedom

of the Mediterranean, it has a far deeper significance; and by

expressing a sympathy of social development in addition to

mere partnership of external defence, awakens a sentiment

of pride and promise out of all proportion to its material

weight. Such states it is that can best help each other,—

most efficiently, most cheaply for themselves, most nobly

for the world. These invisible and ideal ties, twined into

the very heart of nations with living fibres of mutual respect

and common admirations, are worth whole fleets and armies,

—nay, will create whole fleets and armies, which no joint-

stock political company could raise. A country indeed

that has come to disclaim all preference and passion, that

represents nothing but itself, that acknowledges no trust,

that hangs neutral amid the sweep of contending enthu-

siasms, and only stops its ears until the storms be past, is but

a withered member on the organism of humanity, whether

lingering to dwindle or hastening to be struck ofl". The in-

stinctive consciousness of some special function to perform,

—a function identified with its very essence,—is to a people

as the pulse of life, and may be found in instances most
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remote from our own approval. Even the rudeness of

Russia feels the stirring of an idea. She is the champion

of the Greek Church against the heterodox and infidel.

The Austrian house inherited the dream of the " Holy
Roman Empire,"—to defend Western Christendom against

the Saracens. Spain took her vow to Catholicism against

the Protestants ; the Low Countries and Sweden to Pro-

testantism against the Catholics. With powers moved by

such inner springs, we believe that scarcely any advantage

of material resource will enable a people without faith, or

governments blind to its force, permanently to contend.

We admit the difficulty of applying this general doctrine to

the particular conjuncture at which we stand. We feel the

want of any definite rallying-cry like that which united and

divided states in the days of Gustavus Adolphus. W^e know
not how to shape into expression the latent faith and feeling

which give a distinctive character to the temper of our own
country or of any other. It is an age of indeterminate and
composite tendencies, of aspirations suppressed and dis-

guised. But this only complicates the problem, without

removing it, or rendering its solution of less momentous
consequence. The elective affinities of human societies,

even where they defy statement and analysis, remain ; and
with or without our recognition will actually determine the

future. Nor are we, after all, so much at a loss for a

" cause/' as we are apt to imagine ; so much more inde-

finitely placed than the forerunners,—in the sixteenth cen-

tury, for instance,—whose course now seems quite sharply

marked out and easy to see, though severe to follow. There

was no " side " for the Reformers to take until they shaped

and formed it for themselves,—no " Protestantism " for

Saxony and Ziirich to support till Luther and Zwingle created

it. That age, too, like the present, had its dim and doubtful

dawning of new consciousness ; alive with groping sympa-

thies, drawn to this, repelled from that, ere yet any outline

of traceable conviction defined the sunrise and proclaimed

the day. It is precisely by fidelity to incipient intimations
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of higher truth and good, by tampering with no moral

disgust, by opening the heart freely to young nobleness and

keeping up no visiting acquaintance with hoary lies, that

little by little a faith grows up, a principle is disengaged to

view, and the standard is raised which assembles the army

of the future. Of what elements in Europe that army would

be naturally composed may be surmised by help of certain

signs and instincts of the time.

Over the greater part of the European continent two very

marked phenomena must strike every observer who can

compare the opposite extremities of five-and-twenty years

;

viz., the dependence of social order on great ar?fites, and the

increasing power of organized priesthoods. High military

doctrine and high church doctrine are in the ascendant

from Konigsberg to Messina, from Normandy to Kherson.

Could we enumerate all the cities and provinces which, at

different times within the last ten years, have been declared

under " state of siege," the list would be an astonishing

one, and would run, we believe, through every country

except the Netherlands and Sweden. Yet there has been

no foreign war, with the exception of the short affair that

closed with the battle of Novara ; the outlay for ordnance-

stores has been everywhere for home consumption. Even

Louis Philippe,^the commercial traveller of kings,—went

into \ki^ fortification-line^ and thought it a prudent investment.

The Austrian rule lives virtually ^/z^r^w/^^ on a great portion

of its territory, and administers from head-quarters. Italy

is a series of garrisons. The King of Prussia decorates his

officers and flatters his priests, and calls honest members of

parliament (among them Vincke himself) " his enemies !

"

In most foreign governments the army is less an external

protection than a domestic institution ; and their Horse-

guards and Home-office are pretty much the same. Still

more remarkable,—indeed portentous,—is the advance of

the clerical power. Even in Protestant Germany it threatens

at once civil rights and scientific theology ; it chokes the

healthy ventilation of thought ; sickens the upper atmos-
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phere with perfumes of pietistic cant and ecclesiastical

arrogance ; and burdens the whole spirit of society. Hope-
less and even ludicrous as the attempt may seem to institute

a hierarchy and high-priesthood under the genial, human,
unsystematic Luther, men are found to perpetrate such

absurdity in his name ; and in a recent work of Dr. Klie-

foth of Schwerin, which is perhaps the completest manifesto

of this ascendent party, we find the whole theory of the

Hildebrandic system developed,—reduced indeed to pro-

vincial dimensions, but unflinchingly applied to the

relations and problems of the hour. Human life would

be unbearable under the conditions of ecclesiastical police

which he proposes to inflict. Yet this doctrine triumphs
;

it passes from speculation into action ; and every year adds

to the number of parishes surrendered to it. We refer

incredulous readers, who fancy all danger to religious

liberty a thing of impossible recurrence, to the excellent

letters of Bunsen (now in course of publication) on free-

dom of conscience and the rights of the Christian people :*

and they will find that jurists of highest name are not

ashamed to expound the most servile doctrine ; and that

no important affair of life,—education, marriage, worship,

study,—is secure from the invasion of spiritual ambition.

If these are the phenomena most conspicuous around the

birthplace of the Reformation, the tendency of Roman
Catholic Europe has spoken plainly enough in the New
Austrian Concordat ; in which the " indelible character " of

the Vatican vindicates its existence, and the genius of the

Hapsburg family reasserts its unhappy mixture of tender

scruples towards moping monkery with insensibility to the

most gigantic civil crimes. Does Lord John Russell,—the

captivated plenipotentiary of Vienna,—believe his Protes-

tant eyes, as they glide over that unctuous document ? Is

it for this that he has been so faithful to the principles by

* " Die Zeichen der Zeit. Biiefe an Freunde iiber die Gewissens-

freiheit und das Recht der christlichen Gemeinde." Von Christian Cari

Josias Bunsen. i'^'^ und 2^^ Biindchen. Leipzig, 1855. Brockhaus.
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which his family acquired " the Bedford-level ;
" that he has

so long preached and practised the doctrine of " civil and

religious liberty
;
" that he wrote the Durham letter ; that

he lectured about persecution and Galileo at Exeter

Hall ; that he frequented evangelic and apocalyptic Dr.

Gumming ;—to see the widest western empire, under his

bew^itching friend Gount Buol, swept clear of toleration,

—

the schools, the universities, the press, surrendered to the

bishops, and the bishops responsible to Rome,—the

regulars above the seculars, — the canon law above the

civil,—marriage and divorce, the family and the inheritance,

submitted to priestly jurisdiction ? And that which

Austria is, a great part of the Gontinent tends to become,

—a Theocracy intrenching itself in a Gamp. Standing

armies and standing priesthoods, approaching from opposite

sides, drive the civil franchises upon an ever-narrowing

ground. The two extreme agencies, w^hich should be

reserved as the ruler's exceptional resource, are passing into

the ordinary means of government. The Genius of super-

natural pretension and the twin Giant of material force

recognize each other, and advance to the greeting, across

the noble field of the healthful natural life; spoiling

beneath their tread the free strolling-grounds of happier

years, and driving the herd of frightened nations to be

crushed between their embrace.

Of these alarming tendencies, we need not say Russia

is the very incarnation ; the Gzar uniting virtually in his

own person the attributes of pontiff and autocrat at once.

England, on the other hand, presents the natural counter-

poise to Russia in this as in so many more obvious

respects. Nowhere are the soldier and the priest so com-

pletelely dispensed with in the work of government as with

us. In no other land could the whole army be emptied

out without making the slightest difference in the public

security and peace. Nowhere do Law and Gonscience so

nearly blend, and render each other such mutual support.

Nowhere is it so impossible to exercise religious oppression
;
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and if ever tried, the attempt must come from private

intolerance, while the protection is interposed by public

law. Our very life as a nation is bound up with that free

worship, free discussion, free teaching, free commerce,

which elsewhere are objects of official consternation : the

instruments of revolution elsewhere are the conditions of

self-sustaining order here. The hieratic distemper which

abroad loads an empire with a Concordat can here only

irritate a churchwarden with credence-tables and altar-

petticoats. In short, we have a faith in natural justice, in

social self-government, in religious liberty, in eventual

truth, and a jealousy of the surplice except to instruct, and
of the sword except to defend us, which are pre-eminently

characteristic of us as a people. This national genius is

not to be denied its field of external action. It is a trust

to be guarded for the world, and in times of conflict to

serve as a rallying-point of sympathy where kindred

tendencies may find support. It ought to have a potential

voice in the selection of our alliances. And if this prin-

ciple of natural affinity is not permitted to take direction of

the very next campaign, the most serious anxieties for the

political future of Europe will be justified.

Tried by this test, our alliance with Imperial France is

not without its drawbacks and insecurities. The throne of

our ally is as little independent of military and sacerdotal

support as that of Francis Joseph himself; and guards

itself not less jealously from the free usages to which we

are attached. It cannot be denied that whatever, as

Englishmen, we must consider the noblest and most

hopeful elements of Galilean society, are depressed or

alienated under the present regime. The reformed religion

cannot lift up its head
;

political discussion is extinct ; the

moral sciences cannot breathe in the altered air ; and the

vivid life of literature and art is replaced by ecclesiastical,

martial, and industrial spectacle. The praetorian rule that

occupies the Tuilleries may be a political necessity ; but it

is not a necessity that can gratify the aspirations of patriotic
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Frenchmen, or be acceptable to the real sympathies of our

own people. We can quite understand the effect upon our

American cousins, of our close alliance with a government

so little realizing their hereditary dream of Gallic freedom.

Just when they are most disappointed in that Paris which,

as republican children of the old world, they have regarded

as the very Delphi of their faith,—the /xeVoi/ o\i<^dkov eldevdpoio

fMarepos,—they find us drawn to it by closer attraction than

had seemed possible before. Their dislike of such a

phenomenon is perfectly natural in their position, and cor-

responds with a part of the mixed and more balanced

feeling prevailing here. Are we, then, to repent of our

neighbour's alliance, or to hold lightly by it ? Far from it

:

it is the prime condition of the whole enterprise in which

we are engaged, and is to be maintained with scrupulous

good temper and good faith. But let us not forget France

herself in her Court : let us cultivate a good understanding

with the enduring nation, rather than with the precarious

Tvpavvis of the hour. So far are the two things from being

incompatible, that the very policy which is best for the

friendship of the countries is, we are convinced, best also

for the security of the Emperor's throne : while conversely,

unless we speak to other sentiments in France than those

which are special to the present regime, unless we strike

with our ally into a new path, the success of the war, the

durability of the alliance and the continuance of his rule,

all become precarious together. The time has arrived

when mere military excitement, without a deeper political

interest, will fail to maintain the spirit of either country

under the sacrifices entailed by the conflict. In France

the national feeling has throughout been less energetically

roused than in England ; and the real secret of the popular

sentiment here lies in a vague hope, which it is dangerous

longer to disappoint, that the allied powers would finally

get rid of Russia as a perpetual menace to the West. If

that hope be absurd,—if the "paramount destinies " are to

be quoted against it,—a deceptive war must soon languish
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into a sullen peace. But if not, let the confidence of the

nation be justified by a bold cut right into the political pith

of the whole question, instead of mere military trimming of

the extremities.

The enemies of Lord Palmerston have long prophesied

that, as soon as the Crimea was in the hands of the allies,

terms would be accepted ; because, a new field of oper-

ations having then to be sought, it would be impossible

longer to avoid an invasion of Poland,—a measure which,

being really efBcient, he would never adopt. We do not

share in this distrust ; but we cannot shut our eyes to the

mischievous plausibility given to it by the present aspect

of events. Since the fall of Sebastopol nothing has been

done in the peninsula ; and the intentions of the generals

have tzvice^ it is believed, been arrested by orders from

home. What answer can be given to the complaint, that

the opportunities of a fine autumn have been taken out of

the hands of the commanders-in-chief? In immediate

sequence on this apparent provision for consuming more

time in the Crimea come sinister tidings of new Austrian

proposals, said to be favourably entertained in London and

Paris, yet presumed at Vienna to be so certainly acceptable

to Russia, that already the reduction of the Austrian army

to its peace establishment is taking place. If the offered

concessions are small,—the mere twaddle of " the four

points" over again,—to listen to them is evidence of

anxiety in Downing Street to avoid the next step. If they

are ample,—involving adequate cession of territory as well

as promises about creeds and ships,—the tender of them

shows how much Russia shrinks from the allies' next step.

In the latter case, peace may be irrecusable ; but it will be

unsatisfactory, because arresting us in a European duty on

the eve of its most effectual performance. In the former

case, the havoc which the war has made with the reputations

of public men will be complete ; and the melancholy

impression will become fixed, of a hopeless irresolution or

insincerity in the whole class of ofificial statesmen. We
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know that such impressions may easily be unjust under

the compHcations of allied action and deHberation. But

they are not the less natural or the less mischievous. And
for the constitutional future of this country, for the per-

manent understanding with France, as well as for the

ulterior prospects of Europe, we think it will be unfortunate

should winter negotiations come in arrest of the next cam-

paign.

For how is it possible any longer to evade the one simple,

direct, practical solution of the whole Russian difficulty,

—

the restoration of Poland ? The hour has come which

brings this question legitimately, and in due course of

business, on to the table of our council-chamber. Effort

enough, and more than enough, has been made to restore

the disturbed balance by means of the old forces, and to

extort from Austria and Prussia the performance of their

duty as frontier-states towards the acknowledged aggressor.

They decline the trust, and release Europe from its delusive

confidence. Every ingenuity has been exhausted to keep

"the nationalities" asleep, to carry on the contest at a

distance from every explosive land, and coldly to repulse

the zeal of " dangerous allies." Why longer cripple our

strength, that we may spare the weakness, and leave

unpunished the past crimes of our enemy, and of the

neutrals that are more his than ours ? Why starve our

enterprise of all moral enthusiasm, by proclaiming that it

shall take every circuit to avoid doing a great justice, and
rather storm every barricaded path of material force than

pronounce the word of Right ? Is it not thefact, that the

post of barrier-state is vacant 1 Then let us declare it so,

and see whether there is not a people to fill it. Do you
doubt whether there are Poles in Poland ?—whether Lord
Dudley Stewart did not for the most part bring them to

London, and make them tiresome to your charity ? Have
you been assured at the clubs and in the salo?is that the

Lithuanians worship the Czar, that the Volhynian peasantry

are happier than ever before, that the country has been glad
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to forget its history and forego its aspirations ? It is easy

to put this doctrine to a better test than the assertion of

Austrian fashionables and Prussian officials, on which alone

it rests. Land an army near the Gulf of Riga, and another

at Odessa or Otschakov ; and having secured the coasts as

a base, advance along the lines of the great rivers with

Polish regiments and the national standards in the van ; let

the one expedition be under French, the other under English

command ; and after the first great battle, north and south,

the problem will find its spontaneous solution, whether in

Poland the allies are on a hostile soil, and are received on

their march as invaders or as liberators. How but by such

experiment,—an exigency of war in 1856, an impossibility

in the peace before and after,—can it be known whether the

conditions of a restored nationality remain ? Where the

question is, " What life yet burns in a race so long

oppressed ? " testimony is worthless, diplomacy is sceptical,

discussion has no data ; the people themselves, in the

languor and inertia of to-day, know nothing of the spirit

that may wake in them to-morrow, when new hopes surprise

them, and " native music " and historic banners appeal to

them again. From the nature of the case, the reality will

not confess itself to any commission of inquiry; it will

yield itself up only to the interrogation of fact. The

Western Governments find themselves at the very crisis for

putting the question : if they shrink from it, will it be

through fear of its failure, or through fear of its success ?

Thus to enter upon a new stage of the war would be at

once to ennoble our alliance with France and to cast all

our European relations into more natural shape. The

resuscitation of Poland not only belongs essentially to the

Napoleonic policy, and simply carries out the measures of

1806 and 1809, but deeply touches the sympathies of the

French people, who have never permitted the hopes of her

exiles to pine away. If it be true that under the pressure

of great wants and scarce supplies, our neighbours' martial

zeal has grown precarious, their Emperor has but to pro-
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nounce the word " Warsaw," and the elastic spirit will

return, and carry him on flood-tide over every bar of finance

that could impede his way. Nor could any thing so

strengthen the ties between the allied countries as their

union in a positive and constructive, as well as a mere

negative and preventive enterprise,—their joint committal to

a bold and magnanimous policy, generous to one European

people and protective to all. Of all the parties that have

reigned in Paris during the last thirty years,—Legitimist,

Orleanist, Republican, Bonapartist,—the first alone is in-

different to the fate of Poland ; nor can any political

interest be named that awakens in France so little dissension

and rests on so broad a base of public support. It is a

noble feature in the character of the French nation, that,

while still unable to work out their own social problem,

they have ever sympathized with foreign struggles of

patriotism, and been quick to pity the exiles of defeated

liberty. If, as we believe, this is the deepest and most

pervading of all high impulses in our neighbours, to call it

into healthy action is their best preparation for dealing with

their own interior difficulties—the happiest moral gymnastic

to fill the interregnum of their constitutional existence.

When the time shall come to resume their civic life, they

will stand before Europe as liberators of others even when

not free themselves,—as having accepted indeed a dictator,

but one who could interpret their generous inspirations,

and was not afraid to ask them for honourable sacrifices.

If he would obliterate painful recollections, and provide a

future worthy of ambition ; and if we are in alliance with

the soundest, choicest, most abiding elements of his nation,

—we must take the mutual pledge to a new political creation

on the plains of the Dwina and the Dnieper.

Yet not a creation, but a resurrection. And here lies the

peculiarity of the present complication, that the direct way

out of it is by a path not revolutionary, but conservative

;

not cut by military pioneers through the forest of an

impenetrable future, but known and trodden as the high-
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way of history. You have not to carve out with the sword

a conventional state without physical or moral landmarks,

and insulting to every preconception of political or ethno-

logical unity. You have not, like the first Napoleon, to

make new .surveys, and to cover the walls of your foreign

office with maps bewildering to last season's geography.

You have but to take Spruner's Historic Atlas^ and turn the

leaves backward till you have rid yourself of the great Musco-
vite upstart, and left his innovations and apTrdynara behind

;

and there, with tints of the past upon it to separate it

from the Russian waste beyond, lies the very map that

you may send to your political engraver. From the Car-

pathians to the sources of the Wolga, and spanning Europe

from the Black Sea to the Baltic, spreads a region that for

centuries has been a realm ; that was so within living

memory; that has a common language and proud traditions

to unite its parts, and a Western Christianity to separate it

from the domains of the Greek church on the east and

south ;—that has, for its area, nearly five times the popula-

tion and produce of the rest of European Russia ; and

supplies to its usurper's army, now in the field against you,

300,000 soldiers, with the greater part of the horses, the

grain, the hemp, the hides, that mount and feed and equip

them. The mode in which this land was stripped of its

independence is kept in remembrance by universal abhor-

rence, and is admitted by all parties,—yes, even by the

minor accomplices themselves,—to be unique in enormity

among political crimes. Frederick the Great assures us

that " it was the Empress Catherine who proposed the par-

tition. I know," he adds, " that Europe generally believes

that the partition of Poland was a consequence of political

intrigues imputed to me. However, this is utterly false.

After I had proposed divers intermediate measures, it

became necessary to have recourse to the partition as the

sole measure that could prevent general war. Appearances

are deceptive
;
yet it is by these that the public judge.

That which I here say to you is as true as the forty-eighth
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proposition of Euclid." Maria Theresa pronounced the

act to which she gave her reluctant signature to be not only

a great blot upon her reign, but so contrary to all right, that

a just Providence would assuredly avenge it on succeeding

times. And even Russia, though her empress at the

moment was incapable of compunction, has thought it

decent to have a little remorse at a safe distance. In 1806,

Alexander said to some Polish generals :
" The partition

of Poland is a great injustice. Had I been on the throne

at that period, I would never have consented to it." At

the congress of Vienna, the sincerity of this profession was

put to the test. The Duchy of Warsaw having been re-

stored to its independence by Napoleon, the leading states-

men of the allied powers,—Talleyrand, Castlereagh, Met-

ternich, Stein, Hardenberg, Knesebeck,—concurred in

urging the re-establishment of Poland, as an indispensable

security to Europe. The Emperor Alexander, however,

insisted on taking the kingdom to himself and occupying its

throne ; only to be merged on the first colourable pretext

into a province of his empire. Lord Castlereagh vainly

endeavoured to change Alexander's resolution ; and the

correspondence between them manifests so strongly the

alarm of the allies at the Russian pretensions, and exhibits,

on the emperor's side, an hypocrisy and rapacity so odious,

that, were it not for the confusion of the Elba-escape and

the Hundred Days, the concession ultimately made with so

much weakness to so much wickedness would be utterly

inexplicable. The clearness with which the German states-

men saw the danger of yielding to the Russian demands

may be judged by the following impressive words of Knese-

beck,—a man, be it observed, who detested the Poles with

true Prussian intensity :

" The future expects from us that we should consolidate

that which the exigencies of the times has produced. The
common interests now felt by Europe must be preserved,

guaranteed, strengthened for the future. . . . Picture to

yourself the Turks driven out of Europe ;—what would be

VOL. I. I I
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the result ? Either Russia would establish herself in the

country, or a separate Greek empire would be founded

there. Now is it desirable, either to render Russia more

powerful even than she is at present, and to have to cope with

the colossus on that side also, or to found a Greek state,

which the influence of Russia, as regards religion, com-

merce, and other relations, would soon transform into

a Russian colony ? . . . If Poland be not re-partitioned

between the conterminous countries, such as it was in 1805,

there are but two alternatives open for that country : either

it must become a Russian province or an i?idepe?ide?it state.

In the latter case, the power of Austria and Prussia will

counterbalance that of the new state ; and though its pos-

sessions may form a topographical projection of their terri-

tory, this will not be more dangerous to them than if those

countries belonged to a state even beforehand st7'onger than

they. One hundred thousand Poles stationed near Lenczyc

may be counterbalanced by one hundred and twenty

thousand Prussians collected near Posen or Bromberg ; but

five hundred thousand Russians stationed near Lenczyc

would blow up the Prussian monarchy. As regards the

first of these suppositions, the position of the Polish terri-

tories would be disagreeable and annoying to Prussia ; as

regards the second, the position of the Russian territories

threatens the very existence, destroys the independence of

Prussia. One may submit to the first ; iti presence of the

second life loses its value ! . . . Where an interest of such

magnitude is concerned, the gain of a few square miles of

territory or of a few thalers of revenue ought not to be

taken into consideration. . . . Austria and Prussia have no

reason to fear the Poles taking the offensive. . . . The Car-

pathian Mountains form the true frontiers of Austria. . . .

Prussia would attain her object if she were to advance from

the Druenca to the Vistula. The safety of the states there-

fore requires that care be taken to re-establish Poland in her

integrity, with the exception of the territories necessary for

our security ; that is to say, that sincere and energetic en-
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deavours should be made to form Poland again into a sepa-

rate state, itito an indepe7ident state, governed by sovereigns

who shall occupy no other throne. Should Russia refuse to

consent to the integral restoration of Poland, her plans of

universal empire will become patent, the liberty of Europe

will be threatened from this side, and another war for the

purpose of saving the independence of the other states will

not be far distant." *

That war is upon us to-day ; and the mistake as well as

the guilt of the extinction of Poland is admitted on all sides.

With a rare unanimity, politicians of every class,—Lords

Lyndhurst and Harrowby, Sir R. Peel and Mr. Roebuck,

—

concur here in their verdict ; and there is everywhere a

ready-made feeling and preconception to which, in times of

difficulty, it is the statesman's highest advantage to be able

to appeal. A policy in reversal of a great crime is in itself

a power ; and a minister who shapes into action the public

remorse of forty years, and arms himself with the recorded

indignation of the civilized world, is master of priceless

elements of success. Why should France and England

forego this moral superiority ? They have carefully retained

it in their possession, through the intervening period, by

protest against the annexation in 1830 and the suppression

of the Republic of Cracow in 1846. It is irreproachably

theirs to use whenever occasion arises ; and their statesmen

must know that now, if ever, the hour strikes.

Nor do we believe the right to re-establish the old

military frontier of Germany to be embarrassed by any

insuperable difficulty. You want to be secure from the

aggressive designs of St. Petersburg. The very nation

which, with Hungary and Venice, long garrisoned Eastern

Europe against the Ottoman advance, still lives upon the

soil, and is ready for the same duty against a new barbarism.

It is easy to desire and imagi?ie a better protection, to com-

plain of the responsibility of re-creating it, and to draw

pictures of possible failure. But ^where is the practical

* "The Polish Question from the German]^Point of View," p. 28.

I I 2
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measure of protection comparable with this in facihty and

completeness ? Will you be content with dismantling the

maritime fortresses of the Czar, and keeping his war-ships

under water ? His power is not naval, but continental

;

and it is by land that he will win the coasts of the Archi-

pelago and the North Sea. Will you find your trusty police

in the vigour of Turkey ? or in the good faith and power of

Austria ? Will you set up the Principalities to keep watch

and ward for you ? It has already exceeded all the re-

sources of your diplomacy and arms to save them from a

double invasion and every curse permitted by the in-

dulgence of a Vienna war-office. Besides, is it easier to

consolidate a new people, or to bid an old one rise from its

oppression and live again ? Nations are not made in a day,

or extinguished in a generation ; but, in spite of energetic

protocols, clean or dusty, remain for you a weakness or a

power according to laws of God that are never moth-eaten.

If the Western Powers, releasing themselves and each other

from their original disclaimer of territorial designs, were to

plant themselves on the Euxine, they would expose them-

selves to the charge of selfish aggrandisement and uncalled-

for harshness towards a vanquished foe. In short, whilst

Russia protrudes with her choicest provinces into the midst

of Europe, with her grasping right hand suspended over

Prussia and her left over Austria, holding both in per-

manent asphyxia, it is vain to seek for any real arrest of her

great game. It is a visible check-mate ; and play as you

will the little pawns that are scattered on the board, they

must all be knocked off in turn, and the stake be lost.

On the other hand, let Poland be once interposed

between Europe and the Muscovite, and hold its line of

posts from sea to sea ; and there is scarcely a continental

question that is not simplified, or a small progressive state

that does not receive a new value in the scale. No remark

is more common and less wise than that the German states,

being the most deeply interested in dangers from the east,

ought to take the lead in any reconstruction of Poland and
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resistance to Russia. Precisely because their interest is so

intense, their participation is impossible. They are para-

lyzed by their dependent position, and cannot take the

initiative in a move which nevertheless they would gladly

see accomplished. They took their slices of Polish territory

against their own convictions, and because otherwise Russia

would have seized the whole ; and, to be delivered from

contact with their terrible patron, they would readily give

them back, with some slight and unimportant exception.

The pamphlet of " The German Statesman " discusses this

question most ably, and shows that the Courts of Vienna

and Berlin have far stronger grounds than in 181 5 for

desiring to see a sovereign state at Warsaw ; and are not

likely tenaciously to withhold the contribution of their

Polish provinces, if the sacrifice be reasonably com-

pensated, and do not include the Dantzic littoral connect-

ing East Prussia with West. Indeed, the German question

would be thus disencumbered from an entanglement which,

had there been no other difficulty, would have sufficed in

1848 to prevent its solution. No nationality is more in-

tolerant of foreign elements than the Teutonic ; and the

determination of Austria to be admitted ititegrally into the

projected German unity, bringing all her non-German sub-

jects with her, was one main topic of hopeless dissension at

the Frankfort assembly ; while the duplicity of Prussia, in

first commencing and then cancelling the separate organi-

zation of Posen, embroiled the proceedings from another

side. " W^hat to do with the Poles," was the provoking

problem that broke in upon the game and marred it

;

bringing Russian threats to bear upon the deliberation, and

with their dull pressure finally wear out the paroxysm of

German enthusiasm. Had Poland existed as an inde-

pendent state, the experiment at Frankfort would have

been sheltered from the disturbance of St. Petersburg, and

cleared from an obtrusive foreign element that gave it an

artificial complexity. The non-existence of Poland is the

vassalage of Germany.
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The effect of a restoration on the Vistula would no doubt

be to alter the present balance between the two great Ger-

man states. Prussia, compensated for the loss of Posen at

the expense of a few mediatized grand-dukes, would gain,

not only in compactness, but in influence, by becoming

purely Germaji. Her political risks would be diminished
;

her probable future aggrandized. Austria, on the other

hand, is, in the first place, less easy to compensate for the

surrender of Galicia ; and, in the next, is brought, by the

reappearance of Poland, visibly nearer to the dangers that

always menace her empire. A free nation on one side of

the Carpathians cannot coexist with a suppressed people on

the other : Vienna will not proceed far in the " assimilation

of Hungary " in the face of an independent Warsaw. In-

deed, we are astonished that this consideration did not

occur to the " German Statesman " as fatal to his proposal

that the Principalities be given as the equivalent for Galicia:

provinces which a successful rising in Hungary would wholly

cut off from communication with the rest of the empire,

would be but insecure payment for the recognition of a free

Poland. . Western Europe will never consent, we trust, to

prejudice the Hungarian cause by surrendering the Sieben-

biirgen to the Austrian embrace, and perpetuating the

tyranny that now wantons at Bucharest and Jassy. It is

time that the Viennese empire be stopped in its progress

eastwards,—be cut off from Russian contact,—and be

brought within the salutary influence of Western opinion

and civilized rivalries. So devoutly Catholic a state is unfit

to govern countries of Greek or mixed religions ; and we

would rather see her extension further up the Danube than

further down. Old as her evil ways are, we should not

despair of amendment, did she act as a purely South-

German power, from her own hereditary states as a centre.

At all events, indemnification for Galicia must be so devised

as rather to consolidate Germany than to distribute Austria.

If the restoration of Poland is a step towards German
unity on the one hand, and towards Hungarian indepen-
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dence on the other, it releases the Danubian Provinces

from Muscovite intrigues and periodic foreign occupation.

Moldavia, lying between Hungary and Poland, Wallachia

between Hungary and Turkey, would be able to develop

their resources, and wield their institutions, undisturbed by

the presence of aggressive states. There seems no urgent

call for any change in their old relations to the Porte, which

were faulty chiefly from sources of weakness and interference

which would then be cut off. The three states,—Poland,

Hungary, Turkey,—historically trained to common action

in various combinations, would form natural allies
;
and

each one of them having a separate and deepest grudge

against Russia, their union, secured not less by moral than

by material interests, would effectually bar the advance of

a Tartar power upon Europe. It is the fashion with diplo-

matists of the conventional school to profess reliance on

Austria as holding the Eastern Protectorate of the Con-

tinent. But except among sexagenarian statesmen and

their blind followers, we venture to say there is not a well-

informed politician in Europe who does not know the vanity

of this reliance, and feel perfectly assured that the^^real

alternative for the civilized world is, to succumb to " the

paramount destinies," or to establish the cordon of free

states. Whatever may ultimately become of the Ottoman

Empire in Europe, the fate of Constantinople is, by their

creation, rescued from prejudgment, and detachment from

the reversionary legacies of Peter the Great. Time is thus

secured for the undisturbed operation of natural causes,

political and ethnological, in the East ; and the problem

removed from the presence of a dictatorial coercion, and

surrounded by new and healthier conditions, cannot fail to

receive a less fatal solution than we should otherwise appre-

hend By that time Italy will be something more, we trust,

than a "geographical expression"; and the Mediterranean,

no longer surrounded by one power and many weaknesses,

will have escaped the risk of becoming either " a French

lake " or an appendage to the Euxine.
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With what double-quick time " the paramount destinies
"

may overtake the paralyzed continent, if the present crisis

be lost, one single consideration will show. Reconstitute

Poland : and you compel Russia to furnish the barrier

against herself
;
you recruit your battalions of defence from

her own army of aggression, and gain a twofold strength.

Neglect and abandon Poland : and then, despairing of the

West, which has only pitied and betrayed her, she will turn

to the East with avenging reconciliation, accept her "as-

similation," and fulfil her destinies as the van-guard of

attack on Europe instead of the rear-guard of defence. It

is not to be supposed that sixteen millions of men, con-

stituting the very pith of the Slavonic stem, imparting the

vital force to any power that holds them,—men with a heri-

tage of historic recollections kept fresh by recent heroism

and endeared by protracted exile,—men united in the

belief of a great future for them, and restless because

watching for its approach,—will be content to sink into

negation and play no part upon the world. Deny a future

to their country^ and they will take it for their race. The
Slavonic family numbers some eighty millions, protruded

in distinct advance-posts into every state of Eastern

Europe, but in Poland alone forming an unbroken and

homogeneous mass. The whole of this family is possessed,

as by a religion, with the belief that the next volume of

the world's history is to be theirs ; that as other tribes are

frittered into disunion or wear out, their compact body is

to move westward and take its turn of dominion. This

exciting dream the Czar does not neglect to humour and

sustain. While we poor sceptics are ashamed to appeal

to any manly faith and generous enthusiasm, he reigns

and conquers by the power of intense and ambitious

superstitions. He turns to the South, and lifts the

standard of the Greek cross. He turns to the West, and

shows the banner of Panslavism ready to be unfurled.

The oppressions of orthodox Christendom serve his purpose

with the foreign Hellenes, and the aspirations of race with
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the Catholic Poles. Of the former weapon you have

hoped to deprive him by securing to the Greek Christians

their rights
;
you must turn the latter against him by

giving the Poles a career. If you do not make haste to

divide the Slaves politically, they will ere long flow

together ethnologically, and sweep with a wave of irre-

sistible advance over the lands of riper civilization. In

this form, if you provide no better, will come the answer

to the indolent question of the political unbeliever
—

" But

is there a Poland ? " At the head of the Russian crusade,

bearing the Panslavic flag, with Slovaks and Pomeranians

flocking round them as they go, leaving the wreck of

Turkey to Bulgarians and Serbs, exploding Austria by

firing Croats, and Tschechs, and Dalmatians at once, they

will bring their reply, " Yes, here we are ! " In short, this

people, scattered, oppressed, disappointed of its destinies,

yet still a people with a memory and a hope is and must

remain a power ;—to-day, mainly in the hands of our

enemy ; to-morrow, if we will, our bulwark against him ;

—

but failing this, turning the next day into the retributive

instrument by which he becomes the scourge of the world.

Make of Warsaw a new Slavonic centre, — AN'estern,

Catholic, and free ; and the old political and religious

antagonism towards Moscow will suppress the incipient

ethnological sympathy ; will turn it from concurrence into

competition ; and direct the face of patriotic ambition

eastward instead of westward. It has become the fashion

to treat this opinion as the special crotchet of refugees and

democrats. It was not so regarded when it was last dis-

cussed by the assembled diplomatists of Europe ; it is not

so regarded, we are convinced, by any first-class statesman

living now. The French Emperor and Lord Palmerston

do not, we imagine, dissent from the judgment of Talley-

rand, " that the one supreme question for Europe is the

Polish ; that the partition of that country is and must

remain the presage and cause of endless disturbances
;

that only in its restoration is any security for the Con-
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tinent to be found." They know the significance of

Metternich's emphatic warning to Hardenberg,—"that

posterity would never forgive this generation, if the

opportunity were lost of limiting Russia by the re-establish-

ment of Poland ; and that Austria had better perish than

permit the annexation of Warsaw."* They see clearly

enough the truth of Lord Castlereagh's assertion, that " if

Russia is hereafter to wield a Polish national army as a

new and most formidable instrument of war," — the

adjacent powers cannot live in security and peace, in the

presence of such a military power, when stript of their

frontiers ; nor will Europe feel satisfied with that equili-

brium for its daily protection which requires its whole

military power to be displaced and put in motion upon

every aberration of a particular state from the line of

duty."t They know that time has detracted nothing from

the justice of these sentiments. But financial necessity in

the one country, parliamentary government in the other,

has established a habit of political dependence on middle-

class and moneyed opinion,—an opinion sensitive to

sacrifice, inapprehensive of historical relations, and

sceptical of international dangers. Hence our statesmen

fear to rely upon their own convictions ; and act less on

the policy they would ultimately approve than on computa-

tion of the support immediately at hand. At the present

crisis this moral cowardice is, we believe, a complete

mistake. Let them frankly ask support from the two

nations for a bold and statesman-like enterprise in Poland,

and party feeling and selfish discontent will be unable to

show their heads. Let them ask no leave and no advice

at Vienna and Berlin ; and, if they only contrive to

succeed, they will get plenty of support even thence. The

pressure of Russia once lifted off, German sentiments will

begin to return ; the opinions of a better age of German

statesmen will recover their weight ; and the shuffling

* " Gervinus's Geschichte des iQten Jahrhiinderts," i. 209.

t " Castlereagh Correspondence with the Emperor Alexander," p. 23.
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neutrality of courts be exchanged for the hearty good-will

of peoples.

The policy which we have indicated could not fail to

alter the attitude of the Northern as well as the German
powers. In the absence of any counterbalancing State

upon the Baltic except the Prussian and the Scandinavian

as at present defined, it is vain to expect active co-operation

in the war from Denmark or Sweden. As on the Continent,

so within the Sound, we encounter nothing but Russia at

first-hand or Russia at second-hand ;—but still every where

Russia. Has she not a reversionary interest in the Danish

crown ? Does she not stand virtually at the gates of Stock-

holm ? Is it forgotten by either, how she took Norway
from the one to give it to the other, and awarded Finland

to herself? Has she not, within two years, set her thievish

eyes on Finmark, and despatched " summer travellers " to

survey by stealth the lines of road, and take soundings in

Fiords where the water is never frozen and the largest navy

might always lie ? In the face of a neighbour whose power

and inclinations are alike unchastened, what help can these

second-rate states dare to give us ? King Oscar may well

fear that Finland, if restored to him at the expense of a

Russia otherwise entire, would be but a fatal gift, which no

outside Atlantic alliances could enable him to hold ; and

which would never be repaid without a huge territorial usury,

if not the forfeiture of a crown. But with a restored

Poland at Riga it would be otherwise. The territories

bordering on the Neva would be enclosed between two

states with no probable causes of mutual collision, and with

a common paramount interest in preventing the aggrandize-

ment of the Czars. An advance on Finland could be taken

in the rear from Courland. The whole group of countries

now paralyzed by a terror that is ubiquitous would breathe

again, and be free both to develop their interior life and to

ally themselves by their natural affinities. North Germany,

now misrepresented by its courts and benumbed by its

officialism, would assert its true genius again, and escape
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from federal intrigues and military drill into national

existence. The lands of the Northmen and the Danes, so

akin to our own in habits, language and feeling, would join

us in defending the freedom of the seas, in favouring the

development of secondary nations, and checking any ten-

dency to huge uniformity of empire. The countries of

Luther, of Gustavus Adolphus, and of the Princes of

Orange would own with us the deep pledges which their

history and ours has given to the Reformation ; and refuse

to surrender the principles of Protestant civilization to any

returning sacerdotalism. And wherever, as in Sardinia, in

Poland (may we not add, in Italy and in Hungary ?) the

aspiration after political liberty has sprung direct out of the

bosom of the old church without passing through the

medium of a religious revolution, the alliance of France,

Catholic, but not papal, with England, conservative though

Protestant and Free, against the living embodiment of

hierarchical and military aggression, may well set at rest

ecclesiastic scruples, and show that around the standard

now raised the progressive tendencies of civilized Europe,

be the baptism that consecrates them what it may, are

assembling themselves for mutual protection. England is

prepared to be faithful to such an alliance. She is falsely

accused, as an entire people, of selfish indifference to the

political courses of the out-lying world. Show her a nation,

or group of nations, free of the soldier, free of the priest,

reverent to law, resolute for justice, trusting in reality and

truth ; and we believe she will own, at any sacrifice, her

natural affinity. Till international relations are determined

less by dynastic diplomacy and more by these inartificial

attractions, European societies must remain in the most

precarious condition. From the Tuscan Sea to the North

Cape, the Continent has scarcely a government that is not

either paralyzed or retrograde—that either dares to win or

has not utterly forfeited the active loyalty of its best sub-

jects. Yet in every country the elements of regeneration

abound, either motionless in despondency or wildly tossing
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about for want of sympathy and guidance. In the east of

Europe is a power that systematically uses for her own ends

the weaknesses, the jealousies, the fears, the bigotries of

courts and hierarchies. In the west let there be, in expres-

sion of its own genius and for the well-being of the world,

an alliance around which the strength, the aspirations, the

hopes and highest faith of nations may rally and find sup-

port. We ask for no propagandism, but only for self-protec-

tion to the ripest fruits of political experience and developed

Christianity. We would raise a breakwater against any

return of the tide of barbarism, which has now had its ebb

of centuries, and which nothing but the fierce east-wind

can hurl upon us again. And the contribution to these

ends for which we pray in 1856 is

—

a campaign in

Poland.





XIII.

THE SLAVE EMPIRE OF THE WEST.^

If to be moved by the same events and eager about the

same issues be a natural evidence of sympathy and friend-

ship, never was an instinctive congeniaHty more intensely

marked than between England and xA.merica during the

past autumn. The elections in the United States have

been watched with an interest rarely felt in the domestic

concerns of a distant country : and the steamer that brought

Mr. Buchanan's numbers was held to be charged with a

more momentous message than the telegraph which

declared the vote for the " Elected of December." Nor

* " America Free, or America Slave : an Address on the State of the

Country, delivered by John Jay, Esq., at Bedford, Westchester County,

New York, October 8th, 1856."

'• A History of the Struggle for Slavery Extension or Restriction in

the United States from the Declaration of Independence to the Present

Day." By Horace Greeley. New York, 1856.

"A History of the American Compromises." By Harriet Martineau.

London : John Chapman, 1856.

"American Slavery: a Reprint of an Article on 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin,' of which a portion was inserted in the 2o6lh Number of the

Edinburgh Review, and of Mr. Sumner's Speech of the 19th and 20th

May," 1856. London : Longman and Co., 1856.

" Kansas, the Seat of \Var in America." By Richard Bowlby.

London : Effingham Wilson, 1856.

"Dred : a Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp." By Harriet Beecher

Stowe. London : Sampson Low, Son, and Co., 1856.

national Revie7u, January, 1857.
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had our own British affairs any thing to do with this excite-

ment. It was a genuine self-identification with a struggle

every-way great,—great in its principle, great in its scale,

great in its consequences : and every thing was forgot

except indignation at the lawless wrongs which preceded

and embittered it, and admiration of the men by whom
they had been worthily denounced. No doubt our English

sympathies have been all on one side, and that the defeated

one : but for no other reason than prevails with patriots of

Massachusetts or New York ; because resistance to the

Southern policy appears essential to the true glory of the

Republic and the best hopes of the world. If we are

disappointed and disquieted at the issue of the contest, it

is because we could desire better guarantees for the peace,

the freedom, the permanently high example, of an empire

nearest in kindred and youngest in promise.

The suspense, with all its party exaggerations, is now at

an end. The Legislature of the United States is settled

for two years, the Executive for four. The men are already

named, who are to impress a direction on one of the

critical periods of human history : and during the lull which

intervenes between their appointment and their action,

while their purposes are taking silent shape in their minds,

the hour is favourable for an estimate of their position and

probable policy.

Not for the first time,—perhaps for the last,—the terrible

problem of Slavery, long the secret haunt, has become the

open battle-field of American politics. In the recent

strife of parties, this topic furnished the sole issue to be

tried. In place of the delicate silence, usually enforced by

the code of democratic politeness, towards the "peculiar

institution," the journals, the halls, the " stumps," have

exhausted the resources of political eloquence in its attack

and defence. This public discussion even in Congress, of

a subject long sealed-up under official and popular prohibi-

tion, is regarded by many simple-minded persons as a

cheering sign that " the question is making way." They
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remember the time when a profound unconsciousness of

this evil seemed to possess the country,—when you might

read through the whole literature of the Union (advertise-

ments excepted) without suspecting the existence of a

slave,—or when the right of petition and the liberty of

debate were refused at Washington to the hopes and con-

science of the North. Comparing this unhealthy suppression

with the free speech of the past summer, they celebrate the

dawn and anticipate the victory, of the daylight now let in.

Alas ! they forget that the silent and suspended interval

of every strife is simply the hour of watchful equipoise,

w^hile each combatant can barely hold his own : and that

when the shout is first raised, it only means that one of

the foes feels himself strong enough to rush upon the other,

and tells not whether the advance be from the evil or the

good. In the present instance, what is it that has broken

the ominous silence ? Is it that the reforming spirit has

recovered its feet and renewed the fight ? Is it not rather

that the oppressors fear is gone, and he exchanges his

dumb feint for loud audacity ? For a while the South was

content with stopping the mouth of the New-England
States : but now she prefers to speak out for herself, and
cane the bare head of Senatorial reply. The debate in

Congress has arisen, not in concession to Northern rights,

but in the service of Southern treachery and aggression,

—

to legalize a breach of public faith and force the stipulated

limits of slavery. It only proves, we fear, that shame has

been cast aside ; and that the time is past when mere
words on the floor of the House are terrible.

The Englishman, having once upon a time paid twenty

millions to redeem his negroes, and being moreover a

decent Christian, never doubts that slavery is a doomed
institution, and habitually speaks as if it were nearly worn
out. He resents it as a reflection both on the efficacy of

his own good example and on the Providence of the world,

if you hint that this iniquity may yet have its lease renewed.

All his strongest feelings and most fixed ideas render him
VOL. I. K K
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inaccessible to such an apprehension : his instincts of

justice, his poHtical economy, his respect for Brother

Jonathan who thrashed him and set up for himself, his

admiration of Washington and the great Republic, his

trust in the veracity of their declaration " All men are

born free and equal,"—combine to assure him, that, some-

how or other, emancipation cannot be far off. The faith

in Right which this opinion involves,—the slowness to

believe in any triumph of Wrong,—we honour in the

highest degree ; and we accept with intense conviction

their predictions as to the iilti)nate issues of human things.

But " the end is not yet
;
" nor are " the times and the

seasons " to be ascertained by the justest light of faith and

sentiment. The proximate Future is determined by the

recent Past : and if historical prevision is attainable at all,

it can only be by carefully laying down the lines of tendency

that run through the present century and tracing whither

they converge. There is an abusive reliance on Eternal

Rectitude which makes good men blind to the real forces

of human wickedness and incredulous of the possible

vitality of wrong. They talk about " trust in a principle."

But the best " principle " in the world is not alive ; and

will effect just nothing at all, if let alone, or merely blazoned

forth in speech and print. Not till it gets hold of living

men and works itself out at their finger-ends, not till it

passes from abstract to concrete, from moral to material,

is the smallest hope to be entertained of it. We know not

which is most to be deplored, in this matter of American

Slavery ;—the conservative quietude which is content to

invoke the influence of " truth and time
; "—or the

abolitionist repudiation of " political action." Busy false-

hood will do more, we fear, in the briefest "time," than

idle " truth " in an eternity. And in dealing with an evil

subsisting by artifice of law, strengthened by constitutional

compact, and penetrating the entire policy of the State,

to renounce " political action " seems very like objecting to

" medical action " in a case of poisoning, or " typographical
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action " in confutation of a book. The plea that every

resort to the ballot-box implies allegiance to a constitution

which recognizes slavery, is so puerile, that we presume

there is some other than this ostensible ground,—some

local difficulty—some unexpressed antipathy,—at the base

of this extraordinary resolve. We rejoice to observe that

the present crisis has emancipated some of the noblest of

a noble band from a scruple so disabling. For the personal

devotedness and heroism of many Abolitionists, and for

the genius and accomplishments of some, we avow the

highest admiration : and in the stern work of awakening

the public conscience and baffling every hope of a hush-up,

they have done good service. But the problem which they

start they do not help to solve. To the foreigner their

public organs are repulsive from their violence. To the

statesman their programme of " i?fimediafe emancipation
"

is absurd to begin with, and becomes mere trifling at the

end of twenty years. To the moralist, their refusal to

mediate between the inherited evil and the desired escape,

•—their short-cut through all sympathy with the slaveholders'

difficulty,—must appear a virtual confession of incapacity

to deal with the elements of a vast and complicated

question. We are far from admitting the assertion that

they have retarded the solution of the great problem : but

their function as a party is to supply rather incentives to

the conflict than wisdom to achieve the victory.

To judge of the prospects of American Slavery, it is

necessary to watch the changes it has undergone, in area, in

population, in strength of economical interest, in hold on

political party and social opinion, during the last seventy

years.

During the War of Independence, there was no State

whose soil was without its bondsmen. But that struggle

awakened sentiments which put slavery to the blush : and

as early as 1783, the phrase in the Massachusetts Bill of

Rights, " All men are born free and equal," was declared,

in the Supreme Court at Boston, to bar slave-holding in

K K 2
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that State. The judges of New Hampshire attributed to

the same words the effect of securing freedom to every

child subsequently born. The example spread immediately

to Connecticut and Rhode Island. Before 1790, the

further introduction of slaves had been prohibited in five

other States, including Virginia and Maryland, and pro-

vision had been made in Pennsylvania and New York and

New Jersey for the exemption from bondage of all future-

born persons. Everywhere, except in South Carolina and

Georgia, the tendency declared itself against Slavery : but

nowhere was the " institution " entirely absent. In this

early and mixed state of things, the social colouring was

much more homogeneous than we are apt to imagine : and

a later season was required to bring out the distinctive

shades. Throwing back, however, into the servile territory

the States which, like Virginia, did not follow up their good

beginnings, and claiming as free soil only those that con-

summated their emancipative acts, we find that a survey of

the Union in its first years would yield the following result

:

of the whole area of the country, 403,000 square miles

were free soil, and 385,000 slave soil. At present, the

slave area contains 929,000 square miles; the free, 643,000.

The slave-holders' portion has thus increased from less than

49 per cent, to more than 59 per cent, of the whole.

The number of slaves at the two ends of the same period

affords another point of comparison. It will yield, however,

no just inference, unless we bear in mind two important

facts : (i) that by the measures taken in the Northern

States, 120,000 negroes were emancipated in the first twenty

years, and thus withdrawn, with their increase, from the

slave-census; and (2) that since the cessation in 1808 of

the external slave-trade the servile class has been restricted

to natural increase, while the white population has received

immense accessions from immigration. Of the magnitude

of this element some idea may be formed from the return,

in the tables of 1850, of nearly two millions and-a-half of

foreign-born persons living in the States. These are most
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powerful causes, thinning and excluding the one class,

attracting the other, for the last half-century. The small

impression they have jointly produced on the relative

numbers of slaves and whites* is truly remarkable. The
former amounted in 1790 to 697,900 out of 3,870,400, or

18 per cent. In 1850, they numbered 3,204,300 out of

22,757,400, or above 14 per cent. : and were the foreign-

born actual immigrants then living thrown out of the

account, the percentage would rise to 15*6. Thus the re-

lative magnitude of the evil is but little changed since the

time when the Confederation was fresh and strong in

common sentiment and distinctly tending to a common
policy on this very matter. So little is this now the case,

that for the purposes of this question the States divide

themselves into two camps ; and the difficulty arising from

the increased number of slaves in the South is scarcely

alleviated by the preponderance of the other race in the

North. The absolute danger and embarrassment of the

problem, no one can doubt, have incalculably increased,

and are yearly increasing, with the growing mass of servi-

tude. Were it the immediate interest, and the unanimous

will of the proprietors to have only free labour on their

estates next year, it would be a much more anxious thing to

effect the change than at any date during the last sixty years.

But, unfortunately, vast economical ifiterests have grown

up, which since the last century have given to the system a

tenacity altogether new. At the time of the Union, Georgia

and South Carolina were the only States yielding tropical

products, and demanding African labour. Rice and

cotton, raised on low-lying lands under a temperature

ranging from 80 degrees upwards, require for their culture

a latitude not higher than the limit between the Carolinas,

* We neglect in this calculation the free coloured people : the census

of 1790 not enumerating them ; their later numbers consisting of

people directly transferred from the one status to the other, and so

vitiating the comparison ; and the whole class being too small materi-

ally to affect the result (about 430,000 in 1850).
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and a human constitution more patient of heat than the

Anglo-Saxon. Had these States, with their present Hmits,

been cut off by sea or desert from the South and West,

their power to retard the incipient tendency to emancipa-

tion would have been only temporary. For a while, no

doubt, the stimulus imparted to cotton-cultivation by the

invention of the saw-gin, would still have operated to

enhance the value and tighten the chains of the slave.

But as soon as the plantations had obtained their comple-

ment of hands, the question would have returned, whether

the work might not be got out of the negroes as free

labourers : and it is conceivable that, in the face of an

overwhelming preponderance of social sentiment against

slavery, and under conditions thus brought into analogy to

those of our West Indian islands, the experiment might

have long preceded ours. But the gigantic expansion of

the annual cotton export from zero (for up to 1790 not a bag

had yet been shipped) to twelve hundred millions of pounds

could not expend itself in crowding the fields of the old

Atlantic coast. Around the Gulf^of Mexico were adjacent

lands, practically unlimited, eminently favourable to

tropical products, and politically within easy reach of the

Republic's ambition. In 1803, the acquisition of Louisiana

more than doubled the whole Union at a stroke, and
furnished lands on which the sugar-cane would grow.

Florida, annexed in 1821, and Texas in 1845, opened new
fields of the richest promise. The inevitable dispersion of

labour drawn off to till the fresh territories, reproduced all

the conditions which give strength to slavery. A sparse

population, under a burning heaven and on fertile plains

inviting occupation, will toil for others only under compul
sion : and where combination of labour is needed to

reclaim the wilderness and raise the crop, the importation

of slaves will be profitable. Hence a sudden enhance-

ment of the market-value of a gang : and the rapid

development of an internal slave-trade, transporting the

surplus hands from the middle States to the unbroken
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fields of the South. The operation of this cause in reani-

mating the slave power where it was nearly spent, and in

converting Virginia especially from an agricultural into a

"breeding" state, is familiar to every reader of Mrs.

Stowe ; and speaks to the eye in the statistics of the last

twenty or thirty years. While the number of slaves had

been comparatively stationary in the old States in which

they are " raised," it has doubled, trebled, quadrupled, in

the Southern countries added to the Union. Between

1830, for instance, and 1850, the slaves in Virginia have

increased only from 469,75? to 472,528 :
but in the same

time the number in Florida has risen from 15,501 to

39,309, and Texas has acquired 58,161. In 1820 North

Carolina had 295,017 slaves: in 1850 the number had

been reduced to 288,548 : and in the same interval, Mary-

land had suffered a similar decrease from 107,398 to

90,368 : but meanwhile the increase in Alabama had been

from 41,879 to 342,892 ; in Mississippi, from 32,814 to

309,878 ; in Louisiana, from 69,064 to 244,809 ;
m

Arkansas, from 1,617 to A1,ooo; in Tennessee, from

80,107 to 239,460 ; and even in Missouri, from 10,222 to

87^422. From a glance at these figures it becomes obvious

that a new commerce has sprung up, unhappily restoring a

common interest in the " domestic institution " to States,

whose unequal agricultural competition was beginning to

draw them in different directions. It is as idle to judge of

Virginia's prosperity by her field produce, as to condemn

pastures for not yielding corn. She is the grazing-farm for

rearing human stock : and so long as her land supplies

yearly exports equal in value to the whole exports of the

Union to Canada or Cuba, she will hold to the gainful

though it be a guilty traftic. The excess of land in one

place, and the excess of labour suitable to till it in another,

have 'found each other out; and have created a joint

economical interest, too powerful to be reached by moral

appeal. Mr. Calhoun no doubt expresses the universal

sentiment of the Southern States, when in a despatch of
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August 1 2th, 1844, he speaks thus of the effects which

would follow the abolition of Slavery :

" To this continent, the blow would be calamitous beyond
description. It would destroy, in a great measure, the cultiva-

tion and production of the great tropical staples, amounting

annually in value to nearly three hundred millions of dollars,

—

the fund which stimulates and upholds almost every other

branch of its industry, commerce, navigation, and manufac-

tures. The whole, by their joint influence, are rapidly

spreading population, wealth, improvement and civilization over

the whole continent, and vivifying, by their overflow, the

industry of Europe, thereby increasing its population, wealth,

and advancement in the arts, in power, and in civilization."

—

Gi'eelefs History^ p. 40.

In order to confirm his estimate of slave economy, Mr.

Calhoun dwells complacently in this remarkable despatch

on the reputed failure of the British experiment of eman-

cipation : and in demonstrating our failure, unless Mr.

Greeley's History reproduces the paper incorrectly, he

understates the sugar-produce of our colonies about

120-fold, — confounding perhaps hundred- weights and

pounds. " The British possessions," he says, " including

the East and West Indies, and Mauritius, produced in

1842, of sugar only, 3,993,771 pounds." Now the official

returns for that year show the total amount from these

sources entered in that year for home consumption, to have

been 4,325,785 cwt. Great as have been and are the

difficulties attending the change in our West Indian policy,

they have not yet driven us to the mean and wicked course

attributed to us by this statesman :—viz., the resolve to ruin

our competitors on the American continent by forcing on

them the slave-emancipation under which we are smarting

ourselves. In truth, the sacrifices entailed by the transition

to free labour and free commerce have occasioned us no

surprise and certainly no repentance : and their limit has

evidently been reached. The impression, we believe, pre-

vails among the American planters that the British West
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Indies are rapidly returning to a state of nature ;
and

especially are fast abandoning the sugar-cane as too much

for the energies of free labour. Happily, the commercial

returns dispel this ridiculous illusion. Slavery was abolished

by the Act of 1833; the system of forced labour being

still continued for some years under the name of Appren-

ticeship, and the monopoly by differential duties remaining

unbroken till 1 845. If we take the produce of the three years,

1835, 1845, 1855, we shall see at a glance the latest achieve-

ments of the slave-system, with protective duties ; the result

of free labour without free trade ; and the most recent

operation of a system doubly free. In the first of the three

selected years, our slave-colonies (West Indies and Mauritius)

furnished, for home-consumption only, 178,000 tons of

sugar and molasses ; in the second, 180,626 ; in the third,

211,631. Thus the free produce, instead of dwindling

away in obedience to prediction, has increased about 19 per

cent. Still, while defending the results of the great British

experiment from misapprehension, we are far from denying

that the curse of slavery has been redeemed by vast effort

and sacrifice. Nor could it be removed from the adjacent

continent without still greater and more protracted loss

during the transition to a better system. Under slavery

alone do men exist for the mere soil's sake. With freedom.

Nature re-asserts her right, and the soil is found to exist for

the sake of men : and as in Jamaica, so in America, the

labourer, left at his own disposal, will be content with the

kind and degree of work which suffices to supply his cus-

tomary wants. It is not reasonable to expect from the

African, trained in the worship of idleness, a spontaneous

and superfluous industry. The energy which only the com-

petition of numbers extorts from a white peasantry will

reserve itself for the same stimulus among the coloured

races. It is a waste of time to discuss the relative cheapness

or dearness of free labour under conditions which tempt it

to retire from market altogether. Such conditions, we fear,

are present over a large area in the Southern States ; and
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constrain us to admit a powerful, though not permanent,

economic interest in favour of the existing system.

A strong moral sentiment, however, or a decided political

instinct, will find a way through all problems of gain or loss.

And if we could see, in reviewing the past seventy years, a

growing force of anti-slavery opinion in the Union, we
should give little heed to the argument from the balance-

sheet. But it is a startling fact that, while there have been

repeated Federal contests, at considerable intervals, between

the slave principle and the free, the victory has remained,

more and more decisively, with the Southern party. A
mere enumeration of the successive struggles will show this.

They have always arisen when new outlying territory had to

be dealt with, and the conditions determined for its transi-

tion from mere Public Land to incipient Political organiza-

tion. As Land, it is at Federal disposal : when settled and
organized, at its own. By making the exclusion of slavery

a prior condition of political admission, Congress may
bespeak the soil for freedom. The " Democratic " party

affects to regard such provisions as an improper forestalling

of State rights, though never disinclined to obtain a remis-

sion of their stringency at the hands of Congress. Three

great masses of Territory have furnished the battle-ground

of this political dispute :—the North-west Territory, from

the Ohio to the sources of the Mississippi ;—the Louisiana

purchase of 1803, from the Gulf of Mexico to the sources

of the Missouri ;—and the acquisitions from Mexico, includ-

ing Texas, New Mexico and California.

In 1787, July 13th, Congress unanimously passed the

celebrated Ordinance " for the government of the Territory

of the United States, North-west of the Ohio ;
" which

closed with the following " unalterable article "
:

" There shall be neither Slavery nor involuntary servitude

in the said territory, otherwise than in punishment of crimes,

whereof the parties shall be duly convicted."

Here, then, at the outset of the history, a concurrent

voice declares the power of Congress to predestine the
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" domestic institutions " of future States, and its will to

close them against slavery. True, the present Federal

Constitution was not ratified till more than two years later

•—November 1789. But in the very first session of Con-

gress held under it, the validity of the " Ordinance " was

recognized ; its provisions being extended to new Territory

ceded to the Union by North Carolina and Georgia—with

one unfortunate exception—of " the article which forbids

slavery." The exception secured Tennessee, Alabama, and

Mississippi to the slave interest ; as the Ordinance itself

had predetermined to freedom the soil of the future Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin.

Yet even this North-western country, being tainted by

Virginian settlers, did but sulkily accept its blessing. Be-

tween 1803 and 1807, three or four applications to Congress

were made by the inhabitants, praying to be relieved for

ten years from the prohibition of slavery : and twice at

least did Select Committees report to the House in their

favour. But though the old unanimity was broken, the

Legislature had not yet learned the democratic version

of " unalterable articles "
: and the " Ordinance " was

sustained.

For a virgin soil, the seat of no prior rights, the simple

veto of this " Ordinance " sufficed. But the Louisiana

acquisition had been under the sovereignties of Spain and

France, both of which had legalized slavery. It was only,

however, at its Southern extremity, formed into the state of

Louisiana in 181 1 (whence Arkansas was subsequently de-

tached), that the institution had real possession and remained

undisputed : and after this portion had politically defined

itself, the opportunity was favourable for rescuing the vast

residuary region (under the name of Missouri Territory)

from a curse which had scarcely straggled into it. Few,

however, as the slaves upon it were, the object could not be

accomplished without direct provision for the extinction of

their actual status, as well as against any further importa-

tions. Whether the prerogative of Congress extended to
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positive, though only prospective, manumission on the pubhc

lands, was more open to constitutional doubt than its simply

preventive power. Nevertheless, when Missouri applied for

admission as a State in 1818, the House of Representatives

passed, by small but repeated majorities, a proviso, barring

the introduction of more slaves, and freeing at the age of

twenty-five all children born after the Act of admission to

the Union. The Senate struck out the proviso, and the

Bill fell through.

Missouri, however, was not to be kept outside from

deference to a political balance : and next year the question

of her admission came up again. The same disagreement

between the two Houses reappeared in spite of repeated

manoeuvres to evade it : the Senate rejecting, the Repre-

sentatives demanding, an exclusion of slavery from the

proposed State. A new feature, however, was introduced

into the case by Southern ingenuity, and succeeded in

resolving the strife. The Upper House said to the Lower :—" Take away your restriction from Missouri State^ and we
will agree to put it on the residue of Missouri Territory^

The bait was taken : the reversion of freedom in the future

was accepted in compensation for immediate extension of

slavery. Missouri got her " institution," with its political

consequences ; and the North, a piece of paper, with these

words :

" And be itfurther enacted^ That in all that territory ceded

by France to the United States under the name of Louisiana

which lies north of 36° 30' north latitude, excepting only

such part thereof as is included within the limits of the

State contemplated by this Act, Slavery and involuntary

servitude otherwise than in punishment of crime whereof

the party shall have been duly convicted, shall be and is

herebyfor ever prohibited

T

This is the celebrated Missouri Compromise, carried in

February 1820, by a majority of 90 against 87.

Five-and-twenty years elapsed, and the parties in this

contest stood face to face again ; not now to constitute their
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own territory, but to appropriate foreign soil. Dr. Channing,

in one of the noblest political pamphlets ever produced,

has made the story of Texas universally known. It was

notoriously in the Slave-interest that the land was overrun,

disturbed, revolutionized, annexed. Due warning was given

to the North by many a faithful observer : and, in addition

to the hatred of Slave-extension, the crisis must have en-

listed whatever feeling there was of national honour and

good faith. Yet this new issue, offering so much more

vulnerable surface, passed to its decision more easily than

any previous one. The majorities were larger in 1845 than

in 1820 : and the utmost that the free-soil party could

achieve was to trace across the new region the magic line

of 36° 30', which divides the guilt from the innocence of

slavery. A vote of 134 against 77 legalized the gains of

usurpation, and out of a territory unpolluted by servitude

carved for the future of the Union five States foredoomed

to bear the curse.

Boundary questions springing out of the new acquisition

occasioned the Mexican war ; which again brought in fresh

territorial spoils to be divided between the slave condition

and the free. Military distinction having won the Presi-

dent's Chair for an honest man who would not truckle to

the South (General Taylor), the free-soil party acquired for

a time fresh spirit and hope : and in the discussions respect-

ing New Mexico and California, the Lower House showed

an increased disposition to press inhibitions of Slavery.

But the pertinacity of the Senate producing a " dead-lock,"

Mr. Clay interposed and achieved his final act of pacifica-

tion in the celebrated "Compromise of 1850." Before it

passed, he himself had been withdrawn from the Senate by

ill-health, and General Taylor had died and been succeeded

by Mr. Fillmore. By what marvellous construction this

jumble of measures was accepted as a compromise remains

an impenetrable mystery. What did it concede to the

North?—this only, that the Slave-market withi7i the

District of Columbia should be shifted to the outside.
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What did it secure to the South? (i) A renunciation on

the part of Congress of all right to interfere with the

internal Slave-trade
; (2) an exemption of California, New

Mexico, and Utah, from all restriction as to Slavery

;

(3) the revolting Fugitive Slave Law. We know nothing

more unaccountable in political history, than the sudden

prostration of the free-soil party at this crisis of American

affairs. That they could for a moment look on the terms

vouchsafed by Mr. Clay as any thing short of ignominious

surrender is the clearest proof of weakness, pusillanimity,

and division. The prohibition of slavery which Congress

refused to apply was imposed upon California by her gold.

The social state produced by the nature of her wealth is

incompatible with " involuntary servitude
;
" and at her

own desire she was admitted as a free State. Economical

necessity, not moral or political tendency, determined her

happier fate.

The disgraces of 1850, however, seemed as if they must
really be the last. The very matter of contention,—it was

supposed,—was exhausted. The land that remained for

Federal disposal was North of 36° 30', and was shielded

from controversy by the settlement of 1820. Consoled by
this assurance, Boston permitted her streets to become the

hunting-ground of the slave-catcher, and lent her courts,

her officers, her citizens in aid of his pursuit. She per-

formed her odious engagement ; but is disappointed of her

virtuous reward. Emboldened by invariable success, and
aided by a Pierce administration, the Southern leaders

resolved to push their advantage : and to organize the

remainder of the North-west Territory without any regard

to the Missouri Ordinance. The events are too recent,

and have been too fertile in astonishing results, to need
recital. In May, 1854, the Act to organize the territories

of Nebraska and Kansas was passed, expressly leaving it

open to the inhabitants to introduce slavery, if they chose.

This violation of the law of 1820 was carried in the Lower
House by 113 votes against 100, and in the Upper by 35
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against 13. The debate, often discreditable to the temper

of the Legislature, was redeemed by a speech from Mr.

Seward, Senator of New York, so calm, masterly, and high-

minded, as to leave a strong impression of his statesman-like

character.

The original rule of American usage undoubtedly was,

that the Federal government is the government of the

territories. Under protection of this principle the whole

power of the Union had again and again been brought to

bear upon a particular region on or before its candidature

for admission to the system, and imposed conditions to-

guard the general well-being against special and local

interests. The democratic leaders are intent on sub-

verting this rule of Constitutional law : and, under cover

of their doctrine, the slave-holding interest, which is

essentially local, has escaped the ban of the general

Legislature, and carried its cause into its own sectional

court. This was a safe game, so long as the geo-

graphical conditions favoured their " institution," and

kept the Yankees off. There could be no doubt how

the Texan adventurers would settle the labour-question,

when left open to them. But it was otherwise with

Kansas, which yields no tropical products ; where, as in

Missouri, the hemp and tobacco fields would supply the

chief employment of the African labourer ; and whither

the Northern emigrant is as likely to find his way as the

Southern. In such a region, slavery was not secured by

merely throwing it open to local choice. If it was to be

determined by vote upon the spot, there must be a dash

made at the suffrage, and the ballot-box be made to speak

in the right sense. The enterprise organized for this pur-

pose, under the auspices of a Senator and acting Vice-

President of the United! States (Atchison), reads like a

romance even to those who are most credulous of political

and personal infamy. We need not repeat a thrice-told

tale : how armed bands from a neighbouring State carried

the polling-booths at the point of the bowie-knife, and
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created a Legislature by votes of which four-fifths were

illegal : how this spurious Assembly enacted, on behalf of

slavery, laws suppressing all liberty of speech, of the press,

or of political action,—in terms and under penalties

paralleled perhaps in the paroxysms of tyrannical rage, but

without example in any written code : how the real settlers,

not content with repudiating the acts of this body, elected

one of their own, which met at Topeka, and pronounced in

favour of free labour :—and how the President of the

United States, after dispersing the Topeka Assembly by

military force, and owning the fraud and violence of the

terrorist parliament, proceeded to recognize and execute its

atrocious enactments, and to invest with official authority

the ruffians who procured them. The important questions

are, first, what has been the action and temper of Congress

in relation to these outrageous transactions ? and next,—
since new elections have taken place in the very midst of

the Kansas excitement,—what is the political verdict of the

Nation on the most palpable issue of right or wrong ever

submitted to a people ?

To reach a summary answer to the first question, we

must cut through a tangle of Parliamentary obstruction and

complication, which almost makes one despair of represen-

tative government. Majority reports and minority reports,

—votes registered and votes rescinded,—considerations

adjourned and reconsiderations laid on the table,—contra-

dictory bills entering the lists at the opposite doors of the

bicameral legislature and annihilating each other in the

lobby between,—strings of amendments, that differ merely

in word and postpone defeat only by renewing and multi-

plying it,—motions of adjournment, of "higher privilege,"

of reference to committees,—all conceivable devices for

disturbing deliberation and hindering action, confuse the

records of Congress, and attest the fatal predominance of

party passion. It is not wonderful that the result was

purely negative. The Lower House, having sent a com-

mission of inquiry into Kansas, and learned every thing from
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an elaborate report, recognized the acts of the Topeka
Assembly, and passed (by a majority of two) a Bill to admit

Kansas as a free State. The Senate, on the other hand,

recognized the usurping Legislature, and passed (by a

majority of 33 against 12) a Bill for constituting Kansas
through its officials and authority, and so determining the

soil to slavery. As neither House would agree to the mea-

sure of the other, the controversy stands over for legislative

decision under the new regime. Meanwhile, the measures

of the ruffian-parliament are hi possession : the free settlers

have been driven out, the United States' troops are on the

spot to protect the political gains of lawlessness and crime :

and an invasion which, in its conception and execution, has

exhausted the varieties of infamy, retains a complete success.

That Congress could terminate its session and disperse from

Washington, leaving in this condition a territory under its

charge, strikes us as either an unexampled dereliction of

public duty or an alarming proof of incapacity. The
brutal assault on Mr. Sumner, for exposing the degenerate

departure of the South from every noble American tradition,

was the action of an individual ; it might proceed from any

fortuitous savage thrown into the House by the lottery of a

general election ; and only proves the real inner power, the

agitating sway of accomplished intellect and noble speech

over dumb passions and strong arms. The virtual impunity

of the assailant, and his return to Washington as the accepted

hero of his State, are serious signs of a corrupted social

sentiment. But the legislative abandonment of Kansas to

a triumphant terrorism, which has brought the very name
of Law into contempt, under a federal executive prostituted

to the service of conspiracy and fraud, indicates political or

moral incompetency for the highest functions of a civilized

State.

And now, as to the second question ; what verdict has

the Nation, by its recent suffrage, pronounced upon these

things ? It has given to the Slave-interest some thirty more
votes in the Lower House, and a four years' additional lease

VOL. I. L L
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of the Executive administration. It is impossible to break

the force of this tremendous fact. The Northern power,

roused by the intensest provocation, united by incontestable

danger, fresh from the detection of shameless designs, has

strained her moral resources to the utmost ;—and has been

signally defeated. The ballot-boxes of the Union have

emphatically declared in favour of Extension of Slavery
;

—extension over their own free soil ; and extension by

seizure of what is not their own ;—in both instances at the

cost of violated faith, and with disregard of positive engage-

ments both national and international. Never was an

election cast more entirely on a single intelligible issue.

For months it had been the sole domestic topic of dis-

cussion ; had touched the zeal of the coldest ; had extin-

guished political neutrality and moral indifference, and

forced every one to take sides. The struggle in Kansas

and the half-perpetrated murder on the floor of the Senate-

house kept one phase of the question before the electors :

the Ostend Manifesto recommending the appropriation of

Cuba, and signed by Mr. Buchanan, fixed attention on the

other. If ever, then, the preponderating sentiment of a

people can be inferred from the balance of their franchise,

we may surely apply the test on occasion of the recent

election. The inference must always be qualified by a re-

membrance of the peculiar distribution of the suffrage in

the States. The number of representatives sent by each

State to the Lower House,—and in like manner the number

of electors it contributes to the electoral College which

chooses the President,—is in the ratio of its population
;

New York, as highest in the census, sending 35 ; Penn-

sylvania, which is next, 27 ; and so on. In the free states

(where, on an average, 14,472 voters choose one representa-

tive), the elections must perfectly express the dominant

opinion of the male adult citizens. The franchise is re-

garded there as a purely personal right, and is in no way

qualified by property. In the slave-states, the aggregate of

votes can never exceed two-thirds of the male adult popu-
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lation :—the white man having a vote on his own account,

and, if a proprietor, three additional votes for every set of

five slaves possessed by him. Of the votes thus constituted,

8,896 suffice to appoint one representative. The general

result of this arrangement is, that there are 90 members for

the slave-states, each one of whom represents 68,725 whites;

and 144 members for the free-states, each one of whom re-

presents 91,935 whites. The votes conferred by the mere

possession of slaves,—resting on property-right as distin-

guished from personal,—are sufficient to return 30 members

to the House. As there are not more than 92,257 owners

of ten slaves and upwards, it is evident that the Southern

representation must practically be in the hands of an

oligarchy : the more so, as the degraded condition of the

" white trash " that hang on the outskirts of the estates, and

form the rabble of the towns, reduces them to mere tools of

neighbouring power. In judging of the 7noral significance

of an election, allowance must be made for these things.

But in computing political prospects, they are factors in the

calculation, instead of deductions from the result : for they

are fixed data in the Constitution, which spread wherever it

goes. The inequality of condition they establish between

the Northern and the Southern element in the Common-
wealth only gives intenser interest to their political com-

petition for new soil.

There is a prevailing impression, we believe, that Mr.

Buchanan's election has been carried by a narrow majority
;

and that, in that respect, it presents a very favourable con-

trast with the previous defeat of General Scott by Mr.

Pierce. The impression arises from limiting the comparison

to the electoral vote ; which gave the Chair to Buchanan

by 174 against 114 for Fremont; to Pierce, in 1852, by

254 against 42 for Scott. When we pass behind these

figures, and count out of the ballot-boxes the tickets of the

popular vote, we meet with a very different result. At this

primary pole, Pierce received 1,590,490 votes against

1,378,589 for Scott. Buchanan has received 1,649,362 votes

L L 2
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against 1,168,174 for Fremont :—the victor rising consider-

ably above, the vanquished faUing yet farther below, the

corresponding numbers at the previous election. The
decisiveness of the popular pronunciamento becomes still

more conspicuous when we observe that Buchanan could

have spared more thaii four-fifths of his votes in the slave

States, and yet have polled a large majority over his

antagonist. Not a solitary vote was cast for Fremont

except in the free States : and even here, on his own ground,

the balance was so even, that Buchanan, with little more

than a sixth of his remaining votes, would have turned it

against him. The free-State return for Fremont amounted

to 1,168,174; for Buchanan to 1,036,247; who wanted,

therefore, from the rest of the Union but 131,927 votes;

but actually received thence 613,115. The truth, then,

cannot be disguised, that, of the inhabitants of free soil,

nearly one-half have no desire to prevent the extension of

slavery, but will support it under the severest tests that

shame and disgust can apply. Even the State of William

Penn gave so decided a preponderance to the successful

candidate, that he would still have carried its suffrage, had

the Fillmore party transferred to Fremont every one of their

82,229 votes. Nor is the existence of a powerful Southern

party in the free States less distinctly marked by the Con-

gressional elections. The free States, we have said, send

to the House of Representatives 144 members : the slave

States only 90. Yet even during the accumulated insults

recently heaped upon the North, and under favour of Mr.

Pierce's declining popularity, the opposition could barely

keep the balance of party even, and register an occasional

majority of two or three. And on appeal to the country,

a large working majority for the Southern schemes was

immediately obtained, and the Lower House put in har-

mony with the Upper.

These phenomena are far too vast, and are presented on

an occasion far too simple and critical, to be resolved into

mere accidents of party engineering. With grief we come
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to the conclusion, that during the present century American

Slavery has gained not simply area, and numbers, and

economical interests, but a more terrible support ;—the

dominant sentiment of the nation. Under the conditions

of that expanding society, straggling into the wilderness

behind and inundated by a flood of miscellaneous emigra-

tion in front. Southern recklessness appeals to universal

suffrage with more success than Northern thoughtfulness and

reverence for law. Would that we could discover evidence

that the political difficulties of such a country had been

lessened by the moral clearness and faithfulness of its

natural teachers,—the clergy of its several communions.

Seventy years ago, politicians and men of the world, like

Jefferson and Madison, were ashamed of slavery, spoke of

it under their breath, and wanted to keep every trace of it

off the face of their constitution, and out of sight of history.

At present, professed ministers of Christ unblushingly

defend it, blandly anoint it with the oil of a spurious sanctity,

and bless its black banner going forth to new conquests. We
must confirm this statement by one example ; and that it

may not be a vwrceaii of private eccentricity, but as public

and official as possible, we will take it from the ministra-

tions of a United-States Chaplain, on duty in Kansas, during

the spring of 1855. We quote from the narrative of a most

reliable eye and ear witness. Rev. Frederick Starr, a Presby-

terian Clergyman, himself so " moderate " as to have been

unanimously acquitted of " Abolitionism " by a Lynch-

court of " Border-ruffians." The scene is laid in Missouri,

on the eve of the invasion to storm and stuff the ballot-

boxes :

"The two parties brought out the candidates, and Missouri

was not idle. At Platte city, the county-seat of Platte county,

Atchison's home, on the 5th day of March, 1855, a Pro-slavery

mass-meeting was held. Several speakers addressed it, among
them General Atchison, and the Rev. Leander Kerr, United-

States Chaplain to the army at Fort Leavenworth. Atchison

declared, ' We must and we will make Ka?isas a Slave-State,
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PEACEABLY if TVe can, forcibly a7id at the point of the bayonet

if we MUST.' I was informed that Atchison was very drunk

when he was speaking. The Rev. Leander Kerr made an

address, and read a doggerel poem on AboHtionists ; these he

published the next week by request. Mr. Kerr was a United-

States officer, salaried from the U?tited-States treasury, paid

with money three-fourths of which comes from the North. This

man, previous to an election in Kansas, passes from Kansas

over i7ito Missouri to stimulate a Missouri mob to come into

Kansas and violate the rights of American citizens, and to

slaughter innocent persons, against whom by his libels and

falsehoods he has stirred up the vengeance and brutality of

ignorant and ferocious Southerners. But listen while he talks

for himself

:

' And now to ascertain your position, and what are your

duties in the contest before you ; let us ascertain the cause for

which you are contending. What is that cause ? // is the most

just, righteous and holy, in which men were ever engaged !

And who are your enemies ? They are the most u7iscrupulous

of me7i : steeped from the crowns of their heads to the soles

of their feet i7i the blackest infamy of perdition, they are

of their Father the Devil, and the works of their father they

are doi7ig and will do IF LET ALONE.
' Go, then [to Kansas], as men, as patriots, as Christians, and

do yowr duty to yourselves, your cou7itry a7id your God. Do
gentlemen talk of honourable and lawful means to prevent all

this mass of Eastern abomination, moral, social, and infidel,

from entering among you ? If a midnight robber were to

attempt to break into my quarters, I would avail myself of the

most efficient means at my command to expel him. I would
not sit down to ponder upon ho7iourable and lawful means

;

the only law I would recognize in the case would be the law
of self-preservation. Talk 7iot of honourable and lawful

means, save the law of self-preservation against men who
trample alike the laws of heaven and your country under
their feet ; 77ie7i who k7iow as LITTLE of HONOUR in their

souls as a 7no7ikey k7iows of the complicated 77iecha7iis77i of a
stea7}i-engine. Away with such paltry sentimentalism ! It is

as much out of place as lullaby songs and nursery tales are

out of place in the heat of battle or in the midst of storm
and shipwreck. HONOURABLE warfare is for HONOURABLE
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HEROES, not for ROBBERS AND BANDITTI ; AND SUCH THESE
Abolitionists are !

'
"*

Moral degradation and profaneness like this can find, it

would seem, a Society to accept them as representative of

the religion of Christ ! It is not the only instance of clerical

corruption cited by Mr. Starr : and it is evident that there

is in his opinion a class of preachers of this type. However
small it may be, it shows the tendency of Slave-championship

in its last resort. But far short of this, the presence of the

curse upon the Southern land appears to have cowed and

sophisticated the whole spirit of the churches. It would

be too much to expect that the tone of religious teaching

should remain altogether unaffected by the social atmos-

phere around. But it is a humiliating spectacle when the

collective Christianity of a country surrenders the lead of

moral reforms, and follows with poor inertia the infatuated

vigour of selfishness, or the conservative creeping of atheis-

tic distrust. We fear it is too true that the slave has in

other ages owed to Catholic Christianity mitigations and

deliverance, which the Protestantism of the new world is

little likely to achieve for him again. We do not forget the

noble exceptions : but in the main we recognize in Mrs.

Stowe's satire on the clergy a picture as faithful as it is sad.

When, therefore, we hear the generous prophecy that

American slavery is on the eve of dying out, and test it by

the several indications of historical tendency, we find little

ground for early hope, and have to fall back on that faith in

ultimate good which survives all temporary disappointment.

Steadily, yet rapidly, the Southern oligarchy, with increasing

support from the free-soil democracy, had advanced its de-

signs, at length completely unveiled; and now holds with firm

grasp the entire machinery of government. What resources

* See Mr. Starr's Report of the outrages in Kansas, in the Nr,.u

York Weekly Tribune^ Saturday, November 8, 1856 ;—the most com-

plete narrative we have seen, from a witness resident more than five

years on the spot.
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are there for turning back the tide ? Can we depend for

the future on greater union in the North ? May we put

down its whole probable increase of wealth and numbers

to the account of free-soil gain ? If so, the issue is neither

doubtful nor distant, and will contradict our fears ; for the

growth of all the social elements of power perpetually in-

creases the relative weight of the North. But hitherto the

rapid development of the free States has proved an advan-

tage to the Southern politics. The old New-England type

of sentiment and patriotism has been constantly dwin-

dling into smaller relative dimensions. The mercantile

element,—always of quietest passions but also of faintest

conscience,—has assumed huge dimensions. And the

plebeian population of the large towns,—at once self-willed

and flexible, with the pride of citizenship and the an-

tipathies of race,—constitutes a formidable rather than a

hopeful political instrument. At the recent election five of

the free States supported the Southern policy : and Iowa is

the only one, out of New England and not in contact with

British land or waters, that cast a Northern vote. Certain

it is that every ten years' census thus far has swelled the

democratic list far more than its rival. It is impossible,

with due regard to the lessons of the past, to regard Northern

development as synonymous with Slave-power limitation.

If, indeed, we already saw an end to the land-claims of

the planters' party,—if they had reached any impassable

limit,—the prospect would be brighter. The area awaiting

settlement by freemen, and unlikely to have any worse fate,

is still immense. If we give Kansas and Mr. Buchanan

the benefit of a favourable hope, and reckon it in with

Nebraska, Minnesota, Oregon and Washington, as free soil,

there remain no fewer than 1,148,727 square miles, to be

covered by industry and institutions akin to those of

Massachusetts and Ohio : and if, meanwhile, every other

barrier stood fast, the preponderance' of the better social

element would be decisive. But nowhere, unhappily, are

the landmarks more shifting than in the South, or the gains
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from their retreat more gigantic. Mexico, already so

heavily mulcted, seems at this very hour to be lapsing into

final disorganization ; and how soon its affairs may be
administered from Washington Mr. Buchanan perhaps

might be able to tell. Central America, first traversed by
Californian commerce, next invaded by Walker's filibusters,

then cleared of British claims, begins to guess its political

destiny, and to reveal its capabilities to the keen eye of the

hungry Republic. These continental regions alone, with

Utah, New Mexico, and the Indian grounds, open to the

Southern interest an area of 1,828,253 square miles. The
whole vitality of slavery depends on perpetual spread and

advance : and we as much doubt its decline while it can

push into new fields as we believe in its death when its

path is stopped. The successful politicians of the South

are fully alive to the inherent necessity of self-extension

belonging to their " peculiar institution." They have it

evidently in contemplation to form a vast Slave-Empire,

with its base on the capital and population of the North,

its outposts on the isthmus, and its sweep over the Caribbean

Sea. Wild as the project seems, it is not without its

favouring conditions. It speaks invitingly to that passion

for empire and belief in his country's " destiny " into which

the modern American's patriotism appears to have resolved

itself : and which makes even the New Englander love the

rights of freedom much, continued union more, and sway

over the world's destinies most of all. It is rendered

tempting by the facility of its first steps,—nay, the difficulty

of avoiding them : for, with Texas already in the Republic,

how could the fragments of a disintegrated Mexico remain

out ? and with an indefinite supply of Walkers easy to

adopt but impossible to control, what can be done but

accept the freebooters' spoil, and re-engrave the maps ?

—

and with Cuba in the hands of a weak and needy govern-

ment, and St. Domingo a paradise in anarchy, little more

than connivance is needed to get them invaded and sur-

mounted by the stars and stripes. And then Jamaica must
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surely follow ? In that case, yes : only, as Jamaica is not

to follow, neither must Cuba and Hayti precede : and we
see in a moment how the plan, once in full sail, is sure to

strike upon a reef, and incur unknown disasters. In truth,

while it staves off the problem of the moment it is

surrounded by frightful risks. Were it in human nature to

work out schemes that dizzy the imagination and make the

passions drunk, without a slip of prudence or a word of

wantonness and pride, we can just conceive the secrecy of

Talleyrand and the daring of Napoleon combined to be

capable of realizing the dream in the course of two genera-

tions. But Providence never permits the Spirit of Evil to

wield for any length of time both the intellect and the will

of vast multitudes of men : and the one is sure to betray

the other. Already, the Southern trumpet has been blown

too loud : and we should not be surprised if Mr. Buchanan

should begin by softening its tone and allaying the temper

which from New England has made stern reply. The
Northern resources are essential to the Southern schemes :

and no strain must be put upon the Union greater than

even Boston conservatism can bear. It is a delicate ques-

tion, how far the ruling oligarchy can carry the subservient

free States ;—how long they will continue to furnish pliant

politicians, and safe preachers, and the needful material of

army, navy and finance. How many fugitive-slave cases

will it take to sicken them of the connection ?—how many
contused Senators ?—how many lynched and tortured

missionaries?—how many deceived and murdered immi-

grants ? Perhaps with sufficient faculty of silence, and a

Russian habit of stealth, the leaders might without challenge

push their " institution " in any direction and to any extent,

short of the North itself. But the Southern temper is

impetuous and arrogant, and can neither observe a reticence

nor respect a limit. Two years ago, the boast escaped from

Senator Toombs (of Georgia) that " soon the master with

his slaves will sit down at the foot of Bunker Hill Monu-
ment." The Governor of South Carolina propounds, in
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his recent official message, the doctrine that all labour must

again return into the hands of the slaves. The abettors of

the Kansas iniquity make no secret of their resolve,—now

that the spell of the Missouri line is broken,—of over-

running the whole North with slaves and turning the

federated continent into a vast house of bondage. There

is a Nemesis for all this insolence : and if it be infatuated

enough to believe its own predictions, and attempt their

realization, the free States will be driven to separate, and

the splendid visions of the rest will vanish in the double

retribution of civil and of servile war. Should Mr. Buchanan's

prudence avail to curb and divert the aggressive spirit,

to charm it away from its ill-chosen field in Kansas, and

turn it loose on tropical latitudes, it is probable that this

check from domestic disunion might be indefinitely de-

layed.

But while one question is closed, another is opened.

You refrain from collision with confederates in the North,

only to try the endurance of foreigners in the South. Can

it be expected that the Old World will become a meek con-

vert to the gospel of " destiny " so current in the New ?—that

for its sake Europe will renounce the law of nations and

the guarantees of Right ?—that England in particular will

repent of her repentance towards the African race, betray

to a new oppressor the people she had ceased to oppress,

and permit her language, framed for free men's lips, to be

corrupted by her own sons, at the very heart of her colonial

empire, into the dialect of universal slavery ? Upon what

ground can the statesmen at Washington claim exemption

for their country from the restraints of justice and mutual

respect which other nations own, and indulge themselves

with an international morality worthy the deck of an

Algerine ? With a class of men who could seriously

embrace and apply the principle of the Ostend manifesto,

negotiation and compact would be a mockery : for the only

right it asserts is the right to do wrong. If Spain should

refuse to sell the sovereignty of Cuba to the United States,
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" then^^ say Mr. Buchanan and his associates, " by every law,

hu77ian and divine^ we shall be justified in zvresting iffrom
Spain, IF WE have the power ! " Had the recklessness

of the Southern poHcy confined itself to the continent, it

might perhaps have long evaded the chances of arrest. But

if it will insist onputting to sea, it directly invokes European

war and interrupts its own secure development by enormous

and gratuitous hazards. Through even this danger (though

it were dishonour) we believe, however, the Northern States

would suffer themselves to be drawn, rather than relinquish

the Union so sacred in their eyes. But there is one

extremity and anachronism of crime which would conclu-

sively alienate both the free States and the European nations,

and heartily unite New and Old England against an apostate

South ; we mean, the re-opening of the African Slave-trade.

That is a question which Christendom will not condescend

to argue over again : it has been flung into the deadhouse

where a thousand grim barbarities lie ; and those horrid

chains are rusting with the sword of the gladiator and the

rack of the Inquisition. Yet, at this very hour, a Special

Committee of the South-Carolina legislature is in session on

this matter, with instructions to report on the expediency of

reviving the Slave-trade ; and, in order to render the investi-

gation more complete, has asked permission to sit continu-

ously through the parliamentary recess. The committee

was appointed on the recommendation of the governor :

and as it must be drawn from the class of persons who
returned the Hon. Preston S. Brooks to Congress in express

approval of his dealings with Mr. Sumner's head, it is not

doubtful in what spirit the investigation will be made. The
gentlemen of South Carolina are accustomed to be " a law

unto themselves," and are little likely to regard the scruples

of any other law. And being far too " chivalrous " for pru-

dence, there may perhaps be a special charm for them in

any measure that has so strong a name as Piracy, and defies

the indignation of the civilized world.

There are doubtless a few European statesmen who are
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aware of the gravity of the present crisis in American

society : but its fearful significance seems hidden from the

mass of even our cultivated and thoughtful men. If we
read it aright, the time has gone by for discussing the

removal of slavery ;—the only problem now is, whether it is

possible to arrest its extejisioti. The oligarchy which pro-

tects it not only possesses every South ^S/^/^-legislature, where

alone its severity could be mitigated or its term of existence

abridged ; but has a firm grasp of the Federal government,

which rules the Territories and predetermines the conditions

ioxfuture States. Not the faintest symptom appears in any

slave State of a desire to wipe out the blot. Henry Clay

himself is mentioned as " that black-hearted traitor "
: and

did any member of the House at Richmond or Charleston

propose to substitute praedial serfdom for personal bondage,

to prevent the separation of families, and to educate the

planters' people, he would pay the penalty of exile and ruin.

The only plan of amelioration, the mention of which is

ever tolerated, is the colonization to Liberia ; and that^

only because it is too innocent to be of any avail, and

soothingly occupies the conscience of weak-minded clergy-

men, who might else grow benevolent and troublesome.

At Washington, where alone the sentiment of the free

States can be brought to bear, the Constitution limits dis-

cussion and legislation on the subject to its Federal relations,

—within the District of Columbia and on the unsettled

lands : which last the victory of the democratic party has

now withdrawn from the favourable action of Congress.

That the curse should recede seems impossible : and the

only practical question concerns its mode and direction of

advance. If it becomes aggressive on \\\^ peculium of the

North, the Union will break :—if on the islands of the

tropical seas, foreign war will ensue :—if on the African

coasts, both these disasters will follow. And in any of these

cases, it would need a bold prophet to name the next step :

but the strain put upon the South would be so great, that

in some way or other, more or less terrible, the " institution
"
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for which the storm was braved would probably have

vanished ere the clouds were gone.

There is one case which might possibly open a more

favourable prospect. Should Mexico verify the rumours of

her mineral wealth, and prove another California, she must

remain a land of free labour, and become a final limit to

the slave extension which her fertility and weakness now
invite. Annexed or unannexed, she would interpose a bar

between Texas and Central America, and present to the

fugitive a Southern Canada at the very gate of his house of

bondage. Once encircled with a cordon of free soil, the

slave-land would have its fee-simple reduced to a lease.

The term might still not expire for generations : but the free-

hold of the oppressor would be gone.

It is little that England can do towards solving the

domestic problems of a susceptible people, not yet forgetful

of old injuries, and avowedly preferring even Russian

sympathies to her own. The negative policy of abstinence

and forbearance, a careful avoidance of every untenable

pretension, an ungrudging allowance of free scope to the

energies of a kindred nation, so long as they are true to the

institutions they inherit and the liberties they won from us,

seem to constitute the essence of our duty and our power.

In drawing as closely as possible the ties which unite us

with America, it is, however, incumbent on us to affect no

disguise of our real and universal sentiment on the great

question which agitates the country. The question is a

z£;6'r/^-question, on which we have pronounced : and our

sympathies are with the group of States whose voice is with

our own, whose action was before our own. Let it be

clearly understood, that though we institute no propaganda

of freedom, we mean to protect lands and people intrusted

to us from any crusade of slavery. Our history, God knows,

has many blots of shame : and among the darkest are those

with which the New World has a right to reproach us. So

much the less can it be expected that we shall recede from

the one act of reparation we have stretched an arm over
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the Atlantic to achieve ; and shall not jealously watch the

reactionary wave thrown off from the slave-bound coast

towards the liberated islands of the West. We naturally

wish for every thing that may embarrass the schemes of

slavery-extension : and it would be folly to make any secret

of the wish. We wish that Spain would hasten emancipa-

tion in Cuba : so as to discourage invaders by the double

task of conquest of the land and of subjugation of the

people. We wish that our Indian authorities may stimulate

to the utmost the growth and preparation of cotton in the

East : so as to relax the tension of production and the rush

into fresh fields in the tropical States of America, and to

set free the moral sympathies of our mercantile classes at

home from an oppressive reciprocity with the planters'

interest. Should democratic impetuosity precipitate a

struggle between the conflicting elements in America, we
are bound in heavy and not ignoble securities to give our

word of hope to liberty and right : and would fain be with-

out too tempting a stake in the continuance and prosperity

of slavery and wrong.

THE END.

Woodfall and Kinder, Printers, 70 to 76, Long Acre, London, W.C.
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Dowden. Svo. 14^.

Stubbs' (J. W.) History of the Univer-
sity of Dublin, from its Foundation
to the End of the Eighteenth Cen-
tury. Svo. \2.s. 6d.

Thornhill's (W. J.) The .Eneid of

Yirgil, freely translated into English
Blank Verse. Crown Svo. ys. 6d.

Tyrell's (R. Y.) Cicero's Correspond-
ence.

Vols. I., II. and III. Svo. each i2j.

The Acharnians of Aristo-

phanes, translated into English
Verse. Crown Svo. \s.

Webb's (T. E.) Goethe's Faust, Trans-
lation and Notes. Svo. \-2s. 6d.
—— The Yeil of Isis ; a Series

of Essays on Idealism. Svo. loj. 6^^.

Wilkin's (G.) The Growth of the
Homeric Poems. Svo. 6s.

EWALD (Heinrieh).—THE ANTIQUITIES OF ISRAEL. Svo. i2j. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF ISRAEL. Svo. Vols. I. and II. 245. Vols. III.

and IV. 2i.f. Vol. V. iSj. Vol. VI. \6s. Vol. VII. 21J. Vol. VIII. iSj.

FARNELL (G. S.).—THE GREEK LYRIC POETS. Svo. \6s.

FARRAR (F. W.).—LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES. Crown Svo. 6s.

FIRTH (J. C.).—NATION MAKING: a Story of New Zealand Savageism
and Civilisation. Crown Svo. 6s.

FITZWYGRAM (Major-General Sir F.).—HORSES AND STABLES.
With 19 pages of Illustrations. Svo. 5^.

FORD (Horace).—THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARCHERY.
New Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-written by W. Butt. Svo. 145.

FOUARD (Abbe Constant^—THE CHRIST THE SON OF GOD. With
Introduction by Cardinal Manning. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 14.J.
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FOX (C. J.).—THE EARLY HISTORY OF CHARLES JAMES FOX. By
the Right Hon. Sir. G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Library Edition. 8vo. iSj.
|

Cabinet Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

FRANCIS (Francis).—A BOOK ON ANGLING : including full Illustrated

Lists of Salmon Flies. Post 8vo. 155.

FREEMAN (E. A.).—THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE.
With 65 Maps. 2 vols. Svo. 31J. 6d.

FROUDE (James A.).—THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the Fall of
Wolsey to the Defeat of the Spanish Armada. 12 vols. Crown Bvo. £2. zs.

THE ENGLISH IN IRELAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CEN-
TURY. 3 vols. Crown Svo. iSj.

SHORT STUDIES ON GREAT SUBJECTS.
Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Cr. Bvo. 245. |

Cheap Edit. 4 vols. Cr. Svo. y. 6d. ea.

C^SAR : a Sketch. Crown Bvo. 35. 6d.

OCEANA ; OR, ENGLAND AND HER COLONIES. With 9 Illus-

trations. Crown Bvo. as. boards, 2$. 6d. cloth.

THE ENGLISH IN THE WEST INDIES; or, the Bow of Ulysses.
With 9 Illustrations. Crown Bvo. 2.s. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth.

THE TWO CHIEFS OF DUNBOY; an Irish Romance of the Last
Century. Crown Svo. 3^-. 6d.

THOMAS CARLYLE, a History of his Life. 1795 to 1S35. 2 vols.

Crown Bvo. js. 1834 to 1881. 2 vols. Crown Bvo. js.

GAIiIj"WEY (SirRalphPayne-)-—LETTERS TO YOUNGSHOOTERS.
(First Series.) On the Choice and Use of a Gun. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

GARDINER (Samuel Rawson).—HISTORY OF ENGLAND, 1603-
1642. 10 vols. Crown Bvo. price 6s. each.

A HISTORY OF THE GREAT CIVIL WAR, 1642-1649. (3 vols.)

Vol.1. 1642-1644. With 24 Maps. ^\o. '2\s. [out ofprint). Vol.11. 1644-
1647. With 21 Maps. Svo. 24^. Vol. III. 1647-1649. {^In the Press.

THE STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Vol. I. B.C. 5S-.\.D.

1509, with 173 Illustrations, Crown Bvo. 4-r. Vol. II. 1509-1689, with 96
Illustrations. Crown Bvo. 4.^. Vol. Ill, 1689-1B85, with Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 45. Complete in i vol. Crown Svo.

GIBERNE (Agnes).—MISS DEVEREUX, SPINSTER. 2 vols. Crown
Svo. xjs.

RALPH HARDCASTLE'S WILL. With Frontispiece. Cr. Svo. 55.

NIGEL BROWNING. Crown Svo. 55.

GOETHE.—FAUST. A New Translation chiefly in Blank Verse ; with Intro-
duction and Notes. By James Adey Birds. Crown Svo. 6s.

F.^UST. The Second Part. A New Translation in Verse. By J.vmes
Adev Birds. Crown Svo. 6s.

GREEN (T. H.)—THE WORKS OF THOMAS HILL GREEN. {3 Vols.)
Vols. I. and II. Bvo. i6j-. each. Vol. III. Svo. 21J.

THE WITNESS OF GOD AND FAITH : Two Lay Sermons, Fcp.
Svo. 2J.

GREVIIiliE (C. C. F.).—A JOURNAL OF THE REIGNS OF KING
GEORGE IV., KING WILLIAM IV., AND QUEEN VICTORIA. Edited
by H. Reeve. S vols. Crown Svo. 6s. each.
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GWILT (Joseph).—AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE.
With more than 1700 Engravings on Wood. 8vo. 52^. bd.

HAGGARD (Ella).—LIFE AND ITS AUTHOR: an Essay in Verse.
With a Memoir by H. Rider Haggard, and Portrait. Fcp. 8vo. 35. 6d.

HAGGARD (H. Rider).—SHE. With 32 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. With 31 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

MAIWA'S REVENGE. Crown 8vo. 2j. boards, 'zs. 6d. cloth.

COLONEL QUARITCH, V.C. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

CLEOPATRA : With 29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

BEATRICE. Crown 8vo. 6s.

ERIC BRIGHTEYES. With 51 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 6s.

HAGGARD (H. Rider) and LAISTG (Andrew).—THE WORLD'S
DESIRE. Crown 8vo. 6s.

HALLIWELIi-PHILLIPPS (J. O.)—A CALENDAROFTHEHALLI-
WELL-PHILLIPPS COLLECTION OF SHAKESPEAREAN RARITIES.
Second Edition. Enlarged by Ernest E. Baker. 8vo. los. 6d.

OUTLINE OF THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. 2 vols. Royal
8vo, 21J.

HARRISOlSr (Jane E.).—MYTHS OF THE ODYSSEY IN ART AND
LITERATURE. Illustrated with Outline Drawings. 8vo. i8s.

HARRISON (P. Bayford).—THE CONTEMPORARY HISTORY OF
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

HARTE (Bret).—IN THE CARQUINEZ WOODS. Fcp. 8vo. is. bds.,

IS. 6d. cloth.

BY SHORE AND SEDGE. i6mo. u.

ON THE FRONTIER. i6mo. 15.

HARTWIG (Dr.).—THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. With 12
Plates and 303 Woodcuts. 8vo. xos. 6d.

THE TROPICAL WORLD. With 8 Plates and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo. \os. 6d.

THE POLAR WORLD. With 3 Maps, 8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo. loj. 6d.

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD. With 3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo. ioj. 6^/.

THE AERIAL WORLD. With Map, 8 Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo. 105. 6d.

HAVELOCK.—MEMOIRS OF SIR HENRY HAVELOCK, K.C.B. By
John Clark Marshman. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

HEARN (W. Edward).—THE GOVERNMENT OF ENGLAND: its

Structure and its Development. 8vo. \6s.

THE ARYAN HOUSEHOLD : its Structure and ts Development.
An Introduction to Comparative Jurisprudence. Bvo. \6s.

HISTORIC TOWNS. Edited by E. A. Freeman and Rev. William Hunt.
With Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. each.

Bristol. By Rev. W. Hunt.
Carlisle. By Dr. Mandell Creighton.
Cinque Ports. By Montagu Burrows.
Colchester. By Rev. E. L. Cutts.
Exeter. By E. A. Freeman.
London. By Rev. W. J. Loftie.
Oxford. By Rev. C. W. Boase,

Winchester. By Rev. G. W. Kitchin.

New York. By Theodore Roosevelt.

Boston (U.S.). By Henry Cabot
Lodge.

York. By Rev. Jamcj, Raine.

[y« /; eparaiion

.
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HODGSON (Shadworth H.).—TIME AND SPACE: a Metaphysical
Essay. 8vo. i6s.

THE THEORY OF PRACTICE : an Ethical Enquiry. 2 vols. 8vo. 245.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF REFLECTION. 2 vols. 8vo. 21J.

OUTCAST ESSAYS AND VERSE TRANSLATIONS. Crown 8vo.
8j. ed.

HOWITT (William).—VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES. 80 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

HULLAH (John).—COURSE OF LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF
MODERN MUSIC. 8vo. 8^. 6d.

COURSE OF LECTURES ON THE TRANSITION PERIOD OF
MUSICAL HISTORY. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

HUME.—THE PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS OF DAVID HUME. Edited
by T. H. Green and T. H. Gkose. 4 vols. 8vo. 56^.

HUTCHIWSON" (Horace).—CREATURES OF CIRCUMSTANCE: a
Novel. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. 25^. 6d.

CRICKETING SAWS AND STORIES. With rectilinear Illustrations

by the .AiUhor. i6mo. is.

FAMOUS GOLF LINKS. By Horace G. Hutchinson, Andrew-
Lang, H. S. C. EvERARD, T. Rutherford Clark, &c. With numerous
Illustrations by F. P. Hopkins, T. Hodges, H. S. King, &c. Crown 8vo. 6s.

HUTH (Alfred H.).—THE MARRIAGE OF NEAR KIN. Royal 8vo. 21s.

INGELOW (Jean).—POETICAL WORKS. Vols. I. and II. Fcp. 8vo.

I2J. Vol. III. Fcp. 8vo. sj.

LYRICAL AND OTHER POEMS. Selected from the Writings of

Jean Ingelow. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth plain, 3^. cloth gilt.

VERY YOUNG and QUITE ANOTHER SIORY : Two Stories.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

JAMESON (Mrs.).—SACRED AND LEGENDARY ART. With 19 Etch-
ings and 187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 20s. net.

— LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA, the Virgin Mary as represented in

Sacred and Legendary Art. With 27 Etchings and 165 Woodcuts. 8vo. \os. net.

LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC ORDERS. With 11 Etchings and
88 Woodcuts. 8vo. \os. net.

HISTORY OF OUR LORD. His Types and Precursors. Completed by
Lady Eastlake. With 31 Etchings and 281 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 20J. «^/.

JEFFERIES (Richard).—FIELD AND HEDGEROW. Last Essays.

Crown 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

THE STORY OF MY HEART : My Autobiography. Crown 8vo. zs. 6d

JENNINGS (Rev. A. C.).- ECCLESIA ANGLICANA. A History of the

Church of Christ in England. Crown 8vo. 75. 6d.
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JESSOP (G. H.).—JUDGE LYNCH: a Tale of the California Vineyards.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

GERALD FFRENCH'S FRIENDS. Crown 8vo. 6s.

JOHNSON" (J. & J. H.).—THE PATENTEE'S MANUAL; a Treatise on
the Law and Practice of Letters Patent. 8vo. loi-. 6d.

JORDAN(William Leighton).—THE STANDARD OF VALUE. 8vo.6j.

JUSTINIAN.—THE INSTITUTES OF JUSTINIAN ; Latin Text, with
English Introduction, &c. By Thomas C. Sandars, 8vo. i8j.

KALISCH (M. M.).—BIBLE STUDIES. Part I. The Prophecies of

Balaam. 8vo. xos. 6d. Part II. The Book of Jonah. 8vo. xos. 6d.

KALISCH (M. M.).—COMMENTARY ON THE OLD TESTAMENT ; with
a New Translation. Vol. I. Genesis, 8vo. i8j-. , or adapted for the General
Reader, i2i'. Vol. 11, Exodus, 15^., or adapted for the General Reader, 12^-.

Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. i5.f., or adapted for the General Reader, 2,s.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 15J. , or adapted for the General Reader, 8j.

KANT (Immanuel).—CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL REASON, AND
OTHE!^ WORKS ON THE THEORY OF ETHICS. 8vo. i2.y. 6d.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC. Translated by T. K. Abbott. Notes
by S. T. Coleridge. 8vo. 6s.

KENDALL (May).—FROM A GARRET. Crown 8vo. 6s.

DREAMS TO SELL; Poems. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

' SUCH IS LIFE '

: a Novel. Crown 8vo. 6s.

KENNEDY (Arthur Clark).—PICTURES IN RHYME. With 4 Illus-

trations by Maurice Greiffenhagen. Crown 8vo. 6s.

KILLICK (Rev. A. H.).—HANDBOOK TO MILL'S SYSTEM OF
LOGIC. Crown 8vo. '^s. 6d.

KNIGHT (E. F.).—THE CRUISE OF THE ' ALERTE' ; the Narrative of

a Search for Treasure on the Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps and
23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

SAVE ME FROM MY FRIENDS : a Novel. Crown 8vo. 6s.

LADD (George T.).—ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHO-
LOGY. 8V0. 215.

OUTLINES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. A Text-Book
of Mental Science for Academies and Colleges. 8vo. 12s.

LANG (Andrev/).—CUSTOM AND MYTH : Studies of Early Usage and
Belief. With 15 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

BOOKS AND BOOKMEN. With 2 Coloured Plates and 17 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

GRASS OF PARNASSUS. A Volume of Selected Verses. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

BALLADS OF BOOKS. Edited by Andrew Lang. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. Edited by Andrew Lang. With 8

Plates and 130 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THP: RED FAIRY BOOK. Edited by .^ndrf.w Lang. With 4 Plates

and q6 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo. 6s.
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LAVIGERIE.—CARDINAL LAVIGERIE AND THE AFRICAN SLAVE
TRADE. Svo. 14s.

LAYARD (Nina F.).—POEMS. Crown Svo. 6s.

LECKY(W. E. H.).—HISTORY OF ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. Svo. Vols. I. and II. 1700-1760. 36^. Vols. III. and IV.
1760-17S4. 36J. Vols. V, and VI. 17S4-1793. 36^. Vols. VII. and VIII.

1793- 1 800. 36J.

THE HISTORY OF EUROPEAN MORALS FROM AUGUSTUS
TO CHARLEMAGNE. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 16s.

HISTORY OF THE RISE AND INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT
OF RATIONALISM IN EUROPE. 2 vols. Crown Svo. i6s.

LEES (J. A.) and CLUTTERBUCK (W. J.).—b.c. 1887, A RAMBLE
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. With Map and 75 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LEGER (Louis).—A HISTORY OF AUSTRO-HUNGARY. From the
Earliest Time to the year 1889. With Preface by E. A. Freeman. Cr. Svo. 10s. 6d.

LEWES (George Henry).—THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, from
Thales to Comte. 2 vo s. Svo. 32^.

LIDDELL (Colonel R. T.).—MEMOIRS OF THE TENTH ROYAL
HUSSARS. With Numerous Illustrations. 2 vols. Imperial Svo. 63^.

LONGMAN (Frederick W.).—CHESS OPENINGS. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

FREDERICK THE GREAT AND THE SEVEN YEARS' WAR.
Fcp. Svo. 2S. 6d.

LOUDON (J. C.).—ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GARDENING. With 1000

Woodcuts. Svo. 215.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE; the Laying-out, Improve-
ment, and Management of Landed Property. With iioo Woodcuts. Svo. 215.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS ; the Specific Character, &c., of all

Plants found in Great Britain. With 12,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 42J.

LUBBOCK (Sir J.).—THE ORIGIN OF CIVILISATION and the Primitive

Condition of Man. With 5 Plates and 20 Illustrations in the Text. Svo. iSj

LYALL (Edna).—THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SLANDER. Fcp. Svo.

IS. sewed.

LYDE (Lionel W.).—AN INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT HISTORY.
With 3 Coloured Maps. Crown Svo. 3^.

MACAULAY (Lord).—COMPLETE WORKS OF LORD MACAULAY.
Library Edition, 8 vols. Svo. £$ 5J. I Cabinet Edition, 16 vols, post Svo.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE ACCESSION OF JAMES
THE SECOND.

Popular Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo. 5^.

Student's Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo.

12J.

People's Edition, 4 vols. Crown Svo. \6s.

Cabinet Edition, 8 vols. Post Svo. 48.^.

Library Edition, 5 vols. Svo. ^^4.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS. WITH LAYS OF
ANCIENT ROME, in i volume.

Popular Edition, Crown Svo. zs. 6d. I Authorised Edition, Crown Svo. 2J.

j
6d., or 3^. 6d. gilt edges.
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MACAULAY (Lord).—ESSAYS {conti?nfed).

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS.
Student's Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

People's Edition, 2 vols. Crown 8vo. Ss.

Trevelyan Edi tion , 2 vols. Crown 8 vo.gj-.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post 8vo. 245.

Library Edition, 3 vols. 8vo. 36^.

ESSAYS which may be had separately, price 6d. each sewed, i^. each c loth.

Addison and Walpole.
Frederic the Great.

Croker's Boswell's Johnson.
Hallam's Constitutional History.

Warren Hastings (3^/. sewed, 6fl'. cloth).

The Earl of Chatham (Two Essays).

Ranke and Gladstone.
Milton and Machiavelli.
Lord Bacon.
Lord Clive.

Lord Byron, and the Comic Drama-
tists of the Restoration.

The Essay on Warren Hastings, anno-
j

The Essay on Lord Clive, annotated by
tated by S. Hales. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.

\
H.CourthopeBowen. Fcp.8vo.25.6r/'.

SPEECHES. People's Edition, Crown 8vo, y. 6d.

LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME, &c. Illustrated by G. Scharf. Library
Edition. Fcp. 4to. 10s. 6d.

Bijou Edition, i8mo. 2s. 6d. gilt top, I Popular Edition, Fcp. 4to. 6d. sewed,

I
IS. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin. Crown
8vo. y. 6d. gilt edges.

Annotated Edition, Fcp.Svo. i^. sewed,
Cabinet Edition, Post 8vo. y. 6d.

\

is. 6d. cloth,

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS.
People's Edition. Crown 8vo. 4^-. 6d.

\
Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 215'.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS AND SPEECHES.
Popular Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d. I Cabinet Edition, Post Svo. 24s.

Student's Edition. Crown Svo. 6s. \

SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF LORD MACAULAY.
Edited, with Notes, by the Right Hon. Sir G. O, Trevelyan, Crown Svo. 6^.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF LORD MACAULAY. By the Right

Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan.

Popular Edition. Crown. Svo. 2s. 6d. 1 Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Post Svo. 12s.

Student's Edition. Crown Svo. 6s. \ Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 365.

MACDONAIjD (George).—UNSPOKEN SERMONS. Three Series.

Crown Svo. 35. 6d. each.
• THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

A BOOK OF STRIFE, IN THE FORM OF THE DIARY OF AN
OLD SOUL : Poems. i2mo. 6s.

MACFARREN (Sir G. A.).—LECTURES ON HARMONY. Svo. 12s.

MACKAIL (J. W.).—SELECT EPIGRAMS FROM THE GREEK AN-
THOLOGY. With a Revised Text, Introduction, Translation, &c. Svo. 16s.

MACLEOD (Henry D.).—THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING. Crown
Svo. 3J. 6d.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF BANKING. Vol. I. Svo. 1:1s.
,

Vol. II. 14s.

THE THEORY OF CREDIT. Svo. Vol. I. [New Edition in the tress']
;

Vol. II. Part I, 4^. 6d. ; Vol, II. Part II. i-..^ td.
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McCULIiOCH (J. R.).—THE DICTIONARY OF COMMERCE and Com-
mercial Navigation. With 11 Maps and 30 Charts. 8vo. 635.

MACVINE (John).—SIXTY-THREE YEARS' ANGLING, from the Moun-
tain Streamlet to the Mighty Tay. Crown 8vo. loj. bd.

MALMESBURY (The Earl of).—MEMOIRS OF AN EX-MINISTER.
Crown 8vo. 75. 6d.

MANUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY {Stonyhurst Series).

Logic. By Richard F. Clarke. Crown
8vo. 5J-.

First Principles of Knowledge. By
John Rickaby. Crown 8vo. 5^.

Moral Philosophy (Ethics and Natural
Law). By Joseph Rickaby. Crown
8vo. 55.

General Metaphysics. By John Ricka-

by. Crown 8vo. ^s.

Psychology. By Michael Maher.
Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
Boedder. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

A Manual of Political Economy. By C.

S. Devas. 6s. 6d. \_In freparatio7i.

MARTINEAU (James).—HOURS OF THOUGHT ON SACRED
THINGS. Two Volumes of Sermons. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. yj. 6d. each.

ENDEAVOURS AFTER THE CHRISTIAN LIFE. Discourses.

Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

THE SEAT OF AUTHORITY IN RELIGION. 8vo. 14J.

ESSAYS, REVIEWS, AND ADDRESSES. 4 vols. Crown 8vo. -js. 6d.

each
I. Personal : Political.

II. Ecclesiastical : Historical.

MASON" (Agnes).-
i6mo. 35. 6c/.

MAUNDER'S TREASURIES.
Biographical Treasury.
Treasury of Natural History. With

900 Woodcuts.
Treasury of Geography. With 7 Maps

and 16 Plates.

Scientific and Literary Treasury.
Historical Treasury.
Treasury of Knowledge.

I III. Theological : Philosophical.

I

IV. Academical : Religious.

[/« course ofpublication.

THE STEPS OF THE SUN : Daily Readings of Prose.

Fcp. 8vo. 6i'. each volume.
The Treasury of Bible Knowledge. By

the Rev. J. AvKE. With 5 Maps.
15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts. Fcp.
8vo. 6s.

The Treasury of Botany. Edited by

J. LiNDLKY and T. Moore. With
274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel Plates.

2 vols.

MATTHEWS (Brander).—A FAMILY TREE, and other Stories. Crown
8vo. 6s.

PEN AND INK—School Papers. Crown 8vo. 55.

MAX MULLER (F.).—SELECTED ESSAYS ON LANGUAGE.
MYTHOLOGY, AND RELIGION. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. i6s.

LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. 2 vols. Crown
Bvo. 16s.

THREE LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. Cr.
8vo. 3^.

THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE, founded on Lectures delivered at

the Royal Institution in 1861 and 1863. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 21J.

HIBBERT LECTURES ON THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF
RELIGION, as illustrated by the Religions of India. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.
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MAX MtJIiLER (F.)—INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF RE-
LIGION ; FourLectures delivered at the Royal Institution. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

NATURAL RELIGION. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the

University of Glasgow in 1888. Crown 8vo. 105. 6d.

PHYSICAL RELIGION, The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the

University of Glasgow in 1890. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT. 8vo. 21s.

THREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF
THOUGHT. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

BIOGRAPHIES OF WORDS, AND THE HOME OF THE ARYAS.
Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

A SANSKRIT GIL^MMAR FOR BEGINNERS. New and Abridged
Edition. By A. A. MacDonell. Crown 8vo. 6s.

MAY (Sir Thomas Erskine).—THE CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY
OF ENGLAND since the Accession of George III. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. iSj.

MEADE (L. T.).—THE O'DONNELLS OF INCHFAWN. Crown 8vo. 65.

DADDY'S BOY. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5:?.

DEB AND THE DUCHESS. Illustrated by M. E. Edwards. Cr.8vo.55.

HOUSE OF SURPRISES. Illustrated by E. M. Scannell. Cr.^wo.^s.ed.

THE BERESFORD PRIZE. Illustrated by M. E. Edwards. Cr. 8vo. ss.

MEATH (The Earl of).—SOCIAL ARROWS: Reprinted Articles on
various Social Subjects. Crown 8vo. $s.

PROSPERITY OR PAUPERISM ? Physical, Industrial, and Technical
Training. Edited by the Earl of Meath. 8vo. 5^.

MELVILLE (G-. J. Whyte).—Novels by. Crown 8vo. 15. each, boards
;

IJ. 6d. each, cloth. *

The Gladiators. I The Queen's Maries. Digby Grand.
The Interpreter. Holmby House. General Bounce.
Good for Nothing. | Kate Coventry.

MENDELSSOHN.—THE LETTERS OF FELIX MENDELSSOHN.
Translated by Lady Wallace, 2 vols. Crown 8vo. los.

MERIVALE (Rev. Chas.).—HISTORY OF THE ROMANS UNDER
THE EMPIRE. Cabinet Edition, 8 vols. Crown 8vo. 485. Popular Edition,

8 vols. Crown 8vo. y. 6d. each.

THE FALL OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC : a Short History of the

Last Century of the Commonwealth. lamo. yj. 6d.

GENERAL HISTORY OF ROME FROM B.C. 753 TO a.d. 476.

Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE ROMAN TRIUMVIR.\TES. With Maps. Fcp. 8vo. 2j. 6d.

MILES (W. A.).—THE CORRESPONDENCE OF WILLIAM AUGUSTUS
MILES ON THE FRENCH REVOLUTION, 1789-1817. 2 vols. 8vo. 32J.

MILL (James).—ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA OF THE HUMAN
MIND. 2 vols. 8vo. 28^.

MILL (John Stuart).—PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 30^. |

People's Edition, i vol. Crown Bvo. 5^.

A SYSTEM OF LOGIC. Crown 8vo. 5J.

ON LIBERTY. Crown 8vo. is. 4^.
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MILL (J. S.).—ON REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT. Crown 8vo. 2J.

UTILITARIANISM. 8vo. 55.

EXAMINATION OF SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON'S PHILO-
SOPHY. 8vo. i6j.

NATURE, THE UTILITY OF RELIGION AND THEISM. Three
Essays, Bvo. 5J.

MOLESWORTH (Mrs.).—MARRYING AND GIVING IN MARRIAGE :

a Novel. Fcp. Bvo. zs. 6d.

SILVERTHORNS. With Illustrations by F. Noel Paton. Cr. 8vo. y-

THE PALACE IN THE GARDEN. With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 5J.

THE THIRD MISS ST. QUENTIN. Crown 8vo. 6s.

NEIGHBOURS. With Illustrations by M. Ellen Edwards. Cr. 8vo. 6^.

THE STORY OF A SPRING xMORNING. With Illustrations. Cr.8vo.5j.

MOOKT (G. Washington).—THE KING'S ENGLISH. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MOORE (Edward).-DANTE AND HIS EARLY BIOGRAPHERS.
Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

MULHALL (Michael G.).—HISTORY OF PRICES SINCE THE YEAR
1850. Crown 8vo. 6s.

MURDOCK (Henry).—THE RECONSTRUCTION OF EUROPE: a

Sketch of the Diplomatic and Military History of Continental Europe, from
the Rise to the Fall of the Second French Empire. Crown 8vo. 9^.

MURRAY (David Christie and Henry).-A DANGEROUS CATS-
PAW : a Story. Crown Bvo. zs. 6d.

MURRAY (Christie) and HERMAN (Henry).—WILD DARRIE:
a Story. Crown 8vo. zs. boards ; 2J. 6d. cloth.

NANSEN (Dr. Fridtjof).—THE FIRST CROSSING OF GREENLAND.
With 5 Maps, 12 Plates, and 150 Illustrations in the Text. 2 vols. 8vo. 36J.

NAPIER.—THE LIFE OF SPR JOSEPH NAPIER, BART., EX-LORD
CHANCELLOR OF IRELAND. By Alex. Ch.\rles Evvald. Bvo. 15^.

THE LECTURES, ESSAYS, AND LETTERS OF THE RIGHT
HON. SIR JOSEPH NAPIER, BART. Bvo. i2j. 6d

NESBIT (E.).—LEAVES OF LIFE : Verses. Crown Bvo. 55.

NEWMAN.—THE LETTERS AND CORRESPONDENCE OF JOHN
HENRY NEWMAN during his Life in the English Church. With a brief

Autobiographical Memoir. Edited by Anne Mozley. With Portraits, 2 vols.

8vo. 30J. net.

NEWMAN (Cardinal).—Works
Sermons to Mixed Congregations.

Crown 8vo. 6^.

Sermons on Various Occasions. Cr.

Bvo. 6s.

The Idea of a University defined and
illustrated. Cabinet Edition, Cr. 8vo.

yj. Cheap Edition, Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.

Historical Sketches. Cabinet Edition,

3 vols. Crown Bvo. 6-r. each. Cheap
Edition, 3 vols. Cr. Bvo. 3J-. 6d. each.

by:-
The Arians of the Fourth Century.

Cabinet Edition, Crown Bvo. 6v.

Cheap Edition, Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

Select Treatises of St. Athanasius in

Controversy v/ith the Arians. Freely

Translated. 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 15.V.

Discussions and Arguments onVarious
Subjects. Cabinet Edition, Crown
Bvo. 6s. Cheap Edition, Crown
Bvo. 3J. 6d.
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ISTEWMAN (Cardinal).—Works
Apologia Pro Yita Sua. Cabinet Ed.

,

Crown 8vo. 6s. Cheap Ed. 3^. 6d.

Development of Christian Doctrine.

Cabinet Edition, Crown 8vo. 6s.

Cheap Edition, Cr, Bvo. y. 6d.

Certain Difficulties felt by Anglicans

in Catholic Teaching Considered.

Cabinet Edition. Vol. I. Crown Bvo.

js. 6d. ; Vol. II. Crown 8vo. 55. 6d.

The Via Media of the Anglican Church,

Illustrated in Lectures, &c. Cabinet

Edition, 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.

Cheap Edition, 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

3jr. 6d.

Essays, Critical and Historical. Cabi-

net Edition, 2 vols. Crown 8vo, X2S.

Cheap Edition, 2 vols. Cr. Bvo. 7s.

Biblical and Ecclesiastical Miracles.

Cabinet Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s.

Cheap Edition, Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

Present Position of Catholics in Eng-
land. Crown Bvo. js. 6d.

*,^* For Cafdinal New7nans other

Catalogue of Theological Woi'ks.

by :

—

[continued).

Tracts, i. Dissertatiunculae. 2. Oi
the Text of the Seven Epistles of St.

Ignatius. 3. Doctrinal Causes of

Arianism. 4. ApoUinarianism. 5.

St. Cyril's Formula. 6. Ordo de
Tempore. 7. Douay Version of
Scripture. Crown 8vo. Bj.

An Essay in Aid of a Grammar of

Assent. Cabinet Edition, Crown
Bvo. "JS. 6d. Cheap Edition, Crown
Bvo. 3J. 6d.

Callista : a Tale of the Third Century.
Cabinet Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s.

Cheap Edition, Crown Bvo. 35. 6d.

Loss and Gain : a Talc. Cabinet
Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s. Cheap
Edition, Crown Bvo. 3^. 6d.

The Dream of Gerontius. i6mo. 6d.

sewed, \s. cloth.

Verses on Various Occasions. Cabinet
Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s. Cheap
Edition, Crown Bvo. y. 6d.

Wo7-ks see Messrs. Longmans df Co.'s

NORRIS (W. E.).—MRS. FENTON : a Sketch. Crown Bvo. 6s.

NORTON (Charles L.).—POLITICAL AMERICANISMS : a Glossary of

Terms and Phrases Current in American Politics. Crown Bvo. 2s. 6d.

A HANDBOOK OF FLORIDA. 49 Maps and Plans. Fcp. Bvo. 5^.

NORTHCOTE (W. H.).—LATHES AND TURNING, Simple, Me-
chanical, and Ornamental. With 338 illustrations. Bvo. iBj.

O'BRIEN (William.)—WHEN W^E WERE BOYS : a Novel. Crown
Bvo. 2S. 6d.

OLIPHANT (Mrs.).—MADAM. Crown Bvo. is. boards ;
is. 6d. cloth.

IN TRUST. Crown Bvo. u. boards; is. 6d. cloth.

LADY CAR : the Sequel of a Life. Crown Bvo. 2s. 6d.

OMAN (C. W. C.).—A HISTORY OF GREECE FROM THE EARLIEST
TIMES TO THE MACEDONIAN CONQUEST. WithMaps. Cr.Bvo. 4J. 6./.

O'REILLY (Mrs.).—HURSTLEIGH DENE : a Tale. Crown Bvo. 5J.

PAUL (Hermann).—PRINCIPLES OF THE HISTORY OF LANGUAGE.
Translated by H. A. Strong. Bvo. 10s. 6d.

PAYN (James).—THE LUCK OF THE DARRELLS. Cr. Bvo. is. bds.

;

IS. 6d. cl.

THICKER THAN WATER. Crown Bvo. is. boards ;
is. 6d. cloth.

PERRING(SirPhilip).—HARD KNOTS IN SHAKESPEARE. 8V0.7J. 6^.

THE ' WORKS AND DAYS ' OF MOSES. Crown Bvo. 3^. 6d.
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PHILIilPPS-WOLLEY (C.).—SNAP : a Legend of the Lone Mountain.
With 13 Illustrations by H. G. Willink. Crown 8vo. 6s.

POLE (W.).—THE THEORY OF THE MODERN SCIENTIFIC GAME
OF WHIST. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

POIjLOCK (W. H. and Lady).—THE SEAL OF FATE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

POOLE (W. H. and Mrs.).—COOKERY FOR THE DJAnETIC. Fcp.
8vO. 2S. bd.

PRENDERGAST (JohnP.).—IRELAND, FROM THE RESTORATION
TO THE REVOLUTION, 1660-1690. 8vo. 55.

PROCTOR (R.A.).—Works by :

Old and New Astronomy. 12 Parts,

2J. 6d. each. Supplementary Sec-
tion, IS. Complete in i vol. 4to. 36^.

[/^ course ofpiiblicaiion.

The Orbs Around Us. Crown 8vo. 5^.

Other Worlds than Ours. With 14
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 55.

The Moon. Crown 8vo. ^s.

Universe of Stars. 8vo. 105. 6d.

Larger Star Atlas for the Libraiy, in

12 Circular Maps, with Introduction

and 2 Index Pages. Folio, 15J. or

Maps only, i2j. 6d.

The Student's Atlas. In 12 Circular

Maps. 8vo. 55.

New Star Atlas. In 12 Circular Maps.
Crown 8vo. 55.

Light Science for Leisure Hours.

3 vols. Crown 8vo. 5.?. each.

Chance and Luck. Crown 8vo. is.

boards ; 25. 6d. cloth.

Pleasant Ways in Science. Cr. 8vo. 55.

How to Play Whist : with the Laws and
Etiquette ofWhist. Crown 8vo. y.6d.

Rome Whist : an Easy Guide to

Correct Play. i6mo. \s.

Studies of Venus-Transits. With 7
Diagrams and 10 Plates. 8vo. 55.

The Stars in their Season. 12 Maps.
Royal 8vo. 5J-.

Star Primer. Showing the Starry Sky
Week by Week, in 24 Hourly Maps.
Crown 4to. 2J. 6d.

The Seasons Pictured in 48 Sun-Yiews
of the Earth, and 24 Zodiacal Maps,
&c. Demy 4to. 55.

Strength and Happiness. With 9
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 55.

Strength : How to get Strong and
keep Strong. Crown 8vo. 2J.

Rough Ways Hade Smooth. Essays on
Scientific Subjects. Crown 8vo. 5J.

OurPlace among Infinities. Cr. 8vo. 5.5.

The Expanse of Heaven. Cr. 8vo. 5J.

The Great Pyramid. Crown 8vo. 55.

Myths and Marvels of Astronomy
Crown 8vo. 5^.

Nature Studies. By Grant Allen, A.
Wilson, T. Foster, E. Clodd, and
R. A. Proctor. Crown 8vo. 55.

Leisure Readings. By E. Clodd, A.
Wilson, T. F"oster, A. C. Ranyard,
and R. A. Proctor. Crown 8vo. w.

PRYCE (John).—THE ANCIENT BRITISH CHURCH: an Historical

Essay. Crown 8vo. 6^.

RANSOME (Cyril).—THE RISE OF CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERN-
MENT IN ENGL.\ND : being a Series of Twenty Lectures, Crown 8vo. 6s.

RAWLINSON (Canon G.).—THE HISTORY OF PHCENICIA. 8vo. 24J.

RENDLE (William) andNORMAN (Philip).—THE INNS OF OLD
SOUTHWARK, and their Associations. With Illustrations. Royal 8vo. 28J.

RIBOT (Th.).—THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ATTENTION. Crown 8vo. y.

RICH (A.).—A DICTIONARY OF ROMAN AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES.
With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.
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RICHARDSON (Dr. B. \Y.).—NATIONAL HEALTH. A Review of

the Works of Sir Edwin Chadwick, K.C. B. Crown 4J. 6d.

RIIiEY (Atheist." 1).—ATHOS ; or, The Mountain of the Monks. With
Map and 29 Illustialions. 8vo. 21J.

ROBERTS (Alexander).—GREEK THE LANGUAGE OF CHRIST
AND HIS APOSTLES. 8vo. i8j.

ROGET (John Lewis).—A HISTORYOFTHE 'OLDWATER COLOUR'
SOCIETY. 2 vols. Royal Bvo. 42J.

ROQET (Peter M.).—THESAURUS OF ENGLISH WORDS AND
PHRASES. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

ROl^ALDS (Alfred).—THE FLY-FISHER'S ETYMOLOGY. With 20
Coloured Plates. 8vo. 14J.

ROSSETTI (Maria Franeesca).—A SHADOW OF DANTE: being an
Essay towards studying Himself, his World, and his Pilgrimage. Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

RUSSEIiIi.—A LIFE OF LORD JOHN RUSSELL. By Spencer Walpole.
2 vols. 8vo. 36J. Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 12s.

SEEBOHM (Frederick). — THE OXFORD REFORMERS— JOHN-
COLET, ERASMUS, AND THOMAS MORE. 8vo. i4j-.

THE ENGLISH VILLAGE COMMUNITY Examined in its Re-

lations to the Manorial and Tribal Systems, &c. 13 Maps and Plates. 8vo. i6j.

THE ERA OF THE PROTESTANT REVOLUTION. With Map.
Fcp. 8vo. as. 6d.

SEV/ELIj (Elizabeth M.).—STORIES AND TALES. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

each, cloth plain ; zs. 6d. each, cloth extra, gilt edges :

—

Amy Herbert.
The Earl's Daughter.
The Experience of Life.

A Glimpse of the YiTorld.

Cleve liall.

Katharine Ashton.
Margaret Percival.

LanetoR Parsonage.
Ursula.

Gertrude.
Ivors.

Home Life.

After Life.

SHAKESPEARE.—BOWDLER'S FAMILY SHAKESPEARE, i vol. 8vo.

With 36 Woodcuts, 14s., or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo. 21s.

OUTLINE OF THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. By J. O.
HALLIWELL-PHILLlPr-S. 2 VOls. Royal 8vO. _^I IS.

SHAKESPEARE'S TRUE LIFE. By James Walter. With 500
Illustrations. Imp. 8vo. 21s.

THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHDAY BOOK. By Mary F. Dunbar.
32mo. is. 6d. cloth. With Photographs, 32nio. 5-f. Drawing Room Edition,

with Photographs, Fcp. Svo. 10s. 6d.

SHORT (T. V.).—SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND to the Revolution of 1688. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.
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SILVER LIBRARY, The.—Crown 8vo. price 3.9. 6d. each volume.

She : A History of Adventure. By H.
Rider Haggard. 32 Illustrations.

Allan Quatermain. By H. Rider
Haggard. With 20 Illustrations.

Colonel Quaritch, Y.C. : a Tale of
Country Life. By H. Rider Haggard.

Cleopatra. By H. Rider Haggard.
With 29 Full-page Illustrations.

Micah Clarke. A Tale of Monmouth's
Rebellion. By A. Conan Doyle.

Petland Revisited. By the Rev. J. G.
Wood. With 33 Illustrations.

StrangeDwellings : a Description ofthe
Habitalionsof Animals. By the Rev.

J. G. Wood. With 60 Illustrations.

Out of Doors. Original Articles on
Practical Natural History. By the
Rev. J. G. Wood. 11 Illustrations.

Familiar History of Birds. By Edward
Stanley, D.D. 160 Illustrations.

Eight Years in Ceylon. By Sir S. W.
Baker. With 6 Illustrations.

Rifle and Hound in Ceylon. By Sir

S. W. Baker. With 6 Illustrations.

Story of Creation : a Plain Account of

Evolution. By Edward Clodd.
With yy Illustrations.

Life of the Duke of Wellington. By the

Rev. G. R. Gleig. With Portrait.

Histoi'y of the Romans under the
Empire. By the Very Rev. Charles
Merivale. 8 vols.

Memoirs of Major-General Sir Henry
Havelock. By J. Clark Marshnian.

Short Studies on Great Subjects. By
James A. Froude. 4 vols.

Caesar : a Sketch. Byjames A. Froude.

Thomas Carlyle : a Histoy of his

Life. By J. A. Froude. 1795-1835.
2 vols. 1834- 1 88 1. 2 vols.

The Two Chiefs of Dunboy : an Irish

Romance of the Last Century, By
James A. Froude.

Visits to Remarkable Places. By
William Howitt. 80 Illustrations.

Field and Hedgerow. Last Essays of
Richard Jefi'erics. With Portrait.

The Story of My Heart; My Auto-
biography. By Richard Jcfferies.

Apologia Pro Yita Sua. By Cardinal
Newman.

Callista : a Tale of the Third Century.
By Cardinal Newman.

Loss and Gain : a Tale. By Cardinal
Newman.

Essays, Critical and Historical. By
Cardinal Newman. 2 \ol.s.

An Essay on the Development of
Christian Doctrine. By Cardinal
Newman,

The Arians of the Fourth Century.
By Cardinal Newman.

Yerses on Yarious Occasions. By
Cardinal Nev.nian.

Parochial and Plain Sermons. By
Cardinal Newman. 8 vols.

Selection, adapted to the Eeascns of
the Ecclesiastical Year, from the;
' Parochial and Plain Sermons '. By
Cardinal Newman.

Certain Difficulties felt by AngHcar.s
in Catholic Teaching Considered.
By Cardinal Newman. 2 vols.

The Idea of a University defined and
Illustrated. By Cardinal New man.

Essays on Biblical and Ecclesiastical
Miracles. By Cardinal NeNsman.

Discussions and Arguments onYariorts
Subjects. By Cardinal Newman.

An Essay in Aid of a Grammar of
Assent. By Cardinal Newman.

The Elements of Banking. By Henry
D. Macleod.

A Yoyage in the ' Sunbeam '. With
66 Illustrations. By Lady Brassey.
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SMITH (E,. Bosworth).—CARTHAGE AND THE CARTHAGINIANS.
Maps, Plans, &c. Crown 8vo. ts.

SOPHOCLES. Translated into English Verse. By Robert Whitelaw.
Crown 8vo. 8j. dd.

STANLEY (E.).—A FAMILIAR HISTORY OF BIRDS. With i6o Wood-
cuts. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

STEEL (J. H.).—A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE DOG;
being a Manual of Canine Pathology. 88 Illustrations. 8vo. \os. 6d.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE OX ; being a Manual
of Bovine Pathology. 2 Plates and 117 Woodcuts. 8vo. 15J.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE SHEEP; being a
Manual of Ovine Pathology. With Coloured Plate and 99 Woodcuts. 8vo. 12s.

STEPHEI^ (Sir James).— ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIO-
GRAPHY. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

STEPHENS (H. Morse).—A HISTORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLU-
TION. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. i8j-. Ready. [Vol. II. in the press.

STEVENSON (Kobt. Louis).—A CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES.
Small Fcp. 8vo. 55.

THE DYNAMITER. Fcp. 8vo. xs. sewed, xs. 6d. cloth.

STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE. Fcp. 8vo.

i.y. sewed, is. 6d. cloth.

STEVENSON (Robert Louis) and OSBOURNE (Lloyd).—THE
WRONG BOX. Crown 8vo. 55.

STOCK (St. George).—DEDUCTIVE LOGIC. Fcp. 8vo. y. 6d.

' STONEHENGE.'—THE DOG IN HEALTH AND DISEASE. With 84
Wood Engravings. Square Crown 8vo. 'js. 6d.

STRONG (Herbert A.),LOGEMAN(WilleniS.) andWHEELER
(B. L).—INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF
language:. 8vo. 10s. bd.

SUPERNATURAL RELIGION ; an Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revela-

tion. 3 vols. 8vo. 36.?.

REPLY (A) TO DR. LIGHTFOOT'S ESSAYS. By the Author of ' Super-

natural Religion'. 8vo. 6.9.

SYMES (J. E.).—PRELUDE TO MODERN HISTORY: being a Brief

Sketch of the World's History from the Third to the Ninth Centuiy. With 5
Maps. Crown 8vo. 2.s. 6d.

TAYLOR (Colonel Meadows).—A STUDENT'S MANUAL OF THE
HISTORY OF INDIA, from the Earliest Period to the Present Time. Crown
8vo. js. 6d.

THOMPSON (D. Greenleaf).—THE PROBLEM OF EVIL: an Intro-

duction to the Practical Sciences. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

. A SYSTEM OF PSYCHOLOGY. 2 vols. 8vo. 36J.

THE RELIGIOUS SENTIMENTS OF THE HUMAN MIND. 8vo.

75. 6d.

SOCIAL PROGRESS : an Essay. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF FICTION IN LITERATURE: an Essay.

Crown 8vo. 6s.
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THREE IN NORWAY. By Two of Them. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 2J, boards ; 2s. 6d. cloth.

TOYNBEE (Arnold).—LECTURES ON THE INDUSTRIAL REVO-
LUTION OF THE i8th CENTURY IN ENGLAND. 8vo. xos. 6d.

TREVELYAlSr (Sir G. O., Bart.).—THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF
LORD MACAULAY,

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo. 2S. 6d. I Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 12s.

Student's Edition. Crown 8vo. 6j-.
| Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 36^.

THE EARLY HISTORY OF CHARLES JAMES FOX. Library
Edition, 8vo. i8i-. Cabinet Edition, Crown 8vo. 6s.

TROLLOPE (Anthony).—THE WARDEN. Cr. 8vo. is. bds., i.r. 6d. cl.

BARCHESTER TOWERS. Crown 8vo. is. boards, is. 6d. cloth.

VIRGIL.— PUBLI VERGILI MARONIS BUCOLICA, GEORGICA,
.(ENEIS; the Works of Virgil, Latin Text, with English Commentary and
Index. By B. H. Kennedy. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

THE yENEID OF VIRGIL. Translated into English Verse. By
John Conington. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE POEMS OF VIRGIL. Translated into English Prose. By
John Conington. Crown 8vo. 65'.

THE ECLOGUES AND GEORGICS OF VIRGIL. Translated from
the Latin by J. W. Mackail. Printed on Dutch Hand-made Paper. i6mo. 55-.

WAKEMAN (H. O.) and HASSALL (A.).—ESSAYS INTRODUC-
TORY TO THE STUDY OF ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
By Resident Members of the University of Oxford. Edited by H. O. Wake-
man and A. Hassall. Crown 8vo. 6s.

WALKER (A. Campbell-).—THE CORRECT CARD ; or. How to Play
at Whist ; a Whist Catechism. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

WALPOLE (Spencer).—HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE CON-
CLUSION OF THE GREAT WAR IN 1815 to 1858. Libraiy Edition. 5
vols. 8vo. £^ 10s. Cabinet Edition. 6 vols. Crown 8vo. 6s. each.

WELLINGTOM".—LIFE OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON. By the
Rev. G. R. Gleig. Crown 8vo. 3J. 6d.

WELLS (David A.).—RECENT ECONOMIC CHANGES and their Effect
on the Production and Distribution of Wealth and the Well-being of Society.
Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

WENDT (Ernest Emil).—PAPERS ON MARITIME LEGISLATION,
with a Translation of the German Mercantile Laws relating to Maritime Com-
merce. Royal 8vo. ^i lis. 6d.

WEYMAN (Stanley J.).—THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF : a Romance.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

WHATELY (E. Jane).-ENGLISH SYNONYMS. Edited by Archbishop
Whately. Fcp. 8vo. 3J.

LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF ARCHBISHOP WHATELY.
With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

WHATELY (Archbishop).—ELEMENTS OF LOGIC. Cr. 8vo. +j. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF RHETORIC. Crown 8vo. 4r. 6d.

LESSONS ON REASONING. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d.

BACON'S ESSAYS, with Annotations. Svo, 10^. 6d.
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WILCOCKS (J. C.).—THE SEA FISHERMAN. Comprising the Chief

Methods of Hook and Line Fishing in the British and other Seas, and Remarks
on Nets, Boats, and Boating. Profusely Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 6s.

WILLICH (Charles M.)—POPULAR TABLES for giving Information
for ascertaining the value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Property, the

Public Funds, &c. Edited by H. Bence Jones. Crown 8vo. loj. 6d.

WIIiLOUGHBY (Captain Sir John C.).—EAST AFRICA AND ITS
BIG GAME. The Narrative ofa Sporting Trip from Zanzibar to the Borders of

the Masai. Illustrated by G. D. Giles and Mrs. Gordon Hake. Royal 8vo. 2ij.

WITT (Prof.)—Works by. Translated by Frances Younghusband.

THE TROJAN WAR. Crown 8vo. 2S.

— MYTHS OF HELLAS ; or, Greek Tales. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

THE WANDERINGS OF ULYSSES. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

THE RETREAT OF THE TEN THOUSAND ; being the Story of

Xenophon's ' Anabasis '. With Illustrations.

WOLFF (Henry W.)—RAMBLES IN THE BLACK FOREST. Crown
8vo. js. 6d.

THE WATERING PLACES OF THE VOSGES. With Map. Crown
8vo. 4J. 6d.

WOOD (E-ev. J. G.).—HOMES WITHOUT HANDS ; a Description of the

Habitations of Animals, classed according to the Principle of Construction.

With 140 Illustrations. 8vo. los. 6d.
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